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1 Language Teaching

MICHAEL H. LONG

Hundreds of millions of people voluntarily attempt to learn languages each year.
They include adults who seek proficiency in a new language for academic,
professional, occupational, vocational training, or religious purposes, or because
they have become related through marriage to speakers of languages other than
their mother tongue. Then, there are (some would argue, “captive”) school-age
children who experience their education through the medium of a second
language, or for whom one or more foreign languages are obligatory subjects
in their regular curriculum. In addition to these easily recognizable groups,
language teachers around the world are increasingly faced with non-volunteers.
These are the tens of millions of people each year forced to learn new languages
and dialects, and sometimes new identities, because they have fled traumatic
experiences of one kind or another – war, drought, famine, disease, intolerable
economic circumstances, ethnic cleansing, and other forms of social conflict –
crossing linguistic borders in the process. Since the horror and frequency of such
events show no signs of decreasing, language teaching is likely to remain a
critical matter for these groups for the foreseeable future, with the scale of forced
mass migrations if anything likely to grow in the twenty-first century, due to the
potentially disastrous effects of climate change.

For both groups of learners, volunteers and non-volunteers, language teaching
is increasingly recognized as important by international organizations, govern-
ments, militaries, intelligence agencies, corporations, NGOs, education systems,
health systems, immigration and refugee services, migrant workers, bilingual
families, and the students themselves. With the growing recognition come greater
responsibility and a need for accountability. LT1 is rarely a matter of life or death,
but it often has a significant impact on the educational life chances, economic
potential and social wellbeing of individual students and whole societies. Students
and entities that sponsor them increasingly want to know not just that the way
they are taught works, but that it constitutes optimal use of their time and money.

Demonstrating effectiveness and efficiency is often difficult. Historically, LT
has been regarded as an art – or a craft, at least – not a science, with scant regard
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and little financial support for research. Demand for some languages, notably
English and Chinese, has been so great in recent years that, with demand far
exceeding supply, few consumers have been in a position to quibble over the
quality of their instruction. In the case of some rarely taught languages for which
there is a sudden surge in need, e.g., as a by-product of military actions or
natural disasters, students and sponsors have no choice but to accept whatever
can be found, adequate or not. Even in the case of widely taught languages, like
English, Chinese, Arabic, French, German, and Spanish, research that is carried
out is sometimes criticized for having been conducted in real classrooms and
other “natural” instructional settings, with a resulting lack of control over signific-
ant variables that may have influenced the outcomes of interest. Alternatively,
when conducted under controlled experimental conditions, studies are sometimes
criticized for having produced findings that may not generalize to real classrooms.
Series of studies of the same phenomena in both natural and artificial instructional
environments, utilizing a variety of research methods, are clearly desirable.

Despite these problems, the situation has gradually improved in recent years,
with steady growth in the amount and sophistication of research on LT itself, and
in disciplines with much to say about the process LT is designed to facilitate,
language learning. Of those feeder disciplines, theory and research in some areas
of second language acquisition (SLA) are the most directly relevant, but work in
psychology, educational psychology, anthropology, curriculum and instruction,
and more, is also valuable. This is not to say that all the answers are known, or
even that most of them are, but LT prescriptions and proscriptions that ignore
theory and research findings in those fields are gradually and justifiably losing
credibility. Where they are kept viable, it is chiefly by commercial interests, which
still wield enormous influence, and the continued marketability of whose wares
is often best served by ignorance about effectiveness.

The authors of each chapter in this volume were asked wherever possible to
draw on research findings when making proposals. This, they have done. Also,
while many of them specialize in the teaching of English, on which the greatest
number of studies have been carried out, and/or operate in English-speaking
countries, they were asked not to focus on the teaching of any one language or
any one teaching context – foreign, second, lingua franca, etc. – but to choose
examples and synthesize research findings and teaching experience from, and
relevant to, a variety of languages and settings. They were asked to provide
balanced evaluations of major positions and approaches, but granted scope to
advance their own views. This, they have also done.

As is visible in the Table of Contents, in addition to coverage of core foundational
issues, The Handbook of Language Teaching contains chapters on a few topics seldom
found in comparable anthologies and textbooks. These chapters reflect recent
developments and changing emphases in the field, or ones we believe deserve
more attention. Examples include chapters on the language-learning brain; on
programs designed specifically for heritage learners, about whom there is now
an explosion of (sometimes rather uninformed) writing; on advanced learners;
study abroad; third language, conversion, and cross-training programs; LCTLs
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(less commonly taught languages), which geopolitics are rapidly making a lot
more commonly taught; and (not unrelated) on reading new scripts; as well as on
radical language teaching and the diffusion of innovation. In another departure
from the norm, instead of one chapter on teaching various skills, and a separate
one on testing them, we invited one author to cover both in a single chapter. The
idea is to avoid overlap and facilitate greater coherence of treatment. We selected
individuals whose prior work showed they can handle both at the required level.
While certainly not unique to this volume, there is also expert coverage of the
increasingly apparent and important politics and social and political context of
language teaching.

One author conspicuously missing from the assembled company is the late
Craig Chaudron, a widely respected expert on many aspects of LT, and a valued
colleague and close personal friend. Craig had agreed to contribute a chapter to
the handbook, but as many readers will know, died unexpectedly in 2006. His
untimely passing is a tragic loss for all who knew him, and for the field as a
whole. This volume is humbly dedicated to his memory.

NOTES

We are grateful to Danielle Descoteaux, Julia Kirk, and the staff at Wiley-Blackwell for
their support at all stages of the development of this volume, and to the reviewers of
individual chapters.
1 The following abbreviations are used throughout the volume:

FL – foreign language
L1 – first, or native, language
L2 and SL – second language in the broad sense, including any additional language to
the L1
LT – language teaching
SLA – second language acquisition.
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We live in an age of linguistic diversity increased greatly by globalization, the
movement of people across borders, and the widespread acquisition of addi-
tional languages by individuals in their own countries. All of these factors have
led to an increase in the number of second-language learners and the kinds of
contexts in which they are learning languages.

This chapter is about the social and sociolinguistic context of present-day for-
eign and second-language learning and teaching. In examining the social context
of language learning, we focus on how language teaching contexts are affected
by the larger social, political, and educational setting in which the teaching takes
place. In examining the sociolinguistic context of language teaching, we focus on
how the linguistic features of interactions, both inside and outside of the class-
room, are affected by the social context in which the interaction takes place.

Our division is in many ways similar to a traditional distinction made in the
field of sociolinguistics where one of the major debates is whether to take social
or linguistic factors as primary in investigating the relationship between the
social context and language variables. As evidence of this debate, Wardaugh
(1992) and others make a distinction between the sociology of language and sociolin-
guistics. Whereas the sociology of language investigates the manner in which
social and political forces influence language use, sociolinguistics takes linguistic
factors as primary in its investigations of language and society.

In keeping with this distinction, the first part of the chapter focuses on two
areas of investigation typically studied in the sociology of language that influ-
ence the social context of language learning: language planning and policy, and
societal multilingualism. The second part of the chapter focuses on two areas of
investigation typically studied in what Wardhaugh terms sociolinguistics: language
contact and variation, and ethnographic sociolinguistics. The final section of
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the chapter uses case studies of second and foreign language teaching to illus-
trate how the social and sociolinguistic context can influence language pedagogy.

Whereas this chapter will discuss the learning and teaching context of various
languages, a good deal of attention will be given to the learning of English. This
is because today English is the most widely studied second and foreign language
(Crystal, 1997), causing the study of the social and sociolinguistic context of the
learning of this language to be of interest to many learners and practitioners.

The Social Context of Language Learning
and Teaching

Language planning and policy

The social context of language learning and teaching is greatly impacted by a
nation’s political decision to give special status to a particular language or lan-
guages. This status can be achieved either by making the language an official
language of a country or by giving special priority to the language by requiring
its study as a foreign language. Today there are over 75 countries in which English
has been or continues to be an official language of the country, with many more
nations requiring the study of English in the public schools (Crystal, 1997). This
situation provides tremendous incentives for the learning of English.

The political choice of designating an official language is fully discussed in
Chapter 3. What is important for our purposes is how this choice affects the
social context of language learning and teaching. Three ways in which the desig-
nation of an official language has consequences for language learning and teach-
ing are (a) the insight the designation provides into prevalent social attitudes
toward particular languages, (b) the effect of the language policy on the stated
language-in-education policy, and (c) the setting of linguistic standards.

The designation of an official language can foster a great deal of political
tension that polarizes social attitudes toward particular languages. Malaysia’s
decision, for example, to recognize Bahasa Melayu as the country’s sole official
language was strongly opposed by the ethnic Chinese and Tamil populations,
who preferred giving English equal status. The debate in South Africa over which
languages to designate as official was also based on ethnic lines. In both cases the
decision of whether or not to give special status to a particular language became
a rallying point for social and ethnic groups. Such social attitudes obviously can
affect an individual’s motivation to learn or not learn a particular language.

A second consequence of a language being designated as one of the official
languages of the country is that in most cases the country’s official language or
languages are used, or at least designated to be used, as the medium of instruc-
tion in the schools. The National Educational Policy of South Africa is a case
in point. In 1997, the former Minister of Education argued that South Africa’s
national language-in-education policy was integral to the government’s strategy
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of redressing the discrimination of the past and building a non-racial nation in
South Africa. He contended that being multilingual should be a defining charac-
teristic of being South African (Chick & McKay, 2001).

While providing for choice from a range of language-in-education policy mod-
els, the South African National Educational Policy identified additive bilingual-
ism/multilingualism as the normative orientation of the language-in-education
policy. This policy, however, contradicts the beliefs of many South African par-
ents that the best way to acquire English, the dominant ex-colonial language, is
to commence studying the language as early as possible; that maintenance of the
first language is unnecessary and perhaps undesirable; and that the best way for
speakers of other languages to acquire English is submersion, that is, a subtractive
approach. Given the strong desire on the part of many parents for their children
to learn English, English-medium education is currently the only option offered
by South Africa’s most sought-after schools. This situation exemplifies the manner
in which the stated language-in-education policy is often undermined by prevalent
social beliefs as to the value of particular languages.

National language policies can also influence language learning and teaching
by the setting of standards. For example, in Singapore today, there is a segment
of the population that speaks a localised dialect of English widely known as
Singlish or Singapore Colloquial English (SCE). Like many stigmatized varieties,
Singlish has begun to gain immense popularity among young professionals, who
increasingly use it in domains of friendship and solidarity. Its negative associ-
ation with the poorly educated and its accelerated usage among the general popu-
lace in recent years alarmed the Singapore authorities sufficiently to warrant the
mounting of a Speak Good English Movement, a campaign that overtly promotes
the use of standard English, and whose implicit agenda is to stem the spread of
Singlish before it becomes an integral part of the cultural life of the present
generation of school-goers in Singapore. As in the case of Singapore, government
policies can influence not only which language is promoted but also which
variety of that language is preferred.

Societal multilingualism
When a country has more than one official language and the majority of the
population is bilingual, there are generally particular domains in which each
language is used. Ferguson (1959) coined the term diglossia to describe the situation
of a community in which most of the population is bilingual and/or bidialectal
and the two codes serve different purposes. The term was originally used by Fer-
guson to describe a context in which two varieties of the same language are used
by people of that community for different purposes. Normally one variety, termed
the High, or H, variety, is acquired in an educational context and used by the
community in more formal domains, such as in churches or universities. The
other variety, termed the Low, or L, variety, is acquired in the home and used in
informal domains, like the home or social center, to communicate with family and
friends.
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Later, Fishman (1972) generalized the meaning of diglossia to include the use
of two separate languages within one country in which one language is used
primarily for formal purposes and the other for more informal purposes. The
expansion of the meaning of the term made it applicable to countries in which
English is one of the official languages, as in South Africa, Singapore, and India.
In these countries, English often assumes the role of what Ferguson calls the
High variety, with the other languages of the country, or a different variety of
English, being used in informal domains.

The fact that these different languages or varieties serve different purposes has
implications for second-language teaching. In many cases the language or dialect
that serves the purposes of the Low variety has lower status, so that speakers of
this variety are marginalized in society and in the school system. Because of this,
speakers of this variety are often given the impression that their home language
is inferior; furthermore, their lack of access to the High variety can impede their
progress in the educational establishment and, ultimately, in society.

Two additional concepts in the study of societal multilingualism that are
important for our purposes are language maintenance and language shift. In the
case of language maintenance, members of a language minority group work to
promote the maintenance of their first language. This is the case of many
language minority groups in the United States who have established after-school
first-language maintenance programs, funded print and media programs in their
first language, and supported special events in which the first language is used.
(See McKay & Wong, 2000.) Language shift, on the other hand, occurs when
members of a language minority replace the use of their first language in favor of
another one. This is the case for almost all third generation immigrants to the
United States.

The concepts of language maintenance and shift are particularly relevant to the
topic of linguistic diversity in an era of globalization. Today, many warn of the
danger of the spread of English and the threat it poses to the continued existence
of indigenous and smaller languages (Nettle & Romaine, 2000; Phillipson, 2003).
For such individuals, English is seen as the culprit in the decrease in the number
of languages spoken in the world. However, there are others (e.g., Brutt-Griffler,
2002) who maintain that the spread of English is not a step toward a monolingual
world of English speakers but rather a step toward a world in which bilingualism
is the norm. Indeed the tremendous increase in the number of second-language
speakers of English would seem to support this position.

The growth of individuals who are learning another language in their own
country in order to partake in regional or global exchanges has important im-
plications for second and foreign language learning and teaching. To begin with,
such individuals have another language that serves their informal and intimate
needs. Hence, they typically have little need to develop informal registers of
the regional or global language. Second, in many instances individuals will ac-
quire the additional language in order to communicate with other non-native
speakers of that language. Because of this, much more attention should be given
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in language classes to developing strategies that help learners to communicate
in exchanges in which neither speaker is fully fluent in the language.

The Sociolinguistic Context of Language Learning
and Teaching

Language contact and variation
One common effect of language contact is language change. In such cases, the
various languages used within a multilingual context may undergo phonological,
lexical, and grammatical changes as bilinguals make use of two or more lan-
guages on a regular basis. This situation is occurring in many countries today where
English has an official role in the society. In these countries, English is being
influenced by the other languages it comes in contact with. In addition, English
is often influencing other languages through the borrowing of English terms.

Many studies have been undertaken to determine the types of grammatical
changes that are occurring in various multilingual contexts in which English
plays a significant role. (See, for example, Kachru, 2005.) Frequently, researchers
begin by examining a written corpus of English of a particular multilingual con-
text to determine what kinds of grammatical innovations exist and how accept-
able these structures are to both native speakers of English and local speakers of
English. In general, when investigations of language change use a written corpus
of published English, only very minor grammatical differences are found. (See,
for example, Parasher, 1994.)

Often the kinds of grammatical changes that occur tend to be minor differ-
ences, such as variation in what is considered to be a countable noun (e.g., the
standard use of luggages in English in the Philippines and the use of furnitures
in Nigeria) and the creation of new phrasal verbs (e.g., the use of dismissing off in
English in India, and discuss about in Nigeria). In contexts in which such features
become codified and recognized as standard within that social context, there
arises what Kachru (1986) has termed a nativized variety of English.

What is perhaps most puzzling in the development of alternate grammatical
standards in the use of English is the fact that whereas lexical innovation is often
accepted as part of language change, this tolerance is generally not extended to
grammatical innovation. In Widdowson’s (1994) view, the reason for this lack of
tolerance for grammatical variation is because grammar takes on another value,
namely that of expressing a social identity. Hence, when grammatical standards
are challenged, they challenge the security of the community and institutions
that support those standards.

Investigations of language contact have also focused on the code-switching
behavior of bilinguals. One of the most comprehensive theories of codeswitching
is that of Myers-Scotton (1993). She explains code-switching in terms of a theory
of rights and obligations. She proposes a markedness model of code-switching
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which assumes that speakers in a multilingual context have a sense of which
code is the one expected to be used in a particular situation. This is termed the
unmarked code. However, speakers can also choose to use the marked code, that is,
the language or language variety that is not expected in a particular social
context. Using data from multilingual African contexts, Myers-Scotton demon-
strates how bilingual speakers make code choices to signal a variety of social
relationships. Unfortunately, in many language learning and teaching contexts,
the rich linguistic repertoire of bilinguals is not recognized, and policies are often
implemented to prohibit the use of any code other than the target language.

Studies in language contact have several implications for the teaching and
learning of another language. As mentioned above, language contact will inevit-
ably result in language change. Since today many individuals are using English
in contact with other languages on a daily basis, their use of English is changing,
and they are in the process of establishing their own standards of English grammar
and pronunciation. In general, research on these emerging varieties of English
indicates that the codified and accepted standard of English that exists in these
communities has few differences from other standard varieties of English. Hence,
it is important for L2 teachers to recognize the integrity of the varieties of the
language they teach, to realize that they are important sources of personal
identity and signs of the current mobility of populations, and to avoid promoting
negative attitudes toward such varieties.

Studies on code-switching have illustrated the regularity of code-switching
behavior and the purposes that code-switching can serve for bilinguals. Given
the many contexts today where English is used as one of the additional lan-
guages within a country, more research is needed regarding how individuals
make use of English in reference to the other languages they speak. Such research
will be valuable in establishing classroom objectives that complement the students’
use of English within their own speech community. In addition, in classrooms in
multilingual contexts where the teacher shares a first language, more research is
needed to determine how students’ first language can be used to further their
competence in a target language.

Ethnographic sociolingistics
A good deal of current work in sociolinguistics falls under what is referred to
as an ethnomethodologically oriented approach to the field of sociolinguistics,
with linguistic interaction as the focal point. One of the central concepts of ethno-
graphic or interactional sociolinguistics is the term speech community. Hymes (1972)
contends that members of a speech community must share the same rules of
speaking and be familiar with at least one common linguistic variety. Individuals
are typically members of several speech communities and alter their norms
of language use to conform to other members of the same speech community.
With growing mobility, individuals today can belong to many different speech
communities.
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Work in linguistic interaction began as a reaction to Chomsky’s (1957) focus
on the language of an idealized speaker-listener in a homogeneous speech com-
munity with complete knowledge of the language. This notion was challenged
by Hymes (1974), who insisted that studies on language use should strive to
account for the communicative competence of a native speaker of a language.
Gumperz (1982) also challenged Chomsky’s notion of an idealized speaker in a
homogeneous speech community, arguing instead that language use in a speech
community is influenced by social and cultural factors. Gumperz’s studies on
communication between blacks and whites in the United States and between
Indians and British in England demonstrated how differences in language use
among speech communities can cause misunderstandings leading to racial and
ethnic stereotypes and inequalities in power.

The work of Rampton (1995, 1997) has taken the debate about linguistic diver-
sity one step further. He maintains that globalization, as well as late/post-
modernity (a term he prefers to postmodernism), warrants a fresh look at the
issues important to sociolinguistics and L2 research. Rampton believes that the
time has come for sociolinguists to challenge the notion that societies are com-
pact and systematic entities and instead to recognize the heterogeneity and fluidity
of modern states. In keeping with much of the discourse of postmodernism, he
argues persuasively that sociolinguistics should give more attention to investig-
ating issues related to fragmentation, marginality, and hybridity and recognize
that “being marginal is actually a crucial experience of late modernity. Being
neither on the inside nor the outside, being affiliated but not fully belonging, is
said to be a normal condition” (Rampton, 1997, p. 330).

The ability to signal identity through surface linguistic features has significant
ramifications for language learning and teaching. In many contexts around the
world, one of the major goals of teaching a second or foreign language is to
promote the acquisition of the standard form of the target language. As a result,
those who use an alternate form of the target language as a way of signaling their
hybridity and affiliation with a particular speech community are often penalized.
They are marginalized in the society and often penalized in a school system that
uses one standard to determine proficiency in the language.

In order for current sociolinguistic research to be in touch with issues of
late modernity, further research is needed that investigates linguistic diversity
without preconceived ideas about native speakers and language standards. Such
research should examine how particular varieties of language illustrate the fluidity
of modern society. This type of research is presently underway in investigations
of English as a lingua franca (ELF), which Firth (1996) defines as a contact
language “between persons who share neither a common native tongue nor a
common (national) culture, and for whom English is the chosen foreign language
of communication” (p. 240). Since it is estimated that today about 80 percent of
oral exchanges in English do not involve native speakers of English (Seidlhofer,
2004), more research is needed to determine the characteristics of such exchanges.
Most of the current research in this area has taken place in Expanding Circle
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countries (see below), much of it in Europe. (See Seidlhofer 2004 for a review of
ELF research.)

Major Second and Foreign Language Learning and
Teaching Contexts

As a way of illustrating how the social and sociolinguistic factors described above
have implications for second and foreign language learning and teaching, it is
helpful to consider the three major types of learning contexts described by Kachru
(1986) in reference to English learning: (a) the Inner Circle, where English is the
primary language of the country, such as in Australia, Canada, and the United
Kingdom; (b) the Outer Circle, where English serves as a second language in a
multilingual country, such as in Singapore, India, and the Philippines; and (c) the
Expanding Circle, where English is widely studied as a foreign language, such as
in China, Japan, and Korea.

This very broad distinction of learning contexts can be generalized to all sec-
ond and foreign languages. In doing so, any teaching context in which a learner
is learning the major language of the host country would be termed an Inner
Circle learning context. This is the type of social context faced by many immigrants
today, who in an age of globalization often immigrate to other more prosperous
countries, typically for better economic opportunities. This is the case of many
Turks in Germany, Poles in Ireland, and Indians in Great Britain. The second
major type of second and foreign language learning is an Outer Circle learning
context, in which the learner is acquiring one of the major languages spoken in
the country. This would be the case of English speakers learning French in Que-
bec or Zulu speakers learning English in South Africa. Finally, in Expanding Circle
learning contexts, learners are learning a language, often a language of regional or
global importance, in a country in which the language has no official role. This is
the case of American learners studying Mandarin or Japanese learners learning
English. The question is, in what way do the social and sociolinguistic constructs
described above provide insight into the learning and teaching context? In order
to address this, we examine some representative case studies in each context. We
begin with Inner Circle learning contexts.

Inner Circle learning contexts
Language maintenance and language shift, as well as language-in-education policy,
are particularly relevant to Inner Circle learning contexts. In many instances,
government and educational leaders make decisions that can encourage either
language maintenance or shift among its minority population. British govern-
ment policies regarding the acquisition of English among minority language speak-
ers illustrate the effect that government policy can have on language maintenance
and shift. During the 1960s and 1970s in the United Kingdom, students with
limited English proficiency were placed either in specialist language centers or
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withdrawn from mainstream classrooms for special ESL instruction. Then, in
1986, the Commission for Racial Equality decided that language centers consti-
tuted a form of racial discrimination in that language minority students, typically
members of racial minority groups, were being singled out and that such programs
were creating further social and racial barriers between groups.

As Rampton (1995) notes, British government policy in general tolerates the
use of minority languages only as a transitional measure during the early years
of schooling, and there is no encouragement for the development of bilingual-
ism during a child’s education. Obviously, such policies are designed to pro-
mote language shift, with no encouragement for language maintenance. What are
the implications of such policies for language learning and teaching? In general,
they promote a view of a language classroom as an English-only environment
in which the first-language resources a child has are not recognized. Such pol-
icies also do not typically promote favorable attitudes toward bilingualism or
code-switching.

These pedagogical policies are in sharp contrast to the linguistic situation many
language minority youths encounter outside the classroom. Here, as Rampton
(1995) carefully documents in his investigation of British language minority
adolescents, code alternation both between Standard English and Stylised Asian
English and between English and the students’ first language plays an important
role in “the organization of interracial adolescent solidarities” (p. 141). Whereas
the actual interactions of British adolescents with adults and their peers demon-
strate the sociolinguistic sophistication of bilingual youths, this is not recognized
as an asset or promoted in classrooms which support an English-only model that
recognizes and legitimizes only standard English.

The language-in-education policies in countries like the United Kingdom
reflect a huge gap between the sociolinguistic reality of language minority groups
and prevalent pedagogical approaches to the teaching of English. If pedagogical
models are to be sensitive to the social interactions of the local context, much
more attention needs to be given in Inner Circle learning contexts to the value of
bilingualism, the maintenance of existing linguistic resources, and the sociolin-
guistic knowledge of language learners.

Presently, Australia is making some attempt to encourage the development of
bilingualism among its citizens. As an inducement to encourage the learning of
languages other than English (LOTE), some Australian universities are offering
bonus points to those university applicants who include the study of LOTE in
their required university entrance subjects (Smolicz & Secombe, 2003). Even with
this incentive, only 10–20 percent of students take LOTE as a university entrance
subject. As Smolicz and Secombe point out, this is “particularly striking for
students from the majority English-speaking background, many of whom see no
obvious benefits from investing the effort required to learn a new language, in
view of the availability of what they perceive as ‘easier options’, as well as the
global dominance of English” (2003, p. 16). Attitudes such as this suggest that the
English-speaking populations of Inner Circle countries may be the least likely to
become bilingual in an increasingly multilingual and multicultural world.
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Outer Circle learning contexts
Diglossia, language change, linguistic standards, and code-switching are particu-
larly relevant to many Outer Circle learning contexts. Not least because many of
the Outer Circle countries are inherently characterized by a rich and complex
multiethnic, multicultural, and multilingual ethos wherein English was trans-
planted and taught either as an important official language or a language of
higher education, or both.

Partly a legacy of colonial history and partly the effect of post-independence
policies, English was introduced as a panacea for solving the economic and edu-
cational problems of many newly independent states in the Outer Circle, such as
India, the Philippines, Singapore, and those of Africa, and soon became a domin-
ant language of the ruling elite. The study of English was therefore initially
restricted to a particular socio-economic class, with a focus on literature and
culture. Today, its earlier role in these contexts as an “instrument of science and
technology” and a language of “development” and “national unity” is increasingly
being replaced by economic and pragmatic motivations, due to the meshing of
English with globalization. This has meant a strong demand for communication
skills and everyday use of English, in place of the study of literature, for creating
a competent workforce for the multinational corporations and outsourcing centers
that represent this global trend.

Many “new” and distinct indigenized or nativized varieties of English (Kachru,
1986) have evolved, due to the processes of change that English has undergone
by acquiring new linguistic and cultural features as a result of contact with
indigenous languages and cultures. These contact varieties have become institu-
tionalized and are recognized by their speakers as autonomous varieties of English
in their own right, notwithstanding the struggle for legitimacy and equivalence
with long-established “native” varieties, particularly British and American Eng-
lishes, that continue to be looked upon as powerful reference points in the practice
of English language instruction in some of those settings.

A crucial consideration for speakers of English in the Outer Circle has been
the choice of a pedagogical model for teaching English as a second/foreign
language, that is, whether to adopt an external “native speaker” standard or an
internal one as the appropriate model in serving the purposes of their local
contexts. Governments and education ministries differ sharply in the positions
they have taken. For instance, Indian English (English of educated Indians) is
taught and learnt in all educational institutions in India and this is the variety
also used in the administration, the judiciary, the military, and the media. This
rejection of what Phillipson (2001) terms “a debilitating dependence on native
speaker models” (p. 195) is in tune with the sociolinguistic realities of the Indian
subcontinent, where most Indians use English as a lingua franca to communicate
with other Indians or Asians from language groups not their own, much less
frequently with Inner Circle speakers. This also means that Indian English
has “multiple identities” that are markers of distinctive regional variation
within it.
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India has adopted a policy known as the “three language formula,” wherein
students in the mainstream typically learn their mother tongue or regional lan-
guage as their first language, and English and Hindi as their second and third
languages, respectively. Of the roughly 200 languages that actively contribute to
making India a functionally multilingual country and not just a demographically
multilingual one, 41 languages, including its 18 official languages, are available for
study in the school curriculum (NCERT, 1999, cited in Annamalai, 2004, p. 177).
However, because English is the only language taught in all states as either a
first (e.g., in privately run English-medium schools), second, or third language
and is taught in the largest number of schools overall, from one point of view it
has been argued that making English compulsory in Indian schools has rendered
hundreds and thousands of children handicapped. Because it marginalizes ver-
nacular medium students and defeats the policy goal of nation-building with equal
educational opportunities for all, free India, it is argued, is free only politically
and not educationally (Krishnaswamy & Krishnaswamy, 2006).

Whereas English still remains essentially an urban middle-class phenomenon
in India, and as the language of the ruling bureaucracy and higher education it
is domain-specific and register-based, English in Singapore occupies a unique
position among Asian countries. In Singapore, English has first-language status
in the educational curriculum at all levels and is the de facto working language of
administration, business, and the media. While the more standard variety of
English is the one taught in schools, alongside it has developed a variety which
has a distinctive phonology, syntax, and lexicon, which shows a high degree of
influence from the other local languages such as Hokkien, Cantonese, Malay, and
Tamil, a contact variety thought to be pioneered in the classroom and the play-
ground by children (Gupta, 1994). Because English in Singapore and Malaysia
was found to display a range, it was initially characterized as a “lectal con-
tinuum” within a “post-creole continuum” (Platt & Weber, 1980), extending from
the basilect at one end, which showed features of creoles, to the acrolect at the
other, approximating Standard (superstrate) English, with the mesolect mediat-
ing transitionally between the two. However, since English in these regions was
acquired through the formal school system, a description more favored today is
one that sees it as a form of diglossia (Gupta, 1994; Foley et al., 1998), with
Standard Singapore English (SSE) constituting the High variety, used in public,
formal and educational domains and Singapore Colloquial English (SCE), the
Low variety used in the home and neighborhood. Members of the Singaporean
speech community know well when SCE is or is not appropriate and even where
code-mixing between SSE and SCE is commonplace, children do separate the
codes at a very early age (Gupta, 1994).

Standards of English have remained a continuing concern at the highest levels
of government. Despite the fact that educated Singaporeans have come to enjoy a
greater degree of English language proficiency in present-day Singapore, there is
currently strong official pressure to promote an exonormative standard – notably
British or American English – so as to curb further “decay” of the language through
processes of indigenization. Varied measures have been undertaken to bring
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about targeted change. The Speak Good English Movement, for instance, was
mounted in 2000 as a timely check to contain the popularity of the local vernacular
“Singlish,” considered a non-standard variety with an alluring potential for sym-
bolizing Singaporean identity and solidarity among young Singaporeans. For some,
the movement was viewed as a way to help Singapore plug into the English-
dominant global economic network, while others saw it as a way to facilitate
linguistic homogenization by devaluing and diminishing the existing linguistic re-
sources of the average Singaporean (Chng, 2003; Kramer-Dahl, 2003; Rubdy, 2001).

The dominance of English in Singapore has been enormously boosted by the
institutionalization of English as the medium of instruction and first language in
schools since 1979, as a measure to create national unity and forge a national
identity and consciousness that transcended ethnic boundaries, as well as by the
assignation of the local “mother tongue” languages to second-language status,
such that all Singaporeans may be described as “English-knowing bilinguals”
(Pakir, 1991). Singapore is, in fact, well on its way toward becoming a largely
English-speaking country, certainly one that is English dominant (Lim, 2004).
Equally, the Speak Mandarin campaign that was put in place as a measure simul-
taneously to uphold Asian values and counter the influence of “Western deca-
dence,” and that is now paying off with the emergence of China as a powerful
trading partner, has had an overwhelming success in increasing the widespread
use of Mandarin. However, this has happened at the expense of the many Chinese
dialects that it has replaced, leading to extensive language shift and language
loss, and threatening intergenerational continuity. The language-in-education
policy thus causes the language of school and government to displace the lan-
guage of home and neighborhood (Tickoo, 1996).

Kamwangamalu (2003) reports on a similar trend in South Africa, where English
is “spreading like wildfire” and has infiltrated the family domain, particularly in
urban black communities, who “see the language as an open sesame by means of
which one can achieve unlimited upward social mobility,” and prefer English-
medium education over an education in their own native languages, such as
Sotho, Zulu, or Xosa. Kamwangamalu maintains that if the current trend toward
monolingualism in English continues, the African languages will face attrition
and death. He points to the anxiety and agony expressed in South Africa by, on
the one hand, some purists “who believe that the language is being mutilated
through nativization by its new users (i.e., non-native speakers); and, on the other
hand, African language activists and community leaders, who see the spread of
English into the family domain as a threat to the maintenance and a prelude to
the demise of the indigenous languages” (Kamwangamalu, 2003, pp. 68–9).

The seemingly people-driven spread of English in South Africa reflects a
growing but worrying trend observable also in other Outer Circle countries. The
“English advantage” that India has as a key to employment in the global market
is appreciated by many Indians. So, “English for all” is the new slogan. The
demand that English is also for the masses is gaining ground, and it is estimated
that with the introduction of a new policy for English at the primary level, about
150 million children at the primary stage will be learning English in India. This
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move could bring about a dramatic change in the demographics of the English-
speaking population in this country and that of the Anglophone world, as well
(Krishnaswamy & Krishnaswamy, 2006).

Expanding Circle learning contexts
Language-in-education policies play an important role in the learning and
teaching of foreign languages. Current Chinese language-in-education policies
illustrate the manner in which the learning and teaching of English has been
strongly influenced by government policies in regard to both the requirements
for studying English and the methods promoted in English language classrooms.
In 1976, Deng Xiaoping launched a national modernization program in which
English education was seen as a key component: “English was recognized as an
important tool for engaging in economic, commercial, technological and cultural
exchange with the rest of the world and hence for facilitating the modernization
process” (Hu, 2005, p. 8).

In 1978, the Ministry of Education issued the first unified primary and secondary
curriculum for the era of modernization. This curriculum introduced foreign
language learning at Primary 3. The directive also mandated that efforts in pro-
moting English language proficiency were to be aimed at strengthening English
language teaching in elite schools, which were expected to produce the English-
proficient personnel needed to successfully undertake national modernization. In
fact, in 1985, the Ministry of Education exempted poorly resourced schools from
providing English instruction. In addition, the Ministry of Education gave several
economically developed provinces and municipalities the autonomy to develop
their own English curricula, syllabi, and textbooks for primary and secondary
education (Hu, 2005). These materials tended to be more innovative, learner-
centered, and communicative than earlier classroom texts and materials.

The directives summarized above illustrate the dangers that can arise from
state mandated guidelines for language teaching. First, such mandates can deter-
mine when foreign language learning begins in the public school system. The
Chinese Ministry of Education, like governments in many other Asian countries,
is formally promoting the early learning of English, even though the issue of
early exposure to foreign language learning is still being debated (see Hyltenstam
& Abrahamsson, 2001). Second, state mandates can determine who has access to
English language learning. In China, recent policies have tended to support
English learning among the Chinese elite, in this way exacerbating educational
inequality. Finally, state mandates can determine how a language is taught. In
China, as in many other Asian countries, current curriculum developments have
tended to promote more learner-centered, communicative methods. The problem,
however, has been a lack of teacher education that will ensure the effective
implementation of new methods.

Malaysia is a country that historically presents a sharp contrast to China’s
English teaching policy in that, in its early independence days, Malaysia tried
officially to discourage the spread of English. At independence in 1957, the Malays
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made up close to half the population, the Chinese a little over a third, and the
Indians 10 percent (Gill, 2005). In the previous colonial system, English-medium
schools were located in urban areas and were primarily attended by non-Malays
and a small number of elite Malays. Many Malay nationalists were frustrated by
the fact that those who spoke English were non-Malays and that knowing Eng-
lish gave them a social and economic advantage. The Malays believed that desig-
nating Bahasa Melayu as the official language would lead to its development as
a language of higher status and thus provide Malays with the linguistic capital
previously held by the English-speaking Chinese and Indians (Gill, 2005). To
promote the status of Bahasa Melayu, the language was established as the language
of education, with all universities required to use Bahasa Melayu as the medium
of instruction. The resistance of the Chinese and Indian population to this policy
led the government to undertake a rapid implementation of the language-in-
education policy, so that the status of Malay language could be established.

What is surprising is that this early attempt in Malysia to control the spread of
English among its population is currently being re-examined. As evidence of this
change in policy, in 2002 the Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tun Dr. Mahathir
Mohamad, announced that starting immediately, science and mathematics were
to be taught in English in both the primary and tertiary levels. The question is,
what led to this change in policy from one of restraining the spread of English to
one of encouraging its development as an additional language.

Gill (2005) contends that the change was brought about because the nationalistic
language policy had resulted in a generation of university graduates who were
fluent in the national language but not in English. The problem is that in an age
of globalization, in order to be competitive, Malays need English to access the
tremendous amount of scientific and technological knowledge available in Eng-
lish. Without access to this information, the government believes Malaysia can
not be competitive in a global market. In this way, current changes in Malaysia’s
education policy “were largely influenced by the two domains which are im-
portant in the growth and status of any language – the domain of business and
the domain of science and technology” (Gill, 2005, p. 256).

The case of Malaysia offers a vivid example of how the larger social and
political context can affect language-in-education policies. Malaysia, like many
countries today, is struggling with an attempt to balance its nationalistic prior-
ities with the need to stay competitive in a global economy. At the present time,
Malaysia appears to be replacing its desire to promote its national language
with its felt need to establish an English-knowing population that will make it a
competitive society in today’s global economy.

In contrast to Malaysia, Sweden is struggling with its national language being
dominated by English.

Today Swedish, like many national languages throughout the world, is in an awk-
ward position. It is at the same time a strong national language with the potential to
dominate other languages within its borders and a potentially dominated language
with respect to English as an international language. (Hult, 2004, p. 182)
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According to Hult, the prominence of English in higher domains like education,
commerce, and industry threatens Swedish “to the point where there is a risk of
a two-tiered society developing, with English used for high status interaction
and Swedish for lower status common daily interaction” (Hult, 2004, p. 183).
There is also concern within Sweden that the consequence of this situation would
be greater social inequality, with those that know English having greater access
to high status social positions than those without it. This situation has led the
Swedish government to commission the Swedish Language Council, a semi-
public Swedish language planning body, to draft a program designed for the
promotion and protection of Swedish.

The situation in Sweden is indicative of many European countries today, in
which the fear of the growing use of English is in sharp contrast to the prevalent
belief that knowledge of English provides access to the global economy. It is this
ambivalent attitude that fuels countries to require the study of English while at
the same time jealously protecting their own national language.

Conclusion

The social and sociolinguistic context of language learning and teaching has a
significant impact on which languages are taught, when they are taught, and how
they are taught. This fact has several implications for second and foreign language
professionals. First, second and foreign language professionals, no matter which
language they are teaching, need to work vigorously to ensure that all individuals
be given the opportunity to become multilingual in an increasingly multilingual
and multicultural world and to maintain the linguistic resources they have. In order
to do this, they need to voice their disapproval of any policies that minimize those
opportunities. Second, language professionals need to be sensitive to the local
social and sociolinguistic context and to implement language teaching goals and
methods that complement the social reality of their language learners. Finally, lan-
guage professionals need to work to see that all learners have equal opportun-
ities to achieve their language learning goals, so that they can reap the social and
economic benefits that come from being a bilingual in the current global culture.
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As long as we have the language, we have the culture. As long as we have the culture,
we can hold on to the land.

Manu Metekingi, MAori from the Whanganui iwi (“tribe”)1

Language and culture cannot be separate from each other – if they are, the language
only becomes a tool, a thing . . . Our language and culture are our identity and tell us
who we are, where we came from and where we are going.

Task Force on Aboriginal Languages and Cultures, 2005, p. 58

To give millions a knowledge of English is to enslave us. The foundation that Macaulay
laid of education has enslaved us.

Gandhi, barrister-at-law, architect of Indian independence, 1908,
quoted in Naik, 2004, p. 255

It was because we were taught in our own language that our minds quickened . . . If
the whole mind is not functioning from the beginning its full powers remain unde-
veloped to the end. While all around was heard the cry for English teaching, my third
brother was brave enough to keep us to our Bengali course.

Rabindranath Tagore, 1913 Nobel Prize Laureate for Literature, 1992, pp. 53–4

The English language teaching sector directly earns nearly £1.3 billion for the UK in in-
visible exports and our other education related exports earn up to £10 billion a year more.

Neil Kinnock, Chair British Council, politician, ex-EU Commission
Vice-President, in Graddol, 2006, p. 4

English in Africa: an imperial language, the language of linguistic Americanization, a
language of global capitalism . . . creating and maintaining social divisions serving an
economy dominated primarily by foreign economic interests and, secondarily, by a
small aspiring African bourgeoisie.

Alamin Mazrui, PhD Stanford, expert on World Bank
language policies, 2004, p. 30

The Handbook of Language Teaching   Edited by Michael H. Long and Catherine J. Doughty  
© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd. ISBN: 978-1-405-15489-5
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One feels so handicapped working from here, and also in a language not one’s own.
The proponents of a worldwide right and duty to learn English will never admit the
cost for the non-native speakers on whom the World English is imposed.

Ajit Mohanty, PhD Edmonton, cutting-edge bilingualism researcher,
personal correspondence, June 8, 2004

English is not enough. We are fortunate to speak a global language but, in a smart and
competitive world, exclusive reliance on English leaves the UK vulnerable and de-
pendent on the linguistic competence and the goodwill of others . . . Young people from
the UK are at a growing disadvantage in the recruitment market.

Nuffield Languages Enquiry, 2000, www.nuffield.org

Unhappily for those who have sought to devise a “science” of Language Policy and
Planning there are no protocols for doing or designing LPP that can be induced from
practice, abstracted, tested and refined into procedures and then transferred across
contexts and applied in diverse settings . . . the field is too dependent on the descrip-
tive traditions of linguistics from which it derives, and insufficiently in communication
with policy analysis sciences, with political science, with sociology and with critical
schools of thought.

Joseph Lo Bianco, PhD Melbourne, language policy expert, 2002, pp. 23, 25

Introduction

These glimpses into the world of language policy demonstrate that educational
language policy and its analysis are of major significance for the individual, for
group vitality, for national identities, and international relations. They also reveal
how language policy interlocks with political decision-making. The intrinsic
complexity of language policy, in practice and in theory, is increasingly being
addressed in books and journals. Language policy requires a multi-disciplinary
approach. The concerns of educationalists and language professionals need to
draw on insights from political science, international law, and economics. Even
within educational language studies, there is a tendency toward excessive special-
ization. For instance, books on language policy (e.g., Ricento, 2006; Spolsky, 2004)
generally ignore translation studies, a productive field of activity that interlocks
with language technology, globalization (Cronin, 2003), and conflict (Baker, 2006).
Our review will focus on historical contextualization and conceptual clarification,
and build on examples of ongoing language policy issues at the global, regional,
and national levels.

Committed scholarship should ensure that language policy experience and
analysis contribute to the resolution of complex political problems. This requires
that academic, educational, and political discourse interact dialectically. It also
presupposes recognition of the value of all the world’s languages and their use
in addressing life’s challenges: in the words of the Kenyan Nobel Peace Prize
Laureate, Wangari Maathai, referring to the powerful addressing the population
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at large: “if you don’t speak in their language, you may touch the head, but you
may never touch the heart. And that is what a mother tongue does . . . if you lose
your language, you lose yourself.”2

Historical and Global Contextualization

Foreign languages were traditionally learned by the privileged for the social
prestige they represented and facilitated, whether the canonical texts of Arabic,
Latin, or Sanskrit, or more recent internationally influential languages. The Rus-
sian aristocracy was literate and vocal in French but often had little proficiency
in Russian, the language of the masses. It is arguable that in African and
Asian former colonies, English may now be functioning rather as did French in
nineteenth-century Russia. The main difference is that the class of English users
worldwide is now connected to a neoliberal economic system (“the new imperial-
ism,” Harvey, 2005) and ideological systems, forms of consciousness, consump-
tion, and growthism that cultural globalization is propagating (Seabrook, 2004).
The penetration of contemporary English is thus vastly deeper than that of Latin,
French, and other dominant languages in earlier times (see Gandhi, Tagore, and
Mohanty above). It is also of considerable economic importance in itself (see
Kinnock above), though there are risks if one does not know other languages (see
Nuffield Foundation above). English is central to corporate globalization spear-
headed by economic, political, and military forces in the “English-speaking” coun-
tries (Mazrui above).

The incorporation and co-option of local elites follows the pattern by which the
privileged in colonies learned the language of the invader. This was already the
case in Roman England (Tacitus, [AD 97] 1948). In Europeanized settler colonies
(the Americas, Australasia, South Africa) educational policies were elaborated ad
hoc, often by missionary societies, following or preceding military suppression.
Although in some parts of the USA in the early nineteenth century there was a
bilingual education policy, “throughout the 19th and much of the 20th centuries,
federal Indian education policy was one of almost zero tolerance for linguistic
and cultural difference” (McCarty, Romero, & Zepeda, 2006, p. 94). In the extrac-
tion colonies of the British empire (such as Malaysia or West Africa), the learning
of the colonial language was paramount for local elites and intermediaries, as in
the French and Portuguese colonies, and has remained a significant legacy in
the postcolonial age. In Finland, where 70 percent of the population, mostly
Finnish-speakers, were not represented in the parliament during the Russian era
(1807–917), the first use of Finnish in the parliament (in 1894, by a representative
of the gentry) was called “unbelievably barbaric” and “illegal.” The language of
parliament was not Russian but Swedish, the language of the former colonial
power (1155–1809) and all Finnish-speakers were supposed to know it. Linguis-
tic hierarchization (linguicism) and genocide were the norm in settler colonies,
and have also been vigorously pursued by monolingually oriented states else-
where (Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000).
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In the twentieth century, “modern,” “living,” or “foreign” language learning
progressively shifted from a predominantly literary focus to more instrumental
purposes. However, departments of English in former colonies generally retain
literature as a core concern (on India, see Joshi, 1994; on Sri Lanka, Kandiah,
1999), emulating departments of English as a mother tongue in the major Eng-
lish-using countries. Many “foreign” language departments are similar. Thus the
Modern Language Association of the USA (www.mla.org) brings together the
study of many languages, but its “divisions” and “discussion groups” are over-
whelmingly concerned with literature, and pedagogy is marginal.

The MLA claims leadership in the national education community (i.e., the
USA), but also records 30,000 members in 100 countries. In this respect the pro-
fessional association is comparable to TESOL (a mainly US body that claims to
serve “a global group of devoted teachers, educators, researchers, and friends of
the profession,” www.tesol.org) and its British-based equivalent, IATEFL (whose
“mission is to link, develop and support English Language Teaching profession-
als throughout the world,” www.iatefl.org). Even if TESOL and IATEFL gener-
ally represent language learning constituencies that are often seen as marginal
to mainstream education, their professionalism exercises considerable influence
globally on the content of education, teacher training, theoretical paradigms, and
methodological innovation, with major cultural consequences. Journals reflect
this hegemony: “. . . most of what gets published in the most influential applied
linguistics journals is generally a product of what we could term the Anglo-
American centre. It is primarily academics from the academic centre, above all
in North America, who are funded and encouraged to do research” (Block, 1997,
p. 3). Considerable amounts of US funding are also directed toward scholars
worldwide, which can result in reciprocal stimulation, as for instance in a recent
book on language policy in China (Zhou and Sun, 2004), but always with the risk
of inequality reinforcing Western paradigms, orientalism, and academic imperial-
ism (for criticism of these, see Odora Hoppers, 2002; Smith Tuhiwai, 1999). The
handbook in your hands, which aims at global relevance, incurs the same risk.

Capitalism deifies the law of the market, and requires continuous expansion
that does not respect national borders. English currently oils the wheels of most
global finance and commerce. Educational services are increasingly seen as com-
modities and market opportunities, rather than as a human right and public
good that each country is responsible for. Thus Educational Testing Services of
New Jersey, a hugely profitable “non-profit” body, announces its global ambi-
tions proudly (www.ets.org):

As ETS’s wholly-owned subsidiary, ETS Global BV is structured to bring ETS’s
expertise and experience with tests, assessments, and related services to educational
and business communities around the world. ETS Global BV now has subsidiaries
in Europe and Canada, and it will be expanding into other countries and regions
as well . . . Our global mission goes far beyond testing. Our products and services
enable opportunity worldwide by measuring knowledge and skills, promoting
learning and performance, and supporting education and professional development
for all people worldwide.
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This linguistic-educational imperial thrust is viscerally connected to corporate-
driven globalization. In contrast, human rights, especially economic and social
rights, serve, according to human rights lawyer Katarina Tomasevski (1996,
p. 104), to act as correctives to the “free” market, instead of giving market forces
free range. Tomasevski claims that “The purpose of international human rights
law is . . . to overrule the law of supply and demand and remove price-tags from
people and from necessities for their survival” (1996, p. 104). The necessities for
survival include not only economic and social rights such as basic food and
housing, but also basic civil, political, and cultural rights necessary for a dignified
life. Basic linguistic human rights in education belong to these. Thus all second
and foreign-language teaching that promotes the subtractive spread of “big”
languages violates basic human rights (see below).

The distribution of European languages worldwide reflects a global European-
ization process. Other major languages, such as Arabic and Japanese, are also
promoted globally. The learning of Chinese worldwide is being promoted in
Confucius Institutes (following the trail of Cervantes, Dante, and Goethe Insti-
tutes) and anticipates an increase from 30 million learners to 100 million within a
few years (Graddol, 2006, p. 63). Figures for speakers of a first and especially
of a second language are notoriously unreliable (see Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000,
pp. 30–46), or fraudulent (a French example, Chaudenson, 2003), not least be-
cause of imprecise definitions of language (as well as dialect, sociolect, etc.) and
proficiency. Migration, urbanization, and technological developments are making
the linguistic mosaic ever more complex, and leading to new forms of multilin-
gualism, at the same time as oppressive state language policies continue to erode
linguistic diversity.

Politics and/or Policy?

There are no quick fixes in language policy (see Lo Bianco above) or politics.
In English there are the two lexical items policy and politics, whereas many
languages have a single term for both (Danish politik, French politique, etc.). This
tends to blur the distinction between the two concepts. If a user of English as
a second language refers to the “language politics” of an institution, what is
intended may be the language policy in force. The “politics of language” often
indicates political struggles in which linguistic identity and language rights may
be contentious, polarizing factors. Language policy can be defined as referring to
all the measures, explicit and implicit, which have an impact on the language
ecology in a given context, including the rights of speakers of a given language,
and the use made of languages for given functions. It is thus a broader term than
language planning. The politics of language refers to the political domain and its
discourses, what politicians do or say, language promotion or suppression, and to
struggles for rights or recognition for a given language. A challenge to scholars
is to investigate how their (our?) language policy and politics activities relate
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to political power nationally and internationally, and their/our function in up-
holding a globally oppressive system. A good example of failure to do so occurs
when it is claimed that “international” English is a neutral language, discon-
nected from the power and powers behind it:

English being disembedded from national cultures can never mean that it floats
culture-free ( . . . or) is culturally neutral. The point may be simple, but it is often
elided; and this elision constitutes a politics of English as a global language which
precisely conceals the cultural work which that model of language is in fact
performing. (Kayman, 2004, p. 17)

Kayman also makes the intriguing point that the prophets and proponents of
English as a global language can be compared to Europeans occupying other
continents that were falsely seen as terra nullius. Contemporary linguists who
proclaim the neutrality of English treat the language as a cultural terra nullius
(Kayman, 2004, p. 18). The forms and functions of “global” English have been
extensively analysed (see the review of three books in Phillipson, 2004), includ-
ing whether its present position is unassailable (Graddol, 2006).

Mainstream political science is archetypically represented by Huntington’s
The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order (1996), essentially a
blueprint for global US dominance. Language, and the cultural universe and
ways of thought it embodies, is a key dimension to this global mission. David
Rothkopf, director of Kissinger Associates, wrote an article entitled “In praise of
cultural imperialism?” in Foreign Policy in 1997 (pp. 45, 48):

It is in the economic and political interest of the United States to ensure that if the
world is moving toward a common language, it be English; that if the world is
moving toward common telecommunications, safety, and quality standards, they be
American; and that if common values are being developed, they be values with
which Americans are comfortable. These are not idle aspirations. English is linking
the world . . . Americans should not deny the fact that of all the nations in the
history of the world, theirs is the most just, the most tolerant, the most willing to
constantly reassess and improve itself, and the best model for the future.

It is false to regard globalization as a new phenomenon. There have been
blueprints for US dominance of the two American continents since the Monroe
Doctrine of 1823 and for global domination for over a century. The need for new
markets due to capital over-accumulation was a primary concern of US foreign
policy throughout the twentieth century. The role of scholarship in legitimating
the thrust for global dominance is explored in American Empire: Roosevelt’s
Geographer and the Prelude to Globalization (Smith, 2003). Geography is inseparable
from economics, politics, and international affairs. The promotion of English
globally is part and parcel of this process: it is integral to globalization. In polit-
ical discourse the dominant economic system of capitalism has been conflated
with “democracy” and “freedom.”
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Linguistic Human Rights, Linguistic Diversity, and
Language Maintenance in and through Education:
Issues of Language Policy and Politics

In today’s world, it is impossible to imagine linguistic diversity consisting
of more or less monolingual groups living in isolation from all others. Most
probably this has never been the case. Even groups with very high degrees of
self-sufficiency, and little risk of ecological disasters such as drought, have traded
with each other, and many in the group have known the neighboring language(s)
(see, e.g., Corballis, 2002; Diamond, 1998; Nettle, 1999; Wells, 2002). Many, if not
most speakers of numerically small languages are necessarily multilingual as
adults, and some degree of individual multilingualism is a prerequisite for them
for participation in the wider society. Few are today decisively against individual
multilingualism, once it has been achieved, while many are trying to prevent
children from achieving high levels of bi-or multilingualism, for instance through
depriving them of mother tongue medium education. In contrast, many are
against societal multilingualism, and, especially, any linguistic human rights for
Indigenous peoples and minorities that would enable them to maintain their
languages and reproduce themselves as minorities. And many are against the
world’s linguistic diversity, claiming it is problematic and not cost-effective (see
Skutnabb-Kangas, 2007, for an overview of language policy and language rights).

Many researchers plead directly or indirectly for the elimination of both mul-
tilingualism and linguistic diversity. They claim it is unnecessary, messy, costly
and inefficient (for some examples, see de Swaan, 2001; Glazer, 1997; Kymlicka,
2001; Ladefoged, 1992; Kymlicka & Patten, 2003). To label linguistic diversity as
a complication, obstacle, or problem is to deny and lament not suggestions or
dreams, but facts. With very few exceptions, the world’s countries are multilingual,
and, with Debi Pattanayak’s subtle Indian understatement, “[o]ne language is an
impractical proposition for a multilingual country” (1988, p. 382). The teaching
profession often legitimates the normalization of English as The Preferable (and
Only) Language of the World, partly by overemphasizing its usefulness and
importance, partly by invisibilizing other languages (not mentioning them or
belittling them). English can also, paradoxically, be invisibilized when it is pre-
sented as the self-evident default norm, as in a Peace Corps advertisement where
one FAQ (Frequently Asked Question) to USA applicants was: “Do you need to
know a language?” The answer was “No.” English was obviously not seen as
“a language.”

Why is linguistic diversity needed? The following list gives a short summary
of reasons that have been presented by various researchers:

• Languages have been called the libraries of the intangible heritage of human-
kind, in terms of both form (diversity of ways of structuring a language, and
of the underlying cognitive categories and processes) and content (most of
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humankind’s knowledge is encoded in languages; grammars have been called
“fossilized experience”).

• For many people, languages are cultural core values, central for their identit-
ies (see Metekingi, 2003–6; and Task Force, 2005).

• Creativity precedes innovation, which is followed by investment. Creativity
can be one of the results of additive teaching and multilingualism. Creativity
and new ideas are the main assets (cultural capital) in a knowledge society
and a prerequisite for humankind to adapt to change and to find solutions to
the catastrophes of our own making. The more linguistically and culturally
diverse the world is, the more new ideas and creativity of various kinds are
likely to exist. High levels of multilingualism may enhance creativity; mono-
lingualism and homogenization kill it.

• English is not enough. “Good” English will fairly soon be like literacy yester-
day or computer skills today: employers see it as self-evident and necessary
but not sufficient for good jobs. Supply and demand theories predict that
when many people possess what earlier was a scarce commodity (near-native
English), the price goes down (Grin, 2001). The value of “perfect” English
skills as a financial incentive decreases substantially when a high proportion
of a country’s or a region’s or the world’s population knows English well.

• Linguistic diversity and biodiversity are correlationally and probably also
causally related. Knowledge about how to maintain biodiversity is encoded
in small languages because it is their speakers who live in the world’s biolo-
gically (and linguistically) most diverse areas. Through killing these languages
(or letting them die), we kill many of the prerequisites for maintaining bio-
diversity (see Harmon, 2002; Maffi, 2001; Posey, 1999; Skutnabb-Kangas, Maffi,
& Harmon, 2003; Skutnabb-Kangas & Phillipson, 2007, for overviews).

• Finally, Colin Baker sums up the importance of ecological diversity in his
review of Skutnabb-Kangas 2000 (Baker, 2001, p. 281):

Ecological diversity is essential for long-term planetary survival. Diversity
contains the potential for adaptation. Uniformity can endanger a species by
providing inflexibility and unadaptability. As languages and cultures die, the
testimony of human intellectual achievement is lessened. In the language of
ecology, the strongest ecosystems are those that are the most diverse. Diversity
is directly related to stability; variety is important for long-term survival. Our
success on this planet has been due to an ability to adapt to different kinds
of environment over thousands of years. Such ability is born out of diversity.
Thus language and cultural diversity maximises chances of human success and
adaptability.

Biocultural diversity (biodiversity + linguistic diversity + cultural diversity) is
thus essential for long-term planetary survival because it enhances creativity and
adaptability and thus stability. Today we are killing biocultural diversity faster
than ever before in human history.

Schools can, even in one generation, make the intergenerational transfer of small
Indigenous and minority languages impossible, and thus make the languages
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seriously endangered (not learned by the next generation of children). The
educational system participates in committing linguistic and cultural genocide,
according to two of the five definitions of genocide (II(b) and II(e)) in the United
Nations International Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime
of Genocide (E793, 1948). Education offered to most Indigenous and many
minority children is intentionally “forcibly transferring children of the group to
another group” and “causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the
group” (emphasis added). This is done through assimilationist subtractive sub-
mersion education, using a dominant language – instead of the children’s own
language – as the teaching language (see Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000; Magga et al.,
2005, and references in both, for evidence and further discussion). Without
binding educational linguistic human rights, especially a right to mainly mother
tongue-medium education in state schools, with good teaching of a dominant
language as a second language, given by competent bilingual teachers, most
Indigenous peoples and minorities have to accept subtractive education through
the medium of a dominant/majority language. They learn a dominant language
at the cost of the mother tongue(s). These are displaced, and later often replaced
by the dominant language. Subtractive teaching subtracts from the child’s linguistic
repertoire, instead of adding to it. For linguistic genocide to be stopped and for
the linguistic diversity of the world to be maintained, basic linguistic human
rights (LHRs) are necessary, especially in education.

The most important LHR with these aims is the right to use one’s own language
as the main teaching language, together with the right to learn a dominant
official language and thus to become high-level bilingual or multilingual. There
is today no universal right guaranteeing this. Language is seen in most human
rights documents as one of the important “characteristics” on the basis of which
people are supposed not to be discriminated against, a negative right. But when
one moves from the prefaces of the documents to educational rights, language is
often not mentioned, and if it is, the provisions are extremely vague or condi-
tional and there are so many modifications and “claw-backs” that the rights are
virtually meaningless (see Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000, for thorough exemplification).
Two recent European HRs instruments3 offer some possibilities, not so much
because of their formulations, which are often weak,4 but mainly because the
monitoring committees, which examine the reports that participating states have
to write, have tried to prompt states to action. The Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe and some other organizations (including UNESCO) have
issued recommendations and/or guidelines that are steps in the right direction,
but these are in no way binding.

Even if they were binding, it is doubtful to what extent they would be imple-
mented. This is an example of how policy in education (a decision to use the
mother tongue as the teaching language) interlocks with the politics of the economy
(free or for-fee education). Most education of Indigenous and minority children
is not even starting to fulfill the requirements posed by Katarina Tomasevski in
terms of “the four a’s”: education has to be available, accessible, acceptable, and
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adaptable. Tomasevski, the former United Nations Special Rapporteur on the
Right to Education, examines 170 countries in her last report The State of the Right
to Education Worldwide. Free or Fee: 2006 Global Report (www.katarinatomasevski.
com) to see to what extent education is free or for-fee. Even primary education is
fee-paying in more than half of the countries (see her Table 25); thus education is
not available to children. The pattern of economic (poverty-based) exclusion from
primary school is part of a global strategy for “no poverty reduction.” Education
is often priced out of the reach of the poor. The trend has been a transition from
free-and-compulsory to market-based education where the costs of even primary
education have been transferred from governmental to family budgets. But even
if children could afford primary education, being forced to accept teaching in a
language that is not the (Indigenous or minority) language makes the teaching
non-accessible, except in the most trivial sense of children possibly understand-
ing a few contextualized issues and learning some aspects of concrete everyday
language. This kind of education often fits well with the conclusions of a study
from Zambia: “There is a clear risk that the policy of using English as a vehicular
language may contribute to stunting, rather than promoting, academic and
cognitive growth” (Williams, 1998). There has to be a major change in the politics
of education before we can even start to discuss meaningful language pol-
icies in education for Indigenous and (autochthonous or immigrant) minority
children, or, for that matter, many other children from subordinated groups/
peoples.

Some changes are on their way. The pessimistic prognoses state that minim-
ally 50 percent, maybe up to 90–95 percent, of today’s spoken languages may
be extinct or very seriously endangered (not learned by children) around 2100.
Language revitalization movements are growing all over the world. The Maori
language nests (pre-schools where fluent elders are teaching language and
culture to children, parents, and even pre-school teachers) have spread from
Aotearoa to Hawai’i, to the Saami areas in Norway and Finland, to Canada, etc.
Indigenous immersion programs for revitalization are likewise spreading to many
Indigenous peoples, for instance in Canada and the USA, where the languages
have been partially lost (on concepts, see Skutnabb-Kangas & McCarty, 2008).
There are discussions about redefining mother tongues so that Indigenous
individuals whose parent or grandparent generation has experienced linguistic
genocide through education could both claim a mother tongue on the basis of
identification only, without knowing this mother tongue, and demand compen-
sation for the language lost. In Papua New Guinea, in India, especially Orissa, in
Nepal, in Vietnam, in many African countries, and several other places where the
languages are still alive, Indigenous/tribal children are starting to have their
own languages as teaching/learning languages while at the same time learning
official languages. The United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
(UNPFII, http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/) is making language regenesis,
reclamation, revival, revitalization, maintenance, and further development one of
the focal program points.
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Language Policy, Exemplified by the
European Region

Language policies are necessary for the European Union, which is undergoing an
intensive process of integrating 27 member states. Policies in education, culture,
and language have traditionally been the prerogative of each state. Since 1992 the
EU has had a mandate to “supplement” this through a considerable number of
programs, such as student and staff mobility, language learning, and awareness
raising, as well as funding for minority languages (http://ec.europa.eu/educa-
tion/policies/lang/languages_en.html). Currently the EU advocates the learning
of two foreign languages by all schoolchildren, building on curriculum devel-
opment work by the Council of Europe over several decades, such as the Com-
mon European Framework of Reference for Languages (www.coe.int/T/DG4/
Linguistic/Default_en.asp). Levels of foreign-language competence vary greatly
between the different member states. The supra-statal initiatives show innova-
tion being promoted by bureaucratic elites rather than a profession’s internal
dynamics. Reform in foreign-language learning is very slow globally, despite
some imaginative initiatives, for instance, Content and Language Integrated Learn-
ing (CLIL), one of the EU’s mantras for achieving more success in foreign-
language learning, or the Cultures and Languages Across the Curriculum (CLAC)
Movement in the USA (www.clas.pdx.edu/clac/). Another EU language mantra
is an early start to foreign-language learning, a notion that is intuitively appea-
ling, hence easy for politicians to latch on to and promote. Experience shows,
however, that considerable educational changes need to be in place before the
age factor can influence outcomes decisively (see Phillipson, 2003, pp. 95–104).
Persuading Europeans to learn two foreign languages represents an attempt to
diversify the languages learned.

The EU has commissioned studies of a range of language pedagogy issues,
e.g., of foreign-language teacher training in 32 European countries, including
case studies of good practice, bilingual education, and a profile of the language
teacher of the future (Grenfell, Kelly, & Jones, 2003). Other studies argue per-
suasively for a paradigm shift in foreign-language education (Dendrinos and
Mitsikopoulou, 2004). Unlike the bland, technocratic discourse of many EU policy
statements, such authors see it as axiomatic that discourses on language policy
and foreign-language education are neither ideologically nor politically neutral.

Among multiple market forces strengthening English is the Bologna pro-
cess, the integration of higher education and research across 45 countries. The
1999 Bologna objectives declare the intention “within the framework of our
institutional competences and taking full respect of the diversity of cultures, lan-
guages, national education systems and of University autonomy,” to conso-
lidate a European Higher Education Area at the latest by 2010. The ministerial
meeting at Bergen, Norway on 19–20 May 2005 (www.bologna-bergen2005.no)
focused on the coordination of structural uniformity (a standardized degree
structure in 45 countries), quality assurance, the recognition of degrees and study
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periods, attractiveness, and competitiveness. What is striking is that not once in
the communiqué is there any reference to languages, to bilingual degrees or
multilingualism. What emerges unambiguously is that in the Bologna process,
“internationalization” means “English-medium higher education” (Phillipson,
2006).

This clearly entails the risk of what political discourse in several European
countries refers to as “domain loss.” This is a seemingly innocuous but deceptive
term. Like the language policy term “language spread,” or “language death,” it
seems to imply a natural, agent-less process (see Skutnabb-Kangas & McCarty,
2008, for conceptual clarification). Clearly there are agents involved in domains
being lost or gained, in languages “disappearing” and in any diglossic division
of academic labor. The process of domain loss can be seen as linguistic capital
accumulation by dispossession. As in the commercial world in its global pursuit
of markets and profit (Harvey, 2005), some combination of internal motivation
and external pressure contributes to this trend.

Users of English benefit from these processes, just like speakers of all killer
languages that are learned at the expense of small disappearing languages. These
benefits are exemplified in a study of foreign languages as public policy in
education, commissioned by the Haut Conseil de l’évaluation de l’école, Paris
(Grin, 2005). The study calculated that the current dominance of English in
continental European education systems results in quantifiable privileged market
effects, communication savings effects, language learning savings effects, altern-
ative human capital investment effects, and legitimacy and rhetorical effects.
Continental European countries are transferring to the UK and Ireland at least
a10 billion per annum, and more probably about a16–17 billion. The UK and
Ireland benefit since they invest so little in foreign-language learning as com-
pared with their EU partners. If this European study in the economics of lan-
guage were to be extrapolated globally, it would show a massive global transfer
of not only linguistic but economic capital from the rest of the world to the few
English-dominant countries. Voices are being raised that demand more equality
in sharing the communication burden: some kind of compensation is due to
those who go to the expense of learning the languages of more powerful people.
Exposing this aspect of the politics of language teaching is an urgent task for
applied linguists and economists of language.

Grin has assessed what the costs and benefits are of a language policy which
maintains and promotes minority languages, and what the costs (and benefits)
are if they are not. Some of his encouraging conclusions, which we endorse, are
as follows (Grin, 2003, p. 26):

• diversity seems to be positively, rather than negatively, correlated with welfare;
• the available evidence indicates that the monetary costs of maintaining diver-

sity are remarkably modest;
• devoting resources to the protection and promotion of minority cultures [and

this includes languages] may help to stave off political crises whose costs
would be considerably higher than that of the policies considered;
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• therefore, there are strong grounds to suppose that protecting and promoting
regional and minority languages is a sound idea from a welfare standpoint,
not even taking into consideration any moral argument.

NOTES

1 The quote from Manu Metekingi comes from a film shown at the Whanganui Iwi
Exhibition, at Te Papa Tongarewa Museum of New Zealand, Wellington, 29 Novem-
ber, 2003 – May, 2006. The Exhibition tells about “our heartland, the Whanganui River,
and our place within it.” The Whanganui iwi write: “The well-being of our river is
intertwined with its people’s well-being” (from the brochure describing the exhibition,
with the theme: “Ko au te awa, ko te awa ko au. I am the river, the river is me”).
Thanks to the staff at Te Papa for identifying the person for us – neither the quote nor
his name is in the brochure, only in the film.

2 Talk at University of California, Irvine, 20 March 2006, see http://humanities.uci.edu/
faultline/.

3 The Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities (http://conventions.
coe.int/treaty/en/Treaties/Html/157.htm) and the European Charter for Regional or
Minority Languages (http://conventions.coe.int/treaty/en/Treaties/Html/148.htm).

4 An example is the Framework Convention’s Article covering medium of education. It is
so heavily qualified that the minority is completely at the mercy of the state (emphases
added): “In areas inhabited by persons belonging to national minorities traditionally
or in substantial numbers, if there is sufficient demand, the parties shall endeavour to
ensure, as far as possible and within the framework of their education systems, that persons
belonging to those minorities have adequate opportunities for being taught in the
minority language or for receiving instruction in this language.”
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4 History of Language
Teaching

DIANE MUSUMECI

What is the relevance of the history of language teaching for a volume that
contains state-of-the-art perspectives on issues facing the profession? Cutting
edge research does not require it. Modern theories need not consider it. Yet none
of the topics addressed in this volume is novel. Each has been considered at an
earlier – sometimes much earlier – point in the history of language teaching.
Most have been part of the disciplinary discourse for centuries. Notwithstanding,
the field of applied linguistics devotes scant attention to its history. In his 1983
volume entitled Fundamental Concepts of Language Teaching, H. H. Stern lamented
the fact that “language teaching theory has a short memory” and lacks “historical
depth” (pp. 76–7). Brumfit and Mitchell (1990), Musumeci (1997), as well as
Thomas (2004), also argue for an historical perspective. Mitchell and Myles (2004)
address the problem of ahistoricity by grounding their excellent introduction to
current second-language learning theories within the “recent history” of the post-
WWII period. Aside from the intrinsic merit of historical research, even a passing
acquaintance with the people, philosophies, and events that have shaped the
history of second-language teaching provides the possibility of contextualizing
current trends, practices, and debates.

Given the long and varied history of second-language teaching, a strictly chrono-
logical account of that tradition would be necessarily superficial at best in the
space of a single essay. Instead, this chapter will outline the teaching of one
particular language over the course of several centuries. In doing so, the topics
presented in their contemporary context elsewhere in this volume will be treated
here within a broader historical perspective. It is hoped that in this manner the
reader may be exposed to the complexity that has characterized the history of
language teaching and to the recurring issues that form the core of that tradition,
as well as encountering relevant, at times perhaps surprising, insights that such a
perspective offers.

The Handbook of Language Teaching   Edited by Michael H. Long and Catherine J. Doughty  
© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd. ISBN: 978-1-405-15489-5
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The Context of Second-Language Teaching

Whereas systematic research on second-language acquisition is a relatively recent
phenomenon, the practice of language teaching enjoys a long tradition, one that
is linked to theories of mind and thought, philosophy, culture, economics, and
education. One can easily imagine that second-language learning has been going
on since peoples with different language systems first encountered one another
on the savannahs of Africa, in the Mesopotamian valley, and on the plains
of northern Europe. However, despite a history of second-language learning
that certainly predates writing, formal accounts of second-language teaching
typically begin in the Western tradition with the teaching of Latin, and to a lesser
extent, Greek, in the centuries following the decline of the Roman Empire in the
fifth century of the Common Era. The reason for this starting point is simple:
Latin was the language of wider communication, the language of education,
scholarship, and commerce, the lingua franca for almost two millennia. It was
very much the equivalent of English in the globalized world today even though,
for the vast majority of that time, it was not the first language of anyone who used it.

For centuries, the acquisition of second-language literacy skills; i.e., learning to
read and write in Latin, constituted the foundation of all formal education. Eru-
dite people also spoke it. That the historical tradition is based almost exclusively
on the model of teaching Latin (and its subsequent influence on the teaching of
other Western European languages) reflects a distinct disciplinary and cultural
bias: First, because it investigates primarily formal instruction, despite the fact
that until late in that history such instruction rarely included anyone but the
most elite males of society; and second because the Western written tradition is
certainly not the only one, and there is much that one could undoubtedly learn
from other, oral, and more ancient traditions (Reagan, 1996).

In addition to a disciplinary bias, concise histories of second-language teaching
necessarily have a narrow focus. Although the variety of approaches to language
teaching that date from the mid-twentieth century (audiolingualism, the Direct
Method, the Silent Way, Suggestopedia, the Natural Approach, communicative
language teaching, content-based instruction, and task-based instruction to name
the most salient) are well documented, histories typically cite the grammar-
translation method used to teach Latin as the predominant instructional approach
to the teaching of all languages until that point (Mackey, 1965; Richards & Rogers,
2001; Titone, 1968). It is generally understood that this method consisted of the
study of grammatical rules, followed by translation from the second language
into the first and back again. In an attempt to provide evidence for a much less
hegemonic history of pedagogical practice, Kelly (1969) instead provides a com-
pendium of materials and techniques that have formed a legacy of 25 centuries of
language teaching, his eponymous work. More recently, Howatt and Widdowson
(2004) present a richly detailed and fascinating account of the history of English
language teaching over several centuries in an updated version of Howatt’s
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classic 1984 text. Other historical accounts that examine the highly contextualized
teaching of one language include Kibbee’s (1991) examination of the early practice
of teaching of French in England.

Taking a decidedly different approach to the historical record, Thomas (2004)
offers an impressive scholarly volume that traces over two millennia key philo-
sophical concepts underlying the notion of Universal Grammar, that is, the
principles deemed to be part of the innate human capacity to learn language. In
a much less exhaustive, but similarly thematic, approach based primarily upon
evidence from the fifteenth through the seventeenth centuries – a span which
marked the apex of the teaching of Latin as a universal language and the incep-
tion of its subsequent demise – Musumeci (1997) explores the disparity between
theory and practice in language teaching and argues that language teaching as
rule-governed practice may not have been nearly as widely prescribed as the
historical summaries suggest. Instead, the rote teaching of forms and rules has
consistently coexisted with a concomitant insistence on language as communica-
tion and the privileged status of attention to meaning in the acquisition process.
The tension between treating the second language as the object of instruction
versus a system of communication has persisted throughout the history of language
teaching, with the former often a by-product of external, pragmatic forces rather
than an instantiation of theoretical stance.

Within either historical approach, broadly diachronic or thematic, two prob-
lems immediately arise in any attempt to characterize second-language teaching.
First, one cannot presume that actual teaching practice at any given time was
monolithic. Even today with the academy’s emphasis on experimentation and
data-driven research, the contemporary literature contains few detailed and sys-
tematic accounts of actual classroom behavior, let alone the numerous samples
across a broad range of contexts that would be necessary to provide an informed
characterization of current practice. The body of research on instructed second-
language acquisition, as Doughty (2003) points out, has been complicated by the
fact that “any particular implementation [of a method] by an individual teacher
is subject to variation” (p. 263). How much more difficult it is, then, to accurately
reconstruct that practice in past centuries when the norms governing scientific
discovery, let alone educational practice, were quite different. To further complic-
ate matters, the philosophical treatises, letters to princes and nobles, and sermons
which constitute much of the historical record focus largely on reform, with the
consequence that, where observations and accounts do exist, they are typically
presented for the purpose of demonstrating ineffective practice leading to unsat-
isfactory outcomes. As an example, the following quote from the seventeenth-
century educational reformer and renowned author of language textbooks
Johannes Comenius foreshadows the rationale of those who have recently pro-
posed the elimination of foreign language programs from universities in favor of
outsourcing to study-abroad providers:

Camp followers and military attendants, engaged in the kitchen and in other menial
occupations, learn a tongue that differs from their own, sometimes two or three,
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quicker than the children in schools learn Latin only, though children have an
abundance of time, and devote all their energies to it. And with what unequal
progress! The former gabble their languages after a few months, while the latter,
after fifteen or twenty years, can only put a few sentences into Latin with the aid
of grammars and of dictionaries, and cannot do even this without mistakes and
hesitation. (p. 69)

Not surprisingly, proponents of educational reform select worst-case scenarios
to provide evidence for their argument, that is, what needs to change, rather than
what is effective or beneficial. In other words, a change of practice is advocated
because the current system is reported not to produce the desired results. It is
noteworthy that the rhetoric of reform does not require proof that this is indeed
the case. Instead it relies on the readers’ conviction that the author speaks from
authority and experience.

Just as the reformer need only convince the reader of the inadequacy of the
current state of affairs, to be effective his or her argument need not necessarily
provide evidence that the new system will guarantee success. To that end, a
different strategy may be employed: namely, that the advocated change is
actually not a new practice at all, rather a “tried and true,” albeit little-known,
component of the long-standing tradition. As a case in point, the US in the 1960s
experienced a sudden interest in the history of language teaching precisely for
this reason: the introduction of what was purported to be a “scientific” approach
to language learning, the “New Key,” as audiolingualism was called. Based on
principles of behaviorism in psychology, it was a language teaching method that
advocated carefully constructed pattern practice that would result in the forma-
tion of good linguistic habits deemed necessary for successful language learning.
By arguing that the “new” method, while supported by the latest thinking in
psychology and offering a radical departure from grammar-translation, was in
fact seeded throughout centuries of second-language teaching, proponents of the
approach provided empirical evidence to justify its adoption. Indeed, Kelly’s
tome, which remains the gold standard as an archive of language teaching tech-
niques, is rife with references to historical exemplars of audiolingual tenets.
Mackey and Titone reflect similar interpretive biases.

Spikes in historical interest appear to coincide with the advent of approaches
to second-language learning that challenge the explicit teaching of grammar rules
as the primary, or even sole, method of instruction. In this way, proponents of
the innovation situate the new approach within a broader historical framework
and seek validation in past experience. Thomas and Musumeci may well provide
further testament to this phenomenon, with regard to Universal Grammar and
meaning-based instruction, respectively.

On the other hand, advocates for language teaching methodologies that ex-
pound an explicit grammatical focus from the very beginning may not feel com-
pelled to look for historical evidence to support their position. Such lack may
reflect an underlying assumption that theirs is the historically supported stance,
the norm. Certainly, a prevailing belief that all language teaching prior to the
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mid-twentieth century entailed a grammar-translation approach would support
such a notion. Blanket references to “traditional” methods of language teaching
favor such interpretation. One would be surprised to read of a second-language
curriculum characterized as “traditional” that advocated an experiential, multi-
sensory, or immersion-type approach. Upon examination, however, language
teaching history demonstrates a broad range of approaches, methods, and tech-
niques dependent upon prevailing notions about how language is acquired, the
context in which it occurred – which, in turn, affected the perceived purpose in
learning the second language – the resources that were available, and the role of
the participants. In light of the historical record, the definition of what is “tradi-
tional” language teaching becomes impossibly difficult to establish. The next
section provides an account of how the first three factors – beliefs about language
learning, methodologies, and the historical context – intertwined in the history of
second-language teaching. A brief historical perspective on the perceived roles of
the teacher and learner concludes this chapter.

Beliefs about Language Learning, Methodologies
and Historical Context

The questions that present-day research in second-language acquisition addresses
derive from theoretical frameworks that posit a set of underlying beliefs, assump-
tions, or principles. Doughty and Long (2003) provide an authoritative and com-
prehensive account of the key issues surrounding current research. Is language
an innate ability unique to human beings? Is it a skill that is acquired through
exposure and interaction? To what extent does learning a second language
resemble first-language acquisition? To what extent is explicit versus implicit
attention to linguistic rules a condition for successful acquisition? What is the
nature of errors: Are they part of a developmental process that will eventually
dissipate with increasing exposure and experience or are they something perni-
cious to be avoided or immediately corrected before they become a permanent
part of the underlying grammar? What is the role of the learners’ first language
in the learning of the second? These are only a few of the questions surrounding
second-language acquisition that have intrigued educators for centuries. The most
fundamental question, the extent to which language is the result of an innate
ability or learned behavior, forms the basis of early philosophical thought. In
turn, the answer to that question intimately informs the construction of language
teaching methodology.

At its most extreme, the innatist position holds that language acquisition
results from an essential human ability specific to language that resides in the
mind. A pedagogical corollary of this position is that language acquisition mani-
fests itself according to a predestined route that instructional intervention serves
at best to accelerate. Although the research evidence that substantiates this posi-
tion dates to the second half of the twentieth century, one can trace the earliest
roots for an innatist stance to an ancient philosophical position originating with
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the Greek philosopher, Plato (427–347 BCE). Stated in the simplest of terms, Plato
proposed that human beings possess knowledge intrinsically. Such knowledge
need simply be activated and drawn out. As a result, the teacher’s role is to
educate, from the Latin educere, which means literally ‘to lead forth’. It is from
Plato that we learn of the Socratic method, an instructional technique in which
the teacher asks a series of carefully constructed questions each based on the
student’s previous response, leading students to arrive at the answer from what
they already know. The basic premise of another ancient Greek philosopher,
Aristotle (384–322 BCE), is radically different. Aristotle proposed that a human
being comes into the world as a blank slate, tabula rasa, upon which knowledge is
inscribed either by experience or by rule. The teacher’s role in the Aristotelian
tradition was to provide that knowledge, to instruct; from the Latin instruere,
meaning ‘to build’. Those who believe that language is largely a learned behavior
may be more concerned with the environmental features surrounding language
acquisition and with explicit instruction in rules. For example, they may fear the
consequences of exposing learners to poor examples and leaving errors unchecked,
and thus the possibility of acquiring inexpungeable mistakes or bad habits.
Quintilian, a Roman educator in the first century CE whose twelve-volume text
Institutio oratoria [Education of an orator] is a foundational contribution to West-
ern educational theory, warns that children must be presented only with the best
models, such that “Care must be taken that tender minds, which will imbibe
deeply whatever has entered them while rude and ignorant of everything, may
learn not only what is eloquent, but, still more, what is morally good” (Institutio
oratoria I.8.4, in Murphy, 1987, p. 64).

From the very beginning, the Western tradition has struggled with the question
of nature versus nurture, the innatist versus environmentalist position, a biolo-
gical as opposed to a behavioral explanation for language acquisition. Mitchell and
Myles (2004) provide a highly readable account of the continuing nature versus
nurture debate and its influence on the most recent theories of second-language
acquisition. Their discussion reiterates the diversity of frameworks that guide
contemporary research on second-language learning.

Clearly, it would be absurd to reduce our current understanding of second-
language acquisition to a simple dichotomy. In dealing with a complex know-
ledge system like language, one would expect that certain theories better explain
some aspects of the phenomenon than others. On the one hand, proponents of
connectionism address several issues – the contribution of repetition, frequency
of stimuli, and automaticity – that find their genesis in an Aristotelean model of
learned behaviors. On the other hand, proponents of Universal Grammar have
established a rigorous research paradigm in which to investigate the extent to
which innate abilities can be reactivated and with what success. What is particu-
larly interesting from an historical perspective is the vantage point that it affords
one to examine these basic philosophical questions as they permeate the history
of second-language teaching from the earliest records to the present day, reced-
ing and reemerging in response to intellectual shifts, as well as external pres-
sures, as that tradition unfolds.
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Among the external factors that contribute to underlying beliefs and con-
sequently prescriptions for practice, it is nearly impossible to overestimate the
enormous influence of organized religion on education, including the teaching of
language. The Aristotelian philosophy as interpreted by the early Church Fathers
was the one adopted by the Christian Church, itself the major source and founda-
tion of institutionalized education from the early Middle Ages onward. As a
social institution, the Church possessed the infrastructure and the authority
necessary for the provision of such education. One must keep in mind, however,
that during this time mass public education did not exist. Although purportedly
obligatory in the Aztec empire, in Europe the notion of compulsory education of
children was unheard of from the fall of the Roman empire until the Protestant
Reformation, when the theologian and church reformer Martin Luther (1483–
1547) proposed in 1524 that all children acquire basic literacy in order to read the
Bible. Strasbourg passed an edict to that effect in 1598, but it wasn’t until the late
eighteenth century that similar legislation began to spread slowly across the
continent, first arriving in the United States in Massachusetts in 1852 and in
England still later in 1870.

Until almost the twelfth century, formal education in Western Europe took
place in monasteries that offered instruction in liturgy and prayer. Cathedral
schools trained clergy in Canon law, preaching, and disputation, that is, the
ability to defend a position through logical argumentation orally. Until the
seventeenth century, other than religious schools that trained boys for the clergy,
monastery, or choir – in descending order of required proficiency in Latin –
education of children was limited to instruction of the elite by private tutors. The
foundation of the earliest universities in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries
(Bologna in 1088, Paris in 1150, and Oxford in 1167) allowed students the oppor-
tunity to build upon that early education. In this way, a student at age 14 or
so, having mastered basic literacy in Latin under a tutor’s guidance, could study
the seven liberal arts – the trivium of grammar, logic, and rhetoric, followed by
the quadrivium of arithmetic, geometry, music theory, and astronomy – before
proceeding to advanced study in law, medicine, or theology. At the university,
Latin was both the initial core subject as well as the medium of instruction. All
lectures, readings, and discussion took place in Latin.

From their letters, we learn that university students in the twelfth century
shared many of the same concerns of students today: they ask their parents for
money and clothes; they complain about the cost of books and supplies; and they
request more time to finish their degrees (Haskins, 1958). The Manuale Scholarium,
a student guide to the university, provides a lively account of student life in the
medieval period. In it we learn of the explicit requirement that Latin be used at
all times as the ordinary means of communication in class and outside it, on
penalty of a fine should a student be caught using the vernacular. The “wolves”
were students appointed to surreptitiously record and report infractions of the
rule. That students found the rule difficult to keep is recorded in one of the
manual’s dialogues:
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Cam. May the minions of hell destroy him. If I ever find out his name, he won’t
get away.

Bar. What ails you?
Cam. Listen to me; I’ve been up against the wolf twelve times . . . I’ll see to it, I’ll

find him. Later, I’ll avenge this injustice.
Bar. It isn’t an injustice, but rather the rule. Don’t be surprised that you’ve been

reported so often; he could have reported you a hundred times. To tell the
truth, I haven’t heard a single word from you in Latin for a whole week.

(The Manuale Scholarium, ch. 11, in Seybolt, p. 73)

Clearly, although Latin was the fulcrum upon which the entire curriculum
balanced, already in the twelfth century it was neither the students’ first nor
preferred language for everyday communication even at the university. The need
to establish strict rules enforcing its use among the students provides compelling
evidence of its contrived status as their lingua franca. However, such rules also
underscore a prevailing conviction that oral proficiency was best acquired by
using the language for meaningful communication.

Given the dependence on Latin texts to provide the bulk of one’s formal
education, the rediscovery of original classical texts during the Renaissance
fostered an explosion of academic interest. This interest inflamed the desire among
certain scholars not only to correct the errors of spelling, grammar, and syntax
that had multiplied in medieval manuscripts, but also to recreate, to the great-
est extent possible, the best of the classical world, including the widespread
diffusion of the Latin language as a means to imitate that experience. To that
purpose, they proposed a revision of the medieval curriculum: namely, the studia
humanitatis (literally, the study of humanity) designed to make students wise and
moral, ideal citizens of the world, and universally proficient in Latin.

The new program of learning is described in great detail in a treatise entitled
De ingenuis moribus et liberalibus studiis [On the Conduct and Education of Young
People], written around 1400 by the Latin scholar, Vergerius. Taught entirely in
Latin, the curriculum was based on early exposure to classical texts and included
the study of history, eloquence (persuasive speaking), grammar (writing), rhetoric
(public speaking, including oration), poetry, music, arithmetic, geometry, and
science. One of the most celebrated humanists, as proponents of the new cur-
riculum were called, was Guarino Guarini (1374–1460), also known as Guarino
da Verona, a fifteenth-century scholar of Latin and Greek and tutor to Lionello
d’Este, prince of Ferrara, where Guarino eventually opened his own school.
Guarino was convinced that the new program of learning provided the essential
formative education for all citizens, especially those in positions of power and
civil authority, not just the future teacher-scholar. Moreover, he insisted that one
of the strengths of the studia humanitatis lay in the fact that it sought to develop
high levels of speaking ability in Latin:

To be admired for fluency, to be appreciated for speaking good Latin, is beginning
to be true of the period, not just of individuals, so that today one is less likely to be
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praised for speaking well than to be criticized for speaking badly; today we are
expected to speak good Latin, more so than in the past when we were criticized
for speaking a barbarous language. (Guarino Guarini, Letter to Cristoforo Sabbion,
Chancellor of Verona, in Garin, 1958, p. 420, translation mine)

The humanists contended that second-language literacy skills alone were neces-
sary but insufficient training for a citizen of the Renaissance world. Instead, the
educated person would also be able to speak Latin fluently, confidently, and
persuasively. The means to attain such fluency was being immersed in the study
of humanities in the second language, Latin.

Like Guarino, other Latin (and Greek) tutors became famous during the
Renaissance for the small schools that they operated, often limited to a select
group of children who attended lessons along with the patron’s children. Vittorino
da Feltre (1378–1446) was one of these. His Casa Giocosa ( Joyful House) was
where he taught the Duke of Gonzaga’s children along with others. (Guarino
insisted, as a condition of employment, that he be allowed to enroll additional
pupils whom he selected based on their intellectual ability rather than their
families’ social position.) The school is included in histories of education as one
of the first boarding schools. It boasted a total immersion experience, with
instruction geared to the ability and needs of each child. His curriculum included
games and recreation, physical education, and music, in addition to the human-
istic subjects of Latin and Greek. Associates of Vittorino attested to his extra-
ordinary success.

Unfortunately, it is impossible to determine from the historical record to what
extent the success of Vittorino’s school was a result of the teacher’s expertise, the
methodology (early full immersion to the extreme), specific learner characteris-
tics (aptitude, age, motivation), and the second language itself (highly prestigi-
ous, structurally similar to the students’ first language). One might suspect that
the last factor – shared structural features between Latin and the Italian vernacu-
lars – must certainly have influenced at least the rate of acquisition among
Vittorino’s pupils. Would the same hold true for structurally more disparate
languages? Given students’ success in acquiring Greek, as well as Latin, appar-
ently so.

One might argue that the linguistic proficiency expected of a five-year-old is
quite different from what one might demand from an educated adult. Neverthe-
less, it appears that a talented and expert teacher along with a motivated group
of pupils given unlimited time and resources to enjoy total immersion in the
second language offered the ideal conditions for rapid and successful acquisition.
Many of the most learned men of the day were trained in Guarino’s and Vittorino
Da Feltre’s schools.

But despite success stories like those of Guarino and Vittorino Da Feltre, the
humanists’ campaign to resurrect Latin as the universal language ultimately failed.
While their introduction of the studia humanitatis would have lasting effects on
the curriculum, the case for spoken Latin could not turn the rising tide of the
vernacular languages, which constituted the common system of communication
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among the burgeoning and increasingly influential middle class. Even parents of
university students began to complain about the waste of time and money spent
on learning a language that served no practical purpose. In his Letters to the
Majors and Aldermen, in which he makes the case for basic literacy for everyone,
Luther warns against an overzealously pragmatic approach that would lead to
the abandonment of the content of the humanities along with Latin, a tossing of
the baby with the bathwater. He specifies that even in the vernacular, basic
literacy is not a sufficient outcome of instruction:

And pay no attention to the contempt which the ordinary devotee of Mammon
manifests for culture, so that he says: “Well, if my son can read, write, and cipher,
that is enough; for I am going to make a merchant out of him.” Without scholars it
would not be long till business men in their perplexity would be ready to dig a
learned man out of the ground ten yards deep with their fingers; for the merchant
will not long remain a merchant, if preaching and the administration of justice
cease. (Luther, Letters to the Mayors and Aldermen, in Boyd, 1966, p. 247)

Pragmatic concerns are not so easily set aside, and tensions between Mammon
and the Academy reverberate still. The fading utility of Latin for anything but
the most scholarly pursuits would eventually be extinguished with the availabil-
ity of vernacular translations of the Bible made possible by the invention of the
printing press in 1440. For the first time, literacy in one’s first language could
both ensure success in the affairs of this world and guarantee one’s salvation in
the next. Before that would happen on a wide scale, however, another century
would pass. In the meantime, a sophisticated and prestigious program of educa-
tion that would set the academic standard for foreign language instruction
emerged.

The influence of the Catholic Church on education reached its pinnacle with
the system of education developed by the Jesuits, a religious order founded in
the 1500s by Ignatius of Loyola, and still influential to this day. Known for their
intellectual rigor and strict discipline, the Jesuits accepted only the brightest
students into their schools, suggesting a suspected link between intelligence and
foreign language aptitude, at least in so far as the method by which Latin
appears to have been taught. The Jesuits were also instrumental in solidifying the
tradition of presenting the whole of the grammar in the first year or even in only
half a year. Although a few students, who must have possessed an extraordinary
aptitude for language learning, appeared to benefit from this practice and were
able to proceed immediately to the study of content in the second year, the
majority advanced at a much slower rate. Consequently, the second year con-
sisted of a review of the grammar, with continued review each year until the
material had been mastered.

The Jesuits’ Ratio studiorum [Plan of Study] offers one of the most detailed
extant manuals for school administration and teaching practice, surpassing even
that of Quintilian. In it one can find rules covering everything from the respons-
ibilities of the rector to those of the janitor and everyone in between. It also
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provides an exquisitely clear description of a language teaching method that
later came to be characterized as “grammar-translation.”

The general format of the language classes consisted of recitation of memor-
ized passages (from Cicero and a grammar book), a review of the previous lesson,
a lecture, and a dictation, followed by the presentation of a new grammar point.
Directives for how the lectures in the first-year grammar class were to be con-
ducted are provided in almost excruciating detail:

The prelection [lecture] in Cicero which shall not exceed four lines will be in this
form: First, let him [the teacher] read the entire passage continuously, and state its
topic very briefly in the vernacular. Second, let him express the sentence in words of
the vernacular. Third, starting from the beginning, let him indicate the structure
and explain the sentence, telling which words govern which cases; let him go over
many things pertaining to the laws of the grammar already explained; let him offer
some observations or other of the Latin language, but as simple as possible; let him
explain the metaphors by well-known examples, but let him not dictate anything,
except perhaps the topic. Fourth, let him again go through the words of the author
in the vernacular. (Ratio, Rules to the Professor of Lower Grammar Classes, in Fitzpatrick,
1933, p. 233)

Lectures in the second- and third-year classes followed the same format, chang-
ing only the number of lines to be read (from four to seven), with the inclusion of
more dictation in the second year and emphasis on word derivations in the third.
Outside of lectures, students prepared written translations of sentences (later,
passages), to and from the vernacular. Teachers were exhorted to devote scrupu-
lous attention to error correction. Either the teacher himself would correct the
translations or a particular type of activity, the concertatio, would serve the same
purpose. This activity consisted of students identifying errors in each other’s
written work and demanding a repetition of the rule that had been broken. For
example, if a student had written an incorrect ending on a word, the one who
found it would ask for a recitation of “the whole declension or conjugation in
order or in broken order, alone or with an adjective or noun or pronoun” (Ratio,
in Fitzpatrick, 1933, p. 234). Interestingly, this was one of the rare activities that
the Ratio recommended be conducted as an oral exercise entirely in Latin without
recourse to the vernacular, limited as it was to the use of fixed expressions and
the repetition of grammatical rules.

A comparison with the teaching methods advocated by the humanists of the
previous century immediately reveals a glaring difference: namely, the enormous
reliance in the Ratio on the use of the students’ first language in order to teach the
second. The directives of the Ratio indicate clearly that Latin was no longer the
medium of instruction, or at least not the sole medium of instruction, in the Jesuit
system. Instead, the teacher was explicitly advised to provide learners with a
first-language translation of the Latin words and sentences, not just once, but
several times over the course of a single lecture, and not only in the first-year
course, but in the second and third years as well. The use of the vernacular
undoubtedly ensured comprehension on the part of the students. However, it
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also obviated the function of Latin as the primary route to access meaning. Whereas
the humanists had recommended that, in order for students to achieve both
literacy and functional oral proficiency, Latin be the medium of instruction in
interesting subject matter, in the grammar-translation method advocated by the
Ratio studiorum, it became, instead, the object of study, in what today we might
recognize as a “focus on forms” approach (Doughty & Williams, 1998; Long,
1991). Moreover, by separating the study of language and the study of content
for a period that could last as long as three years, a divide was created within the
curriculum that exists to the present day.

The use of the vernacular languages for instruction of the elite students in the
Jesuit schools reflected their rising cachet in society at large. What precipitated
their transformation from “barbarous” tongues to such elevated status? The
seventeenth century witnessed a combination of social and religious forces that
solidified the status and power of the vernacular languages of Europe. Intense
religious antagonism, not only between Roman Catholics and Protestants but
within the sects themselves, could not allow an international language associated
with the Roman Church on the one hand, and classical (pagan) culture on the
other. Economic factors, too, favored the vernacular languages of France, Holland,
and England as they displaced Catholic Spain as the dominant commercial
power.

The nationalistic objectives of seventeenth-century Europe were decidedly at
odds with the notion of global communication. The formation of nation states
was aided by linguistic, in addition to geographical, boundaries. National lan-
guages served to strengthen national identities. During this period, academies
were formed to promote, regulate, and preserve the linguistic integrity of the
vernacular languages. The Accademia della Crusca in Florence was established
in 1582, the Académie Française in 1635, and the Real Academia Española in
Madrid in 1713. The Accademia della Crusca published the first dictionary
of Italian in 1612, which served in turn as the model for the first dictionaries
published in French (1694) and in Spanish (1726–39).

The elevated prestige of the vernacular languages affected more than the status
of spoken Latin, already in jeopardy in the Middle Ages; it compromised even
the utility of developing reading proficiency in Latin. No longer dependent
on ecclesiastic authority and Latin, individuals could interpret Scripture for
themselves in their first languages, thanks to the proliferation of translations
of the Bible (Luther’s translation of the New Testament into German in 1522 and
of the Old Testament in 1534; Tyndale’s translation into English in 1526, with the
authorized King James version in 1611; Czech in 1568; Welsh in 1588; and the
London Polyglot Bible in ten languages in 1653). By this time, the printing press
had advanced to the point that, not only did students likely have individual
copies of texts, even of the same edition, but new versions of books appeared on
the market that offered interlinear translations. In this way, students could view
synoptically on the same page a line of text in Latin and its vernacular transla-
tion. One can imagine how such texts must have facilitated the conduct of the
lessons, ensuring comprehension and easing the lives of teachers and students
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alike! “Reading between the lines” literally gave instant access to meaning. Such
a welcome innovation did not come without cost, however, as it also allowed
students to bypass the second language entirely, much like watching a film
with subtitles or listening to a simultaneous translation. No longer the necessary
vehicle by which to access interesting subject matter, Latin was reduced at best
to a linguistic puzzle or a challenging mental exercise, and at worst to a dull
catalogue of abstract, nonsensical rules.

Interestingly, the most celebrated educational reformer of the seventeenth
century Johannes Amos Comenius was known primarily not for his curricula
(which he structured from infancy through university), nor for his interest in the
invention of a new universal language to replace Latin, nor for his many philo-
sophical and theological treatises, nor even for his Didactica Magna [The Great
Didactic] of 1657, in which he outlined his plan for a universal system of educa-
tion. Comenius is famous above all for his textbooks: the Janua Linguarum Reserata
[The Gate of Tongues, Unlocked] of 1631, the Vestibulum [The Vestibule] of 1633,
and perhaps most famous of all, the Orbis Sensualium Pictus [The World of Things
in Pictures] of 1658. The acclaim for Comenius’ textbooks cannot be overstated.
Their popularity was such that they were translated into twelve European
languages and several Asian ones, as well; they continued to be published for
almost two centuries after the author’s death.

Comenius’ passion for educational reform stemmed from his frustration with
what he perceived to be the appalling inefficiency of the schools, those “slaughter-
houses of the mind,” a problem that he blames on the instructional methods
employed: “Latin grammar was taught us with all the exceptions and irregular-
ities; Greek grammar with all its dialects, and we, poor wretches, were so con-
fused that we scarcely understood what it was all about” (Didactica Magna, ch. 16,
p. 122). Schools, he argues, fail for two reasons: First and foremost because they
lack appropriate materials and, second, because they do not follow the “natural
order,” that is, “that the matter come first and the form follow” (Didactica Magna,
ch. 16, p. 115). With regard to language teaching, this meant that instruction
erroneously begins with the grammar (the form) rather than authors or examples
(the matter). Instead, three principles guided Comenius’ proposed reform: “that
no language be learned from a grammar, but from suitable authors,” “that the
understanding be first instructed in things, and then taught to express them in
language,” and finally, “that examples come before rules” (p. 116). In some sense,
Comenius’ insistence on meaning (“things”) before form and a reliance on “au-
thors” to supply that content of that meaning echoes that of the early humanists.
However, the intellectual milieu of the seventeenth century – a period of dra-
matic scientific discovery that challenged long-standing beliefs and established a
new science of observation and experimentation – along with the consequences
of the Reformation and Comenius’ own religious convictions, had undermined
the authority of the ancient authors. The suspicion that such authors might not
constitute either trustworthy or appropriate material served as an impetus for
the design of textbooks whose content and structure were more suitable for
children in school.
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The first of Comenius’ textbooks, the Janua Linguarum Reserata, presents 8,000
of the most common Latin words arranged to form 1,000 sentences in a progres-
sion from the shortest, most simple constructions in the early chapters to increas-
ingly more complex constructions in the latter. Congruent with his notion that
instruction in content and language proceed simultaneously, each of the 100
chapters deals with one class of phenomena; for example, fire, diseases, trade,
arithmetic, angels. Despite the inclusion of a vernacular translation for each Latin
sentence, teachers complained that the book was too difficult. In response,
Comenius created a preparatory text, the Vestibulum, in which 1,000 of the most
common words are arranged into 427 simple sentences. However, subsequent
editions of the Vestibulum became simpler still, until they were finally reduced to
Latin-vernacular word lists.

Despite an apparent shift in his methodological stance, as evidenced in the
later versions of the Vestibulum, as well as related incongruencies in his much
less widely known methods book, Didactica Magna, Comenius’ acclaim as a text-
book author increased. Around 1650 he began to sketch out his third and most
significant historical contribution, the Orbis Sensualium Pictus, a true breakthrough
in educational practice. Designed as a preschool text, the Orbis was meant to
teach the vocabulary of real-world objects and events. Its innovation lies in the
use of illustrations, not as decorative elements or as supplements, but as an
integral part of the text itself. Typeset as columns of Latin sentences with side-by-
side vernacular translations, words in both languages are numerically keyed to
the corresponding elements in the accompanying illustration. According to a
biographer, the success of the Orbis was “even more extraordinary” than that of
the Janua, such that two books, the Orbis and the Bible, formed the essential home
library for generations of children (Keatinge, 1910, p. 78).

The creation of the first illustrated “picture book” for children is accomplish-
ment enough to rate permanent inclusion in every history of education. However,
despite their popularity, Comenius’ language textbooks did not ensure the easy
and successful acquisition of Latin any more than the “grammar-translation”
approach of the Jesuits. Moreover, another of Comenius’ recognized contribu-
tions to the history of Western education is the legitimacy that his textbooks gave
to the use of the vernacular as the language of instruction (Cole, 1950).

Although his Janua was a bilingual textbook, Comenius championed the notion
of primary instruction in the students’ first language. His school plan began
with the Vernacular School. Only upon its successful completion would those
boys whose professional aspirations required a more sophisticated program of
study advance to the Latin School. With regard to modern foreign languages, he
advised that, once having attained first-language literacy, boys between the ages
of 10 and 12 could profitably study foreign languages in the period between the
Vernacular and the Latin Schools. In Comenius’ opinion, the best means for that
study “is to send them to the place where the language that they wish to learn is
spoken, and in the new language to make them read, write, and learn the class
books of the Vernacular School” (Didactica Magna, p. 273). In other words, he
advocated study abroad within an immersion or content-based model. In this
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way, Comenius did not disagree with the humanists: he agreed that 10-year-olds
could learn second languages without difficulty and that an effective way to
ensure successful acquisition was to immerse students in the second-language
environment, where the language was also the medium of instruction. The
reason that Latin could not be taught like any modern language was that the goal
of that instruction had changed. The need for functional proficiency in Latin no
longer existed.

No longer the language of wider communication, having been displaced by the
vernaculars as the language of commerce, diplomacy, science, and scholarship,
Latin’s only remaining communicative function had existed solely within the
instructional setting, and shared even that with a predomination of the learners’
first language, a context so circumscribed and artificial that it probably could not
have been sustained by any means on the wide scale demanded by the impend-
ing imperative of mass public education. Although it continued to enjoy esteem
in the academy, until the early twentieth century the place of Latin in the general
curriculum was settled: for the vast majority of students it was a prestigious but
arcane academic exercise that served to enrich the learner’s lexicon through deri-
vation and word-formation skills, to teach abstract grammatical categories, and
perhaps to allow for rudimentary translation of a few lines of Vergil’s Aeneid or
Julius Caesar’s De Bello Gallico. It is difficult to imagine that Latin was once the
historical equivalent of World English today, just as it is equally unfathomable
that English could be replaced by yet another language, perhaps one that is
currently spoken by a relatively small group of people in some remote part of
the world. And, yet, this is precisely what happened to a prestigious world
language, despite an educational system that was predicated entirely on its
preservation and transmission.

The Role and Status of the Language Teacher

Histories of education are commonly organized around the identification of the
great philosophers and famous educators (Cole, 1950; Boyd, 1966; Smith & Smith,
1994). Yet another benefit that the student of applied linguistics might derive
from the study of the history of second-language teaching is an appreciation
of its intellectual legacy. Such illustrious figures to the contrary, however, the
historical record suggests that the average language teacher was seldom held
in such high esteem. Grammar may have been the cornerstone of the entire cur-
riculum, but the grammar teacher himself was often disparaged. By definition, a
grammarian is one versed in the knowledge of grammar, a philologist, and/or a
teacher of grammar. It has also come to be used as a term of reproach: a “mere
grammarian” or a “dry, plodding grammarian.” The pedagogue (from the Greek
pedagogos) was originally the slave who accompanied boys to and from school
and who supervised their behavior; later the Romans extended the meaning
of the term to signify the teacher. It, too, has acquired a decidedly negative
connotation. Like the grammarian and the pedagogue, the pedant also refers to a
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teacher, schoolmaster or tutor, and consequently to someone who is “excessively
concerned with accuracy over trifling details of knowledge or who insists on
adherence to formal rules.” The Commedia dell’Arte, the Italian improvisational
comic theater begun in the mid-1500s and popular through eighteenth century,
included as one of the stock characters il Dottore, a pompous, ridiculous figure
immediately recognizable by his pedantry. How did the profession arrive at
this point?

From the earliest days of language teaching in ancient Rome, educated Greek
slaves provided instruction in Greek language and the arts to interested members
of the household. Itinerant teachers offered instruction for a fee to whomever
they could recruit as students. Some of the greatest educators were tutors, but
few were teachers in classrooms with many learners, let alone students of diverse
preparation, motivations, and abilities.

That language teaching in the schools was held in lowest regard is evident in
the following excerpt from a Jesuit who proposed for himself the severest of
penances:

Relieve me of the care of others, take away my preaching and my study, leaving me
only my breviary, and bid me come to Rome, begging my way, and there put me to
work in the kitchen, or serving table, or in the garden, or at anything else. And when
I am no longer good for any of this, put me in the lowest class of grammar and that until
death, without any more care for me . . . than you have for an old broom. (Letter to Ignatius
from Lainez, 1552, in Young, 1959, p. 273, emphasis mine)

 As if to further underscore the marginal status of the language teacher, the
Jesuits invented a two-tiered system of instruction that forms the basis of second-
language programs at many universities to this day: the use of advanced students
to instruct the language classes, freeing professors to teach the more prestigious
“subject matter” courses. Musumeci (1997) argues that this distinct separation of
subject matter (content) and language (skill) further fueled the demise of Latin as
a meaningful subject in the curriculum. By reducing language to a mere skill, the
esteem in which the teacher was held diminished proportionally.

The introduction of mass public education in northern Europe in the seven-
teenth century created a demand for teachers that must have outstripped the
supply. Rather than raise the status of the teacher according to the usual rules of
modern economics, however, it appeared to have had an opposite effect: increas-
ing supply by lowering the acceptable standards. Comenius lamented the fact
that good teachers were few and far between, the best having been snatched up
by the wealthy to serve as tutors for their children, depriving the state of an
important resource.

In Comenius’ instructional framework, the teacher is the single source of know-
ledge that is poured into the students, like water from a fountain or the warmth
of the sun (Didactica Magna, pp. 163, 165, 166, 250). Given the student’s status as
a blank tablet on which the teacher wrote or painted knowledge, Comenius held
the teacher entirely responsible for a student’s failure to learn: “If the result be
not successful, it is more than certain that this is not the fault of the tablet (unless
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it have some inherent defect), but arises from ignorance on the part of the writer
or painter” (p. 44). Despite the enormous instructional burden that he placed
on the teacher’s shoulders, Comenius minimized the instructor’s relative merits
as follows:

An organist can read any piece of music from his notes, though he might not be able
to compose it or to sing or play it from memory; and a schoolmaster, in the same
way, should be able to teach anything, if he have before his eyes the subject matter
and the method by which it should be taught. (Didactica Magna, p. 288)

Comenius’ passionate belief in the foremost importance of sound materials
and methodology reduces the teacher to a technician who simply puts the plan
into action, but has no role in its design. He is a musician who cannot compose or
sing or even play from memory. The adage “those who can, do; those who can’t,
teach” comes painfully to mind.

Finally, despite the ongoing admonition of the importance of supplying learn-
ers with good language models from the very beginning of the language learning
process, for most of its history the profession had little to say about whether
those models need be native speakers. This, too, is an artifact of Latin, a language
that for centuries of its instruction was the first language of no one; all teachers
were de facto non-native speakers. Howatt and Widdowson (2004) point out that
the tradition of the non-native teacher persisted throughout the early days of
teaching English as a second language. In fact, the highly proficient non-native
speaker who shared the learners’ first language and culture and who could pre-
dict the difficulties that students would encounter enjoyed a unique advantage
over the native-speaker instructor.

Potential effects of the instructor’s status as a native or non-native speaker
of the second language continue to be investigated in present-day research.
Nevertheless, it would be naive to believe that the factors that decide who should
teach a language revolve solely around linguistic concerns. When language is
understood to be a cultural commodity or a lucrative national product, the native
speaker becomes part of the linguistic economy, and the economic reality can be
significant. As an example, recent calculations report that English language teach-
ing contributed over £10 billion to the United Kingdom’s economy in 2001–2,
with the prediction that the market was poised to undergo yet another major
expansion (Johnes, 2004). Given such high stakes, one can well understand the
motivation to portray native-speaker teachers as highly desirable and valuable
resources.

The Role and Status of the Learner

The teacher is only part of the equation; what about the learner? Is the student
an active participant in his or her learning or a blank tablet upon which to
write? The underlying philosophy in conjunction with the current technology
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supply the metaphors for learning. Not surprisingly, Quintilian likens the stu-
dent to a container, “we are by nature most tenacious of childish impressions,
just as the flavour first absorbed by vessels when new persists, and the colour
imparted by dyes to the primitive whiteness of wool is indelible. Further it is the
worst impressions that are most durable” (Institutio oratoria I, in Ulich, 1954,
p. 104). Using almost identical words, one of the early Church doctors, Jerome
(347–420), offers advice on the proper education of a daughter when he warns,
“Early impressions are hard to eradicate from the mind. When once wool has
been dyed purple who can restore it to its previous whiteness? An unused jar
long retains the taste and smell of that with which it is first filled” (Letter to Laeta,
in Ulich, 1954, pp. 165–6) Such expressions reflect a fear that exposure to poor
models and allowing errors to go uncorrected will have lasting detrimental
effects for the learner.

Although they reappear with some regularity throughout the history of second-
language teaching, these concerns do not reflect the only response to learner
error. For example, such metaphors are conspicuously absent in the language of
some early humanists. Guarino insisted, as well, on the importance of excellent
language models, warning that teachers should refrain from obscene language
that students might later imitate. Unlike the tabula rasa models, his metaphors for
students, instead, emphasize their active role in a discovery process of learning.
He offers the following advice to students who struggle to interpret the meaning
of a text:

If, instead, it [the meaning] escapes you and “remains hidden to you” go back,
knock so to speak on the door, until even if it takes time, it opens just a crack to your
understanding. Here you should imitate your hunting dogs that, if rummaging
through bush and shrubs they don’t find the bird on the first try, receive the order
to repeat the procedure, because that which doesn’t emerge at the first attempt
might be flushed at the next. (Letter to Lionello d’Este, in Garin, 1958, p. 380, transla-
tion mine)

In the expressive skills, as well, Guarino concentrates on the creative rather
than the mechanical aspects of the task, comparing the learner to a sculptor or
artist who from a heap of raw materials (ideas) creates a polished piece of work.

To support his argument for the importance of early education, Comenius,
instead, builds his case by enumerating the classical metaphors for care in the
early stages: the initial pliancy of wax, the vessel that retains the essence of what
it first held, the sapling that conforms to the shape of its early environment.
However, in an interesting twist, he combines these with new metaphors, pecu-
liar to his time; namely, the specialization of labor and mass production. He
suggests that just as one goes to the cobbler for shoes and the locksmith for a key,
children go to school for instruction. The implication is that the teacher supplies
a commodity (knowledge), and the school is the place where scholars are pro-
duced, like shoes or keys. Mass education is likened to fish hatcheries or the
cultivation of fruit orchards. Moreover, he argues that, given the proper tools
and method, instruction can proceed almost effortlessly:
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It will be no harder to teach schoolboys, in any number desired, than with the help
of the printing press to cover a thousand sheets daily with the neatest writing . . . The
whole process, too, will be as free from friction as is the movement of a clock whose
motive power is supplied by weights. It will be as pleasant to see education carried
out on my plan as to look at an automatic machine of this kind, and the process will
be as free from failure as are these mechanical contrivances, when skilfully made.
(Didactica Magna, pp. 96–7)

With the appropriate materials and method, instruction will proceed with the
efficiency of the printing press and the precision of clockwork. In reaction against
the elitist system of the Jesuits, Comenius insisted that all children benefit from
education regardless of their natural ability, arguing that “a sieve, if you continu-
ally pour water through it, grows cleaner and cleaner, although it cannot retain
liquid” (Didactica Magna, p. 67).

At first glance, an examination of the metaphors that were used in the past to
describe language teachers and learners may appear antiquated or quaint. How-
ever, even a brief overview of the historical panorama reveals the extent to which
the existent technology influences the ways in which second-language learning
and teaching are construed. It is not surprising that the modern equivalent of the
printing press, the computer, serves the same function today. Most of the liter-
ature in second-language acquisition research would be impossible to interpret
without the metaphors from twentieth-century information technology that
allow the profession to refer to language learners as bilingual processors and
the pathways and products of that learning in terms of input, intake, output,
working memory, and processing capacity.

Conclusion

In historical accounts of second-language teaching, clichés abound: there is nothing
new under the sun and the pendulum swings widely from one approach to its
apparent counterpart. Indeed, anyone who has been teaching language for more
than 20 years or so has experienced such shifts first hand. A familiarity with the
history of language teaching reveals a complex constellation of factors that affect
those changes. It can also serve to identify some underlying trends with regard to
language education reform. When the primary goal of second-language teaching
is the development of functional oral skills, the prescribed method employs the
second language as the medium of instruction; that is, as a vehicle to convey
meaning. The goal of developing second-language literacy requires at least
a reliance on the reading of authentic texts and extensive writing practice. On
the one hand, it appears that the successful implementation of total immersion
requires a combination of features that may be impossibly difficult to control in a
large, institutionalized setting, where the expertise of the teacher, the motivations
and abilities of the students, the prestige of the second language, and the
economic resources are not guaranteed. On the other hand, language teaching
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methods that are easier to implement in a large, institutionalized setting with a
wide range of teachers and learners, in which the second language is the focus
rather than the medium of instruction, and students rely heavily on their first lan-
guage, result in limited functional skills for the majority of students. The historical
record implies that, directives aside, attempts to force students to use a language
that is not necessary for the acquisition of subject matter knowledge in the class-
room or that serves no practical purpose outside it have small hope of success.
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5 The Language-Learning
Brain

ALAN BERETTA

In second language learning and teaching, there seem to be two principal ways
in which neurolinguistics is of interest: as a source of evidence to support a
particular approach to SLA, usually via the critical period issue; and as a source
of evidence to promote some supposedly “brain-compatible” classroom teaching
technique and to dismiss other techniques that fail on this criterion. The latter use
of language–brain research is, to say the least, premature. Even the neuroimaging
work on the critical period issue appears to entertain higher expectations than
can reasonably be sustained in view of the uncontroversial fact that far less
complex problems in language–brain research remain to be solved. This chapter
attempts to provide a more realistic perspective.

In an attempt to anchor debate to reality, the question that first needs to be
considered is what the enterprise of neurolinguistics could possibly be. After all,
there is nothing obvious about what is meant by grafting linguistics onto neuro.
Once this question is confronted, the answer that it yields may serve as a basis
for judging what claims are warranted and what expectations might reasonably
be entertained with respect to brains and second language teaching and learning.

What is Neurolinguistics?

Someone wishing to find out what neurolinguistics is might turn to the Linguistic
Society of America’s website (www.lsa.org), as it contains sketches of the various
sub-disciplines of linguistics. Here is what it says about neurolinguistics:

What is neurolinguistics about? Where in your brain is a word that you’ve learned?
If you know two languages, are they stored in two different parts of your brain? Is
the left side of your brain really the language side? If you lose the ability to talk
because of a stroke, can you learn to talk again? Do people who read languages
written from left to right (like English) think differently from people who read
languages written from right to left (like Hebrew and Arabic)? What about if you
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read a language that is written using some other kind of symbols, like Chinese
or Japanese? If you’re dyslexic, is your brain different from the brain of someone
who has no trouble reading? All of these questions and more are what neurolinguistics
is about.

You and I may be interested in some of these questions or not. You and I may
find some of them quite bizarre. But you and I would be none the wiser after
reading this passage as to what neurolinguistics could possibly be. The problem
is not that the passage fails to demarcate neurolinguistics, to specify what counts
as neurolinguistic and what does not. Let us be quite clear about that: boundary-
setting for domains of interest is never at issue in any kind of scientific inquiry,
as is plain from the slightest acquaintance with the history of science. The prob-
lem is this, that the term neurolinguistics links together two areas of inquiry,
which begs the question of what sort of relationship they could have, given
current levels of understanding, and what sort of insight the relationship might
ever yield such that anyone could care. A random series of questions, clinical,
Whorfian, whatever, does not begin to offer any idea what is at stake, that is,
what is at stake theoretically.

Having broached the notion of theory, a caution is in order. Theory certainly
matters, but whatever theory is at issue, it cannot be neurolinguistic theory. The
term make no sense at all at present. It is true that one constantly hears about
political theory, feminist theory, social theory, educational theory, queer theory,
critical theory, framing theory, and border theory, but in these sorts of cases, it is
difficult to see why common sense and experience of the world could not arrive
at the same conclusions as are given by the theories. If the term theory is to be
used in the way it is normally understood in the sciences, that is, an idea that
yields genuine insight and which agrees with solid and publicly demonstrable
evidence, then it is pointless to talk about neurolinguistic theory.

A criticism that the LSA description of neurolinguistics is atheoretical coupled
with a statement that the very idea of neurolinguistic theory is at present entirely
senseless appears to be paradoxical. Even more so, since it will be maintained in
what follows that neurolinguistic inquiry had better be guided by theory or it is
worthless. In order to resolve these apparent contradictions, and to give some
idea of what combining the neuro and the linguistic might yield, discussion will
start from a position of common sense, which is the starting point for many when
they contemplate the relationship between language and brain, and which unfor-
tunately remains the apparent guiding principle for many seasoned language–
brain researchers. It will be argued that common sense needs to be abandoned,
which prepares the ground for a notion of theoretically-guided neurolinguistic
inquiry.

The commonsense approach is to wonder how something mental, like language,
can interact with a physical brain, and yet know that it must. Thus, starting from
common sense, it is possible to approach the language–brain relation as mind–
body dualists, no better off than Descartes was more than 300 years ago when he
formulated the problem, similarly confronted with a mystery and similarly left
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with no way to move forward. Descartes really did have no option but to posit
two distinct substances because in his mechanical universe, everything was
constrained by the laws of mechanism, everything physical; that is, everything
except mind. Researchers today, on the other hand, have the advantage of hind-
sight, not smarter, as they say, just later. With hindsight, it is known that the idea
of a mechanical universe crumbled later in the seventeeth century, when Newton
proposed a notion of gravity, but the consequences for the mind–body problem
do not seem to have been immediately apparent. However, by the eighteenth
century, the chemist Joseph Priestley was able to see that the inevitable conse-
quence was the total rejection of the commonsense mind–body problem and a
radical re-conception of the relationship between the mental and the physical.
Priestley, too, started out as a mind–body dualist, so what better than to follow
his progress from that belief to the standard materialism that is considered normal
in cognitive science today.

Priestley initially assumed “the soul to be a substance so entirely distinct from
matter as to have no property in common with it” (1777, p. xi). The “soul,” or
“spirit,” or “mind” consisted of something airy and insubstantial, while the
“body,” or “matter,” or the “physical” was solid, inert, and occupied space. He began
to wonder whether “either the material or the immaterial part of the univer-
sal system was superfluous” but “relapsed into the general hypothesis of two
entirely distinct and independent principles in man” (p. xii). Having idly won-
dered about the issue, Priestley thought it through in earnest in Disquisitions
relating to matter and spirit (1777). Mindful of gravitational force and also of more
recent insight into electromagnetic forces, he concluded that the commonsense
notion of body was dead to science; matter with properties such as inert-
ness, solidity, and so forth, he reasoned, does not exist. Matter instead possesses
“powers,” forces of attraction and repulsion which lack solidity, do not occupy
space, are not inert. “Matter is not the inert substance it has been supposed to
be” since “powers of attraction and repulsion are necessary to its very being”
(p. xxxviii); without the power of attraction, “there cannot be any such thing as
matter . . . for when we suppose bodies to be divested of it, they come to be
nothing at all” (p. 5); take away attraction and “solidity itself vanishes” and par-
ticles would just fall apart and “be dispersed” (p. 6).

The mind–body problem, in Priestley’s argument, was based on a notion of
body that science had shown not to exist. Since the mind–body problem was how
something lacking solidity and not occupying space could interact with bodies
that had solidity and did occupy space, the problem has disappeared because
physical properties, in a new conception of matter, also lack solidity and do not
occupy space. For Priestley, it made better sense to think of an enlarged concep-
tion of matter “especially as we know nothing more of the nature of substance
than that it is something which supports properties” (p. 17); “powers of sensation
or perception, and thought” (p. 22) could belong to the same substance as
supports properties of attraction and repulsion. As he observed, “powers of
sensation and thought . . . have never been found except in conjunction with a
certain organized system of matter” (p. 26) which comprises both mind and
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brain. “Thought is a property of the nervous system, or rather of the brain”
(p. 27); whatever matter supports a brain, supports a mind too.

In the same vein as Priestley, it has been argued more recently that the notion
of body turns out to be a useless concept which has no more meaning in effect
than whatever “finds a place in intelligible explanatory theory” and theory can
contain within it anything, “however offensive to common sense” (Chomsky,
1995, p. 5). With the loss of any meaningful notion of body 300 years ago, the
mind–body problem no longer had any coherent formulation. The challenge for
language–brain research is of a more familiar kind in the sciences: a unification
problem, how to unify two bodies of theoretical knowledge (Chomsky, 1995).
There is linguistic theory and there is brain theory, but at present neither theory
constrains the other. For centuries, physics and chemistry were in the same
position and unification only became possible a couple of generations ago (Brock,
1992; Chomsky, 1995). Within physics today, a major question is to how to unify
the different forces (gravitational, electromagnetic, strong and weak nuclear). So,
when the term neurolinguistics is used, reasonably, all that can be meant is an area
of inquiry whose ultimate goal is theory unification, but with a full recognition
that unless substantial progress is made in that direction, the term neurolinguistic
theory is without content since it presupposes that unification has already occurred.

How can progress toward eventual unification be made? The most obvious
answer is for linguists and brain scientists to continue doing what they are already
doing, namely, developing ever more explanatory theories of language and of
brains, with the hope that with increased understanding, it will one day be possible
to perceive how unification is possible. This answer, of course, prescribes no
particular role for neurolinguistics at all. Neurolinguistics has a purpose only to
the extent that examining language in brains can be informative about either
brains or about language. Does examining language in brains tell us anything
about language? That is, is it possible to think of a problem in linguistics such
that something about brains provides an answer? The question is rhetorical
because the only answer, until more is known about brains perhaps, is silence.
Let us ask the converse question: Does examining language in brains tell us
anything about brains? The answer to this question, one suspects, is not quite so
debilitating because it may be reasoned that if something worthwhile is known
about language, then at least it is possible to ask the brain something coherent.
Of course, no one knows how a brain computes language – that is what it is like
to be non-unified – but to the extent that the brain makes such distinctions that
agree with the distinctions made in a theory of language, it might, not irration-
ally, be hoped that something is being learned about how brains care about
language. What is learned, however, will have the character of peculiar facts
because we do not have a relevant understanding of brains. Again, such is the
nature of inquiry when two bodies of knowledge are not unified. The best pro-
spect is to ask the brain a linguistically coherent question and look for an answer
that matters to current brain theory. Then the inquiry is coherent in the only
ways currently available, and the hope is that it becomes possible to build bridges
that will provide eventual insight.
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There is an alternative: experiment that treats language as a mere commonsense
notion and brains only in terms of location. That description covers much of the
vast literature on language and brain, including most of the work that seems
closest to the interests of L2 researchers and teachers, the work on differences
and similarities between L1 and L2 in brain territory. It is the kind of inquiry that
Poeppel and Embick (2005) refer to, without approval, as the standard program in
neurolinguistics.

Before discussing this further, a few more comments on common sense and
theory. In the early days of modern science, the mechanical philosophy was
based on a commonsense apprehension of Nature. Expectations were very high.
Think of Bacon’s hope that, if a natural and experimental history such as he
proposed was provided, “the investigation of nature and of all sciences will be
the work of a few years” (1620). From hopes for imminent and comprehensive
understanding amenable to common sense, very soon afterwards, with the
advent of Newton’s gravitational force which defied the prevailing commonsense
assumption of mechanism that physical objects could only move through direct
contact with other physical objects, expectations changed. From that time on, it
would be necessary to resign ourselves to a far more limited access to Nature’s
secrets, namely, access via the proxy of theory entirely unconstrained by the
dictates of common sense (Chomsky, 2000). Centuries later, this has become
familiar. The physicist Richard Feynman comments that, “one had to lose one’s
common sense in order to perceive what was happening at the atomic level”
(1985, p. 5). Quantum theory, he notes, is “absurd from the point of view of
common sense. And it agrees fully with experiment” (p. 10). Quantum theory
tortures common sense, but Feynman observes that physicists have learned not
to care if common sense is tortured. What matters is insight-giving theory that
agrees with experiment.

Although the shift from common sense to theory must have been hard to take
during the early days of modern science, it is rather surprising to find that, so
many years later, a great deal of neuroimaging work on language anachronist-
ically prefers commonsense notions of language to theoretical principles. In an
attempt to draw attention to this atheoretical tendency, Poeppel (1996) criticized
several high-profile researchers for their imaging studies of phonological process-
ing which concerned themselves little with what was known about phonological
processing or even about phonology. The criticism was not appreciated (Démonet
et al., 1996). I recall a discussion a couple of years ago with a well-known scholar
who has published many imaging studies of language. I was informed that it was
premature in neuroscience for experiment to worry about theoretical issues. What
was needed, he explained, was a long period of description, so informal notions
of language were appropriate. Venturing dissent, I was asked to explain why
so many highly intelligent people were doing descriptive research. I could not
answer then and I am unable to answer now. However, imagine physicists, faced
with some tough problem, and deciding that what was called for was a period
in which theoretical concepts would be put on ice and replaced with informal
notions of, say, work or energy or light. Everyone would scoff at such a suggestion,
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and yet, when it comes to language, that is precisely the approach that is so often
adopted. It amounts to what Chomsky has called methodological dualism, more
ruinous than mind–body dualism.

It is not just linguistic theory that is ignored, but theory of brain also seems
very thin on the ground in the standard research program in neurolinguistics.
Since most neuroscience studies of language use positron emission tomography
(PET) or functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the focus is heavily on
location. Although there is by now a vast literature describing locations of this
informal notion of language or that, it is far from obvious that neural location
does any theoretical work. Function has to occur somewhere, and to some extent
we can already navigate a brain in terms of different functions, and certainly
these are useful facts to know. But that does not mean that location is doing
explanatory work; it may instead be merely epiphenomenal, just as linearity is
epiphenomenal in linguistic theory – every sentence has to be heard or produced
in a linear string, but that observation has no theoretical status.

Electrophysiological tools, by contrast, record aspects of brain that are theoret-
ically more obviously interesting. Electroencephalography (EEG) and magne-
toencephalography (MEG) record brain activity directly, and the signal they pick
up is the synchronous firing of a large number of neurons. Synchronous firing
has long been considered a central explanation of how neurons form assemblies
for particular computational tasks (Abeles, 1991; Gray et al., 1989; Singer, 2000).
Also, as Phillips (2005, p. 81) has pointed out, there are substantial hypotheses
regarding timing of language function but no detailed hypotheses regarding
location. In neural studies of second language processing, however, EEG studies
are few and far between and MEG studies, so far as I know, are non-existent.

Some Promising Neurolinguistic Research

The above characterization of neurolinguistics may serve (or not) to keep
expectations in perspective, but hopefully not to curb interest. That is far
from the intention. So long as we devise experiments that ask the brain theoret-
ically coherent questions, we are doing the only reasonable thing we can do,
which at least holds out the possibility of building bridges between language
and brain.

For example, some rather intriguing work has been carried out which finds a
neural response to phonological categories. This is unusual, as most neurolinguistic
studies have focused on acoustic and phonetic features, but have not addressed
phenomena relevant to the phonological level of analysis. Phonetic categories, of
course, group together a number of similar sounds, and neural responses have
been established for within-category discrimination of these sounds. For example,
Dehaene-Lambertz et al. (1997) found that within-category contrasts produced
a Mismatch Response, a particular neural response to a sequence of standards
(identical sounds) interrupted by a deviant (different sound). The deviant elicits
the mismatch response at ~150–250 ms in auditory cortex.
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But does the auditory cortex register phonological categories? Since phonolo-
gical categories are abstract symbolic representations that have an all-or-none
character, within-category variation is irrelevant; the same rules apply across the
board to all members of a category. One body of research was able to use the
mismatch response to get at phonological categories. It is a well-known fact that
the perceptual cue for voicing in stop consonants (e.g., /t/ and /d/) is voice
onset time (VOT) – the amount of time that elapses between the release of a
consonant and the onset of voicing. Stop consonants that have shorter VOTs are
perceived as voiced, while those with longer VOTs are perceived as unvoiced.
The perceptual boundary is quite sharply drawn at ~30 ms. Phillips et al. (2001;
see also Aulanko et al., 1993) used a range of different VOT values of /dae/ and
/tae/. With VOT varying both within and between /dae/ and /tae/, there was
no many-to-one ratio of standards and deviants at acoustic or phonetic levels; all
sounds were different in terms of VOT. There could only be a many-to-one ratio
if all of the different realizations of each category were treated as the same thing,
that is to say, at the phonological level. In the event, different VOT values of one
category /tae/ interrupted by a single value of /dae/ elicited the characteristic
mismatch response in auditory cortex, indicating that the brain does care about
phonological categories.

In addition to the impressive body of work taking us, in Poeppel’s phrase,
from vibration in the ear to abstraction in the head, thoughtful work has been
pursued that investigates lexical access. Embick et al. (2001), in a MEG study of
lexical frequency, found that the first peak in the magnetic waveform to vary as
a function of frequency occurred at ~350 ms after stimulus presentation. In a
lexical decision task, the M350 peak for frequent words was earlier than the peak
for non-frequent words. The M350 also occurred earlier for repeated words than
for non-repeated words (Pylkkänen et al., 2000). In a further study, Pylkkänen,
Stringfellow, & Marantz (2002) observed that the M350 responded to phonotactic
probability, but not to density similarity neighborhoods. That is, it is sensitive to
the frequencies of sounds and their sequences in words, but not to the extent
with which a word sounds like lots of other words. This is interesting because
in behavioral studies, it had been shown that phonotactic probability and
neighborhood density had opposite effects: phonotactics facilitated sublexical
processing, while density had an inhibitory effect, slowing word recognition.
What Pylkkänen et al. did was to use stimuli that possessed both properties. The
fact that the M350 responded to phonotactics and not density argues that the
peak indexes an early stage of (sub)lexical processing rather than a later recogni-
tion stage when competition from like-sounding words would obtain.

Further sharpening our grasp of the M350, Fiorentino & Poeppel (2007) showed
that it is not an index simply of lexical access but of root access, a rather more
precise concept because roots and what is contained in them are important
theoretical entities (see, e.g., Halle & Marantz, 1993). Another important theoret-
ical issue is polysemy, the different senses of a word. Syntactic principles operate
on identity in sentences such as The newspaper decided to change its format (Chomsky,
1970): newspaper and its have identical reference and yet they have two different
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senses (newspaper refers to the publisher and its to the publication). Of interest,
then, is whether polysemous senses share the same root, and are thus identical at
that level, or whether they have separate roots, as is widely agreed to be the case
with homonymy. Both positions have their adherents but evidence one way or
the other has been difficult to obtain. Two recent MEG studies have investigated
polysemy and homonymy (Beretta, Fiorentino, & Poeppel, 2005; Pylkkänen, Llinas,
& Murphy, 2006). Without going into detail, the findings of these studies can be
explained if the M350 accesses roots and if polysemous senses, but not homonym-
ous meanings, share the same root.

Neurolinguistic Research and L2 Learning
and Teaching

One strand of research that is often discussed in the second language literature asks
the question: Is L1 like L2 in the brain? There are many reviews of this literature
(e.g., Fabbro, 2001; Perani, 2005; Perani & Abutalebi, 2005), so a cursory summary
will suffice before it is asked in what ways the body of work is informative.

Starting with PET and fMRI studies, the general picture that seems to be
emerging is twofold. First, acquisition of L2 engages very much the same neural
regions as L1. Second, these relatively stable common patterns can be mediated
by age of acquisition and the level of proficiency attained. Basically, with respect
to tasks that are claimed to tap grammatical resources, subjects who acquired
their L2 early show the same regional activation, whereas those who acquired
their L2 late use the same areas as L1 but also show some additional activation.
With respect to tasks that are considered to access lexical-semantic processing,
in early or late acquisition of L2, if proficiency is high, the same neural areas
are activated.

Why ask a brain if L1 is like L2 with regard to location? For Kim et al. (1997),
as for many others, this is self-explanatory: “Here we investigate the funda-
mental question of how multiple languages are represented in the human brain”
(p. 171). No further motivation is offered. Leaving aside, for the moment, the fact
that the term fundamental is misplaced given that far simpler questions have
barely been addressed (as mentioned earlier), the lack of any clearly stated the-
oretical focus reflects the descriptive nature of much of the work. The main issue
stated in a number of reports concerns critical periods in language acquisition,
but unlike much of the behavioral work in this domain of inquiry (such as Johnson
& Newport, 1989; White & Genesee, 1996), there is little or no concern for ques-
tions that are driven by some aspect of linguistic theory. The result is that the
behavioral work is often capable of fairly precise interpretation whereas the
neurolinguistic work is not.

As in the behavioral literature, independent variables that are frequently mani-
pulated in the neuroimaging literature are age of first exposure to a language
and level of attainment. What distinguishes the two literatures is the content of
the dependent variables. Dependent variables in at least some of the behavioral
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studies attempt to isolate some linguistically relevant element or other, while
the dependent variables in typical PET and fMRI studies bear no obvious relation
to what is known about the nature of language. Some studies (e.g., Chee, Tan, &
Thiel, 1999) ask subjects to take letter strings like cou and think of a word that
begins with those letters, perhaps coulomb or courtesy; or to think of words that
end in a letter string like ter, maybe banter. Others ask subjects to think of a word
that begins with a single letter that is called out to them (Perani et al., 2003). Still
others have subjects listen to stories (Perani et al., 1996), or silently describe
events that happened during the previous day (Kim et al., 1997), or listen to
(unspecified) sentences in different languages (Pallier et al., 2003), or translate
and read words (Price, Green, & von Studnitz, 1999), listen to dialogues (Nakai
et al., 1999), and so forth. Language, in some sense, is plainly involved in all
of these tasks, but in none of the reports is there any indication as to which
theoretical element is being tapped into, and it is hard to imagine candidates.
Perani et al. (1998) start out by discussing parameter setting, something behavioral
studies have pursued, but in the event they end up using a story-telling task, a
task that does not pick out any particular parameter at all.

Part of the problem of relating L2 to L1 in brain space is that we know precious
little about L1 in brain space. Even the rare experiment that contrasts sentences
that differ only in respects that have relevance in the linguistic literature, such
as subject vs. object movement in relative clauses in L1, has found it difficult to
nail down anything solid and reliable. For example, Caplan and his colleagues
have carried out a series of experiments looking only at relative clauses. In the
first study, Stromswold et al.’s (1996) PET study of relative clauses, syntactic pro-
cessing showed increased activation, not only in Broca’s area, but in a specific
portion of that area, the pars opercularis. A follow-up study (Caplan, Alpert, &
Waters, 1998) with the same materials, but with female instead of male subjects,
found increased activation in one part of the pars opercularis, higher and more
anterior than for males. This difference was not predicted, but after the fact, it
was speculated that this might indicate a male–female difference. A separate
experiment in the same report looked at relative clauses with two propositions
vs. relative clauses with one proposition. No increased activation was found
in the traditional language areas, but in visual cortex. Clearly, this was not
predicted, but it was considered that it was “most likely due to differences in
some aspect of post-interpretive processing . . . visual mental imagery processes”
(p. 548). A later study found increased regional cerebral blood flow for one kind
of relative clause in a part of Broca’s area not implicated in the earlier studies, the
pars triangularis (Caplan et al., 2000). Why should that be? Apparently, “both
these areas can be activated by syntactic processing” (p. 70). Undeterred, Caplan
et al. (2001) proceed to examine relative clauses with and without padding. They
find no difference for the critical part of the sentence (immediately following the
padding). Perhaps this was because relative clauses involved movement out of
subject or object position, perhaps different task demands, possibilities that “can
only be answered by further detailed studies” (2001, p. 37). A further detailed
study (Caplan, Waters, & Alpert, 2003) used the same materials and tasks as
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Stromswold et al. (1996) and Caplan et al. (1998), but this time with subjects aged
70–79. Unlike the earlier studies, increased blood flow was found in the left
inferior parietal, which must be “related to sentence processing . . . and syntactic
comprehension” (p. 118). There was also increased activation in left superior
frontal cortex, near the midline, an area which, it is surmised, “may be involved
in syntactic processing” (p. 118). Why might older subjects apparently use totally
different parts of the brain from the younger subjects? One possibility mooted is
that they had received two years less education. This was explored in a second
experiment in Caplan et al. (2003). Younger subjects with less education were
tested. Now, increased activation was observed in superior frontal, but a part of
it quite distinct from any previously seen. Increases were also reported in the
motor planning region, which might be due to different eye movements, or “could
reflect greater deployment of attention” (p. 122). An increase in the precuneal
parietal, not the parietal area observed in the older subjects, showed increased
activation too, and it was considered that this could be due to subtle aspects of
language processing. But, perhaps the older subjects’ different neural activation
was not due to their lower education, but to their less accurate task performance,
a possibility also examined by Caplan et al. (2003). Older subjects whose per-
formance matched the younger subjects were tested. Increased regional blood
flow was found in one more area of prefrontal cortex not implicated in the earlier
studies, an area normally considered to be involved in executive functioning.
Caplan et al. note that it would appear also to be involved in syntactic processing.

This series of studies is of interest because of the persistent attention to a quite
well-circumscribed range of sentence types. In the end, we know that if you place
subjects in a PET or fMRI scanner, then something is going to happen, but it is
very hard to say in advance what that will be, and after the fact, very difficult to
narrow candidate explanations. This is not just a problem for Caplan and his
colleagues, but a problem for everyone at a time when theories of language and
brain seem far away from each other. If one asks subjects to listen to stories in
L1 or L2, for example, then surely prediction and explanation are rendered all the
more indeterminate.

Turning to the EEG studies, the picture that emerges from the relatively fewer
studies that have been carried out is, roughly speaking, that as proficiency in-
creases ERPs (event-related potentials) for L2 processing become more like those
in L1. Research by Friederici and her colleagues has suggested that semantic
violations modulate the N400, while phrase structure violations have an effect on
early anterior negativity and afterwards on late positivity (the P600). An early
study by Weber-Fox and Neville (1996) found qualitatively different ERPs be-
tween L2 and L1 for syntactic processes, but quantitative differences for semantic
processes (such as a delayed N400 for those who acquired the L2 at a later age).
Isel, Hahne, and Friederici (2000) and Hahne and Friederici (2001), using similar
stimuli but for different L2s, found N400 modulation for semantic violations,
along with a lack of the expected early anterior negativity modulation for phrase
structure violations and no P600. Hahne (2001), again using similar stimuli, found
an N400 effect for both L1 and L2 groups, while for phrase structure violations
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there was no modulation of early anterior negativity for the L2 group, in contrast
to the L1 group, suggesting that automaticity of processing was reduced. The
P600 was similar for both L1 and L2. Reflecting on these findings across different
studies, Hahne (2001) notes that the subjects in her study were more proficient in
L2 than the subjects in Isel et al. (2000) and Hahne and Friederici (2001), and
while the main difference between her study and the other two is that the more
proficient subjects showed a P600 effect, all three studies revealed N400 modula-
tion, as does an experiment by McLoughlin, Osterhout, and Kim (2004). She
infers from these facts that semantic processes are the first to become L1-like, and
syntactic processes become so with greater proficiency. This does not address the
difference in anterior negativities, but a recent study (Ojima, Nakata, & Kakigi,
2005) finds that high-proficiency L2 subjects do show anterior negativities for
syntactic processing whereas low-proficiency L2 subjects do not. In addition, a
study by Friederici, Steinhauer, and Pfeifer (2002) finds that training on an arti-
ficial language called BRICANTO that reportedly has UG-like constraints yields
the same early automatic negativities and P600 effects as seen in normal L1
processing. Age does not seem to be a contributory factor in these experiments,
but level of proficiency does. These considerations are used to argue against a
very strong form of the critical period hypothesis.

The EEG studies of critical period issue are conducted against a background of
increasingly well-understood electrophysiological responses in the time course of
linguistic processing, namely the N400, LAN (left anterior negativity), and the
P600. As such, the program is seeking to construct language–brain relations in a
way that has some neural justification (timing matters in proposals regarding
neuronal population coding), and also in a way that is not incoherent linguistic-
ally, though rather blunt. Blunt, because the contrasts are relatively coarse and
there is no attention to the very fine computations that linguistic theory cares about.

Some Confusions

The above treatment of the L1/L2 neuroimaging studies is perhaps slightly less
sanguine than is to be found in some reviews, but if reservations have been
expressed about research that is plainly serious, it is hard to know what to say
about some of the views that have been advanced in sections of the second
language literature regarding what claims neuroscience entitles us to make about
second language acquisition and teaching.

It transpires there is such a literature whose concern is for brain-compatible
language teaching (Bimonte, 1998; Dhority & Jensen, 1998; Genesee, 2000;
Lombardi, 2004). Apparently, the brain is complex and adaptive, and varies across
individuals, so language teaching should be approached with a variety of tech-
niques, such as group work, and so forth. The brain is social, so teaching should
involve cooperative learning strategies. The brain is emotional, so it is critical to
lower the “affective filter.” Left brain and right brain are respectively associated
with rational and artistic orientations, so one can deploy art or music to teach
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math, physics, or language; though some of the authors regard teaching based on
left-brain/right-brain considerations to be outmoded. The brain links language
to other parts of the brain, so good teaching practice should, for example, not
present phonics independently of meaning. To do so would be misguided. Brain
connections are shaped by the environment, so teaching makes a difference and
one should not give up on older learners. And so on.

The blandest comment that presents itself is that the conclusions do not follow
from the premises. However, even this is tantamount to saying that the authors
have abandoned the most rudimentary notions of rationality. So, lacking any
understanding of what counts as argument in this literature, I will not, indeed
cannot, criticize it any further.

With regard to SLA, the picture is not much clearer. A typical account might,
for example, seek to promote a language socialization paradigm and jettison
cognitive science models, and claim that brain research provides the impetus
(e.g., Watson-Gegeo, 2004). The appeal to neuroscience is littered with miscon-
ceptions, such as that it is a problem for cognitive science approaches that “re-
search has discovered no structure in the brain that corresponds to a Language
Acquisition Device as argued by Chomsky” (p. 333). Chomsky argued no such
thing, of course, but profound confusions of this sort will not be pursued here
(however, see Gregg, 2006 for a thorough critique).

Conclusion

Neurolinguistics is an area of inquiry whose ultimate goal is theory unification.
To engage in neurolinguistic work is to attempt to integrate what is known about
language, which I have been referring to as ‘“linguistic theory,” with what is
known about brains, which I have been informally calling “brain theory.” Given
that at present neither theory constrains the other, it is obvious that neurolinguistics
is at a very preliminary stage of development. The challenge facing neurolinguistics
is awe-inspiring, and there are those who have concluded (prematurely, since we
simply do not know) that the relationship of mind to brain will forever remain a
mystery (e.g., McGinn, 1993, 1999; Uttal, 2005). It is unfortunate, then, that much
of language–brain research is conducted without reference to either linguistic or
brain theory, because it suggests that there is some other way of finding out
about nature than via theory. Indeed, as noted earlier, the standard research
program in neurolinguistics largely proceeds as if what is called for is descrip-
tion. The prospects for theory unification are remote indeed if most current work
is atheoretical.

Commenting on an earlier research program that favored theory-free descrip-
tion, the biologist Ernst Mayr (cited in Hull, 1988) offered a cautionary tale. In the
nineteenth century, in an attempt to solve the mysteries of inheritance, one scien-
tist, Carl Friedrich von Gärtner, judged that the best approach was theory-free
Stakhanovite data collection, relentless unbiased description. He carried out
literally 10,000 cross-breeding experiments. Unfortunately no one was ever able
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to make use of his work; they were always forced to conduct their own experi-
ments because, even in as many as 10,000 experiments, the contrasts demanded
by one hypothesis or another were never found. Not surprising when we consider
that theories contain within them exotic elements that torture common sense. The
relevant contrasts would not occur to anyone absent a theory. Von Gärtner’s data
collections now lie “buried in the stacks of a few libraries around the world, as
sterile as the day that they were conceived” (Hull, 1988, p. 489). It is not unrea-
sonable to wonder if today’s mass accumulation of descriptive neuroimaging
data on language and the brain can have much more hope of chancing upon the
right contrasts that might permit insightful language–brain connections than von
Gärtner’s work contributed to an understanding of inheritance.

Given the preliminary nature of neurolinguistic inquiry and the descriptive
bent of much of the work currently conducted, the upshot is that brain research
can at present provide evidence that is little more than suggestive to a model
of L2 acquisition and less than that to the practice of language teaching. The
neuroimaging studies on the critical period question can be seen, at best, as to be
taken under advisement. It may seem compelling to use brain data to make a
point, but there is little justification for privileging brain data over other kinds of
data. The same goes for teaching research. If there was some reason to support
group work or dispense with it before, there is no better reason to be found in the
neurolinguistic literature. Practical applications, such as to teaching, are remote,
beyond remote.
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6 Sequences and Processes in
Language Learning

LOURDES ORTEGA

In this chapter I review major findings concerning the sequences and processes
associated with the development of a second language. I begin by characterizing
the nature of interlanguage. The bulk of the chapter is then devoted to an overview
of sequences, or systematic patterns uncovered in the development of various
areas of the L2 grammar. Next, I examine some central processes by which learners
attend selectively to aspects of the L2 input, reorganize their mental representa-
tions in light of new evidence as this becomes available to them, and then move
(or not) along the sequences. I conclude the chapter with five generalizations that
summarize the implications of knowledge about sequences and processes for
second and foreign language teaching.

Learner Language or Interlanguage

During the 1950s and 1960s, researchers interested in understanding language
teaching and learning set out to compare external differences between a given
first language (L1) and a given target language (L2). The hope was that such a
Contrastive Analysis approach would help them uncover areas of difficulties for
L2 learners (e.g., Stockwell, Bowen, & Martin, 1965). However, beginning in the
1970s, and influenced by seminal findings that had begun to accumulate about
child L1 acquisition, researchers turned to a different strategy and began analyzing
the actual language samples that learners produced when they attempted to use
their L2 in speaking. (Writing and signing data have also been examined, although
less extensively; see, e.g., Bardovi-Harlig, 1995, for L2 writing; and Mayberry, in
press, for L2 signing.) A central concept that emerged with the study of actual
learner language was interlanguage (Selinker, 1972), or the language system that
each learner constructs at any given point in development. Interlanguage reflects
an interim competence that contains elements from both the L1 and the L2 gram-
mar, but also elements that go beyond both. The new associated methodologies
of Error Analysis and later Performance Analysis (Long & Sato, 1984) led to an
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unprecedented wealth of findings about interlanguages. More recent develop-
ments in the last 20 years have added detail and explanatory power to the older
findings.

Interlanguages are natural languages
Interlanguages are believed to be systematic, natural languages in their own
right. In other words, learners are constrained in their development of a second
language by the same natural principles that constrain the development of any
human language. An unresolved question among second language acquisition
researchers is whether these constraints and natural limits are provided by a
genetic endowment specific to the human language faculty, as proponents of
Universal Grammar posit (e.g., White, 2003), or by the same general cognitive
learning mechanisms that help humans process and learn any other kind of
information, as language psychologists argue (e.g., DeKeyser, this volume; Ellis,
this volume). In this chapter, I adopt the latter position. I assume that general
cognition principles can help us understand how L2 learners develop grammar
knowledge and the ability to use it in order to communicate, at least for the great
majority of interlanguage phenomena that are of relevance and interest for lan-
guage teaching.

Interlanguages are more than the sum of input
and first language
The nature of interlanguage is delimited by three well-known but nevertheless
striking facts. First, learners build mental representations that are rather different
from what the input in their surrounding environment looks like. For example,
consider the following sentence from Oshita (2000, p. 313), who identified it in an
L2 English essay written by an L1 Spanish speaker:

(1) It [a wall] was falled down in order to get a bigger greenhouse.

We can see that the English morpheme -ed has been added to a verb whose past
and past participle forms are irregular in English ( fall, fell, fallen) and furthermore
that a verb that is intransitive in English ( fall) has been made into a causative
verb with a transitive meaning (‘make to fall’ or ‘tear down’). When L2 English
learners produce such interlanguage solutions, they have most certainly not picked
them up from their surrounding input. These are not forms or meanings that can
be learned from, say, English-speaking friends or textbooks.

Second, although knowledge of the first language definitely influences inter-
languages in various ways (see Ringbom & Jarvis, this volume), many so-called
errors cannot be explained by recourse to the L1 alone, including example (1)
above. Spanish has regular and irregular verbal morphology and uses it to
mark past tense and past participles, and it also has a verb for the intransitive
meaning ‘fall’ (caer) and another for the transitive meaning ‘make to fall’ (derribar).
Moreover, even when the L1 appears logically to explain an interlanguage
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solution, other explanations may in fact be needed. To illustrate, if we hear How
I do this? from an L1 Spanish learner and an L1 Punjabi learner, whose languages
do not have inversion, we may conclude it is their respective L1s that are induc-
ing this choice. However, if we sampled learners from a wide enough range of L1
backgrounds, including languages where inversion does exist (e.g., Dutch and
German), we would find that they, too, use un-inverted questions in their Eng-
lish interlanguage at an early stage of L2 development. In the presence of this
additional evidence, we must then conclude that the L1 cannot be the correct
explanation for lack of inversion. In fact, we will later see that the utterance How
I do this? results from a universally attested interlanguage solution to the prob-
lem of question formation in English, called fronting (cf. stage 3 in Table 6.5).

A third, striking fact is that many interlanguage solutions are also attested in
the production of children acquiring their first language (who, therefore, do not
have any other L1 knowledge on which to rely, for better or worse). Thus, the
solutions in (1) have been also amply documented in data from children learning
L1 English. How can we explain interlanguage solutions that are neither directly
attributable to the input nor to the L1, and that are shared by first and second
language acquirers?

The unavoidable conclusion is that these forms are interim systematic innova-
tions that learners independently create when they are trying to figure out the
workings of the new language system they are learning. As will become clear,
these interlanguage inventions are motivated by the complex interaction of
multiple forces. Those include the evidence available or absent in the input (White,
2003) and knowledge of the L1 and other known languages (Ringbom & Jarvis,
this volume). But additional forces stem from the interaction between the univer-
sal shape of languages and the conceptual apparatus of the human mind. They
include syntactic, semantic-discoursal (Anderson & Shirai, 1994; Hyltenstam, 1987),
and statistical, as well as conceptual and sensorimotor, processing influences
(N. Ellis, 2006; this volume), on the one hand, and communicative pressures and
social incentives learners experience as they use the language to make meaning
(Klein & Perdue, 1997; von Stutterheim & Klein, 1987), on the other.

Sequences in Language Learning

Interlanguage development is systematic, not haphazard. For a substantial number
of language areas, learners are seen to traverse several stages, each consisting of
predictable solutions, on their way to developing the various full-fledged sub-
systems of the target language. Patterned development through stages should
not be equated with linear progression from inaccurate to accurate use of the L2 in
a form-by-form or function-by-function, piecemeal fashion. For all the phenomena
described in this section, learners undergo non-linear and unevenly paced increases
and decreases in accuracy. For all phenomena, as well, some learners may never
progress all the way to a full targetlike system represented in their mental
grammars. In order to illustrate L2 sequences, we will examine findings for five
interlanguage domains.
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Table 6.1 Morpheme accuracy order, from earliest to latest mastery

Morpheme Illustration

-ing the girl is watching shop window with the food
Plural -s Chaplin give away a lot of cigars and chocolate to the kids
Be copula she is the one

Be auxiliary the girl is watching shop window with the food
a/the she steals a bread . . . he took the bread

Irregular past the police misunderstood

Regular past -ed she crashed with a man
third-person -s she steals a bread
Possessive -’s the bread shop’s owner

Note. Illustrations are from L2 oral narratives produced by college-level learners of
English in Japan after watching Alone and Hungry, a short video clip from Charlie
Chaplin’s Modern Times; unpublished author data © Ortega, Iwashita, Rabie, & Norris.

Systematicity in the development of accuracy:
Morpheme orders
A robust case of systematicity in interlanguage, well known since the 1970s,
pertains to a set of English inflectional morphemes found to be mastered by L2
English users in a certain order, shown in Table 6.1. This order represents the
point at which learners across studies reached a conventional level of 80 or
90 percent accurate suppliance for each of the forms (see Krashen, 1977).

In Table 6.1, I have grouped morphemes into four sets to acknowledge the fact
that, on occasion, some studies have reported slightly different ranks for struc-
tures within a given grouping. For example, Jia and Fuse (2007) reported that
ten Mandarin Chinese-speaking children, who had arrived in the United States
between the ages of 5 and 16 and whose L2 development was followed by the
researchers for five years, found regular past tense -ed more challenging than
third-person -s (possessive -’s was not investigated). Three of them were seen to
master third-person -s to 80 percent accuracy after a year and a half or later in the
United States, but none had yet mastered -ed at the end of the five-year study
period. However, the rank of structures is never violated across the groups in
Table 6.1 (see Goldschneider & DeKeyser, 2001, Appendix A). The accuracy
order has been shown to be similar for both young and adult L2 learners, for
both naturalistic and instructed learners, regardless of L1 background or whether
the data are oral or written.
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Larsen-Freeman (1976) identified the frequency and salience of these forms
in the input as possible powerful determinants of the order, but it was not until
25 years later that Goldschneider and DeKeyser (2001) were finally able to garner
concrete empirical evidence about this possibility. They established frequency
benchmarks and operationalized salience via a scoring of four formal and
functional dimensions. They then pooled the data for twelve morpheme studies
and entered them into a regression analysis to see whether frequency plus the
four dimensions of salience would shed light on the previously speculative
explanations for the accuracy order shown in Table 6.1. They found that, indeed,
each of the five factors on its own correlated reasonably well with the pooled
morpheme data (in the range of r = 0.40 to 0.60), and that, when combined, they
explained 71 percent of the variance in the data. Thus, we can conclude that the
systematicity found in interlanguage development, at least for many aspects of
morphology, reflects properties in the language input related to statistical distri-
bution (frequency) and perceptual and functional cues (salience) as they interact
with human cognitive capacities to learn from the linguistic evidence (N. Ellis,
2006, this volume).

Focus on complex form–function mappings: Sequenced
development of temporal expression
Researchers have also uncovered systematicity in how learners come to express a
given function in the L2 through the range of forms available. The expression of
temporality has been well studied from this functional perspective, leading to the
robust conclusion that learners of a second language (as well as children learning
their first language) undergo three phases, each characterized by reliance on a
different set of resources that help them express temporality: pragmatic, lexical,
and grammatical.

In the initial phase, learners can mark tense only by means of pragmatic devices.
For example, they stick to the chronological order in which things occur and use
the sequential order of discourse to convey temporal relations among events, as
illustrated in the following two contrasting examples from von Stutterheim and
Klein (1987, p. 198):

(2) Schule fertig, Deutschland komm
‘school finish, Germany come’

(3) Deutschland komm, Schule fertig
‘Germany come, school finish’

Most interlocutors would naturally interpret (2) as meaning ‘after finishing school
I came to Germany’ and (3) ‘after I came to Germany I finished school.’

At a second stage, L2 learners begin expanding their repertoire and are able to
recruit lexical devices in order to mark temporal relations more explicitly, as
shown in example (4) from Schumann (1987, p. 25):
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(4) and me come in ’47
‘and I came in 1947’

Lexical resources at this stage can help express a variety of temporal and aspectual
meanings, such as calendric reference (in ’47), anaphoric time (after, before), dura-
tion (two hours), frequency (always), and even two-point temporality (again) (Klein
& Perdue, 1997).

It is only after this lexical stage that morphological forms may emerge in
interlanguage to express grammatical notions related to time and temporality,
such as grammatical tense and aspect. Not all forms emerge at once, and only
one function or meaning is expressed by a given form initially (something to
which we will return when we examine processes). Some grammatical meanings
appear to be more basic or earlier acquired than others, for example, aspect
before tense (Andersen, 1991), progressive before past (cf. Table 6.1), and perfect-
ive before imperfective (Andersen, 1991; cf. Table 6.2).

The patterned development of tense and aspect during this third phase, more-
over, is guided by the inherent aspect or lexical semantics of each verb to which
morphology is attached, reflecting an initial trajectory that relies on prototypical
pairings of verb morphology with verb semantics. This is the prediction, in a
nutshell, of the Aspect Hypothesis (see Andersen & Shirai, 1994). For example, the
English imperfective marking -ing, which carries a prototypical durative meaning,
emerges in interlanguage in combination with verbs depicting situations that imply
duration, such as run, walk, or sing (such situations are called “activities” in lin-
guistic theories of tense and aspect) and then spreads to other verbs with less
prototypically durative meaning. Conversely, the English simple past marker -ed
emerges first in combination with verbs that imply an action with duration and
also a beginning and end, such as meet someone, catch something, see someone/
something (called “achievements”), and only later appears in combination with
other verb semantics.

Table 6.2 summarizes the stages of development of perfective and imperfective
aspect in L2 Spanish (expressed by the morphology of pretérito and imperfecto).
As can be seen, development unfolds in a gradual form–function mapping pro-
cess guided by prototypical pairings of verbal morphology with verb semantics.
Similar stages of development have been found for other L2s that have the
perfective/imperfective distinction, as well (e.g., French passé composé and imparfait;
Italian passato prossimo and imperfetto; see review in Bardovi-Harlig, 2000). Al-
though the tense/aspect systems of other languages may be rather different,
similar prototype influences have been shown to shape the development of gram-
matical expression of temporality in those different cases too, such as L2 Jap-
anese (Sugaya & Shirai, 2007) and L2 Korean (Lee & Kim, 2007).

More systematicity: Developmental sequences of negation
Not only morphology, but also syntax unfolds in predictable sequences in the
production of L2 learners. One case is negation, which has been studied in L2
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Table 6.2 Stages in the development of perfective (pretérito) and imperfective
(imperfecto) aspect in L2 Spanish

Verb semantics (inherent lexical aspect)

Form– Stages Achievements Accomplishments Activities States
function +Punctuality −Punctuality −Punctuality −Punctuality
development +Telicity +Telicity −Telicity −Telicity

+Dynamicity +Dynamicity +Dynamicity −Dynamicity

Emergence
of one form
in one
context

Spread to
additional
contexts

Full form–
function
mapping

Note. Capitalized labels indicate first emergence of a form with a given semantic verb
type. Illustrations show cutting edge of interlanguage (i.e., new attested form–function
pairings) at each successive stage. All illustrations are from Cadierno (2000) and were
produced in essays by ten advanced college-level learners of Spanish in Denmark,
except for illustrations for stages 4 and 5, which are invented examples that have been
added here.

1 PRETERIT

Preterit in achievements: por fin los dos líderes de la parroquia cambiaron su
actitud hacia mí ‘finally, the two leaders of the parish changed their attitudes
towards me’)

2 Preterit IMPERFECT

Imperfect in states: cuando era pequeña (‘when I was young’)

3 Preterit PRETERIT IMPERFECT Imperfect

Imperfect in activities: me dolía la cabeza mucho por la altitud (‘my head hurt a
lot because of the altitude’)
Preterit in accomplishments: en las navidades pasadas vení a casa de mis padres
(‘last Christmas I comed to my parents’ house’)

4 Preterit Preterit Imperfect Imperfect
IMPERFECT

Imperfect in accomplishments: cada navidad venía a casa de mis padres (‘every
Christmas I would come to my parents’ house’)

5 Preterit Preterit Imperfect Imperfect
Imperfect PRETERIT

Preterit in activities: no sé por qué, pero ayer me dolió la cabeza toda la tarde (‘I
don’t know why, but my head hurt all afternoon yesterday’)

6 Preterit Preterit Imperfect Imperfect
IMPERFECT Imperfect Preterit PRETERIT

Preterit in states: aquel día . . . fue fatal (‘that day . . . was terrible’)
Imperfect in achievements: se fue . . . porque no encontraba trabajo aquí en
Dinamarca (‘he left . . . because he couldn’t find a job here in Denmark’)
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Table 6.3 Developmental stages for negation in L2 English

Stage Pattern Illustration

1 Pre-verbal negation with no/not No saw him.
No/Not + verb ‘I didn’t see him.’

2 Pre-verbal negation with don’t I don’t saw him.
Don’t + verb ‘I didn’t see him.’

3 Postverbal negation in restricted I will don’t see you tomorrow.
contexts ‘I will not see you tomorrow.’
AUX + not/don’t

4 Postverbal negation in all contexts They didn’t see nobody.
‘They didn’t see anybody.’

Note. Illustrations are all reported in Stauble (1978), collected over a 10-month period in
interviews with the same L2 speaker, 12-year-old Jorge from Colombia (who was one of
the informants in Cancino et al., 1978). The verb which the negating functor modifies is
underlined in each example.

English (Cancino, Rosansky, & Schumann, 1978; Stauble, 1978), as well as several
other target languages. The four stages found for L2 English negation are sum-
marized in Table 6.3.

These negation stages reflect internal grammar representations that learners
build and gradually revise as they are better able to approximate the target
system. Learners “outgrow” each stage as they develop. However, it is important
to emphasize that each new stage represents a more advanced solution to the
problem of how to negate in English, even though only the last stage results in a
solution that converges with the target system. It is also important to appreciate
that pre-verbal negation is the first stage not only for L1 Spanish learners whose
L1 is consistent with that solution (no + verb) but also for other L2 learners whose
L1, just like English, only allows post-verbal negation. Hyltenstam (1987) sug-
gests that this first stage may be related to the fact that, across languages of the
world, pre-verbal negation is a more common grammar configuration than post-
verbal negation. This is not to say, however, that the L1 does not play any role in
sequenced development. Speakers of languages (e.g., Italian, Greek, Russian, and
Spanish) where pre-verbal negation is the grammatical norm will remain in the
first pre-verbal negation stage in English longer than, for example, L1 Norwegian
or L1 Japanese speakers, whose L1s, just like the L2 in this case, require post-
verbal negation (Schumann, 1979; Zobl, 1982). In other words, L2 development
may be slowed down by the influence of the L1, but not altered.
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Table 6.4 The emergence of word order in L2 German according to Meisel,
Clahsen, & Pienemann (1981)

Stage Description Illustration

1 Canonical word order die Kinder spielen mim Ball
Subject-Verb-X ‘the children play with the ball’

2 Adverb preposing da Kinder spielen
X-Subject-Verb ‘there children play’

3 Particle separation alle Kinder muβ die Pause machen
Verb . . . AUX/COMP or ‘all children must the break have’
Particle

4 Inversion dann hat sie wieder die Knoch gebringt
X-Verb-Subject ‘then has she again the bone bringed’

5 Verb-end er sagte, daβ er nach House kommt
Final position for verbs in ‘he said that he home comes’
subordinate clauses

Note. All illustrations are from Pienemann (1985) and were produced by elementary
school children in Germany from L1 Italian background (except for the example in
stage 5, which is invented by Pienemann). Close English translations, also taken from
Pienemann, reflect German word order.

Development of word order and questions
In the late 1970s, Meisel, Clahsen, and Pienemann (1981) uncovered another
pattern in L2 development, this time for word order in L2 German, based on data
from 45 migrant workers from Romance language backgrounds who were living
in Germany. The stages are summarized in Table 6.4. Unlike the negation sequence
in Table 6.3, which represents successive stages that learners gradually outgrow,
the word order stages are cumulative. This means that each stage adds an import-
ant piece to the increasingly more complete repertoire of syntactic options, until
the interlanguage system matches the full complexity of the repertoire available
in the target grammar. Only stage 2 happens to lead to a solution that is incon-
sistent with the target input, i.e., that results in an ungrammatical word order,
due to lack of inversion. This is because, while the context that calls for inversion
emerges in stage 2, the actual syntactic operation of inversion will not be acquired
(at stage 4) until learners also acquire the ability to handle verb separation in
production, at stage 3. Learners who develop high levels of accuracy may even-
tually be able to shed the ungrammatical solution represented by stage 2, but not
all learners will.
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It should be remembered, moreover, that developmental sequences are about
emergence and not accuracy. Thus, for example, a learner could apply the inver-
sion rule to only one relevant case and miss its application to another 10 cases,
and we would still consider him or her to be at stage 4, not 2. Indeed, learners
may make use of the full repertoire of German word order once they reach stage
5, but they will do so with varying levels of accuracy in their production.

Initially, the developmental sequence for German word order was explained
by Meisel et al. via two processing strategies hypothesized to be relevant: A
canonical word order strategy (COS) and an initialization/finalization strategy
(IFS). The COS strategy posited that producing canonical subject-verb-object
word order (stage 1) is easier than producing more varied word orders. The IFS
strategy was predicated on the assumption that initial and final components of
strings are perceptually more salient to learners. Therefore, moving material to
the initial (stage 2) or final (stage 3) position of a syntactic string is easier than
moving material to (stage 4) or from (stage 5) positions inside the same string.
The same COS and IFS rationale was later applied by Pienemann and colleagues
in Australia to explain the developmental order of emergence of English question
formation (Pienemann, Johntson, & Brindley, 1988). The stages are summarized
in Table 6.5.

In the mid-1990s, Pienemann reconceptualized the explanations for the COS
and IFS as part of a more precise and complex Processability Theory (Pienemann,
1998), which combined the linguistic framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar
with an assumed corresponding psycholinguistic processing architecture in the
mind of the learner. In a nutshell, the newly theorized explanation was that
at beginning proficiencies, L2 learners are limited in their capacity for what syn-
tactic information they can hold in memory during processing (hence the term
“processability” in the name of the theory). They need gradually to develop the
psycholinguistic capacity to match grammatical information contained within
and across units in the linguistic material they encounter, and they are capable of
doing so gradually with more distant elements in linguistic units. The Processability
rationale has been successfully applied to a range of sequences across many target
languages besides German and English (Pienemann, 2005).

Implicational, hierarchical acquisition
of relative clauses
The final area of interlanguage systematicity we will examine is relativization.
The L2 patterns uncovered to date in this aspect of grammar are related to wider
patterns found across human languages affecting not only how different types of
relative clauses emerge in L1 acquisition (Diessel & Tomasello, 2005), but also
how frequent the various types are in L1 natural use, and the ease with which
they are processed and comprehended by adult L1 users in experimental studies
(e.g., Fox and Thompson, 2007; Reali & Christiansen, 2007). The explanations for
these universal patterns are likely to include a number of syntactic, semantic-
discoursal, cognitive, and statistical influences.
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Table 6.5 The emergence of questions in L2 English according to Pienemann,
Johnston, & Brindley (1988)

Stage

1

2

3

4

5

6

Note. All illustrations are from Spada and Lightbown (1993 and 1999); questions for
stages 1 through 5 were produced by francophone 10- to 12-year-olds in intensive
English programs in Canadian schools during task-based oral interactions with a
researcher. Questions for stage 6 are examples invented by the researchers.

Illustration

One astronaut outside the space ship?
A ball or a shoe?

He have two house in the front?
Two children ride a bicycle?
The boy threw a shoes?
The dog don’t have a spot?

Where the little children are?
What the boy is throwing?
What the boy with the black short throw?
Do the boy is beside the bus?
Do you have a shoes on your picture?
Is the boy is beside the bus?

Where is the sun?
Where is the space ship?
The ball is it in the grass or in the sky?
Is there a dog on the house?
Garbage, is it full?

How many astronauts do you have?
What is the boy throwing?

Doesn’t your wife speak English?
You live here, don’t you?
Can you tell me where the station is?

In the L2, the most widely investigated influence stems from the typological
concept of markedness (see Batistella, 1996, for a broad discussion), which was
applied to relative clauses by Keenan and Comrie (1977) and resulted in their
proposal of a Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy that describes relativization
options across all human languages. The hierarchy is illustrated with L2 data in
Table 6.6. At the highest position of the hierarchy (that is to say, the most fre-
quent and least marked) are subject relative clauses; at the lowest (i.e., the least
frequent and most marked) are object of comparison relative clauses.

Description

Words and fragments with
rising intonation

Canonical word order with
rising intonation

Fronting of a questioning
element (wh-word, do,
something else)

Inversion in two restricted
contexts: (1) in wh-questions
with copula, (2) in yes/no
questions with auxiliaries other
than do

Inversion expands to the full
range of targetlike contexts

Negative questions
Question tags
Questions in embedded clauses
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Table 6.6 Relative clauses in L2 German following Keenan & Comrie’s (1977)
Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy

Clause type

Subject

Direct object

Indirect
object

Object of
preposition

Genitive

Object of
comparison

Note. All L2 illustrations are from the longitudinal corpus of L2 writing produced by
college-level German learners in the United States investigated by Byrnes & Sinicrope
(2008); they appear here by courtesy of the authors. The English example for object of
comparison is invented. na = not attested in the L2 data and not allowed in German L1.

L2 illustration

Ich bin auf einen Baum
geklettert, der neben das Ufer
stand.

Du bist der Jungen, der ich
in dem Sturm sah.
[targetlike relativizer: den]

Ein funktionierender
Rechtsstaat, offene
Gesellschaft und die Achtung
der menschenrechte sind die
Anforderungen, den die
Beitrittskandidaten
entsprechen müssen.
[targetlike relativizer:
denen]

Es war ein fremdes Land, in
dem die Leute eine fremde
Sprache sprachen.

Und die Bäume hatten nur
ein bisschen Blätte, deren
Schatten am Boden spielten.

na

English equivalent

I climbed up a tree that stood
next to the bank.

You are the boy that I saw in
the storm.

A functioning constitutional
state, an open society, and
attention to human rights are
the requirements that the
candidate countries for
accession to the European
Union must meet.
[German meet = entsprechen +
dative]

It was a foreign land, in which
people spoke a foreign
language.

And the trees had only a few
leaves, whose shadows played
on the ground.

The job went to the driver who
Peter is more qualified than.

Cross-linguistically, these six possible types of relative clauses are in a marked-
ness relationship which is hierarchical and implicational. That is, each lower
(more marked) type is possible in a given language only if all other preceding
(less marked) types are also possible. Some languages have only the simplest
type of subject relativization at the top of the hierarchy (e.g., Maori and Tagalog)
and, at the other extreme, some languages allow the full range of six types (e.g.,
Classical Arabic and English). Many languages have five of the six types (e.g.,
Indo-European languages, such as French, German, Italian, and Spanish, but also
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genetically unrelated languages, such as Korean), missing the extremely rare
object of a comparison type. However few or many possibilities for relativization
a given language allows, it will do so following the pattern from highest to
lowest in the hierarchy, without gaps.

The same implicationally related markedness hierarchy has been observed
within learner grammars in studies that have examined not only L2 English
(e.g., Pavesi, 1986), but target languages as varied as Chinese (Hu & Liu, 2007),
German (Byrnes & Sinicrope, 2008), Italian (Croteau, 1995), Swedish (Hyltenstam,
1984), and several other L2s (Shirai & Ozeki, 2007; Tarallo & Myhill, 1983). The
evidence is particularly robust for subject, object, and object of preposition types
(evidence on the other three types is scarcer and more difficult to interpret, as
noted by Tarallo & Myhill, 1983). Specifically, the ability to relativize in an L2
appears to unfold in the same order proposed in Keenan and Comrie’s hierarchy
and depicted in Table 6.6, based on the fact that when a given learner is able to
produce more marked types (particularly the, in English, conspicuous object of a
preposition), he or she will also likely be able to produce the highest (least marked)
positions of subject and direct object, and not the other way around. As in all
empirical research, of course, observations are never perfect, and most studies
report a few learners whose production showed some gaps, particularly around
the overall infrequent types of indirect object, genitive, and object of comparison.
These gaps typically affect as low as 9–13 percent of the samples obtained with
experimental elicitation procedures (e.g., Hyltenstam, 1984; Pavesi, 1986) or as
high as 20 or 30 percent of learners in corpus data made up of extended dis-
course (Byrnes & Sinicrope, 2008). Not only the ability to produce a given type,
but also the frequency and accuracy with which a given type is used, conform to
observations in the L1 studies. Thus, types in the higher positions of the hier-
archy are more frequent in L2 production, and also tend to contain fewer errors,
whereas lower, more marked, types tend to induce more solutions that may be
non-targetlike in the L2, such as resumptive pronouns (The teacher who you intro-
duced me to her works for me now) (see Hu & Liu, 2007; and Hyltenstam, 1984, for
further discussion).

Processes

Processes are the manifestation of putative mechanisms by which learners develop
(or fail to develop) their internal grammars. They help characterize changes in
accuracy levels and refinements in scope and degree of systematicity, as represen-
tations of the L2 grammar are assembled, expanded, revised, and elaborated.
These processes attest to the importance of variability (both systematic and
random) as a property of all natural languages that helps explain cycles of stabil-
ity and instability in the dynamic self-organization of the language system as
development proceeds (de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007). For reasons of space,
only a few central processes will be covered here: simplification, overgeneralization,
restructuring, U-shaped behavior, and fossilization.
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Simplification reflects a strategy that is called upon when messages, however
simple or complex, must be conveyed with little language. But as Corder (1981)
noted, “you cannot simplify what you do not possess” (p. 110). Thus, simplifica-
tion may be a misnomer, as it results from incipient or incomplete learning of
items (language forms or low-scope rules), or isolated instances that have not
yet been fully represented and integrated into a broader system by the internal
grammar.

Massive simplification (sometimes compared to pidginization, see Seigel, 2006)
is seen during very early stages of L2 development, particularly among natural-
istic learners who begin using vocabulary and discourse with little syntax and
no morphology, drawing on only the most basic meaning-making principles,
or what Klein and Perdue (1997) have called the Basic Variety. Later on, when
(and if ) complex syntax and some morphology emerge, simplification is also
seen across all subsystems. Thus, even though a full range of formal choices is
available in the morphology of the target language, a base (invariant) form tends
to be chosen by learners at first; and even though multiple form–meaning
mappings exist in the target language, a one-meaning-one-form mapping is ini-
tially represented in the learner grammar (Andersen, 1984a). For example,
Anthony, a 12-year old L1 English learner of Spanish investigated by Andersen
(1984b), used two invariant forms of the Spanish article, one devoted to mark
definiteness (la, ‘the’ in feminine singular form) and one to mark indefiniteness
(un, ‘a’ in masculine singular form), despite the full choice of eight forms that are
available in the Spanish input. Which one meaning or form will be chosen out of
those available may depend on the same input properties that explain other L2
phenomena: frequency and (perceptual and functional) salience. As an illustra-
tion, Sugaya and Shirai (2007) showed that even though the Japanese marker te
i-ru can have a progressive (Ken-ga utat-te i-ru, “Ken is singing”) and a resultative
meaning (e.g., Booru-ga oti-te i-ru, “The ball has fallen”), L2 Japanese learners at
first use it for the progressive meaning only. They argued that the progressive
meaning is preferred because te i-ru is the only form that can convey action in
progress in Japanese, whereas the resultative meaning (which in fact is more
frequent in the input) can be also conveyed by several additional forms, such
as ta and te-a-(ru). In this area of L2 Japanese, functional salience rather than
frequency initially affects learners’ developing grammars.

Overgeneralization involves the application of a form or rule not only to con-
texts where it applies in the target language, but also to others where it does not
apply. Random or unsystematic overgeneralization, also called oversuppliance,
does not appear to correspond to the systematic application of any pattern or
logic. For example, naturalistic as well as instructed learners begin using -ing
from very early on, but they also overgeneralize it to many nontargelike contexts,
sometimes for substantial periods, and even when simultaneously they may fail
to supply it in other contexts. This is shown in the following two contrasting
cases attested by Pica (1985, p. 143) with L1 Spanish learners of English as a
foreign language:
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(5) I like to studying English.

(6) I was study languages last year.

However, even in cases of apparently random oversuppliance, an underlying
systematicity may eventually be discovered if the analyst has rich enough data
and searches deep enough. Certainly, it is the case that oversuppliance tends to
be congruent with developmental constraints. For example, Camps (2002) found
that second-semester college-level learners of L2 Spanish overgeneralized both
the preterit and the imperfect. However, 39 percent of the time they overused the
more stable preterit in contexts where the less consolidated, later emerging
imperfect was required, whereas cases involving overgeneralization of the more
recently acquired imperfect to preterit contexts were rare (only 4.5 percent).

Overgeneralization can also be systematic. An important case of systematic
overgeneralization in morphology involves overregularization, or the attempt to
make irregular forms fit regular patterns. It typically emerges after a certain level
of development has been reached, in that it presupposes that learners have at
least partially figured out some form or rule. The overuse of -ed with irregular
verbs (as in falled, comed, goed, or even wented) is a well-known case of over-
regularization (cf. example (1) at the beginning of this chapter, and Table 1.1; and
see discussion in Clahsen, 2006, and Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1998, for L1; and in
Leung, 2006, for L2). After systematically overgeneralizing, the learning task is to
retreat from the overgeneralization and to adjust the application of the form
or rule to increasingly more relevant contexts. This task calls upon the related
processes of restructuring and U-shaped behavior, to which we turn.

Restructuring is the process of self-reorganization of grammar knowledge
representations. During periods when restructuring of internal representations
is happening, learners may seem to “backslide” and produce “errors” they did
not seem to produce earlier, producing a pattern known as U-shaped behavior.
Sharwood Smith and Kellerman (1989) define it as “the appearance of correct, or
nativelike, forms at an early stage of development which then undergo a process
of attrition, only to be reestablished at a later stage” (p. 220).

An oft-cited L2 illustration of successive restructuring accompanied by U-shaped
behavior can be found in Huebner’s (1983) study of Ge, a naturalistic learner of
English as an L3 (he spoke Hmong as L1 and Lao as L2). Ge’s development of the
definite English article underwent several restructuring phases. Initially, he mostly
marked nouns either with no articles or with da (his rendition of the) in what
appears to have been a one-form-one meaning purpose for it: to encode the
meaning of “assumed known to hearer” (which only partially overlaps with the
notion of definiteness). Given that Ge’s other languages did not have an article
system, the internal grammar representation at this point may have simply been
a unique rule that could be expressed as “in English, nouns must be marked as
−/+ ‘assumed known to hearer’ with −/+ da.” A month and a half into the study,
this representation was destabilized, and Ge began using da to mark between
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80 and 90 percent of all noun contexts he produced. Huebner called this ex-
tremely pervasive overgeneralization “flooding.” This interlanguage solution may
have been random, or it may have been motivated by a restructured rule like
“nouns must always be marked by an article in English.” In fact, this new “rule”
can be considered a better (albeit overly general) approximation to the target
rule, which says “all nouns must be marked by a three-way choice: zero article/
the/a.” Be that as it may, the flooding of da to a majority of contexts naturally
resulted in much higher levels of non-targetlike use of the definite article, leading
to an appearance of regression or backsliding to Ge’s English (the U-shaped
behavior). A little over five months into the study, oversuppliance of da retreated
from first-mention contexts (which are – ‘assumed known to hearer’ but specific;
as in a woman is walking down the street), and shortly before reaching the seventh
month, da began to retreat from even more non-targetlike indefinite contexts,
giving way to a restructured rule that yielded stable targetlike suppliance for da
at 80–90 percent levels for the rest of the observation period. Ge’s development of
the article da (the) shows that an item sometimes has to get worse before it can get
better in language development. Or, as Kellerman (1985) put it, learners must go
“beyond success” (an expression he borrowed from Annette Karmiloff-Smith)
and restructure in what may appear to be a non-targetlike direction, before they
can refine their representations of the L2.

Simplification, overgeneralization, restructuring, and other fundamental pro-
cesses help learners move along the sequences. But there is no guarantee that the
outcomes of these processes will keep propelling all learners toward convergence
with the target system. Despite apparently favorable conditions for learning,
many L2 users may stop anywhere along a given sequence of development,
perhaps permanently. The term fossilization was coined by Selinker (1972) to refer
to such cases of “premature cessation of development in defiance of optimal
learning conditions” (Han, 2004, p. 23).

In a study that spanned seven years and focused on grammaticality judg-
ments, as well as free writing, Han (2000, 2006) investigated whether the ability
to use passives in English had fossilized in the grammar of Geng and Fong, two
advanced users of English from Chinese L1 backgrounds. Over the seven-year
period, both Geng and Fong consistently failed to supply passive in some cases
where English requires it, as illustrated in (7), and sometimes oversupplied it in
other contexts where the active voice would be pragmatically and discoursally
preferred in English but where the passive voice was not ungrammatical, as
shown in (8):

(7) I do not know whether these problems have solved in the newest release.
(written by Fong in 1996; Han, 2000, p. 89)

(8) What I can do for you is to give you a list of professors . . . The list will be
sent to you later.
(written by Fong in 1996; Han, 2000, p. 94)
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In addition, both L2 users showed indeterminacy in their knowledge of English
unaccusativity, on occasion ungrammatically overgeneralizing the passive voice
to unaccusative verbs, as illustrated in (9), and other times using unaccusatives
grammatically, as shown in (10):

(9) Thanks to John’s blocking the event were stopped after 3/7/03.
(written by Geng in 2003; Han, 2006, p. 69)

(10) The action already stopped on 1/6 probably after receiving our mail.
(written by Geng in 2003; Han, 2006, p. 69)

The persistence of both the nativelike and non-nativelike solutions over the
seven years is indeed suggestive of permanent cessation of learning in this one
area of the L2. Surprisingly, Geng and Fong were otherwise extremely advanced
learners under optimal learning circumstances. They had had formal English
instruction for six years in their home country, China, and had scored over 600
on the TOEFL before moving to the United Kingdom to obtain their doctoral
degrees. Upon receipt of their degrees each continued living in English-speaking
environments, and both actively published in English in international journals in
their fields. Han suggested Gong and Feng’s apparent case of fossilization was
caused by the subtle influence of the L1, which unlike English lacks passive
morphology and is a topic-prominent language. On the other hand, reviewing
this and other studies, Long (2003) proposed that sensitivity to the input (or lack
thereof) may be a better explanation for fossilization in general.

In the end, the notion of fossilization, despite its immense popularity, has
proved to be extremely problematic. Long (2003) critically examined the reasons
for this, only some of which can be mentioned here. First, complete and perman-
ent cessation of learning is difficult to demonstrate empirically, unless learners
are followed longitudinally and over their life time, or at least over a very long
period. Yet, most fossilization studies have only documented “lack of” learning
for short periods of time, rarely more than two or three years. Notable exceptions
are multi-year longitudinal studies of Patty by Lardiere (2007), Ayako by Long
(2003), and the one just discussed of Fong and Geng by Han (2006). Second,
many so-called fossilized learners investigated in the literature may not have
enjoyed optimal learning conditions, missing out in one or more of three areas:
sufficient exposure and practice, positive attitudes toward the target language
and society, and the aid of (high quality) instruction. Third, there is conceptual
lack of clarity with regard to at least two questions: (1) Is fossilization meant to
denote a process or mechanism that causes cessation of learning, or is it simply
being used to denote lack of success in ultimate attainment, that is, the product
or consequence of some other mechanism? (2) Where should the evidence for
cessation of learning be sought? In the absence of any change (measuring stabil-
ity versus systematic change), or in what Long calls volatility, or a stable mixture
of systematic plus random variability that never restructures into any systematic
new representation?
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Another issue that muddies the waters of fossilization can be added here.
Namely, some researchers discuss fossilization as a universal process (or prod-
uct) that allegedly characterizes all L2 learners by definition, be it as part of the
discussion of the availability of Universal Grammar (Lardiere, 2007) or as related
to the entrenchment of L1 knowledge (Han, 2006). From either research perspect-
ive, all learners will inevitably fossilize sooner or later, and fossilization may
ultimately mean that so-called nativeness is unattainable in an L2 (a tautology of
doubtful value for researchers who have begun to examine L2 learning through a
bilingual prism; see Ortega, 2007). Other times, however, fossilization is dis-
cussed as a process or product that helps explain individual differences in ultim-
ate attainment, as a unique tendency for some particularly unsuccessful learners
to “stop” learning much sooner than others, as was the oft-discussed case of
Alberto, reported by Schumann (1978). This is perhaps the notion of fossilization
that concerns most language teachers, but it seems to be the one gradually being
dispreferred by most contemporary research on fossilization. In fact, we may
want to avoid speaking of “fossilized learners” or even fossilized grammars.
Until our understanding of cessation of learning phenomena is clearer, it may be
better to speak of stabilization and to consider this process as affecting only local
areas of grammar (Han, 2004; Long, 2003).

Sequences, Processes, and Instruction: Five
Generalizations and a Coda

I conclude this chapter with five generalizations about the relationship between
interlanguage development and instruction that summarize the implications of
the developmental sequences and processes for second and foreign language
teaching.

1 Instruction cannot affect the route of L2 development in any fundamental way.
Several studies have shown that students in classrooms proceed along the develop-
mental sequences regardless of the order in which they are taught. For example,
German textbooks typically introduce the inversion rule before they feature
the verb separation rule (cf. Table 6.4), perhaps on the basis of a data-free intui-
tion of most textbook writers that verb separation is logically more “complex”
than subject-verb inversion. Yet, R. Ellis (1989) found that the order in which 39
students of German in the United Kingdom learned the word order fitted the
developmental sequence in Table 6.4 and was unaffected by the textbook order
followed by their teachers. Likewise, Bardovi-Harlig (1995) reported no relation-
ship between when the past perfect (John entered college in 1980. He had graduated
from high school five years earlier) was taught to 16 college learners of English by
their teachers and when it emerged in these students’ L2 writing. Rather than
instruction, two developmental prerequisites were the predictors of emergence
of past perfect: (1) learners first had to reach stable accuracy of about 80 per-
cent in the suppliance of -ed; and (2) they then had to begin creating contexts
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involving reverse-order reports (cf. the example above) that semantically call for
the use of the past perfect. Over a period of 15 months, 10 of the 16 learners met
these two prerequisites and, regardless of instruction, began using the new form.

2 Instruction can have some effect on processes, fostering some and inhibiting others.
It has been shown that overgeneralization is fostered and, conversely, simplifica-
tion inhibited, by instruction. Among the earliest studies to document this are
Lightbown (1983) and Pica (1985). Particularly in classrooms where teachers teach
grammar explicitly and have students practice the language in mechanical drills,
oversuppliance of morphology is to be expected. For example, Camps (2002)
reported that the 15 second-semester Spanish students he investigated suddenly
oversupplied subjunctive in about 20–30 percent of contexts that required pret-
erit and imperfect, coinciding with the point toward the end of the semester at
which teachers taught this form to their students. Temporary overgeneralization,
however, does not need to be interpreted negatively. As Long (1988) suggested,
high levels of overgeneralization coupled with low levels of simplification may
be indicative of “healthier error profiles” (p. 120), in that overgeneralization (par-
ticularly if aided by development-sensitive instruction) may give way to restruc-
turing and, ultimately, to more development.

3 Instruction can be ineffective and even counterproductive when it ignores develop-
mental readiness. In two different studies involving ten 7- to 9-year-old children and
three adult classroom learners, respectively, Pienemann (1984, 1989) discovered
that the teaching of stage 4 (inversion) benefited only those learners who were
developmentally ready, that is, at stage 3 of verb separation. For some of the
learners who were not ready, nothing was gained and, moreover, an undesirable
effect of instruction was that they began avoiding the use of adverb preposing
(stage 2), presumably to avoid making errors. Other findings by Mackey (1999)
and Spada and Lightbown (1999) have suggested that some developmentally
unready learners may accrue benefits from instruction and advance to the next
stage prior to the one taught, but that they will not skip stages. Thus, teachers
cannot teach everything they want and instead should carefully consider what
their students are developmentally ready to learn. Premature instruction may be
counterproductive if it discourages learners from taking risks, which may delay
development.

4 Not all sequences present equal challenges for instruction. On the other hand, it is
important to recognize that the systematicity of interlanguage development is of
different kinds for different areas of language. More specifically, not all develop-
mental sequences are equally open or impervious to instruction in similar ways.
For areas of language where accuracy improvements have been shown to pose
differential difficulty for learners (such as the morpheme order in Table 6.1),
instruction may be possible at any level. For areas where development through
stages means that an increasingly more complex option in a repertoire is cumu-
latively added (such as the sequences in Tables 6.2, 6.4, and 6.5), learners may
not skip stages and teachers will do well to consider developmental readiness.
Finally, for areas of the grammar that exhibit cross-linguistic markedness
relations (such as the hierarchy in Table 6.6), instruction of a more marked case
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can help learners get the less marked cases for free, as it were. This has been
shown in a good number of studies that successfully targeted the teaching
of object-of-preposition relative clauses to students who were already able to
handle relativization, but only of the subject type, and who after instruction
showed gains not only in the taught type, but also all the intervening types in the
hierarchy (e.g., Doughty, 1991).

5 Instruction has large positive effects on rate of development and level of ultimate
attainment. It would be mistaken to conclude that instruction does not matter, just
because it cannot override development. Instructed learners progress at a faster
rate, they are likely to progress further along the sequences, and they typically
become more accurate overall than uninstructed learners. For example, after daily
use of English, but without specific instruction, many naturalistic learners do not
produce -ed, or produce it with extremely low levels of accuracy (cf. Table 6.1).
This has been shown even with learners who had the advantage of a relatively
early start when they were first surrounded by the L2, as was the case for the two
10- and 12-year-old boys studied by Sato (1990) for ten months or the ten young
children and adolescents studied by Jia and Fuse (2007) for five years. By com-
parison, Bardovi-Harlig (1995) found that 135 instructed English learners in a
college-level intensive English program exhibited levels of accuracy in the use of
-ed that averaged about 70 percent for the lowest curricular level and 90 percent
for the highest. Likewise, many naturalistic L2 German learners may not reach
the particle-separation stage (cf. stage 3 in Table 6.4) even after several years of
living in the L2 environment (Meisel et al., 1981). By contrast, in the foreign
language classroom, findings by R. Ellis (1989) and Jansen (2008) suggest that
most students will have reached that stage (and some may even have traversed
the entire developmental sequence!) by the end of the second semester. For
relativization, too, Pavesi (1986) found that only about a fourth of 38 naturalistic
learners with six years on average of living in the L2 environment had reached
object of preposition (cf. Table 6.6), whereas the same stage had been reached by
about 40 percent of 48 high school students in Italy with an average of four years
of instruction in English as a foreign language. Byrnes and Sinicrope (2008) found
evidence of the object of preposition stage at just the end of the second year of
study for about a fourth of 23 college students of German in the United States.

In light of these five generalizations, language teachers may ask themselves
whether they should teach to the sequences and processes. It would be unadvisable
to develop instructional curricula around the known sequences and processes of
L2 development, for several reasons. First, we do not have sufficient descriptions
of all aspects of the grammar of any target language to do so. Furthermore, the
holistic question of how different sequences relate to each other in the grammar
of individual learners has rarely been examined, giving textbook writers and
curriculum developers little guidance as to how to sequence grammatical targets
according to developmental learner readiness principles. More importantly,
language learning amounts to much more than the learning of syntax and
morphology. It also involves the learning of vocabulary, pragmatics, phonology,
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and so on. Although much is also known about how these areas are learned
by L2 users, it would be difficult to exploit all this knowledge in a syllabus or
curricular plan. The most fundamental objection, however, is that learning an L2
calls for a much more encompassing approach than a focus on bits and pieces
of language could possibly afford us. Rather than trying to organize instruction
around grammar in what Wilkins (1976) called a synthetic syllabus, we have a
wide range of options more attuned to what we know about psycholinguistic,
cognitive, and socioeducational principles for good language teaching. Many of
these options are discussed in sections IV through VI in this handbook.

Nevertheless, knowledge about the sequences and processes of interlanguage
development can inform good teaching by helping teachers (and their students)
cultivate a different attitude toward “errors,” and more enlightened expectations
for “progress.” It can help them recognize that many so-called errors are a healthy
sign of learning, that timing is hugely important in language teaching, and
that not all that can be logically taught can be learned if learners are not
developmentally ready. Knowledge about sequences and processes can also help
counter the deficit view that interlanguages are defective surrogates of the target
language by making it clear that interlanguages are shaped by the same
systematicity and variability that shape all other forms of human language.

NOTE

This chapter draws on material from Ortega (2009).
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7 The Importance of Cross-
Linguistic Similarity in
Foreign Language Learning

HÅKAN RINGBOM AND
SCOTT JARVIS

Second language research has tended to concentrate on differences, as they are
manifested in linguistic variation of numerous kinds, rather than on similarities.
To the learner, however, similarities have a much more direct effect on language
learning and performance than differences do. Learners are constantly trying to
establish links between the TL (target language) and whatever prior linguistic
knowledge they have. Instead of seeking out differences, they tend to look
for similarities wherever they can find them. They make use of intra-lingual
similarities, which are perceived from what they have already learnt of the target
language. However, at early stages of learning, when their TL knowledge is
limited, the L1 is generally the main source for perceiving linguistic similarities,
though other known languages, especially if they are related to the target
language, and if they have been acquired to a high level of proficiency, may also
have an important part to play. Perceiving and making use of cross-linguistic
similarities to prior knowledge is important in the learner’s striving to facilitate
the learning task, and these are processes central to transfer. Some of the most
influential work in this area includes, in chronological order, Selinker (1969),
Kellerman (1977), Gass and Selinker (1983), Kellerman and Sharwood Smith
(1986), Ringbom (1987), Dechert and Raupach (1989), Odlin (1989), Kellerman
(1995), Jarvis (2000), and recently Odlin (2003). Jarvis and Pavlenko (2008) is a
survey of cross-linguistic influence, especially of the work that has been done in
the last 20 years.

Actual, Perceived, and Assumed Similarities

Perceiving cross-linguistic similarities is of course a subjective process that often
results in an inaccurate or incomplete awareness of the actual similarities that
exist across languages. Accordingly, it is important to distinguish between actual
similarities and assumed similarities. These two types of similarity, in fact, relate to
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different levels. Actual similarities or differences belong to the domain of lin-
guistics and can accordingly be analyzed linguistically, whereas what the learner
does with or assumes about the TL relates to the processes taking place in the
learner’s mind. Actual and assumed similarities can hypothetically be fully con-
gruous if the learner accurately perceives the objective similarities between two
languages, but this appears to be relatively rare. Indeed, in the foreign-language
learning setting, the disparity between actual and assumed similarities can be
great, and this results from (1) learners’ failure to notice a number of the actual
similarities that exist across languages, (2) learners’ misperception of the nature
of many of the similarities that they do notice, and (3) learners’ assumptions that
there exist certain similarities between the languages that actually do not exist
and which the learners have correspondingly never previously encountered (see
Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008; Ringbom, 2006; 2007).

Attempts have been made to establish criteria for actual similarities. These
attempts include the work of Ellegård (1978) and Ard and Homburg (1992).
There is also an ongoing project in the Research Institute at the University of
Groningen that involves the use of computational methods for determining cross-
linguistic similarity (see www.rug.nl/let/onderzoek/). So far, however, there is
still little agreement in the field concerning how to define or measure the actual,
objective similarities existing across languages.

Even if there were complete agreement concerning how to measure the degree
of actual similarity between languages, the literature on foreign and second
language learning, as well as the literature on cross-linguistic influence, make it
clear that assumed similarities have a greater and more direct effect on language
learning and performance than actual similarities do (Kellerman, 1978; Odlin,
1989, p. 142; 2006, pp. 23–4). Although actual similarities do seem to account
quite well for learners’ rate of acquisition and the amount of time they need to
achieve certain levels of proficiency in the target language (Ard & Homburg,
1992; Odlin, 1989; Ringbom, 1987, p. 66), there are a number of constraints on
the effects that actual similarities have on foreign-language learning, and these
constraints appear to be related primarily to learners’ perceptions and assump-
tions. For example, Kellerman (1978) has shown that learners rely on only certain
types of actual similarities and not on others, depending on how language-
specific they consider the language features in question to be. Ringbom (2007)
has additionally explained that actual similarities are symmetrical across languages
(applying equally from Language A to Language B and vice versa), whereas
assumed similarities may have a stronger effect in one direction than in the other.
Finally, actual similarities are constant over time, whereas the perception of
similarities changes as the learner’s TL experience and proficiency increase
(Kellerman, 1979).

Although assumed similarities have the strongest and most direct impact
on language learning and performance, there are different types of assumed
similarities, and they work differently in comprehension and production. In com-
prehension, especially of a related language, learners directly perceive similarities,
by which we mean that learners encounter and become aware of features of the
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TL that they recognize as bearing resemblances to a language they already know.
These similarities are normally formal similarities – i.e., similarities pertaining to
the spelling, pronunciation, and/or morphological make-up of words or multi-
word structures. When producing the new language, on the other hand, learners
are not engaged in perceiving similarities but rather in encoding their ideas into
language structures they have previously learned or into language structures
that they create in the absence of learned knowledge, which tend to be based
heavily on the similarities they assume to exist between the two languages. These
assumed similarities may be formed on the basis of previously perceived
similarities in comprehension, but if such similarities have not been perceived, as
is usually the case across wholly unrelated languages, where few formal similar-
ities can be established, learners only assume that the new language works in the
same way as their L1, and this tends to lead to errors. In cases where learners are
learning a third or fourth language, their assumption tends to be that the TL is
semantically and pragmatically similar to the L1 but formally similar to the
language (the L1, L2, L3, etc.) that they perceive as being typologically closest to
the TL (Ringbom, 1987; 2007). (Note: Several studies have noted a foreign-
language effect in L3 acquisition, whereby under certain circumstances the L2
may exert a greater influence on L3 production than the L1 does. This is espe-
cially true if the L2 is typologically similar to the L3, and factors such as profi-
ciency and order of acquisition also appear to have an effect. See De Angelis,
2005; Dewaele, 1998; Singleton, 2006, pp. 136–8; Williams & Hammarberg, 1998.)

Learners have a strong tendency to assume semantic and pragmatic similar-
ities between the L1 and TL without having ever perceived those similarities, and
this is true regardless of how typologically distant the two languages are
(e.g., Biskup, 1992; Eisenstein & Bodman, 1993; Jarvis, 1998; Ringbom, 1987).
Concerning formal similarities, on the other hand, learners tend not to assume
that the formal properties of words and multi-word structures are similar until
they have actually perceived those similarities, although, crucially, this depends
largely on the typological distance between the two languages and also on the
learners’ levels of proficiency. In typologically similar languages, there are more
similarities to perceive, and when learners have crossed a certain threshold of
perceived similarities, they often assume additional formal similarities that they
have never perceived.

Learners of English in Finland have been found to cross this threshold in
relation to the similarities between Swedish and English, related languages,
whereas they do not cross this threshold in relation to the similarities between
Finnish and English, which are typologically unrelated languages. The actual
formal similarities between Swedish and English are numerous and cut across all
word classes (e.g., Sw. arm = ‘arm’; Sw. fot = ‘foot’; Sw. tänka = ‘think’; Sw. äta =
‘eat’, Sw. röd = ‘red’; Sw. blå = ‘blue’; Sw. vad = ‘what’; Sw. från = ‘from’; Sw. vi =
‘we’) and they also cut across numerous inflectional and syntactic patterns (Sw.
den blå bilen = ‘the blue car’; Sw. Henriks hus är litet = ‘Henrik’s house is little’).
Concerning the similarities between Finnish and English, a number of actual
formal similarities can be found here, as well, but most of these involve only
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medium- to low-frequency loanword nouns that represent entities and notions
that Finnish has adopted from other languages, primarily from Swedish and
English (e.g., Fi. auto = ‘automobile’; Fi. radio = ‘radio’; Fi. televisio = ‘television’;
Fi. filmi = ‘film’; Fi. presidentti = ‘president’). Aside from words of this type,
Finnish shares very few grammaticalization and lexicalization patterns with
English. (See, however, Seppänen, 1998, who lists seven grammatical correspond-
ences between Finnish and English, many of which also occur between Finnish
and other Germanic languages. Cf. Ringbom, 2007.)

As mentioned, learners’ perceptions of the similarities between Swedish and
English cross a crucial similarity threshold (cf. Eckman, 2004; Wode, 1976), whereas
their perceptions of the similarities between Finnish and English do not. The
consequences of this threshold are clearest in the English production of learners
who know both Swedish and Finnish. Learners whose L1 is Finnish and L2
is Swedish, and who are at a low level of English proficiency, have been found
to be especially prone to over-assuming the similarities between Swedish
and English, producing errors such as the following (errors in the Finnish
National Matriculation Exam): A teacher is a forebild for pupils (Sw. förebild = ‘model’,
‘good example’); He is good at mathematics but he success at other amnys, too
(Sw. ämne = ‘subject’). They rarely produce corresponding errors based on an
over-assumption of formal similarities between Finnish and English. (Note:
Anglophone learners of Greek have likewise been found to disregard the simi-
larities between English and Greek due to the perceived distance between the
languages. See Singleton, 2006, p. 139.) Like the Finns, Swedes also sometimes
over-rely on assumed similarities between Swedish and English, even on chance
similarities: A crucial problem is the drinking of alcohol before sitting behind the rat
(Sw. ratt = ‘steering wheel’). Mostly, however, Swedish learners at the inter-
mediate and advanced levels of English proficiency tend to over-assume formal
similarity in low-frequency words, which may often result in the use of an exist-
ing Swedish word instead of a formally similar English one: I am not an eremit
(Sw. eremit = ‘hermit’; A new house made of marmor (Sw. marmor = ‘marble’). (For
statistics and examples, see Ringbom, 1987.)

Types of Cross-Linguistic Similarity Relationships

In the continuum of cross-linguistic similarity relationships, three distinct types
can be discerned: similarity, contrast, and zero relations. The similarity relation
means that an item or pattern in the TL is perceived as formally and/or function-
ally similar to a form in the L1 (or other previously learned language). Full-scale
cross-linguistic similarity of both form and function is rare, except in closely
related languages that are mutually comprehensible, such as Norwegian and
Swedish.

In a contrast relation, the learner perceives a TL pattern as in important
ways differing from an L1 form or pattern, though there is also an underlying
similarity between them. An English-speaking learner of German, who is used to
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a specific third-person suffix used with the present tense of verbs, will notice that
German has a host of other personal endings for the verb as well. This means
that there will be problems for the learner in producing the correct verb forms,
but the learner is basically aware of the existence of a system and does not have
to expend great effort to learn to understand the types of functions expressed by
verbal suffixes. An example of a contrast relation is native speakers of English
learning a Germanic or Romance target language: They will encounter similar-
ities and differences in varying proportions, and the foundation of similarities
will allow them to contrast what is different. As James (1980) says, “it is only
against the background of sameness that differences are significant” (p. 169).

The zero relation does not mean that the learner finds nothing at all that is
relevant to his L1 as the learning progresses. There are, after all, some linguistic
universals common to all languages. But the level of abstraction in these is so
high that an average learner cannot easily notice features that a totally different
TL has in common with the L1. A zero relation simply means that items and
patterns in the TL at early stages of learning are seen to have little or no percept-
ible relation to the L1 or any other language the learner knows. A learner who
knows only Indo-European languages and starts learning Chinese will find it
difficult to relate anything in the TL to his previous linguistic knowledge. The
zero, or near-zero relation between Chinese and English poses great difficulties
at early stages of learning, since the learner has to spend considerable time figuring
out how the new language really works. As the learner’s proficiency develops, he
or she may become aware of an increasing number of points of contrast between
the two languages. Thus, what represents a zero or near-zero relation for a begin-
ning learner may in many respects eventually come to be seen as a contrast
relation by that learner.

Item Transfer and System Transfer in
Comprehension, Learning, and Production

Learners’ reliance on perceived and assumed cross-linguistic similarities – i.e.,
transfer – can be manifested at three different levels: (1) item transfer, (2) system
transfer or procedural transfer, and (3) overall transfer. These different levels of
transfer can best be understood against the backdrop of the distinction between
item learning and system learning, where the term item is defined as an indi-
vidual form (e.g., sound, letter, morpheme, word, phrase, syntactic unit), and
system is defined as a set of principles for organizing forms paradigmatically
(e.g., assigning different functions to different forms of a word, as in go, goes,
going, gone, went) and syntagmatically (e.g., rules for forming compound words,
word order rules), and for mapping meanings onto those forms. Probably the
first scholar to refer to the distinction between item learning and system learning
as it pertains to language acquisition (L1 in this case) was Cruttenden (1981),
who said that item learning “involves a form which is uniquely bonded with
some other form or with a unique referent, whereas system-learning involves the
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possibility of the commutation of forms or referents while some (other) form is
held constant” (p. 79).

The distinction between item learning and system learning sheds light on one
of the basic questions in transfer research: What is actually transferred? Item
transfer means that a one-to-one relationship is established in the learner’s mind
between an item in the TL and either an item or a concept in the L1. Especially in
the early stages of acquiring a new language, the unique bondage characteristic
of item learning is predominantly cross-linguistic, since the (adult) language
learner already has a full system of linguistic and conceptual representations,
even if the structure and substance of those representations are not identical
across languages. Initially, learning takes place on an item-by-item basis in all areas
of language: phonological, morphological, syntactic, lexical, and phraseological.

The cross-linguistic similarities that underlie item transfer are a concretely
perceived similarity of form usually combined with an associated assumed sim-
ilarity of function or meaning. Being grounded in perceived (not just assumed)
formal similarities between languages, item learning has a predominantly pos-
itive effect on learning, notably on learning for comprehension. When they are
able to perceive similarities between L1 and L2 items, learners make use of an
oversimplified L2 = L1 equivalence hypothesis, mapping the functions or mean-
ings of L2 items directly onto existing L1 items during comprehension, and
mapping the functions or meanings of L1 items onto L2 items during production.
This is the case particularly at early stages of learning, when the learner’s linguistic
resources in the L2 are insufficient to make much use of intra-lingual similarities.
The learner establishes oversimplified cross-linguistic one-to-one relationships
to reduce the workload. At these early stages of learning, learners tend to focus
on form rather than meaning or function, as meaning and function are more
abstract and less accessible to direct observation and analysis. Perceived formal
similarities aid learners in establishing cross-linguistic relations (also known as
interlingual identifications, Odlin, 1989) in long-term memory.

Perceived similarity of form combined with an assumed similarity of meaning/
function provide the basis for establishing simplified one-to-one relations between
L2 items and L1 items, which come to be represented as “primary counterparts”
(a term used by Arabski, 1979) in the learner’s mind. In system transfer – which
might be better termed procedural transfer – abstract principles of organizing
information are transferred. Positive procedural transfer lies behind the easy
comprehension of a related TL, although it is not easy to point to concrete
evidence for it. In this type of transfer, the learner assumes that there is cross-
linguistic functional equivalence, but does not necessarily assume any formal
item similarity between languages. Procedural transfer in the foreign-language
learning context is predominantly transfer from L1, or possibly from another
language the learner knows very well; by contrast, a language the learner knows
only superficially generally serves as the source of only item transfer but not pro-
cedural transfer. Apparently, grammatical rules and semantic properties must
be well internalized, or even fully automatized, in order to be transferred. Since
functional and semantic systems in two languages are hardly ever fully congruent,
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procedural transfer tends to lead to error, a negative effect, though the difficulty
of recognizing positive effects of transfer must be acknowledged. What has been
called interference or negative transfer in L2 production, might, in fact, be better
described as the absence of relevant concrete (positive) transfer, leading to subse-
quent wrong assumptions about cross-linguistic similarities between L1 and L2.
Positive transfer could then be described as “the application of at least partially
correct perceptions or assumptions of cross-linguistic similarity.”

Inevitable oversimplifications that occur during item learning will be modified
as learning progresses. The learning of systems is always preceded by the learning
of items, and, in fact, system learning involves a gradual modification of the
oversimplified one-to-one relations that have been formed during item learning.
The procedural transfer that occurs in learners’ TL production is of three kinds:
intrusive, inhibitive, and facilitative (see Hammerly, 1991). Intrusive transfer leads
to the inappropriate use of L1-based items and structures. Inhibitive transfer
prevents or inhibits the learner from learning how to use new words and structures
appropriately. For example, TL words and structures that have no parallel in the
L1 provide the learner with no concrete basis for positive item transfer and are
therefore often avoided (cf. Sjöholm, 1995). Facilitative (positive) procedural trans-
fer boosts learners’ ability to access, process, and organize TL information due to
similarities between the L1 and TL systems. Facilitative procedural transfer is
often difficult to recognize, but it clearly constitutes an important factor affecting
the learner’s ease of comprehending a language perceived to be close. In lan-
guage production, facilitative procedural transfer is especially hard to pin down
because it coincides with successful acquisition of the TL. Nevertheless, the fact
that learners of a related language regularly outperform learners of an unrelated
language in their TL production attests to its presence (see, e.g., Ringbom, 1987).

Overall transfer is an umbrella term referring to the learner’s reliance on
conceptions of both formal similarities across individual items and functional
equivalences between the underlying systems. The amount of overall transfer
that will be present in a learner’s language performance (both comprehension
and production) depends on how much cross-linguistic similarity the learner can
generally perceive between items and systems in the two languages, beginning
from a common alphabet, phonemes in common and similar phonotactics, and
extending to similarities in grammatical categories (case, gender, word classes),
as well as to the number of cognates and other lexical similarities that exist across
both languages. Quick and effective item learning for comprehension is what
above all distinguishes the learning of a related TL from the learning of an
unrelated language. As for procedural transfer, the matter is more complex. Learn-
ers normally assume that L1 procedures work also for L2 comprehension. The
extent to which these assumptions actually work determines whether the effect is
positive or negative. If inappropriate L1 procedures are applied to L2 compre-
hension, misinterpretations are likely to arise. Syntactic congruence plays a key
role: if the L2 has categories that are absent in the L1, the functions of these have
to be learnt for full comprehension to occur. Across closely related languages this
does not pose much of a problem: L1 procedures are fairly appropriate and tend
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to work well for comprehension. When learners have reached a stage of knowing a
sufficient number of items (words), approximate comprehension can easily occur.

The two distinctions between item learning and system learning and between
comprehension and production can be joined together to provide a simplistic
model of the development of foreign-language learning. In SLA research, the
concept of learning has been used in two different ways. It has referred to the
learner’s gradual achievement of an ability to use the target language produc-
tively, and in doing so has neglected the prior ability of being able to understand
the language. In SLA research, the term learning has also been applied to both
receptive and productive aspects of language proficiency, but then the very
different mechanisms of comprehension and production are ignored.

We should, in fact, distinguish four different types of learning: (1) item learning
for comprehension; (2a) item learning for production; (2b) system learning for
comprehension; and (3) system learning for production. Cross-linguistic similar-
ity is relevant to all of these stages but influences them somewhat differently. The
starting point for the learner is item learning for comprehension. Across related
languages, a fair receptive knowledge can be attained quite quickly. When learners
can make use of positive item transfer to facilitate their acquisition of the ability
to understand a new language, they can free many cognitive resources for other
aspects of receptive learning. If, on the other hand, there is a zero or near-zero
similarity relation between the languages, the normal gap between receptive and
productive vocabulary will be reduced, in that the acquisition of receptive
competence takes a long time for such learners. This can be seen quite clearly
in a study by Takala (1984), who found similar-sized “active” and “passive”
vocabularies in Finnish-speaking learners of English in a formal foreign-language
learning situation.

Item learning for production and system learning for comprehension are stages
following the initial stage of item learning for comprehension. They usually
develop in parallel, but the learner can, of course, focus more on either of these,
depending on the aims, the learning situation, individual learner characteristics,
and so forth. In vocabulary production, formal similarity between words such as
cognates may help the learner locate the intended L2 word in his or her mental
lexicon for the TL (De Groot, 1993). But errors are more likely to occur in produc-
tion than in comprehension, partly because of the absence of a context in produc-
tion that would rule out the wrong interpretations that formal similarities
can induce.

System learning for comprehension means that oversimplified one-to-one
relations are gradually modified. The learner learns, for example, that one L2
word can have several meanings, that the past tense of verbs can be expressed by
different morphemes, and, in general, that pragmatic aspects of the target lan-
guage are also relevant for learning. Gradually the learner develops an improved
understanding of how different L2 units correspond to L1 units and how they
relate to the underlying concepts. Cross-linguistic relations are not as easy to
establish in system learning as they are in item learning since the functional and
semantic systems in two languages are reasonably congruent only in very closely
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related languages. In system learning, the relevant cross-linguistic similarities
are functional or semantic, and formal similarity plays a subordinate role, if
any. This corresponds to what several studies of the organization of the learner’s
mental lexicon have found: that as learning progresses, learners rely less on
phonological similarity and more and more on semantic similarity (Singleton,
1994, p. 54; 1999, p. 189; Kroll & De Groot, 1997, p. 174).

The message of L2 texts can be at least approximately comprehended if
inflectional affixes and function words are left unnoticed or unanalyzed. For
production, on the other hand, accuracy is more vital, and if grammatical
morphemes are omitted, the result is errors causing misunderstanding or at least
irritation in the listener. The learner has to recognize and appropriately make use
of the many linguistic means of expressing the same meaning and also become
able to use the same linguistic form for several purposes. This applies to both
grammar and vocabulary. As system learning progresses, learners gradually learn
to expand their lexical network in many dimensions. In this process, the import-
ance of cross-linguistic similarity decreases at the same time as intra-lingual sim-
ilarities within the TL become more and more important.

Implications for Teaching

Finally, concerning the relationship between learning and teaching, it is neces-
sary to point out that much more knowledge is needed about the mechanisms
through which language learning proceeds before the field is justified in pro-
nouncing definitive statements about how languages can be taught most effect-
ively. Nevertheless, we can point to some implications that are relatively clear.
First, given the important role that cross-linguistic similarities play in language
learning, a natural question to follow is whether and to what extent they could
be put to effective use in teaching. In general terms, a good strategy would be to
make use of, and even overuse, actual similarities at early stages of learning.

A project that has a didactic aim along these lines is EuroCom, where text-
books and other materials are being produced to make use of the facilitative
potential for reading comprehension inherent in speakers of languages that are
related, but not as close as to be mutually comprehensible. The project’s main
focus has been on the Romance languages, and the initiative has come from
speakers of German. So far, German has been the main L1 used in the project. For
an account in English of the EuroComRom project, see McCann, Klein, and
Stegmann (2003). The basic idea of EuroComRom is simple. If you know one
Romance language, you already have a lot of relevant knowledge that can be
used for understanding all others. The learner is helped on the way by descrip-
tions of what are called “The Seven Sieves,” where systematic correspondences
between all Romance languages are set out. The seven sieves are (1) international
vocabulary, (2) pan-Romance vocabulary, (3) sound correspondences, (4) spelling
and pronunciation, (5) syntactic structures, (6) morphosyntax, and (7) affixes.
A project led by Britta Hufeisen applying the same principles on Germanic
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languages has also begun (see Duke, Hufeisen, & Lutjeharms, 2004; Hufeisen,
2005).

Another clear implication is that learners of a closely related language have a
far smaller learning burden than learners of a distant language. This means that
there is less that they need to learn, that what they do need to learn is likely to be
incorporated more easily into their existing knowledge, and that it will take them
less time to arrive at a criterion level of language proficiency (see Ingram, 1975,
p. 272; Odlin, 1989). Depending on the relative absence of cross-linguistic sim-
ilarities, learners of a distant language will take considerably longer to reach that
criterion level of proficiency in the TL (e.g., Ard & Homburg, 1992), they may
need to pass through more stages of acquisition (e.g., Master, 1997), and they will
tend to produce a higher proportion of errors (e.g., Schumann, 1986). Neverthe-
less, even though they have a larger learning burden, learners of a distant
language can be ultimately as successful as learners of a closely related language
when learning conditions are favorable (cf. Palmer, 1917/1968, p. 33; Sweet, 1899/
1964, p. 54).

As in any concrete teaching situation, making use of cross-linguistic similarities
requires that a number of both contextual and learner variables be considered.
At least the following are particularly relevant:

The actual relation between the L1 and L2. If the two languages are closely related,
the teacher certainly needs to briefly outline the systematic recurring corres-
pondences. But the closer the relation, the more teaching can concentrate on the
actual differences that exist. Thus the teaching of Scandinavians learning another
Scandinavian language would naturally focus on differences in pronunciation
and the most common false friends. Where the languages are very distant, such
as Japanese and English, the existence of mid- and high-frequency loanwords
may facilitate learning. It is true that the loanwords from English into Japanese
have been considerably modified, and the similarities have been obscured par-
ticularly by the differences in scripts and phonological systems. Even so, accord-
ing to recent views (Daulton, 2007; Uchida & Scholfield, 2000), this built-in lexicon,
gairaigo, provides a powerful tool for more effective learning. Developing strate-
gies for maximally efficient use of high-frequency English loanwords provides a
challenge for teachers and researchers in Japan.

Comprehension vs. production. If the learner is already able to comprehend
the TL, at least approximately, teaching spoken and written production of that
language may be necessary only for learners having a strong need to integrate
with the TL community. This is the case when their job situation requires writing
proficiency in the TL. For most purposes in the inter-Scandinavian context,
however, Swedes, Norwegians, and Danes can count on generally being under-
stood if they speak or write their own standard L1. Teaching a language not
immediately comprehensible should acknowledge that cross-linguistic similar-
ities are particularly important for comprehension.

Language proficiency. When a non-native language is closer to the TL than to the
L1, comprehension can be facilitated by focusing on the similarities between the
L2 and L3. For the productive aspects of L3 learning, however, it seems very
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likely that only a high level of proficiency in a similar L2 is really useful. The
inherent risks of confusion between related languages are more easily actualized
if the learner has not successfully internalized grammatical rules and semantic
properties in the L2.

Individual learner characteristics. While some learners appear to have blinders
on, in that they do not take notice of even obvious cross-linguistic similarities,
others are too prone to assuming similarities where they do not exist. Teaching
needs to strike a balance between encouraging learners to make use of actual
similarities and preventing exaggerated reliance on merely assumed similarities
(cf. Haastrup, 1991, p. 341).
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8 Cognitive-Psychological
Processes in Second
Language Learning

ROBERT M. DEKEYSER

This chapter discusses core concepts in the cognitive psychology of second lan-
guage learning: what are the various components of L2 knowledge? how are these
components used? and most importantly, how are they learned or acquired,
monitored, practiced, and consolidated?

The Components of Second Language Knowledge

The competence–performance distinction
While this is the oldest and most widely known of the distinctions we are dis-
cussing in this chapter, having been formulated by Chomsky (1965, p. 4), and
having been the subject of countless books and articles, both in the L1 and L2
domains (e.g., Chipere, 2003; Hymes, 1972; McNamara, 1995; Sorace, 2003; Tarone,
1983; Taylor, 1988), it is probably the least useful for our purposes. It leaves out
the whole area of processing, explicitly so (see, e.g., Chomsky, 1965, p. 9), and
gives the impression that whatever is not part of competence is not systematic
and not of linguistic interest. At the same time, of course, it presupposes that the
rules of grammar are indeed rules of the mind (cf. e.g., Pinker, 1999; Pinker &
Prince, 1988; Pinker & Ullman, 2002a, 2002b; Ullman, 2004), and not just a con-
venient summary of probabilistic behaviors, as the connectionists would have it
(cf. e.g., Elman et al., 1996; McClelland & Patterson, 2002a, 2002b; Rumelhart &
McClelland, 1986), and that competence is not merely an emergent property of
performance (as Hall, Cheng, & Carlson, 2006, propose).

On the other hand, the terms are often used in a much broader sense, coinciding
more or less with the knowledge–use distinction discussed below. This termino-
logical vagueness is a source of great confusion and tends to sweep a variety of
phenomena under the carpet, whether they be entirely cognitive in nature, such
as syntactic processing mechanisms (e.g., Boland, 2005; Gibson, 1998; Pritchett,
1992), or more socially determined, such as accommodation of the interlocutor
(e.g., Bell, 1984), or both (e.g., Tarone, 1983). It could even be argued that neither
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competence nor performance is of much interest to the applied linguist, the former
being a highly abstract, almost philosophical concept, and the latter an uninter-
esting collection of anomalies and restrictions, while the whole area in between,
stretching from representation in a wider sense to processing and to socially
variable use, is at the core of second language acquisition research and of applied
linguistics more broadly.

The representation–processing distinction
A more useful distinction for the second language acquisition researcher than
competence versus performance is representation versus processing. A large body
of psycholinguistic literature has accumulated that deals with phonological,
morphological, syntactic, and lexical processing, both in L1 and L2. It aims to
find out what goes through the mind, in real time, of somebody who listens to,
speaks, reads, or writes in a native or near-native language: what are the pro-
cesses that bridge the gap between the form in which knowledge is stored in the
mind and the form in which it is audible or visible in perception and production?
This literature draws both on symbolist (e.g., Boland, 1995; Gibson, 1998; Pritchett,
1992) and connectionist (e.g., Elman et al., 1996) accounts of the representations
that underlie processing, with symbolist accounts predominating. Clearly, the
nature of processing depends on the nature of representation. It could be argued,
therefore, that the study of processing should wait for more agreement on what
representation looks like; others would argue, however, that the study of real-
time processes gives unique insights into what representations processing draws
on. As both the nature of representation and the nature of processing are not
fully understood, it can even be hard to determine whether certain behavioral
phenomena are due to the nature of representation or the nature of processing.
Well-known foci of this debate in L1 are the discussion of whether subjacency
restrictions are an issue of representation or of processing (see e.g., Huang, 1982;
Pesetsky, 1987; Rizzi, 1982) and the research on the extent to which prepositional
phrase attachment is influenced by discourse context or an issue of autonomous
syntax (see e.g., Altmann, 1998; Frazier, 1987).

In L2 research, the representation–processing dichotomy has become promin-
ent in the area of syntax recently through the work of Juffs (1998, 2004; Juffs &
Harrington, 1995) on relative clauses, wh-questions, and various types of garden
path effects, that of Lieberman, Aoshima, and Phillips (2006) and Williams, Möbius,
and Kim (2001) on wh-questions, and of Jiang (2004, 2007) on plural -s, and of
Trenkic (2007) on third-person -s. There is also recent work in the areas of L2
phonological processing (e.g., Escudero & Boersma, 2004; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-
Faraco, 1999) and L2 lexical processing (e.g., Hernandez & Meschyan, 2006;
Sunderman & Kroll, 2006).

The declarative–procedural distinction
This distinction is well known in cognitive psychology – even though it came out
of computer science – and is increasingly used by SLA researchers. Declarative
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knowledge is knowledge THAT something is, and can further be divided into
semantic memory (knowledge of concepts, words, facts) and episodic memory
(knowledge of events experienced). Procedural knowledge is knowledge HOW
to do something, whether this involves psychomotor skills (knowing how to
swim, ride a bicycle, or play tennis) or cognitive skills (knowing how to solve
an equation, write a computer program, conjugate a verb, or read a text). The
declarative–procedural distinction is central to models of skill acquisition, such
as ACT-R (Anderson & Lebiere, 1998), has neurological support (e.g., Eichenbaum,
2000, 2002; Squire, 1992; Squire & Kandel, 1999; Squire & Knowlton, 2000; Squire
& Zola, 1996), and has recently been brought to bear on issues of L1 processing
(e.g., Pinker & Ullman, 2002a, 2002b) and of L1–L2 differences (e.g., Ullman,
2001, 2004, 2005).

This distinction is often equated with the explicit–implicit dichotomy, and the
two pairs of concepts do overlap greatly, and can often be equated in certain
contexts, but explicit is not exactly the same as declarative, and implicit not
exactly the same as procedural. Declarative knowledge is not necessarily explicit,
because it is not necessarily accessible to awareness (linguistic competence in the
Chomskyan sense being a good example). On the other hand, procedural know-
ledge is not necessarily implicit, because it can be the result of proceduralization
(and partial) automatization of declarative knowledge, and still allow or even
require a certain degree of conscious access when being used. Nor is implicit
knowledge necessarily procedural: knowledge of category prototypes, even includ-
ing the knowledge of chunk strength involved in artificial grammar learning,
may be implicit, but this implicit knowledge is neither declarative nor procedural
(Squire & Knowlton, 2000); similarly, priming in amnesic patients seems to draw
on knowledge that is implicit (no conscious access) but declarative (Kihlstrom,
Dorfman, & Park, 2007).

In the second language domain, the declarative–procedural distinction has been
used both in behavioral experiments (e.g., DeKeyser, 1997) and in neurophysio-
logical studies (ERP, e.g., Morgan-Short, Steinhauer, Sanz, & Ullman, 2007; Mueller,
Hahne, Fujii, & Friederici, 2005; Tokowicz & MacWhinney, 2005). Both lines of
inquiry suggest a shift from reliance on declarative to reliance on procedural
knowledge during the learning process within an individual. Such a shift has
also been demonstrated, of course, in neurological studies of other forms of skill
learning (e.g., Poldrack et al., 2001). Furthermore, the much more obvious dif-
ficulty of adult learners with grammar than with vocabulary suggests that the
grammatical/procedural system is less available to them than lexical/declarative
memory (Ullman, 2001, 2005).

The explicit–implicit distinction
Explicit knowledge is knowledge that one is aware of, that one has conscious
access to. As a result in can be verbalized, at least in principle; not everybody has
the cognitive and linguistic wherewithal to articulate that knowledge clearly and
completely. Implicit knowledge is outside awareness, and therefore cannot be
verbalized, only inferred indirectly from behavior, whether it be, for example,
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semantic priming showing implicit declarative knowledge (faster than usual
reaction to the word cat because one has recently seen a related word such as dog,
even though one may not be aware of having seen this word), or apparently
rule-governed behaviors, such as complex mental calculation or the production
of a complex sentence both showing implicit procedural knowledge, i.e., know-
ledge of the rules underlying these behaviors, without being able to conceptual-
ize those rules, let alone verbalize them. Most of us have long forgotten the steps
involved in various forms of mental arithmetic that we were taught in grade
school, and most of us have never even known, in the explicit sense, the basic
rules of grammar of our native language (just ask the average American under-
graduate when one puts an -s on the verb in English!).

In the second language domain, the extent to which L2 speakers are aware
of the grammar knowledge they have – whatever the extent of this knowledge
may be – depends, of course, on how they have learned the language. Further-
more, given the problems involved in operationalizing concepts such as aware-
ness and verbalization (see, e.g., R. Ellis, 2004, 2005), it is virtually impossible to
design “pure” measures of implicit or explicit knowledge of L2. Perhaps such
“pure” measures should not even be a goal anyway, given that at least some
psychologists see the implicit–explicit distinction as a matter of degree, as a
continuum whose extremes may be rarely represented (e.g., Dienes & Perner,
1999).

The distinction is very important, however, for determining how L2 learners
acquire and use L2 knowledge (see below), and therefore researchers have used
a variety of imperfect measures (such as metalinguistic tests for explicit know-
ledge and timed grammaticality judgments for implicit knowledge). R. Ellis
has taken the issue a step further by carrying out a factor analysis in order to
determine to what extent two factors, implicit and explicit knowledge, can be
identified as underlying a variety of L2 tests. While the methodological specifics
are very tricky (Isemonger, 2007), this approach does seem promising (depending
on the results of the factor analysis, one could put different weights on different
tests for subsequent investigations of implicit and explicit knowledge), and
further refinement seems to be leading to increasingly clear-cut results (Ellis &
Loewen, 2007).

A special note is in order here about the term “metalinguistic (awareness).”
This term is used with at least three different meanings in our field, which further
obscures the debate. One can distinguish three layers of “metalinguistic know-
ledge”: the first one is simply the awareness of what is right or wrong in a given
sentence, without necessarily knowing why. This is the layer that Gombert (1992,
p. 10) has called epilinguistic and that Karmiloff-Smith (1992, p. 52) refers to as
“the E1 representational format,” which “involves a redescription of information
into a format that is accessible to certain tasks outside normal input–output
relations but not yet to metalinguistic explanation.” Clearly, this kind of know-
ledge can be entirely implicit, and therefore the term “metalinguistic” in this
context is very confusing, because many equate “metalinguistic” with explicit.
A second layer is “metalinguistic” in the sense of metacognition about language.
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Just as one can have metacognitive knowledge about how one types, drives, or
does mental arithmetic (and perhaps even of how one’s typical behavior deviates
from what one was taught!), one can have the same metacognitive knowledge
about one’s linguistic behavior. This is the sense of “metalinguistic” that corres-
ponds to “explicit.” The third layer is “metalinguistic” in the sense of language
about language; this is the ability to verbalize, for which explicit knowledge is a
necessary but not a sufficient condition.

The item–rule distinction
The use of rules can be laborious, even when they are proceduralized and even
partially automatized. Therefore, under conditions of time pressure, it is very
useful to have a shortcut available, and for those situations where a certain input
is frequently processed by a rule and therefore frequently yields the same output,
an associative learning process for that input-output pair may be more efficient.
To take an example from math again, we all learned early on that instead of
laboriously calculating 7 × 5 as being 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7, going from 7 to 14 to 21 to
28 to 35, it is easier to just memorize the item from the table of multiplication that
tells us 7 × 5 = 35 (note that the same distinction can be made at the lower level
of addition in the sense that 7 + 7 = 14 is itself a shortcut for 7 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1
+ 1 + 1 = 14).

In the same way, for verb forms we often produce, it becomes more econom-
ical to store them as an “item” rather than having to put them together on the
basis of a rule; for seldom used combinations, storage of all the items would be
too cumbersome, and rule use is more economical. It is not surprising, therefore,
that irregular forms are almost always high-frequency forms: as they are high-
frequency, they tend to be retrieved as items, hence there is no analogical
pressure, i.e., no pressure to make them conform to a rule; for low-frequency
items, people tend to fall back on the rule, even if the prescriptive grammar
requires an irregular, which over time leads to regularization. According to some,
this need to combine rapid reaction with flexible knowledge that can be used
under changing circumstances constitutes the evolutionary pressure that led
to the declarative–procedural distinction (see e.g., Poldrack et al., 2001). (Note
that the item–rule distinction is yet another one that often overlaps with the
declarative–procedural distinction (cf., e.g., Pinker & Ullman, 2001), but cannot be
equated with it: rules can be stored in declarative form before being proceduralized
and automatized, as is traditionally held by skill acquisition theory).

Not only inflectional morphology can be produced this way; entire strings of
words that are often used together may be stored and retrieved as “chunks,”
saving even more mental resources. Hence the well-known phenomenon of
formulaic knowledge, both in L1 and L2 (see, e.g., Myles, 2004; Myles, Hooper, &
Mitchell, 1998; Schmitt, 2004; Wray, 2001): L2 speakers, in particular, can often
produce whole strings very rapidly and without errors, even if in other contexts
they would have to slow down in order to produce some of the same morpho-
logical forms, and L2 learners can often produce such strings long before they
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can use the constitutive elements productively. Even what appear to be subtle
grammar errors may in fact be due to the use of certain lexemes with the gram-
matical morphemes they are most frequently used with, regardless of the appro-
priateness of those morphemes to express the specific meaning intended; this is
especially likely to happen for structures where the form–meaning mapping is
already obscure, as is the case for the Spanish “reflexive” pronoun se (Zyzik, 2006).

Neurological data confirm differences in storage for items and rules, and a
shift from one to the other over time (e.g., Doeller et al., 2006; Fletcher et al., 1999;
Opitz & Friederici, 2003, 2004).

Conclusion: Multiple sources of knowledge
As should be clear from the above, all L2 speakers have L2 knowledge of many
kinds. On top of universal grammar (assuming it exists and is still accessible in
L2 learning) and of elements transferred from L1, all learners have both declar-
ative and procedural knowledge, implicit and explicit knowledge, knowledge of
items and rules, and knowledge of how to process language in real time for
production or comprehension. The good language learner will acquire as much
knowledge of as many kinds as possible, and perhaps more importantly, will be
able to draw on these various kinds of knowledge effectively and efficiently
during language use, as we will see in the two sections that follow.

How the Components of Second Language
Knowledge Are Used

The knowledge–use distinction
As mentioned above, this distinction is not to be confused with the narrower
competence–performance dichotomy. Knowledge, as the previous section illus-
trates, includes much more than competence in the Chomskyan sense, the latter
being necessarily implicit. Often students will have considerable amounts of
explicit knowledge about parts of the L2, but little or no competence, i.e., implicit,
intuitive knowledge, of the same elements in the same L2. Nor is use the same
as performance. Many systematic differences in use that depend on both social
and cognitive constraints are outside the scope of grammatical competence,
while being more than moment-to-moment, more or less random, deviations
from competence. Grammatical competence is only part of communicative com-
petence, which is only part of knowledge, and performance is only part of use
(cf. Canale & Swain, 1980; McNamara, 1995; Taylor, 1988). The age-old prob-
lem, then, of students who know all the rules but can’t speak is not one of a gap
between competence and performance but one of a gap between insufficiently
proceduralized/automatized explicit knowledge, on the one hand, and very
limited implicit and/or automatized knowledge on the other hand (see DeKeyser,
2007b).
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Using implicit and explicit knowledge
A number of authors tried to document the extent to which students draw on
implicit and explicit knowledge in language use (e.g., Bialystok, 1979; R. Ellis, 2004,
2005, 2006; Ellis & Loewen, 2007; Golonka, 2006; Green & Hecht, 1992; Hernandez
& Meschyan, 2006; Hu, 2002; Hulstijn & Hulstijn, 1984; Jiang, 2004, 2007; Macrory
& Stone, 2000; Renou, 2000; Schulz, 2002; Trenkic, 2007). While these authors
define use in different ways, and while methodological problems abound in this
area of research (see especially DeKeyser, 2003; and Isemonger, 2007), three points
are fairly generalizable:

1 different tasks draw on the two kinds of knowledge to different extents;
2 just about all tasks draw on both explicit and implicit or automatized know-

ledge to some extent;
3 the gap between explicit and implicit or fully automatized knowledge is

particularly wide for some elements of grammar.

R. Ellis (2006), in particular, shows that among the 17 ESL/EFL structures he
examined, the rank order was quite different depending on whether a test was
used that drew predominantly on implicit or explicit knowledge. No structures
elicited significantly better scores for implicit than for explicit tests, but some
were descriptively better. Several structures, however, yielded significantly higher
scores on the explicit than on the implicit test; the biggest difference was found
for the indefinite article, question tags, plural -s, and regular past -ed. Ellis also
shows how, for some structures, explicit knowledge was a predictor of overall
proficiency scores on tests of listening, speaking, reading and writing (especially
for relative clauses and indefinite articles), whereas for other structures, it was
implicit knowledge rather than explicit knowledge that predicted proficiency
(especially for comparatives, unreal conditionals, since/for). These two kinds of
data clearly suggest that different kinds of knowledge are accessed depending on
the structure and the test, assuming, of course, that implicit and explicit are the
best labels for the different kinds of tests involved; the factor analyses in R. Ellis
(2005, 2006) and Ellis and Loewen (2007) can only show that two different com-
ponents of knowledge are involved, not that the implicit–explicit distinction is
the best label, rather than some correlated dichotomy.

As a case in point, Hu (2002) argues strongly, on the basis of ESL learners’
differential performance on prototypical versus peripheral items, and their dif-
ferential sensitivity to different factors conducive to monitoring (focus on form,
sufficient time, knowledge of rule), that the phenomenon of differential know-
ledge access is not so much an issue of retrieval of explicit versus implicit
knowledge, but of differentially automatized structures, i.e., various levels of
explicit knowledge. Similarly, Jiang (2004, 2007) and Trenkic (2007) argue con-
vincingly, the former for plural -s, and the latter for third-person -s, that, while
the difficulty in using these structures spontaneously may be very sensitive
to processing constraints, the processing constraints involved are a matter of
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general cognition in the absence of implicit knowledge (and hence are evidence
of a representational rather than a processing deficit in the psycholinguistic sense
described above).

Using declarative, procedural, and automatized
knowledge
While the implicit–explicit distinction may be the most useful for assessment at a
given point in time, the declarative–procedural–automatized distinction is the
most useful from a developmental perspective. To what extent is the learner’s L2
knowledge represented in these three forms at various stages of the learning
process, and to what extent can one form of knowledge be instrumental in devel-
oping a different form of knowledge? This question has been the subject of a
decades-long debate in applied linguistics and has often been referred to as the
interface issue, the acquisition–learning distinction or even the implicit–explicit
distinction. Again, while in many cases these terms can be used interchangeably,
it is most useful to use the distinction from skill acquisition theory to investigate
to what extent second language learning (in adults) can develop along this path.
Krashen has stated that “learning cannot turn into acquisition” (1985, pp. 42–3)
and that automatization of explicitly learned rules only appears to be the case,
because explicit knowledge of a given rule often far precedes its automatized
form, but this temporal ordering does not imply causation (1985, p. 41), only that
acquisition takes longer than learning (in other words, the two processes happen
in parallel; one is not conducive to the other).

More recently Hulstijn (2002, p. 211) has argued that explicit knowledge of sec-
ond language grammar cannot turn into implicit knowledge through automatiza-
tion, and that, strictly speaking, there is no “automatization of rules” (emphasis
in the original), because automatization implies a qualitative change, not mere
speeding-up. This may appear to be another clear “no” answer to DeKeyser’s
question as to “whether the declarative knowledge that results from explicit
learning processes can be turned into a form of procedural knowledge that is
accessible in the same way as implicitly acquired knowledge” (2003, p. 328). It is
important, however, not to misinterpret the word “turn into” in this context. The
interface hypothesis, of which DeKeyser is a proponent, does not imply that one
kind of knowledge turns into another in the sense that the more there is of one
kind (procedural, automatized, or implicit), the less there is of the other (declar-
ative, explicit) (pace Segalowitz & Hulstijn, 2005, p. 378). What it means is that
the presence of one is conducive to, or plays a causal role in the development of
the other, and on that point the literature is quite clear, in the sense that, while
explicit learning certainly does not necessarily lead to eventual automatized,
let alone implicit, knowledge, the likelihood of learners achieving a fairly high
degree of automaticity in their use of a structure keeps evolving in parallel with
their declarative knowledge about that structure, even in the latter years of
foreign language instruction. (This position is a variant of the strong, not the
weak interface position as these two are described, e.g., in R. Ellis (1993, 1994),
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because the weak interface position implies that explicit knowledge is merely
helpful in triggering or speeding up implicit learning processes, whereas the
strong interface hypothesis implies a more direct causality in the sense that
explicit declarative knowledge, given practice of sufficient quantity and quality,
leads to proceduralization, (at least partial) automatization, and only in some
cases, eventually, after proceduralization and automatization have taken place,
to implicit representation.)

Schulz (2002), for instance, showed that declarative knowledge (even metalin-
guistic in the sense of verbalization) among learners of German L2 in college was
a better predictor of their grammatical proficiency on a written test (r = 0.52) than
experience abroad was. Other studies that demonstrate a link between students’
declarative knowledge of a structure and their ability to use it, even fairly rapidly
and correctly, which implies proceduralization and a certain degree of automat-
ization as a function of the initial declarative knowledge, are de Jong (2005) and
DeKeyser (1997). Both of these studies show that a certain degree of automaticity
can be reached in learners who have solid declarative knowledge (whereas
DeKeyser (1995) showed that no procedural, let alone automatized or implicit,
knowledge developed in the absence of declarative knowledge, even after
thousands of exposures, for the rather straightforward morphosyntactic form–
meaning mappings investigated there). Both studies also demonstrate the skill
specificity of the procedural knowledge documented (in the sense of little transfer
between receptive and productive skills). As stated above, procedural know-
ledge is highly specific and therefore very limited in its transfer potential; only
the more abstract declarative knowledge transfers relatively easily to new tasks.

Even for vocabulary, and even in the rather advanced learner, automatization
may not be complete, and a certain degree of attention shifting (Segalowitz &
Frenkiel-Fishman, 2005) or executive control (Hernandez & Meschyan, 2006) may
be necessary; this does not prevent the learner (or indeed the bilingual) from
being highly fluent.

In conclusion, then, while it may be the case that declarative knowledge does
not turn into procedural or automatized knowledge in the sense that the more
there is of the latter, the less there is of the former, and while it may also be the
case that highly automatized knowledge is still not necessarily qualitatively the
same as implicit knowledge, there is no reason to doubt the causal effect of
declarative knowledge on the development of automatized knowledge.

How the Components of Second Language
Knowledge Are Learned, Acquired, Practiced,
Monitored, and Consolidated

The previous section describes how learners draw on their various sources of L2
knowledge for (communicative) use. This ability to use their knowledge is, of
course, the result of an often very long process of learning, practicing, monitoring,
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receiving feedback, modifying hypotheses, and practicing again. This section goes
into some detail about each of these processes.

Learning and acquisition
The distinction between explicit and implicit learning, usually referred to in the
SLA literature as learning versus acquisition, is a huge topic in cognitive psycho-
logy, where it is the subject of hundreds of empirical studies. The part of that
literature that is most directly relevant to language learning, especially the
research on artificial grammar learning, was covered in quite some detail in
DeKeyser (2003), who came to the conclusion that “a thorough reading of the
literature on implicit learning . . . must leave one very skeptical about the pos-
sibility of implicit learning of abstract structure, at least by adults” (p. 321). This is
not only a vast, but highly controversial literature, leading some to draw more
tentative conclusions at that time: “while there can be no doubt that both spon-
taneous and more deliberate L2 performance exist, what type of knowledge
underlies each, and whether there is any connection between the two during
SLA and L2 use, are contentious issues that are from settled in SLA, let alone any
other domain of human cognition” (Doughty, 2003, p. 258).

The debate in experimental psychology has gone on since then, through
empirical laboratory studies, literature reviews in journals and edited volumes,
and conference panels. Space does not permit going into much detail here, so
only some key references will be discussed. On the one hand, Pothos (2007), on
the basis of his literature review and conceptual analysis of implicit and explicit
knowledge of artificial grammars, comes to the conclusion that both forms of
knowledge exist in parallel, or at least that different task demands lead to implicit
versus explicit retrieval of the same kind of knowledge. He stresses, however,
that there “has been no evidence that such rules [a rule-based representation of
the artificial grammar, corresponding ‘to the view of rules postulated in language
(Chomsky, 1965)’] are developed in AGL [artificial grammar learning], nor a
proposal for a corresponding learning mechanism” (2007, p. 239).

On the other hand, Sallas, Mathews, Lane, and Sun (2007) conclude from their
experiments on implicit and explicit learning, also with artificial grammars, that it
is important to draw learners’ attention to structure, at exactly the right stage of
the learning process; participants “achieved both fast and accurate string genera-
tion only if they were aided by structural (diagram) information during training
and relevant information was highlighted just when it was needed” (p. 2130).
These results contrast with those of Domangue et al. (2004), who managed to
elicit either fast or accurate performance, but not both, depending on whether the
instruction had focused on structural information (explicit knowledge) or mem-
orization of lower-level information (implicit learning of structure). Crucial to the
Sallas et al. findings were the facts that they did not quantify accuracy as the
number of correct chunks in a string, but rather the number of perfect strings;
that the learning of the model was facilitated through computer animation,
enhancing both salience and attention; and that ample practice was provided to
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allow proceduralization and automatization. Similar results were found by Bitan
and Karni (2004) for letter decoding and word recognition in an artificial script.

Thus, explicit learning followed by practice for proceduralization and auto-
matization can be superior to implicit learning, even in this artificial grammar
domain, which has been a favorite paradigm for demonstrating the importance
of implicit learning. Sallas et al. (2007) suggest that their results have practical
implications for learning in a variety of domains taught in school: “Although
our artificial grammar may seem different from topics normally taught in the
classroom, such findings appear consistent with research suggesting that even
topics whose underlying structure is relatively explicit and salient are typically
learned better with guided instruction than relatively unguided discovery learn-
ing” (p. 2132). Here, of course, the attention is shifting to the distinction between
inductive versus deductive explicit learning, and the educational psychology
literature on this point is increasingly in favor of deductive presentation, in spite
of many attempts over the decades, with a variety of conceptual variants and
different terminologies, to show advantages of inductive learning. For a particu-
larly interesting overview on this point, see Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark (2006).

The psychological literature on artificial grammar learning and other forms of
implicit learning remains hard to interpret, however, in part because of the diffi-
culty of distinguishing a number of overlapping dichotomies used as more or
less equivalent in different studies. For a very good discussion of the relationship
between these dichotomies as they apply to that literature, however, see Kihlstrom
et al. (2007).

Meanwhile, in the domain of second language learning, the debate about
implicit and explicit learning continues as well, and there too, a consensus is
gradually developing that a synergy may be at play. Contrary to the develop-
ment in cognitive psychology, however, where the synergy is seen as operating
on the same specific element, synergy in SLA is often conceived of as implicit
learning for some elements and explicit learning for others. In John Williams’
work, for instance, there are indications that form–meaning mappings are learned
explicitly, while form–form mappings may be learned implicitly (see especially
Williams & Lovatt, 2003); other studies by the same author, however, suggest
that both have to be learned explicitly (Williams, 2003) or that even abstract
form-meaning mappings can be learned implicitly (Williams, 2005). The particu-
larly rich discussion in Williams (2005) makes it clear that much more work is
needed to try to isolate the role of various potential confounding variables, such
as implicit–explicit knowledge of agreement patterns (in particular gender) in
other languages and the degree of “abstractness” of the meaning involved (e.g.,
animacy vs. proximity). Furthermore, the 2005 study used an artificial pattern
learned in the context of English sentences, which may also have influenced the
nature or the degree of attention that subjects paid to the form–meaning map-
pings in question (articles agreeing with the noun for animacy and proximity).

Williams’ research, even though conducted with a “natural language” in the
sense of form–meaning mappings as in any existing human language, is still
based on a miniature artificial language in the sense that learners are only
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exposed to a very small system, with words and rules created for the experiment.
In an experiment with Samoan as L2, Robinson (2005) too found evidence for
different learning processes depending on the structure involved, in the sense
that the relationship between the percentage correct for old items, new grammatical
items, and new ungrammatical items was very different, depending on the struc-
ture involved (ergative, locative, incorporation).

Like Williams’ research, Robinson’s was carried out in a laboratory context.
Most research on the development of implicit and explicit knowledge with
classroom learners in recent years has involved different kinds of feedback, rather
than the presentation aspect of instruction. Studies such as Egi (2007), R. Ellis,
Loewen, and Erlam (2006), Lyster (1998a, 1988b, 2004), Mackey (2006), Mackey,
Gass, and McDonough (2000), Nassaji (2007), and Sheen (2006) all point to the
importance of the explicitness of feedback, along with other aspects of feedback
that make it easier to notice and learn explicitly. For more information on learning
from L2 feedback, see especially Leeman (2007), Mackey and Goo (2007), Nicholas,
Lightbown, and Spada (2001), and Russell and Spada (2006).

Given the difficulty of defining, and especially of operationalizing implicit and
explicit knowledge (see above), the issue of the relationship between implicit and
explicit learning is likely to remain controversial for some time to come (R. Ellis,
2006), in the field of SLA as in cognitive psychology (see above). In the meantime,
however, the preponderance of the evidence justifies N. Ellis’ statement: “Many
aspects of a second language are unlearnable – or at best are acquired very
slowly – from implicit processes alone” (2005, p. 307).

The debate about the interface of, or overlap between, implicit and explicit
knowledge extends into discussions of practice and monitoring, two areas to
which we turn next.

Practice
If practice is understood as “specific activities in the second language, engaged in
systematically, deliberately, with the goal of developing knowledge of and skills
in the second language” (DeKeyser, 2007a, p. 8), then it is immediately clear that
no discussion of practice can avoid the distinctions between implicit and explicit
learning and between declarative and procedural knowledge. While there can be
no doubt that the ultimate goal is to have (highly automatized) procedural L2
knowledge, this does not mean that declarative knowledge is not useful: it is a
handy crutch to lean on whenever our procedural knowledge is insufficient, as is
the case for early stages of learning, as well as for advanced learners who need
to extend their performance into new domains or registers, or who are having
occasional trouble retrieving their procedural knowledge.

Nor does the importance of procedural knowledge mean that initial learning
activities should always be aimed at procedural knowledge or at implicit learning
processes. It does mean, however, that extensive practice is necessary, and that
this practice has to bridge the gap between the initial presentation of the L2
knowledge (in traditional deductive learning from the teacher’s presentation) or
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the initial hypotheses formed on the basis of the input (in more inductive learning,
be it implicit or explicit) and the desirable end stage of fully proceduralized
grammar. It follows that this practice will take different forms, from repeated use
of the same formulae in cases where little declarative knowledge is available in
analyzed form (cf. e.g., Gatbonton & Segalowitz, 1988), to processing instruction
(see esp. VanPatten, 2004; cf. also DeKeyser, 2007c, 2007d) where explicit rule
knowledge is available but not proceduralized (especially not in comprehension),
to communicative drills in cases where this knowledge needs to be proceduralized
in production, and eventually to large amounts of real-life or real-life-like two-
way communicative practice for automatization and integration of this know-
ledge. “Slot-and-frame patterns, drills, mnemonics, and declarative statements of
pedagogical grammar . . . all contribute to the conscious creation of utterances
that then partake in subsequent implicit learning and proceduralization” (N. Ellis,
2005, p. 308). It is important that learners receive practice both in comprehen-
sion and production, as several laboratory studies (e.g., DeKeyser, 1997; de Jong,
2005) have shown that fluent and accurate performance in both modes for a
given structure requires practice of that very structure in both modes. Besides the
laboratory research by DeKeyser and de Jong, classroom research (e.g., Toth, 2006,
in press) also shows the importance of production practice (and the teacher’s
role in bringing about procedural knowledge), and research on study abroad
shows the long-term consequences of the lack of such production practice: failure
to proceduralize in the classroom, which prevents automatization from the
ample practice received during study abroad (DeKeyser, 2007b). (For a broader
account of the importance of deliberate practice in learning advanced skills in a
variety of domains, see especially Ericsson, 2006.)

Monitoring
Monitoring one’s speech production is comparing one’s output (or imminent
output) to one’s knowledge. This can be done on the basis of either explicit
or implicit knowledge; Krashen referred to the former as “Monitoring” and the
latter as “monitoring” or “monitoring by feel.”

If monitoring is a resource-consuming process in L1 (Oomen & Postma, 2001,
2002), it is even more so in L2, especially at early stages, when much knowledge
is only available in declarative form – or not at all. As long as no solid implicit
knowledge has been acquired, monitoring on the basis of explicit knowledge is
the only realistic possibility for the second language learner. This process takes
not only knowledge, but also time and motivation, as Krashen has pointed out
many times (e.g., 1982, 1985). Kormos (1999, 2000, 2006) acknowledges this, but
also points out that learners are better able to monitor both form and meaning of
their L2 production at the same time than much of the literature would suggest,
especially learners who have received substantial explicit teaching.

Moreover, monitoring plays an essential role both in the detection of gaps in
one’s competence or knowledge and in the process of proceduralization and
automatization, and hence, somewhat paradoxically, plays an important role in
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bringing about practically useful forms of knowledge, which may eventually
become implicit (DeKeyser, 2007b; Izumi, 2003; Kormos, 1999; Swain, 1985, 2005;
Swain & Lapkin, 1995). The importance of monitoring for the development of L2
knowledge and skill is, given its reliance on explicit knowledge, yet another
argument for not minimizing the importance of explicit knowledge in the adult
learner.

Knowledge consolidation: Toward robust L2 knowledge
Monitoring, whether self-induced or prompted by corrective feedback, and the
ensuing proceduralization and automatization, lead to a form of knowledge
where the declarative and the procedural, the implicit and the explicit, rules and
items, are all interlinked in a way that is maximally efficient: highly specific
procedural knowledge is drawn on for the most familiar uses of language in the
most familiar circumstances; more abstract and more flexible declarative know-
ledge is drawn on, often seamlessly, to fill in the rest. Such integrated knowledge
is not only maximally efficient at a given point in time; it is also robust over time
because a certain degree of redundancy between the various components of know-
ledge guarantees smooth retrieval and use of the knowledge required for fluent
and accurate performance, in one way or another, even if some components or
subcomponents deteriorate over time because of forgetting or interference. Such
robust knowledge is only possible, however, if the various components exist and
have been used often enough in varied enough circumstances for this process of
integrative use to have been solidly established.
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9 Optimizing the Input:
Frequency and Sampling
in Usage-Based and Form-
Focused Learning

NICK C. ELLIS

Estimating How Language Works: From Tokens to
Types to System

Learners’ understanding of language and of how it works is based upon their
experience of language. They have to estimate the system from a sample. This
chapter considers the effects of input sample, construction frequency, and process-
ing orientation on learning. It draws out implications for usage-based acquisition
and form-focused instruction for second (L2) and foreign (FL) language learners.

A language is not a fixed system. It varies in usage over speakers, places, and
time. Yet despite the fact that no two speakers own an identical language, com-
munication is possible to the degree that they share constructions (form–meaning
correspondences) relevant to their discourse.1 Language learners have to acquire
these constructions from usage, and beginners don’t have much to go on in
building the foundations for basic interpersonal communication. They have to
induce the types of construction from experience of a limited number of tokens.
Their very limited exposure poses them the task of estimating how linguistic
constructions work from an input sample that is incomplete, uncertain, and noisy.
How do they achieve this, and what types of experience can best support the
process?

Nativelike fluency, idiomaticity, and selection are another level of difficulty
again. For a good fit, every utterance has to be chosen, from a wide range of
possible expressions, to be appropriate for that idea, for that speaker, for that
place, and for that time. And again, learners can only estimate this from their
finite experience. What are the best usage histories to support these abilities?

Language, a moving target, can neither be described nor experienced compre-
hensively, and so, in essence, language learning is estimation from sample. Like other
estimation problems, successful determination of the population characteristics is
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a matter of statistical sampling, description, and inference. For language learning
the estimations include: What is the range of constructions in the language?
What are their major types? Which are the really useful ones? What is their
relative frequency distribution? How do they map function and form, and how
reliably? How can this information best be organized to allow its appropriate
and fluent access in recognition and production? Are there variable ways of
expressing similar meanings? How are they distributed across different contexts?
And so on. Et cetera. And so forth. Like.

Frequency of usage, in various guises, determines acquisition (Ellis, 2002a,
2002b). There are three fundamental aspects of this conception of language learn-
ing as statistical sampling and estimation:

• The first and foremost concerns sample size: As in all surveys, the bigger the
sample, the more accurate the estimates, but also the greater the costs. Native
speakers estimate their language over a lifespan of usage. L2 and FL learners
just don’t have that much time or resource. Thus, both of these additional
language (AL) learner groups are faced with a task of optimizing their estimates
of language from a limited sample of exposure. Broadly, power analysis
dictates that attaining nativelike fluency and idiomaticity requires much larger
usage samples than does basic interpersonal communicative competence in
predictable contexts. But for the particulars, what sort of sample is needed
adequately to assess the workings of constructions of, respectively, high,
medium, and low base occurrence rates, of more categorical versus more
fuzzy patterns, of regular versus irregular systems, of simple versus complex
“rules,” of dense versus sparse neighbourhoods, et cetera?

• The second concerns sample selection: Principles of survey design dictate that a
sample must properly represent the strata of the population of greatest con-
cern. Thus, Needs Analysis (Brown, this volume) is relevant to all AL learners.
Thus, too, the truism that FL learners, who have much more limited access to
the authentic natural source language than L2 learners, are going to have
greater problems of adequate description. But what about learning particular
constructions? What is the best sample of experience to support this? How
many examples do we need? In what proportion of types and tokens? Are
there better sequences of experience to optimize estimation? What learning
increment comes from each experience? Is this a constant or does it diminish
over time as dictated by the power law of practice? And so forth.

• A final implication of language acquisition as estimation concerns sampling
history: How does knowledge of some cues and constructions affect estima-
tion of the function of others? What is the best sequence of language to promote
learning new constructions? And what is the best processing orientation to
make this sample of language the appropriate sample of usage? Like.

This chapter first describes the units of language acquisition – linguistic con-
structions – and then considers how sample size and sample selection affect the
development of constructions (their consolidation, generalization, and probabilistic
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tuning) from naturalistic input. There are established effects of input token
frequency, type frequency, Zipfian frequency distribution2 of the construction-
family, and neighborhood homogeneity.

Next, it describes how sample size and sample selection affect usage-based
language acquisition across the board – native and AL both. It reviews how
learners’ models of language broadly reflect the constructions in their sample
of experience and how they unconsciously tally and collate a rich knowledge of
the relative frequencies of these constructions in their input history. Because
language learning is less an issue of the collection of linguistic constructions than
of their cataloguing, organization, and marshalling for efficient appropriate use,
this implicit knowledge is essential to fluent processing. In order for the estima-
tion procedures rationally to produce a model of the language that optimizes
the probabilistic knowledge of constructions and their mappings, learners must
be exposed to a representative sample of authentic input that is appropriate
to their needs. The chapter also considers the implications of modularity and
transfer-appropriate processing for tuning the full range of necessary represent-
ative modalities and functions of usage.

Finally it nods at analyses of transfer in AL acquisition, how prior estimation
of L1 biases the usage-based estimation of an AL, and why form-focused instruc-
tion may be necessary to reset some counters to tally the L2 more appropriately.

The Units of Language Acquisition

Construction Grammar (Goldberg, 1995, 2003, 2006; Tomasello, 2003) and other
Cognitive Linguistic theories of first (Croft & Cruise, 2004; Langacker, 1987; Taylor,
2002; Tomasello, 1998) and second language (Robinson & Ellis, 2008b) acquisition
hold that the basic units of language representation are constructions. These
are form–meaning mappings, conventionalized in the speech community, and
entrenched as language knowledge in the learner’s mind. Constructions vary in
specificity and in complexity, including morphemes (anti-, -ing, N-s), words (aard-
vark, and), complex words (antediluvian, multimorphemic), idioms (hit the jackpot),
semi-productive patterns (Good <time of day>), and syntactic patterns [Subj [V
Obj1 Obj2]]; [Subj be- Tns V -en by Obl]. Hence morphology, lexicon, and syntax
are uniformly represented in Construction Grammar. Constructions are symbolic,
in that their defining properties of morphological, lexical, and syntactic form
are associated with particular semantic, pragmatic, and discourse functions. Con-
structions form a structured inventory of a speaker’s knowledge of the conven-
tions of their language, where schematic constructions can be abstracted over the
less schematic ones, which are inferred inductively by the speaker in acquisition.
A construction may provide a partial specification of the structure of an utterance;
hence, an utterance’s structure is specified by a number of distinct constructions.
Constructions are independently represented units in a speaker’s mind. Any
construction with unique, idiosyncratic formal or functional properties must be
represented independently in order to capture a speaker’s knowledge of their
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language. However, absence of any unique property of a construction does not
entail that it is not represented independently and simply derived from other,
more general or schematic constructions. Frequency of occurrence may lead to
independent representation of even “regular” constructional patterns.

Acquiring Constructions

Usage-based theories of naturalistic language acquisition hold that we learn
language through using language. Creative linguistic competence emerges from
learners’ piecemeal acquisition of the many thousands of constructions experi-
enced in communication, and from their frequency-biased abstraction of the
regularities in this history of usage. Competence and performance both emerge
from the conspiracy of memorized exemplars of construction usage, with com-
petence being the integrated sum of prior usage and performance its dynamic
contextualized activation (Ellis, 1998, 2003, 2006a, 2007; Ellis & Larsen Freeman,
2006).

Many of the constructions we know are quite specific, formulaic utterances based
on particular lexical items, ranging, for example, from a simple “Wonderful!” to
increasingly complex phrases like “One, two, three,” “Once upon a time,” or
“Won the battle, lost the war.” These sequential patterns of sound, like words,
are acquired as a result of chunking from repeated usage (Ellis, 1996; Pawley &
Syder, 1983; Wray, 2002). In building up these sequences, learners bind together
the chunks that they already know, with high-frequency sequences being more
strongly bound than lower-frequency ones (Ellis, 2002a). In analyzing these se-
quences, the highest-frequency chunks stand out as the most likely constituents
of the parse. The constructions already acquired by the learner constitute the
sample of evidence from which they implicitly and explicitly identify regular-
ities, so generalizing their knowledge by inducing unconscious schemata and
prototypes that map meaning and form, and by abducing conscious metalinguistic
hypotheses about language, too. These are the foundations, then, of new expres-
sions and new understandings.

Constructionist approaches to language acquisition (Bybee & Hopper, 2001;
Goldberg, 2003; Robinson & Ellis, 2008b; Tomasello, 1998, 2003) thus emphasize
piecemeal learning from concrete exemplars. A high proportion of children’s
early multi-word speech is produced from a developing set of slot-and-frame
patterns. These patterns are often based around chunks of one or two words or
phrases, and they have “slots” into which the child can place a variety of words,
for instance subgroups of nouns or verbs (e.g., I can’t + VERB; where’s + NOUN +
gone?). Children are very productive with these patterns, and both the number of
patterns and their structure develop over time. But initially, they are lexically
specific. For example, if a child has two patterns, I can’t + X and I don’t + X, the
verbs used in these two X slots typically show little or no overlap, suggesting (1)
that the patterns are not yet related through an underlying grammar (the child
doesn’t “know” that can’t and don’t are both auxiliaries or that the words that
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appear in the patterns all belong to a category of Verb), and (2) that learners are
picking up frequent patterns from what they hear around them and only slowly
making more abstract generalizations as the database of related utterances grows
(Pine & Lieven, 1993; Pine, Lieven, & Rowland, 1998; Tomasello, 1992). Tomasello’s
(1992) Verb Island hypothesis holds that it is verbs and relational terms that are
the individual islands of organization in young children’s otherwise unorganized
grammatical system: the child initially learns about arguments and syntactic
markings on a verb-by-verb basis, and ordering patterns and morphological
markers learned for one verb do not immediately generalize to other verbs.
Positional analysis of each verb island requires memories of the verb’s usage, the
exemplars of its collocations, and the constructions it commonly inhabits. Over
experience, syntagmatic categories emerge from the regularities in this data set,
the learner’s sample of language.

The chapters in Robinson and Ellis (2008b) extend these cognitive linguistic/
construction grammar theories of child language acquisition to the naturalistic
acquisition of ALs in adulthood, so developing a usage-based approach to SLA.
Some of the key features are as follows.

Frequency and the Roles of Input

AL Learners’ knowledge of a linguistic construction depends, too, on their experi-
ence of its use, the sample of its manifestations of usage. Different frequencies
of exemplification, and different types of repetition of a linguistic pattern, have
different effects upon acquisition – the consolidation, generalization, and produc-
tive use of constructions. A key separation is between type and token frequency.

Type and token frequency
The token frequency of a construction is how often in the input that particular
word or specific phrase appears; we can count in a sample corpus the token
frequency of any specific form (e.g., the syllable [ka], the trigram aze, the word
frog, the phrase on the whole, the sentence I love you). Type frequency, on the other
hand, is the calculation of how many different lexical items a certain pattern,
paradigm, or construction applies to, i.e., the number of distinct lexical items that
can be substituted in a given slot in a construction, whether it is a word-level
construction for inflection or a syntactic construction specifying the relation among
words. For example, the “regular” English past tense -ed has a very high type
frequency because it applies to thousands of different types of verbs, whereas the
vowel change exemplified in swam and rang has much lower type frequency.
Similarly the prepositional transfer construction [Subj [V ObjDir to ObjInd]] has
a high type frequency (give, read, pass, donate, display, explain . . . ) because many
different verbs can be used in this way, whereas the ditransitive alternative [Subj
[V ObjInd ObjDir]] is only used with a small set of verbs like give, read, and pass
and not others (*donate, *display, *explain).
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Consolidating a particular formulaic construction:
The role of token frequency

Like other concrete constructions, a word can be sketchily learned from a single
exposure, as a fast mapping (Carey & Bartlett, 1978), a relation between an approx-
imation of its sound and its likely meaning, forged as an explicit episodic memory
relating its form and the perception of its likely referent (Ellis, 2005). The
hippocampus and limbic structures in the brain allow us such unitary bindings
from single experiences, rapid explicit memory, one-off learning, the establish-
ment of new conjunctions of arbitrarily different elements (Ellis, 2002b; Squire,
1992), the learning of separate discrete episodes – what you saw across the field
as your friend said gavagai or the particular color of tray that accompanied
hearing chromium for the first time. There is benefit in being able to keep such
episodic records distinct. But fast mappings are rough, ready, fragile, and, with-
out reiteration, often transient. Repetition strengthens memories (Ebbinghaus,
1885), and there are clearly defined effects of frequency, spacing, and distribution
of practice in the consolidation, elaboration, and explicit learning of foreign-
language vocabulary, both naturalistically and from flash-cards, CALL programs,
and the like (Ellis, 1995).

Repeated processing of a particular construction facilitates its fluency of subse-
quent processing, too, and these effects occur whether the learner is conscious of
this processing or not. Your reading of the various occurrences of the word chunk
in this chapter so far has primed the subsequent reading of this word and con-
tributed to your lifetime usage practice of it, despite the fact that you cannot
remember where in the text these occurrences fell. Although you are conscious of
words in your visual focus, you definitely did not just now consciously label the
word focus as a noun. On reading it, you were surely unaware of its nine
alternative meanings, though in a different sentence you would instantly have
brought a different meaning to mind. What happens to the other meanings?
Psycholinguistic evidence demonstrates that some of them exist unconsciously
for a few tenths of a second before your brain decides on the right one. Most
words (over 80 percent in English) have multiple meanings, but only one of these
can become conscious at a time. So your reading of focus has primed subsequent
reading of that letter string (whatever its interpretation), and your interpretation
of focus as a noun has primed that particular subsequent interpretation of it. In
this way, particular constructions (e.g., [ba], ave, kept, man, dead boring, on the
whole, I love you, [w∧n] = ‘one’) with high token frequency are remembered bet-
ter, recognized faster, produced more readily and otherwise processed with greater
facility than low token frequency constructions (e.g., [za], aze, leapt, artichoke,
sublimely boring, on the organelle, I venerate you, [w∧n] = won) (see Ellis, 2002a for
review). Each token of use thus strengthens the memory traces of a construction,
priming its subsequent use and accessibility following the power law of practice
relationship, whereby the increase in strength afforded by early increments of
experience is greater than that from later additional practice. In these ways,
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language learning involves considerable unconscious “tallying” (Ellis, 2002a) of
construction frequencies, and language use requires exploitation of this implicit
statistical knowledge (Bod, Hay, & Jannedy, 2003; Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Chater
& Manning, 2006).

High token repetition is said to entrench constructions (Langacker, 1987), pro-
tecting them from change. Thus it is that it is the high frequency past tenses in
English that are irregular (went, was, kept), their ready accessibility holding off the
forces of regularization from the default paradigm (*goed, *beed, *keeped), whereas
neighbors of lower frequency eventually succumb (with leaped starting to rival
leapt in usage). Bybee (2008) calls this the conserving function of high token fre-
quency. High token frequency also leads to autonomy, whereby creative construc-
tions learned by rote may never be analyzed into their constituent units, e.g.,
learners may never have considered that gimme consists of give + me, nor the
literal roots of a dicey situation. Finally, considerable practice with a particular
token also results in automaticity of production and processes of reduction, as-
similation, and lenition involving loss and overlap of gestures. A maxim of Bybee
(2003, p. 112), on a variant of Hebb’s “Cells that fire together wire together,” is
that “Items that are used together fuse together.” The phenomenon is entirely
graded – the degree of reduction is a continuous function of the frequency of the
target word and the conditional probability of the target given the previous word
and that of the target given the next word (Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Ellis, 2002a;
Jurafsky et al., 2001). Such changes underpin grammaticalization in language
change (Bybee, 2000; Croft, 2000).

In sum, although a particular construction can be roughly learned from a single
exposure, multiple repetitions of that same token in different contexts are needed
to enmesh and elaborate it into the meaning system – to turn it from a fast-
mapped, tentative working hypothesis to a more complete, rich representation of
the full connotations of a word (Carey & Bartlett, 1978). For example, it has been
estimated that between 8 and 12 encounters are needed of a novel word in text
before its meaning will be adequately comprehended from inference and its form
and meaning retained (Horst, Cobb, & Meara, 1998; Saragi, Nation, & Meister,
1978). Multiple repetitions are also necessary for entrenched representation, ready
accessibility, automatized processing, idiomatic autonomy, and fast, fluent, and
phonetically reduced production.

Generalizing a construction from formula to limited
scope pattern to productive abstract schema: The role
of type frequency
The productivity of phonological, morphological, and syntactic patterns is a func-
tion of their type rather than token frequency (Bybee, 1995; Bybee & Hopper,
2001). Type frequency determines productivity because: (1) The more lexical items
that are heard in a certain position in a construction, the less likely it is that the
construction is associated with a particular lexical item and the more likely it is
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that a general category is formed over the items that occur in that position. As
novel exemplars are added in memory, they affect the category too, their features
resonate with the whole population, adding their weight to the prototype, and
stretching the bounds slightly in their direction. (2) The more items the category
must cover, the more general are its criterial features and the more likely it is to
extend to new items. (3) High type frequency ensures that a construction is used
frequently, thus strengthening its representational schema and making it more
accessible for further use with new items (Bybee & Thompson, 2000).

When a construction is variously experienced with different items occupying a
position, it allows the parsing of its schematic structure. Having an initial formu-
laic exemplar of the Caused-Motion construction [Subj V Obj Prep Oblpath/loc],
perhaps she pushed it down the road, subsequent experience of she pushed it ((up) the
hill), she pushed it ((to) the service station), she pushed it ((to) the gas pump) allows
identification of the common components, their structural commonalities, and
their regularities of reference. Common items (pronouns like she, he, I, rather than
complex noun phrases Mrs Struthers, the miraculous moose, the distressed driver,
etc.; high frequency prepositions like to, up, down, etc., rather than complex
locatives Alabama-way, paralleling the path of flight, etc.) repeat more in these slots
and thus help to bring out the commonalities of the adjacent slot-fillers. Braine
(1987) showed in experiments involving the learning of artificial languages that it
was relatively easy to learn “categories” and rules for combining them, provid-
ing the “words” exemplifying these categories were either preceded or followed
by a fixed item. Otherwise, the categories were difficult or impossible to learn. In
natural language, it is the grammatical words that often serve as anchors like
this. It is the closed class “little words,” the grammatical functors, that have both
the highest frequency in the language and the highest connectivity or degree.
When the sequential co-occurrences of words in discourse are described in terms
of graphs of word connections, mapping the interactions like social networks, the
world wide web, or other complex systems, these graphs show so-called small-
world properties of being highly clustered and richly interconnected (Ferrer i
Cancho & Solé, 2001; Ferrer i Cancho, Solé, & Köhler, 2004). Despite having
many thousands of nodes (the > 450,000 words populating a language), the aver-
age number of jumps in the path needed to get from any word to any other in
this graph is remarkably small, at less than three. A small number of highly
connected words allows these properties. And it is the function words, the prepo-
sitions, pronouns, determiners, etc., that do this, having both high token frequency
and high degree of connectivity.3

So, these highest frequency components and chunks are the recurrent constitu-
ents of the construction that anchor its parse: as sub-unit constructions with high
token frequency, they are recognized faster, produced more readily and other-
wise processed with greater facility than low token frequency constructions, and,
thus, they outline and bracket the schematic structure of the construction more
readily. In 11-month-old infants, it is these frequently occurring functor forms
that serve as a framework against which potential candidates for vocabulary
membership may be identified and extracted from the speech stream (Shi et al.,
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2006). In these ways, although verb islands predominate in seeding generaliza-
tions, patterns based on other high frequency lexical types, such as bound
morphemes, auxiliary verbs and case-marking pronouns (“pronoun islands”),
are also important in the parsing and identification of the schematic structure of
constructions (Childers & Tomasello, 2001; McClure, Lieven, & Pine, in press;
Pine, Lieven, & Rowland, 1998; Wilson, 2003).4 In growth, too, these are the
high-degree nodes of the kernel lexicon of the language network, to which new
sub-unit constructions are preferentially attached, allowing scale-free growth
distribution according to the so-called Barbarási-Albert model (Barbarási & Albert,
1999; Ferrer i Cancho & Solé, 2001).

Chunking is a ubiquitous feature of human learning and memory. Chunking
affords the ability to build up structures recursively, with the embedding of small
chunks within larger ones leading to a hierarchical organization in nature (Simon,
1962, see particularly his parable of the two watchmakers, Hora and Tempus), in
memory (Newell, 1990), and in the hierarchies and tree structures of grammar
(Bybee, 2003; Ellis, 1996, 2003). In these ways, constituent structure is emergent,
with constructions as grammatical schemata at all levels of specificity (from very
specific (my chapter), through limited scope (my + NOUN), more general (POS-
SESSIVE + NOUN), to fully general (DETERMINER + NOUN)) emerging from
the conspiracy of component constructions whose commonalities, in turn, are de-
fined by their inclusion in the networks of other constructions (Bybee, 2003, 2008).

Functional motivations
Constructions are useful because of the symbolic functions that they serve. It is
their communicative functions, semantic, pragmatic, or discursive, that motivate
their learning. Goldberg (1995) claims that verb-centered constructions are more
likely to be salient in the input because they relate to certain fundamental percep-
tual primitives, and, thus, that this construction of grammar involves in parallel
the distributional analysis of the language stream and the analysis of contingent
perceptual activity. It has been argued that basic level categories (e.g., hammer,
dog) are acquired earlier and are more frequently used than superordinate (tools,
canines) or subordinate (ball pein hammer, weimaraner) terms because, besides
their frequency of use, this is the level at which the world is optimally split for
function, the level where objects within the class share the same broad visual
shape and motoric function, and, thus, where the categories of language most
directly map onto perceptual form and motoric function (Lakoff, 1987; Rosch
et al., 1976; Rosch, Varela, & Thompson, 1991). Goldberg extends this notion to
argument structure more generally:

Constructions which correspond to basic sentence types encode as their central
senses event types that are basic to human experience . . . that of someone causing
something, something moving, something being in a state, someone possessing some-
thing, something causing a change of state or location, something undergoing a
change of state or location, and something having an effect on someone. (Goldberg,
1995, p. 39)
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Ninio (1999) and Goldberg, Casenhiser, and Sethuraman (2004) show for child
language acquisition that individual “pathbreaking” semantically prototypic verbs
form the seeds of verb-centered argument-structure patterns, with generaliza-
tions of the verb-centered instances emerging gradually as the verb-centered
categories themselves are analyzed into more abstract argument structure con-
structions. The verb is a better predictor of sentence meaning than any other
word in the sentence and plays the central role in determining the syntactic
structure of a sentence. Since the same functional concerns motivate AL and L1
both, we should expect the same pattern for L2 and FL acquisition.

Learning categories and prototypes: From tokens to types
Because constructions are linguistic categories, we need to consider the psycho-
logy of concept and category learning (Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Cohen & Lefebvre,
2005): Humans can readily induce a category from experience of exemplars. Cat-
egories have graded structures (Rosch & Mervis, 1975). Rather than all instances
of a category being “equal,” certain instances are better exemplars than others.
The prototype is the best example among the members of a category and serves
as the benchmark against which the surrounding “poorer,” more borderline
instances are categorized; it combines the most representative attributes of that
category in the conspiracy of its memorized exemplars. People have memory for
the tokens they have seen before – previously experienced patterns are better
judged than novel ones of equal distortion from the prototype. Although we
don’t go around consciously counting types and tokens, we nevertheless have
very accurate implicit knowledge of the underlying distributions and their most
usual settings. Similarity and frequency are, thus, important determinants of
learning and generalization:

The more similar an instance is to the other members of its category and the
less similar it is to members of contrast categories, the easier it is to classify (e.g.,
we better classify sparrows (or other average-sized, average-colored, average-
beaked, average-featured specimens) as birds than we do birds with less common
features or feature combinations, like geese or albatrosses) (Tversky, 1977). The
greater the token frequency of an exemplar, the more it contributes to defining the
category, and the greater the likelihood it will be considered the prototype of
the category (e.g., sparrows are rated as highly typical birds because they are
frequently experienced examples of the category birds). The unmarked forms of
linguistic oppositions are more frequent than their marked forms (Greenberg,
1966). Token frequency is particularly important in this way in early and inter-
mediate levels of learning, less so as learning approaches asymptote (Homa,
Dunbar, & Nohre, 1991; Nosofsky, 1988).

There are important effects of presentation order in the implicit tallying that
underlies category formation. In learning, the greater the variability of exemplars,
the lower the rate of acquisition but the more robust the categorization/the
less variability of distortion, the faster the category is learned (Posner & Keele,
1968, 1970). But it looks like there’s an optimal balance to be had here. When
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people try to teach a category to someone else explicitly, there is high agreement
on the teaching sequences that are naturally adopted: The typical sequence
starts with several ideal positive cases, followed by an ideal negative case and
then borderline cases (Avrahami et al., 1997). Avrahami et al. tested to see
whether this is indeed an optimal instruction sequence by comparing it with
other orders that emphasized the full breadth of category from the outset.
Exemplifying category breadth from the outset, borderline cases and central
cases all, produced slower and less accurate explicit learning. For implicit
learning of categories from exemplars, so, too, acquisition is optimized by the
introduction of an initial, low-variance sample centered upon prototypical exem-
plars (Elio & Anderson, 1981, 1984). This low variance sample allows learners to
get a “fix” on what will account for most of the category members. Then the
bounds of the category can later be defined by experience of the full breadth of
exemplars.

Form, function, and frequency: Zipfian family profiles
Goldberg, Casenhiser & Sethuraman (2004) tested the applicability of these
generalizations to the particular case of children acquiring constructions. Phrasal
form–meaning correspondences (e.g., X causes Y to move Zpath/loc [Subj V Obj
Oblpath/loc]) do exist independently of particular verbs, but there is a close rela-
tionship between the types of verb that appear therein (in this case put, get, take,
push, etc.). Furthermore, in natural language, the frequency profile of the verbs in
the family follows a Zipfian profile (Zipf, 1935) whereby the highest frequency
words accounted for the most linguistic tokens. Goldberg et al. demonstrated
that in samples of child language acquisition, for a variety of constructions, there
is a strong tendency for one single verb to occur with very high frequency in
comparison to other verbs used (e.g., the [Subj V Obj Oblpath/loc] construction is
exemplified in the children’s speech by put 31% of the time, get 16%, take 10%,
and do/pick 6%). This profile closely mirrored that of the mothers’ speech to these
children (with, e.g., put appearing 38% of the time in this construction that was
otherwise exemplified by 43 different verbs). Ellis and Ferreira-Junior (Ellis &
Ferreira-Junior, in press a, b) have replicated the Zipfian family profiles of these
same constructions for the speech of naturalistic adult learners of English as a
second language in the ESF project (Perdue, 1993).

The same can be seen in the constructions for compliments. Manes and Wolfson
(1989) examined a corpus of 700 examples of compliments uttered in day-to-day
interactions. Just three constructions accounted for 85% of these: [NP <is/looks>
(really) ADJ] (53%), [I (really) <like/love> NP] (16%), and [PRO is (really) (a) ADJ
NP] (15%). Eighty percent of these depended on an adjective to carry the positive
semantic load. While the number of positive adjectives that could be used is
virtually unlimited, in fact two-thirds of all adjectival compliments in the corpus
used only five adjectives: nice (23%), good (20%), pretty (9%), beautiful (9%), and
great (6%). Non-adjectival compliments were focused on a handful of semantic-
ally positive verbs, with like and love accounting for 86%.
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Thus, it appears that in natural language, at least for the constructions con-
sidered in this way so far, tokens of one particular verb account for the lion’s
share of instances of argument frames, and that the pathbreaking verb for
each is the one with the prototypical meaning from which that construction is
derived. How about that? As Morales and Taylor (2007) put it: “Language is
exquisitely adaptive to the learning capabilities of its users.” The natural struc-
ture of natural language seems to provide exactly the familial type:token fre-
quency distribution to ensure optimized acquisition of linguistic constructions as
categories.

Optimizing instruction samples for construction learning
What are the implications for instruction using curriculum-driven input sam-
ples? What we know about category formation suggests that these type:token
frequency considerations should apply here too. Optimal acquisition should occur
when the central members of the category are presented early and often.

For syntactic constructions, Goldberg, Casenhiser, and Sethuraman (2004) tested
whether, when training novel patterns (a construction of the form [Subj Obj V-o]
signaling the appearance of the subject in a particular location, for example, the
king the ball moopo-ed) exemplified by five different novel verbs, it is better to train
with relatively balanced token frequencies (4-4-4-2-2) or with a family frequency
profile where one exemplar had a particularly high token frequency (8-2-2-2-2).
Undergraduate native speakers of English learned this novel construction from
three minutes of training using videos. They were then tested for the generaliza-
tion of the semantics of this construction to novel verbs and new scenes. Learners
in the high token frequency condition showed significantly better learning than
those in the balanced condition, a finding Goldberg (Goldberg, 2006; 2008) has
now observed in studies of child acquisition too.

For morphological constructions, Bybee (2008) analyzed the ways that natural
frequency skewing affects the acquisition of verbal inflexions. The most frequent
forms of a paradigm (third person/first person singular) either have no affix or a
short affix, and the other forms of the paradigm can typically be derived from
them. Thus, she argues, the high token frequency forms of the paradigm are the
anchoring points of the other forms. Lower frequency forms are analyzed and
learned in terms of these more robust forms creating a relationship of dependency.

Frequency variation is ubiquitous across natural languages. Morales and Taylor
(2007) present connectionist simulations evidencing how learning can be enhanced
through frequency variation: training samples where there were variable num-
bers of tokens per type produced more accurate and more economical learning
than did training with more uniform frequency profiles.

There is clearly a need to extend these initial studies to explore more thoroughly
the sampling of exemplars of a wide range of second language constructions for
optimal acquisition, but in the interim, the best informed practice is to introduce
a new construction using an initial, low-variance sample centered upon proto-
typical exemplars to allow learners to get a “fix” on the central tendency that will
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account for most of the category members. Tokens that are more frequent have
stronger representations in memory and serve as the analogical basis for forming
novel instances of the category.

Corpus and cognitive linguistic analyses are essential to the determination of
which constructions of differing degrees of schematicity are worthy of instruction,
their relative frequency, and their best (= central and most frequent) examples for
instruction and assessment (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen, 1998; Biber et al., 1999).
Gries (2008) describes how the three basic methods of corpus linguistics (fre-
quency lists, concordances, and collocations) inform the instruction of second
language constructions. Achard (2008), Tyler (2008), Robinson and Ellis (2008a)
and other readings in Robinson and Ellis (2008b) show how an understanding of
the item-based nature of construction learning inspires the creation and evalu-
ation of instructional tasks, materials, and syllabi, and how cognitive linguistic
analyses can be used to inform learners how constructions are conventionalized
ways of matching certain expressions to specific situations and to guide instructors
in precisely isolating and clearly presenting the various conditions that motivate
speaker choice.

Tuning the System: Frequency and the Attainment
of Nativelike Fluency and Selection

Language is fundamentally probabilistic: every piece is ambiguous. Each of these
example formulas (“One, two, three,” “Once upon a time,” “Wonderful!,” “Won
the battle, lost the war”) begins with the sound “w∧n”. At this point, what
should the appropriate interpretation be? A general property of human percep-
tion is that when a sensation is associated with more than one reality, uncon-
scious processes weigh the odds, and we perceive the most probable thing.
Psycholinguistic analyses demonstrate that fluent language users are sensitive to
the relative probabilities of occurrence of different constructions in the speech
stream (Bod, Hay, & Jannedy, 2003; Bybee & Hopper, 2001; Chater & Manning,
2006; Ellis, 2002a, 2002b; Jurafsky & Martin, 2000). Since learners have experi-
enced many more tokens of “one” than they have “won,” in the absence of any
further information, they typically favor the unitary interpretation over that invol-
ving gain or advantage. But they need to be able to suppress this interpretation
in a context of “Alice in w∧n . . .” Learners have to figure language out: their
task is, in essence, to learn the probability distribution P(interpretation|cue, con-
text), the probability of an interpretation given a formal cue, a mapping from
form to meaning conditioned by context. This figuring is achieved, and com-
munication optimized, by implicit tallying of the frequency, recency, and context of
constructions.

This incidental learning from usage allows language users to be rational in the
sense that their mental models of the way language works are optimal given
their linguistic experience to date (Ellis, 2006b). The words that they are likely
to hear next, the most likely senses of these words, the linguistic constructions
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they are most likely to utter next, the syllables they are likely to hear next, the
graphemes they are likely to read next, the interpretations that are most relevant,
and the rest of what’s coming next across all levels of language representation,
are made more readily available to fluent speakers by their language processing
systems. Their unconscious language representations are adaptively probability-
tuned to predict the linguistic constructions that are most likely to be relevant
in the ongoing discourse context, optimally preparing them for comprehension
and production. With practice comes modularization too, the development of
autonomous specialist systems for different aspects of language processing.
These “zombie agents” are independent – experience of reading a word facili-
tates subsequent reading of that word, experience of speaking a word facilitates
subsequent speaking of that word, but cross-modal priming effects are null or
slight in fluent speakers. So reading practice tallies the reading system, speaking
practice tunes the speaking system, etc. Fluency in each separate module requires
its own usage practice (see Gatbonton & Segalowitz, 2005 for communicative
approaches designed to engender this). This specificity of practice gain from
different forms of processing underlies many failures of learning and generaliza-
tion as summarized in the Transfer-Appropriate Processing (TAP) framework
(Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977). Lightbown (2007) reviews the implica-
tions of TAP for L2 instruction, how there is a need to increase the number of
settings and processing types in which learners encounter the material they need
to learn.

Just as extensive sampling is required for nativelike fluency, so it is, too, for
nativelike selection. Many of the forms required for idiomatic use are, neverthe-
less, of relatively low frequency, and the learner thus needs a large input sample
just to encounter them. More usage still is required to allow the tunings under-
pinning nativelike use of collocation – something which even advanced learners
have particular difficulty with. Hence the emphasis on the representative samples
necessary for English for Academic and Specific Purposes (EAP/ESP) (e.g., Swales,
1990). Linguists interested in the description of language (e.g., British National
Corpus, 2006) have come to realize that really large corpora are necessary to
describe it adequately – 100 million words is just a start, and each genre, dialect,
and type requires its own properly targeted sampling. Child language researchers
have also begun the relevant power analyses to explore the relations between
construction frequency and sample size for accurate description, reaching the
conclusion that for many constructions of interest, dense corpora are an absolute
necessity (Tomasello & Stahl, 2004). So, too, in learners’ attainment of fluent
language processing, whether in L1 or AL, there is no substitute for usage, lots of
appropriate usage.

Becoming fluent requires a sufficient sample of needs-relevant authentic input
for the necessary implicit tunings to take place. The “two puzzles for linguistic
theory,” nativelike selection and nativelike fluency (Pawley & Syder, 1983), are
less perplexing when considered in these terms of frequency and probability.
There’s a lot of tallying to be done here. The necessary sample is certainly to be
counted in terms of thousands of hours on task.
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The Language Calculator Has No “Clear” Button

A final implication of language acquisition as estimation relates again to sampling
history, this time in terms of the difference between first langauge (L1) and
adult language (AL) acquisition. AL learners are distinguished from infant L1
acquirers by the fact that they have previously devoted considerable resources to
the estimation of the characteristics of another language – the native tongue in
which they have considerable fluency (and any others subsequently acquired).
Since they are using the same apparatus to survey their additional language too,
their computations and induction are often affected by transfer, with L1-tuned
expectations and selective attention (Ellis, 2006c) blinding the computational sys-
tem to aspects of the AL sample, thus rendering biased estimates from naturalis-
tic usage and the limited endstate typical of L2A. These effects have been explored
within the traditions of contrastive analysis (James, 1980), language transfer (Odlin,
1989), and more recently within cognitive linguistics (Robinson & Ellis, 2008b).
From our L1 we learn how language frames the world and how to use it to
describe action therein, focusing our listeners’ attention appropriately. Cognitive
linguistics is the analysis of these mechanisms and processes that underpin what
Slobin (1996) called “thinking for speaking.” But learning an AL requires “re-
thinking for speaking” (Robinson & Ellis, 2008a). In order to counteract the L1
biases to allow estimation procedures to optimize induction, all of the AL input
needs to be made to count (as it does in L1A), not just the restricted sample
typical of the biased intake of L2A. Certain types of form-focused instruction can
help to achieve this by recruiting learners’ explicit, conscious processing to allow
them to consolidate unitized form–function bindings of novel AL constructions
(Ellis, 2005). Once a construction has been represented in this way, so its use in
subsequent processing can update the statistical tallying of its frequency of usage
and probabilities of form–function mapping.

Language is its dynamic usage. It ever changes. For learners and linguists
alike, its sum can only ever be estimated from limited samples of experience.
Understanding the units and the processes of their estimation helps guide theory
and application, learning and instruction.

NOTES

I thank Patsy Lightbown for constructive comments on a previous draft of this chapter.
1 Depending as well, of course, upon degree of shared context, embodiment, attention,

cultural understandings, communicative intent, etc.
2 Whereby the frequency of the tokens of verbs seeding a construction type decays as a

power function of their rank (Zipf, 1935).
3 The high token frequency of these items, though, means that in the course of language

use, they have become phonetically eroded. These items lack perceptual salience and
are consequently difficult to perceive from bottom-up, data-driven sources alone, a
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factor which makes their second language acquisition difficult (Ellis, 2006c, 2008). They
are also semantically light, abstract, and often homonymous, factors also making them
difficult to acquire (Ellis, 2008). So it is the semantically rich and basic verbs which
seed the constructions, these other grammatical functors making their contribution by
marking the commonalities of the parse pattern.

4 Again, emphasizing the proviso concerning their low salience, low contingency, and
abstractness.
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10 Bilingual and Immersion
Programs

JIM CUMMINS

Introduction

The term bilingual education refers to an organized and planned program that uses
two (or more) languages of instruction. The central defining feature of bilingual
programs is that the languages are used to teach subject matter content rather
than just the languages themselves. Bilingual instruction can be implemented at
any grade or age level, ranging from pre-school through university or college.
Bilingual education can be traced back to Greek and Roman times and currently
a large majority of countries throughout the world offer some form of bilingual
education either in public or private school settings (Cummins & Hornberger, 2008).

The goals of bilingual programs vary widely across contexts. Some programs
aim to develop proficiency in two languages; others do not. For example, the
most common form of bilingual education for linguistic minority students in the
United States during the past 40 years, transitional bilingual education, aims only to
promote students’ proficiency in English. When it is assumed that students have
attained sufficient proficiency in the school language to follow instruction in that
language, home language instruction is discontinued and students are transitioned
into mainstream classes taught exclusively in English.

The term “immersion” is used in two very different ways in educational dis-
course. In the first sense, immersion programs are organized and planned forms
of bilingual education in which students are “immersed” in a second-language
instructional environment with the goal of developing proficiency in two lan-
guages. First-language instruction is typically introduced within a year or two of
the start of the program and forms an integral part of the overall plan. In its
second sense, the term “immersion” refers to the immersion of immigrant or
minority language children in a classroom environment where instruction is
conducted exclusively through their second (or third) language (frequently the
dominant language of the society or a global language of wider communication).
The intent is to develop proficiency in the language of instruction. Such pro-
grams vary in the amount of support they provide to enable students to acquire
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proficiency in the language of instruction – in some cases extensive support is
provided by specialist language teachers, but in other cases students are left to
“sink or swim.” This second sense of the term “immersion” reflects popular
usage but, as described below, is diametrically opposed to the conceptualization
of immersion education within the educational research community. In the
remainder of this paper, “immersion education” will be used to describe the first
sense of the term – a planned program aimed at bilingual development – while
“immersion” or “submersion” will be used to refer to the exclusive use of
students’ second language (L2) as a medium of instruction with the goal of
developing proficiency only in the language of instruction.

The term “immersion education” came to prominence in Canada during the
1960s to describe innovative programs in which the French language was used as
an initial medium of instruction for elementary school students whose home
language was English. Immersion programs explicitly aim to promote fluency
and literacy in students’ first and second languages (L1 and L2). These programs
were originally implemented at the Kindergarten level (age 5 – termed early
immersion) but were later also implemented in Grades 4 or 5 (termed middle
immersion) and Grades 7 or 8 (termed late immersion). About 300,000 Canadian
students currently participate in immersion programs. This represents about 6
percent of the national school population. In early immersion programs, students
whose L1 is English are initially “immersed” in a French language school envir-
onment for two to three years prior to the introduction of formal teaching of
English. Instruction through French is designed specifically to enable students to
gain access to academic content despite their initially low levels of French pro-
ficiency. English language arts are typically introduced in Grade 2 and English is
used as a medium for teaching other subject matter (e.g., science, math, social
studies) by Grades 3 or 4. Generally, by Grade 4, 50 percent of the instructional
time is spent through each language.

Johnson and Swain (1997) point out that there is nothing new in the phenom-
enon of teaching students through the medium of a second language. In fact,
throughout the history of formal education, the use of an L2 as a medium of
instruction has been the rule rather than the exception. The Canadian French
immersion programs, however, were the first to articulate a set of pedagogical
principles underlying immersion education (Lambert & Tucker, 1972). They were
also the first to be subjected to intensive long-term research evaluation, although
some large-scale research had been undertaken in other contexts prior to the
Canadian experience (e.g., Macnamara, 1966 in Ireland, and Malherbe, 1946 in
South Africa).

Johnson and Swain (1997) summarize eight core features of immersion programs:

• The L2 is a medium of instruction.
• The immersion curriculum parallels the local L1 curriculum.
• Overt support exists for the L1.
• The program aims for additive bilingualism where students “add” L2 pro-

ficiency while continuing to develop their L1.
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• Exposure to the L2 is largely confined to the classroom.
• Students enter with similar (and limited) levels of L2 proficiency.
• The teachers are bilingual.
• The classroom culture is that of the local L1 community.

It is clear that immersion education represents a carefully planned program that
goes far beyond simply instructing students through a second language. In prac-
tice, however, when applied to immigrant and minority language students, the
term “immersion” is frequently used to refer to programs that fall far short of the
conditions specified by Johnson and Swain.

The Sociopolitical Context of Bilingual Education

There are an estimated 5,000 languages spoken in the world’s 200 or so sovereign
states. Thus, the majority of states encompass multiple languages within their
boundaries. About two-thirds of all children in the world grow up in a bilingual
or multilingual environment. To illustrate, 90 million of China’s more than one
billion population belong to a national minority and most of these minority
groups speak languages other than Mandarin, the official language of the coun-
try. Linguistic diversity also exists among the Han majority group as a result of
multiple “dialects” that represent mutually unintelligible spoken languages, even
though all share the same writing system. Singapore, Switzerland, India, and
most African countries are just a few other examples of countries that recognize
multiple national languages and which regulate the status and use of these lan-
guages in education, government, and other social arenas.

In the current era of globalization, with unprecedented human mobility and
social interchange across cultural and linguistic boundaries, processes of language
learning (and language loss) are apparent in societies around the world. Govern-
ment policies attempt to influence these processes by supporting the teaching of
certain languages in schools and, in some cases, by actively discouraging the
maintenance of other languages, usually the languages of subordinated groups
within the society. Bilingual programs have emerged in recent years as a viable
option for governments and communities interested in promoting more effective
learning of socially valued languages and/or maintaining languages that are
endangered, such as many indigenous languages in North America.

Despite their utility as a tool for language planning, bilingual programs have
also aroused considerable controversy in some countries. Opposition to bilingual
education tends to be highly selective. It focuses only on the provision of L1
instruction to students from minority or socially subordinated groups (e.g.,
Spanish-speakers in the United States, Turkish-speakers in Germany, etc.). There
is virtually no controversy about the provision of bilingual programs or second-
language immersion programs to children of the dominant group(s) in society.
For example, French immersion programs for anglophone students in Canada
have been minimally controversial during the past 40 years because they serve
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the interests of the dominant group. Similarly in Europe and the United States,
when the target students are from the dominant group, instruction through the
medium of a second language is seen as educational enrichment – a more effi-
cient way of teaching additional languages and adding to the cultural capital of
the student.

Thus, opposition to bilingual education is fueled primarily by ideological
concerns relating to diversity and power. Use of a language as a medium of
instruction confers recognition, status, and often economic benefits (e.g., teaching
positions) on speakers of that language. Consequently, bilingual education is not
simply a politically-neutral instructional innovation. It is also a sociopolitical
phenomenon that is implicated in the ongoing competition between social groups
for material and symbolic resources.

Types, Goals, and Participants

Typologies of bilingual education focus on characteristics of students in the
program, the goals of the program, and organizational structures. The more
important distinctions are outlined below:

• Majority/minority languages or students. These terms refer to whether a language
is the language of the numerically dominant group in a society or that of a
numerically non-dominant group.

• Dominant/subordinated students or groups. These terms are often used inter-
changeably with majority/minority but they refer explicitly to power and
status relations between societal groups rather than to the numerical size of
the groups. Minoritized is sometimes used interchangeably with subordinated
(Skutnabb-Kangas & McCarty, 2008).

• Enrichment/remedial programs. The term enrichment bilingual education refers to
programs that aim to enrich students’ educational experience by strongly
promoting bilingualism and biliteracy. French immersion programs in Canada
and dual language programs involving both majority and minority language
students in the United States are examples of enrichment programs. Dual
language programs are also termed two-way immersion programs. Remedial
programs, by contrast, aim to remediate or compensate for presumed linguistic
deficits that bilingual children bring to school.

• Maintenance/transitional programs. Maintenance programs aim to help language
minority students maintain and develop their proficiency in their home lan-
guage while transitional programs are designed as a temporary bridge to in-
struction exclusively through the dominant language of the school and society.

• Late-exit/Early-exit programs. Transitional bilingual programs are often distin-
guished according to the grade level at which students transition from the
bilingual program into mainstream monolingual classes. Early-exit programs
are typically motivated by the assumption that students will benefit by
transitioning from the bilingual program into the mainstream program as
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rapidly as possible. The transition usually occurs by Grade 2 or 3. By contrast,
late-exit programs, also known as developmental programs in the United States,
transition students close to the end of elementary school (Grade 5 or 6). The
assumption is that academic outcomes in both the majority language and
students’ L1 will benefit from strong promotion of both languages.

• Immersion/submersion programs. Immersion programs, as conceptualized within
the educational research community, are a form of bilingual education that
immerse students in a second-language instructional environment for between
50 and 100 percent of instructional time with the goal of developing fluency
and literacy in both languages. Students may be either from the dominant
linguistic group or members of an ethnocultural or indigenous community
whose heritage language is one of the languages of instruction. In this latter
case, the goal is usually to maintain or revitalize an endangered language.
Submersion programs, by contrast, provide 100 percent of instruction through
the dominant language (students’ L2); teachers typically do not understand
students’ L1, and few instructional supports are available to help students
understand instruction or express themselves through either L1 or L2. These
programs are also termed sink-or-swim programs. The term “structured
immersion” has been used in the United States (e.g., by Rossell & Baker, 1996)
to refer to English instructional programs that provide comprehension sup-
ports (including the possibility of some very limited use of students’ L1) to
enable English language learners to understand instruction. These programs
are dismissed by advocates of bilingual education as simply another form of
submersion (e.g., Skutnabb-Kangas & McCarty, 2008).

Bilingual programs can also be categorized according to who participates in
the program. Four broad overlapping categories can be distinguished. The first
category involves programs intended for indigenous students (e.g., Maori students
in New Zealand) and those from nationally recognized minority groups (e.g.,
students of Breton heritage in France or of Basque heritage in the Basque Auto-
nomous Community in Spain). Typically these programs are intended to either
maintain or revitalize the minority language.

The second category involves students from the dominant or majority group.
The goal is to develop bilingual and biliteracy skills among these students. Exam-
ples are the Canadian French immersion programs and dual language programs
in the United States that enroll both majority and minority language students.

The third category involves students who come from immigrant communities.
Most of these programs are transitional and remedial in nature with the primary
goal of supporting students’ academic development in the majority language.

The final category of bilingual education programs involves children who are
deaf or hard-of-hearing. These programs use a natural sign language, such as
American Sign Language (ASL), as a medium of instruction together with the
dominant language of the society, frequently with a focus on the written form of
this language. Bilingual-bicultural programs are common and well accepted in
Scandinavian countries such as Sweden and Denmark (Mahshie, 1995) but are
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still struggling to gain acceptance in North America and many other parts of the
world (Small & Mason, 2008).

General Outcomes of Bilingual Education Programs

Formal academic research has been conducted on bilingualism and bilingual
education since the 1920s and a voluminous literature has accumulated on these
topics (e.g., August & Shanahan, 2006; Cummins, 2001; García & Baker, 2007;
Genesee et al., 2006; May, 2008). At this point, considerable confidence can be
placed in some general conclusions about the outcomes of bilingual education;
specifically, the research evidence is clear that for both minority and majority
language students, well-implemented bilingual programs are an effective way of
promoting proficiency in two languages (e.g., August & Shanahan, 2006).

A finding common to all forms of bilingual education is that spending instruc-
tional time through two languages entails no long-term adverse effects on students’
academic development in the majority language. This pattern emerges among
both majority and minority language students, across widely varying socio-
linguistic and sociopolitical contexts, and in programs with very different organ-
izational structures. Three additional outcomes of bilingual programs can be
highlighted.

1 Significant positive relationships exist between
the development of academic skills in first and
second languages
In order to account for these findings and the fact that instruction through
a minority language entailed no adverse consequences for students’ academic
development in the majority language, Cummins (1979, 1981) proposed the
“interdependence hypothesis.” This hypothesis was formally expressed in the
following way:

To the extent that instruction in Lx is effective in promoting proficiency in Lx,
transfer of this proficiency to Ly will occur provided there is adequate exposure
to Ly (either in school or environment) and adequate motivation to learn Ly. (1981,
p. 29)

In concrete terms, what this hypothesis means is that in, for example, a Basque-
Spanish bilingual program in the Basque Country in Spain, Basque instruction
that develops Basque reading and writing skills is not just developing Basque
skills, it is also developing a deeper conceptual and linguistic proficiency that is
strongly related to the development of literacy in the majority language (Spanish).
In other words, although the surface aspects (e.g., pronunciation, fluency, etc.)
of different languages are clearly separate, there is an underlying conceptual
proficiency, or knowledge base, that is common across languages. This common
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underlying proficiency (or what Genesee et al. (2006) call a cross-linguistic
reservoir of abilities) makes possible the transfer of concepts, literacy skills, and
learning strategies from one language to another. This is true even for languages
that are dissimilar (e.g., American Sign Language and English, Spanish and Basque;
Dutch and Turkish). The transfer of skills, strategies, and knowledge explains
why spending instructional time through a minority language entails no adverse
consequences for the development of the majority language.

There is extensive empirical research that supports the interdependence
hypothesis (see reviews by Dressler & Kamil, 2006; Baker, 2001; Cummins, 2001;
Genesee et al., 2006). The most comprehensive review was conducted by Dressler
and Kamil as part of the Report of the National Literacy Panel on Language-
Minority Children and Youth (August & Shanahan, 2006). They conclude:

In summary, all these studies provide evidence for the cross-language transfer
of reading comprehension ability in bilinguals. This relationship holds (a) across
typologically different languages . . . (b) for children in elementary, middle, and high
school; (c) for learners of English as a foreign language and English as a second
language; (d) over time; (e) from both first to second language and second to first
language; (p. 222)

Cummins (2008) has suggested that, depending on the sociolinguistic situation,
five types of cross-linguistic transfer are possible:

• transfer of conceptual elements (e.g., understanding the concept of
photosynthesis);

• transfer of metacognitive and metalinguistic strategies (e.g., strategies of visu-
alizing, use of visuals or graphic organizers, mnemonic devices, vocabulary
acquisition strategies, etc.);

• transfer of pragmatic aspects of language use (willingness to take risks in
communication through L2, ability to use paralinguistic features such as
gestures to aid communication, etc.);

• transfer of specific linguistic elements (e.g., knowledge of the meaning of
photo in photosynthesis);

• transfer of phonological awareness – the knowledge that words are com-
posed of distinct sounds.

The documentation of multiple forms of cross-linguistic transfer (e.g., Dressler
& Kamil, 2006) raises the pedagogical issue (to be considered in more detail in
a later section) of whether teachers should actively aim to promote transfer
across languages among bilingual or emergent bilingual students. A number of
researchers have argued for the adoption of bilingual instructional strategies
(e.g., Cummins, 2008; Jessner, 2006), but this orientation contravenes the long-
term assumption that bilingualism is best developed within bilingual programs
through the implementation of monolingual instructional strategies (e.g., Lam-
bert, 1984).
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2 The most successful bilingual programs are those that
aim to develop bilingualism and biliteracy
Short-term transitional programs are less successful in developing both L2
and L1 literacy than programs such as dual language or maintenance pro-
grams that continue to promote both L1 and L2 literacy throughout elementary
school. Lindholm-Leary and Borsato (2006) express this pattern of findings as
follows:

There is strong convergent evidence that the educational success of ELLs [English
language learners] is positively related to sustained instruction through the stu-
dent’s first language . . . most long-term studies report that the longer the students
stayed in the program, the more positive were the outcomes. (p. 201)

This pattern of results refutes the assumption underlying many transitional bilin-
gual programs that students should be transferred out of the bilingual program
as rapidly as possible.

3 Bilingual education for minority students is, in many
situations, more effective in developing L2 literacy skills
than monolingual education in the dominant language,
but it is not, by itself, a panacea for underachievement
The National Literacy Panel on Language-Minority Children and Youth (August
& Shanahan, 2006) concluded that bilingual instruction exerts a moderate but
significant effect on minority students’ English academic achievement.

In summary, there is no indication that bilingual instruction impedes academic
achievement in either the native language or English, whether for language-
minority students, students receiving heritage language instruction, or those en-
rolled in French immersion programs. Where differences were observed, on average
they favored the students in a bilingual program. The meta-analytic results clearly
suggest a positive effect for bilingual instruction that is moderate in size. This
conclusion held up across the entire collection of studies and within the subset of
studies that used random assignment of students to conditions. (Francis, Lesaux, &
August, 2006, p. 397)

This finding concurs with the results of other recent comprehensive reviews (e.g.,
Genesee et al., 2006; Rolstad, Mahoney, & Glass, 2005). However, it is important
to emphasize that underachievement among subordinated group students derives
from many sources (e.g., socioeconomic status, inferior schools, low teacher
expectations, etc.) and simply providing some L1 instruction will not, by itself,
transform students’ educational experience nor reverse the effects of social
discrimination and poverty.
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Dissenting Perspectives

As noted above, opposition to bilingual education for linguistic minority students
derives primarily from ideological concerns related to immigration and national
identity in societies that are increasingly diverse. However, two groups of resear-
chers in the United States and Germany respectively have disputed the general
pattern of findings presented above regarding the outcomes of bilingual educa-
tion (Esser, 2006; Rossell & Baker, 1996; Rossell & Kuder, 2005). Rossell and Baker
carried out a literature review of studies, which (they claimed) compared bilin-
gual education with “structured immersion” in the dominant language of the
school. In a detailed review, Cummins (1999) argued that the Rossell and Baker
review is “characterized by inaccurate and arbitrary labeling of programs, incon-
sistent application of criteria for ‘methodological acceptability’, and highly inac-
curate interpretation of the results of early French immersion programs” (p. 30).
The credibility of their review can be gauged from the fact that 90 percent of the
studies they claimed as support for “structured immersion” (English-medium
programs) are interpreted by the authors of these studies as supporting the effec-
tiveness of bilingual and even trilingual education. Similar problems characterize
the more recent review written by Rossell and Kuder (2005).

Esser’s (2006) arguments against bilingual education for immigrant and minor-
ity students in the German context are based on an uncritical acceptance of the
claims made by Rossell and her colleagues (Rossell & Baker, 1996; Rossell &
Kuder, 2005) together with inferences drawn from analysis of large-scale interna-
tional studies such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA)
conducted by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) (Stanat & Christensen, 2006). His general argument against bilingual
education is based on the claim that lack of proficiency in the school language is
a major cause of academic difficulties among immigrant students and, conse-
quently, language assimilation through immersion in the school language is a
necessary condition for both academic success and social integration. Esser’s
analysis of the PISA data suggests that knowledge and use of the school language
in the home is strongly related to academic success whereas knowledge of the
home language either makes no contribution or is negatively related to school
success (depending on whether L1 knowledge is accompanied by strong L2 know-
ledge). He finds no evidence that bilingual education promotes academic devel-
opment for minority students and suggests that “retention of the first language
usually takes place at the cost of second language acquisition (and vice-versa)”
(pp. 97–8).

Esser’s (2006) argument is unconvincing because he interprets correlational
data as causal and fails to take account of the fact that the relationship within
PISA between home language and achievement disappeared for a large majority
(10 out of 14) of OECD-member countries when socioeconomic status and other
background variables were controlled (Stanat & Christensen, 2006, table 3.5,
pp. 200–2). The disappearance of the relationship in a large majority of countries
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suggests that language spoken at home does not exert any independent effect on
achievement but is rather a proxy for variables such as socioeconomic status and
length of residence in the host country. Furthermore, any relationship between
home language use and achievement is tangential to the issue of whether bilin-
gual education is a legitimate and potentially useful policy option for teaching
immigrant and linguistic minority students. The research data (summarized above)
overwhelmingly demonstrate the legitimacy of bilingual education and neither
Esser nor Rossell and her colleagues provide any credible evidence to the contrary.

Outcomes of Immersion Programs

The outcomes of second-language immersion programs are consistent with the
more general findings from bilingual education. The immersion data derive
primarily from the Canadian French immersion programs, which have been
researched extensively, but also from studies in countries such as Spain (Huguet,
Lasagabaster, & Vila, 2008), Japan (Bostwick, 1999), Ireland (Harris, 2007), Singa-
pore (Pakir, 2008), South America (de Mejía, 2008), Sweden (Buss & Laurén, 1995),
and the United States (Genesee & Lindholm-Leary, 2008). Note that “immersion”
in these contexts is a form of bilingual education that aims to develop fluency
and literacy in two languages. The Canadian findings are summarized below as
illustrative of the more general trends.

In early immersion programs, students gain fluency and literacy in French
at no apparent cost to their English academic skills. Within a year of the intro-
duction of formal English language arts, students catch up in most aspects of
English standardized test performance. Usually students require additional time
to catch up in English spelling, but by Grade 5 there are normally no differences
in English test performance between immersion students and comparison groups
whose instruction has been totally through English. One potential limitation
of these findings is that standardized tests do not assess all aspects of English
academic skills; in particular, writing development is usually not assessed in
such tests. However, the few studies that have examined English writing devel-
opment specifically show no evidence of problems among immersion students
in this regard (e.g., Swain, 1975). There is also no evidence of any long-term
lag in mastery of subject matter taught through French in early, middle, or late
immersion programs.

With respect to French skills, students’ receptive skills in French are better
developed (in relation to native speaker norms) than are their expressive skills.
By the end of elementary school (Grade 6) students are close to the level of native
speakers in understanding and reading of French but there are significant gaps
between them and native speakers in spoken and written French. The gap is
particularly evident with respect to accuracy of grammar and range of vocabu-
lary knowledge and use. These gaps are clearly related to the restricted input that
students receive in French. There is typically minimal contact or interaction
with French speakers outside the school context and very few students read for
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pleasure in French. After the initial grades, reading in French tends to be prim-
arily textbook reading, which is typically not particularly engaging for students.
Thus, there are few opportunities for students to extend their exposure to French
and expand their knowledge of vocabulary and grammar.

Writing also tends to be carried out only within the school context and applied
to academic tasks that are often not highly engaging for students. Students seldom
write for authentic purposes where they are encouraged to invest their identities
in creative writing projects. As discussed later, a change in pedagogical approach
that would emphasize extensive reading and writing across a wide range of
genres might significantly improve students’ range of vocabulary and grammat-
ical accuracy in their expressive French.

The overall outcomes of French immersion programs can be summarized as
follows:

• Students acquire good receptive skills (listening and reading) in French but
their productive skills (speaking and writing) are limited with respect to
grammatical accuracy and range of vocabulary.

• Teaching through L2 entails no adverse effects on L1 literacy development.
• In early immersion programs, students are able to develop decoding skills in

French despite the fact that their French proficiency in the early grades is
very limited.

• A large majority of students spontaneously develop English decoding skills
in Grades 1 and 2 with no formal instruction in English reading.

• Immersion appears appropriate for a wide variety of students – not just an
academic elite. Students with special needs, as well as those who speak a
language other than English or French at home, can succeed in immersion
programs.

In short, while immersion programs by themselves typically do not result
in nativelike French proficiency, they do provide an excellent foundation for
students to later “re-immerse” themselves in a genuine French language context,
if they so desire, and develop their L2 skills closer to native speaker norms.

In the next section, I briefly sketch bilingual and immersion programs in dif-
ferent parts of the world in order to illustrate the range of sociolinguistic and
sociopolitical contexts within which these programs have been implemented.

Illustrative Sketches of Bilingual and Immersion
Programs

Malawi
Williams (1996) examined the impact of language of instruction on reading
ability in L1 and L2 in Malawi and Zambia. In Malawi, Chichewa is the language
of instruction for years 1–4 of primary school, with English taught as a subject. In
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Zambia, English is the medium of instruction, with one of seven local languages
taught as a subject. Williams administered an English reading test and a local
language reading test (Chichewa in Malawi and the almost identical Nyanja
in Zambia) to year 5 learners in six schools in each country. He reported no
significant difference in English reading ability between students in each coun-
try, despite the huge difference in amount of English instruction. However, there
were large differences in favor of Malawi in local language reading ability.
Williams concluded that these results “are consistent with research on minority
groups suggesting that instruction in L1 reading leads to improved results in L1
with no retardation in L2 reading” (p. 183).

Singapore
Pakir (2008) points out that the complexity of the language situation in Singapore
does not fit neatly into dichotomous majority/minority language categorizations.
English is one of the four official languages of Singapore together with Man-
darin, Malay, and Tamil. English, the language of the former colonial power, was
initially seen as a “neutral” language and was adopted as the major medium of
instruction in school and the “first school language.” The other languages were
labeled “ethnic mother tongues” and given status as “second school languages.”
Thus, the bilingual education policy privileges English but also places strong
emphasis on the Asian languages of the population. These languages are taught
as subjects within the English-medium system. The Singapore educational system
appears to be working effectively, as judged by international comparisons.
Students from the major language backgrounds have performed well in interna-
tional comparisons, not only in mathematics and science but also on measures of
English literacy, where their scores are at similar levels to several countries where
English is the first language of students (e.g., New Zealand, Scotland).

Mexico
Hamel (2008) notes that in 2005, approximately 55,000 indigenous teachers
instructed over 1.2 million primary school students who were speakers of one
of the 62 indigenous languages still spoken in Mexico. About half of the total
indigenous primary school population are now taught by indigenous teachers.
Unfortunately, however, the predominant focus in schools serving indigenous
students has been on assimilation. Hamel points out that reading primers in
indigenous languages funded and produced by the Mexican state are not exten-
sively or effectively used. Reading is typically taught in Spanish from Grade 1.
According to Hamel, “the attempt to teach literacy in a second language without
sufficient acquisition of the necessary oral skills leads the teachers to under-
exploit the communicative potential of the primers, and to return to traditional
practices of synthetic methods and structural pattern drill” (p. 317).

However, in recent years, new experimental projects have been implemented
based on a pluralist conception of the state and full respect for indigenous peoples
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and their ethnic rights. These projects aim to maintain or revitalize indigenous
cultures and languages. As one example, Hamel described how, in 1995, the
P’urhepecha (Tarascan) teachers from two bilingual elementary schools in
Michoacán, in the central Highlands of Mexico, changed the curriculum so that
all subject matter including literacy and mathematics was taught in P’urhepecha,
the children’s L1. Teachers had to create their own materials and develop a
writing system. Comparative research several years later reported that students
who had acquired literacy in their L1 achieved significantly higher scores in both
languages than those who were taught reading and writing in Spanish.

Pedagogical Issues within Bilingual and
Immersion Programs

A number of pedagogical and organizational issues have been debated in the
context of bilingual and immersion programs. One of these concerns the alloca-
tion of languages with respect to both instructional time and academic content
to be taught through each language. A related issue concerns the appropriate
language for initial reading instruction – should students be introduced to reading
in their L1, the L2, or both languages more or less simultaneously? A third issue
concerns the extent to which the two languages within a bilingual or immersion
program should be kept separate or, alternatively, brought into contact, with the
goal of encouraging transfer across languages and developing awareness of
language.

Language allocation
It is generally accepted that within bilingual and immersion programs strong
emphasis should be put on development of conversational and academic skills in
the minority language. For dominant group students (e.g., in a second-language
immersion program), exposure to the minority language is usually minimal
outside of the school context; therefore, the development of proficiency in that
language depends almost exclusively on input within the school. Students from
language minority groups, on the other hand, are typically exposed to the minor-
ity language within the home. However, the status of this language is often
low in comparison to the status of the dominant language. Students frequently
internalize the status differential between the languages and, in the absence of L1
instruction, adopt the majority language as their language of choice with con-
sequent loss of their L1 proficiency. Thus, within bilingual programs for minority
students, strong emphasis on the minority language is intended to counteract
the status imbalance between the languages and enable students to feel proud of
their bilingual skills and develop literacy in both languages.

These considerations have led some policy makers and researchers to recom-
mend maximizing instructional time through the minority language, particularly
in the early stages of bilingual and immersion programs. However, reinforcement
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of the minority language is not just a matter of quantity of instruction. Some of
the most successful bilingual and dual language programs in the United States
have divided instructional time equally between Spanish and English (e.g., Free-
man, 1998). Programs that have initially emphasized the minority language over
the majority language (e.g., 90 percent Spanish, 10 percent English in the early
grades) have also demonstrated a high level of success (e.g., Lindholm-Leary,
2001). Thus, a variety of options are possible and the research does not point to
the superiority of any particular model of language allocation. There is con-
sensus, however, that at least 50 percent of the instructional time should be spent
through the minority language for as long as possible throughout the elementary
school years.

In the context of language revitalization efforts, immersion programs often
maximize instruction through the minority language as a means of extending the
domains in which the language is used and the functions served by the language.
Most Maori immersion programs in Aoteroa/New Zealand, for example, use
Maori exclusively from pre-school through Grade 4 (and sometimes longer), with
English introduced only at Grade 5. Typically, English is taught in a classroom
separate from the rest of the school so that the school functions essentially as an
“English-free zone.” The rationale for this policy is that the school is one of the
very few places where Maori is normalized as a legitimate language of commun-
ication, and academic skills developed through Maori will transfer to English,
which is the home language of most of the students. Although debate continues
in the Aoteroa/New Zealand context about when and how English should be
introduced (e.g., May, Hill, & Tiakiwai, 2003), the decision is essentially a local
one, since the broader research suggests that a range of options are feasible and
consistent with successful bilingual development.

Similar considerations apply to the issue of which subjects should be taught
through each language. This is essentially a decision that should be taken at the
local level, taking account of issues such as parent preferences, textbook avail-
ability, teacher expertise in particular subject matter, and assessment regime in
the wider educational context. For example, in the United States, high-stakes
tests are typically administered in Grade 3 through the majority language (English).
This reality may lead some policy makers to adopt a 50/50 rather than a 90/10
model and ensure that subjects that will be tested (e.g., reading and mathematics)
are taught through English for a sufficient period of time to ensure that students
will be successful on the tests.

Language of initial reading instruction
Most immersion programs provide initial reading instruction through students’
L2 (e.g., French immersion programs). However, this practice is not based on
any research suggesting that introducing reading in L2 is superior to teaching
children to read in their L1. It is simply consistent with the philosophy of immer-
sion and the fact that countless evaluations have demonstrated that students can
acquire decoding skills through a language that is still inadequately developed.
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Immersion and dual language programs that teach reading through students’ L1
have also demonstrated success. Similarly, teaching literacy in both languages
simultaneously or in quick succession appears to be quite feasible (e.g., Freeman,
1998). As in the case of language allocation, the decision regarding initial language
of reading instruction is best viewed as a local option.

There is considerable consensus among researchers, however, that for minority
students in bilingual programs, reading should normally be introduced in L1. In
some cases, the home language has a more regular sound–symbol relationship
than is the case with the dominant language (e.g., Spanish and English in the
United States). There is also the consideration that many minority students from
low-income backgrounds may come to school with relatively little exposure to
literacy in the home; under these circumstances, it makes sense to introduce
reading through the language the student already knows. Literacy instruction
through minority students’ L1 also facilitates the involvement of parents in their
children’s literacy development and reinforces the status of students’ L1.

However, there is also extensive research that demonstrates that many language
minority students acquire L2 decoding skills under conditions of initial L2
literacy instruction (Geva, 2006). Thus, the issue of initial literacy instruction
remains a local option even though most bilingual programs serving language
minority students introduce reading to students through their L1 for the reasons
outlined above.

Monolingual or bilingual instructional strategies?
Lambert (1984) clearly expressed the monolingual instructional philosophy under-
lying French immersion programs:

No bilingual skills are required of the teacher, who plays the role of a monolingual
in the target language . . . and who never switches languages, reviews materials in
the other language, or otherwise uses the child’s native language in teacher-pupil
interactions. In immersion programs, therefore, bilingualism is developed through
two separate monolingual instructional routes. (p. 13)

Adoption of monolingual instructional strategies within immersion programs
reflects what Howatt (1984), in his history of English language teaching, referred
to as the “monolingual principle.” This principle emphasizes instructional use
of the target language (TL) to the exclusion of students’ L1, with the goal of
enabling students to think in the TL with minimal interference from L1. This
principle initially gained widespread acceptance more than 100 years ago in the
context of the direct method and has continued to exert a strong influence on
various language teaching approaches since that time (Howatt, 1984). According
to Yu (2000), “the direct method imitated the way that children learn their first
language, emphasizing the avoidance of translation and the direct use of the
foreign language as the medium of instruction in all situations” (p. 176). Con-
sistent with direct method principles, translation across languages is seen as
unacceptable within immersion (and many bilingual) programs.
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There is certainly a rationale for creating largely separate spaces for each
language within a bilingual or immersion program. However, there are also
compelling arguments to be made for teaching for transfer across languages. The
reality is that students are making cross-linguistic connections throughout the
course of their learning in a bilingual or immersion program (Jessner, 2006),
so why not nurture this learning strategy and help students to apply it more
efficiently?

Teaching for cross-linguistic transfer is consistent with both the interdepend-
ence hypothesis and the extensive research supporting the crucial role that prior
knowledge plays in all learning (e.g., Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000). The
interdependence hypothesis has drawn attention to the reality of cross-linguistic
transfer in virtually all second-language learning situations. It is reasonable to
argue that learning efficiencies can be achieved if teachers explicitly draw students’
attention to similarities and differences between their languages and reinforce
effective learning strategies in a coordinated way across languages. For example,
if the teacher is explaining the meaning of the term predict in science (taught in
English) within a French immersion program, it makes sense to explain the mean-
ing of the root (from the Latin dicere meaning ‘to say’) and the prefix (meaning
‘before’), as well as drawing students’ attention to the fact that the root and
prefix operate in exactly the same way in the French word prédire.

Similarly, the centrality of prior knowledge in the learning process implies that
instruction should explicitly attempt to activate students’ prior knowledge and
build relevant background knowledge as necessary. This holds true regardless of
whether students are being instructed through L1 or L2. However, monolingual
instructional approaches appear at variance with this fundamental principle of
learning because they regard students’ L1 (and, by implication, the knowledge
encoded therein) as potentially an impediment to the learning of L2. As a result,
these approaches are unlikely to focus on activation of students’ prior know-
ledge. In cases where monolingual approaches do acknowledge the role of prior
knowledge, they are likely to limit its expression to what students can articulate
through their L2.

Among the bilingual instructional strategies that can be employed to promote
literacy engagement in both L1 and L2 are the following (Cummins, 2008):

• focus on cognates in contexts where the languages share common linguistic
origins;

• creation and web-publication of dual language multimedia books and projects
(see, for example, www.multiliteracies.ca and http://thornwood.peelschools.
org/Dual/); the creation of dual language books clearly involves translation
across languages, a practice that has hitherto been viewed as pedagogically
unacceptable in immersion and bilingual programs;

• sister class exchanges in which students use the Internet to connect with other
bilingual students and use both L1 and L2 to create literature and art and/or
to explore issues of social relevance to them and their communities.
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Immersion researchers are beginning to acknowledge that students’ use of their
L1 serves some legitimate and useful learning functions within the L2-medium
classroom (Swain & Lapkin, 2000, 2005). According to Swain and Lapkin (2005),
students’ use of the L1 enables them to develop strategies to carry out tasks in
the target language and to work through complex problems more efficiently than
they might be able to do through their L2. They also point to the changing
demographic realities of immersion education in Canada and in other contexts –
an increasing number of students from language backgrounds other then English
and French are now in immersion programs. They argue that it is important to
support the home language development of these students within the immersion
program, in addition to the teaching of French and English.

In short, although most bilingual and immersion programs continue to rely
almost exclusively on monolingual instructional strategies, there is emerging
recognition that students’ L1 can function as a cognitive and linguistic resource to
scaffold more accomplished performance in the L2.

Conclusion

Research during the past 40 years has clearly established bilingual and immer-
sion programs as a legitimate educational option for both majority and minority
language students. For majority language students, bilingual/immersion educa-
tion provides an effective means of developing proficiency in a target language
at no cost to students’ fluency or literacy in their L1. For minority students,
bilingual education similarly promotes development of fluency and literacy in
two languages; furthermore, in the case of minority students who are at risk
of school failure, bilingual education has demonstrated its potential to support
students’ overall academic development more effectively than programs con-
ducted exclusively through the majority language.

In the current era of unprecedented population mobility, the economic and
personal utility of bilingual and multilingual skills has become increasingly obvi-
ous, and this phenomenon has propelled awareness of, and interest in, bilingual
and immersion education. Population mobility also increases the number of chil-
dren from linguistically diverse groups in countries around the world. Although
it is clearly not feasible to implement bilingual programs on a large scale in
school situations that are highly multilingual, there is increasing recognition among
educators in many contexts that minority students’ home languages represent
(1) a significant intellectual and personal resource for the students themselves,
(2) an important communicative tool within families, and, (3) in an interde-
pendent world, an economic and diplomatic resource for the nation as a whole. In
Ontario, Canada, for example, Ministry of Education documents now highlight
the importance of students’ home languages and provide concrete strategies to
enable educators to support students’ languages within the mainstream (English-
medium) classroom (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2006).
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Although there is no longer serious debate about the scientific legitimacy of
bilingual education for linguistic minorities, the ideological debate is likely to
continue for the foreseeable future, partly because it has very little directly to do
with education. The issues concern the extent to which societies should adopt
a pluralist approach that encourages children and communities to maintain
and develop their languages and culture, in addition to acquiring the majority
language, or alternatively, whether schools should promote the assimilation of
immigrants and encourage minority students to abandon their home languages
and cultures. In contexts where this debate is raging, bilingual programs are
frequently seen as valuable and worthy of public funding when they are directed
toward the acquisition of additional languages by dominant group students, but
highly problematic when the beneficiary of bilingual education is a minority or
subordinated group.
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11 Heritage Language
Programs

SILVINA MONTRUL

Introduction

The last decade has seen an important change in second language classrooms as
a result of recent immigration patterns all over the world, especially in Western
Europe, Australia, and North America. Partly due to these demographic changes
and to the impact of globalization on international relations, today more than
ever before, an increasing number of bilingual speakers of minority languages
wish to maintain and/or (re)learn their family language. As a consequence, post-
secondary foreign/second language classes typically geared to students who have
little to no background in the target language (L2 learners) have had to accom-
modate speakers who were exposed to the language at home early in childhood
(henceforth, heritage language learners or HL learners) and whose levels of oral
proficiency in the language range from minimal to advanced.1 While many
institutions place HL learners in foreign/second language classrooms that follow
a traditional L2 curriculum, in the 1970s other institutions started to create spe-
cial courses to address the specific linguistic and cultural needs of HL learners.
These are heritage language programs.

With this increasing trend, there is growing recognition that heritage language
programs should be informed by a theory of HL acquisition and teaching (Kondo-
Brown, 2003; Lynch, 2003; Valdés, 1997, 2005). To date, there is very little system-
atic research on HL learners and HL acquisition, although the situation is rapidly
changing.

My purpose in this chapter is to show how a combination of the linguistic
and cognitive views of first and second language acquisition can be extended to
make predictions about the heritage language learning process that teaching is
designed to bring about. I will then discuss what most recent research has so far
uncovered about heritage speakers of different languages and their language
learning process. Finally, I will evaluate how existing programs and models for
heritage language teaching are consistent with the predictions of the theoretical
position I advance here.
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Heritage Languages and Speakers

Although originally coined in Canada, the term heritage language began to be
used in the United States in the 1990s to refer to minority languages (Cummins,
2005). Commonly used terms in different parts of the world are international,
community, immigrant, ethnic, indigenous, minority, ancestral, third, and non-official
language. In the United States, a heritage language is a language other than English
spoken by immigrants and their children (Valdés, 2001).2 One problem with this
definition is that immigrant languages may have dual or multiple statuses. For
example, in the United States, Spanish is the most widely studied foreign
language in elementary and high schools. It is also a second language, since the
United States ranks fifth in the world for the number of Spanish speakers. And
because Spanish is spoken by Latino immigrants, it is also a heritage language.
Polish, on the other hand, is a heritage language whose distribution is highly
restricted.

Like the term heritage language, heritage speaker is not easy to define. From
an ethnolinguistic perspective, what defines a heritage speaker is cultural and
linguistic identity (Carreira, 2004; Wiley, 2001). A heritage speaker is a member
of an ethnolinguistically minority culture, that is, an individual who may or may
not have knowledge of the language. From this perspective, individuals who
have one grandparent or great-grandparent from the minority language culture
are considered heritage speakers, even if the person was not exposed to the
language at home and does not speak the language. Similarly, African Americans
wishing to learn Swahili to understand their origins may be considered heritage
speakers, as may third- or fourth-generation Italians, with no knowledge of the
language, living in Argentina or the United States. Two main reasons motivating
these individuals to learn the heritage language are familiarity with the culture
and/or a desire to reconnect with their ancestral roots.

While linguistic and cultural identity is certainly a feature that characterizes
heritage speakers, researchers approaching the issue from linguistics and educa-
tion take linguistic proficiency in the heritage language as a defining factor. In
the US context, Valdés (2001) defines a heritage speaker as a bilingual individual
“raised in a home where a non-English language is spoken, who speaks or merely
understands the heritage language, and who is to some degree bilingual in
English and the heritage language” (p. 1). The term bilingual, like the term speaker
in heritage speaker, implies that the individual must have some oral command of
the heritage language. But what makes matters even more complicated is that the
profiles of these speakers vary greatly. Sociolinguists often relate generation of
immigration and degree of bilingualism as a result of acculturation patterns (Silva-
Corvalán, 1994). Table 11.1 illustrates some characteristics of heritage speakers
based on generation and degree of bilingualism.

First generation immigrants immigrate to the host country as adults. They are
typically monolingual speakers of the heritage language, and most of them learn
the majority language late in life (and imperfectly). Command of the heritage
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Table 11.1 Linguistic characteristics of heritage speakers

Generation Possible language characteristics

First generation (parents)

Second generation (children)

Third generation
(grandchildren)

Incipient L2 learner of
the majority language

Dominant in the
majority language

Monolingual in the
majority language

Monolingual in the
heritage language

Dominant in the
heritage language

Dominant in the
majority language

language is strong in this immigrant group, although there can be some attrition
after more than 10 years of intense exposure to the majority language (Köpke and
Schmid, 2003).

The children of the first generation are the second generation immigrants. This
group may include the children of first generation immigrants born in the host
country to at least one first generation parent. It also includes immigrant children
who come to the host country before the age of 5. In terms of types of bilingual
profile, this group may include: (1) simultaneous bilinguals, those exposed to the
heritage and the majority language before the age of 5; (2) sequential bilinguals
or child L2 learners, those exposed to the heritage language at home until age
4–5, and to the majority language once they start pre-school; and (3) late child L2
learners, children monolingual in the heritage language, who received some
elementary schooling in their home country and immigrated around age 7–8.

It is in the second generation when language shift in the home typically occurs,
due to the fact that children are schooled in the majority language and have a
strong desire to fit in with the new society. With language shift, there are con-
comitant changes in the bilingual balance of second generation children until
adulthood. As the majority language begins to be used more than the home
language, the heritage language may be either incompletely acquired or undergo
attrition.3 In early childhood, many of these children are either monolingual or
dominant in the heritage language. As bilingualism progresses during the element-
ary school period, the children can be balanced in the two languages (typically
at age 10–11, according to Kohnert, Bates, & Hernández, 1999) and eventually
become dominant in the majority language. When they reach adolescence,
they are already dominant in the majority language, and by the time they are
adults the majority language is both stronger and dominant in proficiency and
domains of use. Due to this rapid shift, which is very common in the United
States as a result of its covert English-only language policies, by the third genera-
tion (the grandchildren of the first generation immigrants) heritage speakers are
native speakers of the majority language. Some may have partial knowledge of
the heritage language (if a grandparent or other relative lives in the home), while
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most do not. By the fourth and subsequent generations, the language is no longer
used in the family. This pattern of declining bilingualism shows how heritage
languages do not survive intergenerational transmission in many countries even
when they are supported by continuous immigration.

The Acquisition of Heritage Languages

From an acquisition perspective, heritage speakers are bilinguals who were
exposed to the heritage language early in childhood. Thus, age of onset of bilin-
gualism and type of linguistic support throughout the lifetime are key factors in
understanding different heritage speaker profiles. Adult heritage speakers may
have failed to develop full linguistic competence as they began using the major-
ity language intensively at different ages in childhood and did not receive school-
ing in the heritage language. Heritage speakers are a case of incomplete acquisition
(Montrul, 2002; Polinsky, 1997). As a result, many of these individuals want to
acquire, reacquire, or expand their knowledge of the heritage language in a class-
room setting in early adulthood. Currently, there are two main models to instruct
such HL learners: L2 programs or HL programs. Ignoring for the moment prac-
tical issues affecting the implementation of one model over the other, important
theoretical assumptions underlie the two models, even if these assumptions are
not spelled out explicitly.

The L2 program model assumes that HL and L2 learners with little or no
previous knowledge of the language are linguistically alike, while the HL model
assumes that there are important cultural and linguistic differences between
heritage and non-heritage learners. Two questions remain unanswered: first, how
are HL learners similar to or different from L1 and L2 learners? And second,
what theoretical approach(es) can account for the type of knowledge HL learners
have or lack? These questions are crucial for understanding the linguistic needs
of these learners and identifying the best way to address their needs in the
classroom.

L1 and L2 acquisition
Early L1 acquisition happens through the aural medium and takes place in a
naturalistic setting by means of interaction with caregivers and with limited
access to correction and feedback on grammatical form. L1 acquisition is universal,
uniform, and complete. It is universal because by 3–4 years of age all normally
developing monolingual children master the basic structure of their native
language, including its phonology, morphosyntax, semantics, and some aspects
of pragmatics and sociolinguistic conventions. It is uniform because children
exposed to the same language or dialect reach the same level of linguistic devel-
opment (and competence) despite variations in input. In effect, children converge
on the grammar of other members of the speech community. It is complete because
the outcome of the acquisition process is successful, although this does not mean
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it is entirely error free. While basic acquisition of the structure and conventions
of the language is relatively rapid, children make errors along the way. In all
languages there are well-documented developmental stages in different areas of
linguistic knowledge, such that some structures and sounds are controlled earlier
than others. However, the phenomenon of fossilization (Lardiere, 2006; Long,
2003; Selinker, 1972), or arrested development, so typical of adult L2 acquisition,
does not occur.

With the linguistic foundations of the language and the essentials of native-
speaker competence in place by age 3–4, language acquisition continues beyond
this early period. Around age 4, children’s metalinguistic ability develops through
emergent literacy and continues at school, where children learn to read and
write, expand their vocabulary, and acquire more complex structures. Exposure
to rich oral and written input allows children to learn to communicate in different
registers and styles, both orally and in writing. At the end of the process,
children become educated adult native speakers capable of functioning in many
social and professional contexts.

Postpuberty L2 acquisition, on the other hand, typically occurs in a classroom
setting, with heavy emphasis on reading and writing, and grammatical explana-
tions, practice, feedback, and assessment of the developing L2 skills. Unlike L1
acquisition by children, adult L2 acquisition is not universal – not everybody
learns a second language. L2 acquisition is variable rather than uniform – not all
L2 learners attain the same level of linguistic competence in the second language.
In terms of outcome, L2 acquisition is typically incomplete – most learners never
reach the competence of a native speaker. Throughout the process of acquisition,
L2 learners make both developmental errors, like L1 learners, and transfer errors
due to influence from their L1, especially at early stages. A key difference be-
tween L1 and L2 acquisition, however, is that while child L1 learners overcome
developmental errors without need for instruction, L2 learners continue to make
many errors even after receiving instruction, practice, and correction. Although
some researchers argue that attainment of full linguistic competence in the L2 is
in principle possible, it is by no means guaranteed. Fossilization can occur at any
point in L2 development.

Due to these characteristics, it has been hypothesized that L1 and L2 acquisi-
tion utilize very different learning mechanisms, as spelled out in Bley-Vroman’s
(1989) Fundamental Difference Hypothesis (FDH). According to Bley-Vroman
(and other generative linguists), child L1 acquisition happens so rapidly and
efficiently because the process is guided largely by innate mechanisms, which are
assumed to be part of Universal Grammar (Chomsky, 1981). That is, at the outset
of language acquisition, children are guided by the inventory of principles and
constraints subsumed under Universal Grammar. To explain the apparent differ-
ences between L1 and L2 acquisition in terms of outcome, the main claim of the
FDH is that access to Universal Grammar is subject to a critical period, such that
when learning a second language, postpuberty L2 learners can only rely on their
L1 knowledge (a particular instantiation of Universal Grammar, but not the full
spectrum of linguistic options) and the principles and parameters active in their
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language. Unable to utilize domain-specific (i.e., purely linguistic) mechanisms
as L1 learners, L2 learners resort to domain-general problem-solving skills, like
analogy or pattern matching, instead.4

This particular position within generative linguistics is echoed within cognit-
ive and neurolinguistic perspectives on L2 acquisition, which do not necessarily
view language and language learning as innate, but take into account the distinc-
tion between procedural and declarative knowledge and implicit and explicit
language learning (DeKeyser, 2003; Paradis, 2004). Implicit knowledge refers
to that learned without awareness of what is being learned, and is learned
incidentally or not (depending on the researcher). Implicit knowledge is stored
in procedural memory, and when this knowledge is accessed or recalled, it is
executed automatically and quickly. By contrast, explicit knowledge is acquired
with awareness of what is being learned, and with conscious effort. Because
explicit knowledge is learned explicitly, individuals can verbalize this knowledge
on demand. It is stored in declarative or episodic memory, where our world
knowledge is stored.

Adult educated native speakers have both systems of learning available and
use them as needed. According to Paradis (2004), when young children speak or
comprehend language, they use implicit competence (or knowledge) only. This is
also true of adults who are illiterate. By contrast, incipient L2 learners use explicit
knowledge of the L2 when producing or understanding the L2, and steadily and
in tandem develop implicit competence of it. In agreement with Bley-Vroman’s
position, De Keyser (2000, 2003) also contends that adult L2 learners use a differ-
ent cognitive system to learn an L2 because maturational constraints apply
to implicit linguistic competence acquired early in childhood. The decline of
procedural memory and loss of implicit cognitive mechanisms for language
somewhere in childhood – what Bley-Vroman takes to be Universal Grammar
and domain-specific mechanisms – force late L2 learners to rely on explicit learn-
ing. Where does HL acquisition fit in this model?

Heritage language acquisition
Descriptively, HL acquisition has characteristics of both L1 and L2 acquisition. It
is incomplete L1 acquisition that takes place in a bilingual environment rather
than in a monolingual one. As such, HL acquisition shares the development path
(or lack thereof ) and characteristics of L2 grammars as well. Table 11.2 sum-
marizes the characteristics of these three types of acquisition: L1, L2, and HL. Bold
type represents the intersecting subset between L1 and L2 acquisition which
characterizes HLA.

As can be seen, HL and L1 learners are both exposed to the language in early
childhood through the aural medium, and before the emergence of literacy.
Recall that this is the period during which the essence of native-speaker com-
petence develops. HL learners may command basic structures of the language
if they received abundant input, or only a subset of those structures, if the input
was less abundant. Because HL acquisition takes place in a bilingual environment,
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Table 11.2 Characteristics of L1, L2, and HL acquisition

L1 Acquisition

Early exposure to the language

Naturalistic setting (aural input)

Abundant input

Control of features of language
acquired very early in life
(phonology, some vocabulary,
some linguistic structures)

Developmental errors

Outcome is successful and complete

Fossilization does not occur

No clear role for motivation and
affective factors to develop
linguistic competence

More complex structures and
vocabulary developed at school
after age 5, when metalinguistic
skills develop.

Bold type = HL acquisition

L2 Acquisition

Late exposure to the language

Instructed and/or naturalistic setting
(aural and written input)

Varying amount of input

Grammar may be incomplete (no
chance to develop other structures and
vocabulary)

Developmental and transfer errors

Outcome is variable proficiency. It is
typically incomplete

Fossilization is typical

Motivation and affective factors play
a role in language development

Experience with literacy and formal
instruction

as a HL learner develops command of the majority language, he or she also
makes transfer errors. The outcome of HL acquisition is also variable and often
incomplete, as in L2 acquisition, due to reduction of input and use of language in
restricted contexts. Fossilization, so typical of L2 acquisition but unheard of in L1
acquisition, is also frequent in incomplete HL acquisition. Notice that the last
row of Table 11.2 is not bold. This is because HL learners do not typically receive
schooling in their HL like monolingual children after age 4–5, unless they attend
a bilingual or dual immersion program that teaches the HL. Because they do
not experience literacy training or formal instruction in their HL, whatever
skills they possess are probably transferred from their metalinguistic and literacy
development in the majority language.

If some cases of HL acquisition are incomplete or interrupted L1 acquisition
in a bilingual environment, then one theoretical prediction is that HL learner’s
knowledge of the language (prior to instruction) has been acquired implicitly
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and through access to Universal Grammar in childhood, before the closure of the
critical period. That is, HL learners should have implicit knowledge of aspects of
phonology and morphosyntax (basic word order, Pro-drop parameter, binding
principles), which emerge very early in childhood and that are not overly depend-
ent on a heavy amount of continuous input. In turn, aspects of language that
are context-dependent, acquired after age 5, and reinforced through reading and
formal instruction at school – such as specific vocabulary, forms of address and
honorifics, complex structures like relative clauses, and semantically and prag-
matically conditioned uses of the subjunctive in Spanish and Russian, for example
– should either be missing or remain imperfectly acquired, depending on the
amount of input received. Table 11.3 lists six predictions this cognitive-linguistic
perspective makes for HL acquisition.

In summary, if HL learners are interrupted L1 learners who received some
crucial input during the critical period, instruction should be able to turn incom-
plete native speakers into complete educated native speakers, given optimal
amounts of input and time to develop the underdeveloped skills. Timing and
amount of input will vary as a function of the HL learner’s competence in the
language. In principle, it should be faster for HL learners to reach certain lin-
guistic milestones than for L2 learners. By contrast, regardless of amount of input
and experience with the target language, L2 learners are not necessarily guaran-
teed to attain native-speaker competence in the L2. Thus, the theory of language
learning just discussed predicts that HL learners have the potential to reach
nativelike competence in the HL. With this background, the next section presents
recent research findings that bear on this theory.

Research Findings

Comparing L2 and HL learners
The first prediction listed in Table 11.3 – that heritage speakers should be better
than L2 learners in basic aspects of phonology and morphosyntax – is confirmed
by a series of recent findings. Au et al. (2002) and Oh et al. (2003) compared
accent ratings and the production of stop consonants in Spanish (voiceless [p, t,
k], voiced [b, d, g]) and Korean (aspirated [p, t, k], lax [p, t, k] and tense [p, t, k])
by very low-proficiency HL and L2 learners. Both studies found that HL learners
outperformed L2 learners in both accent ratings and VOT measures. While Au et
al. also claimed there was no advantage for HL learners in morphosyntax, this
conclusion is premature. Montrul (2005) looked at the syntactic distribution of
intransitive verbs in Spanish, and Montrul et al. (2006) focused on the acquisition
of object clitic placement and word order in Spanish. Both studies showed that
low-proficiency HL learners were more accurate than proficiency-matched L2
learners in a grammaticality judgment task and an online processing task. These
advantages for HL learners over L2 learners in basic grammatical areas was also
supported by Montrul’s (2006) study of subject pronouns, agreement, and word
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Table 11.3 Some predictions of a cognitive and linguistic approach to HL
acquisition

1 HL learners should be better than L2 learners with aspects of grammar that
are acquired early in childhood (phonology; basic aspects of syntax, like word
order; basic aspects of morphosyntax, like nominal and verbal agreement),
even when their proficiency in the language is low to intermediate.

2 Transfer errors from the stronger language (L2 in HL learners and L1 in L2
learners) should occur in grammatical areas where the two languages differ
parametrically.

3 HL learners should be more accurate and faster than L2 learners in oral than
in written production and comprehension tasks.

4 HL learners should be more accurate and faster than L2 learners in written
tasks that require less metalinguistic awareness.

5 If adults are left with their explicit learning skills for learning language be-
yond childhood, explicitly learned knowledge may mask implicit linguistic
competence in L2 learners, especially if the tasks used to tap that knowledge
are metalinguistic.

6 For many researchers, it is not clear that L2 learners eventually develop implicit
competence of their L2, although this remains controversial. If L2 learners
have lost access to implicit linguistic competence, then they should not be
able to perform like native speakers, even after several years of instruction
and immersion. By contrast, if HL learners have some implicit knowledge of
the HL acquired in childhood, they should eventually catch up with the missing
explicit and metalinguistic knowledge that they did not get at school through
reading and writing instruction.

order in Spanish. Results showed that while intermediate HL learners had the
pro-drop parameter in place, the L2 learners had not yet reset the parameter to
the Spanish value, since they did not produce sentences with post-verbal subjects
like the HL learners.

Although HL learners may have an advantage over L2 learners in many gram-
matical domains, both groups make similar types of transfer errors, as prediction
2 states. Montrul (2004) documented striking similarities between L2 and HL
learners, where the two groups displayed statistically comparable patterns in
their errors with aspectual interpretations in Spanish. Similarly, Kim, Montrul,
and Yoon (in press) studied anaphor interpretations in Korean and found that,
like L2 learners, Korean HL learners tended to reject long-distance binding
interpretations of the anaphor caki, for instance, when this anaphor appeared in
structural configurations not allowed in English.

Prediction 3 states that, due to gaps in their acquisition of literacy skills in their
heritage language, HL learners should be better and faster than L2 learners in
tests of oral production (this is also due to the mode of acquisition). Matsunaga
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(2003) offers confirming evidence for this prediction. Matsunaga tested Japanese
heritage speakers’ oral and reading skills against those of L2 learners (some of
whom were Chinese and knew kanji, while others did not know any kanji, like
the Japanese heritage speakers). Results revealed that the Japanese HL learners
had significantly higher oral proficiency than the Japanese L2 learners, but their
reading proficiency was about the same. In support of prediction 4, Montrul,
Foote, & Perpiñán (2008) tested knowledge of gender agreement in nouns in
Spanish heritage speakers and L2 learners using two written tasks and an oral
task. Results showed that the L2 learners were statistically more accurate on
gender marking than the HL learners in the two written tasks, while the HL
learners were significantly better and faster than the L2 learners in the spontane-
ous oral picture-naming task.

A large part of prediction 5, that some near-natives can pass as natives on
metalinguistic tasks, has been addressed by several critical period studies over
the years. Some of these studies have documented that even when advanced L2
learners can pass for native speakers impressionistically, they turn out to be non-
native when examined in a controlled experimental situation (Coppieters, 1987;
Sorace, 1993).

Prediction 6 refers to outcome differences between L2 and HL learners. What
is needed to address this prediction are studies of very advanced heritage
speakers who are also extremely fluent in the majority language. The question is
whether advanced HL learners will behave like L2 learners or like native speakers.
The findings from Guillelmon and Grosjean’s (2001) study of English-French
early and late bilinguals may be relevant here, although it is not entirely clear
whether the early bilinguals in this study are heritage speakers (i.e., can English
be considered an immigrant language in France?). Results of a psycholinguistic
task showed that the early bilinguals performed like monolingual controls in the
processing of grammatical and ungrammatical sentences testing gender agree-
ment in French. By contrast, the late learners were insensitive to gender errors.

Finally, prediction 6 also refers to the positive effects of instruction on advanced
L2 and HL learners. There is virtually no research that directly addresses these
issues. One exception is the study of Song et al. (1997) on the effects of instruction
on child HL learners of Korean attending a Korean community school. They
tested knowledge of case markers, word order, and reflexive pronouns. The chil-
dren who were initially found not to control these aspects of Korean grammar
improved significantly on a post-test after receiving explicit instruction on these
topics. Although these results with children are encouraging, similar experiments
with young adults are sorely needed to assess the effectiveness of this type of
instruction for HL development at the postsecondary level.

Differences among HL learners
Empirical evidence showing differences and similarities between HL and L2
learners is important for understanding whether these two groups need similar
or different types of language instruction. However, the pedagogical challenges
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for HL educators do not stop there. The other reality is that it is also difficult, if
not impossible, to generalize about the HL learner population, since there are
considerable individual differences in linguistic skills in the target HL. As dis-
cussed above, most of the variation occurs in second generation speakers, but is
not restricted to those immigrants (see Carreira, 2004, for some other complex
profiles). Those with only one parent who is a full speaker of the HL will prob-
ably speak less fluently than those with both parents who speak the HL. If only
the mother speaks the HL, the child is more likely to be proficient in the HL than
if only the father speaks the HL. Furthermore, age of onset of bilingualism is a
crucial factor in determining proficiency. Montrul’s (2002) study of tense-aspect
distinctions in Spanish included three groups of heritage speakers: simultaneous
bilinguals, sequential bilinguals or child L2 learners of English, and late child L2
learners. Results showed that those bilinguals who received the most exposure
at home during childhood before they started learning English after age 5 (the
child L2 learners or sequential bilinguals) had more knowledge of Spanish tense-
aspect than the simultaneous bilinguals who were exposed to English from birth.
The late child L2 learners, who received some schooling in the HL in their coun-
tries of origin before moving to the United States, were the closest to the adult
native-speaker control group.

Further research including HL learners with different linguistic profiles is
Kondo-Brown (2005), a study of Japanese HL learners in Hawai’i. Kondo-Brown
looked at the degree of connection to the heritage language (from a merely ethnic
connection to having actually been exposed to the language). Kondo-Brown used
a locally developed proficiency test and self-assessment measures to investigate
differences in listening, speaking, reading, and writing in L2 learners with no
previous exposure to Japanese and in HL learners. HL learners were defined in a
very broad sense and included individuals with some ethnic connection to Japan
(some relative or grandparent), but no active knowledge of the language, as
well as HL learners born to Japanese-speaking parents, who were exposed to
and used Japanese at home from an early age. Results of tests showed that HL
learners with no previous knowledge of Japanese patterned with the L2 learners,
whereas HL learners who were bilingual to some degree were significantly dif-
ferent and superior on all measures. This study clearly shows that exposure to
the language early in childhood brings advantages to heritage speakers (consist-
ent with prediction 1 in Table 11.3), and that HL learners with just an ethnic
connection to the language are like L2 learners.

Also focusing on Japanese learners, Kanno et al. (2008) examined how the
linguistic profiles of 15 ACTFL-defined advanced HL and L2 learners correlated
with several measures of linguistic proficiency. (See Lee et al., 2008 for a replica-
tion of this study with Korean heritage and L2 learners.) All learners completed
a guided oral narrative, a written test, and a free conversation. L2 learners were
divided into two groups based on learning environment (naturalistic or instructed),
while the HL learners were divided into three different bilingual subgroups based
on degree of experience and exposure to Japanese beyond the home (those who
attended Saturday school, those who received exposure in other contexts, and
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those whose exposure was limited to the home environment). Results indicated
that the oral test provided a good measure of the students’ advanced proficiency,
but the written test allowed the researchers to identify structural areas that are
already controlled by this level of learner, together with systematic gaps in their
linguistic knowledge. Overall, the HL learners who were exposed to Japanese
from birth and attended Japanese Saturday school outperformed all other L2 and
HL learner groups in grammar and vocabulary. In conclusion, research so far
supports both important similarities and fundamental differences between HL
and L2 learners. Let us now examine the two most current teaching models in
light of these findings.

(Re)Learning the Heritage Language in a
Formal Setting

Why do heritage speakers come to the classroom to learn the heritage language
in a formal setting? At the postsecondary level, two main reasons why heritage
speakers turn to language classes are to fulfill linguistic and identity needs (in
addition to, perhaps, a foreign language requirement). Languages that are well
represented in the community also offer career incentives. Despite these general
goals, particular challenges arise in the teaching of heritage languages, challenges
that have to do with the number of HL and L2 learners interested in learning the
target language (i.e., enrollments), the size of the heritage speaker population in
the community, and whether or not the target language has a dual status as a
foreign, a second, or a heritage language. Two common models currently in place
for teaching HL learners are to place both HL and L2 learners in foreign language
classes, or to develop dual tracks for L2 learners and heritage speakers if the
enrollments and institutional resources warrant it. For example, in areas where
Chinese and Japanese have a significant number of community members, they
may be taught as dual tracks. French, German, and Italian are typically taught as
foreign languages, and where the heritage speaking community is small, HL
learners are placed in the same classes. Russian, which has been undergoing
declining enrollments as a foreign language, today mostly serves HL learners,
especially in urban areas with a high concentration of Russian speakers. South
Asian languages and Arabic classes may also combine heritage and non-heritage
learners. An additional challenge that arises with these two less commonly taught
languages is that many HL learners may be speakers of a different dialect or a
cognate language, such as Gujurati speakers learning Hindi.

The FL/L2 model
Typical foreign language classes in North America serve college students whose
primary (and very often only) language is English and who may or may not have
received some instruction in the target language in high school. Some of the
goals of a foreign language program at the postsecondary level are to introduce
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students to the language and culture, to help them develop an intermediate
to high-intermediate level of communicative competence in the language, to
promote critical thinking about their own culture and the culture of the language
they are learning, and to develop skills to allow them to continue advanced
study in the language, literature, or culture. Some L2 programs also offer language
for specific purposes (business, health professions, law, etc.) to promote use of
the target language in professional contexts. Informed by research on the nature
of language acquisition and the effectiveness of formal instruction, many foreign
language programs today adopt a communicative, content-based, and task-based
methodology, where students work on listening, speaking, reading, and writing
by means of individual, pair, and small-group activities whose main focus is
negotiating meaning. Students are introduced to the culture of the language
as outsiders, and while the topics covered in class are appropriate for college
students, the vocabulary and structures presented are very elementary at first,
increasing in level of difficulty in a two- to four-year period. Although the teach-
ing and practice of grammar does not take center stage, it is not completely
ignored either, since the linguistic objectives of the course must be met as well.

Until now, HL learners have individually enrolled or have been formally placed
in the available FL classes, especially when the number of HL learners is very
small, or the institution does not offer another option. But how suitable are FL
programs for HL learners? This question only becomes significant if student
demand is high and if the educational institution has the means to make changes
accordingly. Assuming the number of HL learners is substantial, the answer
depends on the particular linguistic profile of the HL learners and their level of
proficiency in the language. Unlike L2 learners, who typically have similar pro-
ficiency in the four skills, HL learners tend to have uneven proficiency in different
areas: oral vs. written skills, vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, and some aspects
of grammar. Those speakers who have some command of the language are
usually bored in classes that start teaching the language from zero. Furthermore,
mixing the two types of students raises other affective issues, and this has been
investigated by Potowski (2002). L2 learners who have poor oral skills feel intimi-
dated by the advanced oral and pronunciation skills of HL learners. Similarly,
HL learners, who may feel that they have a good command of the language, are
surprised when they do poorly on written tests requiring them to know the
labels for grammatical structures that they can use without reflection. Therefore,
HL learners who have a certain command of the language might not be well
served by the same approach and curriculum designed for L2 learners. Further-
more, there is the issue of available materials and resources. Textbooks for FL/L2
learners may be cognitively and age-appropriate for HL learners in terms of
content, but are not linguistically challenging when they focus on basic pronun-
ciation, grammar, and vocabulary.

This does not mean that a FL/L2 curriculum is always unsuitable. HL learners
with no command, or close to minimal command, of the language might be better
served by an FL program, since, as Kondo-Brown (2005) showed, HL learners
who are not speakers of the language pattern with L2 learners on a number of
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proficiency measures. Because these particular HL learners will not have any
linguistic advantage or disadvantage as compared to L2 learners, the affective issues
that arise in mixed classrooms due to disparate proficiency levels may not be
relevant in this case. The underlying theoretical assumption behind this practice
is that L2 and HL learners are very similar in the types of linguistic knowledge
they lack and, being adults, in the way they learn the target language. Therefore,
they can benefit from the same instructional approach. Nevertheless, while this
model may fulfill the linguistic proficiency goals of students with minimal previ-
ous knowledge of the language, it may do little to fulfill the identity goal.

Dual tracks for L2 learners and HL learners
HL practitioners who recognize that HL learners are very different from typical
L2 learners advocate different classes and curricula for the two types of learners
(Carreira, 2004; Kagan & Dillon, 2003; Potowski, 2005; Potowski & Carreira, 2004;
Valdés, 1997, 2001), and a considerable number of postsecondary institutions
offer separate classes, or dual tracks, for L2 and HL learners.5 This tendency is
growing. Specialized classes for heritage speakers are typically offered at the
elementary and intermediate levels of instruction for languages like Spanish,
Chinese, and Japanese. An underlying assumption of this model is that bilingual
HL learners are different from L2 learners and more similar to L1 learners (due to
their linguistic and cultural past). As such, they are able to learn the target HL at
a faster pace than L2 learners, even if their initial proficiency in the language is
quite low. This assumption has not yet been empirically verified, however.

There appears to be agreement that the communicative and content-based
approach currently in vogue for L2 programs is also ideal for HL classes (Krashen,
2000; Lynch, 2003). A key difference between FL and HL classes is the cultural
content, with HL classes focusing on the cultural issues, interests, and social prob-
lems affecting the HL community (poverty, discrimination, immigration, separa-
tion, diaspora, social, political and educational consequences of bilingualism,
clash of cultures, etc.). Moreover, the communicative activities implemented in the
classroom (through literature, music, videos) aim to reaffirm the learners’ cultural
identity. As for fulfilling the linguistic content, Potowski (2005) argues that spe-
cialized classes for HL learners should more closely follow the language arts
curriculum taught to monolingual elementary school children. That is, strong
emphasis should be placed on vocabulary expansion and enrichment, reading,
writing, and spelling, in addition to basic grammatical concepts. Furthermore, the
sociolinguistic dimension of language, including a discussion of regional dialects
and registers and the linguistic diversity in the target language-speaking world,
is crucial for promoting linguistic awareness in both HL teachers and learners.

While this model offers specialized instruction for HL learners and seeks to
meet both identity and linguistic needs, it faces practical challenges, especially
with regard to instructional materials. Language arts textbooks designed for
elementary school children learning their first language may be appropriate from
the point of view of linguistic coverage, but are unsuitable because the content
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is not age-appropriate or challenging for college level students. Although some
textbooks already exist for Spanish as a heritage language, little is available for
other heritage languages.

Another problem is that the dual track program is currently implemented only
at the basic level of language instruction (elementary and intermediate). In many
language departments that offer a major in the language, HL learners who elect
to continue advanced study are once again placed in the same classes as L2
learner majors. As the research discussed above showed, advanced HL learners
have gaps in their linguistic knowledge, especially when it comes to knowledge
of registers and dialectal variation. HL learners who possess advanced profi-
ciency in informal, non-standard language varieties (what they acquired at home)
exhibit low proficiency in formal, standard, and academic language varieties in
oral and written discourse (Valdés & Geoffrion-Vinci, 1998). This is especially
manifested in languages that use a complex system of honorifics and forms of
address ( Japanese, Korean, the formal and informal second-person difference in
Spanish). HL learners of these languages either do not know these forms or use
them randomly. Thus, ideally, more linguistic support for HL learners at the
advanced level should be provided.

A third possibility discussed by Carreira (2004), and which heritage languages
with fewer L2 and HL learners than others may already be implementing, is to
create a hybrid model. This hybrid model takes a HL approach for all courses
that enroll HL learners, without making the distinction between L2 and HL
classes. All language classes ranging from beginner to advanced would incorpor-
ate cultural topics of interest to the two groups of learners, together with more
specialized instruction on problem areas for the two groups (e.g., pronunciation
for L2 learners and spelling for HL learners). This solution might be pedagogically
and administratively ideal for serving the two types of learners, but it would also
necessitate reconceptualizing teaching materials and resources.

Placement and proficiency tests
Once a program offers distinct courses and curricula for students with different
linguistic and cultural profiles, questions arise over the specific criteria that should
be used to place students in those classes. It is common for L2 learners to take a
locally developed placement test (Kondo-Brown, 2005), or an ACTFL interview,
specifically designed to place L2 learners. Unfortunately, placement procedures
for identifying different levels of heritage speaker ability are anything but straight-
forward. In extending the ACTFL proficiency guidelines to heritage students,
Valdés (1997) was able to identify 14 possible proficiency outcomes, clearly show-
ing that heritage speakers do not fit neatly in the guidelines developed for L2
learners. The least proficient HL learners (in a written task) have the intermediate
or high intermediate skills of a foreign language learner. And while virtually all
HL learners pass the criteria of comprehensibility (their phonology is typically
very good), they may lack proficiency in vocabulary and in a range of grammatical
areas that go undetected by this measure. Kagan and Dillon (2003) advocate
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using the linguistic assessment offered by the Foreign Language Standards,
instead, which takes into account different communicative modes (or registers):
interpersonal, interpretive, and presentational. HL learners may demonstrate com-
mand of the interpersonal mode, but lack experience with the interpretive and
presentational domains, since they have not had experience using the language
in an academic setting.

Finally, HL practitioners and researchers have found it useful to develop
extensive language background questionnaires to understand the linguistic past
of heritage speakers and their family circumstances. This information also becomes
important for assessing the degree of linguistic ability in the HL acquired in the
home. Combined with a proficiency test, this information helps identify both
linguistic gaps and professional goals of HL learners, and helps HL practitioners
decide on the best placement for each learner.

Conclusion

I have discussed two main models for the teaching of heritage languages, and the
underlying theoretical assumptions behind them. Due to the infancy of the field
of heritage language acquisition and teaching, there is ample room for other
teaching models. While the current models are consistent with what research
findings have so far uncovered about the nature of heritage language compet-
ence and its potential for acquisition and development, more theoretically
informed psycholinguistic studies as well as classroom-oriented research on HL
learners are needed to test their true pedagogical effectiveness and to learn more
about the HL (re)acquisition process in general.

NOTES

I thank Melissa Bowles, Mike Long, Diane Musumeci, Kim Potowski, Marc Thompson,
and Gabriela Zapata for invaluable feedback. All remaining errors are my own.
1 For the purposes of this chapter, a HL learner is a heritage speaker relearning the HL

in a language class.
2 The term is also used to refer to indigenous languages in the US, even though abori-

ginals and immigrants vary significantly in their historical, social, linguistic, and
demographic characteristics (Fishman, 2001; Wiley, 2001). In this chapter, I will only
focus on the acquisition and learning of immigrant languages. For issues related to
learning and revitalization of indigenous languages, see Hornberger (2005).

3 Attrition is the process by which aspects of language that were fully acquired at an
earlier age are now eroded and eventually lost.

4 Other researchers consider that L2 learners have full access to Universal Grammar, like
L1 learners, and deny the implication of maturational constraints (see White, 2003). An
elaboration of this position is not relevant for this chapter.

5 This is almost 20 percent of all US universities for Spanish (Ingold et al., 2002).
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13 Study Abroad Research:
Findings, Implications,
and Future Directions

JOSEPH COLLENTINE

One of the most important variables that affects the nature and the extent to
which learners acquire a second language (L2) is the context of learning, that is,
whether the learning takes place within the society in which the L2 is productive
or where the first language (L1) is productive. Second language acquisition (SLA)
research takes place in three primary contexts, which differ in sociological and
functional terms. The foreign-language (FL) classroom exists in the domestic setting
of the L1, and learners tend to use the L2 within the classroom and as it relates to
academic purposes. The intensive domestic immersion setting is different from the
FL context in that students dedicate the majority (if not all) of their academic
term to studying the L2, and this context often entails an increase in the
functional purposes of the L2 when learners sign a “contract” not to use the L1.
The study abroad (SA) context takes place in countries where the L2 enjoys an
important sociological and functional status, entailing a combination of planned
curriculum and a host family. This chapter provides an overview of the state of
the art of SA research. This review uncovers a pattern not clearly articulated to
date: specifically, the most salient domains of interest (e.g., cognitive, pragmatic,
sociolinguistic factors) that arise out of the SA literature are quite different from
the salient domains in other contexts of learning. Informed by this literature,
I conclude with recommendations as to the ideal design of SA programs in a
modern FL curriculum.

It is extremely challenging for researchers to isolate the effects of the learning
context on acquisition because one must be aware that, within any of these
situations, learners acquire the L2 in two sub-contexts: communicative contexts as
well as learning contexts (Batstone, 2002). Communicative contexts require that
the learner use the L2 to exchange information and engage in essential social
and interpersonal functions. Learning contexts manage input and output so that
learners will attend to form and take intentional steps toward improving their
linguistic expertise. The influence of these covariates complicates the assessment
of a learning context since the FL classroom heavily favors learning contexts,
intensive domestic immersion settings attempt to provide both communicative
and learning contexts, and SA presumably provides more opportunities for
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processing and using the L2 in communicative contexts. SA learners must deter-
mine the relationship between the L1, the L2, and their identities as social
individuals and language learners. For researchers, the complication then becomes
which theoretical frameworks can capture the cognitive and social developments
through which learners pass in the SA setting. As Collentine and Freed (2004)
note, research in a SA context provides an important contextualization for under-
standing the interaction between cognitive, sociolinguistic, and socio-cultural
factors in the construction of a comprehensive theory of SLA. This chapter
attempts to delineate the contribution of SA research to SLA theory by exploring
its (brief) history as a sub-discipline. The chapter also details the types of
populations that researchers have studied, the efficacy of this learning context,
how researchers operationalize “efficacy” (and the effects on the interpretation of
results), the roles of input and interaction, the cognitive changes (e.g., phonolog-
ical memory) that occur abroad, important issues identified in the research relating
to learner identity, and the role of pedagogy in SA contexts on acquisition.

A Brief History of Study Abroad Research

SA research can be seen as having two periods. The first attempted to under-
stand the overall efficacy of SA programs. These studies concentrated on
measuring the gains learners make abroad largely from broad measurement
instruments. This period extends from the 1960s to Barbara Freed’s publication of
her seminal volume Second language acquisition in a study abroad context in 1995
(Freed, 1995b). Freed succeeds in framing SA research within the SLA theory-
building enterprise, challenging researchers to view SA research as a means of
studying the effects of “learning context” on acquisition.

The first period examined gains (or simply post-treatment abilities) with
instruments that sought to assess learners’ overall L2 abilities.1 Carroll’s (1967)
widely-cited study looked at the language skills of 2,782 college seniors on tests
that measured linguistic skills in the L2 (i.e., their metalinguistic knowledge),
finding that even a short duration abroad (touring or summer) predicted higher
levels of proficiency. Willis et al. (1977) summarized a series of studies on British
students, concluding that these studies lacked an overall systematic assessment
of learners gains. Willis et al.’s (1977) own study on British students in France
and Germany showed general support for residency abroad. The strongest gains
were in listening and speaking and less in reading abilities. Dyson (1988) con-
ducted another macro study on 229 British students in France, Germany, and
Spain, showing that the learning context improved listening and speaking
skills. Opper, Teichler, and Carlson (1990) conducted a large-scale study on the
efficacy of SA on students in more than 80 programs in Britain, France, Germany,
and Sweden. The study is limited in its validity because it relies on self-reported
assessments of general language skills (listening, reading, speaking, and writing)
whereby the learners generally reported important gains. It provided nonetheless
an important clue to a key factor that has been identified in the SA research: SA
appeared to be particularly powerful for learners with lower levels of proficiency.
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Perhaps the key observation to be gleaned from this study is the notion that there
are threshold levels of development at which SA will be optimally beneficial
(discussed further below). Another key study of this period that laid the founda-
tion for current SA research was Möhle and Raupach (1983), who found SA not
to have an important effect on improving morphosyntactic abilities but to have a
positive effect on fluency, a factor in SLA research that has become an important
focus of late since it helps us to understand the interaction between online pro-
cessing mechanisms and linguistic competence such as working and phonolo-
gical memory (see Segalowitz, 2003). The final noteworthy studies of this period
are Brecht and Davidson (1991) and Brecht, Davidson, and Ginsburg (1995),
who examined 668 American learners’ acquisition of Russian in a SA context.
The data reinforced a growing hunch that individual differences (e.g., reading
aptitude) are exceptionally evident in this learning context and that preprogram
explicit grammar instruction predicts gains abroad.

Freed (1995a) is the first effort to synthesize SA research. She identifies a number
of issues that researchers in her volume and others have addressed since its
publication. She notes a growing suspicion that the linguistic benefits of the SA
context were not the same as those of the traditional classroom (Regan, 1995),
and there were surprisingly few empirical studies that actually compared these
two learning contexts. She also recognizes the hypothesis that there might be a
proficiency threshold at which learners most benefit from SA (Brecht & Davidson,
1991; Brecht, Davidson, & Ginsburg, 1995; Regan, 1995). Additionally, there was
almost no research that examined SA gains within current theoretical frame-
works that dealt with how new linguistic information becomes internalized in
the learner’s competence (e.g., interactionist, input-oriented, and socio-cultural
models). Freed (1995b) presents studies addressing two issues in her volume,
providing important SA–AH (at home) studies comparing orders of acquisition
abroad to orders documented in FL contexts (Guntermann, 1995; Lafford, 1995).
Freed (1995a) also provides studies on the acquisition of pragmatic competence
within a sociolinguistic framework (Regan, 1995; Siegal, 1995).

Since Freed (1995b), noteworthy collections of SA experiments have been
published. And, while these collections have concentrated on Americans going
abroad (Collentine & Freed, 2004; DuFon & Churchill, 2006; Gore, 2005; Pellegrino-
Aveni, 2005), Murphy-Lejeune (2002) examines SA in the European context. What
follows delineates the key topics that SA research is currently addressing. The
research addresses a variety of issues that relate to the internal cognitive mech-
anisms affecting acquisition and the external sociolinguistic mechanisms, as well
as the socio-cultural issues of SLA in a SA context of learning.

Populations of Study and the Threshold Hypothesis

Kinginger (2007), as well as Coleman (1997), characterizes the existing body of
SA research as falling into two categories, with each focusing on different
populations and distinct levels of development. Research on American,
university-level learners tends to examine acquisition at the beginning stages of
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development, with study participants sampled from first- and second-year
language programs. While there is a good amount of research on learners at
the beginning levels of development, Lafford and Collentine (2006) report that
SA research on American students of Spanish has sampled participants whose
preprogram proficiency ranged from the novice to the advanced high levels. It is
true that there exists little information about American learners’ success in
advanced-level, direct-enrollment programs (i.e., where students sit in classes
with otherwise proficient/native speakers of the L2). American, university-level
L2 programs – and so SA curricula – concentrate on fostering acquisition at the
financially lucrative early stages of acquisition (where FL enrollments in general
are highest). Kinginger (2007) asserts that SA research such as Murphy-Lejeune
(2002) has focused on European learners at more advanced levels, stemming
from the European Commission’s inter-university programs, such as the ERASMUS
program, which allows students to complete part of their university studies in
another EU country and university (41 percent of such students study language
or philology; http://www.erasmus.ac.uk/statistics/contents_04_05.htm).

There is a growing interest in SA SLA issues along the Pacific Rim, and these
learners – Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and Taiwanese university-level adults
slightly beyond the initial stages of development – tend to target English as their
L2, either in North America or the South Pacific (Churchill, 2006; Tanaka & Ellis,
2003). If current estimates that 80 percent of foreign students in the world are
from Asian countries are correct (Altbach & Bassett, 2004), these populations will
become an increasingly important source of data.

There are important pockets of SA contexts and learner profiles that have yet
to be studied. Students are attending so-called language camps with increasing
frequency. Korean.net, for instance, reports that nearly 40,000 Korean students
enrolled in domestic EFL immersion programs in 2005.2 The New York Times
recently reported that nearly 75 percent of American summer camps have foreign
nationals attending their activities, and many camps provide some EFL instruc-
tion (Bick, 2007). To this researcher’s knowledge, there is no existing literature
either documenting these experiences or providing data on their value, although
the usual unsubstantiated and anecdotal claims of efficacy are not hard to uncover.

Learners of all levels of development (who are largely self-selecting) have been
studied in the SA literature. However, Lafford and Collentine (2006) discuss the
growing consensus amongst researchers that there is a threshold which learners
must reach to benefit fully from the SA context of learning. And, while the
general notion of a threshold level is important for program designers to keep in
mind, from a linguistic competence perspective it is probably too broad in scope.
There are most likely specific domains that require a particular developmental
threshold for overall gains to occur. Golonka (2006) – refining the Brecht, Davidson,
and Ginsberg (1995) analysis – presents evidence suggesting that preprogram
linguistic (grammar, vocabulary, accuracy) and metalinguistic (self-corrected
errors and sentence repair) levels predicted which SA learners of Russian would
attain the Advanced level on the ACTFL proficiency scale. Segalowitz and Freed
(2004) found that, amongst Spanish L2 learners, an initial threshold level of basic
word recognition and lexical access processing abilities may be necessary for oral
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proficiency and fluency to develop abroad significantly. Lafford (2004) surmises
that advanced learners bring more formulaic expressions to SA communicative
contexts and can therefore spend more attention resources on form, whereas
novices must attend primarily to meaning. Finally, Segalowitz and Freed (2004)
report that the most important gains that SA learners of Spanish make abroad are
in the domain of fluency (as measured by temporal/hesitation phenomena), and
O’Brien et al. (2007) report that these fluency gains abroad are a function of
students’ potential for phonological memory storage, which varies from adult to
adult. While this last factor is not controllable from a preprogram perspective, it
argues that a student’s cognitive and linguistic abilities will mediate develop-
mental gains in the program.

The Issue of Study Abroad Efficacy

Many researchers and educators have surmised that the SA context is the sine qua
non for achieving global L2 competence (Rivers, 1998). Freed (1995a) acknow-
ledged that, while some empirical studies conducted up until 1995 provided
evidence that SA facilitates acquisition (e.g., DeKeyser, 1991; Teichler & Steube,
1991), a sizable amount of evidence challenged researchers to consider whether
the study abroad context might impede acquisition at the beginning stages (e.g.,
Freed, 1990; Spada, 1985, 1986), which, again, points to a threshold effect. Cohen
and Shively (2007) summarize the research to date, asserting: “An intriguing
finding in the study abroad research literature that prompted the current study
was that study-abroad students do not necessarily achieve greater language gains
than their peers who stay home and study the target language” (p. 189). Clearly,
overall efficacy is difficult to assess in the absence of data stemming from large-
scale studies such as those reported by Brecht and Davidson (1991) and Segalowitz
et al. (2005). Yet, SA studies tend to be longitudinal in nature, as opposed to much
SLA research that examines short-term effects. These studies support Carroll’s
(1967) initial assertion about the advantages of SA, but they require a great deal
of qualification: whereas SA affects gains in certain language-specific domains, it
does not affect development in all aspects of a learner’s competence. Interest-
ingly, linguistic aspects that do indeed seem to benefit from SA, such as fluency
and discursive abilities, are often not those in which AH FL program directors
hope to see improvements, such as those grammatical aspects around which the
AH, focus-on-forms syllabus is designed. The following two sections summarize
what we know to date about the important cognitive and linguistic aspects of L2
development with which SA interacts.

Important Cognitive Constructs in the Study
Abroad Literature

One consistent theme in the SA literature is individual differences and individual
variation (variation is addressed in the next section). An area of SLA research
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that is making important contributions to our understanding of individual dif-
ferences – or, between-subject variation – examines the interaction of short-term
memory stores (e.g., working memory, phonological memory), speed of informa-
tion access, attention control, and acquisition (see DeKeyser, 2001).

Segalowitz and Freed (2004) are interested in the cognitive processing abilities
that underlie “expert abilities.” They present data indicating that cognitive abilities
interact with development abroad in complex ways. They found lexical access to
be related to overall proficiency gains amongst SA learners of Spanish, such that
learners who access lexical items faster show greater gains. They also present
data suggesting that learners exhibiting greater attention control at the com-
pletion of their SA program spoke less fluently. Segalowitz and Freed (2004)
speculate that the increased attention control in the SA context may reflect
increased monitoring of output. O’Brien oversees two studies examining the
interaction of phonological memory and SA gains in learners of Spanish, both
of which indicate that phonological memory assists not only children (in voc-
abulary gains) but also adults in an L2 context. O’Brien et al. (2006) showed
that phonological memory abilities have a positive effect on one’s abilities to
produce multi-propositional utterances at the early stages of Spanish learners’
development (i.e., narrative abilities) in addition to a positive effect on the acqui-
sition of particular grammatical functors at later stages. O’Brien et al. (2007) add
to our understanding of the cognitive mechanisms underlying the general fluency
gains associated with SA experiences, showing that phonological memory also
predicts fluency gains. Finally, Tokowicz, Michael, and Kroll (2004) examine
working memory capacity and single-word translation errors, presenting data
that suggest that SA learners engage in more approximate than precise transla-
tions but that this tendency is limited to those with higher working memory
capacities.

This literature suggests that learners’ predisposed cognitive abilities determine
how much one can produce (and how fast) as a result of SA, and may impact
the ways that learners approach attention-demanding processes (such as transla-
tions and story-telling). It also indicates that researchers ought to consider
carefully how they interpret observable behaviors, such as fluency. The Segalowitz
and Freed (2004) study provides some evidence that where there is a lack of
fluency, there may be more monitoring occurring (due to greater attention
control), which is not an unreasonable conclusion, since Golonka (2006) shows
a strong relationship between metalinguistic abilities and overall proficiency
gains.

Important Linguistic Constructs in the
Study Abroad Literature

As mentioned above, there has been a growing concern about the overall lack of
efficacy of SA on acquisition (cf. Cohen & Shively, 2007). In the following
I show that, while it is not accurate to claim a superiority for SA on fostering
acquisition, it is likewise erroneous to conclude that important, positive changes
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(toward native-speaker norms) do not occur as a result of the SA context of
learning. The developmental growth one finds in this learning context appears
not to be what one finds in the AH setting (although the field admittedly has a
dearth of comparative AH–SA studies) nor what learners and their AH teachers
expect (e.g., dramatically improved grammatical and phonological accuracy).
The linguistic-specific growth that occurs is in the domain of global discursive
abilities, the expansion of knowledge of verb paradigms, and in the domain of
pragmatics. A review of this research reveals much about the communicative
needs and demands placed on learners in the SA context.

One of the consistent conclusions that researchers have drawn from the SA
literature has been that the development of grammatical abilities does not seem
to outpace that of the AH context. DeKeyser (1990, 1991) found that residence
abroad had little impact on the development of overall grammatical abilities
and that SA learners were equal to or inferior to their AH counterparts in their
use of grammar. Collentine (2004) gauged SA learners’ acquisition of a variety
of morphosyntactic features, showing that they do not make as much progress
as AH learners on precisely those grammatical aspects that many FL teachers
emphasize, namely, verbs and subordinate conjunctions.

These studies, in sum, indicate that the appreciable development of morpho-
syntax and general grammatical abilities is not to be expected, at least within the
timeframe of a semester to a year abroad. Indeed, two of these studies (Collentine,
2004; DeKeyser, 1990) suggest that the AH experience affords certain advantages
as regards overall grammatical development for intermediate learners. A notable
exception is Isabelli and Nishida (2005), who reveal that SA has an advantage
with respect to subjunctive development when learners are at more advanced
stages, thus supporting the threshold hypothesis.

A further complication to this scenario arises out a comparison of Golonka
(2006), who found preprogram metalinguistic knowledge to predict proficiency
gains, and Izumi and Iwasaki (2004). The latter examined the effects of amount
of SA experience on a grammaticality judgment test by Japanese-speaking
English FL learners, where the participants were asked to give reasons for
their evaluations. The purely classroom EFL learners used intuitive, analyzed,
and metalinguistic knowledge more or less equally, while the learners who expe-
rienced living abroad for several years used intuitive knowledge and very little
metalinguistic knowledge. It may be that preprogram metalinguistic knowledge
is an important prerequisite, but that not all learners depend on that knowledge
in communicative situations to process grammar. It may also be that, as the
Segalowitz and Freed (2004) data suggest, some processes become more auto-
matized abroad, so that metalinguistic awareness is converted into implicit
grammatical knowledge. Clearly, more research is needed in this area.

Research is starting to suggest that the organizing principles around which SA
learners develop their grammatical abilities stem from the discursive demands
they face in communicative contexts. This ought not to be surprising, given what
we have known for a while about uninstructed SLA. The Second Language
Acquisition by Adult Immigrants study was conducted from 1981 to 1988 in five
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European countries by the Max Planck Institut für Psycholinguistik, mostly on
L2 learners of German (Perdue & Klein, 1992), showing that L2 grammaticaliza-
tion arises out of functional pressures to achieve discursive coherence. Collentine
(2004) used corpus-based techniques (see Biber, 1988) to compare the develop-
ment of narrative abilities, as well as growth in the semantic density, of AH
and SA learners of Spanish, revealing that the SA context afforded a significant
advantage. Similarly, Cheng and Mojica-Díaz (2006) compared SA learners
of Spanish on their subjunctive abilities (using a native-speaker baseline),
finding no significant improvement after a two-month period, although they
report some learners started producing more tightly structured argumentation
over time.

Fine-grained analyses of SA learners’ grammatical performance over time sug-
gest another plausible explanation for why researchers in the past have not found
an appreciable quantifiable advantage for SA context in grammatical develop-
ment: the SA context fosters grammatical variation. Regan (1995) examined SA
learners of French and their use of the ne negation particle, showing that AH
learners tended to adopt a single, standardized construct for negation whereas
their SA counterparts varied between the inclusion and omission of the ne
particle as a function of sociolinguistic factors. Howard (2002, 2006), who has
examined SA Irish learners of French, has presented convincing evidence that SA
learners spend much time varying within and accommodating the individual
elements of a paradigm (e.g., present-tense French inflections). His data also
suggest that L2 phonological development interacts with the increased inflec-
tional variability (or perhaps inflectional confusion) in the SA context, which is
not surprising given that inflectional morphology tends to comprise short phon-
emic segments (and suffers neutralization in modern French; cf., Howard, Lemée,
& Regan, 2006).

Some researchers suspect that one of the reasons for a weak SA grammar effect
is that learners have much less access to the L2 than one might suspect, especially
as it relates to its pragmatic features. Native speakers find it difficult to abandon
certain mentor–apprentice modes of interaction with learners (Pellegrino-Aveni,
2005; Wilkinson, 2002). Barron (2003), examining Irish SA learners of German,
argues that learners form social networks with other speakers of their L1, limit-
ing their access to native speakers. Others suggest that learners are not adequately
aware of the rules of pragmatics within the target culture (Wilkinson, 2002).
Cohen and Shively (2007) present data from a controlled experiment suggesting
that preprogram efforts to raise French and Spanish learners’ awareness of speech
acts had only a marginal effect on their ability to mitigate the intensity of requests
and no significant effect on their ability to recognize the appropriateness of other
acts, such as apologies.

Some recent research on SA pragmatics reinforces O’Brien et al.’s (2006) posi-
tion that SA has differential effects on learners depending on their preprogram
level of development.3 Shardakova (2005) reports that SA learners of Russian
with low preprogram proficiency adopt culturally appropriate apologies, while
more advanced candidates develop their own strategies, which are not consistent
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with cultural prescriptions, reflecting the extent to which linguistic behaviors in a
SA environment can be a function of identity as much as input and types of
interaction (see below for more on the notion of identity). This pattern of tension
between pragmatic appropriateness and rejection of target cultural (linguistic)
practices in terms of routines and speech acts is a recurring theme in the SA
literature (DuFon & Churchill, 2006). This may account for the general consensus
amongst researchers of SA pragmatics that, while SA learners outpace their AH
counterparts in pragmatic development, they may spend years attaining native-
speaker behaviors, if they so choose. All told, pragmatic competence seems to
develop quite slowly in the SA context (Hoffman-Hicks, 1999; Rodríguez, 2001).
Protracted pragmatic development is not surprising since learning new scripts/
discourse grammar (i.e., in the case of speech acts) and illocutive meanings along-
side locutive ones (i.e., double meanings for certain phrases and constructs, such
interrogatives that represent imperatives) represents a considerable task.

This review indicates that grammatical and pragmatic development abroad
becomes complicated by the sociocognitive and socio-cultural pressures that learn-
ers face in the SA context, a situation that sends many more messages to learners
than does the AH context as to the complete repertoire of skills and behaviors
one needs to be communicatively functional. Communicative demands at the
discursive, as opposed to the sentential, level may well force the learner to make
adjustments to his or her preprogram, personal or internal syllabus (Lafford,
2004). If linguistic variation is more prevalent in the SA context than the AH
context, SA learners may need to incorporate non-standard forms into their
development competence. This greater variability in the SA input may force the
SA learner to accommodate the L2 forms with which AH learners may only need
to (re)familiarize themselves at test time. Finally, pragmatic development seems
to be slow in the SA context, yet important gains are made in the SA context.
However, issues of (self-) identify may well interact with the extent to which
pragmatic norms become adopted by the learner.

The (Assumed) Roles of Input and Interaction

One of the most undisputed assumptions about the SA context is that learners
receive vast amounts of input and have numerous opportunities for commun-
icative interaction. There is a tendency in the field to attribute gains that learners
make to the enormous amount of available input. However, there has been no
attempt independently to document in a fully quantified manner the types of
input and interaction that learners have abroad. The assumptions that exist in the
literature may be too strong. Pellegrino-Aveni (2005) documents from a qualit-
ative perspective the types of interactions SA learners of Russian have, arguing
that self-preservation (e.g., face-saving) needs effectively impede learners’
contact with native speakers. There have been attempts to document the types
of input and interaction learners have in a SA context, such as the Language
Contact Profile (LCP) employed by Segalowitz and Freed (2004). This sort of
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assessment tool is helpful, in that it has built-in redundancies, so as to triangulate
the reported contact for any given subject. However, it is a self-report, and
its validity is limited in the same way all self-reports are (such as in clinical
research), where data sets represent self-perceptions and require objective, third-
party validation, such as by host families and professors abroad.

The lack of primary data on the amount of input learners receive abroad is, in
fact, symptomatic of a larger problem in SA research and in the enterprise as a
whole. Large-scale studies of how much input and interaction learners have in
AH contexts really do not exist either. Yet, the field of SLA knows a good deal
about the effects of input and interaction on acquisition because we have almost
three decades of controlled treatment data (Mackey & Goo, 2007; Norris &
Ortega, 2001). No concerted research agenda exists either in theory or practice to
control the amounts and types of input and interaction learners receive in the
SA context. Taking this observation a step further, we are confronted with the
conclusion that we do not know how input differs in the SA context, comprehens-
ible or otherwise. Barron (2003), for instance, notes that learners often misinter-
pret important aural cues and draw erroneous conclusions about the L2, since
negative evidence is not available. Additionally, Magnan and Back (2007), using
a modified version of the LCP, present data suggesting that the living situation
and access to authentic aural media do not predict oral proficiency gains abroad.
The field of L1 acquisition has developed a number of tools for documenting
what learners are exposed to in naturalistic settings, and SA researchers could
use these methods and instruments as a starting point.

McGeeking (2006), studying SA students of Japanese, is one of the few studies
to document how learners negotiate for meaning in the home-stay environment,
reporting that numerous opportunities exist (see also Dings & Jobe, 2003, as well
as Smartt & Scudder, 2004). Yet the opportunities to negotiate appear to be mitig-
ated in the SA context by personal and interpersonal factors. Wilkinson (2002)
reports that home-stay families find it difficult to use naturalistic language with
their SA learners of French, preferring to use teacher-talk, denying the learners
opportunities for authentic input via interaction. Churchill (2006) documents that
SA learners of English from Japan vary in the amount of authentic interactions
they have depending on length of stay, which in turn is a function of the extent
to which the learners are fully integrated into the target learning community,
which is difficult in five-week programs.

What is unclear is whether there are more reports that have made it to press in
the SA literature than in the AH literature about the interpersonal mitigating
factors that impede opportunities for negotiating for meaning. Much research
purporting to comment on negotiation opportunities is conducted within a socio-
cultural framework (cf. Kinginger, 2007; DuFon & Churchill, 2006), and so the
epistemology is not the same as that from which SLA has traditionally examined
interaction (i.e., from a largely cognitive perspective; McGeeking (2006) is a notable
exception). Until these two epistemologies can achieve a common terminological
interface, our understanding of negotiation in SA contexts relative to the existing
SLA literature will remain weak.
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Identity

Researchers approaching the SA context from a socio-cultural perspective
have focused on the individual histories of students and the tension that exists
between maintaining individuality, issues of self esteem, worldviews (e.g., social
hierarchies), and the need to advance their own development through native-
speaker interactions (Wilkinson, 1998). Churchill (2006) documents how the man-
ner in which learners are received (or not) affects the amount of interaction they
have. Kinginger (in press) provides an exhaustive summary of the socio-cultural
literature relating to SA. She concludes that the most important theme is that, in
those moments when learners’ personal sense of identity with the target culture
(or with the representatives that they know, such as the home-stay family) is
distant, or when learners sense that they have too many obstacles to attaining
higher levels of proficiency (either through negative interactions or from a sense
of linguistic inadequacy), SA learners abandon their role as “language learners,”
thus impeding the development process.

Programmatic Considerations

There are a number of programmatic implications to be gleaned from the
research presented to date. From an administrative perspective, it is difficult
for a home institution to have a strong effect on a host institution’s syllabi
and methodological approaches. SA instructors are often employees of other
institutions and adjunct faculty who have less of a stake in the long-term needs
of the learner or program. Programs such as the University of Delaware’s, where
there is a tight integration between the home and abroad curricula and a faculty
development program, can serve as models for ensuring greater quality control
over pedagogy (cf. Chieffo & Zipser, 2001). The last ten years have seen a notice-
able interest in, and research on, the role of tasks and authentic interactions
within an L2 curriculum. For instance, Doughty and Long (2003) suggest that
Task-Based Language Teaching provides one such curricular framework that,
based on SLA research, details the types of interactions in which learners can
engage according to developmental level. An exploration of the plausibility and
the outcomes of this sort of language program within a SA curriculum might at
least provide a principled starting point from which to study the “missing SA
methodology” (Lafford & Collentine, 2006).

It is unclear what the ideal duration of a SA program might be, although a
consideration of this question raises intriguing questions for SLA researchers.
Programs tend to range from about five weeks to a year in length. Expectations
about (1) how much development occurs and, more importantly, (2) which
aspects of a learner’s competence develop must be measured against the observa-
tions made above that exponential growth will not occur within such a time
frame. In the absence of a solid base of SA–AH comparative studies, it is possible
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(naively) to look at SA research solely as a set of longitudinal SLA investigations.
This would lead SLA researchers to the conclusion that L2 acquisition is a pro-
tracted process. If the field were to imagine (again, naively) that AH research
represents the possible effects of pedagogical interventions in a laboratory
setting, SA research indicates that sociopragmatic variables and the inherent
linguistic variation existing outside this laboratory will essentially increase the
“content” that learners must acquire. The SA learner is confronted with func-
tional demands that invite us to view the AH student as one who learns the
language for so-called special purposes. As Freed (1995b) notes, it is no longer
tenable to consider a student who enrolls in a SA program as a FL learner, since
the SA converts him/her into the learner of a L2. Thus, the end goal of the SA
student (whether or not the learner completely abandons his/her role as a lan-
guage learner; cf. Kinginger, in press) is often different from the AH learner’s,
and the amount of time needed to complete the L2 agenda becomes longer than
that needed for the FL agenda.

If there is a consensus, it is that a student may begin a SA program too early in
his/her development. The research considered above indicates that a certain
level of metalinguistic knowledge (we do not know yet how much) is a prerequi-
site for developing the L2 abroad (Brecht & Davidson, 1991; Magnan & Back,
2007). At the very least, SA outcomes are sensitive to learners’ preprogram com-
petence levels (Golonka, 2006; O’Brien et al., 2006). At this point, it is possible to
suggest: (1) the amount and type of preprogram preparation should be studied
in greater depth; (2) these preprogram considerations should inform the types of
L2 knowledge and levels of development in programs.

The research does not control for the effects of the homestay with host families.
A review of the literature indicates that most students stay with a host family.
Lazar (2004), however, reports that the actual amount of time that learners spend
with their host families varies both in quantity and quality, and these interactions
have an appreciable effect on acquisition in general. Lafford (2004) found a
significant negative correlation between the amount of time spent talking with
host families and the use of communication strategies to bridge communication
gaps. The literature reported here indicates that issues of (1) identity and (2) the
host family’s perceived role as a mentor may determine how much one learns
(Wilkinson, 2002).

Concluding Remarks

Most research conducted to date on SA has concentrated on the American
university experience, as seen by the above literature review. As Kinginger (2007)
notes, other parts of the world such as Europe have a different relationship with
the SA experience, depending on their proximity to other languages and the
value they place on bilingualism. Perhaps because the field of SLA is still in the
early stages of building a theory of acquisition, it may not be surprising that very
little research exists on the effects of SA on learners such as those in the ERASMUS
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programs that explicitly purport to promote learners’ proficiency. We need to learn
much more about the effects of SA on advanced learners, especially given that we
suspect there is a developmental threshold at which it starts to be generally effective.

Researchers also need to consider the effects of particular teaching strategies
and syllabus design on learner development. The knowledge base reviewed above
indicates that this area of SA research is still in its descriptive phase. There are
good models of curricular design whose impact we should start to investigate.

NOTES

1 See Freed (1995a) for an extensive, historical overview of the research on SA up to
1995.

2 www.kois.go.kr/news/News/newsprint.asp?serial_no=20050725004.
3 See DuFon and Churchill (2006) for an extensive overview of the research to date on

pragmatic research in the SA context.
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Introduction

A “Less Commonly Taught Language” (LCTL), a definition stemming out of
educational policy, is a language considered important by the government, but
unsustainable by the market. Political priorities drive a nation’s linguistic need,
although developing the educational infrastructure to support this need presents
serious challenges. While “LCTL” is predominantly a US term referring to lan-
guages other than French, German, and Spanish (Brecht & Walton, 1997), the
concept exists globally and it is a nation’s current educational policy and political
situation that determine what languages are classified as less commonly taught
(LCT). For instance, in the US, languages such as Persian and Japanese have only
recently become thought of as LCT, not because of the number of speakers of
those languages, which has not changed significantly, but because those coun-
tries have come to play an increasingly important role in the global political
arena and economy, whereas a language such as Dutch, which is equally, if not
more, uncommon in foreign language curricula, is not classified as LCT. Further-
more, LCTLs are not universal, that is, a language classified as LCT in one country
may be the predominant foreign language in another country. For example,
Chinese is a LCTL in the US, but in many Asian countries it is offered, and often
required, as part of the standard foreign language curriculum.

Brecht and Walton (1997) outline political, economic, social, and communica-
tion factors as playing a crucial role in determining a nation’s foreign language
needs. Specifically, language is a political tool for people to assert their identity
in territorial and cultural conflicts. For example, Kazakhstan has recently replaced
Russian as a lingua franca with its own language, making Kazakh important
not only in Russia, but also in countries with a political or economic stake in that
part of the world. International trade drives economic relationships, which also
has consequences as to what languages are considered important to a nation.
Social issues such as humanitarian aid and environmental protection require
international cooperation that relies on communication among more people from
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different language backgrounds. And finally, ease of international travel and
advances in communication technology facilitate direct interaction between people
of different countries, necessitating extensive language skills.

However, identifying a language as critical does not automatically result in that
language achieving popular status in a country’s foreign language curriculum,
either from a financial or learner perspective. Often, the reason for teaching
a language originates from historical circumstances, as is the case for colonial
languages (e.g., French in North Africa) and autochthonous languages (e.g., Gaelic
in Ireland). A language may also be considered “classical,” (e.g., Latin in the US)
and remain prevalent despite its lack of political value. Therefore, because
a country’s current language needs are not always addressed, government
intervention is frequently necessary to support LCTLs and incorporate them
into existing educational policy, which is met by challenges. First, developing
the infrastructure necessary to support the teaching of LCTLs is challenged by
the shortage of programs, materials, trained teachers, and access to immersion
opportunities. Within the US, LCTLs are typically only offered at the under-
graduate and graduate levels at major universities and elite liberal arts colleges,
and even within these institutions they are largely supported by federal funding
from Title VI of the Higher Education Act (Brecht & Walton, 2000), and more
recently, the National Security Language Initiative. Second, developing programs
for all the potential LCTLs is in many cases unfeasible. For instance, some 50
languages have been identified as relevant to worldwide security interests (The
National Language Conference, 2004). It is not practical for any one country to
invest in developing language programs to support this breadth of language
capability. Finally, LCTLs are often genetically, typologically, and culturally
distant from the native language of the learner, decreasing the language’s
learnability and making it difficult for learners to achieve functional proficiency
without a considerable time investment and often an extended immersion experi-
ence (Brecht & Walton, 2000). While this challenge attracts highly motivated
language learners, it also results in low enrollments, making it difficult to justify
maintaining the program financially. This chapter will look at LCTLs through the
prism of research and theories in second language acquisition (SLA) and identify
cognitive and linguistic difficulties inherently associated with learning a LCTL.
It will then adopt a teaching perspective and address general problems and
possible solutions to building a curriculum for teaching LCTLs.

Are LCTLs Difficult?

The reasons for languages being “less commonly taught” are many, as we note
above. However, there is a prevalent attitude among educators in the United
States that a major factor discouraging students from studying certain languages
is their inherent difficulty. While this statement is generally correct, not every-
thing about learning a given LCTL is problematic, and insights from SLA and
several other disciplines are needed to develop a coherent framework to account
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for the level of difficulty of various linguistic and cultural phenomena. Identifica-
tion of these areas of difficulty is a first step in elaborating an efficient pedago-
gical approach.

On the one hand, the term Less Commonly Taught Language does not imply
in its definition that a language is inherently more difficult. It is, instead, a cultural
and political statement referring to the status of a given language’s position
within a country’s foreign language curriculum. Therefore, the term LCTL, which
encompasses the status of Norwegian, Japanese, and Avestan, refers to a politic-
ally motivated definition and makes no reference to the language’s difficulty. On
the other hand, there is a general belief that were Norwegian, Japanese, and
Avestan taught to a group of American students, those studying Japanese and
Avestan would surely show a slower rate of acquisition than those studying
Norwegian, all other factors being equal (i.e., teachers and resource availability).
Indeed, the notion that some languages are more difficult than others has been
supported by a National Foreign Language Center (NFLC) study assessing the
impact of in-country study on language proficiency (Frank, 2000). Proficiency gains
were measured for National Security Education Program (NSEP) study abroad
fellows in China, Russia, and Spain. Entering the program at the intermediate–
low to intermediate–mid proficiency levels on the oral proficiency scale adopted
by the American Council of Teachers of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), learners of
Spanish were most likely to achieve advanced proficiency, followed by learners
of Mandarin Chinese, and finally learners of Russian. While the differences
were not significant, due to a limited sample size, it appears that despite equi-
valent pre-program proficiency scores and comparable program duration, rates
of advanced level attainment are higher in Spanish than in Mandarin Chinese
and Russian.

The notion of language difficulty has been addressed by US government
language training institutions in terms of “the inherent difficulty posed to native
speakers of American English in learning the target language” (Frank, 2000). In
this approach, languages are categorized into three levels of difficulty according
to the number of hours of study typically required to achieve ILR (Interagency
Language Roundtable) level 3 proficiency, corresponding to Superior on the
ACTFL scale. For example, Spanish, requiring relatively few hours of study
(approximately 575–600) to achieve ILR level 3, is a Category 1 language, whereas
Korean, requiring approximately 2,200 class hours, is classified as a Category 3
language (Languages of the World, 2007). Therefore, it appears that some LCTLs
may be inherently more difficult for American learners. The question, then, is,
why are certain languages more difficult? More specifically, what cognitive factors
contribute to one language being more difficult to acquire than another?

A major factor that is likely to contribute to the difficulty of a LCTL is its non-
cognate status to the learner’s native language. Traditionally, cognate languages
are defined as related in origin, having descended from the same ancestral root.
Accordingly, the term non-cognate language refers to those that are not genetic-
ally related and implies typological distance, primarily relating to the languages’
differing structures and lexicon. However, the term non-cognate may also be
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applied to different writing systems, and, perhaps more significantly, cultural
distance. While structural distance between languages is an attractive candidate
for explaining language-learning difficulty, research shows that, first, typological
distance does not translate directly into the level of difficulty, and second, there
are other powerful factors at work in the acquisition of LCTLs, such as the lexicon,
phonological system, writing system, and cultural distance. Thus, the level of
difficulty of a particular LCTL is defined by a combination of factors, and while
there is a practice of assigning levels of difficulty to particular LCTLs for Amer-
ican learners, which is driven by the needs of curricular planning, more research
is needed to provide a sound theoretical and empirical foundation to this global,
holistic scale. At the same time, SLA research provides insights into the operation
of individual factors, or components, contributing to the overall level of difficulty.
The following sections will, first, address the general approaches to language
difficulty arising from theoretical perspectives on SLA, and then focus on indi-
vidual aspects of language acquisition, which constitute sources of difficulty.

Theoretical and Empirical Approaches to LCTLs
in SLA: Sources of Difficulty

Language typology, influence of the native language,
and universal constraints
Second language acquisition research identifies two major factors shaping inter-
language (IL, language of L2 learners): the influence of the native language,
or transfer from the native language to the target language (L1 transfer); and
universal constraints on language perception and production. In addition to these
major forces, whose interplay shapes the course of SLA, processing constraints
and properties of the input to the learner, in particular, input frequencies and the
effects of practice, interact with working and long-term memory as the learner
gradually achieves automaticity in speech perception and production. This
section will briefly review the main claims and findings from these fields of
inquiry, and draw implications for LCTLs.

L1 transfer implies that certain linguistic structures, patterns, or rules from
L1 are transposed and applied to L2, which may lead to two possible outcomes:
a facilitative effect when both L1 and L2 indeed share the structure (positive
transfer, see Ringbom & Jarvis, this volume); and a negative effect, resulting in
errors in L2, when L1 and L2 do not share the structure (negative transfer).
Whether L1 transfer of either kind takes place depends on a set of conditions.
First, there should be certain proximity between the two phenomena in L1 and
L2 in order for this transfer to be possible. For example, when acquiring
the Russian case system with numerous inflectional markers, native speakers of
English have nothing to transfer from their native language, or in other words,
there are no conditions for L1 transfer. Native speakers of Czech, another Slavic
language with a similar inflectional system, however, have been observed to
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substitute Czech case inflections for Russian ones (Duskova, 1984, cited by Gass
& Selinker, 2001, p. 74). This constraint on L1 transfer has received the name
of “crucial similarity measure” (Wode, 1983), and is especially operative in L2
phonological acquisition (see below). Second, “perceived similarity measure,” a
subjective assessment of similarity between L1 and L2 phenomena (Kellerman,
1978), appears to determine whether L1 transfer will be used as a strategy when
L2 processing involves meaning and reaches the conscious level, as in the use of
lexical items or idioms. And finally, there are factors external to the linguistic
properties of L1 and L2 per se, which pertain to task and learner characteristics.
For example, a study of L2 acquisition of Japanese progressive and resultative
meanings of the imperfective aspect marker by L1 speakers of English, German,
and Slavic languages demonstrated that both the task type, or rather, modality,
production, and perception, as well as proficiency level, determined whether
L1 transfer would take place (Sugaya & Shirai, 2007). In particular, lower pro-
ficiency was more conducive to L1 transfer, while higher proficiency relied more
on universals in creating form–meaning associations. Considering what is known
about L1 transfer, what role is it expected to play in the acquisition of LCTLs?
Given that LCTLS are often typologically distant from learners’ native language,
or are non-cognate languages, the role of L1 transfer should be rather limited,
both on the level of linguistic structure and vocabulary. This applies to both
positive and negative transfer. At the same time, lower-proficiency learners are
more likely to apply L1 transfer as a strategy, especially, under communicative
pressure, as this may be the only available resource for them in an attempt to
repair a communication breakdown. The most “extreme” case of L1 transfer in
such a case would be code-switching.

Universal constraints are defined in different terms depending on the theoret-
ical framework, and they can either pertain to linguistic structures or to cognitive
processing and memory. Several assumptions and empirical findings in cross-
linguistic and SLA research underlie the notion of universal constraints. First of
all, Universal Grammar (UG) (Chomsky, 1986), research on typological universals
(Greenberg, 1976), and markedness theory ( Jakobson, 1936/1972), while differing
in scope and theoretical underpinnings, all point to the fact that languages share
some general universal properties. At the same time, UG emphasizes innateness
and specificity of language, while typological studies focus on how certain
linguistic properties are distributed across all the languages, which ones are
common, and which are rare. Typological universals may take the shape of
implicational universals, when the presence of feature A in a certain language
also implies the presence of feature B, but the presence of feature B does not
imply the presence of feature A. For example, the presence of voiced consonants
/b, d, g/, either in the individual language in general, or in a particular position
in the word, word-initial, medial or final, implies the presence of voiceless con-
sonants /p, t, k/, but the presence of voiceless consonants does not imply the
presence of voiced ones.

Markedness theory assigns the marked status to one member of a binary oppo-
sition, as in voiced and voiceless consonants mentioned above, or organizes a set
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of structures in a certain hierarchical order, as in the most researched implicational
universal concerning relative clause formation, Noun Phrase Accessibility Hier-
archy (Keenan & Comrie, 1977). Markedness is usually associated with a cluster
of properties, thus a marked item requires more effort, is more difficult, more
complex structurally, less frequent, and less productive than its unmarked counter-
part. It is not obvious what kind of causal relationship applies to this cluster of
properties, but it appears that difficulty and complexity are at the core of the
factors underlying markedness. If this is indeed the case, then it is to be expected
that more complex or difficult linguistic structures occur less frequently across
languages, but also that less frequent structures are inherently more complex and
difficult.

Second, while typologically distant languages are likely to exhibit more differ-
ences than typologically proximate languages, some linguistic features are “scat-
tered” across languages and do not follow a predictable pattern. For example,
agglutination, a typological feature whereby words are formed of long strings of
mostly unmodified affixes, occurs in genetically unrelated languages, such as
Hungarian, Turkish, Korean, and Bantu languages. Third, universal constraints,
whether they come in the form of UG, observations from typological studies, or
markedness, imply that not every imaginable structure or combination of struc-
tures is possible in human languages. The question arises whether interlanguages
are constrained in the same way, and researchers coming from different theoret-
ical backgrounds espouse this view (Eckman, 2004; O’Grady, 2003; White, 2004).
Eckman proposed the Structural Conformity Hypothesis (SCH), according to
which “All universals that are true for primary languages are also true for ILs”
(1996, p. 204). If this is the case, then markedness and universal constraints deter-
mine different patterns in SLA, as they do in native languages. Under the SCH, it
is not the learner’s native language that affects the acquisition of certain L2
structures, but rather the universal markedness of the L2 structures. In other
words, a learner may have difficulty learning a marked structure in the L2, even
if that same structure exists in the learner’s L1. Conversely, a learner may not
have difficulty in learning an unmarked L2 structure, even if that structure does
not exist in the learner’s L1. Since LCTLs, at least in the American context, rep-
resent typologically distant and highly diverse languages, many features found
in them are typologically marked, and likely to be problematic for L2 learners.
Therefore, acquisition of many aspects of LCTLs can be predicted to pose diffi-
culties for L2 learners. In psycholinguistic terms, acquisition of typologically distant
or non-cognate languages requires control of numerous new concepts, structures,
etc. This novelty effect leads to depletion of attentional resources and overload
on working memory, which ultimately delays automatization of L2 processing.

Four likely candidates that contribute to the difficulty in acquiring a non-
cognate language, in addition to linguistic structure, are the lexicon, the phono-
logical system, the writing system and script, and cultural distance. The lexicon,
if no part of it is shared with the L2, will create an additional burden on processing
and make attention to and processing of new aspects of the language all the
more difficult. The phonological system, if it contains novel sounds, features, or
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contrasts, may involve difficulties at the level of production and/or perception.
The writing system and script may also add to difficulty in acquisition if they are
different from that of the native language. For one thing, they will limit the
opportunity for input, and in addition, they may contain ambiguities that lead to
unpredictability in word recognition. Finally, a language of a non-cognate culture
will likely consist of complex pragmatic and cultural references that are closely
linked to linguistic performance. The following sections will address these four
aspects of learning LCTLs.

The lexicon
The role of the lexicon in SLA has been thoroughly examined in the SLA liter-
ature, and specifically in the context of positive transfer between proximate and
distant languages. Nation (2001) proposes that different words will have differ-
ent “learning burdens” according to how much effort is required to learn the
word. Specifically, Nation proposes that patterns and knowledge of an L2 word
may be available to the learner from the learner’s L1, previous knowledge of the
L2, or even other L2s. For example, similarities between the L1 and L2 in sounds
and spelling patterns, the pairing of certain words together (e.g., collocations),
and grammatical patterns will reduce the learning burden and thus facilitate
acquisition of a particular word(s). The learning burden is likely to be less for
vocabulary of a closely related, or cognate, language, than for a non-cognate
language.

Ringbom (1992; Ringbom & Jarvis, this volume) examined this phenomenon in
Finnish and Swedish learners of English pointing out that Swedish learners achieve
higher scores, even with fewer years of study, than Finnish learners. Ringbom
attributes the Swedes’ advantage to positive lexical transfer, which facilitates read-
ing and listening comprehension (although more so for reading than listening).
Ringbom argues that a learner of a related language can easily convert the
L1-based lexical knowledge to the L2, “because the procedures for comprehend-
ing and using identical or very similar L1 words in L2 are already automatized”
(1992, p. 102). For a learner of an unrelated language, however, the L1 knowledge
is not accessible for automatized use in the L2, thus resulting in a heavier learning
burden.

Furthermore, learning a non-cognate lexicon will impede learning other aspects
of the language, in that a heavier learning burden requires cognitive resources
that would otherwise be allocated elsewhere. Odlin (2003) summarizes the
advantage of learning a linguistically proximate language: “the advantage that
cognate vocabulary confers can allow learners to take advantage of positive transfer
to increase their comprehension of the target language with far greater ease,
thereby freeing many cognitive resources for other language learning tasks”
(p. 441). Therefore, learners of an L2 that is lexically related to their L1, such as
Swedish learners of English, will have more resources available, facilitating, and
even speeding up, lexical, and subsequently, general L2 acquisition. Acquisition
of LCTLs will show the opposite inhibitory tendency.
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Phonological system
Phonology is always a major issue for adult learners, and few, if any, are able to
overcome a foreign accent. Phonemic discrimination studies have shown that
infants lose their ability to discriminate between non-native contrasts as early as
10–12 months (Werker & Tees, 1984), and SLA researchers have placed the close
of the critical period for acquiring a nativelike accent around age 6 (Long, 1993).

The mechanisms underlying production and perception are asymmetrical, with
some sounds being more difficult to hear, and others to pronounce. It is true,
however, that perceptual difficulties usually constitute the core with articulatory
difficulties superimposed on them, hence the focus on perception in the major
models of phonological acquisition (see below). A rare exception is the /r/–/l/
distinction in English, which is difficult for Japanese learners to hear, yet Sheldon
and Strange (1982) found that learners were able to accurately produce both
sounds despite an inability to perceive the difference. LCTLs often have difficult
sounds and sound contrasts (e.g., murmured consonants in Hindi/Urdu; clicks
in Bantu languages; plain, tense, and aspirated consonants in Korean, etc.), making
accurate perception and production challenging for learners of non-cognate
languages.

Kuhl (1993), Flege (1995), and Best (1994) propose three separate models of
language perception that attempt to explain non-native phonemic representation
within the context of a learner’s native speech system. Kuhl’s Native Language
Magnet model, focusing mainly on vowel perception, posits that native speakers
develop acoustic prototypes for phonemic categories, which act as perceptual
magnets. A non-native phoneme that is perceptually close to a native prototype
will be drawn to and represented by that prototype, whereas a non-native
phoneme that is perceptually distant from native prototypes will not be influ-
enced by the magnet and will exist independently in its own space. Therefore,
a non-native phonemic contrast that is drawn to a native prototype will be more
difficult for learners to discriminate than a non-native contrast that is represented
independently of native prototypes.

Flege’s (1995) Speech Learning Model also proposes that the distance between
native and non-native sounds determines ease of acquisition. He argues that
non-native categories will develop if there is no native equivalent, which will
facilitate perception and production. Non-native sounds that are similar to native
sounds, however, will be incorporated into existing native categories, making
perception and production inaccurate.

Finally, Best’s (1994; Best, McRoberts, & Goodell, 2001) Perceptual Assimila-
tion Model claims that non-native phonemes may be assimilated into the native
system as a categorized exemplar of a native phoneme, an uncategorized pho-
neme, or a nonassimilable nonspeech sound. How a non-native phoneme is
assimilated determines its perceptual difficulty. Sounds that are assimilated into
a native exemplar may pose no problem for the learner if there is a good fit
between the non-native sound and the native exemplar; however, a poor fit will
result in perceptual difficulty. In the case of the uncategorized phoneme, the
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native system will have less of an impact on perception, and difficulty will depend
on perceived proximity to nearby phonemes. Finally, nonassimilable nonspeech
sounds are not processed linguistically, and will, therefore, not pose a problem.

All three models have one point in common: non-native sounds that are easily
assimilated into the native language phonological system are problematic
(compare this conclusion to the concept of the “crucial similarity measure” dis-
cussed above). How do these theories apply to acquisition of LCTLs, which often
contain sounds and sound contrasts not found in most common Indo-European
languages, and do they account for the level of difficulty they present? First,
phonological difficulties in SLA almost never involve only the perceptual level,
which is the focus of all three models. Typically, phonological difficulties arise
either both in perception and production or in production only. Second, while it
is uncontroversial that similar sounds easily pass through the “phonological sieve”
and are perceived as their native counterparts (often leading to a perceptual
error), there are types of sounds that are difficult to perceive and/or produce, in
the typological markedness sense. And third, the most challenging task in pho-
nological acquisition is differentiation of sound contrasts when neither member
of the contrast is found in L1, and they belong to a typologically marked domain.
For example, tones found in Mandarin, Cantonese, Thai, and Vietnamese are
difficult, as the learner needs to learn to perceive and produce four or more
phonological tones accurately and be aware of the distinctions. To illustrate,
consider the different facets of phonological difficulties involved in the acquisi-
tion of Arabic consonants. There are pharyngeal and laryngeal consonants in
Arabic, and these sounds are difficult to differentiate both in perception and
production, since pharyngeal and laryngeal articulations, typologically rare and
marked, are notoriously problematic. Furthermore, Arabic has a phonological
distinction between plain and emphatic consonants with additional pharyngeal
articulation, the latter being difficult to perceive, but especially to pronounce. To
summarize, the phonology of LCTLs is likely to present problems for L2 learners
at the level of perception, production, or both. These problems will mostly
be due to universal constraints, as learners are dealing with new and marked
phonological units, features, and contrasts, and to a lesser degree to L1 transfer
resulting from perceptual assimilation of L2 sounds (see Nguyen & Macken, 2008).

Writing system and script
The L2 writing system and script can also provide strategic support if similar to
the L1 and, conversely, can create an obstacle if different from the L1 (see Koda,
this volume). The writing system refers to the most general distinction between
alphabetic, syllabic, and logographic languages, while script refers to the actual
graphic symbols (e.g., Roman and Cyrillic scripts). Orthography, or the rules of
graphic–phonological conversion, will have less impact when the writing system
and script already differ, as is often the case with LCTLs. MacWhinney (2006)
discusses recoding, a compensatory strategy strongly affected by the L1, that
L2 learners may use to enhance language learning. Recoding, according to
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MacWhinney, “involves the construction of alternative images of new words
and phrases . . . the easiest way to do this is to represent the new word
orthographically” (p. 151). He argues that orthographic learning provides learners
with a “solid recoding of transient auditory input” (p. 151) and allows them
access to input from additional sources, such as books, signs, and product labels.
Recoding will be relatively easy for a learner whose writing system and script
are the same in the L1 and L2 (for example, French–English), however, it will
be quite difficult for a learner who has to learn a new script, and especially, a
writing system. An English speaker learning Russian must map the Roman script
onto the Cyrillic script. Because both of these scripts are alphabetic and rely on a
grapheme–phoneme correspondence, this task can be accomplished with some
difficulty. However, learning a logographic writing system (e.g., Chinese Hanzi
characters) will create a major obstacle for older learners and may prevent them
from taking advantage of the recoding strategy, making the language-learning
process all the more difficult for learners of a language with a different writing
system.

An additional complexity is present in languages with wide gaps between the
written and spoken varieties, such as the numerous dialects of Arabic compared
to written Modern Standard Arabic. A student learning Moroccan Arabic must
not only learn the spoken variety, but also the written variety, which is signi-
ficantly different structurally, as well as phonologically. In this case, access to
written input requires substantially more work than if the student were learning
Spanish, where the spoken language is closely represented by the writing
system. Therefore, a student learning Arabic not only has to learn an L2 script
that is different from the L1, but also an L2 writing system that is different from
the spoken L2 system.

However, the importance of the writing system as a language acquisition tool
may be debated in light of recent findings on the acquisition of Chinese. NSEP
studies on the acquisition of Mandarin Chinese by American learners (Frank,
2000) have suggested that Chinese is a Category 2 language in speaking, despite
its difficult writing system. That is, it seems that speaking can be acquired
successfully independent of the writing system in an immersion-type learning
environment with heavy emphasis on oral communication. Nonetheless, access
to written media can be a rich and important source of both linguistic and socio-
cultural input for language learners. An L2 with a different writing system may
prevent a learner from taking advantage of written input, especially in the early
stages of acquisition, and thereby slow the rate of acquisition.

Pragmatics and cross-cultural communication
Languages of non-cognate cultures are often characterized by very different prag-
matic rules than those of the native language. While there is limited research on
L2 pragmatics, these often subtle and complex linguistic aspects of basic commun-
ication, such as the speech acts of giving and receiving compliments, accepting
and declining an offer or invitation, and apologizing or adhering to an honorifics
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hierarchy, contribute to the difficulty of acquiring a typologically distant language.
For example, the pragmatic strategies involved in Japanese honorifics are closely
linked to linguistic performance; while the linguistic forms themselves are not
necessarily difficult, knowing when and to whom to apply the proper address
form is culturally foreign to native English speakers and, therefore, difficult
to acquire.

Another component of pragmatics that is necessary for successful communica-
tion is what Kramsch (1991) identifies as sociolinguistic knowledge: “Background
knowledge and shared assumptions have been shown to be a crucial element in
understanding oral and written forms of discourse” (p. 217). For example, the
ability to understand and employ literary references in languages such as Arabic
and Chinese, whose literary culture dating back 1,500 years is incorporated into
daily speech, presents a challenge for L2 learners. In other languages, such as
Persian, there is an equivalent depth in the oral tradition that is still present in
the language today. Again, these skills are not necessarily linguistic in nature,
but rather require cognitive skills and cultural sensitivity that develop from
cultural experience and education. Because they are manifested in language
comprehension and production, they contribute to the practical difficulty of the
language. It would be difficult to acquire this type of knowledge from studying
LCTL in a foreign language classroom outside its broader context; a cultural
immersion is most likely the only route to acquiring what Kramsch (2006) has
termed symbolic competence.

To conclude, structural (typological) differences between non-cognate languages,
as well as L2 lexicon, phonological system, writing system and script, and cultural
distance are major inhibiting factors in the acquisition of certain LCTLs.

Teaching Less Commonly Taught Languages

Teaching LCTLs in the US presents numerous challenges, and while some of
them are related to the inherent linguistic difficulty of many of the languages
discussed above, others transcend the realm of linguistic debates and are grounded
in the social and educational context. Despite fundamental differences between
the principles underlying the grouping of LCTLs in the US and lesser-used
languages in the European Union, some of these challenges are shared by both
educational communities. This section will address the issues in teaching LCTLs,
and for lack of space will be restricted to adult L2 learners, which will leave two
major educational issues outside the scope of the present discussion: child L2
acquisition and K-12 instruction in LCTLs (see Brecht, 2007), and the special
instructional needs of heritage speakers (see Montrul, this volume).

It is true that non-cognate status and typological distance of LCTLs from
English create an additional level of difficulty in the acquisition of their linguistic
structure, sound systems, writing systems and scripts, vocabulary, including
idiomatic use, and socio-cultural and linguo-pragmatic aspects. What are the
implications of these additional learning problems for teaching LCTLs? They
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increase the need for appropriate pedagogical approaches and instructional tech-
niques aimed at developing metalinguistic awareness and structural knowledge
in L2 learners. Two aspects of instruction play a key role in addressing these
problems: the type and amount of input (Gor & Long, forthcoming) and practice
(DeKeyser, 2007). And indeed, developing metalinguistic awareness when dealing
with novel linguistic concepts may require explicit input, while high quantities of
structured input will ensure internalization of high-frequency items and structures.
Koda (this volume) claims that both quality and quantity of L2 print are to a
large extent responsible for the development of the metalinguistic awareness
necessary for reading new writing systems and scripts (as well as orthography).
Intensive practice in LCTLs will promote control and automaticity in the use of
linguistic structures, and decrease overload on working memory, thus releasing
L2 processing resources.

Automaticity refers to the way psychological mechanisms operate, with auto-
matic processing often characterized as being fast, unstoppable, load independ-
ent, effortless, and unconscious (Segalowitz, 2003, p. 384). In other words, automatic
processing is not affected by the load of information to be processed, nor does it
require effort, leaving attentional resources free for other tasks. Research to date
on automaticity in the field of SLA has focused mainly on word recognition and
grammatical structure acquisition, where speed of processing is linked to fluency.
According to Nation (1993), a certain degree of automaticity in basic vocabulary
must be achieved before new vocabulary can be acquired. Considering LCTLs’
non-cognate status, developing automaticity for novel vocabulary and typologic-
ally distant grammatical structures will take time, delaying fluency and reducing
the attentional resources, such as working memory, available for processing
and subsequently acquiring additional aspects of the language.

What kind of teaching method would be most appropriate for LCTLs? In the
last two decades, foreign language teaching in many countries has been dominated
by the communicative approach, stemming from the construct of communicative
competence (Hymes, 1974), which came to replace grammar–translation and
audio–lingual methods. Communicative language teaching (CLT), closely associ-
ated with the influential proficiency movement, emphasizes the development of
learners’ ability to communicate, express themselves, get their meaning across,
and engage in social interactions. Pedagogical practices developed to accomplish
this mission produce relatively quick results, empowering the student with a
sense of gains made, and not just effort invested. This agenda, a welcome change
from the teaching methods it replaced, is heavily geared toward speaking, even
at the early stages of L2 learning. In recent years, communicative language teach-
ing has become the target of criticism summarized below by Magnan:

Following most textbooks used in the United States, CLT encourages personalized
activities through which students talk about themselves with their classmates
(Magnan, 2006). This practice introduces three problems for language learning:
(a) talk about self generally does not elicit the analytical language that collegiate
language departments consider pertinent to their intellectual missions; (b) too much
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talk about self perpetuates self-referential notions of language and culture, prepar-
ing students to present an egocentric view when abroad; (c) talk with U.S. classmates
fosters a U.S. frame of reference and discourse, although the words to express
them are foreign. (2007, p. 250)

In a discussion devoted to the future of CLT in The Modern Language Journal
(volume 90(2), 2006), Kramsch advocated an alternative approach promoting
the development of symbolic competence (Kramsch, 2006). The proposed shift
of focus to the study of texts and culturally bound meanings (Larson, 2006)
highlights the challenge of reading authentic texts in LCTLs, which provides a
window into the target culture, but often stumbles at different writing systems
and scripts, while understanding a new culture through language increases in
importance with the greater distance between the native and target culture. The
arguments raised against CLT mostly target lower-level instruction and as such are
not in conflict with the core principles underlying this approach. Teaching and
learning LCTLs need to address several goals: to provide explicit and abundant
input and opportunities for focused practice required for learning language
structure, to pay attention both to oral and written communicative competence,
and to complement functional language ability with the development of cultural
sensitivity.

Since the distance between L1 and LCTLs, linguistic and cultural, is often
greater than for commonly taught languages, their teaching (as learning) requires
additional effort and resources. Ironically, educational policy and practices, which
were shaped by an interaction of academic and socio-political circumstances, led
to the opposite outcome, with the lack of available resources exacerbating inher-
ent difficulties in developing efficient curricula for teaching LCTLs. Indeed, aca-
demic programs offering instruction in LCTLs are plagued by the lack of a trained
cadre of instructors, adequate and rich pedagogical materials for different learner
levels, institutional support, and national and international infrastructure (see
Al-Batal, 2007, about the teaching of Arabic). As mentioned above, based on the
estimates of the number of contact hours needed to reach ILR level 3 proficiency
by the State Department, all of the languages falling into Category 3 (exception-
ally difficult, most time required), Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese, and
Korean, are LCTLs critical for US national interests. Consequently, in order to
achieve the same level of proficiency in one of these LCTLs as in a language
belonging to Categories 1 or 2, smaller classes and/or more coursework will be
necessary. However, requests for limiting the number of seats per class may meet
resistance from the administration of academic institutions, as small classes are
often perceived as a sign that a certain language has low enrollments due to low
demand or, conversely, they will be in conflict with the need to accommodate
very high enrollments in some of these languages. One of the inevitable conse-
quences of the fact that LCTLs typically require more time and effort to learn
is decreasing learners’ motivation when immediate results and rapid gains in
proficiency are lacking. Thus, to build successful academic programs, LCTL
curricula need to stimulate student motivation. The ability to communicate from
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the very start fostered within the paradigm of CLT is one of the means to boost
learner motivation, engaging students in a new fascinating cultural experience
being another one.

The critical role a number of LCTLs play in US national security has generated
an enormous momentum, with an increasing demand for highly proficient
speakers of these languages and public interest in learning them. Several organiza-
tions and research centers in the US focus on providing resources and teaching
support for LCTLs: The National Council of Less Commonly Taught Languages
(NCOLCTL), the hub of the web-based network CouncilNet, The National Foreign
Language Center (NFLC), whose LangNet offers support for several dozen LCTLs,
and The Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL), as well as university-affiliated
research centers, such as The Center for Advanced Study of Language (CASL) at
the University of Maryland and The Center for Advanced Research on Language
Acquisition (CARLA) at the University of Minnesota. The European Bureau for
Lesser-Used Languages (EBLUL) performs a similar mission in the European
Union. Only joint efforts of SLA researchers, instructors, and experts in language
pedagogy and cross-cultural communication, administrators, and language policy
makers will win a brighter future for LCTLs.
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Introduction

The popular belief that bilinguals or multilinguals learn a subsequent language
more easily than monolinguals has received substantial attention from researchers
in recent years, as minority language communities in the European Union
achieve greater educational autonomy and as United States government (USG)
language training programs seek to respond to rapidly changing requirements
for global expertise. In the European context, researchers have paid significant
attention to the acquisition of a third language (L3) by childhood bilinguals,
such as Basque-Spanish or Catalan-Spanish bilingual secondary school students
learning English in Spain, or Swedish-Finnish bilingual children learning English
in Finland. These acquisition paradigms have sparked recent research on transfer
in L3 acquisition (Cenoz, 2001; Ringbom, 2001, 2007), metalinguistic awareness
in L3 acquisition (Cenoz & Valencia, 1994), and parameter setting within the
Universal Grammar (UG) paradigm (Klein, 1995; Zobl, 1992).

In this chapter, we present the current state of the theory and practice of adult
L3 acquisition in instructional settings. We label this deliberately, in that we are
concerned with the theoretical issues arising when adults who know more than
one language learn another, as well as the practical issues arising in organized,
formal programs for such adult learners. We will show from the literature and
from our work that this type of language acquisition differs substantially from
adult L2 acquisition.

We begin with a discussion of the state of the research literature in L3 acquisi-
tion, and then turn to the praxis, based on our own qualitative research on
directed adult L3 acquisition programs in the United States. Throughout, we seek
to address the following questions: Why should L3 acquisition differ from L2
acquisition? What are the theoretical implications of the evidence?
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Review of the Literature

In examining the research basis for L3 acquisition, we draw upon a number of
areas of inquiry in SLA and psycholinguistics. Some of these areas, such as trans-
fer, do at times address L3 acquisition specifically. Others, such as metacognition
in adult language learners, may find that L3 acquisition is a factor in one or
another result, at times an unexpected factor. We examine, in turn, findings
from work on linguistic transfer, typology and “linguistic distance”; UG and the
Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis (ISCH), which can be seen as
outgrowths of the parameter-setting school of the late 1980s and early 1990s;
metacognition and metalinguistic awareness; learner autonomy; and last, the small
body of work on directed L3 acquisition for adults.

Transfer
From a psycholinguistic perspective, the main focus of research in L3 acquisition
is the concept of cross-linguistic influence (see Ringbom & Jarvis, this volume),
which includes some aspects of phonetic, morphological, lexical, syntactic, and
pragmatic transfer, as well as interference and language attrition related to L3
acquisition. Earlier studies of transfer in L3 sought to identify error as an effect of
prior linguistic experience; Ahukanna, Lund, and Gentile (1981), for example,
identified semantic errors in learners of French in Nigeria for whom Igbo was L1
and English L2. They found that more advanced students made fewer errors and
were thus presumably less susceptible to interference effects, that L2 caused
more interference than L1, and that semantic errors were more frequent than
other types. The majority of studies on L3 acquisition that have focused on cross-
linguistic influence have revealed that it is generally productive and that it facili-
tates L3 learning. Two related issues arise in these studies: typological distance/
phylogenetic relatedness and transfer. Typological distance has been shown to
play an important role in transfer (Cenoz, 2001; Fouser, 1995; Kellerman, 1983;
Singleton, 1987). The results of Cenoz’s (2001) study indicated that Spanish-Basque
bilinguals learning English demonstrated a stronger influence from Spanish, typo-
logically a closer language to English, than from Basque, a non-Indo-European
language.1 In his recent book, Ringbom (2007) argued that prior cross-linguistic
knowledge is very important to the language learner and that the extent to
which it may influence the learning of a new language depends on language
proximity, i.e., similarities, not language distance, i.e., differences. When discuss-
ing language proximity, researchers often refer to the concept of psychotypology
(Kellerman, 1983), that is, the way the learner perceives differences between
the languages based on previously acquired knowledge, noting that perception
of language distance might not correspond to the actual distance between the
languages.

Few extant measures are designed to quantify language proximity and thereby
determine the distance between languages. Studies of the measurement of
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language distance usually address specific pairs of languages and specific aspects
of languages, and are not framed in terms of the relative learnability of one or
another language. An exception is Chiswick and Miller’s (2004) study, in which the
researchers discussed and tested the Foreign Service Institute’s (FSI) quantitative
measure of the distance between English and a number of other languages. Their
study, based on US Census data, examined the English proficiency of immigrants
in the 1990 US and Canadian Censuses, and is worth some consideration, as it is
the first (and thus far, only) attempt to validate a scale of language difficulty in
the general population. They impute the titular language of the country of origin
as L1, and use the Census question on “how well is English spoken at home”
as the outcome variable, assigning null if “not at all” or “not well” and unity if
“well” or “very well.” From the perspective of SLA research, both the imputation
of L1 and the use of self-assessed global proficiency ratings are cause for caution
in interpreting the results, but they do find a linear correlation between the FSI
difficulty scale and learnability of English for speakers of some 43 languages.
Moreover, they test the scale in a way that FSI did not intend when it was
developed, in that the FSI scale measures the learnability of a range of foreign
languages for English speakers (and more precisely, English-speaking students at
the Foreign Service Institute), whereas Chiswick and Miller test the scale against
a range of foreign language speakers learning English. In other words, they
assume that the scale is reciprocal.2

Recent computational work has led to promising text-based approaches for
estimating the relative distance among languages by applying computational
measures of entropy between samples in parallel corpora ( Juola, 2003), or by
estimating genetic drift between related languages, again using parallel texts
(Nakhleh, Ringe, & Warnow, 2005). Juola applies the Kullback-Liebler distance,
which measures the degree of similarity between two samples of text, providing
an “entropy number” which indicates the information loss between two samples,
to parallel texts of the Bodleian Oath in more than 30 languages. He thus derives
a scalar measure of the degree to which the transliterated sound symbols in each
translated version of the oath differ from the English version. Nakhleh et al.
apply methods from genetic analysis to estimate the degree of drift among
related languages, using primarily Bible corpora from a mother language (such
as Latin) and the same texts in daughter languages to estimate the degree of
drift. Again, they obtain scalar measures of relatedness among the languages.
However, neither method has been used to test learnability, and as with scales
such as the FSI and DLI learnability scales, these two methods depend on fixing one
language (e.g., English) as the starting point against which difficulty or distance
is measured. This brings up two other issues: first, even assuming English as L1,
there are a large number of L1–L2–L3 triads possible – tens of thousands. Thus,
developing relatedness measures among L1–L2–L3 triads would be impractical.
Second, any measure of difficulty must be relative – there are no abstract models
to which one might appeal to create an absolute difficulty or learnability measure.
Clearly, the linguistic distance between languages cannot easily be measured or
quantified.
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Besides the distance between the languages, the researchers also have cited the
activation of source languages and the order in which they were acquired as
interacting with transfer. In the reviewed studies, the source of transfer can be
either the learner’s L1 (Ringbom, 2001), or a second language or other non-native
language (De Angelis & Selinker, 2001; Hammarberg, 2001; Sikogukira, 1993;
Leung, 1998). Several factors determine conditions in which transfer occurs and
conditions for choosing the source language. Ringbom (2001), for example,
argued that transfer can be either L1-based or L2-based, and that the choice of the
donor language can depend on typological distance or degree of L2 proficiency.
However, what is most important is that the source of transfer depends on the
type of transfer investigated, whether lexical, morphological, or syntactic. Ringbom
concluded that although lexical transfer is usually L2-based, grammatical and
semantic transfers are nearly always L1-based. De Angelis and Selinker (2001)
described interlanguage transfer as the influence of one non-native language on
another non-native language. They analyzed the language production of two adult
multilinguals and concluded that the learners’ interlanguages, not the learners’
previously learned languages, needed to be taken into consideration while
analyzing lexical and morphological transfer. De Angelis and Selinker found
evidence for lexical and morphological transfer and noted that this evidence is
restricted to the transfer of form only. They argued that transfer of meaning, as
well as multilingual language processing, are in need of further research. Leung
(1998) also investigated transfer between interlanguages on three grammatical
tasks given to Chinese (L1) speakers with a background in English (L2) who
were learning French (L3). Leung concluded that two of these tasks revealed L2
transfer to L3 and one reflected more universal factors than transfer from L2.

Another factor discussed in the literature as influencing transfer is L2 status
(Hammarberg, 2001). Hammarberg described the different roles that L2 (Ger-
man) played in speech production of L3 (Swedish) in the speech of his polyglot
subject, Sarah Williams. Hammarberg observed that Sarah Williams’ lexicon
was most often influenced by her L2 German, and that German, not her native
English, provided the most supply for her L3 Swedish. After ruling out all other
possibilities, he concluded that the reason for L2 being a donor language was
L2 status, in other words, the fact that German and Swedish were “foreign
languages” for his subject. Hammarberg also referred to the notion of “recency”
of the language; that is, the use of the most recently acquired language by the
learner as the source of transfer.

In general, researchers agree that transfer from L2 to L3 is most salient in the
lexicon, and that lexical transfer has the most facilitative effects on L3 learning.
Lexical transfer can help in successful comprehension of texts because learners
can rely on a large number of cognates in related languages. Clearly, the existence
of false cognates between L2 and L3 may sidetrack learners, but usually the
number of true cognates is much larger than the number of faux amis (Ringbom,
2001). Semantic transfer or meaning-based transfer is very often L1-based, even if
the L2 and L3 are typologically closely related (Ringbom, 2001). De Angelis and
Selinker (2001) analyzed transfer between interlanguages and concluded that the
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evidence of lexical and morphological transfer in their study is restricted only to
transfer of form. They argued that transfer of meaning, as well as multilingual
language processing, was in need of further research.

UG and parameter setting
Zobl (1992) and Klein (1995) examined the effect of prior linguistic experience on
UG and parameter setting and concluded that certain qualities, such as less con-
servative TL grammars, metalinguistic skills, and enhanced lexical knowledge,
play a role in facilitating the setting of UG parameters. Zobl (1992), for example,
on the basis of trends found in his empirical study, claimed that multilinguals
create less conservative interlanguage grammars because of over-generalizations
of grammars that enable them to learn TL at a faster rate.

Klein (1995) presented empirical evidence to support the argument that L2
acquisition and L3 acquisition are indeed different. She tested for differences
between groups of monolinguals and multilinguals in the acquisition of lexical
items and certain syntactic constructions. Specifically, two grammaticality judg-
ment tests were administered to both groups of participants, one on the acquisi-
tion of preposition stranding, that is, syntactic constructions, and the other on the
acquisition of specific verbs and their prepositional compliments, that is, lexical
items. Klein hypothesized that, according to the parameter-setting model of lan-
guage acquisition, there should be no difference between L2 and L3 learners in
terms of parameter setting alone.3 In other words, L3 learners should not have
advantages over L2 learners because the parameters had been set in L1, and it
should not matter whether it is the learner’s L2, L3, or L4. However, the results of
Klein’s study showed differences between the two groups, with multilinguals
outperforming monolinguals on the two types of tests (grammaticality judgments
of preposition stranding and verb subcategorization); however, the difference
between the groups on a third test (grammaticality judgments of null-prep)
was not statistically significant.4 Klein concluded that heightened metalinguistic
skills, enhanced lexicon, and less conservative learning helped multilinguals in
re-setting of UG parameters.

Metacognition and metalinguistic awareness
The facilitative role of previous linguistic experience in L3 learning can be found
in the area of metacognition, in that the experience of learning another language
may later employ the learner’s metacognitive self-assessment and metacognitive
self-management, in addition to providing the learner with explicit, declarative
metalinguistic knowledge about how languages work. Ramsay (1980) discovered
that multilinguals tended to perform far better than monolinguals on an achieve-
ment test. Successful learners in Ramsay’s study tended to use more cognitive
and metacognitive strategies, including substantially more verbalization and
vocal practice, use of mnemonic devices, a more positive attitude toward the
learning process (an affective strategy), use of positive affect reinforcement, use
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of more sources of information, and more risk taking and less fear of errors. Ramsay
noted that metacognitive strategies can be distinguished as the primary differ-
ence between novice and expert learners across a broad set of abstract systems
of knowledge, specifically in language, at both a very discrete level (the process-
ing of specific constituent units) and a discourse level. Wenden (1999) reviewed
literature on metacognition in language learning and drew a similar conclusion:
Good language learners as well as self-directed language learners exhibit
metacognitive behaviors. Möhle (1989) examined learning strategies in German
multilingual university students taking a variety of Indo-European languages
(French, Spanish, and English), hypothesizing that the narration of a film with
no overt linguistic information would be influenced by cognitive processing.
She found evidence of controlled lexical transfer, again a metacognitive strategy.

Metalinguistic awareness is believed to play an important role in L3 acquisi-
tion and in the investigation of the differences between L2 and L3 acquisition
(Bartlet, 1989; Jessner, 1999; Klein, 1995; Thomas, 1988; Zobl, 1992). Bartlet (1989)
examined the influence of L3 on procedural (metalinguistic) knowledge in a case
study on interference in L3 (English) from L2 (Spanish) among multilingual Yaqui
Indians in Arizona. Bartlet found evidence of broad use of metacognitive and
communicative strategies in oral discourse and oral narrative. Jessner (1999)
investigated the role of metalinguistic awareness in multilinguals within the frame-
work of the Dynamic Model of Multilingualism. She analyzed qualitative data
collected from trilingual adults via think-aloud protocol sessions to illustrate
different strategies learners use in searching for a word in L3. All of the cited
examples relate to metalinguistic thinking that involves three languages, all of
which are typologically related. For instance, Jessner provided examples of code-
switching involving either two or three languages, along with learners’ attempts
to look for equivalents or cognates in the three languages. Basing her conclusions
on the relevant literature and this study alone, Jessner argued that metalinguistic
awareness is desirable and can be increased through teaching similarities between
languages and through activating students’ prior linguistic knowledge. Two
other studies, Zobl (1992) and Klein (1995), attributed better performance of multi-
linguals than monolinguals on grammaticality judgment tests to metalinguistic
awareness.

Learner autonomy
Learner autonomy has also surfaced as an area of interest in the study of L3
acquisition. We define learner autonomy here as the active, independent
management of learning by the learner (rather than independent study outside
the classroom), where the learner sets or attempts to control the goals, curric-
ulum, pedagogical method, or content of the learning program. A qualitative
method was applied by Rivers (1996, 2001), who used a variety of data-collection
techniques, including questionnaires, focus groups, classroom observation, and
interviews, to investigate the characteristics and behaviors of college students
learning a third language. Rivers (1996) compared proficiency outcomes of L3
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learners from three programs: a program in languages of the former Soviet Union
at the University of Maryland, a cross-training program at the Defense Language
Institute (DLI), and a DLI study of immersion training with learners enrolled in
L2 courses. He found that L3 learners were more successful than L2 learners
of the same target language; that is, they learned more of the language and in a
shorter time than L2 learners, based on end-of-course proficiency tests adminis-
tered by DLI and other USG agencies. In another study, Rivers (2001) analyzed
self-directed language learning behaviors of 11 adult learners of Georgian and
Kazakh as a third language. All subjects’ L1 was English and all had advanced
(Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) 3/3/3 or better) proficiency in L2
Russian. Rivers found that all learners accurately assess their progress, learning
styles, and learning strategy preferences, as well as conflicts with teaching styles
and behaviors of other learners within the class. Next, based upon these self-
assessments of learner styles and preferences, all learners revealed a high ten-
dency toward controlling their learning process, the tendency toward learner
autonomy being demonstrated by their requesting and demanding changes to
course content and structure. Finally, the majority of learners made attempts
to modify the learning environment by using self-directed language learning
strategies that referred to different aspects of course structure, for example, type
and mode of input, workload, and classroom activities.

Praxis: Research on Adult L3 Instruction

In an effort to promote Portuguese language courses in American colleges and
universities, Holton (1954) provided an overview of similarities between Spanish
and Portuguese, claiming that learners with a good command of Spanish could
acquire a reading facility in Portuguese in a very short time and with minimum
effort. As he put it, “It would seem to be a valuable piece of intellectual mer-
chandise obtained at a wonderful bargain price” (p. 447). Jensen (1989) and Jordan
(1991) suggested that the high degree of mutual intelligibility between Portu-
guese and Spanish could be used in teaching Portuguese to students who had
Spanish as a second language. Jensen (1989) administered a series of listening
proficiency tests in Spanish to Portuguese speakers, and tests in Portuguese to
Spanish speakers, and found that Portuguese was 60 percent intelligible to Spanish
speakers and that Spanish was 50 percent intelligible to Portuguese speakers.
Jordan (1991) argued for the use of contrastive analysis techniques in teaching
Portuguese to speakers of Spanish, and listed the pedagogical benefits and risks
of using this technique for teaching closely related languages. Based on the prin-
ciple that there is a high degree of mutual intelligibility between closely related
languages, such as Spanish and Portuguese, Gribble (1987) created a Bulgarian
course for Russian speakers and Townsend (1995) a Czech course for Russian
speakers. The efficacy of these courses, which are highly contrastive in nature,
has not been measured; we note them here as they do, at least implicitly, draw
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upon the assumption of mutual intelligibility and lexical and linguistic transfer
between closely related languages.

A notably different view was offered by Teixeira-Leal Tarquinio (1977), who
recommended that, for English-speaking students at American universities, it is
unsound to take both Spanish and Portuguese concurrently, pointing to the inter-
ference of Spanish, especially in beginning Portuguese classes. She warned that
this practice could lead to a hybrid product of “espanguês.” Teixeira-Leal Tarquinio
provided a list of specific phonological, morphological, and syntactical items
whose transfer may cause difficulties for these students, claiming that one of the
two languages must be mastered before beginning to learn the other. It needs to
be noted that the author based her view on observations of students in American
universities learning Portuguese and Spanish concurrently. This view seems to
support claims about the importance of L2 proficiency in L3 acquisition. What
needs to be determined in future research is the effect of the proximity of Spanish
and Portuguese, or any other closely related languages, on proficiency level and
order of acquisition.

In the US, the primary locus of deliberate L3 instruction has been the lan-
guage training institutes of the USG. Over the past 15 years, rapidly changing
and emerging government language requirements, coupled with the assumption
that significant time savings could be achieved in L3 training courses, have led
to courses in Serbian/Croatian for Russian, Polish, and Czech second language
learners; Tausug for Tagalog speakers; Malaysian for Bahasa Indonesian
speakers; Portuguese for Spanish speakers; Kazakh, Kyrgyz, and Georgian for
Russian speakers; Haitian Creole for French Speakers; and several courses in one
or another Arabic vernacular for speakers of Modern Standard Arabic.

Several courses at the Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center
(DLI) have retrained speakers of one language in another closely related lan-
guage: Czech L2 speakers in Serbian/Croatian (Corin, 1994), French speakers in
Haitian Creole, and Russian, Polish, and Czech speakers in Serbian/Croatian.
This type of instruction, in which the target language and the learners’ previously
known languages are closely related, is called conversion. Corin (1994) reported
on a Serbian/Croatian conversion course at the DLI that retrained 40 Czech
linguists in Serbian/Croatian in a 3-month period. Based on the outcomes of the
three-month course reported on the ILR scale (median oral proficiency score =
Level 2; mode = Level 1+), Corin concluded that conversion works, that L2 profi-
ciency may influence L3 gains, and that learner style interacted with the teaching
materials and methods (global learners performed better). There were no tradi-
tional grammars; the learners had to derive rules for the target language from
their L2s. Kulman and Tetrault (1993) reviewed USG L3 courses and proposed
Rapid Survey courses for closely related languages, for example, a Ukrainian
course for Russian speakers. According to Kulman and Tetrault, such courses
would make use of the phonologies, morphologies, and syntaxes of the L2 and
TL, as well as contrastive analysis, to enable L3 learners to predict parallel and
divergent structures in languages.
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Current best practices in USG conversion training were summarized in Brecht
et al. (1998). The authors claimed that best practices in conversion training con-
centrate on attempts to capitalize upon the students’ prior knowledge and prior
language learning experience. Brecht et al. list three advantages that individuals
with previous language learning background possess over persons without
such experience: (1) prior knowledge of the donor language (L2), (2) greater
metalinguistic awareness, and (3) general language-learning skills. The authors
also explain two models of USG cross-training and conversion programs: the
Quick Response Short-Term Demand Model and the Long-Term Programmed
Career-Based Model. In the former, also called the “crisis model,” cross-training/
conversion is a method for responding to changing requirements as a result of
rapidly developing geopolitical events that can unfold much faster than the time
normally required to train a linguist. However, such courses are often organized
on short notice, with little time to develop curricula, methods, and materials,
select students, and to train teachers. The latter, also called the “programmed
career” model, is based on the idea of expanding the language background of
USG personnel with language qualifications as part of their career development.
Brecht et al. argued that very often the “crisis model” is applied rather than the
more desirable “programmed career” model.

For closely related languages, the potential programmatic benefits of this train-
ing are immediately clear for the rate of acquisition. This advantage is vital:
faster rate of acquisition leads to shorter courses; shorter courses require less
investment and are more responsive to rapidly emerging language requirements,
such as those that arose during the US interventions in Bosnia and Kosovo. In
fact, Rivers (2001) reported that cross-training courses in Kazakh and Kyrgyz
(with Russian as L2) were one third the length of basic courses in these Category
3 languages. Corin (1994) and Brecht, et al. (1998) reported that Serbian/Croatian
conversion courses were between one half and two thirds the length of the basic
course.

Regarding the putative benefit of L3 acquisition, and the use of cross-training
and conversion courses by USG training schools, we return to the hypothesis
initially stated: For the learner, the acquisition of a third language is aided by
knowledge of a second language. The literature is in broad agreement that L3
learners are at an advantage, be they adults who, having acquired a second
language as adults, turn to a third, as is the case in most USG cross-training and
conversion programs, as well as much of higher education when L3 learning
occurs, or children in multilingual societies learning a foreign language in addi-
tion to their native language (typically a minority language) and the titular lan-
guage. The advantages such learners enjoy in comparison to ab initio adult second
language learners include:

• the use of more metacognitive behaviors, particularly metacognitive self-
management, in the learning process used by the learner to direct the learner’s
in-class learning behaviors, as well as language use behaviors outside of the
formal instructed environment;
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• the use of a wider variety of cognitive learning strategies;
• more demonstration of autonomous learning;
• better affective behaviors and, in particular, a more positive attitude toward

the learning process;
• higher proficiency outcomes for a given course length.

However, these advantages do not accrue equally for all adult L3 learners.
Rivers (1996, 2001) noted distinct differences in affective behaviors with respect
to adjusting to varying learning styles among the students and between the
students and instructors. Some learners were able to negotiate these differences
with little adverse effect on themselves or the classroom environment, while
others were not. Rivers attributed this to poor metacognitive self-assessment.
Other studies on linguistic transfer have noted that the advantages often afforded
by transfer can be mitigated by inaccurate transfer: false cognates (lexical),
overgeneralization of morphological and syntactic constructions, and so forth.
However, overall, the second language learner with reasonably high L2 pro-
ficiency is a prime candidate for L3 training. The findings from studies on lin-
guistic transfer also point to the typological distance between languages as an
important factor in positive transfer – the more closely related the languages, the
more linguistic transfer is possible. There is still not enough research conducted
on typologically unrelated languages to provide evidence on the role of linguistic
knowledge during L3 learning.

Summary of current research and praxis
Our rather cursory review reveals several areas where one might well posit that
L3 acquisition is qualitatively and quantitatively different from SLA. We would
argue that L3 acquisition then requires either a new theoretical framework unique
to L3 acquisition (such as proposed by Flynn, Foley, & Vinnitskaya, 2004; Herdina
& Jessner, 2002; and Hufeisen, 2000) or an extended SLA framework (such as
argued by Marx & Hufeisen, 2003) to account for L3 acquisition within a broader
framework of adult language acquisition. Such an extended framework would
likely focus on the psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic changes wrought by
acquiring a second language to some significant level of competence. One might
further argue that such a framework would necessarily focus on metacognitive
and metalinguistic traits to a significant degree, in that these areas are rather less
well investigated than typology or relatedness, for example, and would tend to
be independent of the particular L1–L2–L3 triads in question for a given learner.

Insofar as the applications and results of L3 acquisition differ from SLA – we
know from established practice in L3 acquisition that the programs and out-
comes can differ significantly, and that learner processes may differ considerably
at the psycholinguistic, sociolinguistic, neurolinguistic, cognitive, and metacognitive
levels – one might well argue that programming in L3 acquisition ought to
capitalize on these factors. We turn next to a case study of the state of the art for
directed L3 acquisition programs for adults in the US.
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A Case Study of USG L3 Programs

The authors recently conducted a study of practices in USG L3 training with the
goal of enhancing instruction in third language courses. We collected retrospect-
ive survey data from program managers and instructors of current and past L3
courses in:

• Tagalog to Tausug
• Bahasa Indonesian to Malaysian
• Spanish to Portuguese
• Russian to Serbian/Croatian
• Russian to Ukrainian
• Ukrainian to Russian
• Multiple languages to Uzbek
• Mandarin to Cantonese
• Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) to Egyptian Arabic
• MSA to Levantine Arabic
• Hindi to Urdu

Most courses met for 16 weeks, 6 hours per day, 5 days per week, with the
exception of Russian to Serbian/Croatian courses that met for 12 or 16 weeks and
the Bahasa Indonesian to Malaysian course that met for 34 weeks. A total of
39 people were interviewed: 18 language instructors, 5 program managers, and
16 students. Students in these courses were adult learners of the target language
and may or may not have been native speakers of the language from which they
were retrained. In some courses proficiency in L2 was measured, and in some,
attainment of a certain proficiency level was required.

Analytical methodology
The authors took a qualitative, grounded theory approach to analyze a corpus of
ethnographic data collected from classroom observations and learner, instructor,
and course manager focus groups at six language schools. The focus groups were
semi-structured face-to-face interviews with small groups of informants. The team
also observed two basic MSA classes (six and eight students in each) for compar-
ison purposes. All observed classes were one hour long. Two or three researchers
were present in each of the classes; they sat in the back and took notes. The notes
included: a running list of classroom activities, notes on classroom behaviors,
direct quotes of the learners and teachers.

Results and discussion
The courses we examined differed on external factors related to learning
environment, such as course goals, methods and materials used, and teacher
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characteristics. For the most part, they were intended as L3 courses, with the
exception of the Uzbek course, which was initially designed as a basic course.
However, because of the presence of students with backgrounds in typologically
close languages, such as Azeri and Turkish, as well as languages that have
donated substantial lexis to Uzbek, such as Arabic and Persian, the Uzbek course
evolved into an L3 course. L3 goals were not always explicitly set and commun-
icated to students. In Serbian/Croatian courses, for example, L3 goals were not
explicitly included in the course description, but students were told that they
were taking an L3 course.

Beyond confirming that the primary perceived benefit for L3 courses in the
language training institutes of the USG is the more rapid acquisition of the tar-
get language, the signal result of this preliminary case study of L3 acquisition
course structure and goals is that the courses themselves differed greatly in terms
of which putative advantages of L3 acquisition were exploited. The courses
we examined differed significantly in relation to factors external to the learners
themselves, particularly with respect to course goals (whether the course was
explicitly an L3 course and whether that goal was expressed in course design,
pedagogical methodology, or course materials); transfer (whether transfer was
explicit in course design and materials and whether contrastive analysis was
used); instructor background (some instructors had a background in the learners’
second language, while others did not); and materials used (materials were typic-
ally adopted from basic language courses with little or no modification for the
L3 course, although there were notable exceptions).

On the other hand, in our interviews, instructors, program managers, and
students indicated striking similarities in their reports of learner behavior. We
summarize these perceptions in Figure 15.1. Learners accessed transfer phenom-
ena, typically but not exclusively doing so in an overt fashion, comparing their
L2 to L3, regardless of course design or instructor input. Learners clearly noticed
and took advantage of differences and similarities between the two languages,
but whether the phenomenon was noticing (without awareness) or metalinguistic
awareness, remains unanswered. L3 learners also demonstrated a high degree of
autonomy in language learning processes and usage of metacognitive learning
strategies, such as organization, planning, and evaluation. All in all, they were
taking advantage of their previous learning experience. Most courses proceed
from an assumption that the greatest benefit is derived from retraining highly
proficient learners into a closely related language. This may confound some of the
putative benefits. That is, by screening for such advanced, experienced learners,
USG L3 programs tend to select learners who might enjoy these and other
advantages due to aptitude, verbal skills, maturity, or general intelligence, rather
than their experience with a second language.

Directions for further research
This study, and the larger project to which it belongs, raises interesting questions
about L3 learning in general. First, the best evidence we have thus far is that L3
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courses in the USG tend to succeed – that is, the goal of reaching a specified
proficiency in one half to two thirds of the time required for attainment of com-
parable proficiency via an L2 course is achieved – in a remarkably uniform and
consistent way, regardless of the specifics of course design, instructional methods,
or materials. We intend over the next several years to test this assumption
by a careful ethnographic examination of diverse L3 training courses, coupled
with a correlational study of learner factors predictive of success in L3 training
courses. It may be that the chief influence on the rate of acquisition is some
construct of typological and genetic distance between the learners’ second and
third languages. The metalinguistic and metacognitive effects noted in the research
literature and echoed in our interviews hold some significant promise for SLA, in
particular in advanced and independent learning situations, such as extended
immersion abroad or daily professional use of the language.

We would advance a brief set of research questions for L3 acquisition, in hopes
of sparking a discussion of the kinds of research reviewed in our chapter, as well
as some of the initial results from studies of L3 acquisition. In other words, we
would advance a set of questions unified around L3 acquisition as a theme, given
the interest in L3 acquisition in the US for adults and the prevalence of L3
acquisition in other countries with complex multilingual societies.

• Does bilingualism – of any type – bring about changes in language acquisi-
tion in general?

• Does bilingualism – of any type – bring about changes in general cognition
and/or the cognitive processes associated with adult language acquisition?

• Does bilingualism – of any type – bring about changes in general metacognition
and/or the metacognitive processes associated with adult language acquisition?

• Does bilingualism – of any type – bring about changes in neurophysiology?
How do such changes affect adult SLA?

We believe that these approximate a research agenda for the L3 acquisition field,
one that would greatly enrich our understanding of the processes underlying all
adult language acquisition.

NOTES

1 By linguistic distance, Cenoz means phylogenetic relationship. See Nakhleh, Ringe,
and Warnow (2005) for a detailed assay at defining and measuring the relative dis-
tance among Indo-European languages and Juola (2003) for an attempt to create scalar
measures for relative distances among unrelated languages. Distance has also been
defined in terms of learnability; the difficulty scales employed by the Foreign Service
Institute (FSI) and the Defense Language Institute (DLI) are examples.

2 One should note that other attempts to assay the learnability of specific features in
L1–L2 dyads, such as the Interlanguage Structural Conformity Hypothesis (see, for
example, Carlisle, 1998), do not assume reciprocity for learnability of specific features.
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3 In broad terms, the Principles and Parameters model holds that linguistic structures –
syntactic, lexical, phonological – are governed by a set of parameters, the setting of
which allows or disallows phenomena such as trace movement in question formation
or obligatory devoicing of final stops. These settings are fixed during first language
acquisition, and if they should vary in the second (or third) language, then the corre-
sponding parameter must also be “reset” for that language, to allow proper production
of the particular structure.

4 Preposition stranding may occur in question formation when the trace noun is found
in a prepositional phrase: “The students worried about the test,” can become “About
which test did the students worry?” (so-called Pied-Piping) or “Which test did the
students worry about?” (preposition stranding) (Klein, 1995, p. 432). The incorrect
response “Which tests did the student worry” occurs among learners of English whose
L1 does not have prepositions which govern and mark case. In Klein’s study, verb sub-
categorization refers to the complements taken by the allowable prepositions governed
by the verb; and null-prep refers to incorrect stimuli without the required preposition.
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16 Foreign and Second
Language Needs Analysis

JAMES DEAN BROWN

Introduction

To start this chapter, I will address the three most basic questions about needs
analysis: What is needs analysis? What literature is available on language needs
analyses? And, what are the steps in needs analyses? The rest of the chapter will
then provide more details about each step.

What is needs analysis?
The concept of needs analysis (also known as needs assessment) commonly refers to
the processes involved in gathering information about the needs of a particular
client group in industry or education. Naturally, in educational programs, needs
analyses focus on the learning needs of students, and then, once they are iden-
tified, needs are translated into learning objectives, which in turn serve as the
basis for further development of teaching materials, learning activities, tests, pro-
gram evaluation strategies, etc. Thus needs analysis is the first step in curriculum
development.

In Brown (1995, p. 36), I provided a more formal definition which combined
a number of other definitions I had found in the literature. Unfortunately, the
resulting definition was a rather ponderous one: “the systematic collection and
analysis of all subjective and objective information necessary to define and val-
idate defensible curriculum purposes that satisfy the language learning require-
ments of students within the context of particular institutions that influence the
learning and teaching situation.”

I will simplify that definition here by breaking it into several pieces. Needs
analysis (NA) is the systematic collection and analysis of all information neces-
sary for defining a defensible curriculum. A defensible curriculum is one that
satisfies the language learning and teaching requirements of the students and
teachers within the context of particular institution(s) involved. (I will necessarily
return to this issue below.) Naturally, the information necessary to achieve this
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defensible curriculum includes all subjective and objective information, and any
other types of information that turn out to be appropriate in the particular NA.

What literature is available on language NA?
Over the years, a few books have been devoted to the specific notion of language
NA, including Richterich and Chancerel (1977, 1987), Munby (1978), Trim (1980),
Buckingham (1981), Richterich (1983), and most recently Long (2005b). In addi-
tion, a number of papers have been published that review the literature on NA,
most recently those by West (1994, 1997) and Long (2005a). Generic language
curriculum books have also included increasingly large sections on NA over
the years: Dubin and Olshtain (1986, pp. 13–14); Nunan (1988, pp. 43–53; 1991,
pp. 13–24, 75–84), Clark (1987, pp. 35–7), Yalden (1987, pp. 131–8), White (1988,
pp. 83–93), Brown (1995, pp. 37–70), Graves (2000, pp. 97–121), and Richards
(2001, pp. 51–111).

What are the steps in a NA?
Schutz and Derwing (1981) advocated using eight steps in a NA, “which would
seem to constitute an absolute minimum for any needs assessment effort worthy
of the name” (p. 35); Jordan (1997, p. 23) argued for ten steps, while Graves (2000,
p. 100) listed seven steps. Notice that all three sets of steps have been combined
in the last column of Table 16.1 into what I consider three general stages of NA
(Get ready to do NA; Do the NA research; and Use the NA results), with ten
secondary steps listed under those stages.1 The rest of this chapter will be organ-
ized around the ten steps shown in the last column of Table 16.1 followed by a
conclusion section.

Get Ready to Do NA

Define the purpose of the NA
A number of perspectives have been proposed for thinking about the purposes of
NA. These perspectives generally take the form of frameworks within which NAs
can be conducted or types of information that can serve as the basis of a NA.

Frameworks
Stufflebeam et al. (1985, cited in Brown, 1995, pp. 38–9) identified the following
four philosophies that can underlie NA (with language-related definitions sup-
plied by me):

1 Discrepancy philosophy – needs are any differences between future desired
student language performances and what they can currently do.

2 Democratic philosophy – needs are any learning goals that are preferred by a
majority of the stakeholders involved.
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3 Analytic philosophy – needs are whatever the students would naturally learn next
based on what is known about them and the learning processes involved.

4 Diagnostic philosophy – needs are any language elements or skills that would
be harmful if missing.

Similarly, three different types of needs were discussed by Hutchinson and Waters
(1987):

1 Necessities are “objective needs,” or what learners need to know to successfully
function in the target L2.

2 Lacks are differences between target L2 proficiency and what learners currently
know (see the discrepancy philosophy above).

3 Wants are “subjective needs,” or what and how the learners would like to learn.

Brindley (1984, p. 28) pointed to even more types of needs including wants,
desires, demands, expectations, motivations, lacks, constraints, and requirements.

West (1994, pp. 8–12; 1997, pp. 71–4) and Jordan (1997, pp. 23–8) provided lists
of different types of NA that overlap considerably with each other. A combina-
tion of the three lists would include the following nine types of language NA:

1 Target-situation analysis seeks information on the language requirements
learners face in learning a specific type of language.

2 Deficiency analysis accounts for learners’ current wants and needs and their
target situation deficiencies or lacks.

3 Present-situation analysis focuses on the students’ proficiencies at the outset of
instruction.

4 Learning-oriented analysis takes the view that needs (in terms of syllabus,
content, teaching methods, materials, etc.) should be negotiated between
students and other stakeholders.

5 Strategy analysis focuses on learners’ preferences in terms of learning strategies,
error correction, group sizes, amount of homework, etc.

6 Means analysis focuses on the learning situation, with as few preconceptions
as possible in terms of practicality, logistics, cultural appropriateness, etc.

7 Language audits take a large-scale view of NA in terms of strategic language
policies for companies, professional sectors, governmental departments, coun-
tries, etc.

8 Set menu analysis sets out to create a menu of main courses from which the
sponsors or learners can select.

9 Computer-based analysis is done by computer to match perceived needs to a
database of materials “. . . from which the course content can be negotiated
between students and teacher . . .” (West, 1997, p. 74).

Types of information
Berwick (1989, pp. 49–51) listed six planning orientations for the types of informa-
tion in educational systems:
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1 Organized body of knowledge
2 Specific competencies
3 Social activities and problems
4 Cognitive or learning processes
5 Feelings and attitudes
6 Needs and interests of the learner

A variety of other different types of information can serve as the basis of a NA,
for example:

1 Goal-oriented vs. process-oriented language needs (Widdowson, 1981, p. 2)
2 Language content vs. learning content (Brindley, 1984, pp. 31–2)
3 Content vs. methodology parameters (Nunan, 1985)
4 Linguistic content vs. learning process (Brown, 1995, p. 41)
5 Language needs vs. situation needs (Brown, 1995, p. 40; Richards, 2001,

pp. 90–1)

Some combination of all these alternative frameworks and types of information
will probably serve best in most present day NAs.

Delimit the student population
There are at least two ways in which the student population should be delimited.
One is in terms of the scale of the project and the other is in terms of the focus of
the NA.

Scale of the NA
The scale of a NA has to do with how broadly it is aimed. Some NAs have
been large-scale indeed. For example, the international, multi-language NA
efforts of the Council of Europe were designed to identify the needs of adult
foreign language learners (e.g., Conseil de la Coopération Culturelle, 2000;
Council of Europe, 2001; Richterich, 1983, 1985; Richterich & Chancerel, 1977,
1987; Trim, 1973, 1980). Somewhat more modestly scaled NAs have been
described for the societal level in the United States (Brecht & Rivers, 2005), for
the US military (Lett, 2005), and for large organizations like universities (Coleman,
1988).

In theory, a NA could be conducted on international, national, state or pro-
vincial, county or school district, multi-program, program, or classroom
levels, all of which represent quite different scales. However, most commonly,
NAs are conducted at a local level. Indeed, Purpura et al. (2003, p. 9) go so far
as to argue that “All needs assessments are situation-specific” (italics in original).
The questions of how specific the situation should be and, by extension, how
specific a NA should be are crucial ones that must be addressed in the early
stages of any such efforts (for more on this issue, see Hyland, 2002; Dovey, in
press).
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Focus of the NA
Seedhouse (1995) discusses NA for the general-English classroom. However, by
and large, NAs have been conducted for much more specific purposes. As a
result, in teacher-training texts on English for specific purposes (ESP), NA usually
figures prominently. For example, there are 11 pages on NA in Hutchinson and
Waters (1987, pp. 53–64), 22 pages in Jordan (1997, pp. 20–42), and 12 pages in
Dudley-Evans and St John (1998, pp. 25–6, 57–9, 121–7). Typically, ESP is further
divided into two categories, one for occupational purposes (EOP) and the other for
academic purposes (EAP).

EOP includes many subcategories in which NAs have been conducted: business
and workplace (e.g., Chew, 2005; Crosling & Ward, 2002; Edwards, 2000; Holliday,
1995; Holmes, 2005; So-mui & Mead, 2000; Tanaka, 2001; van Hest & Oud-De
Glas, 1990; Vandermeeren, 2005), healthcare (e.g., Bosher & Smalkoski, 2002;
Cameron, 1998; Chia et al., 1999; Lepetit & Cichocki, 2002; Uvin, 1996), hotel
workers ( Jasso-Aguilar, 1999, 2005), journalists (Gilabert, 2005), footballers (Kellerman,
Koonen, & van der Haagen, 2005), and coffee shop workers (Downey Bartlett, 2005).

EAP has also been the focus of many NAs including general EAP needs (e.g.,
Braine, 2001; Chan, 2001; Jordan, 1997; Kim et al., 2003; Waters, 1996), writing
needs (Casanave & Hubbard, 1992; Hale et al., 1996; Leki, 1995), oral/aural needs
(Ferris, 1998; Ferris & Tagg, 1996a, 1996b; Kim, in press; Teng, 1999), and heritage
learner needs (see discussion and references in Kondo-Brown, 2007).

Outside the traditional EOP/EAP distinction, other NAs have focused on
survival English for immigrants (e.g., Nunan, 1990; Winn, 2005) and computer
assisted language learning (e.g., Decamps & Bauvois, 2001; González-Lloret, 2003).

NA for languages other than English
So far the discussion of NA appears to be all about English, in ESL settings.
However, a number of NAs have been conducted in non-English-speaking coun-
tries for English as a foreign language (EFL) (e.g., Bacha, 2003; Kormos, Kontra,
& Csolle, 2002; and Moreno, 2003 to cite three among many). Other NAs have
been conducted for languages other than English. Some of these have been the
multi-country efforts in Europe discussed above. Others have included a large
number of languages by addressing foreign languages (e.g., Oukada, 2001; Porcher,
1983; and Purpura et al., 2003), or focused a bit more narrowly on three languages
like Spanish, French, and German (Alalou, 2001; Alalou & Chamberlain, 1999;
and Horwitz, 1988). NAs have also been conducted for specific languages like
French (Dalgalian, 1983; Harlow, Smith, & Garfinkel, 1980; Licari, Londei, &
Mandolini, 1983; Sapin-Lignieres, 1983), German (von der Handt, 1983), Japanese
(Iwai et al., 1999), and Korean (Chaudron et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2003).

Decide upon approach(es) and syllabus(es)
Approaches
Brown (1995, p. 5) described approaches as “ways of defining what and how the
students need to learn” and listed the following approaches:
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1 Classical
2 Grammar-translation
3 Direct
4 Audiolingual
5 Communicative

Naturally, other belief systems that could be called approaches may exist (the
cognitive approach comes immediately to mind).

Syllabuses
Curriculum design has often been discussed in terms of types of syllabuses. Wilkins
(1976, pp. 2–14) distinguished between synthetic syllabuses (“organized in terms of
tasks derived from the description of the language,” p. 3) and analytic syllabuses
(“organized in terms of the purposes for which people are learning language and
the kinds of language performance that are necessary to meet those purposes,”
p. 13). White (1988, pp. 44–61) discussed two types of syllabuses from a some-
what different perspective: Type A syllabuses (“What is to be learnt?”, p. 44) are
distinguished from Type B syllabuses (“How is it to be learnt?”, p. 44).

Brown (1995, pp. 6–14) defined syllabuses as “ways of organizing the course
and materials” and listed the following seven:

1 Structural
2 Situational
3 Topical
4 Functional
5 Notional
6 Skills-based
7 Task-based

In recent years, other syllabuses have also gained prominence (lexical and problem-
solving syllabuses come immediately to mind).

Given the above ways that teachers, students, and administrators may vary
in their belief systems about what and how students should learn langu-
ages (approaches), it is not surprising that those same stakeholders may often
disagree about how language courses and materials should be organized
(syllabuses).

Recognize constraints
The constraints that are faced in NAs tend to be situation related rather than
language related. For instance, in his article focusing on ESP communication
constraints, Singh (1983) listed constraints, all of which focus on the situation and
could impinge on the conduct of a NA: adequacy of syllabuses, administrative
attitudes toward second/foreign language teaching and learning, availability
of audio-video aids, class size, government language policies, availability of
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time for NA, departmental organization, relevance of foreign/second language
learning to other subjects, scheduling, society’s general attitudes toward second/
foreign language learning, status of teachers, as well as teaching/learning
traditions.

Singh’s list provides a good starting point, but there are many other possible
constraints, which will differ widely from situation to situation. Some may focus
on the teachers in terms of their: training, qualifications, language proficiency,
skills, expertise, experience, language, morale, motivation, styles, beliefs, and
principles (list of factors from Richards, 2001, p. 99). More crucially, the teachers’
willingness to cooperate in a NA project can determine whether it lives or dies,
and their readiness to relinquish sovereignty over their classrooms could also be
a factor, as could how satisfied they are with their working conditions, or how
well they get along with their administrators, etc.

Consider also the overall effects of factors like money or religion. There are
rare settings where money to support language education is plentiful as in Saudi
Arabia – during my time working there (1982–5), I found the quality of the
buildings, amount of classroom space, quality and amount of equipment, num-
bers of teachers, numbers and adequacy of textbooks were all excellent. Earlier,
when I was teaching in China in (1980–2), all of the same factors were in short
supply because money was in short supply. In constrast, the reverse was true
with regard to religion. In Saudi Arabia, the students had the right to leave the
classroom any time they wanted to pray. That is a constraint that was unthink-
able where I was teaching in China.

Many other constraints may unexpectedly rear their heads in a particular NA.
For example, the overall amount of time available for studying a language and
the intensity of that time may be important constraints. Other constraints may
have to do with the degree to which classrooms are homogeneous or heterogene-
ous with regard to their language background, age, academic status, proficiency
level, etc. Such differences could clearly impose constraints on what a NA can
find or accomplish.

Some scholars make a distinction labeled means analysis. According to Purpura
and Graziano-King (2004, pp. 4–5), “a means analysis examines those factors
that impede or facilitate curriculum implementation or change. A means analysis
is not so much concerned with the language or the learner per se, but with
the contextual variables of the learning/teaching environment ( Jordan, 1997;
Richterich, 1983).” Indeed, some researchers might consider the constraints
listed above more relevant to means analysis than to needs analysis. However,
as Dudley-Evans and St John (1998, p. 124) point out, “means analysis is sug-
gested (Holliday and Cooke, 1982, p. 133) as an adjunct to needs analysis.”
I would go even further and say that needs analysts ignore such constraints at
their peril.

In addition, given the large number of potential constraints, needs analysts
may be tempted to just give up. However, most constraints can be overcome by
simply setting realistic goals for the NA with an eye to attaining a “balance
between ‘what is needed’ and ‘what is possible’” (Singh, 1983, p. 156).
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Select data collection procedures
According to Purpura et al. (2003, pp. 9–11), a NA should be situation specific,
learner centered, pragmatic, and systematic. These characteristics are particularly
important for planning the data collection procedures that will be used in a NA
because those procedures must be appropriate for the specific situation, should
be learner centered (though all other stakeholders must also be involved), must be
practical (within the constraints imposed by the situation), and must be systematic
in the sense that they will function well together and lead to defensible results.

Therefore, at some relatively early stage, needs analysts must carefully plan
what procedures they will use for gathering their information. Stufflebeam et al.
(1985, pp. 90–1) suggest five factors that affect choices of information-gathering
procedures:

1 Characteristics of the information source
2 Situational characteristics
3 Type of information needed
4 Technical measurement criteria
5 Level of accuracy desired

Buckingham (1981) noted early on that “a great variety of assessment instru-
ments and processes are available, and the use of more than one means of assess-
ment is desirable” (p. 15). Hutchinson and Waters (1987) provide a few suggestions
for the types of NA data gathering procedures: questionnaires, interviews, obser-
vations, data collection (e.g., gathering texts), informal consultations with spon-
sors, learners, etc. (p. 58). Jordan (1997) provided a bit longer list of data gathering
procedures: “documentation, tests, questionnaires, forms/checklists, interviews,
record-keeping and observation,” with special emphasis on advance documenta-
tion, language test at home, language test on entry, self-assessment, observation
and monitoring, class progress tests, surveys, structured interview, learner
diaries, case studies, final tests, evaluation/feedback, follow-up investigations
(pp. 30–8).

Perhaps the most complete lists of NA procedures are provided by Brown
(1995, 2001) and Long (2005a), as shown in Table 16.2. In Brown (1995), I listed
26 different procedures and described each in turn (pp. 45–55). Long (2005a)
provided what turns out to be a list that is in almost complementary distribution
to my list. However, Long provided more information about each by describing
each procedure, but also by citing examples of studies that used each procedure
along with references for additional information about each. All the procedures
in Table 16.2 taken together give a broad perspective on the many options avail-
able for gathering information in NA (including well over 40 different procedures).
Clearly, trying to use all of them in any given NA would be impractical. So
selecting among them will prove important. Naturally, needs analysts should
select those procedures that best fit the purpose, scale, focus, approaches, syl-
labuses, and constraints of the particular NA.
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I should make one last point about Table 16.2. Notice that, by far, the majority
of the procedures listed in the table have an asterisk after them. These are the
ones that lend themselves to qualitative research methods rather than quantitat-
ive methods. I will expand on this below.

Do the NA Research

Collect data
What questions should be addressed? In NA, we are in the business of gathering
information, and gathering information inevitably leads to asking questions. I
have found at the beginning of a NA that I often have no idea what the appropri-
ate questions are, much less which of those questions are the most important. So
the first task a needs analyst faces is often to figure out what types of questions
are relevant.

I find it useful to refer to the question categories suggested by Patton (1987)
and Rossett (1982) in trying to think of useful questions. These question types are
all shown in Table 16.3 along with some ideas for what each question type might
ask about.

The profile of communicative needs provided by Munby (1978) can also serve
as nine aspects of communication about which needs analysts might want to ask
questions:

Table 16.2 Procedures for NA

Types

Existing
information

Tests

Intuitions

Listed in Brown (1995, 2001)

Records analysis*
Systems analysis*
Literature review*
Email, letter writing,
phone calls*

Aptitude
Proficiency
Placement
Diagnostic
Achievement

Listed in Long (2005a)

Task-based CR performance
tests

Non-expert intuitions*
Expert practitioner
intuitions*
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Table 16.2 (cont’d)

Types Listed in Brown (1995, 2001) Listed in Long (2005a)

Observations

Interviews

Meetings

Questionnaires

Target language

Diaries, journals, logs*

Participant observations*
Non-participant
observations*
Classroom observations*

Unstructured interviews*
Structured interviews*
Interview schedules*

Surveys and questionnaires

Discourse analysis*
Role plays, simulations*
Content analysis*
Register/rhetorical analysis*
Computer-aided corpus
analysis*
Genre analysis*

Case studies*
Diary studies*
Behavior observation*
Interactional analysis
Inventories*

Individual (in person,
telephone, Internet)*
Group*

Delphi technique*
Advisory*
Focus group*
Interest group*
Review*

Biodata surveys
Opinion surveys (closed-
response)
Opinion surveys (open-
response)*
Self-ratings (closed-response)
Self-ratings (open-response)*
Judgmental ratings (closed-
response)
Judgmental ratings (open-
response)*
Q sort (closed-response)

Text analysis*
Discourse analysis*
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Table 16.3 Ideas for types of questions to address in NA

Author Question type Ask about

Patton Behaviors/experiences Encounters or experiences in certain
(1987) language learning settings, what they do

when those things happen, how they
behave or act in those settings, etc.

Opinions/values Thoughts, impressions, attitudes, values,
opinions, etc. on various aspects of their
language or language learning processes

Feelings Sentiments and emotional reactions about
particular topics, issues, and components
of the learning and teaching processes

Knowledge Facts, information, and knowledge about the
language learning and teaching processes
in a particular context

Sensory Visual, auditory, tactile, and/or olfactory
aspects of the language learning and
teaching processes

Demographic/background Biographical, descriptive, or historical
information that has bearing on the
language learning teaching processes

Rossett Problems Difficulties and problems participants
(1982) perceive in a particular language learning

and teaching context
Priorities Topics, functions, skills, activities, grammar

points, etc. that participants feel are most
important, second most important, third
most important, etc.

Abilities Language aptitudes, proficiencies of
participants, especially with regard to
reading, writing, speaking, listening,
pragmatics, etc.

Attitudes Wants, wishes, and attitudes (e.g., toward
the language being studied, toward native
speakers of the language and their culture,
toward course objectives, etc.)

Solutions Answers or solutions to whatever problems
or quandaries are uncovered in the above
question types
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1 Personal (important background information)
2 Purpose (reason for communicating)
3 Setting (place where communication happens)
4 Interaction variables (power, gender, psychological, etc. relationships)
5 Medium, mode, and channel (means of communicating)
6 Dialects (variations that will be encountered)
7 Target level (level of proficiency needed)
8 Anticipated communicative events (different levels of functions or tasks that

will be required)
9 Key (particular way communication is accomplished)

How should data collection proceed?
This is a tricky part of any NA because needs analysts inevitably find themselves
encroaching on the territory of other people. The first goal should therefore be to
get all pertinent stakeholders to cooperate in the data-gathering process. Winn
(2005, pp. 293–4) listed some useful strategies to use, if possible, when doing NA
data collection:

1 Use inside connections in trying to gain entrée.
2 Be sure to go through channels in seeking permission in early stages.
3 Gradually get to know the participants.
4 Situate yourself as a learner, not an expert.
5 Observe a relatively large number of participants.
6 Use pre-interview conversations and follow-up interviews.
7 Use a variety of information sources to allow for comparisons of the data.
8 Be creative and flexible.
9 Volunteer and work in organizations where you are gathering data.

Analyze data
Quantitative or qualitative?
Research can vary from quantitative to qualitative on a number of dimensions:
the quantative research approach tends to use quantitative (data) and be experi-
mental, statistical, highly intervening, highly selective, variable operationalizing,
hypothesis testing, deductive, controlled, cross-sectional, large sample, and
etic, while the qualitative research approach tends to use qualitative (data) and be
non-experimental, interpretive, non-intervening, non-selective, variable defining,
hypothesis forming, inductive, natural, longitudinal, small sample, and emic (see
Brown, 2004a for definitions of all this terminology). Clearly, these are at least
two very different approaches that can be used in NA research.

Concerns with consistency, fidelity, verifiability, and meaningfulness
Long (2005a) argued that “. . . all approaches to NA, new or old, could benefit
from some serious work on issues of reliability and validity” (p. 22). I agree, but
I would argue that we must first be clear about how we think and talk about
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Table 16.4 Standards for judging of quantitative and qualitative research
reports (summarized from Brown, 2004a)

Quantitative RESEARCH STANDARDS Qualitative

Reliability CONSISTENCY Dependability
Validity FIDELITY Credibility
Replicability VERIFIABILITY Confirmability
Generalizability MEANINGFULNESS Transferability

issues like reliability and validity. Table 16.4 (based on Brown, 2004a) shows the
standards that are used for judging the worth of research, especially in quan-
titative and qualitative research reports. Note that all researchers must concern
themselves with research standards related to consistency, fidelity, verifiability,
and meaningfulness (shown down the middle of the table). However, quantitat-
ive researchers will do so by focusing on the concepts of reliability, validity,
replicability, and generalizability, while qualitative researchers will zero in on
dependability, credibility, confirmability, and transferability.

In discussing Table 16.2, I pointed out that the vast majority of the potential NA
procedures lend themselves to qualitative rather than quantitative research meth-
ods. While much has been written about quantitative research methods in applied
linguistics (see Brown, 2004b for a review of the available books on this topic), fewer
resources are available specifically focused on doing qualitative research in second
language settings. Four books offer at least a chapter-length treatment of qualitat-
ive language research methods (Brown, 2001; Freeman, 1998; Johnson, 1992; and
Nunan, 1992), and a number of articles have appeared in the TESOL Quarterly on
qualitative language research methods (e.g., Davis, 1992, 1995; Lazaraton, 1995).

In addition, some NAs have openly applied qualitative approaches (e.g.,
Holliday, 1995; Sawyer, 2001). Many other NAs have applied qualitative methods
without realizing it. Indeed, most of the NAs cited earlier in this chapter took
what I would call at least a predominantly qualitative research approach. Certainly,
questionnaires with Likert scales were often involved, but careful scrutiny will
reveal that most of the interpretations were actually qualitative in nature.

What I am suggesting here is that we should probably admit that NAs are
usually at least predominantly qualitative in methodology, and that, therefore,
we should frame our NAs, not in quantitative terms, but rather in qualitative
terms. Notice that, while the qualitative terminology defined in Table 16.5 can be
said to be analogous to the quantitative research concepts of reliability, validity,
replicability, and generalizability, each is defined quite differently (see second
column) from the quantitative analogs. Note also that the strategies used to
enhance dependability, confirmability, credibility, and transferability (listed
in the last column) are quite different from the strategies used to enhance
the analogous concepts in quantitative research. All of this is discussed in much
more depth elsewhere (e.g., Brown, 2001, 2004a; Davis, 1992, 1995).
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Table 16.5 Key concepts in qualitative research methods (summarized from
Brown, 2001)

Key Concepts
in Qualitative
Research

Dependability

Credibility

Confirmability

Transferability

Definition

Consistency of observations,
effects of changing conditions
in the objects of study, etc. to
help better understand the
context being studied

Fidelity of identifying and
describing the object(s) of
study especially as judged by
the various parties being
studied

Verifiability of the data upon
which all interpretations in a
study are based.

Meaningfulness of the results of
a study and their applicability
in other settings

Enhanced by

Overlapping methods
Stepwise replications
Inquiry audits

Prolonged engagement
Persistent observation
Triangulation
Peer debriefing
Negative case analysis
Referential analysis
Member checking

Audit trails
Data records

Thick description

Triangulation
One concept that has been surfacing with increasing frequency in the NA liter-
ature is that of triangulation. Triangulation is not really a specific procedure, but
rather is a research strategy that has been applied in a number of NAs (e.g.,
Bosher & Smalkoski, 2002; Gilabert, 2005; Jasso-Aiguilar, 1999, 2005; Kikuchi,
2004; Long, 2005a). As Long (2005a, p. 28) puts it, “Triangulation is a procedure
used by researchers . . . to increase the credibility of their data and thereby,
eventually, to increase the credibility of their interpretations of those data.” He
adds that it “. . . involves the researchers comparing different sets and sources
of data with one another . . .” In Brown (2001, p. 229), I took a slightly larger
view of triangulation when I identified seven potential types of triangulation:
data triangulation (using multiple types of procdures), investigator triangulation
(using multiple needs analysts), theory triangulation (using multiple conceptual
frameworks), methodological triangulation (using multiple data gathering proced-
ures), interdisciplinary triangulation (using the perspectives of multiple disciplines),
time triangulation (using multiple data gathering occasions), and location triangula-
tion (using multiple locations).
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However, simply using multiple measures and triangulation does not guaran-
tee that a qualitative NA will be dependable and credible. As Fielding and Field-
ing (1986, p. 31) put it, “using several different methods can actually increase the
chance of error. We should recognize that the multi-operational approach implies
a good deal more than merely piling on of instruments.” Instead, the combina-
tions of different perspectives, sources, data types, etc. must be carefully thought
through and planned so that they cross-validate each other. As Huberman
and Miles (1994, p. 438) suggested, “A general prescription has been to pick
triangulation sources that have different biases, different strengths, so they can
complement one another.”

In addition, if appropriate, the combinations should be sequenced in such a
way that each builds on what was learned from previous procedures. As Long
(2005a, p. 33) put it, “In particular, carefully sequenced use of two or more
procedures can be expected to produce better quality information.”

For an example of how multiple procedures can be combined and sequenced
effectively, see the “Participatory appraisal” NA reported in Holme and
Chalauisaeng (in press), which used a number of procedures and combined them
in such a way that the total information gathered was much greater in quality
than the sum of the information collected with each individual procedure.

Interpret results
Given that NAs are generally qualitative in nature, what can needs analysts do
to make sure their interpretations are sound? First, it is crucial that the NA data
be gathered and analyzed in such a way that the interpretions will be seen as
dependable, confirmable, credible, and transferable. Second, the interpretations
should be done very carefully following the three suggestions I made in Brown
(2001, p. 230) for minimizing researcher bias: (1) carefully arrange your triangula-
tion so it minimizes the biases of different data sources and maximizes their
strong points, (2) carefully examine how your preconceptions may be affecting
your data choices, and (3) study how you may be attracted to unusual or salient
data. Third, the results should be examined not only for how various data sources
cross-validate each other, but also for any differences that occur among data
sources. For instance, if there is a mismatch between the views of teachers and
students on preferred classroom activities (as found in Spratt, 1999), that may be
important information.

Use the NA Results

Determine objectives
One natural outcome for any language NA will be the specification of objectives
for specific language courses. Put another way, objectives are the link that con-
nects the NA to the rest of the curriculum (i.e., to the materials, testing, teaching,
and program evaluation). Indeed, specifying objectives is a way of fitting what
was learned in the NA to the actual instruction that will be delivered.
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In addition, the act of fleshing out objectives based on the NA will help needs
analysts begin to understand everything that is involved in meeting the students’
perceived needs. Aspects of the students’ needs that were overlooked during the
NA will tend to surface at this point. Thus, specifying objectives is a natural and
important next step in a NA.

A number of benefits can be gained from using objectives (for a list of ten
such benefits, see Brown, 1995, p. 96), but there are also some potential pitfalls
involved. To avoid these pitfalls, Brown (1995, pp. 96–7) provides six guidelines
to remember:

1 Objectives can range in type and level of specificity.
2 Objectives are not permanent. They must remain flexible enough to respond

to changes in perceptions of students’ needs and changes in the types of
students served.

3 Objectives must be developed by consensus among all of the teachers involved.
4 Objectives must not be prescriptive in terms of restricting what the teacher

does in the classroom to enable students to perform well by the end of the
course.

5 Because of all of the above, objectives will necessarily be specific to a particular
program.

6 Above all else, the objectives must be designed to help the teachers, not
hinder their already considerable efforts.

Evaluate and report on the NA project
What a report might contain
Overall, an effective NA report will explain the results with an eye to evaluating
the effectiveness of the NA itself. Such a report might contain a description of the
theoretical and practical context of the project. It should also include a clear
description of the research methodology employed, including descriptions of the
participants (administrators, teachers, students, future employers, etc.), materials
(observation forms, interview schedules, questionnaires, tests, etc.), procedures
(step-by-step, how was the NA information gathered?), and analyses (including
explanation of the ways credibility, confirmability, and transferability were
enhanced). Naturally, such a report would also usefully supply a discussion (of
what the results of the NA mean in terms of the needs of the various participants
in the program) and a set of conclusions drawn from the results and discussion.
It is also useful to end such a NA report by supplying all the objectives that were
derived from the NA.

Audiences and dissemination
While the report is being written, it is also vital to consider who the audiences will
be. Will the audience for the report be just the teachers in the program? Or would
it also be useful and politically wise to create shorter and simpler reports for
students, administrators, higher authorities, politicians, or even for the general
public?
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Thinking about dissemination is also important. After all, if you have gone to all
the trouble of doing a NA, you probably want key groups of people to know
about it. Some options for disseminating NA results include oral presentations
at faculty meetings, public meetings, and professional conferences, or written
reports distributed through institutional curriculum documents, newsletters, jour-
nals, and books.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have attempted to show the stages and steps that can be
included in a sound NA. I hope that this discussion of the many alternatives
available to needs analysts will help them do a better job in the future. However,
in looking back over the chapter, I cannot help feeling that there is still some-
thing crucial missing.

I think the missing component has something to do with our overemphasis
on language needs. The many articles about NA and the dozens of actual NA
reports cited in this chapter tended to focus almost entirely on the language
needs of the students. The problem with this approach is that it is not going
far enough. It ignores the fact that language teachers, students, administrators,
parents, etc. often have quite different views about what constitutes good language
teaching and learning.

Once we accept that the various participants in a program may have quite
differing views, it should be clear that we need to know what the various groups
of stakeholders are thinking. NA is the perfect means for finding out what people
are thinking and for exploring how the views of various groups are similar and
different. That does not mean that everybody is right, nor does it mean that
everybody should get what they think they want. It does mean that we need to
know what everybody is thinking so we can deal politically with the similarities
and differences in their views. Naturally, we must also use the best available
knowledge and theory about language learning and teaching. If we can then
combine all of these elements into a sound NA, we stand a good chance of
creating a defensible curriculum.

In short, an obsessive focus on language needs that seeks the “truth” is prob-
ably destined to fail. A NA designed to investigate what bits of language
the students “really need” to learn is doomed to collapse from the weight of its
own single-minded focus. In contrast, a needs analysis that balances information
about what options are available (approaches and syllabuses) with information
about what various groups of stakeholders think about those options necessarily
recognizes that there is no single truth, that NA is a political process, and there-
fore, that the goal of a NA is a defensible curriculum.

To actually do such a NA, I think we should indeed be gathering data
about the students’ language needs, but we should also be assembling in-
formation on the views of different groups of stakeholders and use that informa-
tion to:
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1 discover what the options (in perceived student needs with regard to ap-
proaches, syllabuses, objectives, etc.) are and what people think about those
options;

2 decide which options are most likely to serve as a defensible basis for curric-
ulum (i.e., options that might lead to a sort of average or consensus “truth”);

3 marshall information and formulate arguments (sometimes alternative argu-
ments) for the most viable options in perceived student needs with regard to
approaches, syllabuses, objectives, etc.;

4 work to get all stakeholders to come to agreement, to form a consensus, or to
at least compromise on those perceived needs;

5 work to accommodate the views of those who disagree with perceived needs,
if possible;

6 try to change the views of those stakeholders who disagree with the perceived
needs, when necessary;

7 show respect for all participants by listening and taking their views seriously
(even if we ultimately have no intention of doing what they want).

Above all else, it is crucial to involve the teachers in all aspects of the NA
processes. They are the people who will have to deliver the curriculum and live
with it long after the current students (and perhaps the needs analysts) have
moved on. More than any other group of stakeholders, the teachers will need to
feel respected. To ignore the teachers in a NA is to doom the resulting curric-
ulum to failure. To include the teachers is crucial because, in one way or another,
any curriculum project will require them to make changes in their working
habits, to do extra work, and, more importantly, to relinquish some portion
of their classroom sovereignty. Needs analyses rightly focus on the needs of
students, but we must never forget that teachers have needs, too.

NOTE

1 Note that two of the steps in the last column of Table 16.1 are shown in brackets.
I bracketed them and exclude them as NA steps because I view assessment, materials,
teaching, and program evaluation as separate curriculum elements (see Brown, 1995).
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17 Syllabus Design

PETER ROBINSON

Introduction: Two Basic Distinctions

Units and sequence

Syllabus design is based essentially on a decision about the “units” of classroom
activity, and the “sequence” in which they are to be performed. The syllabus thus
formalizes the content to be learned in a domain of knowledge or behavior, and
“arranges this content in a succession of interim objectives” (Widdowson, 1990,
p. 127). As in other areas of instruction (see Reigeluth, 1999) there are options in,
and differing theoretical rationales for, the units to be adopted in specifying and
sequencing pedagogic content for second language (L2) learners, and a number
of these will be described in this chapter. Theoretical rationales, of course, should
be concerned with issues of how the L2 is internalized and learned, and also
accessed and acted upon, since it is the cognitive processes leading to learning
and successful performance, as they take place in specific pedagogic contexts,
that the syllabus is intended to promote. Individual differences between learners
in the cognitive and other abilities contributing to their “aptitudes” for learning
and performing in the L2 will also modulate, and contribute to variance in, the
effectiveness of specific pedagogic contexts and sequencing decisions at the group
or program level (Robinson, 2002, 2005a, 2007a). These are theoretical and
empirical issues for research into instructed second language acquisition (SLA) to
address, in order to establish an optimally effective, learner-sensitive approach to
syllabus design. Experimental and classroom-based research into a number of
psycholinguistic issues in instructed SLA has begun with this prospect in view.

Perhaps the most fundamental issue for syllabus design addressed by this
research so far is the following: Is the L2 best learned explicitly, by understanding
and practicing a series of formal units of language, however characterized, or is it
best learned incidentally from exposure to the L2 during communicative activ-
ities and tasks (see, e.g., Doughty, 2001; Doughty & Williams, 1998; N. Ellis, 2005,
this volume; Ortega, this volume; Robinson, 1996a, 1997, 2001)? Commitment to
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one or the other of these broad pedagogic orientations and psycholinguistic posi-
tions underlies a number of proposals that have been made for units of syllabus
design. Units have been based on an analysis of the language to be learned, in
terms of a series of grammatical structures, graded in difficulty, as in Ellis (1993,
1997), or of lexical items and collocations, graded in frequency, as in Willis (1990).
Units have also been based on an analysis of the components of simple versus
complex skilled behavior in the second language, e.g., the reading microskills
described by Richards (1990) or the communicative skills forming part of Munby’s
(1978) communicative needs profiler, and Johnson’s (1996) work. Units have also
been based on observed real-world performative acts involving the L2, or “target
tasks” for a population of learners identified during a needs analysis (see Brown,
this volume). Target tasks involve varied real-world activities, such as greeting
passengers and serving meals on an airplane (Long, 1985, 2005) or finding
a journal article in a library with the aid of library technology and then using it
to find needed answers to questions (Robinson & Ross, 1996). Target task L2
performance is gradually approximated during classroom performance of simpler
pedagogic versions of these tasks. Examples of these, and other units, that have
been proposed will be given below.

Along with choices in the units to be adopted, there are choices in the “sequence”
in which they can be presented. Some sequencing criteria are specific to a particular
unit, or units, as will be described below – such as more to less “frequent” in the
case of lexical items. However, the relative merits of broader sequencing options,
and educational philosophies supporting them, have been discussed in the liter-
ature on L2 syllabus design. A syllabus can consist of a prospective and fixed
decision about what to teach, and in what order. In this case the syllabus will be
a definition of the contents of classroom activity. This is largely the approach to
syllabus design discussed in this chapter. However, sequencing decision can also
be made online, during classroom activity as in the “process” syllabus (Breen,
1984) or the “negotiated” syllabus (Clarke, 1991). In this case the initial syllabus
will only guide, but not constrain, the classroom activities. Finally, Candlin (1984)
has proposed that a syllabus can be retrospective, in which case no syllabus will
emerge until after the course of instruction. In this case, the syllabus functions
only as a record of what was done, imposing no controlling constraint on the
classroom negotiation of content.

The role of the learner in approaches to syllabus design
Another distinction which is useful in conceptualizing options in syllabus design
was made initially by Wilkins (1976) and refers to the learner’s role in assimilat-
ing the content provided during group instruction and applying it individually to
real-world language performance and interlanguage development. Synthetic syllabi
involve a focus on specific elements of the language system (such as grammatical
structures, or language functions), often serially and in a linear sequence. The
easiest, most learnable, most frequent, or most communicatively important
(sequencing decisions can be based on each of these often non-complementary
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criteria, and on others) are presented before their harder, later learned, less fre-
quent, and more communicatively redundant counterparts. These syllabi assume
the learner will be able to put together, or synthesize in real-world performance,
the parts of the language system they have been exposed to separately. In con-
trast, analytic syllabi do not divide up the language to be presented in class-
rooms, but involve holistic use of language to perform communicative activities.
The learner’s role in these syllabi is to analyze or attend to aspects of language
use and structure as the communicative activities require them to, in line with:
(1) their developing interlanguage systems; (2) their preferred learning style and
aptitude profile; and (3) to the extent that they are motivated to develop to an
accuracy level which may not be required by the communicative demands of the
task. For these reasons analytic approaches to syllabus design have been argued
to be more sensitive to SLA processes and learner variables than their synthetic
counterparts. This distinction will also be related to the following description of
syllabi that have been proposed.

Traditional Approaches to Syllabus Design

Grammatical syllabi
Since the 1920s, and the work of Harold Palmer and others in the Reform
Movement (see Howatt & Widdowson, 2004) who emphasized the controlled
presentation of grammatical structures and oral practice following classroom
presentation, grammatical syllabi have featured prominently in programs for
second and foreign language learners. Intuitive criteria of relative usefulness,
and simplicity were used as a basis of selection and grading: “The grammatical
material must be graded. Certain moods and tenses are more useful than others;
let us therefore concentrate on the useful ones first . . . we will not learn off the
whole set of prepositions, their uses and requirements, but we will select them in
accordance with their degree of importance” (Palmer, 1922, p. 68). These intuitive
criteria, reflected in the decisions about selection and grading in basic structure
lists for language teaching (e.g., Hornby, 1959) continue to be influential (see the
discussion of R. Ellis, 1993, 1997 below). While SLA research into learnability,
teachability, and developmental sequences (e.g., Pienemann, 1989) has had little
influence on grading, more recent developments in corpus analysis (see
Flowerdew, this volume; Gries, 2008; Sinclair, 2004) which identify central
patterns of use in specific discourse domains attempt to put at least the “useful”
criterion on an empirical footing. SLA research has shown that the additive
“accumulation” of increasingly complex and accurate grammatical structures in
a linear sequence is not what happens during second language development, but
this is what a structural syllabus would seem to predicate as evidence of learning
in classrooms that employ it. Nonetheless, Wilkins comments; “The use of a
grammatical syllabus can be regarded as the conventional approach to language
teaching since the majority of syllabi and published courses have as their core an
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ordered list of grammatical structures” (1976, p. 7). A concern to develop syllabi
which attempted to at least supplement structural criteria for grading teaching
sequences by emphasizing the “uses” to which structures could be put during
communicative activities led to alternative proposals in the 1970s that also continue
to be influential.

Notional-functional syllabi
In the 1970s, the Council of Europe initiated a project (see Richterich, 1972;
Van Ek, 1976; Wilkins, 1976) which aimed to specify a common framework
for teaching and assessing “communicative competence” in foreign language
education. The aim was to specify syllabi in terms of three categories of meaning
common across languages: semantico-grammatical meaning, or notions, such
“time” and “quantity”; modal meanings, such as degree of certainty and scale of
commitment; and communicative functions, such as agreeing, requesting, compli-
menting. These provided a way of going from specified types of meaning, or
universal communicative and conceptual categories, to their realization in specific
languages. This is an unordered inventory: what provides sequencing constraints
on these notional categories, and their realizations in language, is the idea of a
common core of notions/functions, useful for all communicative goals and pur-
poses, which must be mastered before those particular to specific communicative
purposes. Brockett (2000) is a contemporary example of the use of this approach
to syllabus design which aims to sets standards for Japanese instruction across
various state and private sector institutions in the United States. Core commun-
icative functions are grouped into superordinate categories, which include,
socializing, getting things done, communicating factual information. These are
themselves subcategorized and the functions matched to essential patterns and
phrases. For example, “leave taking” within the superordinate “socializing” cat-
egory, is specified in terms of formal parting ( ja, shitsurei shimasu); at night (oyasumi
nasai); and inviting to come again (mata kite kudasai). Concepts or notions are also
listed in this way, so the notional category of “existential concepts” is divided
into subcategories, such as “possibility and impossibility,” and matched with an
essential pattern such as . . . koto ga dekiru. At a level beyond mastery of the core
functions and notions, lesson content or topics appropriate to learners with
specific occupational needs (such as nurses) also provide a constraint on which
further functions/notions, and their linguistic exponents are to be taught, and
these too can be sequenced using criteria such as going from concrete to more
abstract (e.g., from “giving a patient an injection,” to “ taking care of the elderly,”
to “illness”), or more to less common, or more to less useful, however defined.
The Notional-Functional Syllabus, then, is little more than an inventory of notions
and functions to be covered at different levels of a language teaching program.
As many have noted (e.g., White, 1988, p. 76), functions can be realized with any
number of forms or structures (How about going to see/Would you like to see/
Have you seen the new Woody Allen film?). Consequently, Brockett comments,
“It is probable that curricula can be most successfully organized around the
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principle of introducing students to structural patterns in the context of their
communicative functions, and concepts within the specific topic areas” (2000,
p. 19). Grammatical criteria for grading and sequencing the formal exponents of
functions are therefore as important to this approach to syllabus design as they
are in the structural syllabus described above.

A further problem with the functional syllabus is that, in almost all cases, the
functional value of an utterance in extended discourse is a binary relation between
two contributions (Widdowson, 1978). Simply listing grammatical exponents
of functions misrepresents the fact that B’s contribution in the following has a
different speech act value depending on A’s contribution:

A: Where are you?/John is on the phone.
B: I’m busy on the computer.

Crombie (1985a) is an exhaustive attempt to list all the possible inter- and intra-
propositional semantic relations, and exemplify how they can be linguistically
coded and signaled in English. The general semantic relations described in the
“Relational Approach” to syllabus design (Crombie, 1985b) include temporal rela-
tions (e.g., chronological sequence); matching relations (e.g., simple comparison/
contrast); cause–effect relations (reason–result/means–result), and so on. Once
again, however, while such inter- and intra-propositional relations can be called
“units,” it is not clear on what principled basis they are to be sequenced for
presentation. Further, the taxonomy given is not definitive, but rather “one which
I hope will prove useful in the design of language teaching programs” (Crombie,
1985a, p. 17).

Contemporary Rationales for Syllabus Design

The structural syllabus
Like other contemporary rationales for syllabus design, Ellis (1993, 1997) draws
extensively on SLA research and theory to motivate his arguments for a role for
a structural syllabus. Ellis’ argument rests on two distinctions: between explicit
conscious knowledge and implicit tacit knowledge, and between declarative
knowledge of facts and procedural knowledge of how to do things (see Anderson,
1992; DeKeyser, 2001; Robinson, 1996a). He argues that explicit, declarative know-
ledge of L2 grammar can influence the development of implicit declarative know-
ledge, and through communicative activity, implicit declarative knowledge can
be proceduralized and used in spontaneous skilled performance. This is a “weak
interface” model, which allows explicit knowledge, under some conditions, to
influence the development of tacit representations or competence. The main
condition is that the learner must be developmentally ready to incorporate the
explicit grammar instruction into their interlanguage. Ellis cites research by
himself (1989), Pienemann (1989) and others showing that learners pass through
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stages of development in the acquisition of, amongst other things, word order
rules, question forms, and negation. Unless grammatical instruction is timed to
the learner’s point of development it will not influence the developing implicit
knowledge base. Since stages of development are learner internal and hidden
from the teacher, timing is difficult to manage. However, Ellis argues explicit
grammatical knowledge serves a number of other functions: it can be used to
monitor production; it can help learners notice features in the input; and it can
help learners compare their own production with a target model, and in some
cases notice the gap between between them. Knowing about grammar, Ellis
argues, is therefore useful. Tasks promote consciousness-raising, and noticing of
target grammar rules. Tasks are therefore pedagogic devices for teaching units of
grammar (examples are described in Ellis, 2003; Ellis & Noboyushi, 1993; Fotos &
Ellis, 1991), and are used to implement a prospective synthetic structural syllabus.

The lexical syllabus
Drawing on a different type of empirical evidence – large-scale corpora of
spoken and written language use – Willis also argues for a synthetic syllabus,
where word and collocation are the units of analysis. Willis nowhere draws on
SLA research to the extent Ellis does to motivate his proposal, but does conclude
that SLA research findings show “input does not equal intake” and that “the
assumption that language can be broken down into a series of patterns which can
then be presented to learners and assimilated by them in a predictable sequence”
is wrong (Willis, 1990, p. iii). Arguing against “a methodology which presents
learners with a series of patterns” in a presentation, practice, production sequence,
Willis proposes taking “meaningful exposure as a starting point” (1990, p. iv).
Exposure should be organized in three ways: (1) language is graded in difficulty;
(2) language exemplifying the commonest patterns is selected; and (3) the lan-
guage syllabus is itemized to highlight important features. Exposure is thus tightly
controlled. Rather than linguistically grading the content of the syllabus, Willis
argues for lexically grading it, using corpora of language use to identify word
frequency at the 700-word, the 1,500-word, and the 2,500-word levels. Words in
the corpora are itemized as collocations exemplifying each word’s typical pat-
terns of use. In effect, though, lexical grading leads to linguistic grading since, as
Willis notes, by identifying the commonest words, “inevitably it focuses on the
commonest patterns too . . . the lexical syllabus not only subsumes a structural
syllabus, it also indicates how the structures which make up the syllabus should
be identified” (1990, p. vi). In the lexical syllabus these three corpora are the
bases of exposure at three levels of learner development. Willis claims that expos-
ure is not sequenced or controlled within these levels, and the lexical syllabus
“does not dictate what will be learned and in what order”; rather “it offers the
learner experience of a tiny but balanced corpus from which it is possible to
make generalizations about the language as a whole” (1990, p. vii). In other
words, the learner corpus which forms the basis of exposure at each level is
carefully itemized, but these items are not presented individually and serially.
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Willis describes the development of the COBUILD Course (an exemplar of the
lexical syllabus) as a process of first intuitively deciding on interesting topics,
then developing tasks and choosing texts to complement them, and then high-
lighting lexical items within, e.g., the first 700-word level, as they occurred in the
texts. This series of highlighted items constitutes syllabus content, but items are
sequenced according to no criteria that are discussed, apart from teacher intui-
tion (see Willis, 1990, pp. 74–90). The methodology accompanying the syllabus
(described in Willis, 1990, and in more detail by Jane Willis, 1996) involves a
pre-task introduction to a topic, and exposure to texts; a task cycle where a task is
planned, drafted and rehearsed; and a final language focus where learners con-
sciously focus on forms used during the task. Course planning and content,
hence the syllabus, is thus largely determined by the choices of texts and tasks –
topics about which the lexical syllabus says nothing. This is, then, a language-
focused synthetic syllabus, but with some control given to the learner about
which forms to attend to and focus on, since the itemized corpora at each level
function as a guide, rather than as a prospective plan, allowing more online
negotiation of content than Ellis allows.

The skill syllabus
Drawing on the work of Anderson (1992) and the declarative, procedural distinc-
tion referred to by Ellis (1997), Johnson argues that SLA and general skill learning
draw on the same general cognitive mechanisms. Traditionally, skill acquisition has
been viewed as a speed-up in the use of initially attention-demanding declar-
ative knowledge. With practice, attentional demands diminish and declarative
knowledge is proceduralized. Johnson argues that many aspects of L2 learning
can be viewed as the reverse process, from initially fast, unattended and un-
analyzed use, drawing on procedural knowledge alone, to declarative knowledge.
This occurs when formulaic language is used fluently at first, without any know-
ledge of its internal structure. As this becomes attended to and analyzed,
declarative knowledge emerges. Declarative knowledge is valuable because it
allows greater generalizability of language use, and is not context-dependent, in
contrast to procedural knowledge. Johnson concludes that his proposals support
a skills syllabus, similar to, but going beyond, the earlier attempts of Munby
(1978) and Wilkins (1976) to specify the units of communicative syllabus design.
In essence, Johnson proposes a four-tier model of syllabus design. Occupying the
first tier are what Johnson, following Munby, calls language-specific skills, such
as “identifying the present perfect,” or correctly contrasting /i/ and /i:/: “In our
attempts to break language behavior down into subskills, the general areas of
phonetics/phonology and syntax would, then, follow traditional lines and would
not pose any new difficulties for syllabus designers” ( Johnson, 1996, p. 164). But
the old difficulties are surely difficulties enough. Are separate subskills to be
identified for each phonetic contrast, for example? And how does “learning diffi-
culty” affect decisions about selecting and sequencing subskills? Another tier
would contain semantic categories, such as notions and functions, “but only
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those about which pedagogically accessible generalizations can be made” (1996,
p. 165), that is, notions and functions which can be generalized to many contexts.
An example given is inviting versus being polite. Johnson claims inviting need not
be taught, and so need not be part of the syllabus, since it is largely phrasal and
situation-specific, whereas in being polite, “useful generalizations . . . can be
made about such things as ‘being circumspect and indirect in approach’” (1996,
pp. 165–6). A third tier would involve skills often referred to in “process” ap-
proaches to teaching writing skills, such as generating new ideas, drafting essays,
structuring and evaluating them. It seems then that skill is being used as a term to
cover three different types of unit: language item, semantic category, and writing
strategy. This is because Johnson is concerned with the transition from know-
ledge states – procedural to declarative and vice versa – that learning all these
units has in common. The fourth and final tier of Johnson’s skills syllabus con-
cerns processing demands; the level of complexity of the classroom task should
also be specified and enter into sequencing decisions. In summary, Johnson also
favors a synthetic syllabus, prospectively organized, based on subskills at a number
of levels, linguistic, semantic and pragmatic, and strategic. The role of the sylla-
bus designer is to draw up an inventory of the subskills at each of these levels (as
Munby, 1978 attempted to do), then sequence them, and weave them together in
a principled way.

The task syllabus
While in practice still not a common choice of unit, tasks have been increasingly
researched and theorized as a basis for syllabus design in recent years (see Bygate,
Skehan, & Swain, 2001; R. Ellis, 2003, 2005; Long, 1985, 2007; Garcia-Mayo, 2007;
Nunan, 2004; Robinson, 1995, 1996b, 2001, 2005b, 2007b; Robinson, Ting, & Urwin,
1995; Skehan & Foster, 2001). Target tasks (see Long & Crookes, 1993) are units
of real-world activity involving language use identified on the basis of a needs
analysis (see Long, 2005), subsequently broken down into simpler versions, which
are presented in order of increasing complexity, so as eventually to approximate
the full complexity of the target task demands. In this view, the features of tasks
contributing to their relative complexity are the basis of sequencing decisions.
However, in many discussions of tasks, and examples of what claim to be task-
based materials, tasks are used to force attention to, or to practice a particular
structure, function, or subskill. Skehan (1998) refers to these as “structure-
trapping” tasks. These include the tasks advocated by Ellis (1997, 2003), and
Loschky and Bley-Vroman (1993), where the use of tasks to direct attention to
grammatical form is theoretically motivated and an explicit part of the rationale
for their use, as well as those in commercially available task-based courses, such
as Richards, Gordon, and Harper (1995) and Nunan (1996). In these latter cases,
what were typically called exercises or activities in older course books are now
called tasks, but there is no difference between them. The organizing principle of
these course books, apparent from the syllabus descriptions at the front, are
grammatical structures, listening microskills, functions, topics, and often more.
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In contrast to structure-trapping tasks, and in contrast to course books using task
as a synonym for language exercise, Skehan and Long view tasks as purely
meaningful activities. Tasks do not implement a covert grammatical or lexical
syllabus; tasks alone are the units of syllabus design.

Long (2000, 2007; Long & Crookes, 1993; Long & Robinson, 1998) and Skehan
(1996, 1998; Skehan & Foster, 2001) are in broad agreement about the SLA moti-
vation for analytic syllabi, and task-based syllabi in particular, citing research
showing: (1) little resemblance between acquisitional sequences and instructional
sequences based on linguistic forms (e.g., Ellis, 1989; Lightbown, 1983); (2)
evidence that learning is non-linear and cumulative, rather than linear and addi-
tive, as synthetic language syllabi imply (see Selinker & Lakshmanan, 1992 on
backsliding, and Kellerman, 1985, on U-shaped behavior); and (3) research show-
ing the influence of learnability on the order in which items can be learned (e.g.,
Mackey, 1999; Pienemann, 1989). Even if a structural syllabus could be sequenced
based on what is known of learnability and language development, it would be
impossible to time and target instruction at the stage learners are ready to progress
to accurately, since there is variation in rate of acquisition, meaning groups of
learners do not progress in lockstep, homogeneously through acquisition se-
quences. Additionally, as Long (2000) points out, linguistic grading, as required
by many synthetic structural approaches, at least in the early stages, results in
classroom language and texts which are artificial, and functionally and linguistic-
ally impoverished, prohibiting exposure to language that learners may be ready
to learn. Given their broad agreement over the motivation for choice of task-
based syllabi, there are some differences of scope and focus in their proposals.

Long (1985, 2000; Long & Crookes, 1993) describes a number of steps to be
taken in implementing task-based language teaching. First, conduct a needs ana-
lysis to identify the target, real-world tasks learners need to perform in the L2, then
classify the target tasks into types or superordinate categories such as “making/
changing reservations.” From the target tasks, derive pedagogic tasks: “Adjusted
to such factors as learners’ age and proficiency level, these are a series of initially
simple, progressively more complex approximations to the target task” (Long,
2000, p. 185). These tasks are then sequenced to form a syllabus, and the program
is implemented with appropriate methodology and pedagogy. One methodolo-
gical principle Long advocates is “focus on form.” That is, where individuals or
groups of learners are heard repeatedly producing non-target like forms, teacher
intervention to provide corrective feedback is recommended. This can take
several forms, such as implicit negative feedback, or recasts of learner forms,
brief written illustration of the correct form, brief rule explanations, input
enhancement of forms in aural and written texts used on task, and a variety of
other techniques (see Doughty & Williams, 1998 for an extended summary). Like
Long, Skehan rejects linguistic grading as a criterion for task and syllabus design,
defining a task as an activity in which, “Meaning is primary; There is a goal
which needs to be worked on; the activity is outcome-evaluated; There is a real
world relationship” (Skehan, 1998). Skehan concludes that this definition rules
out “an activity that focuses on language itself” such as a transformation drill, or
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the consciousness-raising tasks described by Ellis (1997), and many of the tasks in
Nunan (1996, 2004).

Grading and sequencing tasks
Researched proposals for grading and sequencing tasks in terms of their
information-processing and interactional demands have begun to be developed
in recent years. One position, taken by Skehan (1998; Skehan & Foster, 2001), is that
more demanding tasks “consume more attentional resources . . . with the result
that less attention is available for focus on form” (1998, p. 97), therefore sequencing
tasks from less cognitively demanding to more demanding optimizes opportun-
ities for attention allocation to language form. Task design is also seen as a means
to promote “balanced language development” in the areas of accuracy, fluency,
and complexity of production. This can be done because certain task character-
istics “predispose learners to channel their attention in predictable ways, such
as clear macrostructure towards accuracy, the need to impose order on ideas
towards complexity, and so on” (1998, p. 112). However, due to scarcity of
attentional resources, tasks can lead either to increased complexity, or accuracy
of production, but not to both. Tasks should therefore be sequenced by choosing
those with characteristics that lead to each, at an appropriate level of difficulty, as
determined by three factors. (1) Code complexity is described in “fairly traditional
ways,” as in descriptions of structural syllabi, or developmental sequences (1998,
p. 99). (2) Cognitive complexity is the result of the familiarity of the task, topic or
genre, and the processing requirements, information type, clarity and organiza-
tion, and amount of computation required. (3) Communicative stress involves six
characteristics, including time pressure, number of participants, and opportun-
ities to control interaction. Unlike Johnson, Willis, or Ellis, Skehan does not argue
that tasks should be used to deliver and practice a linguistic syllabus. Tasks
are sequenced from less to more difficult to minimize what he argues are the
negative effects, given limited attentional capacity, of increased cognitive and
attentional demands on linguistic performance. The goals of task-based instruc-
tion are to promote language development in the areas of accuracy, fluency, and
complexity of speech, as well as comprehension, and task selection and classifica-
tion are not constrained by the need to articulate pedagogic tasks with target
tasks identified in a needs analysis.

In contrast, Robinson (2005b, 2007b, 2007c) assumes behavior descriptions
of target tasks for populations of learners are the starting point for pedagogic
task design. Based on behavior descriptions, task conditions (i.e., the interactional
demands of target tasks) are classified using task characteristics, distinguishing
them in terms of participation and participant variables (see Table 17.1). Parti-
cipation variables include: (1) whether the solution to the task is optional (open) or
fixed (closed); (2) whether information exchange goes from A to B (one-way), or
is reciprocal (two-way); (3) whether agreement is required (convergent) or the
opposite (divergent), etc. Participant variables concern interlocutors’ relative status,
familiarity with each other, and the extent of shared cultural background, etc.
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Table 17.1 Characteristics for pedagogic task design and sequencing decisions

Task complexity
(Cognitive factors)

(Classification criteria:
cognitive demands)

(Classification procedure:
information-theoretic analyses)

Subcategories:
(a) cognitive variables making
cognitive/conceptual demands

+/− here and now
+/− few elements
−/+ spatial reasoning
−/+ causal reasoning
−/+ intentional reasoning
−/+ perspective-taking

(b) cognitive variables making
performative/procedural demands

+/− planning time
+/− prior knowledge
+/− single task
+/− task structure
+/− few steps
+/− independency of steps

Task condition
(Interactive factors)

(Classification criteria:
interactional demands)

(Classification procedure:
behavior descriptive analyses)

Subcategories:
(a) participation variables making
interactional demands

+/− open solution
+/− one-way flow
+/− convergent solution
+/− few participants
+/− few contributions needed
+/− negotiation not needed

(b) participant variables making
interactant demands

+/− same proficiency
+/− same gender
+/− familiar
+/− shared content knowledge
+/− equal status and role
+/− shared cultural knowledge

Similarly, following behavior descriptions of target tasks, task complexity
(i.e., the cognitive demands of target tasks) is classified using task characteristics,
distinguishing them in terms of cognitive/conceptual, and performative/pro-
cedural demands. The cognitive/conceptual demands include: (1) whether the
task requires reference to events happening now, in a mutually shared context
(Here-and-Now) versus events that occurred in the past, elsewhere (There-
and-Then); (2) reference to few, easily distinguished, versus many similar
elements; (3) reference to spatial location, where easily identifiable and mutually
known landmarks can be used, versus reference to location without this support,
etc. (see Table 17.1). The Cognition Hypothesis (Robinson, 2001, 2003a, 2003b,
2005b; Robinson & Gilabert, 2007) argues that sequencing pedagogic tasks
from simple to complex in terms of cognitive/conceptual demands leads to
interlanguage development and L2 learning. This is because expending the mental
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effort needed to make more demanding cognitive/conceptual distinctions in lan-
guage should prime learners – and direct their attentional and memory resources
– to aspects of the L2 system required to understand and convey them accurately,
thereby facilitating “noticing” of these, and so speeding up L2 grammaticization
in conceptual domains, as well as promoting the use of more complex syntax. In
contrast, performative/procedural demands of tasks (see Table 17.1) concern vari-
ables such as planning time, or whether the task requires one versus multiple
simultaneous outcomes to be accomplished. Increasing complexity along these
dimensions of cognitive demand (e.g., from tasks with planning time to tasks
without) requires increasingly skilled access to and control over current inter-
language L2 resources.

In this proposal, the criteria for grading and sequencing tasks, using these
characteristics, are explicit. Interactional demands of pedagogic tasks are not graded
and sequenced. The task conditions, e.g., +/− one-way flow of information, +/−
equal status and role, are replicated each time pedagogic task versions are
performed. A rationale for this, offered only briefly here, is that holding task
conditions constant is important to ensuring transfer of training to real-world
contexts. The more task conditions are practiced in pedagogic versions, the more
elaborate and consolidated the scripts become for real-world performance (Schank
& Abelson, 1977), on which successful transfer will draw, outside the classroom
(Broad, 1997). Cognitive demands of pedagogic tasks, however, are graded and
sequenced. Simpler versions with respect to all relevant cognitive demand charac-
teristics are performed first, and then task complexity (i.e., cognitive demands) is
gradually increased on subsequent versions to target task levels. Task complexity
is, therefore, the sole basis for pedagogic task sequencing.

There are two stages in which task complexity is increased, and which are
decision points for task and syllabus design. In each sequence of pedagogic tasks,
relevant performative/procedural variables are first increased in complexity (so
if the target task requires dual task performance, without planning time, then
planning time is first provided, and the dual task characteristics are first per-
formed separately). The rationale for this is to promote access to and consolidate
the learner’s current L2 interlanguage system during pedagogic task perform-
ance. Subsequently increasing performative and procedural demands to target
task levels thereby promotes increased automatic access to, and learner “control”
over, the current system in responding to pedagogic task demands.

In the second stage, once the performative/procedural demands have reached
targetlike levels, cognitive/conceptual demands are gradually increased to
targetlike levels. As described above, these can direct learners’ attentional and
memory resources to aspects of the L2 system needed to encode increasingly
complex concepts, and to meet increasingly complex functional demands requir-
ing their expression in language. This promotes analysis and development of the
current interlanguage system. Increasing these demands should lead to more
accurate and complex learner production, more noticing of task relevant input, and
heightened memory for it, and so lead to more uptake of forms made salient
in the input through various focus on form interventions.
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Conclusion

The proposal for grading and sequencing tasks made above, and for task charac-
teristics that can be manipulated by materials and syllabus designers for this
purpose, has been, in large part, motivated by theories of cognitive processing in
cognitive psychology and by findings from SLA research. Only in the later stages
of the twentieth century did it become possible to motivate pedagogic design and
decision-making in this way. Very similar cognitive-processing approaches to
task analysis, grading, and sequencing are now currently widespread in many
other areas of instructional design (see e.g., Hollnagel, 2003; Schraagen, Chipman,
& Shalin, 2000). Very similar philosophies and broad principles of instructed
learning, too, also underlie the proposals that have been made for learn-by-doing
simulations, and the use of tasks, in other areas of education: “. . . children are
learning in a decontextualised fashion. Lessons are taught in a way in which use
of knowledge or skills is divorced from how they would be used in real life . . .
When students learn how, they inevitably learn content knowledge in the service
of accomplishing their task” (Schank, Berman, & MacPherson, 1999, pp. 165–6).
The shift from synthetic to analytic approaches to syllabus design, reflected in
the sequencing of sections in this chapter, is one that can be expected to continue.
Future research, theory, and practice in L2 syllabus design would do well to look
to these other areas of instructional theory and curriculum development for the
insights they can offer, while continuing to integrate them with what is known of
the processes constraining and promoting L2 acquisition.
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18 Advances in Materials
Design

ALAN WATERS

To derive the design of an object from its natural functions and conditions.
Walter Gropius

Introduction

Any discussion of the topic of this chapter must begin with a clarification of the
central terms involved. “Materials” can, of course, mean any or all of the very
wide range of resources capable of aiding language learning. Here, however, it
refers to major international language teaching textbooks, such as the Headway
(e.g., Soars & Soars, 2003), Interchange (e.g., Richards, Hull, & Proctor, 2004) and
other series. This is partly for reasons of space – the field is vast, and only a small
part of it can therefore be covered here (and even then, not comprehensively) –
but primarily in order to connect what follows with previous and ongoing dis-
cussions on the topic of developments in materials design, many of which have
focused on the same type of resource. Also, because of the relative ubiquity of
materials of this kind, such a focus makes it more likely that readers will already
be familiar with and/or able to refer personally to the examples cited.

This leaves much out of account, particularly as the majority of language teach-
ing materials used around the world, especially in state educational systems, are
probably locally produced. Although unavoidable in this context, this is obviously
an important omission, and one of a number of aspects of materials design (as will
be seen) where a good deal more research might be undertaken. It should also be
mentioned that all the samples of materials referred to are concerned with the
teaching of English as a foreign language. Nevertheless, the underlying principles
and issues involved should be of relevance to all areas of foreign language teaching.

It is also important to attempt to define the sense in which the term “advances”
is being used. At least two major perspectives exist regarding the matter. The
first of these is an applied linguistics point of view, as expressed in, e.g., Littlejohn
(1992), Tomlinson (1998, 2003), and others. In a nutshell, this perspective argues
that the design of teaching materials should, as far as possible, reflect advances in
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academic theorizing and research concerning language, language learning, and
education. The second view is what might be termed an “audience-based” one –
that is, a perspective about materials design which makes primary reference to
perceptions of the needs of end users of teaching materials. Though present in
the literature on materials design to a limited extent (see, e.g., Bell & Gower,
1998; Mares, 2003; Richards, 2001), this view has been expressed mainly in the
form of concrete developments in various aspects of materials design, as prompted
by authors’ and publishers’ “readings” of audience feedback, i.e., their under-
standing of what design features are seen to work best in order to facilitate
language learning and teaching in the situations where the materials will be used.

In practice, these two trends have often intermingled, with many sets of teaching
materials attempting to reflect, to varying degrees, insights from applied linguistics,
as well as those based on perceptions of audience need. Nevertheless, in academic
discussions of the topic, it is the applied linguistics perspective which has tended
to predominate. “Advances” in materials design have therefore usually been
interpreted rather one-sidedly, as a reflection of the extent to which textbooks
have succeeded in incorporating features which have been seen as desirable from
an academic point of view.

It has been recognized for some time, however, that the general relationship
between applied linguistics and language teaching should be a dialectical one,
thereby granting due cognizance to issues of practice as the starting point (though
not the only end) for “applied” intellectual enquiry (see, e.g., Widdowson, 2000).
In what follows, therefore, the term “advances” has been conceived of in the first
instance as a function of those developments in materials design that can be seen
as likely to contribute to making classroom language learning, in the type of
situations the materials are intended for, a more positive experience than would
otherwise be the case. In other words, the overall criterion being used is one of
“fitness for purpose,” regardless of “theoretical ‘correctness’.” As a corollary, a
realigned and expanded research agenda in this area is delineated, with a view to
creating the means for the two main materials design perspectives identified to
develop a more productive symbiosis than has occurred hitherto.

The remainder of this chapter consists, first of all, of a brief reprise of the
findings of two “benchmark” reviews of developments in materials design from
the late 1980s. This serves as a “baseline” for the subsequent sections, which are
concerned with investigating how a number of the main features of materials
analyzed in the two reviews, as well as other aspects, have developed sub-
sequently, via an examination of a range of contemporary textbooks. The final
section attempts to draw the main threads together and to consider the implica-
tions for further development in this area.

Departure

The two earlier textbook surveys in question are Rossner (1988) and Clarke (1989).
In Rossner, given the general acceptance at the time, as now, of the view that the
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goal of language learning is communication, the point of departure is “to
examine what materials-writers have understood to be the role of their work in
the communicative classroom” (Rossner, 1988, p. 140). On the basis of an analysis
of a representative cross-section of coursebooks (e.g., Swan & Walter, 1984),
supplementary materials (e.g., Frank, Beres, & Rinvolucri, 1989) and “resource
books” (e.g., Sion, 1985) of the time, Rossner concludes that:

materials . . . have not suddenly become “communicative” . . . ; rather, materials have
become more and more varied as the drive for more and more interesting, and less
and less constraining, ways of carrying out language “practice” in the classroom has
gathered pace. (p. 142)

In other words, a more “traditional” focus is perceived to have remained intact,
despite the addition of a communicative “overlay.”

The following main criticisms of the materials are also made. First, they are
seen to suffer from an “embarras de richesses.” Getting to know, selecting
appropriately, and using them judiciously are therefore viewed as more complex
and time-consuming tasks than was the case in the pre-communicative era. Second,
most of their communication activities are not regarded as providing “true
communication with a real purpose” (Rossner, 1988, p. 160), because of their
frequent artificiality and lack of relevance to learners’ lives. Third, the predomin-
ance of UK and US publishers is seen as “dangerous,” since, in general, they are
“unable to avoid projecting through their topics and their approaches to them,
through the language they select, and through the very ethos of the activities
they craft, values and educational attitudes which are intrinsically Western and
mainly ‘Anglo-Saxon’” (p. 160). The review as a whole concludes by saying
that “In the communicative era, more than ever before, materials should not
seek to mold teachers and learners but should be available for molding by them”
(p. 161). As a whole, thus, the materials in question are seen as insufficiently
suited to the needs of their intended audiences because of their logistical
complexity, lack of personalization, and the cultural bias of their content and
methodology. How subsequent sets of materials have fared with respect to all
these features will also be explored in due course.

Like Rossner, the purpose of Clarke (1989) was to “indicate some of the ways
in which the now established principles of communicative language learning
have been translated into actual teaching materials” (p. 73). In doing so, the first
part of the paper (i.e., sections 2–8) focuses mainly on the “authenticity debate,”
in order to prepare the way, in the second part, for an analysis of the extent to
which various concepts concerned with the notion of “authenticity” – of text, text
use, and learner response – can be seen to have influenced the design of a range
of then contemporary textbooks (e.g., Abbs & Freebairn, 1980; Soars & Soars,
1986; Swan & Walter, 1985).

With respect to authenticity of text, many of the materials are seen as having
gone “to considerable lengths to stimulate [sic] real materials and to reflect ‘real
life’ in order to create an aura of authenticity” (Rossner, 1988, p. 79). However, at
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the same time, some of these features, such as photographs, are seen as having
“very little or no direct pedagogical value,” and there is a “widespread phenom-
enon of ‘simulated realia’,” i.e., graphics, which “do not involve reproduction of
the actual text but seek to suggest an identity with some authentic original by
devices such as drawing book shapes round lists of appointments to suggest
diaries” (p. 79). The latter is also seen to be a feature of many of the listening
texts used in the materials, most of which are “scripted or semi-scripted,” despite
claims to authenticity (p. 80).

In terms of the authenticity of tasks to texts, traditional wh- comprehension
questions continue to dominate: “the authentic input data provide little more
than pretexts for traditional ‘reading comprehension’ activities based, for the
most part, on irrelevant details being excavated for no particular reason, with
no further use proposed for this information” (Clarke, 1989, p. 81). “Authentic
materials (which are by definition user-specific)” are thereby seen as being used
“for the development of ‘general’ reading and ‘comprehension’ skills” (p. 81).
Similarly, authentic texts are also reported as being frequently used as vehicles
for traditional language focus exercises, such as substitution tables, and the texts
themselves are often modified, e.g., by having gaps inserted in them. As a result
“the focus of those materials tends to remain on the forms or functions of the
language rather than the use to which the language can be put” (p. 82).

Authenticity of context (i.e., the building up of a realistic context of use around
the language being focused on) is also seen as underdeveloped in most of the
materials in question, with the language practice factor remaining dominant.
Similarly, the development in the materials of authenticity of the task to the learner
is seen as circumscribed by the difficulties of creating sufficient individuation
and personalization at the same time as attempting to cater to a mass market:
“Commercial requirements to sell as widely as possible necessarily vitiate the
authenticity of much of this material insofar as the discourse types, situations
and roles proposed can by no means be guaranteed to evoke learner authentica-
tion” (p. 83).

In overall terms, thus, the most obvious feature of Clarke’s analysis, like
Rossner’s, is the identification of a number of fundamental ways – principally to
do with issues of “realism” – in which the majority of the teaching materials
reviewed were seen to have failed to live up to the theoretical ideals of the
communicative approach. However, Clarke concludes by pointing out that the
theoretical basis for advocating authenticity in teaching materials is characterized
by contradictory stances, even though there is a tendency for this to be over-
looked, and for the pro-authenticity view to predominate regardless. He feels it is
therefore important to note that “the use of authentic materials does not inevita-
bly result in performance-based activity, while such activity can be generated
without the use of authentic materials” (1989, p. 84, original emphasis). He char-
acterizes the teaching materials of the time in overall terms as follows:

While most modern textbooks work hard at achieving at least the aura of authenti-
city, it should be noted that much of their content still focuses on knowledge of the
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language rather than its use . . . it is quite apparent that there is no escaping from
the production of pedagogical materials and no need to conceal the fact that there
will always be a need for transitional materials, which, while not in themselves
authentic, can be authenticated by the learner. The extent to which modern
materials tend not to exemplify the communicative principles they purport to
embody seems to support this assertion. (p. 84)

The implication here – that materials have to address needs that extend beyond
or in contradistinction to the incorporation of “authentic data” – echoes the flavor
of the discussion in the second part of the introduction to this chapter. Clarke
appears to argue that the reason why the materials in question have the charac-
teristics identified is not so much because of shortcomings on the part of the
authors and publishers, but because the goal of authenticity in its conventional
formulation is inappropriate, since what counts as “authentic” from the learner’s
perspective may well be a different matter.

In other words, a fundamental dichotomy of tendencies is perceived to exist.
On the one hand, the main thrust of applied linguistics was (and has continued
to be) toward accounting for the factors involved in “natural” language use, and
advocating that these should form the basis of teaching materials. On the other
hand, however, we have teaching materials which, while decked out in the trap-
pings of target situation authenticity, remain, at root, fundamentally language
learning oriented, i.e., based on the view that the kind of authenticity most required
for foreign language learning should relate first and foremost to the learner as
a current interim acquirer rather than as a potential future user of the language.
As will be seen, a similar tension underlies most subsequent developments in
language teaching textbook design.

Analysis

Authenticity

Authenticity of text
In the New Headway Intermediate Teacher’s Book (Soars, Soars, & Sayer, 2003), the
authors state that the Student’s Book reading and listening texts “come from
authentic sources with the necessary adaptations to suit the level” (p. 4). This
is confirmed by an examination of the texts in the Student’s Book itself, which
have many of the attributes of authentic texts in terms of layout, subject-matter,
cohesion, and so on, but, in most cases, the language, while natural-sounding,
lacks the idiomaticity and complexity of normal native-speaker discourse. They
are thus “simple accounts” (Widdowson, 1979, p. 184). Much the same appears to
hold true for a wide range of other recent coursebooks, e.g., New Hotline Elemen-
tary (Hutchinson, 1998), Cutting Edge Intermediate (Cunningham & Moor, 1999),
Language to go Intermediate (Crace & Wileman, 2002), In English Elementary (Viney
& Viney, 2004a), Interchange Student’s Book 1 (Richards, Hull, & Proctor, 2005),
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and so on. In other words, rather than a move toward greater use of genuinely
authentic texts, there seems to have been a consolidation of the status ante quo,
i.e., the use of pseudo-authentic or specially-constructed texts has become some-
thing of a norm in modern textbook design.

Authenticity of text use
The way in which such texts are used in most modern textbooks tends to be
mainly for comprehension or language work purposes, although there are also
often pre- and/or post-comprehension or language work activities which involve
the learners in relating the information content of the texts to their own lives.
Thus, in Language to go Intermediate (Crace & Wileman, 2002, p. 69), the “Listen-
ing” section begins by getting the students to look at pictures of a number of
possible future electronic communication inventions and describe them. They
then listen to four short texts about the inventions and match each of them to the
relevant picture. After this, they listen again in order to match a list of the
inventions with the year when it is predicted they will be available. This is fol-
lowed by a “Grammar focus” section containing a number of exercises concerned
with the main language point (will and will have done) in the texts. The page ends
with a “Get talking” section in which students make predictions about their
futures.

Although there is variety in terms of whether the main focus is more or com-
pletely on the comprehension or language development side, and as to whether
there are also activities which relate the language and/or ideas to the students’
own lives, many other recent textbooks follow the same basic pattern in terms
of listening and reading text exploitation (see, e.g., Cutting Edge Intermediate
(Cunningham & Moor, 1999, pp. 104–5); Interchange Student’s Book 1 (Richards
et al., 2005, p. 111); New Hotline Elementary (Hutchinson, 1998, pp. 58–9); In
English Elementary (Viney & Viney, 2004a, pp. 142–8); New Headway Intermediate
Student’s Book (Soars & Soars, 2003, pp. 84–5), and so on). Thus, in overall terms,
as with the type of text used, most contemporary textbooks, while allowing for a
measure of authentic text use via activities which encourage the learners to relate
the content to their own lives, tend to focus primarily on exploiting them for
comprehension and language development work.

Authenticity of task to learner
As with trends in terms of text type and text use, communication tasks in many
modern textbooks appear to have become more closely based on the likely know-
ledge and interests of the typical learner rather than involving communication
situations taken more directly from real life. They are therefore mostly of a kind
that might also occur outside the classroom, but appear to have been constructed
primarily in order to provide an opportunity to use the language being studied
in conjunction with the students’ existing world. Thus, for example, in Cutting
Edge Intermediate, Module 7, the main task (Cunningham & Moor, 1999, pp. 74–5)
is concerned with getting the learners to make a list of “dos and don’ts” about
everyday behavior for visitors to their countries; in New Headway Intermediate,
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Unit 11, one of the main tasks (Soars & Soars, 2003, pp. 90–1) involves the
students in making a poster concerned with asking and answering a question
about an area of world knowledge; in Language to go Intermediate, the main task in
Unit 29 (Crace & Wileman, 2002, pp. 60–1) consists of having the learners discuss
what they will or might do if a variety of everyday situations were to occur; in In
English Elementary, Unit 27 culminates in a task (Viney & Viney, 2004a, p. 141) in
which the learners give their views about the likelihood of a variety of predic-
tions about the future of the world; in New Hotline Elementary, Unit 7 ends by
getting the learners to stage a class fashion show (Hutchinson, 1998, p. 62); and
so on. The primary concern of such tasks appears to be one of authenticity to the
learning situation, i.e., the provision of tasks that have the potential to enable the
learners to put the language knowledge in question into practice in a lifelike
way, by being geared sufficiently closely to their level, interests, and so on – a
matter of attempting to simulate rather than replicate real-life use.

In overall terms, thus, many major textbooks have evolved to reinforce and
develop further the tendencies noted by Rossner and Clarke at the end of the
1980s, namely, on the one hand, to deploy pseudo-authentic texts and exploit
them in inauthentic ways, and, on the other, to move away from (more authentic)
“target” tasks and closer toward (less authentic) “pedagogical” ones (Nunan,
2004, pp. 1–4). This has occurred despite a continuing growth of interest in and
belief in the pedagogical value of “real language data” and real-world tasks in
applied linguistics (see, e.g., Carter, Hughes, & McCarthy, 1998; Skehan, 1998).

This trend appears to have occurred because of the important pragmatic
advantages which can thereby accrue to textbook writers in their attempts to
make their materials fit for their primary purposes. In reflecting on their experi-
ences in writing a major international textbook series, Bell and Gower (1998) say,
“our original intention to draw target language out of authentic texts failed at
the intermediate level, partly because of the difficulty of finding texts which
contained clear examples of the focus language together with interesting con-
tent” (p. 127). They also go on to add that, as the writing process progressed:

it was clear there were going to be problems with unadapted authentic texts. Find-
ing texts with a generative topic of the right length and the right level of compre-
hensibility for the level . . . as well as an accessible degree of cultural reference and
humour was not easy. So we compromised on this ambition and wonder now
whether we should have compromised more and simply gone for texts which were
interesting. (p. 128)

In other words, texts for learning purposes clearly need to satisfy a number of
needs, primarily related to fitness for the learning purpose, and “authentic” texts
may often be inappropriate in this respect. It therefore seems plausible to regard
the long-term trend away from “authenticity” and toward “artificiality” in text-
books as concerned with increasing their potential to cater more adequately to
the full range of students’ learning needs. Artificial but life-like texts make it
possible to provide a much greater variety of texts that are likely to be accessible
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to most learners than would otherwise be the case; their use as vehicles for
comprehension and/or language work is not inauthentic to the purposes for
which they were constructed; and the use of “pedagogic” tasks can increase
relevance to the learners’ world, while still providing a meaningful simulation of
real-life language use.

Language practice
Despite the addition of various elements giving the textbooks they reviewed a
more communicative “gloss,” both Rossner (1988) and Clarke (1989), as has
already been pointed out, saw them as nevertheless retaining an overall focus on
“language practice.” Since those reviews were written, academic ideas in this
area have, in general, continued to move further and further away from viewing
a direct focus on the conscious study of language forms as being a desirable
pedagogical strategy, with various more “indirect” alternatives being favored
instead, such as “consciousness-raising” (Ellis, 1993). However, while many text-
books have for some time incorporated activities of this kind, a language practice
element has also remained prominent and, over the years, rather than declined,
appears to have actually increased.

Thus, for example, in Unit 7 of the original, 1986 version of Headway Intermedi-
ate (Soars & Soars, 1986), the language work element comprises two Presentation
and Practice sections, the first consisting of two consciousness-raising (C-R) exer-
cises concerning the meaning of the main language structure in focus (the present
perfect) and two related “practice” exercises, the second a further C-R activity
and related practice exercise, plus a “language review” section (i.e., overall
explanation of the rules), a translation exercise, and an “analysis” exercise. In the
subsequent Skills Development section, there is a further analysis activity and
related practice exercise, and a focused role-play. So all in all, the unit contains
three C-R and five language practice activities. In the equivalent unit in the latest
edition of the same textbook (Soars & Soars, 2003), the language work concerning
the main language focus (once again, the present perfect) is as follows. In the first
two pages (pp. 54–5) there is a practice exercise (Test your grammar) in which
the students show their existing ability to use the form under focus, as well as to
analyze it. This is followed by two fill-in-the-gap practice exercises and a C-R
exercise. In the next two pages (pp. 56–7) there is one C-R activity, three analysis
ones, and seven language practice exercises. The Listening and Speaking section
on p. 61 contains two further practice exercises. There are, thus, altogether, two
C-R and twelve language practice exercises concerned with the main language
focus of the unit in this edition.1 Similarly, in Unit 6 of the original edition of
Hotline Elementary (Hutchinson, 1991), which focuses on the past continuous,
there were three C-R and seven language practice exercises. In the later edition,
New Hotline Elementary (Hutchinson, 1998), the equivalent unit contains three
C-R and thirteen language practice exercises. Thus, while the number of CR
exercises in the two textbooks has remained reasonably similar, the language
practice ones have increased substantially.
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Many other modern textbooks also contain a substantial proportion of exercises
of both kinds. On the basis of their survey of nine sets of materials published
between 1991 and 2000 (with the majority having been issued in the latter half of
this period), Nitta and Gardner (2005) show that approximately equal numbers
of C-R and language practice exercises were used. As they conclude, “While
recent SLA research continues to provide arguments against the efficacy of prac-
tising tasks, the evidence from our analysis suggests that they still occupy an
essential place in general ELT materials . . . moreover, many suggest using work-
books for further practice” (p. 9). However, as they also go on to say:

Notwithstanding this continued emphasis on practice, our findings have revealed
that contemporary coursebooks usually juxtapose C-R tasks with practising tasks.
Rather than exclusively selecting one approach, material writers tactfully design
grammar syllabuses building on both C-R and practice. Accordingly, though
researchers insist on the effectiveness of C-R rather than practice in theory – and
rationally their arguments are convincing – ELT practitioners may not be prepared
to abandon the familiar, tried and true “practice” exercises. (p. 10)

In other words, it appears that the pragmatic experience of classroom teaching –
as it feeds into materials writing via data obtained from practitioners by publishers’
agents (Donovan, 1998) – has added a dimension to textbook design in this
area which is generally lacking in the academic paradigm, based, as much of it is,
mainly on a model of “natural” language use not redolent of the circumstances
pertaining in the average school-level or adult language learning situation. As
Widdowson (2003) points out (cf. Prabhu, 1992):

a moment’s reflection makes it clear that what is taught in classrooms in certain
crucial respects cannot be in accordance with actual language use. Actual language
use occurs naturally within the continuities of social life, appropriately activated by
context, and motivated by the needs of communication and the expression of com-
munal and individual identity. The language subject does not occur naturally at all:
it appears, like other subjects, discontinuously on the timetable, fitted into a schedule
as suited to administrative convenience. Usually, there is no natural communal
or individual impetus to use the language: contexts have to be contrived and moti-
vation created. And this is done within restricted units of time called periods and
units of activity called lessons, which are organized into such things as exercises,
tasks, tests, group work, and so on. Furthermore, these events are, for the most part,
controlled and orchestrated by teacher authority, and directed at an eventual measur-
able outcome. On the face of it, it is hard to see any resemblance to the natural
conditions of actual language use at all. (p. 112, original emphasis)

Thus, rather than perceiving the continued or increased provision for so much
practice work in textbooks as regrettable (as in, e.g., Tomlinson et al., 2001), it can
be viewed more positively as evidence of a need for re-thinking research and
theorizing in this area. In other words, as Swan (2006) argues, the policy adopted
by textbooks in this matter can be regarded as helping to avoid the perils of a
“subtractive” approach:
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Changes in theoretical or pedagogic fashion often come about because of dis-
illusionment: our teaching doesn’t seem to be getting very good results, and the
temptation is to drop what we are doing and look for alternatives. But this may not
bring about any net gain. If we are doing too much formal input and not enough
communicative output, the solution is to balance things up, not to move to a posi-
tion where we are doing too much communicative output and not enough formal
input . . . Such approaches [i.e., the latter] are nearly always subtractive as well as
additive, putting a great deal of emphasis on one or other ingredient of language
teaching while neglecting others. (pp. 53–4)

The implications of this policy for the further development of a materials design
research agenda within applied linguistics will be considered in the final part of
this chapter.

Syllabus/Unit structure
An additive approach is also evident in the way that contemporary textbooks
tend to be structured in terms of their “horizontal” (syllabus) and “vertical”
(unit) dimensions. In terms of the former, the “multi-syllabus” (Swan & Walter,
1990) is nowadays the norm. Thus, the Contents of each unit in In English Element-
ary include “Language Focus,” “Communication Skills/Functions/Formulas,”
“Topic/Vocabulary,” and “Extension” (additional language work, etc.) (Viney &
Viney, 2004b, pp. 3–7); in New Headway Intermediate (Soars & Soars, 2003), in
addition to the Unit Topic (e.g., “It’s a wonderful world!”), the categories are
“Grammar,” “Vocabulary,” “Everyday English,” “Reading,” “Speaking,” “Listen-
ing,” and “Writing”; in Cutting Edge Intermediate (Cunningham & Moor, 1999), in
addition to the overall Module topic, (e.g., “About you”), the main contents
headings are “Language focus,” “Vocabulary,” “Speaking,” “Reading/Listening,”
“Task,” and “After the task.” Other books also include additional elements, such
as a “learning to learn” syllabus (see, e.g., New Hotline Elementary (Hutchinson,
1998)). Such multi-stranded forms of organization typify nearly all modern inter-
national textbooks.

Such a trend can be interpreted as a “cover all bases” approach, aimed at
ensuring that no “market need” is overlooked, or, more positively, as an implicit
recognition of the complex, multi-layered nature of the language learning “task.”
It can be argued that the earlier type of textbook syllabus, in which only a single
aspect tended to predominate (e.g., structures, functions, situations, etc.), prob-
ably lessened the extent to which other elements were properly developed.
The more explicit acknowledgment of a wider range of syllabus components in
modern materials has the potential to reduce this problem, and is more in keep-
ing with (some) contemporary views about language and language learning.

It might be argued, however, that a more appropriate textbook design response
to a growing recognition of the complex nature of language learning would have
been to reduce, rather than increase, the degree of explicit segmentation and
specification of the ingredients in the language learning “cake.” As Skehan (1996,
p. 19) states:
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SLA research . . . has established that teaching does not and cannot determine
the way the learner’s language will develop. The processes by which the learner
operates are “natural” processes. Teachers and learners cannot simply “choose”
what is to be learned. To a large extent the syllabus is “built in” to the learner.

The development of the multi-syllabus as a mainstay of the modern textbook is
therefore noteworthy in terms of the way that, in this respect also, theorizing and
research appear to have gone in one direction, and textbook design in another.

In addition to “syntagmatic” textbook structuring of this kind, something of
a consensus also seems to have emerged over the last two decades regarding
textbook unit structure. The mold appears to have been established in this respect
by the appearance of the first Headway series (Soars & Soars, 1986) in the 1980s,
and boils down to an initial section in which the main area(s) of language being
focused on are presented, analyzed, and practiced, and the main subject-matter
theme of the unit is introduced; this is followed by a series of skills-based sections
in which the same and, often, additional, related language points are cycled
through a series of reading, listening, speaking, and, sometimes, writing texts
and related activities, most or all of them linked thematically to the subject mat-
ter introduced in the first section (see, e.g., Cunningham & Moor, 1999, pp. 48–57;
Hutchinson, 2000, pp. 14–21; Soars & Soars, 1998, pp. 38–46). There are, of course,
variations on this theme. Some textbooks contain extra sections on matters such
as everyday expressions, (see, e.g., Soars & Soars, 2003, p. 93), “learner training”
(see, e.g., Hutchinson, 1998, pp. 43 & 52), or include a more integrated, macro task
section (see, e.g., Cunningham & Moor, 1999, pp. 96–9), and so on, but it appears
that most modern textbooks use a unit structure along the lines indicated.

It can be argued that such a framework is, at root, a development and refine-
ment of the traditional “PPP” (Presentation-Practice-Production) paradigm
(Tomlinson, 2001, p. 69), the main differences being a greater focus on commun-
icative practice and production work and the more consistent development of
“carrier” content throughout the unit. Thus, the widespread use of a structure of
this kind shows that, once again, in this respect as well, the evolution of the
textbook since the late 1980s has continued to be not so much a process of whole-
sale “communicativization,” but, rather, the grafting of a communicative “veneer”
on to what has remained a basically language-focused stock. It seems likely that
this has also occurred for reasons similar to those already discussed, i.e., prim-
arily as a response to the wishes of end users, for whom an overall focus on
language work, with a communicative gloss, appears to have remained the prior-
ity, despite the widespread criticisms of all forms of PPP in the professional
literature in recent years.

However, it is also important to note the existence of exceptions to some
aspects of a unit structure of this kind. For example, Crace & Wileman (2002) has
a unit length which is much shorter than is typical. Likewise, the Interchange
series (Richards et al., 2004), although also typically centering around a structural
(or, in later parts, functional) area of language, and also possessing a common
overall content theme, has a unit structure consisting of 10–12 “mini”-sections
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(vs. the 4–5 longer sections typical of other textbooks), each of which usually
occupies only half a page or less (vs. the whole page or more typical of many
other textbooks). Each unit contains two “cycles,” each comprising four core
sections (three concerned with language presentation and practice, and one with
language use), plus additional sections on, e.g., pronunciation, reading, speaking,
etc. As a result, there is a proportionally greater amount of language focus than
skills work in each unit.

In addition, each of the sections is relatively self-contained, in contrast to the
way interconnections will often occur across sections in other textbooks, e.g., in
the cases of Activity 4 on p. 56 and Language Focus 2 on p. 62 in Cunningham
and Moor (1999), pp. 46–8 and pp. 80–1 in Soars & Soars (2003), and so on. The
former also consist of only one, two, or sometimes three activities, none of which
is subdivided, once again in contrast to the layout of many other textbooks, in
which there are usually 4–5 activities, often subdivided, in each section. Further-
more, texts are relatively short, even at higher levels, as are activity rubrics,
giving only the main instructions (once again, in contradistinction to many other
coursebooks).

The primary difference between the Interchange unit structure and the more
typical one described earlier is that the former has a much less “all-embracing”
feel to it. Because sections are relatively shorter and less complex, and more
self-contained, it seems reasonable to assume that the learning focus is likely to
be clearer and the teaching–learning process easier to manage, with both learners
and teachers having greater potential freedom to use their preferred modus
operandi, since they do not have to engage in so much detail and at such length
with texts and activities of the kind used in many other textbooks. The very
comprehensiveness of the more typical textbook unit model – with its extensive
program of interlinked texts and activities – can thus also be seen as its main
potential inherent weakness. Such a structure commits teachers and learners to
adopting a particular type of learning–teaching methodology – one that appears
to be less widespread and less well suited than other models, among non-native
speaker teachers, in particular (see, e.g., Medgyes, 1994: ch. 3) – or requires them
to modify or reject it and attempt to use the book in a way to which it may not
readily lend itself.

There are also other grounds for asking whether the current predominant
textbook unit structure serves the best interests of teachers and learners as well
as it might. An important concern in both earlier, as well as more recent, critiques
of textbooks (e.g., Atlan, 1995; Tomlinson et al., 2001) is the extent to which, on
the one hand, the content of texts and the setting of activities tend to promote an
Anglo-Saxon worldview, and on the other, restrict the opportunities for learners
to learn by using the context of their own lives. Shorter texts with fewer activities
directly related to their content, in the manner of books such as Interchange, can,
on the face of it, lessen the amount of “investment” learners (and teachers) are
required to make before reaching a point where the language can be used meaning-
fully for their own purposes. This would seem especially important to take
into account in view of the increasing recognition in recent years that English is
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nowadays most often learned for the purpose of communication with other non-
native speakers, rather than with native speakers (see, e.g., McKay, 2002).

In other words, just as the communicative approach has gradually come to be
seen as a culture-specific rather than context-free methodology, so, perhaps, it is
time for some of the design principles underpinning many modern international
textbooks to be similarly reappraised, so that they become more attuned to build-
ing on the potential that exists within the main styles of language learning and
teaching that exist around the world, and cater better to the communication
needs of an English as an International Language situation, rather than reflecting
so strongly so much in terms of learning methods and content that can be regarded
as specific to Western/Anglo-Saxon culture. Rossner’s stricture in this respect
(see above) can, therefore, still be seen as applying to the majority of cases.

Conclusion

The earlier parts of this chapter have attempted to document a number of the main
developments in language teaching materials design over recent years. An his-
torical perspective was adopted, in order to clarify the extent to which the cur-
rent situation can be seen as a reflection of previous trends. The findings indicate
that, first, by and large, in terms of the aspects analyzed, earlier tendencies have
been reinforced, with something of an orthodoxy in textbook design having now
emerged. Nevertheless, as has also been adduced, other well-established and
widely used publications exist which serve to provide something of an altern-
ative to, and potential critique of, the more prevalent model. In addition, in both
cases, the analysis indicated that the ontogenesis of the majority of the develop-
ments appeared to be related to perceptions of audience need, and were largely
in contradistinction to concurrent trends in academic conceptualization.

In terms of the prevailing academic viewpoint, thus, the extent to which the
current situation can be seen as representing a set of “advances” in materials
design is, of course, problematic. As was noted at the outset, there has been a
tendency in academic circles to view advances in textbook design as a function
of the extent to which materials reflect succeeding developments in applied lin-
guistics. However, in addition to its “applied science” orientation, such a stance
assumes that writers and publishers, in taking the opposite tack, would willingly
pursue a course that is against their best interests. It also implies that teachers’
and learners’ views, when they differ from academic perspectives, are to be
discounted (cf. Widdowson, 2003, pp. 130–1).

A sounder stance would, therefore, appear to be one which views academic
ideas more as means of illuminating and critiquing textbook design features,
rather than being regarded as their prime determiner. Equally, a more humane
attitude to the perceptions of textbook users and the efforts of writers and pub-
lishers seems called for. As accounts such as Bell and Gower (1998), Richards
(2001, ch. 7), and Mares (2003) indicate, arriving at what might constitute a
satisfactory textbook design is a difficult, complex, and highly skilled process,
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involving, in particular, the notion of a compromise between what might be the-
oretically desirable and what is practicable and appropriate in audience terms.

Alternative perspectives of this kind might involve, for example, viewing the
notion of authenticity less as a wholesale prescription and more as a safeguard
against too much artificiality in texts and activities. Similarly, the less linear,
more process-oriented focus on form approach to the teaching of language struc-
tures, rather than being seen as a replacement for the PPP paradigm used in
many current textbooks, can instead be viewed more productively as a way of
raising awareness of the limitations of a language teaching approach which is too
segmentary and deterministic; and so on.

Such a realignment of attitudes might also desirably underpin a far larger
program of empirical enquiry in applied linguistics into textbook design than has
occurred hitherto. For example, very little academic research appears to have
been done on attempting to establish what learners and teachers in various
situations actually think about competing textbook designs, in terms of the vari-
ous features which have formed the main focus of the analysis in earlier parts of
this chapter. Equally, a larger number of studies of the kind conducted by
Hutchinson (1996), into actual textbook use, would be a very useful source of
further data for informing optimization of their design. And, of course, third-
person accounts of the textbook design process itself would be likely to increase
understanding in the area. In such ways, it is to be hoped, both a better basis for
determining what might constitute advances in materials design, as well as
enhanced means of enabling them to occur, might be achieved.

NOTE

1 At the same time, the later C-R exercises adopt an inductive approach, a trend which
has become widespread in other modern textbooks as well.
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19 Corpora in Language
Teaching

JOHN FLOWERDEW

Introduction

Applications of corpus linguistics to language teaching began in the late eighties
and early nineties. Examples of early work are Higgins and Johns (1984), Higgins
(1988), Johns (1988, 1991), Tribble and Jones (1990), Stevens (1991), and J. Flowerdew
(1993a). Most work in this area, as in other areas of applied linguistics and
language teaching, has focused on English. However, some examples on other
languages are Wichmann (1995), Ahmed and Davies (1997), Dodd (1997), King
(1997), Kennedy and Miceli (2001), Rule et al. (2003), Belz (2004), Rule (2004), and
Bolly (2005). Previous overviews of the field are Leech (1997), Aston (2001), Biber
and Conrad (2001), Bernardini (2004), and Stubbs (2004).

Interest in corpus-based approaches to language teaching has developed quite
rapidly in recent years, so that now there is a wealth of literature and, although
less, still considerable application in this area. Application at the level of primary
and secondary schools, however, has not kept pace with the considerable devel-
opments that are now going on at the tertiary level, especially in languages for
specific purposes (LSP). Gavioli (2005), for example, is only able to cite one project
at primary level (Sealey & Thompson, 2004).

One of the reasons for the relatively slow rate of classroom application has
been the limitations of the technology. However, as Leech stated already in 1997,
“computers have grown smaller, cheaper, and massively more powerful” (1997,
p. 2). Since that statement, this trend has continued. In addition, more and more
corpora have become available and it is easier to create personalized corpora.
Furthermore, people are becoming increasingly computer literate and are there-
fore more easily introduced to the new approach. But if the start has been rather
slow, this has a positive side, in that corpus applications to pedagogy have
avoided, to quote Leech (1997, p. 4) again, the “bandwagon” effect. In developing
more slowly, the risk of corpus-based approaches to language teaching following
the path of the language laboratory, for example, with its its meteoric rise and
ultimate demise, may be avoided.
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What are the Principles in Corpus Linguistics that
Can Be Applied to Language Teaching?

A corpus is a large database of language. Although the first corpora were
relatively small – the Brown corpus (developed at Brown University, USA in the
early 1960s) consisted of one million words – there now exist corpora consisting
of hundreds of millions of words (e.g., the British National Corpus (BNC),
100 million words; and the Bank of English (COBUILD at Birmingham Univer-
sity, UK), over 500 million words). At the same time, however, much smaller
corpora with as few as 100,000 words or less are being created all the time for
specialist applications. It should be borne in mind, however, that, as pointed out
by Gavioli and Aston (2001, p. 238), even the very large corpora contain less
language than the average user will have experienced in their daily life.1 In
addition, the linguistic content of corpora is different from what is experienced
by individuals in real life, many of them consisting largely of written language.
Furthermore, while each text is given equal weighting in a corpus, in real life
some texts will hold more value and be experienced more times than others
(poetry and religious texts, for example, might be highly valued and heard or
read many times). While some corpora are kept in a “raw” state (e.g., Bank of
English), many are “tagged” (i.e., coded, according to parts of speech) and “parsed”
(i.e., analyzed for grammatical structure) (e.g., BNC).

The potential of corpus techniques for investigating patterns of lexis, grammar,
semantics, pragmatics, and textual features is well established (e.g., Sinclair, 1991;
McEnery & Wilson, 1996; Biber et al., 1998; Kennedy, 1998; Hunston, 2002; Stubbs,
2004). Most work in corpus linguistics to date has relied on word frequency lists,
which provide criteria upon which to base a search, and keyword in context
(KWIC) concordances, the presentation of every instance of a selected word,
phrase, or particle in the corpus down the middle of the page, with a limited
amount of cotext on either side. Figure 19.1 provides part of a concordance for
the word meaning.

The power of the corpus approach lies in the combination of frequency data
regarding all the words in a corpus and the verbal environment in which these
words occur. This combination permits the detailed investigation of typical
patterns of use of lexis and grammar – information which can be obtained at the
click of a mouse. A concordance output may appear to be a reified object, but this
is not the case, because it may be ordered in various ways from left and right
of the keyword or phrase and these changes reveal different collocational and
grammatical patterns. Some critics have complained that concordance lines pro-
vide no information about situational context. This is also indeed accepted by
proponents (e.g., Sinclair, 1991, p. 34; McEnery & Wilson, 1996, p. 79). However,
it may be pointed out that situational information can be built into or accompany
a corpus and that there is no reason why corpus evidence may not be supported
by ethnographic investigation (L. Flowerdew, 2005, 2008). On the other hand,
as Stubbs (2004, p. 108) notes, practice has demonstrated that the meaning of a
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Figure 19.1 Concordance of the word meaning from a corpus of academic lectures
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search word or phrase is often identifiable within a short span of cotext, enough
to fit into one line on the computer screen. Furthermore, most concordancers
allow the user to inspect the wider cotext of a selected instance, so the analyst is
not limited to the single corpus line.

As already mentioned, corpus techniques have created new knowledge about
the behaviour of lexis, grammar, semantics, pragmatics, and textual features.
Because corpus linguistics is based on the theory that language varies according
to context – across space and time – the potential for finding out new facts about
language is infinite. If this theoretical insight is applied to pedagogy, then the
case for the use of corpora in teaching becomes very powerful. Because no dic-
tionary or grammar is able to fully describe the language, the educationist, whether
materials designer or classroom practitioner – or indeed learners themselves –
may play an important role in identifying regularities in the language which are
not to be found in such texts.

Another proven benefit of corpus-based approaches to the study of language
is that analysis is based on empirical, as opposed to introspected or elicited, data,
“real” language as many proponents refer to it.2 As Aston (2001, pp. 7–8) has
pointed out (see also J. Flowerdew, 1996), native-speaker intuition about language
is often wrong – on the one hand, many uses included in traditional descriptions
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do not occur with any frequency in large general corpora and, on the other hand,
many uses which occur in corpus data are not recognized in traditional descrip-
tions. This means that teachers and learners have been being given inaccurate
and incomplete descriptions of the language.

What Information Can the Corpus Provide?

A corpus can yield various types of information which can be of potential use in
language pedagogy. It can provide information about the behavior of words,
multi-word phrases, grammatical patterns, semantic and pragmatic features, and
textual properties. Knowledge of these features and their relative frequencies can
be helpful to language practitioners in deciding what items to teach and when
to teach them, as well as, importantly, providing input for reference materials.
In this section various concepts regarding different aspects of language behavior
will be presented, each followed by an indication of how the concept might be
applied in language pedagogy.

Word frequency

Concept
At the most basic level, the corpus can provide word lists organized either accord-
ing to frequency or alphabetically. Used in conjunction with the concordancer,
frequency is not limited to the word forms, but may extend to the different
meanings of a given word or phrase; the editing function of the concordancer can
be used to group the items according to the different meanings. Frequency data
can also be obtained for recurrent sequences (variously referred to as n-grams,
pre-fabs, and lexical bundles) e.g., I don’t know, all of a sudden, all over the place,
don’t have a clue. Furthermore, relative frequencies between two or more corpora
can be calculated, those words occurring significantly more frequently in one
corpus than another being referred to as keywords (Scott & Tribble, 2006).

Application
Frequency information is immensely useful in helping to prioritze what to teach.
Aston (2001, p. 8) quite rightly mentions other relevant criteria: range, availabil-
ity, coverage, learnability, and prototypicality (see also Widdowson, 2004, p. 87;
Kaltenböck & Mehlmauer-Larcher, 2005, p. 77), but, other things being equal,
frequency of occurrence is an important criterion for syllabus design and teach-
ing. A considerable time ago Nattinger and de Carrico (1992) recommended the
application of lexical phrases to language teaching. If one takes the view that all
language teaching is LSP teaching, insofar as learners need to acquire a range of
registers and genres, then comparative data, as provided by keyword analysis,
will provide information regarding what to teach and when to teach in relation
to specific genres and registers (see Scott & Tribble, 2006).
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Collocation

Concept
Collocation is concerned with how words typically occur (or do not occur)
together. Recurrent patterns highlighted by the concordancer will indicate
typical collocations, although programs can provide lists of collocates. Hunston
(2002, p. 12) gives the example of shed, which collocates with light, tears, garden,
jobs, blood, cents, image, pounds, staff, skin, and clothes. Typically different collocates
will affect the precise meaning of the word, e.g., shed blood means to suffer, shed
pounds means to lose weight, and shed image means a deliberate changing of how
one is perceived (Hunston, 2002, p. 12).

Application
How does one correct the learner who says “I will open the air-conditioner,”
where the collocates are not appropriate? One way, of course is to explain that in
standard English one says “switch on” rather than “open” when referring to an
air-conditioner or other electrical appliance. However, this lesson is likely to be
more powerful and therefore more effective if, instead, the learner can look at
concordances of the word open + noun phrase and see that while open collocates
with other concrete nouns such as gate, door, and window, there are no instances
of open + air-conditioner. On the other hand, a concordance of air-conditioner will
probably yield numerous examples with switch on and switch off. In addition to
this use with students, the concordancer can also give confidence to teachers,
especially to less proficient non-native speakers, where they are unsure of their
intuitions ( J. Flowerdew, 1996).

Colligation

Concept
A distinction can be made between collocation, which is the combination of
individual words, and colligation, which refers to how lexical words are asso-
ciated with particular grammatical words or categories. Hunston (2002, p. 13),
again, gives the example of the word head which has the following colligations:
of, over, on, back, and off. Again the colligations affect the meaning of the word,
thus Hunston gives examples such as head of department, hit someone over the head,
throw one’s head back.

Application
Kaltenböck and Mehlmauer-Larcher (2005, pp. 73–4) give some examples of peda-
gogical activities designed to develop colligational awareness. For example, in
one simple task students are given a set of sentences where deleted prepositions
have to be inserted after searching a corpus:
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The building is adjacent . . . the train station.
It is usually a good idea to abide . . . the law.
You should give clear indication . . . your intentions.
He was aghast . . . the violence he witnessed.

In another example task (with the International Corpus of English (ICE) GB corpus,
which is tagged for parts of speech), students consider verb complementation
with the gerund and the infinitive:

TASK: What can the corpus tell us about the difference in meaning/use between
remember doing something and remember to do something?) (Try [searching for]: “re-
member to” and “remember” <V> = remember followed by a verb.

Kaltenböck and Mehlmauer-Larcher (2005) make the important point that corpus
queries such as those required for these tasks require less “expert knowledge”
than would be needed if a reference grammar were used, with the knowledge of
grammatical metalanguage that would be implied for the latter task.

Semantic preference

Concept
Here we are concerned with how a word or phrase relates to a group of collocat-
ing words that (1) share an element of meaning, (2) are related to particular
genres or registers, or (3) belong to lexical sets in terms of synonymy, meronymy,
antonymy, etc. Semantic preference is arrived at by sorting collocates into groups
based on semantic relations such as those just mentioned. The specific semantic
preference is labelled by a gloss, such as “words or phrases relating to measure-
ment,” “words or phrases belonging to the register of production engineering,”
or “words or phrases relating to history.”

Application
Semantic field theory, which can be seen as an introspective precursor of se-
mantic preference, has been applied (mostly intuitively) in language teaching for
a very long time (Corder, 1973, p. 316). Indeed it can be seen as closely related
to situational (“at the post office,” “at the airport,” “in the supermarket,” “in
the office,” etc.) and topical (“travel,” “shopping,” “family,” etc.) syllabuses. It is
also implicitly applied in notional syllabuses (Wilkins, 1972). The assumption
here is that certain lexical (and grammatical) items belonging typically in given
fields are likely to co-occur and can be learned together in semantic sets. How-
ever, a corpus approach takes us beyond introspection to identify empirically
established relationships. The choice of corpus here is crucial, larger corpora
being more reliable, because smaller corpora will not be likely to provide enough
data to determine general preferences. On the other hand, specialist corpora
consisting of specific genres or registers have great potential for application to
LSP.
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Semantic prosody

Concept
If semantic preference can tell us about the semantics of a word or phrase,
“semantic prosody” (Sinclair, 1991; Louw, 1993), or for Stubbs (2001) “discourse
prosody,” can tell us about typical pragmatic values – the attitude or evaluation
a speaker or writer attaches to what they are saying. Semantic prosody is similar
to connotation. However, it does not just apply to a single word, but to the word
and its association with its collocates. Thus, to take an example from Stubbs
(1996), the word cause typically collocates with negatively loaded words – e.g.,
accident, concern, damage, death, trouble – and thereby takes on a negative semantic
prosody; provide, on the other hand, is typically used with positive collocates –
e.g., aid, care, food, opportunities, relief, support – and thus takes on a positive
semantic prosody. Most studies of semantic prosody describe examples in simple
terms of positive or negative evaluation. However, it seems that finer grained
analysis is possible. Thus Hunston (2002, p. 141) gives the example of sit through,
which is often used with lexical items which indicate boring or lengthy things.

Application
The analysis of the semantic prosodies associated with the lexical items in a
corpus is a way to acquire context knowledge which is important for writers
trying to master tasks within a specific genre (Tribble, 2000). This sort of informa-
tion is now starting to be incorporated into dictionaries, but a learning activity in
the form of analyzing words in context and identifying their semantic prosodies
might be a more effective learning strategy, insofar as learners are more likely to
remember what they themselves have discovered.3

Register and genre

Concept
Research in corpus linguistics has done much to show how patterns may vary
across various registers or genres. As Biber and Conrad (2001, p. 332) put it,
“strong patterns of use in one register often represent only weak patterns in
other registers.” To illustrate this, Biber and Conrad show, for example, how the
12 most frequent lexical verbs (say, get, go, know, think, see, make, come, take, want,
give, and mean) in a corpus of 20 million words drawn from four registers (con-
versation, fiction, newspaper language, and academic prose) are very unequally
distributed across the four registers. These verbs, for example, represent 45 per-
cent of all verbs in conversation versus only 11 percent for academic prose.

Application
Biber and Conrad (2001) argue that the verbs referred to above should be given
priority in pedagogy. In practice, however, they note that low-level ESL grammar
books tend not to use these verbs, preferring activity verbs such as eat, play, work,
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run, travel, and study, which, as they concede in a footnote, are easier to learn.
Nevertheless, Biber and Conrad argue that just because they are more difficult to
learn does not mean that the high-frequency verbs should be neglected, “as these
are the ones students will most often hear in their day-to-day interactions with
native speakers” (p. 333).4

At a more micro level, working with small corpora composed of specific text
types, Gavioli (2001) has shown how particular recurrent patterns tend to occur
within such corpora. Comparing two corpora, one composed of lonely hearts ads
and the other of letters to a newspaper agony aunt, for example, she (or, in fact,
her students, because in her paper Gavioli is showing how corpus analysis can be
done by learners (see below)) shows certain similarities and differences. Taking
the adjectives pretty, attractive, and beautiful, for example, she shows that pretty
and attractive always refer to people’s physical appearance in both corpora. Beau-
tiful, in the letters, however, also refers to music and the home. In addition,
neither pretty nor attractive occurs in a series of adjectives. However, beautiful
occurs in a co-ordinate pattern with another positive adjective, in phrases such as
mature and beautiful; beautiful and well-behaved; beautiful and wonderful; sweet and
beautiful. This is not the sort of information that can be found in reference gram-
mars or dictionaries and it provides a strong argument for a corpus-based
approach to the development of genre awareness ( J. Flowerdew, 1993b).

What Corpora?

One of the problems with applying corpora to language teaching is deciding
which the most appropriate corpora are. As Leech (1997, p. 18) has pointed out,
“the corpora which are easiest to compile are not necessarily those which are
most useful for language learning purposes.” Not all corpora will be suitable for
all learners.

Until recently, the most pressing problem in this area was the dearth of spoken
corpora, most corpora being wholly or primarily made up of written language.
The reason for this is simple. It is difficult and expensive to collect spoken lan-
guage, which then has to be recorded and transcribed. It is true that spoken
corpora are starting to be created – for example the CANCODE corpus of spoken
English developed jointly by the University of Nottingham and Cambridge Uni-
versity Press – but there is still an emphasis on the written word (not to mention
problems of accessibility). The BNC, for example, has 90 million written words
compared to 10 million of speech). Given the emphasis in modern-day language
pedagogy on the spoken word, this is a serious problem.

Another problem is that most corpora are based on native-speaker models. In
a climate where there is much discussion of the role of world Englishes in lan-
guage pedagogy, the use of native-speaker models may be questioned (Hunston,
2002). This does not just concern lexico-grammar. As Carter (1998b, p. 49) has
demonstrated, colloquial speech is deeply embedded in cultural understandings.
The simplest of phrases may require knowledge of the culture for understanding.
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Among many examples, Carter provides the following service encounter from
CANCODE:

[In a fish and chip shop]
A: Can I have chips, beans, and a sausage?
B: Chips, beans, and a sausage.
A: Yeah.
B: Wrapped up?
A: Open please.

Carter points out how in this extract the word “open” in this particular context is
used as an antonym of “wrapped up” and “carries a specific cultural meaning of
food being served in paper so that it can be eaten immediately, even perhaps
while walking home” (p. 48). Carter asks to what extent such cultural allusions
should be removed. Furthermore, he asks how relevant it is to be able to make
observations such as that fish and chip shops in Britain serve not only fish and
chips, but also other food, such as sausages, burgers, and curry.

The foregoing suggests that corpora made up of different language varieties
might be needed. Hong Kong learners or Filipino learners, it might be argued,
should have as their target educated Hong Kong or educated Filipino English,
not British English. Similarly, it would seem sensible that learners of French in
Canada might want a standard and hence a corpus based on Canadian French
rather than the metropolitan variety. The problem is being addressed to a degree,
for English, with the ICE corpora, referred to earlier, a suite of corpora of 15
different national/regional varieties, such as Australian English, British English,
East African English, Filipino English, Indian English, etc. Given the complexity
of coordinating and collecting such a range of corpora, however, it is perhaps
understandable that these corpora are relatively small, at one million words each.
Of course, the question of what standard to adopt is itself controversial. To take
the example of Canadian French, many learners want to acquire the metropolitan
standard, even though they will be using their French in Canada. To take another
example, at a recent corpus conference an Indian member of the audience was
asked if Indians would want to learn Indian English. His answer was that they
would definitely not want to be associated with such a variety which they did
not even acknowledge as such, preferring so-called “standard” English. This
raises the question of language rights, in this case the rights of the learners (or
their parents) to have the target variety that they want. In addition, where
regional or local varieties have developed, in a globalizing world, with all that
goes with it – mass migration, mass tourism, international business travel, the
internationalization of (especially tertiary) education, use of the Internet and other
electronic communication devices, and the internationalization of popular culture
and mass media – learners may need not only the local variety, but also some
standard for international intelligibility.

An alternative solution in terms of appropriate models might lie in lingua
franca corpora, corpora composed of language produced by proficient non-
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native speakers who are interacting with each other or with native speakers. In
English, it is said that more English is spoken in the world among non-natives
than natives, so lingua franca corpora might seem a logical way to go. However,
research to date has not come up with systematic descriptions of such language
and it is questionable whether – certainly at the level of phraseology and the
grammatical code – such systematic patterns are discernible. Interestingly Anna
Mauranen (2006; personal communication June 2006) has identified in her ELFA
(English as a Lingua Franca for Academic Purposes) corpus certain pragmatic
regularities, such as greater use of grammatical rephrasing and a greater toler-
ance for ambiguity. But she has not identified any new lexico-grammatical or
phraseological regularities.

Further confusing the picture as regards suitable corpora, there are other learner
differences that need to be taken into account. For example, a model for young
learners might be child language, teenagers may want a teenage model, women
and men might want models of the speech of either gender; then again, learners
may want specific academic or professional language (see below on corpora and
LSP). It is true that there are different types of corpora or sub-corpora (for exam-
ple, the CHILDES corpus of children’s speech (MacWhinney & Snow, 1991) and
the British National Corpus has a section on young people’s spoken language,
referred to separately as the COLT corpus (Stenström et al., 2002)). However,
these corpora or sub-corpora have not been designed with language teaching
specifically in mind and their suitability, certainly in terms of their size and
representativeness, might be questioned.5

Finally, the authenticity of corpus data may mean that it is difficult for less
advanced learners to process. Perhaps corpora of simplified language might be
needed for such learners, or some sort of filter which removes concordances
which contain vocabulary items which do not occur in a pre-established list (Kuo
et al., 2001).

Applications

Applications of corpus linguistics to language teaching may be direct or indirect
(Stubbs, 2004). A direct application would be advanced users of academic English
using a corpus of the language of their speciality to assist them in writing
academic papers (see Lee and Swales, 2006 for an account of such a procedure).
Indirect applications would be the application of corpus findings to the creation
or refinement of dictionaries, reference grammars, and pedagogic materials.

Indirect applications

Use in developing reference material
One of the first applications in this area was Collins COBUILD English Language
Dictionary (1987) edited by John Sinclair; Other dictionaries have made use of
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corpora to a greater or lesser extent, e.g., Longman Dictionary of Contemporary
English, Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, Macmillan English Dictionary for
Advanced Learners. As Leech (1997, p. 14) points out, some of the advantages of
corpus-based lexicography are that corpus data:

• can be searched quickly and exhaustively,
• can provide frequency data,
• can be easily processed to produce updated lists of words,
• can provide authentic examples for citation,
• can readily be used by lexicographical teams for updating and verifying other

levels of descriptions such as dictionary definitions.

A precursor of grammars totally based on corpus data was A Comphrehensive
Grammar of the English Language (Quirk et al., 1985), which relied on manually
collected examples of use that were stored in a giant database. This might be
called a corpus-informed grammar. The first grammar to be fully based on a corpus,
what might be called a corpus-driven grammar, was Collins COBUILD English
Grammar (Sinclair, 1990). This has been followed by the Longman Grammar
of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999), and, more recently, by the
Cambridge Grammar of English (Carter & McCarthy, 2006). At this point, it might
be noted that, while the Longman Grammar is no doubt a great achievement,
especially in the great advance achieved in the incorporation of frequency data
according to four different domains of use, the corpus-driven grammars, espe-
cially COBUILD and Cambridge tend to be inconsistent in their coverage of the
basic features of the language. In terms of comprehensiveness, Quirk et al. (1985)
cannot be beaten. No doubt with further work the comprehensiveness of corpus-
driven grammars will improve.

Pedagogic materials
Again, Collins (now HarperCollins), with John Sinclair as editor in chief,
were the first here, with an extensive series called Collins COBUILD English
Guides. Titles focused on such linguistic features as Determiners (Berry, 1996)
Linking Words (Chalker, 1996), and Reporting (Thompson, 1993). Coming again
out of the work at Birmingham was the first proposal for syllabus design to
be based on corpora – The Lexical Syllabus: A New Approach to Language Teach-
ing (D. Willis, 1990), and also Collins COBUILD English Course (Willis & Willis,
1989).

Direct Applications
Corpora and syllabus design
If one accepts a corpus view of language, i.e., that it consists to a great extent of
recurrent patterns (what Sinclair, 1991 refers to as the “idiom principle”), then
important implications apply for syllabus design. Instead of being organized in
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terms of grammatical forms, the syllabus can be designed around the most
important recurrent patterns (see Sinclair & Renouf, 1988; Willis, 1990; Willis &
Willis, 1989). This type of syllabus is referred to as a lexical syllabus, although
this is somewhat misleading, as it is designed around lexical patterns, not single
words. The idea of basing a syllabus on patterns of use was, in fact, put forward
as early as 1980 by Nattinger:

Perhaps we should base our teaching on the assumption that, for a great deal of the
time anyway, language production consists of piecing together the ready-made units
appropriate for a particular situation and that comprehension relies on knowing
which of these patterns to predict in these situations. Our teaching, therefore, would
center on these patterns and the ways they can be pieced together, along with the
ways they vary and the situations in which they occur. (cited in Richards & Rogers,
2001, pp. 133–4)

Although the emphasis is on lexical patterning in the lexical syllabus, grammar
is not neglected, it can be argued, as the main lexical patterns will incorporate the
main grammatical forms. Willis (1990, p. vi) takes this a stage further, claiming
that “the lexical syllabus not only subsumes a structural syllabus, it also indicates
how the structures which make up the syllabus should be exemplified.” For the
COBUILD course, for the first level, the most frequent 700 words were selected
from the COBUILD corpus, these words accounting, according to Willis (1990,
p. vi), for around 70 percent of all English text.

The underlying principle of the lexical syllabus is frequency. Sinclair and Renouf
(1988) argue that the most frequent words typically have a range of uses and that
many of these uses are typically not covered in beginners’ courses. They give the
example of the word make. This word most typically occurs in patterns such as
make decisions, make discoveries, make arrangements. These abstract uses are more
frequent than the concrete use, as in make a cake. Sinclair and Renouf thus argue
that the abstract forms should be taught to beginners, as well as the concrete
ones. It should be noted, however, that this is a very strong argument, which
neglects the counter-argument of “teachability,” the fact that the concrete mean-
ing is more easily taught. Widdowson (2004, p. 87) puts forward the teachability
argument, as follows: “Words and structures might be identified as ‘pedagogically’
core or nuclear, and preferred as a prototype at a particular learning stage be-
cause of their coverage or their generative value, because they are catalysts which
activated the learning process, whatever their status might be in respect to their
actual occurrence in contexts of use.” This is the same argument as noted with
the examples given by Biber and Conrad of the most frequent verbs. On the other
hand, it might be argued that the teachability of the concrete forms should imply
that they are taught first, but then the other abstract uses immediately follow.
This seems to have been the principle adopted in the COBUILD dictionary, where
concrete meanings still come before abstract ones. Thus the concrete meaning of
“lifebelt,” for example, comes before the metaphorical ones.
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Data-driven learning
The beginning of classroom concordancing is generally attributed to Tim Johns
and his work with non-native speaking postgraduate science students at the
University of Birmingham. Johns referred to this approach as “data-driven learn-
ing” (DDL). In this form of learning, learners are seen as “language detectives”
( Johns, 1997, p. 101), seeking answers to questions that can be found by means of
corpus queries and/or concordance lines. Learners are detectives because con-
cordances do not offer explanations; they simply provide (patterned) data for
analysis. Learners are required to identify and analyze the recurrent patterns to
be found in the concordance lines and make their own generalizations. They may
do this by working on the concordance print-outs ( Johns’ preferred method) or
directly with the computer and the corpus. Johns (cited in Ma, 1994, p. 197) sees
this approach as falling between “the highly-organized, graded and idealized
language of the typical coursebook” and the “potentially confusing but far richer
and more revealing ‘full flood’ of authentic communication.”

The DDL approach has alternatively been described as one of “authenticity and
discovery” (Ma, 1994, p. 197). Leech (1997, p. 3) comments how “it often happens
that a student working on a relatively small corpus assignment comes up with
original observations and discoveries which have probably never been brought
to notice before, even in the most detailed dictionaries and grammars of lan-
guage.” Indeed, an example of such a discovery has already been presented in
this chapter with Gavioli’s example of the genre-specific use of particular adject-
ives in letters to agony aunts and lonely hearts ads. A number of writers provide
examples of the sort of activities that can be exploited in DDL (e.g., Aston, 2001;
Dodd, 1997; Gavioli, 2001; Hunston, 2002) A commercially produced workbook
based on concordance print-outs is Thurston and Candlin (1993). Here is just one
simple activity from Gavioli (2001, p. 125):

WORKSHEET
1. In groups of two or three use the corpus of Lonely hearts ads to identify 4 or
5 patterns which are typically used to do each of the following
• introduce the seeker
• add descriptions of the seeker
• introduce the sought
• add descriptions of the sought
You can generate concordances to get suggestions.

2. Use the patterns you have identified to produce at least two new lonely
hearts ads. Complete any missing parts of the text as necessary.

This activity is interesting because it requires the learners to go beyond just
analyzing concordance lines, i.e., working out possible functions for patterns
which are presented to them. Here they first have to come up with their own
corpus queries and then find patterns which typically realize the functions which
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are embodied in their queries. This is, therefore, the reverse procedure to the
more typical one.

This activity takes us on to ones used with more advanced learners, where
they use specialist corpora for real-world writing tasks. In probably the first
example of such an application, Ma (1994) created a corpus of computer user
manuals for his students, who had to write a chapter of such a manual, using
the corpus and a concordancing program as a writing resource. In a similar
approach, Bianchi and Pazzaglia (2007) created a corpus for psychology students
consisting of experimental articles in that discipline, the task being for students
to write a research article of their own, using the corpus as a resource. Interest-
ingly, this corpus was divided into sub-corpora of the different “moves” (Swales,
1990) in the articles. Taking this sort of procedure a stage even further, Lee and
Swales (2006) had a heterogeneous group of graduate students who created their
own corpora specific to their particular discipline. These corpora were used as a
resource for working on the writing required on their higher degree programs.
One issue that has to be confronted with this type of application is where to draw
the borderline between reusing typical phraseological patterns, on the one hand,
and copying longer sections of texts extracted from the corpus – a case of pla-
giarism – on the other (see Pecorari, 2003, 2006; J. Flowerdew & Li, 2009). This
issue needs to be handled carefully by the teacher, although it could also be seen
as an opportunity to alert students to issues of plagiarism.

Corpora and LSP

The three studies reported in the preceding paragraph are all concerned with
LSP and they are very recent. This section will step back from these studies and
consider corpora and LSP since its beginning, because LSP (primarily English for
specific purposes (ESP)) has been one of the major fields of development for
corpus application to language teaching (see Gavioli, 2005 for a complete mono-
graph on this topic, and L. Flowerdew, 2002 for an overview paper for English
for academic purposes (EAP) – here we cannot do full justice to this area, merely
citing a number of key examples). The earliest known concordances, which, of
course, were compiled by hand, were based on biblical texts. The first complete
concordance of the Latin Bible was created by the Benedictine Hugo de San
Charo in the thirteenth century (Tribble & Jones, 1990, p. 7). Early concordances,
in their focus on one register (biblical texts) can, in fact be seen as a form of LSP.
In the modern era, a precursor of modern corpus work is an influential article by
Barber (1962). Barber’s study, carried out by hand, and with a view of pedagogic
application, is based on three scientific research articles, making a “corpus” of
about 23,000 words (tiny by today’s standards). Barber studied various syntactic
features of this corpus, one of the most striking findings being the very low
occurrence of progressive aspect. This finding, as Swales (1988, p. 1) reports, was
influential in the teaching of English for Science and Technology (EST), suggesting
that attention should be given to the other aspects rather than the progressive.
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Probably the earliest application of corpus analysis to syllabus and materials
design in ESP was conducted by J. Flowerdew (1993a), where a corpus was
created from transcriptions of lectures that biology students concurrently taking
an ESP course attend during their biology course, along with the assigned
readings. This corpus was used as the basis for selecting key vocabulary (about
1,000 items, chosen on the basis that they occur more than 10 times in the corpus).
This lexis formed the core vocabulary of the ESP course. With the use of concord-
ances, the most typical recurrent phraseological patterns in which this vocabu-
lary occur were identified and incorporated into materials. In addition, based on
a close reading of the text and examination of the word list and concordancing
lines, important notions and functions were identified, along with their typical
realization patterns. These were also incorporated into the syllabus and course
materials. This same database was used when it came to assessing the perform-
ance of students during and after the course.

Contemporary work in ESP is very much influenced by genre theory (Swales,
1990; Bhatia, 1993) and ESP corpora are typically compiled from texts belonging
to the same genre. The emphasis on genre has meant a move away from a simple
focus on the frequency of syntactic structures to a consideration of form–function
relations and how linguistic features correlate with generic moves and other
pragmatic aspects of particular genres. A good example of the genre approach is
Gledhill’s (2000) study of research articles in the field of cancer (also summarized
in Gavioli, 2005, p. 57). The corpus for this work is divided into sub-corpora
according to the generic moves of research articles (introduction, method, results,
discussion, conclusion). This allows Gledhill to identify salient lexis in the vari-
ous moves. This is done using key-word analysis, key-words being those words
which are statistically more frequent in one move than in the rest of the corpus.6

Having identified the key-words, Gledhill then uses concordances to identify
their particular rhetorical functions e.g., “such” is often used to reformulate bio-
chemical processes (e.g., antitumour agents such as NMY; use of hormonal enzymes
such as dismutase), “can” is used to express potential clinical processes (e.g., methods
can be considered; alterations can be prepared). Finally Gledhill shows how the
key-words often form part of recurrent phraseological patterns. So, for example,
“to” is found in constructions which take the following pattern [biomedical pro-
cess] (possessive) <ability to> [biochemical process], as in expressions such as:

[the reactant] Its ability to alter tolerance to self
we extended its [tumor] ability to differentiate
calibrating their [leukocytes] ability to modify factor specific DNA

In another example of genre-based corpus work, Swales et al. (1998) focused
on the use of the imperative in research articles. Using a corpus of 50 articles
(5 from each of 10 disciplines), computer-assisted analysis provided data on all
instances of imperatives in both the main texts and footnotes of these articles. In
those disciplines where imperatives occurred in the main text (only five out
of the ten selected), they tend to occur in the more argumentative sections of
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articles, but are very unevenly distributed across disciplines, being most preval-
ent in fields where mathematical reasoning occurs. In addition, there are a range
of field-specific usages. In terms of function, based on interviews with some of
the writers, Swales et al. argue that the decision to use imperatives may be part
of a bundle of grammatical features that promote irony, closer collegiality, or
playfulness, which they hypothesize is a contemporary trend of scholarly writing
in the post-modern age.7 Imperatives are not used in the research article as
face-threatening devices, as suggested in standard grammars, but as one of the
resources available to writers which allows them to maintain a harmonious
relationship with their readers.

The use of computers is also helpful for taxonomic research into the various
functional categories which a given linguistic form is used to realize. In order to
develop a taxonomy of the functions of reporting verbs in academic articles, for
example, Hyland (2002) used the following procedure. First, he computer-searched
his corpus for canonical citation forms, such as a date in brackets, a number in
squared brackets, and Latinate references to other citations. In addition, a con-
cordance was made of all of the names in the bibliographies of the articles which
made up the corpus, and of second person pronouns. This search yielded all of
the citations in the corpus, from which Hyland was able to extract the reporting
verbs and classify them according to the specific type of activity they refer to:
research acts (which contain verbs which represent experimental activities or
actions carried out in the real world (e.g., observe, discover, notice, show)), cognition
acts (which contain verbs which are concerned with the researcher’s mental pro-
cesses (e.g., believe, conceptualize, suspect, assume, view)), and discourse acts (which
contain verbs which involve linguistic activities and focus on the verbal expression
of cognitive or research activities (e.g., ascribe, discuss, hypothesize, report, state)).

The sort of analyses described here might seem very fine-grained, but in ESP
situations they have the potential to provide teachers with very specific informa-
tion which can be incorporated into teaching. At the level of the classroom,
an interesting teaching procedure is reported by Weber (2001). Weber took “a
concordance- and genre-based” (Weber, 2001, p. 14) approach to teaching law
students to write academic essays. Students first of all had to analyze a corpus of
essays written by native-speaker law students, either individually or in small
groups, and identify, through consensus, elements which seemed essential to the
structure of the essays (they identified four: identifying and/or delimiting the
legal principle; referring to the authorities; applying these judicial precedents
and/or reasoning on the basis of these precedents; moving toward a conclusion
and/or giving advice to the parties concerned). The students then had to search
for language that seemed to correlate with the structural elements they had
identified. In groups, they selected the most significant examples. They then
were given the opportunity to work with different corpora of non-legal genres,
searching for the language they had identified in the legal genre and seeing how
different the uses were in the other genres. Next, they were given case studies
and asked to write very short essays, incorporating the four structural elements
they had identified and using the language they had identified in the concordances.
The essays were then subjected to peer review and group discussion and finally
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a short conference was held with each student. Weber (2001, p. 19) describes the
activity as giving the students “a firm foundation both in essay writing and in
legal reasoning.” It is also a very good example of how data-driven learning can
be applied using a communicative, task-based format.

While the examples cited thus far in the field of ESP have been quite specific,
mention should be made of more generic EAP (English for Academic Purposes)
work. One example here would be Coxhead’s Academic Word List (Coxhead,
2000; Coxhead & Nation, 2001). This is a list of 2,000 words which are identified
on the basis of their frequency and range in academic English. The list is derived
from a comparison between a 3.5 million-word corpus of academic English (from
different disciplines and genres) and a reference corpus consisting of the same
amount of fictional writing. The words included in the list are neither the typi-
cally very high frequency words of everyday English nor the technical language
of specific disciplines. Also worthy of mention are large-scale academic corpora
which are being made available in the public domain. The best-known of these is
the MICASE corpus of American spoken academic language developed at the
University of Michigan (www.lsa.umich.edu/eli/micase/index.htm), but there
is also the counterpart BASE corpus of spoken British academic language devel-
oped by the universities of Reading and Warwick (www.rdg.ac.uk/AcaDepts/
ll/base_corpus/) and its companion written BAWE corpus (www.coventry.ac.uk/
researchnet/d/505/a/2850).

Learner Corpora

A learner corpus is a collection of texts which have been produced by learners
of a language. Learner corpora allow for the comparison of learner language
with native-speakers of the target language (L2 vs. L1) or with other groups of
learners (L2 vs. L2) (see Granger, 2004a for an overview). The best-known
work in this area has been conducted by Sylviane Granger and her colleagues at
the University of Louvain in Belgium. This work has resulted in the creation of a
suite of different, but comparable, learner corpora of argumentative essays from
a whole range of different L1 learners. Corpora such as those contained in ICLE
can be used as a tool for contrastive interlanguage analysis and for error analysis
(Granger, 2004b). As well as identifying discrepancies between different stages of
interlanguage and between L2 and L1 users on the basis of “errors,” frequency
data drawn from learner corpora can show how learners may over- or under-use
certain patterns of the target language, features which have been identified as
the reason for LS speakers from sounding “non-nativelike.”8 In terms of the
quantity of work being done with learner corpora, this is very popular. At the
time of writing. the online bibliography for learner corpora at the Centre for
English Corpus Linguistics, Université catholique de Louvain (Belgium) (http://
cecl.fltr.ucl.ac.be/learner%20corpus%20bibliography.html) had over 330 entries.

In terms of application, the contribution of learner corpora to language teaching
is primarily “indirect,” to use Stubbs’ (2004) term; learner corpora have primarily
been used to assist in the production of reference tools. Granger (2004a, 2004b)
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cites a number of dictionaries which have made use of learner corpus findings.
Two examples of these are the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (using
a 10 million-word learner corpus), and the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Diction-
ary (using a 16 million-word corpus), both of which contain notes drawn from
analysis of their respective corpora advising users on how to avoid common
errors. Granger (2004b, p. 3) notes that information is generic in nature (i.e., not
specific to any particular L1), due to the limited space available in paper diction-
aries. With the greater use of online dictionaries it is likely that information for
specific L1 groups will be made available.

Concerning more “direct” uses, Granger (2004a, 2004b) cites a number of com-
puter programs that are designed to help learners with the types of errors which
have been identified in learner corpora. One well-known example of these is
Milton’s (1998) Word Pilot, a program which allows students and teachers to
explore lexical patterns in any text type, using lists of problematic words and
phrases identified by analysis of a large corpus of Cantonese mother tongue
users of English. Target lexis extracted by analysis of other learner corpora can be
loaded into the program as well. Milton (2006) has since extended this develop-
ment to a suite of programs that assist second language writers to improve their
written fluency and proofread for common errors. These programs include online
vocabulary databases, an Internet-based grammar, various lookup resources, and
a tool that assists teachers to insert feedback in students’ electronic documents
(Milton, 2006). This suite of programs can be accessed at http://mywords.ust.hk.

Another example of the application of learner corpora is IWiLL (Wible et al.,
2001), an interactive web-based tool which allows students and teachers to create
and use an online database of Taiwanese learners’ essays and teachers’ error
annotations. Granger (2004b) also cites an application by Hewings (2000), who
used a learner corpus and an ESP corpus to compare a range of linguistic fea-
tures with his students. One example Hewings gives is of the personal pronoun
I. It was found that where students tend to use I to express their own opinion
(I believe, I think, I suppose), in the ESP corpus I was mainly used as a text-
organizing device or for reporting a procedure (As I have already pointed out, The
survey I conducted among my students).

Conclusion

In this review, an attempt has been made to cover as much ground as possible.
Inevitably, however, in a chapter of this type, there remain some gaps. This is
due partly to limitations of space, partly the ignorance of the author, and partly
because certain issues have not been dealt with in the literature very thoroughly,
if at all. This review has taken an overall positive view of corpora and language
pedagogy. Perhaps some caveats are in order in this conclusion. Cook (1998)
claims that some corpus linguists “overreach” themselves and that “they talk as
though the entire study of language can be replaced by the study of their collec-
tions” (p. 57). While this may or may not be true (and if it is, it probably only
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applies to a very few applied linguists), it is true to say that corpus applications
to language teaching have been promoted by enthusiasts. However, as indicated
already, many more applications are taking place in tertiary institutions (where
teachers are better resourced and more research-oriented) than in schools. Ways
need to be found to encourage corpus-based work at this level. While, as has
been seen, a lot has been written extolling the virtues of corpora in language
pedagogy, less has been written about some of the problems, for example some
of the difficulties novice corpus users encounter. More needs to be written up on
this (although see, e.g., Bernardini, 2000; Frankenberg-Garcia, 2005; Kennedy &
Miceli, 2001). Another issue worthy of consideration is the question of the need
to keep corpora up to date. Language is changing very quickly, but data for some
of the major corpora currently in use were collected a considerable time ago. One
can wonder to what extent, for example, the teenage language sub-component
of the BNC (the COLT corpus) can still be said to represent the way English is
spoken by British teenagers today, given that the data were collected in the mid-
1990s. There is a need for new corpora or an updating of existing ones. Other
issues worthy of consideration are the relative paucity of literature on teacher
education (but see, e.g., Hunston, 1995; Farr, 2008; O’Keeffe & Farr, 2003; Tsui,
2004) and evaluation of pedagogic applications (but see, e.g., Cobb, 1997, 1999;
Farr, 2008; Kennedy & Micheli, 2001; Yoon & Hirvela, 2004). Overall, however,
the outlook for corpora and language teaching looks healthy. The prognosis, if
not perfect, is very good.

NOTES

I should like to acknowledge feedback from David Lee on an earlier draft of this paper.
1 Although, looked at in another way, corpora may contain language which individuals

are unlikely to be familiar with, in so far as they may contain language from genres or
registers outside a given individual’s experience.

2 The term “real” in this context has been critiqued (see e.g., Carter, 1998a and Cook,
1998).

3 This process is known as data-driven learning (see below).
4 The same caveats regarding frequency, as noted above, apply here.
5 It should be noted that CANCODE, which is not available publicly, was developed

“with an eye to [the data’s] potential relevance to ELT” (Carter, 1998a, p. 43).
6 This represents an advance on the approach adopted by J. Flowerdew (1993a), who

used raw frequency data, software not being available at the time to perform key-word
analysis. See Scott and Tribble (2006) for a book-length treatment of the application of
key-word analysis to language teaching.

7 Swales et al. are not the only corpus-oriented ESP practitioners to make use of special-
ist informants (e.g., Hyland, 2000; L. Flowerdew, 2005, 2008).

8 Users of learner corpora are open to the criticism that native speakers will be the target
norm (Hunston, 2002, pp. 211–12). This may not necessarily be the case, however. It is
up to the users of learner corpora to select the norm as they see fit. It is quite possible
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to conceive of a lingua franca corpus as the norm, or a corpus of educated Hong Kong
or Filipino English, although none have been used as such to date.
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20 Technology-Enhanced
Materials

DAVID BRETT AND MARTA
GONZÁLEZ-LLORET

Introduction

Newspapers, magazines, leaflets, pens, scissors, glue, and a clean working sur-
face – these were the tools used 20-odd years ago by the second or foreign
language teacher when creating materials for use in the classroom and else-
where. Today the setting has changed considerably as the “clean working sur-
face” has become the computer desktop, newspaper articles are found online,
suitable images can be found effortlessly using a search engine, additional text
is typed in, and the whole exercise is assembled and “glued together” using a
mouse rather than one’s own hands. If we were to include this scenario in our
definition of “technology-enhanced materials,” we could conclude that tech-
nology has indeed permeated the profession deeply and materials creation almost
invariably implies the use of these new tools. We will instead adopt a slightly
narrower perspective in the forthcoming pages, and focus not so much on ways
in which technology has facilitated the creation of materials and ameliorated the
presentation thereof, as attention will instead be directed toward tools and
related strategies that simply did not exist before the unprecedented revolution
in the field of communications that took place at the end of the last century.

There is no doubt that technology can help enhance the quality of input, and
the authenticity of resources, provide relevant and useful feedback, connect stu-
dents with remote audiences, and train them in the use of technological advances
that are fundamental skills in everyday life. Technology is, however, no more
and no less that the use practitioners and learners make of it. Nowadays, tech-
nological advances have made computer-assisted language learning (CALL)
a wide field that includes the use of the Internet (multimedia sources, online
dictionaries); communication tools such as MOOs,1 email, chat rooms, and audio/
videoconferencing; software and applications designed specifically for language
learning, the authoring and publication of web, digital audio and video materials,
etc., all of which seek to enhance and promote language learning. In this chapter,
we will explore some of the possible scenarios and most relevant sources of
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technological advances that teachers or materials designers can encounter when
implementing technology in the classroom, addressing their potential for lan-
guage teaching and learning. The resources presented here were selected for
their methodological and pedagogical possibilities as second language teaching
and learning tools. However, they are but a small sample of the resources cur-
rently available in the technological world.

The Pedagogical Evolution of CALL

As historians have noted, the field of language learning has suffered strong pen-
dulum swings of fashion over the years, due mainly to the lack of a commonly
accepted theory of how foreign or second languages are acquired (Long, 1997).
CALL, as a field of study, has evolved following the gravitational pull of these
pedagogic shifts in SLA.

On one side of the pendulum, second language methodology was initially
influenced by structural linguistics (Bloomfield, 1933), and consequently favored
structural and lexical syllabi and the teaching of explicit grammar rules, repeti-
tion of models, transformation exercises, and the memorization of short dialogues
and phrases. At this time, the implementation of technology for language learn-
ing was reduced to grammatical drills, lexical games, transformation exercises,
and language-learning software designed mainly for autonomous student–
computer interaction.

In a shift away from the structural synthetic approach, language-learning meth-
odology moved to a communicative approach, where the main focus was on
meaning and the student, rather than on the language itself. Reflecting this vari-
ation, in the field of CALL, computers evolved from being a tool for individual
learning to a vehicle facilitative of human-to-human communication. Computers
evolved from containers of individualized input to tools for engagement in
authentic discourse with other users of the language. The Internet and the World
Wide Web became the main tools for language learning in the classroom, and
networked-based language teaching (Kern & Warschauer, 2000), or e-tandem learn-
ing projects, proliferated. Today, this area of CALL is still a vast field of study,
with research that is both descriptive and empirical in nature, and focuses mainly
on the applications and effects of asynchronous (email, bulletin boards) and syn-
chronous (chat rooms, audio and video conferencing) computer-mediated com-
munication (CMC). The issues examined range from studies of the characteristics
specific to CMC language that promote interaction and language acquisition
(e.g., Pellettieri, 1999; Smith, 2003), to issues of identity (e.g., Freiermuth, 2002),
and cross-cultural studies on the effects of CMC on language, and communicative
and cultural competence (e.g., Belz, 2002, 2003; Belz & Kinginger, 2003; Chun,
1994; Kramsch & Thorne, 2002). In contrast with the previous period, the rela-
tionship between the student and the computer is not limited to individual
human–machine interaction. Students are encouraged to become competent
users of the medium, developing computer-mediated literacy (Warschauer, 2003b).
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Technology is not just a tool for individual language learning, but a skill for
independent language use and effective daily communication in an increasingly
digital world.

To pursue the analogy of the pendulum swing in pedagogical approaches to
language teaching, language professionals’ views are now moving back toward
the vertical, from purely communicative practices to focusing on accuracy with-
out neglecting the communicative intention, or what is known as Focus on Form
(Doughty & Williams, 1998; Long, 1991). Technology offers numerous possibil-
ities for enhancing accuracy in the different skills and, at the same time, present-
ing meaningful, interesting, and communicative activities. Blogs and Wikies are
examples of new Internet tools that can be employed to foster language accuracy
and focus on form while engaging learners in collaborative, creative, and con-
structive writing activities (see review below).

The provision of feedback, one of the great challenges faced by CALL today, is
being addressed by new technologies and views on learning. (See Nagata, 1993,
and Ware & Warschauer, 2006, on electronic feedback.) As technology evolves, it
is in the language teachers’ hands to select those tools that are most appropriate
for implementing their pedagogical approach and/or to help develop those skills
that best fit their teaching philosophy. As Warschauer stated in an interview with
Ancker (2002):

if you start with teachers who have a very good approach to project-based curric-
ulum, they will be able to very easily integrate computers into that. But if you start
with computers without a good curriculum or a good pedagogy, the computer itself
won’t help very much. (p. 5)

As technology develops and diffuses, and applications in the field of language
learning increase, CALL is becoming a broad field of study, with multiple sub-
areas, where research is rapidly proliferating. Some researchers advocate a uni-
fied field with a consensus on empirical research that would allow a growing
evaluation of the impact of technology on language learning (Zhao, 2004). Others,
on the contrary, propose the integration of technology in all fields of language
learning rather than viewing CALL as a separate small subfield in applied lin-
guistics (Chapelle, 2005). We agree with Chapelle’s idea of full integration of
technology as part of all fields of language learning. An empirical study of the
effectiveness of computerized feedback on essays may be closer in design, applica-
tion, and conclusions to SLA research on the different forms of feedback on
writing than a study on identity shifts in cross-cultural electronic-tandem learn-
ing, although both may employ computers as tools for language engagement.
Rather than trying to integrate all forms of technology under the umbrella of
language-learning tools, research should focus on exploring what forms of tech-
nology match which pedagogical and methodological approaches, and how these
can be integrated into the language classroom. The use of technology should be
approached in much the same way as any other technique or tool, i.e., for its
effectiveness for language learning. (See for example Doughty & Long, 2003, for
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technological resources that are compatible with task-based language teaching
(TBLT) as a methodological approach.) It has been suggested that when we achieve
full integration of technology into the language learning environment, rather
than seeing it as a separate CALL component, we will see technology as some-
thing transparent, part of any curriculum development, pedagogical, or meth-
odological choice we make, or materials we create. As Warschauer stated (1999):

The truly powerful technologies are so integrated as to be invisible. We have no
“BALL” (book-assisted language learning), no “PALL” (pen-assisted language learn-
ing), and no “LALL” (library-assisted language learning. When we have no “CALL,”
computers will have taken their place as a natural and powerful part of the lan-
guage learning process. (n.p.)

Technology and Materials Creation

The role played by the individual teacher in the creation of materials is one of
fundamental importance and stances on this issue have changed considerably
over the years. Weible’s (1983) position, at the dawn of the IT revolution, was
that “teachers must not become too remote from the actual programming effort”
(p. 64) and, therefore, should learn to script their own exercises. This view is
today seen as being overly optimistic: as the creators of the highly successful Hot
Potatoes program note, “few working teachers have the time to do formal pro-
gramming courses, and most would think that any kind of programming is there-
fore beyond them” (Arneil & Holmes, 2004). It is often difficult to obtain a general
picture of how much technology has permeated the profession, as surveys of
technical skills often draw answers from subjects who have already expressed an
interest in this aspect of language teaching (for example Hegelheimer et al., 2004),
whereas technophobes, by definition, shy away from technology-based work-
shops and are loath to fill in questionnaires on the topic. One study addressing
such topics (Gillespie & Barr, 2002) conducted a survey in three tertiary institu-
tions that reported telling data: “17% of colleagues at Cambridge and 15% at
Ulster use the Web for publishing course notes or other class material, compared
to 62% in Toronto” and “more staff in Toronto have used the Web to design
language-learning exercises and material: 31% in Toronto, compared with 14%
and 8% in Cambridge and Ulster respectively.” Motivation, facilities, computer
literacy, and work pressure were mentioned as being among the influential fac-
tors, as was the presence of support staff, the latter pointing an admonitory
finger at the oft-reported tendency for administrators to prefer investment in
“tangible” (i.e., machinery), rather than human, resources.

However, it may also be argued that, on the whole, technology has not been
rendered particularly accessible to those in the language teaching profession.
Many of the tools and functions that are availed of have been developed else-
where and with different criteria in mind. Tailoring these to the specific task at
hand requires considerable knowledge and expertise, as Laurillard (2003, p. ix)
states:
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Technological innovation is driven by many factors, but not one of them concerns a
pedagogical imperative. There is no dialogue between teachers and technologists
about what kind of technological innovation learners need: neither side knows how
to begin the dialogue.

Hence, due to incomplete knowledge of the potential, teachers may not be
ambitious enough in their demands; likewise, while possessing the technical know-
how, technologists may not provide optimum solutions, due to a lack of aware-
ness of specific needs. Furthermore, in the near future, we are unlikely to see a
repetition of the fundamental changes to the potential for the creation and diffu-
sion of materials that took place in the last decade (Brett, 2006a). Indeed, devel-
opments which have taken place in recent years have concerned relatively minor
improvements to technology that emerged in the 1990s; for example, in web
technology, greater emphasis is placed on the rationalization of data transfer,
e.g., Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and Ajax (see Godwin-Jones, 2005a for the
latter) and security (e.g., the blocking of active content). The latter, in fact, repres-
ents a step backward, as interactive quizzes and multimedia content may be
blocked by default on the user’s computer.

Hence, the adaptation of existing technology to the field of second language
learning is a process that is far from complete, and “the dizzying array of techno-
logically feasible options in distance learning” (Doughty & Long, 2003) remains
vastly underexploited. For example, given the very nature of the field, the inser-
tion of audio in materials to be viewed on- and off-line, is highly desirable, yet
near-optimum solutions have only recently started to emerge and are far from
being widely adopted (Brett, 2005b). Similarly, there is much room for improve-
ment in the creation of authoring tools, both regarding existing and innovative
exercise typologies. Regarding the former, a move must be made toward the
provision of intrinsic feedback (Bangs, 2008), which has been defined as that
which should “mimic a good teacher offering helpful advice and encourage-
ment” (Bangs, 2008). An example of such feedback may be constituted by a text-
entry exercise in which input is not compared with the correct answer(s) on a
Boolean right/wrong basis, but, rather, is parsed character by character, word by
word, in order to highlight non-corresponding items in the input (Brett, 2006b).
The expansion of exercise typologies to provide more varied and stimulating
input will invariably involve drag’n’drop activities (Brett, 2004). For instance,
little use has yet been made of the possibility of creating exercises that entail the
movement of audio clips to match, order, or group phrases – activities that con-
stitute a fundamental step forward with regard to the linear listening exercises
presented in the traditional tape-and-textbook scenario.

Of fundamental importance in the design phase of materials creation for lan-
guage learning, or any other discipline for that matter, is the division between
content and functionality (Bangs, 2008). As Ward (2002) notes “often the language
content is inextricably linked with the code and the two cannot be separated.” As
a result, it is difficult to make small alterations to materials in successive phases
to adopt them to specific learning contexts; similarly, it is hard to rectify materials
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after having noticed mistakes, ambiguities, misleading items, and so forth. Fur-
thermore, if content is inseparable from processing, the whole system becomes
liable to redundancy as licenses for proprietary software may expire, or the
developers may decide not to update the software to new standards. Ward (2002)
and Cushion (2004) discuss these factors and propose storage of materials con-
tent in XML (eXtensible Markup Language) as a viable solution. The latter author
also discusses the possibility of pooling materials by designing data storage so
that content is readable by multiple applications; a concrete example is given in
the form of interoperability between material created with the Hot Potatoes and
GISMO tools (see Review of Resources, below). In addition, a complete separa-
tion of content from functionality also facilitates the translation of material from
one language to another (Bangs, 2008). For example, the considerable investment
entailed in creating activities that are rich in graphics and interactivity can be
made to pay off if such material can be easily adopted for use with multiple
languages.

Finally, it is important to note that authoring tools are no more than a neces-
sary go-between to mediate interaction between users and the complex scripting
and processing that underlie the creation of even the simplest of exercises. While,
on the one hand, materials creation is facilitated, so that even those with little
or no technical knowledge can swiftly become productive, templates do entail
a compromise, in that it can be somewhat difficult to tailor output so as to incor-
porate specific interactions. As Bangs (2008, section 5) observes:

On the one hand, many more teachers have been able to create the routines they
require with minimal training; but on the other, very many items of courseware do
not seem to offer a structured approach to the learning process, mainly through the
inability to use the tools in a sophisticated way without considerable programming
expertise being acquired.

Hence, these tools may be deemed inappropriate for the creation of materials
foreseeing sophisticated levels of interaction, such as those required by task-like
activities, desirable characteristics of which are outlined in Doughty and Long
(2003). This dilemma is unlikely to disappear in the foreseeable future, as all
computer languages require strict adherence to the use of set terms and syntax
and are unanimous in their failure to proffer forgiveness if these criteria are not
met. Furthermore, sophisticated interaction involves provision for myriad “what
if?” scenarios, resulting in scripts which run into four-figure lengths. Therefore,
a line must be drawn: on one side lie the features and functions that can be
included using authoring tools or templates, the nether side being the realm of
the experts, i.e., programmers working in close collaboration with instructional
designers, graphic artists and, of course the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). On
the basis of the considerations outlined throughout this section, particular and
continuous attention must be paid to the former area, so as to ensure that the
potential for the creation of material by non-experts is exploited fully and that tools
are updated regularly to incorporate new technological solutions as they emerge.
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Teachers as Authors: What Can Be Expected

With an unlimited budget and a team of expert graphic designers, programmers,
and technicians, teachers could make their “teaching with technology” dreams
come true. However, reality is very different and most projects are the result of
small collaborations, fostered by grants, between teams of teachers or institu-
tions. In this section, we shall illustrate a few examples that range from materials
created with a large budget and a substantial pool of human resources to modest
projects created by individual language teachers interested in employing techno-
logy in their language classrooms.

Large projects/Commercial enterprises
Vcom3D, Inc. and the Defense Language Institute have created several web-
based prototypes for the teaching of language and “cultural familiarization” to
military personnel through simulations which incorporate realistic, lifelike 3D
animated characters to teach verbal and non-verbal behavior (www.vcom3d.com).
These highly sophisticated simulations constitute an enthralling glimpse into a
possible future for language teaching; however, the resources currently required
for the production of such material prove to be prohibitive for most language
teachers.

Several other examples of large corporations or commercial enterprises that
develop and provide tools for language learning will be examined later in the
Review of Resources section. Some of these enterprises, i.e., most messenger
services, such as Yahoo Messenger, AOL, and MSN, were not developed specific-
ally as language teaching tools; however, they have become central to CALL.
Others, like Hot Potatoes, were developed for educational purposes, but not
exclusively for language learning. There are tools, however, like LexiKAN Soft-
ware (www.lexikan.com), designed specifically to teach languages, in this case
Japanese kanji, hiragana, and katakana.

Collaborative projects
An excellent example of a collaborative project is a program developed for L2
Spanish at the University of Montreal by Asencio and Desnoyers (2004), “Viaje al
pasado: los aztecas” (www.ccdmd.qc.ca/ri/aztecas), by a team of designers, pro-
grammers, and two language teachers. The project is available through CD-ROM,
and can also be accessed through their web page. It includes activities, exercises,
and two adventures wherein the students take on simulated roles to try to
accomplish a specific goal (through the target language). During the activity, the
students are presented with rich texts, and are provided with tools to help them
deal with difficult vocabulary items: dictionaries, books, graphics, explanations,
etc., designed as elaborated, not simplified, forms of input (Doughty & Long,
2003). The activities include different forms of multimedia input, a strategy which
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has been proposed as beneficial for language learning (Al-Seghayer, 2001; Chun
& Plass, 1996; Jones & Plass, 2002), and the students engage in several skills.

Individual-teacher projects
Like many other language teachers, we have produced examples of technology
to be integrated in our language classrooms created with neither an additional
budget, nor specific training in matters technological. González-Lloret (2003,
2007) provides examples of technology in the service of language teaching. “En
busca de Esmeraldas” is a virtual reality simulation for the teaching of directions
in L2 Spanish, based on Long’s Methodological Principles of TBLT (Doughty,
2001; Doughty & Long, 2003) to promote collaborative work among students.
“Crítica Poética” is a task-based unit to help advanced Spanish learners improve
their literary criticism skills in the target language. Brett (2005a) has created
a web site called “English phonetics and phonology for non-native speakers”
(http://davidbrett.uniss.it), in which numerous examples of connected speech
are presented, and phenomena such as weak forms, yod coalescence, elision, etc.,
are highlighted and explained. In creating this site, the author has attempted to
incorporate a number of innovative features, such as Flash MP3 players for opti-
mum delivery of sound for language-learning purposes, and a series of drag’n’drop
exercise templates. These solutions have been created in such a way that they can
be easily re-used by others in the field, even in other languages, as whole inter-
faces can be translated. Authoring tools have been developed for some tasks, e.g.,
the insertion of audio into web pages.

Another interesting example of technology used to enhance language mater-
ials is an advanced Indonesian distance course at the University of Hawai’i,
developed by Dr Uli Kozok, using Hot Potatoes (reviewed below), WebSequitor,
and Flash material, all integrated in WebCT as the class environment (http://
bahasa.net/online/305.html). This is the first distance learning course for the
Indonesian language to be offered by a university to a worldwide audience, and
in this course, technology is an essential part of the course implementation.

Review of Resources

Courseware
• Hot Potatoes (http://hotpot.uvic.ca) – “Hot Pot,” as it is known to aficionados,

is certainly one of the most user-friendly and widely adopted authoring tools
available. This program, which is free of charge for workers in publicly-
funded, non-profit-making, educational institutions, produces JavaScript-based
exercises to be read by browsers, that are, hence, suitable for on- and off-
line use. The types of exercises that can be created include multiple-choice,
jumbled sentences, crosswords, matching/ordering, and gap-fill. A feature
called the “Masher” can be used to group exercises into modules. Source files
are XML-based, hence enhancing interoperability. An associated Yahoo users
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group (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/hotpotatoesusers/) deals not only
with bugs, but also explores ways to reach optimum multimedia solutions.

• GISMO (http://languages.londonmet.ac.uk/CALL/call/home.htm) – The
GISMO (Guildhall Interactive Software for Multimedia Online) authoring tool,
which is free of charge for education institutions, permits the creation of 12
different types of browser-based exercises. Exercises can be organized into
articulated learning modules. Of particular interest are high levels of support
for non-Roman scripts and an online voice recording facility. The system
stores data in XML and the creator is a strong advocate of interoperability
and the pooling of CALL resources (Cushion, 2004).

• CLIC – This freeware program by Francesc Busquets allows the develop-
ment of multimedia activities for language learning. Several different types
of activities can be created: puzzles, associations, crosswords, identification
activities, exploration activities, open-ended answers and multiple choice.
(http://clic.xtec.net/en/index.htm)

• MaxAuthor – The freely distributed MaxAuthor program was developed at
the University of Arizona under the auspices of the Critical Languages Series
project. The program produces material for distribution on CD-ROMs and
also over the web. A feature of particular interest is the great stress placed on
the inclusion of audio. Exercise typologies offered include listening dictation,
pronunciation, multiple choice, vocabulary completion, and audio flashcards.
(http://cali.arizona.edu/docs/wmaxa)

• MALTED – The MALTED authoring system was developed by a team, in-
cluding educators and programmers in the UK, Spain, France, and Ireland,
under the auspices of the EU Telematics Applications programs: Socrates and
Leonardo da Vinci. The content created can be delivered in two different
ways: using a stand-alone Runtime System (RTS) involving local installation;
and a web version, by way of the MALTED Applet. A wide range of learning
activities can be created, involving pervasive use of multimedia, yielding a
result that is both pedagogically sound and professionally sophisticated. The
system is offered as free software under the terms of the GNU agreement.
(http://malted.cnice.mec.es/ingles/whatMalted.htm)

• Adobe Authorware2 – Authorware is an upmarket commercial tool for the cre-
ation of e-learning packages to be distributed on CD-ROMs or over the web.
It allows the inclusion in learning modules of a vast array of media and file
types and the creation of high levels of interactivity. Nevertheless, this tool
has not been widely adopted within the CALL community. Some authors
make reference to the tool’s intricacy: “despite its emphasis on usability, first-
time users should beware that they face a significant learning curve” (Potter,
2003). (www.adobe.com/products/authorware)

• Flash and Director – This short review of authoring tools for the creation of
language learning materials would not be complete without reference to Flash
and Director, both marketed by Adobe. These two programs were not devel-
oped with education in mind, as their main applications are in the fields of
advertising, graphics, games, and the creation of state-of-the-art websites and
e-commerce kiosks. Nevertheless, their marriage of excellent handling of
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multimedia with powerful scripting languages (actionScript for Flash, and
Lingo for Director) has made them a first choice for developers of language
learning materials wishing to create tailor-made interfaces and interactivity.
The versatility of these programs’ output is such that they can be used to create
both authoring tools and finished exercises. In some aspects, the two programs
are similar; however, Flash is more suitable for web-based material, as the
player needed to view Flash content approaches 100 percent diffusion amongst
web-users’ computers (diffusion of the Shockwave player needed to view
Director’s output is little more than 50 percent). On the other hand, Director
is more suitable for the creation of materials to be viewed locally, and/or
applications which require access to the local hard disk. Two functions of
interest that can be carried out using Director and not Flash are: rendering 3D
environments, and accessing the local microphone for “listen-and-repeat” type
activities in offline environments. Given the versatility and power of these
programs, it is implicit that their use requires considerable expertise; they are,
therefore, unsuitable for those approaching the field of materials creation for
the first time. (www.adobe.com/products/flash/flashpro; www.adobe.com/
products/director)

Learning management systems
Creating technology-enhanced materials for local or online use only partially
harnesses the potential available if learners’ interactions are not recorded in some
way that makes them available for subsequent viewing. Instructors may want to
know who has completed such exercises, obtaining such a grade, etc.; similarly,
learners may desire to know what stage they are at in a course and how they
have fared. These necessities have led to the development of Learning Manage-
ment Systems (LMSs)3 that, besides permitting the tracking and statistical elab-
oration of user behavior, offer other features, such as chat rooms and discussion
boards that enhance the notion of “community” amongst the otherwise frequently
isolated users of the materials by facilitating not only learner–instructor com-
munication but also that between learners. LMSs come in different packages:
institutions may choose to establish their own, in-house, platforms using PHP,
Perl, or other technologies, or choose to adopt ready-made solutions, such as
the commercially available Blackboard (www.blackboard.com) and WebCT
(www.webct.com).4 Moodle (www.moodle.org) is an option that has attracted
considerable attention in recent years; while being free and open-source, it is far
from a “poor man’s” alternative, and does not compare unfavorably to similar
products that bear conspicuous price tags.

Internet tools

CMC
Synchronous (text, audio, and video conferencing) and asynchronous (email,
bulletin boards) computer-mediated communication Internet tools are some of
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the most widely employed for language learning. Ways of communicating with
others over the Internet are becoming increasingly available to the public free of
cost. The most popular commercially available tools for conferencing (text, audio
and video) are the Messengers by AOL, MSN and Yahoo. CMC is probably one
of the Internet tools most employed in language classrooms for the capacity that
it has to connect geographically dispersed audiences, especially students, with
other speakers of the language they are learning. The main advantage of CMC
for language learning lies in the potential it has for collaborative learning and for
allowing learners to interact, modify, and elaborate their input (Doughty & Long,
2003), while engaging in meaningful “conversation.” A great deal of research on
CALL in recent years has focused on some aspect of CMC that potentially makes
it an optimal tool for language learning, concentrating mainly on text interactions
or “chats.” (See Chapelle, this volume, and Kern, 2006, for discussions of the
effectiveness of CMC for language learning.) Recently, with faster connecting
capability among learners and schools, research has started to explore the cap-
ability of audio and videoconferencing for language learning, and how this
may differ from text-only interaction. This also entails exploring and comparing
several audio and voice tools, such as Wimba (www.wimba.com); Skype
(www.skype.com); and PalTalk (www.paltalk.com/) (e.g., Compton et al., 2006;
Wang, 2004a, 2004b).

Blogs and wikies
Blogs are the new generation of bulletin boards. They are hosted on the Internet,
rather than a web environment, and are generally freely accessible. Users can
include not only text but also multimedia (pictures, video, and sound), as well as
hypertext (links to other pages on the Internet). Blogs are chronologically organ-
ized, with the most recent posting first, followed by previous postings, and it
is not necessary to have any web-authoring knowledge, since most blogging
software presents the writer with an interface that is similar to that of a word-
processing program, and is, therefore, intuitive and easy to use. Blogs allow stu-
dents not only to practice L2 reading and writing skills, but also to collaborate,
persuade, contend, and develop ideas as individuals and as part of a group in
a public arena, rather than in the closed environment of a classroom forum,
a factor which gives them a sense of agency (Kramsch, Van Ness, & Lam, 2000).
Blogs can also be used as tools for peer reviewing, providing feedback, and
as spaces for collaborative project-writing. To cater for the growing interest
in blogs as an alternative to forums and bulletin boards, numerous sites now
offer simple, ready-to-use blog services (Blogger, www.blogger.com; WordPress,
http://wordpress.com, or Moveable Type, www.movabletype.org), including
blogs for educational purposes (elearnspace, www.elearnspace.org; edublogs,
htpp://edublogs.org.uk/cs/blogs/mfle; The modern languages blog,
www.ltscotland.org.uk/cs/blogs/mfle; eslblogs, http://eslblogs.org; China blog
list, www.chinabloglist.org; L2 Spanish blog http://principiantes.wordpress.com).
Blogs are without doubt a fast growing CALL tool. However, their potential for
language learning is still an area to be explored empirically.
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Although blogs can be used for collaborative writing, the chronological order
of the postings limits the interactivity of the users. Wikies, on the other hand,
encourage truly collaborative writing efforts. The term “wiki” (Hawaiian mean-
ing ‘quick’ or ‘fast’) is short for WikiWikiWeb, a open-editing system in which
anybody can edit, add, or delete content (although the process of deleting must
be corroborated to take effect, and logs of the changes are kept). The most
popular wiki is certainly Wikipedia (www.wikipedia.com), a publicly created
encyclopedia that has swiftly reached mammoth proportions (see LeLoup &
Ponterio, 2006, for an evaluation of its use for language learning). Wikispaces
(www.wikispaces.com) is an environment in which wikies can be created easily
(e.g., a wiki dedicated to CALL by Daniel Craig, http://danielcraig.wikispaces.com/
CALL+Class+Resources).

Similar to blogs, the potential of wikies for language learning lies in their collab-
orative nature and the potential that this has for L2 writing acquisition. Godwin-
Jones (2003) provides an excellent review of blogs and wikies as language tools,
and in this era of electronic information, wikies and blogs are tools that stimulate
new conceptions of literacy, in which texts are perceived to be non-linear and
interspersed with multimedia, where the frontier between writing and reading
is blurred.

WebQuests (http://webquest.org/index.php)
WebQuests are inquiry-oriented activities based on information on the Inter-
net created originally at San Diego State University by Bernie Dodge. They are
designed to maximize the use of students’ time spent surfing the web while
promoting thinking skills, such as comparing, classifying, inducing, deducing,
analyzing, abstracting, and constructing support. WebQuests are particularly
popular for use with primary and secondary school learners and are typically
created by teachers or groups of teachers for one or more curriculum subjects,
including second languages, always following a fixed structure that identifies
them as WebQuests. The main advantage of WebQuests as CALL activities lies in
the fact that they utilize authentic resources on the Internet to engage students in
collaborative tasks that result in a tangible product (poster, class presentation,
web page, etc.). The creation of a WebQuest requires no knowledge of web page
creation, since the initial input given to the students can be presented on paper.
However, most WebQuest instructions are created as simple web pages which
incorporate links to the relevant pages the students must visit. The main disad-
vantage of these activities is that they are time-consuming to create, although
once created, they may be reused with small changes and updates. In addition,
many teachers render such output available to colleagues over the Internet.

Associations
• CALICO – The Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium is a

professional organization dedicated to the world of education and technology,
with emphasis on modern language teaching and learning. It provides access
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to special interest groups and Calico’s annual conference, as well as the Calico
Journal, all of which are excellent sources of research on new technologies
applied to language learning. (www.calico.org)

• IALLT – The International Association for Language Learning Technology is
dedicated to promoting effective uses of media centers for language teaching,
learning, and research. It holds a biennial conference and The Journal of Lan-
guage Learning Technologies, a refereed journal, is published twice a year.
(www/iallt.org)

• APACALL – The Asia-Pacific Association for Computer-Assisted Language
Learning. Its membership is free. Members can subscribe to the APACALL E-
list, join one APACALL SIG (special interest group), and submit chapters/
articles to the APACALL Book Series/APACALL Journal. (www.apacall.org)

• WorldCALL – With headquarters at Griffith University, Australia, and with
Mike Levy as Executive Director, this organization promotes opportunities
for those nations currently underserved in the areas of CALL and TELL for
participation and collaboration in the development of materials, research, and
technological capabilities. (www.upv.es/worldcall)

• Eurocall – Although this association for teachers and researchers interested
in CALL is based in Europe, presenters from all over the world are attracted
to its annual conference. The proceedings thereof are published in ReCall
(Cambridge University Press). (www.eurocall-languages.org)

• IATEFL Learning technologies SIG – This special interest group for members of
the worldwide ESL association IATEFL hosts frequent events and a discus-
sion forum. Thrice yearly it publishes Call Review, which is available online to
SIG members. (www.iatefl.org)

Journals
In addition to articles about technology and language learning in journals de-
voted to all issues on language teaching and learning, there are a few journals
devoted to new technologies and language learning.

• LL&T – Language Learning and Technology. A refereed online journal spon-
sored and funded by the University of Hawai’i National Foreign Language
Resource Center (NFLRC) and the Michigan State University Center for Lan-
guage Education and Research (CLEAR), and co-sponsored by the Center for
Applied Linguistics (CAL). (http://llt.msu.edu)

• System – A journal devoted to the applications of educational technology and
applied linguistics to problems of foreign language teaching and learning of a
variety of languages. (www.elsevier.com/wps/find/journaldescription.cws_
home/335/description#description)

• CALL – Computer Assisted Language Learning Journal, published by Taylor
& Francis, is dedicated to the use of computers and L1 and L2 learning,
teaching and testing. It also provides a discussion forum. (www.tandf.co.uk/
journals/titles/09588221.asp)
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Other online resources
In addition, it is possible to find online publications, some of which are accessible
free of charge, relating to organizations, conferences, universities, and individuals:

• CALL4All – A collection of websites related to language learning and teach-
ing, compiled by Jean Paul Loucky. (www.call4all.us)

• Foreign Language and Culture – A large site compiling links to language and
culture all around the world. (http://www.speakeasy.org/~dbrick/Hot/
foreign.html)

• Graham Davies’ Favorite Websites – A site of alphabetically-ordered annot-
ated links related to foreign language learning and teaching. (www.
camsoftpartners.co.uk/websites.htm)

• ICT4LT – Originally funded by the European Commission, this extensive
series of modules on ICT for language teachers is continuously revised, offer-
ing analysis and “hands-on” advice by top practitioners. The Questionnaire
and “can do” lists are a good starting point for newcomers to the field.
(www.ict4lt.org)

• Instituto Cervantes – Centro Virtual Cervantes. A very comprehensive website,
with many useful links for teachers and learners of Spanish. (http://
cvc.cervantes.es)

• Japanese Online – A useful site for learners of Japanese. It provides free learn-
ing services to study the Japanese language. It includes a popular forum/
bulletin board service. (www.japanese-online.com)

• Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication – A web-based, peer-reviewed
interdisciplinary journal. Its focus is on social science research into computer-
mediated communication via the Internet, the World Wide Web, and wireless
technologies. (http://jcmc.indiana.edu)

• Language Guide – Free resources for language learners and teachers provided
by Language Revolution. (www.languageguide.org)

• NFLRC – Selected papers from the Distance Education, Distributed Learning
& Language Instruction 2004 Symposium. (www.nflrc.hawaii.edu/networks/
nw44)

• The PGCE MFL Webpages – Several web pages, collected by Dr Norbert Pachler
at the Institute of Education, University of London. They include web-based
resources for French, German, Spanish and Italian. (www.ioe.ac.uk/schools/
clc/pachler/pgcemfl/indexnew.html)

• Wikipedia on CALL – Includes a history section as well as multiple links to
professional associations, journals and other sites. (http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Computer-assisted_language_learning)

Non-computer resources
While computers are certainly the technology that has had most impact on sec-
ond and foreign language learning in recent years, it is important not to neglect
other tools that can and have been incorporated into courses and curricula. Video
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has recently taken a quantum leap forward, as DVD, rather than the video-
cassette, has become the standard format. The new format offers a series of advan-
tages that can all be exploited for activities in the classroom or elsewhere: the
possibility to change the audio language, to view subtitles or not, and to divide
scenes into bite-sized pieces. Satellite television, and the more recent develop-
ment of digital television both allow learners to access authentic materials from
all over the world (see Sherman, 2003, for an excellent introduction to the use
of such resources). Digital acquisition of televised material, a feature already
available to home users, represents a more convenient solution to that of the
video cassette, as video clips can be presented in a single format, together with
transcriptions, comprehension questions, stills, and other items. This procedure
is likely to become the norm in the near future, as current trends display a
tendency for all media equipment to merge with a PC to form a single “media
centre.” These new tools offer authors and instructors a range of possibilities of
presenting rich input that can be manipulated at will.

Handheld devices are another recent technological phenomenon, and their
vast diffusion, particularly among the younger generations, has prompted sev-
eral studies to evaluate their potential as language-learning tools. Kiernan and
Aizawa (2004) describe a study of the use of cell phones in freshmen classes in
Japan. Chinnery (2006) conducted a survey of studies concerning cell phones and
other handheld devices, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and MP3 play-
ers (the most popular example of which is the iPod). While concluding in favor
of the use of these technologies, he notes that “while cell phone ownership may
be almost universal for college-aged individuals, this is not true for other
populations or media”; needless to say, ownership of PDAs is low even amongst
those in tertiary education. To the contrary, the MP3 player is a modestly priced
item and constitutes an innovative solution for accessing both didactic and
authentic materials. Regarding the former, teachers can create their own MP3 files
with great ease and subsequently distribute them by whatever means are deemed
suitable (via the Web, CD-Rom, etc.); authentic materials can be obtained in the
form of podcasts, “a portmanteau which combines iPod and broadcasting”
(Chinnery, 2006). Although the term was originally used to describe a form of
audio blog, most major radio stations now offer “podcasts” of their programs,
some for free, some on a subscription-only basis, which can be downloaded and
transferred to a media player. Research is barely starting to produce results on
the impact of this technology on language acquisition (Godwin-Jones, 2005b),
and it is almost exclusively focused on English as the target language. See, for
example, English as a Second Language Podcast (www.eslpod.com) and Tech-
nology for Language Learning hosted by Gary Cziko of the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign (tllpodcast.blogspot.com) for examples related to the field
of CALL.

In this chapter, we have not included a special section on technology and
testing, due to the large amount of specific software that can be found for this
purpose. Some of the resources reviewed above, e.g., Hot Potatoes, are being
used by language teachers to develop tests, and most learning management
systems incorporate an assessment component in their online environments.
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Tests such as DIALANG, a language system based on the Council of Europe’s
“Common European Framework of reference,” which allows free diagnosis
of language level in 5 skills for 14 European languages, are available through
the Internet (www.dialang.org/english/index.htm). (See Roever, 2001, for a dis-
cussion of web-based language testing and the differences between this and
computer-based testing, and Chapelle, this volume, for research findings on CALT
(Computer-Assisted Language Testing).)

Conclusion

No discussion of the applications of new technologies to language learning would
be complete without making reference to scenarios in which access to these means
are lacking. As in many other fields, there is growing concern in the profession
about the “Digital divide” – how adoption of new technologies may contribute to
the development of a two-tiered system in which those with access to technology
are given an unfair advantage over those without (Warschauer, 2003a, 2003b).
Egbert and Yang (2004) discuss strategies that can be adopted in contexts where
access to technological resources is low (e.g., lack of Internet access/low connec-
tion speeds; the absence of, or insufficient numbers of, computers; or outdated
hardware, systems, and software), and argue that CALL materials can be used
effectively even in the absence of “cutting-edge” technologies.

An analogous consideration regards the suitability of CALL materials for
rendering different scripts. Due to their historical roots, computers, the Web and
associated technologies and scripting languages all bear a distinct bias toward
the Roman character set, in particular, the diacritic-free version used by the Eng-
lish language. Scripts using other symbol sets, and/or writing conventions, are
therefore somewhat penalized, as they are technically more difficult to render.
The major software developers pay varying degrees of attention to these neces-
sities, and while the advent of UNICODE has resolved most of the problems
relating to character rendering, right-to-left scripts (such as Arabic, Farsi, and
Hebrew) still cannot be rendered by such major tools as Adobe Flash and Dir-
ector without tiresome workarounds. Hence, authors desiring to create materials
for such languages cannot avail themselves of these otherwise excellent pro-
grams that are used to create a large proportion of interactive materials in the
commercial field.

We would like to conclude this chapter by underlining the concept that com-
puters are not a miracle tool to solve problems in curriculum development or to
fill gaps in the pedagogic design of language classrooms. Computers are tools, and
the use that we make of them must invariably be related to the language classroom
syllabus, the methodological and pedagogical principles adopted, and student
needs. The value of technology in the classroom resides not only in the content
provided by or through the technology, but also in the use of the technology
itself, as a vital life skill and as a connector of speakers of a language all over
the world.
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NOTES

1 MOOs (MUD object oriented) are text-based, online, virtual reality systems to allow
multiple users to connect at the same time.

2 Authorware, Flash, and Director were previously marketed by Macromedia.
3 LMSs are also known as Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) and Course Manage-

ment Systems (CMSs).
4 In October 2005, Blackboard and WebCT announced their intention to merge.
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21 Methodological Principles
for Language Teaching

MICHAEL H. LONG

The Methodological Pendulum

Historians of language teaching have documented considerable fluctuation in
methodological preferences over the decades (see, e.g., Musumeci, 1997, this vol-
ume). Lacking much by way of an empirical base until recently, the field has
experienced major swings back and forth in the advocacy of what may be de-
scribed as “interventionist” approaches, on the one hand, e.g., grammatical sylla-
buses, grammar translation, and audiolingualism, and “laissez faire” approaches,
on the other, e.g., the process syllabus, immersion, and the Natural Approach. In
terms of the important distinction made by Wilkins (1976, and elsewhere), the
former tend to be synthetic, focusing on the target language itself, presenting
small pieces (structures, notions, functions, lexical items, collocations) one at a
time, and requiring learners to synthesize them for communication. Analytic
approaches do the reverse, starting with the learner, respecting internal learner
syllabuses, presenting gestalt samples of the L2, and helping students to analyze
the input and induce underlying rules and the meanings and functions of words.
Research findings, summarized below, on processes in interlanguage develop-
ment and on learnability and teachability are inconsistent with synthetic
approaches, and consistent with analytic ones, but also suggest that something
more than pure implicit learning, specifically, what I call focus on form (Long,
1991, 2000a; Long & Robinson, 1998), makes adult SLA more efficient, and is
required if near-native proficiency is the goal.

Pendulum swings notwithstanding, and while very different approaches
have been advocated on university courses, at conferences, and in the pages of
methodology textbooks over the years, observational studies of real lessons, as
opposed to one-off demonstrations, have found that what goes on in classrooms
has varied less than might have been expected. Brand name “methods” (Grammar-
Translation, Direct Method, Audio-Lingual, Audio-Visual, Silent Way, Total
Physical Response, Counseling Learning – Community Language Learning,
Suggestopedia, Natural Approach, etc.) differ in some respects, but tend to
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countenance many of the same activities and procedures. On the classroom
floor, rather abstract strategic prescriptions and proscriptions take a back seat to
the 101 tactical decisions teachers must make as even the slowest-paced lesson
unfolds. The results over time tend to look very similar and, it is often noted,
uncannily like lessons those teachers themselves experienced as school-aged
pupils, a decades-long cyclical pattern captured in the phrase “the persistence of
the recitation” (Hoetker & Ahlbrand, 1967). This fundamental commonality could
account for the failure of the so-called “comparative methods” studies of the
1960s and 1970s to find sustained differences in student achievement; it is not
that what goes on in classrooms does not matter, but that what goes on in class-
rooms is often rather similar, regardless of the methods labels attached to them.

Data-based studies of LT that have looked closely at real lessons, as opposed to
treating classrooms like black boxes (Long, 1980) where this or that “method”
has supposedly been implemented, have found considerable differences between
what advocates of the methods prescribe or proscribe and what teachers actually
do over time, between how teachers were trained to teach and how they actually
teach, and even between what teachers believe they have been doing and what
they have actually been doing (see, e.g., Dinsmore, 1985; Long et al., 1976; Long
& Sato, 1983; Nunan, 1987; Swaffer, Arens, & Morgan, 1982). It turns out that
“method” is an inappropriate, even irrelevant, way of conceptualizing or evalu-
ating LT. Like materials writers, teachers in all areas of education, including
language teaching, tend to plan, implement, and recall lessons in terms of less
abstract units, such as activities or tasks (Shavelson & Stern, 1981).

On What Basis Advice, Then?

Articles in pedagogy journals and commercially published textbook materials
both reveal what most language teachers already know: recipes for language
teaching are two a penny. Some are based on years of classroom experience,
precious few on theory or research findings in SLA or education, and many on
little more than chutzpah and the pundit’s or publisher’s desire for a healthier
bank balance. Arguments back and forth, moreover, even when not influenced
by base commercial interests, often concern prescriptions or proscriptions of dif-
ferent scope. “It is/is not permissible to use the learner’s L1,” for example, may
be more or less defensible in foreign, second, and lingua franca language situ-
ations, among others, with homogeneous or heterogeneous groups of students,
at different proficiency levels, and/or when stipulated for any, for particular
sub-classes of, comprehension problems. Other arguments may occur at cross-
purposes. Instructions from some pedagogies to correct errors, and from
others not to so so, for instance, can often turn out to mean different things to
different people, ranging from heavy-handed, on-record interventions the instant
errors arise to unobtrusive, implicit negative feedback without interfering
with students’ efforts to communicate, i.e., a matter of how, not whether, to
“correct.”1
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Given the historical record, the wide range of settings and situations in which
languages are taught, and the variance in players and learning purposes, it may
seem unreasonable, therefore, if not downright arrogant, for anyone to propose
universally applicable methodological principles for LT. Are research findings
robust enough for the field to be confident about any proposals for LT? Are not
second, foreign, and other language settings, or local situations within each, so
different as to preclude recommendations that would apply in all contexts? Two
considerations are relevant here.

First, the fact is, LT is no different from most professions. The state of know-
ledge in language learning and teaching is developing all the time, just as it is
in medicine or engineering; it is just (much) less developed. The responsibility
of professionals in any field is not to know the right answer, but to be able to
defend recommendations in light of what is thought to be the right answer or
the likeliest right answer (best practice), given what is known or thought to be
known at the time. What is irresponsible is to throw up one’s hands and declare
that no proposals should be made and defended until everything is known for
sure (which will never happen), and use that as implicit or explicit justification
for whatever proposal follows, or for no proposal, or to recommend that,
meanwhile, teachers should use a pinch of this, a dash of that, i.e., the so-called
“eclectic method” (an oxymoron).2

Second, language learning is a cognitive process, albeit one that occurs in a
social setting. While some individual differences, e.g., in language aptitude, are
important enough, and measurable reliably enough, to warrant differentiated
classroom treatment where student numbers and resources permit, the archi-
tecture of human brains varies very little among adults or among children
(although there are differences across the lifespan as a function of age, of course),
and certainly not as a function of where learning and teaching are carried out. The
same cognitive architecture and processing options pertain, for example, when a
Chinese learner of English boards a plane in the PRC, a foreign language setting,
as when he or she disembarks a few hours later in a country where English is
spoken, a second language setting. The reasons why students learn English in the
PRC or the UK, i.e., needs and goals, may differ, as may attitudes, motivation,
and opportunities for L2 exposure on the street, but although what should be
taught (L2 varieties, which genres or skills, etc.) will vary, the way learners
process linguistic input in each place does not, and so should presumably be
targeted by teaching in the same optimal ways in Beijing or Birmingham.

In that light, proposing that LT take into account a minimal set of currently
defensible methodological principles, varying the way they are instantiated in
the classroom in accord with local circumstances, makes sense – indeed, is profes-
sionally responsible. There is often more than one reasonable way for a physician
to treat an illness, for a civil engineer to design a bridge, or for an instructor to
teach English or Chinese, but that is not to say that one proposal is no better or
worse than the next. Such an approach would never be tolerated in the practice
of medicine or any other profession and should not be in LT. LT is rarely a life or
death issue, but rapid achievement of foreign or second language proficiency can
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have a critical effect on marriages, cultural integration, and the educational life
chances and job opportunities of countless children and adults, most obviously,
but by no means only, involuntary learners, such as refugees. It is clearly the case
that far less is known about SLA and LT than about anatomy, physiology, and
medicine, but that is a question of degree, not kind, and does not justify an
“anything goes” attitude. The published literature of the past few decades shows
that quite a lot is known about language acquisition and teaching, and it would
be irresponsible to ignore it. That said, it behooves anyone adding to the meth-
odological or pedagogic stew to describe recommendations explicitly, in order
both to avoid ambiguity and to make claims testable, and to provide a clear
rationale, plus supporting evidence. Ideally, too, proposals should be accom-
panied by criteria by which they can be evaluated.

Methodological Principles, Pedagogic Procedures,
and Evaluation Criteria

In discussions of how to teach second and foreign languages, it is useful to
distinguish between methodological principles and pedagogical procedures. While
first introduced as part of proposals for Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT;
see, e.g., Doughty & Long, 2003a; Long, 1985, to appear), the distinction is helpful
when describing any approach to language teaching. Evaluation criteria are the
standards by which proposals can be judged.

Methodological principles
Methodological principles (MPs) are universally desirable instructional design fea-
tures, motivated by theory and research findings in SLA, educational psycho-
logy, general educational curriculum design, and elsewhere, which show them
either to be necessary for SLA or facilitative of it. Facilitative effects are import-
ant because the goal of a theory of language teaching is a maximally efficient
approach, not, as in the case of a theory of SLA, one which is primarily concerned
with what is necessary and sufficient for learning to occur (for further discussion,
see Long, 2000b, pp. 4–5, 2007a, pp. 16–20). Negative feedback, for example, may
or may not turn out to be necessary for language development, but numerous
studies have shown it to be facilitative, justifying MP7: “Provide negative feed-
back” (see below, and Table 21.1). The theoretical and empirical support means
that MPs are candidates for any approach to language teaching, task-based or
otherwise.

Pedagogic procedures
Whereas MPs are putative language teaching universals, Pedagogic procedures (PPs)
comprise the potentially infinite range of options for instantiating the principles
at the classroom level. MPs specify what should be done; PPs suggest how it can
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be done. Variation in how is often appropriate for learners of different ages,
aptitude, cognitive style, proficiency, or L1 and L2 literacy level, for more salient
and less salient target forms, and so on, and is handled at the level of PPs. Given
that variations in implementation are designed to respond precisely to particular
needs and conditions at the local level, often moment by moment as a lesson
unfolds, choices among PPs are usually best left to the classroom teacher, typic-
ally the expert on local conditions, and will not be dealt with here. Whereas MPs
are founded upon, and can be evaluated against, current theory and research
findings, choice among PPs is mostly a matter of teacher judgment, with different
choices potentially justified at different times with the same learners or at the
same time with different learners. Consequently, choice among the wide range
of PPs for providing negative feedback, for example, from the overt and explicit
end of the spectrum, such as use of a rule or explanation, to the covert and
implicit end, such as corrective recasts, and many points in between, cannot be
judged well- or ill-founded without knowing the context. For instance, the former
might be appropriate for a less salient target feature and educated adult learners
(e.g., an error with an unstressed prefix, such as *undecisive, which does not result
in miscommunication), but unnecessary for the same learners with a more salient
target (e.g., a stressed, meaning-bearing, free morpheme, such as did), and wholly
inappropriate for either type of target feature with young children.3

Evaluation criteria
Evaluation criteria (EC) for MPs are the standards by which proposals can be
judged, the ways in which their likely validity may be assessed. EC could take
many forms, including, most obviously, EC1: “Theoretical motivation,” EC2: “Em-
pirical support,” and EC3: “Logical argumentation.” To illustrate, in the case of
MP7: “Provide negative feedback,” EC1 is met by the predictions of theories of
or in (S)LA as disparate as Skill Acquisition Theory (DeKeyser, 2001, 2007),
Emergentism (N. Ellis, 2007; Larsen-Freeman & Ellis, 2006), Cognitive Inter-
actionism (Gass, 1997; Long, 1996b; Gass & Mackey, 2007), Universal Grammar
(White, 1991, 2003), and Sociocultural Theory (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994; Lantolf
& Thorne, 2006). EC2 is met by the findings of numerous empirical studies, and
meta-analyses of studies, of the positive influence of both implicit and explicit
corrective feedback on L2 development (e.g., Long, 2007b; Mackey & Goo, 2007;
Russell & Spada, 2006). EC3 is met by arguments such as that of White (1987,
1991) concerning the logical impossibility of unlearning L1 options on the basis
of positive evidence alone when the input gives no indication of their impossibil-
ity in the L2, a situation that potentially occurs whenever options in the L2 are a
subset of those in the L1 in a given domain, e.g., those for adverb placement for
L1 speakers of French or Spanish learning L2 English (see below).

EC1 and EC3 will often be important, given the paucity of controlled studies in
some areas. A lack of research is usually due to the difficulty of conducting
studies of some issues in real educational settings, the shortage of people with
sufficient training in research methods and sufficient time to invest in the effort,
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and the lack of adequate funding for the purpose.4 Since language teaching is
not simply something that can be put off for a few years while the research is
carried out, alternative criteria are needed. Additional potential EC include those
employed in other fields, some of them widely discussed in the philosophy
of science literature. An example of a criterion of that type (see below) is EC4:
“Consistency with accepted theories in other fields.” To illustrate, MP7: “Provide
negative feedback” receives independent support, and meets EC4, because of the
well-established importance of negative feedback in almost every other type of
human learning and performance (see, e.g., Annett, 1969), not just language learn-
ing. Conversely, MP5: “Encourage inductive (‘chunk’) learning” would be hard
to justify if it were accepted in cognitive psychology (it is not) that adults are
only capable of learning explicitly.

Some Relevant SLA Research Findings

While language teaching still lacks a firm research base in several critical areas,
40 years of work in SLA on the teaching and learning of a variety of languages
has produced a considerable amount of detailed information useful for teachers
and materials writers, and potentially for some educated adult learners, them-
selves. Several textbook-length reviews of the findings have been published (see
chapters in, e.g., Doughty & Long, 2003b; R. Ellis, 1994; Gass & Selinker, 2004;
Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; Lightbown & Spada, 2006; Ritchie & Bhatia, 1996).
Of crucial importance for discussions of teaching methodology is the unavoid-
able conclusion that learners, not teachers, have most control over their language
development. Students do not – in fact, cannot – learn (as opposed to learn about)
target forms and structures on demand, when and how a teacher or a textbook
decree that they should, but only when they are developmentally ready to do so.
Instruction can facilitate development, but needs to be provided with respect for,
and in harmony with, the learner’s powerful cognitive contribution to the acqui-
sition process.

A major source of evidence for the strength of the learner’s role in SLA,
and simultaneously, about the limits of instruction, is work on processes in
interlanguage development. Interlanguages (ILs), individual learners’ transitional
versions of the L2, are the psycholinguistic equivalent of idiolects. While ILs
exhibit systematic and free variation, and no two ILs are exactly alike, studies
have shown that they exhibit common patterns and features across differences in
learners’ age and L1, acquisition context, and instructional approach. For example,
independent of those and other factors, learners pass through well-attested
developmental sequences on their way to mastery of target-language structures, or,
as is often the case, to an end-state short of mastery ( Johnston, 1985, 1997; Ortega,
this volume). Developmental sequences are fixed series of stages in the evolution
of grammatical (as well as phonological and semantic) systems and sub-systems,
such as the four-stage sequence – No V, don’t V, aux-neg, and analyzed don’t – for
negation in ESL (for a review of early findings on ESL negation by Spanish
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speakers, see Schumann, 1979), the six-stage sequence for German SL word order
(Meisel, Clahsen, & Pienemann, 1981), and sequences for relative clauses (Doughty,
1991; Eckman, Bell, & Nelson, 1988; Gass, 1982; Hyltenstam, 1984) and past time
reference (Meisel, 1987; Sato, 1986, 1990). The transitional structures are often not
attested in the L1 or the L2 input, but created by the learners themselves. Some
appear to be universal. For instance, an initial pre-verbal (Neg V) negation stage
appears in the ILs of L1 speakers of languages, such as Japanese or Turkish, that
have post-verbal negation, even when the target language, e.g., Swedish, also
has post-verbal negation (Hyltenstam, 1977). L1 effects on the sequences can be
observed, but are constrained. For example, speakers of L1s, such as Spanish,
which have pre-verbal negation tend to spend longer in the No V stage in ESL
than speakers of L1s that do not (Zobl, 1982), but L1 influences do not lead to
omission of the stage or to alteration of the order of stages.

Another indication of what Corder (1967, and elsewhere) referred to as the
powerful internal “learner syllabus” is the occurrence of common errors and
error types in the ILs of learners of different ages and L1 backgrounds, and
across formal, informal, and mixed learning contexts. The most often noted of
these, perhaps because they are salient and seem easily interpretable as reflecting
underlying “hypothesis-testing” learning processes, are morphological errors, such
as goed, or sheeps. While striking, such so-called overgeneralization errors are
relatively infrequent (perhaps 2 percent of all errors), and just one of four perva-
sive error types documented in a study of native-Spanish-speaking naturalistic,
instructed, and mixed learners of English by Pica (1983). Pica found that whether
learning in FL classrooms only, on the street in an L2 environment, or in the
L2 environment while also receiving classroom instruction (so-called “mixed”
learners), although the relative frequencies differed, all three groups made (1)
overgeneralization errors, where regularized irregular morphemes are supplied
in obligatory contexts, e.g., She eated the apple; (2) overuse errors, where mor-
phemes are supplied in non-obligatory contexts, e.g., Mary liking movies, or The
boys like soccer, when the referent is a single boy; (3) omission errors in obligatory
contexts, e.g., He go shopping yesterday; and (4) substitution errors in obligatory
contexts, e.g., He goes shopping last year. As with many transitional structures
seen at various stages within developmental sequences, neither L1 transfer nor
habit formation can explain the appearance of many of the errors. For example,
resumptive pronouns are observed in the relative clauses of Italian learners of
English (Pavesi, 1986), as in That is the man who he stole the car, or She is the woman
who he loves her, yet resumptive pronouns are found in neither language. All
these error types are hard to account for, either in SLA theory or in classroom
practice, if, as is the case in most classrooms the world over, students experience
and are drilled in exclusively standard target-language forms. While practice has
a role in automatizing what has been learned, i.e., in control of an acquired form
or structure, common developmental stages and errors like those documented by
Hyltenstam, Pica, Pavesi, and many others show that L2 acquisition is not simply
a process of forming new habits to override the effects of L1 transfer; powerful
creative processes are at work.
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Even when presented with, and drilled in, exclusively target-language forms
and structures, and even when errors are routinely “corrected,” instructed learners’
acquisition of a “structure of the day” is rarely either sudden and categorical or
complete, as is assumed by most synthetic materials and methodology. On the
contrary, while sudden changes in performance suggest occasional fundamental
restructuring of the underlying IL grammar (McLaughlin, 1990), acquisition of
grammatical structures and sub-systems like negation or relative clause forma-
tion is typically gradual, incremental, sometimes taking months or even years to
accomplish. Nor is development always target oriented. An increase in error rate
may precede, and even be an inevitable precursor of, acquisition of a new rule or
constraint, e.g., when learners attempt application of an existing one in a more
complex linguistic environment (Meisel et al., 1981). Development of individual
structures over time, and often of the L2 as a whole, exhibits plateaus, occasional
movement away from, not toward, the L2, and “backsliding,” resulting in U-
shaped or zigzag trajectories rather than smooth, linear contours (Huebner, 1983;
Kellerman, 1985; Selinker, 1972). ILs often stabilize far short of the target variety,
moreover, with learners persistently using non-targetlike forms and structures
for communication that they were never taught, and targetlike forms and struc-
tures with non-targetlike functions (Sato, 1990). The stabilization is sometimes
for such long periods that the non-targetlike state is claimed to be permanent,
i.e., indicating not just stabilization, but fossilization (Han & Odlin, 2005; Lardiere,
2006; Sorace, 2003), although unambiguous evidence for fossilization is, at best,
scarce (Long, 2003).

No matter the L1 or the order or manner in which target-language structures
are presented to them by teachers or textbook writers, learners analyze the input
and come up with their own interim grammars, the product broadly conforming
to developmental sequences observed in naturalistic settings (see, e.g., Eckman
et al., 1988; R. Ellis, 1989; Fathman, 1978; Gass, 1982; Krashen, 1977; Lightbown,
1983). They master the structures in roughly the same manner and order whether
learning in classrooms, on the street, or both (Pica, 1983). Studies show that
attempts to make them skip a stage fail (as they must if “developmental se-
quence” is to retain its meaning and predictive utility), leading Pienemann to
formulate his learnability hypothesis and teachability hypothesis: what is processable
by students at any time determines what is learnable, and, thereby, what is
teachable (Pienemann, 1984, 1989). The effectiveness of negative feedback on
error has been shown to be constrained in the same way (see, e.g., Mackey, 1999).

None of this is to say that instruction is irrelevant or unhelpful. Some of the
very studies that suggested developmental sequences are impervious to instruc-
tion simultaneously demonstrated its positive effects elsewhere, provided the
timing is right. A study by Pienemann (1984), for instance, found that young
learners developmentally ready for a stage in German L2 word order targeted
during two weeks of instruction benefited from that instruction and advanced to
that stage, whereas learners in the same class who were at an earlier stage than
their classmates did not improve. Reviews of studies comparing L2 development
with and without instruction, and/or with different quantities of each, have
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found that instruction has little or no effect on the course of development, e.g.,
error types or passage through developmental sequences, but can be effective in
other ways with both children and adults, first by speeding up learning, and
second by improving the prognosis for forms and functions made difficult by
their low saliency, rarity in the input, low communicative valency, and other
factors (De Graaf & Housen, this volume; Doughty, 2003; R. Ellis, 1994; Long,
1983, 1988).

Type of instruction makes a difference, too. A statistical meta-analysis by Norris
and Ortega (2000) of some 40 studies found clear effects for different kinds of
teaching, with explicit treatments outperforming implicit ones, focus on form
and focus on forms performing comparably, and both statistically better than
simple exposure. Those results are especially encouraging for advocates of focus
on form. Most implicit learning takes time, and while generally appropriate at all
proficiency levels (especially when something other than the linguistic code is a
learning goal, as is the case in content-based and task-based instruction, and
immersion education, for instance), it comes into its own as learning targets
become harder, require far more exposure, and are difficult or impossible to
handle explicitly at all because too subtle, too complex, or too hard to reduce to
a form digestible by non-linguists (most students). The majority of studies of the
effects of instruction or of different types of instruction are short-term, in order
to help researchers avoid threats to internal validity that tend to occur more
frequently the longer studies continue. Acquisition of even moderately complex
linguistic structures takes time. Because researchers need to see measurable
results in a short period if they are to test hypotheses, they typically target
relatively easy grammar points already known to be learnable by the students
who will be serving as subjects. Explicit instruction is known to work best in all
fields, when it works at all, with simple learning targets. When combined with
focus on forms, with which it usually goes hand in hand, and applied to simple
linguistic targets in short-term studies of language teaching, there is an intrinsic
research bias in favor of explicit over implicit instruction, and focus on forms
over focus on form. In this light, the fact that implicit instruction and focus on
form do so well suggests they are viable even with easy targets, not just required
with hard ones at more advanced levels. Positive findings for implicit negative
feedback (corrective recasts) and for language learning during task-based L2 con-
versation have been obtained in two other recent statistical meta-analyses (Mackey
& Goo, 2007; Russell & Spada, 2006).

Implications for Approaches to LT

The findings briefly summarized above (a tiny percentage of those produced
by SLA researchers in recent years) dispel any notions that learners learn
what teachers teach when they teach it, yet whether recognized or not, this is
an implicit assumption underlying synthetic approaches to LT. The results are
simply incompatible with use of a synthetic syllabus and teaching methodology,
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the combination I refer to as “focus on forms,” where syllabus content consists
of a pre-set list of linguistic (phonological, morphological, syntactic, lexical, or
collocational) forms and functions, as opposed to some other area subject matter,
such as mathematics, art, or physical education, or from target tasks for the
learners concerned. As distinct from one-off uses in demonstration lessons or
controlled experiments with simple structures carefully selected for specific groups
of learners, a synthetic syllabus and the pedagogic materials that embody it will
almost always have been written without reference to students’ present or future
communicative needs, as identified via a thorough needs analysis, and so are in-
efficient. They risk teaching more – skills, vocabulary, genres, etc. – than students
can use, but also less, through not teaching language abilities they do or will
need. They will also almost always have been prepared in ignorance of any
particular group of students’ current developmental stages, especially if enshrined
in industrial strength, commercially published textbook materials. Moreover, as
any experienced teacher knows, and as shown, e.g., by the Pienemann (1984)
study described earlier, learners within a group will often be at different devel-
opmental stages, even when labeled as having attained X or Y level of pro-
ficiency or having scored within a specified range on a placement test. Learners
can achieve roughly similar overall proficiency and test scores despite strengths
and weaknesses in different areas of their IL repertoires.

The research clearly shows that attempting to impose a pre-set series of lin-
guistic forms (pronunciation contrasts, grammatical structures, notions, functions,
lexical items, collocations, etc.) is largely futile and counter-productive. It is largely
futile because it only works if a form coincidentally happens to be learnable
(by some students in a class), and so teachable, at the time it is presented. It is
counter-productive for two reasons. First, attempts to teach forms that are
unlearnable when introduced lead to frustration and failure on the part of teach-
ers and students, alike. Second, the inappropriate focus, typically instantiated
through presentation of isolated model sentences intended to provide minimal
contexts for the target forms, results in impoverished input and output oppor-
tunities and means that richer input that would have been appropriate is not
provided. So-called spiral, or cyclical, grammatical syllabi, which systematically
revisit previously presented forms increase the chances of “hits,’ ” but are still
inefficient because they attempt to work independently of the internal learner
syllabus. By focusing on full native forms, typically with early forced production,
followed by “correction” of the inevitable errors, as in ALM and the Silent Way,
for example, synthetic approaches also implicitly assume that learners can move
from no knowledge of a form to nativelike mastery in one step, which the re-
search shows almost never happens. They also assume that discrete forms and
structures can be learned in isolation from one another, whereas the reality is far
more complex. Nativelike (stage 4) command of English negation, for example,
requires control of verbal auxiliaries, tense, person, number, and word order.

It is worth noting that not just traditional linguistically based syllabi, but also
most thematic, topic-based, and content-based approaches sit uneasily with the
same research findings. With a few notable exceptions, e.g., work in the Vancouver
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School Board project (Early, 1991; Early, Mohan, & Hooper, 1989), most content-
based teaching, for example, is largely synthetic. Instead of starting with the
structure of the day, learners are typically presented with texts – static models of
L2 use, but above the sentence level – whose content is (ideally) relevant to some
other area of their studies, e.g., social studies through French for anglophone
children in Canadian French immersion programs, maths for US elementary school
children taught through Chinese, or art history and other film or “culture” courses
for college foreign language students. The texts are sometimes genuine, i.e., origin-
ally written for native speaker readers. Sometimes, they are simplified – either
genuine texts modified by removal of complex syntax, substitution of higher- for
lower-frequency lexical items, etc., or texts written for non-native speakers with
the same linguistic constraints in mind. Although often resulting in rather stilted
examples of target-language use, such texts are more likely to be of interest to
teachers and students than a tedious diet of tightly linguistically controlled input
consisting largely of model sentences (The clock is on the wall. Is the clock on the
wall? Where is the clock?), preceded or followed by equally unnatural “dialogues”
or short “reading passages” designed to practice the same structure(s). Either
text type is likely to suffer, however, from the same weaknesses as the more
minimally contextualized structures in a traditional grammatical syllabus, for
once again, much of the linguistic content will inevitably be developmentally
inappropriate input for the current IL stage of all but the most advanced group of
students, or for some students within a group.5 Once heard or read, moreover,
the texts tend to become found objects, to be analyzed for their linguistic con-
tent (structures, vocabulary, etc.) using the same focus on forms methodology
employed with overtly synthetic syllabi.

Whereas synthetic approaches have obvious problems from an acquisitional
perspective, some analytical approaches are broadly consistent with the research
findings, although themselves in need of supplementing. Offered gestalt samples
of language use as part of an analytic approach, learners are freed from the
unnatural, and often impossible, task of trying to learn a language one devel-
opmentally inappropriate piece at a time. Analytic approaches provide richer
input, encountered in typically less contrived, more realistic, models of target-
language use. They allow learners to use their cognitive abilities to segment that
input and induce rules and patterns they are capable of processing on a given
day. If preceded by a well-conducted learner needs analysis, the texts can be
guaranteed to be relevant to learners’ interests and communicative needs (see
MP10: “Individualize instruction”), an option available to content-based teach-
ing, too, of course, but seemingly rarely taken up. If part of a genuinely task-
based syllabus, moreover, the texts will be encountered by learners not as ends
in themselves, but as a natural part of performing dynamic pedagogic tasks, and
so authentic in a way worthy of the designation.

Simply exposing learners to rich input, as is possible with some analytic
approaches, e.g., the Natural Approach, sheltered subject-matter teaching, and
some forms of immersion education, even in the context of authentic tasks,
is insufficient, however. Research findings on the results of such hands-off
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approaches, plus those on the effects of instruction, indicate the utility of MP6:
“Focus on form.”

As demonstrated by the results of evaluations of French immersion programs
in Canada (see, e.g., Lapkin, Hart, & Swain, 1991; Lightbown, Spada, & White,
1993; Swain, 1991) and by case studies of individuals (e.g., Ioup et al., 1984),
high-level communicative abilities are achievable through systematic experience
of communicative target-language use over extended periods of time. Except in
the cases of the most talented learners, however, such accomplishments take an
inordinate amount of time and generally fall far short of nativelike proficiency.
The best graduates of the Canadian programs, for example, may have listening
and reading skills statistically comparable to those of monolingual French age
peers after 15 years, yet frequently continue to make quite basic grammatical
errors in such areas as gender marking and article usage in their speaking and
writing (Swain, 1991). One potential solution may simply be additional exposure
to comprehensible input, as Krashen (1985, and elsewhere) suggested, but unless
there are good reasons for not providing instruction, or unless instruction is
simply unavailable, numerous studies show that acquisition can be speeded up
by teaching of certain kinds, with the prognosis especially improved for forms
made difficult for adults by their low saliency (DeKeyser, 2005).

To avoid a return to lessons full of grammar rules, overt error “correction” and
pattern drills, with all their nasty side-effects, as many of the problem areas as
possible should be handled within otherwise communicative lessons by briefly
drawing learners’ attention to some items as and when problems arise, i.e., by
focus on form. In this reactive mode (part of the definition, not an optional feature,
of focus on form), the learner’s underlying psychological state is more likely to
be optimal, and so the treatment, whatever PPs are employed, more effective. For
example, while comparing car production in Japan and the USA as part of a
pedagogic task designed to help students develop the ability to prepare and de-
liver a sales report, the target task, a learner might say something like “Production
of SUV in the US fell by 30% from 2000 to 2004.” If the very next utterance from
the teacher or another student is a partial recast in the form of a confirmation
check, e.g., “Production of SUVs fell by 30%?”, as proposed in Long (1996b), the
likelihood of the learner noticing the plural -s is increased by the fact that he or
she is vested in the exchange, so is motivated to learn what is needed and attending
to the response, already knows the meaning he or she was trying to express, so
has freed up attentional resources to devote to the form of the response, and hears
the correct form in close juxtaposition to his or her own, facilitating cognitive
comparison. These are all reasons why implicit corrective recasts are believed to
work as well as they do (for reviews of findings, see Long, 2007b; Mackey & Goo,
2007; Russell & Spada, 2006), without disturbing the fundamental communicat-
ive focus of a lesson, and why negative feedback is believed to work better than
provision of the same numbers of models of a target form and/or tokens in
ambient input (positive evidence). In contrast, with focus on forms, the teacher or
the textbook, not the student, has selected a form for treatment. The learner is
less likely to feel a need to acquire the new item, so will likely be less motivated,
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and less attentive. If the form is new, moreover, so, typically, will be its meaning
and use, requiring the learner to process all three simultaneously.

If a problematic form is considered tricky, perhaps because of L1 influence or
low saliency, a more explicit brief switch of pedagogic focus by the teacher to the
language itself, sometimes just a matter of seconds, may be beneficial, e.g., “Car
or cars?” In either case, and however overt the PP the teacher employs to induce
student focus on form, this reactive approach to treating (in this example of
plural -s) a simple grammar point is operating in tandem with the learner’s
internal syllabus, in that the focus on form was triggered by a problem that
occurred in the student’s performance, not by a pre-set syllabus having prescribed
it for that day’s lesson. A student’s attempt to produce a form is not always but
often an indication of his or her developmental readiness to acquire it.

MPs such as these, MP 6: “Focus on form, not forms,” and MP7: “Provide
negative feedback,” implicitly where this will suffice, are ways in which a wholly
analytic approach relying purely on incidental learning (learning language while
doing something else) needs to be supplemented. Learning is speeded up
that way. Also, certain specifiable problems can be dealt with that may not be
treatable at all through provision of positive evidence alone. To take a simple
example, White (1987, 1991, and elsewhere) has drawn attention to cases where
an L1 and L2 are in a superset – subset relationship in a particular domain.
Native speakers of languages like French and Spanish learning English, for in-
stance, can say the equivalent of “I drink coffee every day” and “I drink every
day coffee” in their L1, whereas the latter is ungrammatical in English since it
violates the constraint against separating verbs and direct objects. Since they will
encounter the first in the L2 input, and since their production of either will be
readily understood by English speakers, they may never notice that the second is
wrong unless someone or something draws their attention to the problem, e.g.,
by providing some form of negative evidence.

Ten MPs

SLA research should obviously feature prominently in proposals for LT. SLA
researchers study the very process LT is designed to facilitate, after all, and
ignoring relevant findings, as synthetic approaches do, would be akin to medical
practitioners paying no attention to the results of research on human anatomy,
physiology, or the relative effectiveness of various treatments for specific ail-
ments. SLA is not the only source of relevant information, of course. Work in the
psychology of learning and cognition, educational psychology, curriculum and
instruction, linguistics, anthropology, and the history and philosophy of educa-
tion, among other sources, provides valuable insights and motivates some of
the proposals. Some MPs derive convergent validation from work in two or
more fields.

Motivated by these and other sources, ten MPs that currently constitute the
methodological component of TBLT have been described and justified at some
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length elsewhere (Doughty & Long, 2003a; Long, to appear).6 Table 21.1 lists the
MPs, followed in the “sources” column by a few of what are often numerous
potential references to original sources and/or reviews of a large supporting
literature, and in the rightmost column by an indication of EC that are met in
each case.

MP1: “Use task, not text, as the unit of analysis” MP3: “Elaborate input,” and
MP6: “Focus on form” are original to TBLT. Others, e.g., MP2: “Promote learning
by doing,” MP7: “Provide negative feedback,” and MP10: “Individualize instruc-
tion,” are based on long traditions in philosophy, SLA, psycholinguistics, lan-
guage teaching, curriculum theory, the history of education, and educational
psychology. While originally developed as part of TBLT (see, e.g., Doughty &
Long, 2003a; Long, 2000a; Long & Norris, 2000), all but MP1: “Use task, not text,
as the unit of analysis,” could, and perhaps already do, operate in some non-
task-based analytic approaches, such as “sheltered” instruction, process syllabus-
based courses, a few varieties of content-based LT, and some types of bilingual
and immersion education. Few approaches embody all ten MPs, however. Contra
both MP1 and MP3: “Elaborate input,” for example, much immersion education
and most content-based approaches organize instruction around either genuine
or simplified texts, not tasks. In addition to the well-documented psycholinguistic
problems with both text types (see Long, 1996a, 2007c; Long & Ross, 1993), part
of the rationale for MP3 is that the use of static, “found” models of language use,
albeit at the supra-sentential level, in the form of texts typically leads to other
undesirable classroom behaviors, such as a focus on forms.

To conclude, it is worth reiterating that, as in most fields of human activity, the
state of knowledge in second and foreign language learning and teaching is
developing all the time. Given the history of SLA and other sciences, it is unlikely
that the cognitive-interactionist theory of SLA implicit in the MPs and underly-
ing TBLT as a whole will turn out to be correct, although it is to be hoped that at
least some parts of it will be. To say that further research is needed is an under-
statement, however, and the findings may well show that some of the current ten
MPs are unfounded, that others require modification, and that new ones need to
be formulated. Meanwhile, proposing a theoretically coherent set of MPs, prima

Table 21.1 MPs, sources, and EC

Activities
MP1

MP2

Sources

Long (1985, 2007c); Long & Crookes
(1992, 1993); Robinson (2001a, 2001b,
this volume); Skehan (1998), Van den
Branden (2006)

Avrich (1980); Doughty & Long
(2003a); Shotton (1993); Smith (1983)

MP

Use task, not text,
as the unit of
analysis.

Promote learning
by doing.

EC

EC1, EC2,
EC3, EC4

EC1, EC3,
EC4
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Table 21.1 (cont’d)

MP

Input
MP3

MP4

Learning
processes

MP5

MP6

MP7

MP8

MP9

Learners
MP10

Long (1996b, 2007c); Long & Ross
(1993); Oh (2001); Yano, Long, & Ross
(1994)

N. Ellis & Larsen-Freeman (2006);
Gass (1997); Krashen (1985); Long
(1996b); Pica et al. (1996)

N. Ellis (2002a, 2002b, 2006, 2007);
N. Ellis & Larsen-Freeman (2006);
Schmitt (2004); Wray (2000, 2002)

Doughty (1991); N. Ellis (2005);
Hulstijn (2005); Long (1991, 2000a);
Long & Robinson (1998); Norris &
Ortega (2000); Schmidt (2001);
Williams (2005)

Annett (1969); DeKeyser (1993); Long
(2007b); Mackey & Goo (2007);
Russell & Spada (2006)

R. Ellis (1989); Lightbown (1983);
Mackey (1999); Pienemann (1984,
1989)

Barnes (1976); Gass (1997, 2003); Gass
& Mackey (2007); Hatch (1978); Jacobs
(1998); Liang, Mohan, & Early (1998);
Long (1996b); Long & Porter (1985);
Mackey & Goo (2007); McCafferty,
Jacobs, & DaSilva Iddings (2006);
Oxford (1997); Pica et al. (1996);
Russell & Spada (2006); Sato (1986,
1988, 1990); Webb (1991)

Altman & James (1980); Logan (1973);
Long (2005); Robinson (2003); Sawyer
& Ranta (2001); Wesche (1981)

EC2, EC3

EC1, EC2,
EC3

EC1, EC4

EC1, EC2,
EC3, EC4

EC1, EC2,
EC3, EC4

EC1, EC2

EC1, EC2,
EC3, EC4

EC1, EC2,
EC4

Elaborate input (do
not simplify; do not
rely solely on
“authentic” texts).

Provide rich (not
impoverished) input.

Encourage inductive
(“chunk”) learning.

Focus on form.

Provide negative
feedback.

Respect “learner
syllabuses”/
developmental
processes.

Promote cooperative/
collaborative learning.

Individualize
instruction
(psycholinguistically,
and according to
communicative needs).

Sources EC
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facie defensible given what is known or thought to be known about the processes
involved, responds to an immediate need; learning and teaching new languages
are too important for too many people to do otherwise.

NOTES

1 “Correct” appears in scare quotes because it wrongly implies that correction is a
perlocutionary speech act. In practice, the best a teacher can do is to provide some kind
of negative feedback on learner error. It is the learner who then modifies (“corrects”), or
not, his or her developing L2 knowledge system.

2 Coherent theoretically motivated proposals may well turn out to be wrong, wholly or
in part, but at least have a chance of being right, whereas “eclectic methods” are
certain to be wrong, given that different methods reflect different underlying theories
about language learning, however implicit or unclearly articulated, and since no more
than one theory, at best, can logically be correct.

3 To say that teachers are best suited to make decisions on PPs does not imply that
methodologists abdicate responsibility at the classroom level. Choices should be
rational, based on teaching experience and, where available, research findings. Doughty
and Williams (1998), for example, provide detailed rationales and discuss research
findings for a continuum of choices, from unobtrusive to obtrusive, among the many
PPs available for providing negative feedback. Research-based rationales for prin-
cipled, non-arbitrary choices among PPs in other language teaching domains are
much needed.

4 Vast amounts of time and money are invested around the world each year in training
language teachers, but minimal amounts of either on developing the knowledge base
that should form the major component in such training. Compare the established facts
and validated procedures to be understood and assimilated by trainee physicians,
architects, lawyers, engineers, and future members of other professions with those
available to language teachers.

5 Elaborated texts (including some films used with advanced learners) avoid most of
these problems – hence, MP3: “Elaborate input.” See Long (1997, 2007c, pp. 119–38),
Oh (2001), Vatz (2007), and Yano, Long, and Ross (1994) for examples, data, and dis-
cussion of the psycholinguistic problems and merits of genuine, simplified, elaborated,
and modified elaborated text types.

6 Doughty and Long (2003b), which can be accessed on line at the Language Learning and
Technology website, also outlines how the MPs could be instantiated in distance lan-
guage courses.
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22 Teaching and Testing
Listening Comprehension

LARRY VANDERGRIFT AND
CHRISTINE GOH

For years, the role of listening in language acquisition and communication was
undervalued and neglected. Second and foreign language (SL/FL) listening was
often developed incidentally through language exercises where oral language
was used. It eventually earned its rightful place during the communicative
language teaching era. Language was taught for face-to-face communication,
and listening was an important skill in this regard. It was also a channel for
comprehensible input (Krashen, 1985) and an important aspect of interlanguage
communication necessary for language acquisition (Swain, 1985). With these
changing perceptions of SL/FL listening, there was a concerted effort to describe
its characteristics and how to teach it (e.g., Anderson & Lynch, 1988). These pos-
itive developments were sustained by theoretical insights from disciplines such
as psychology, education, communication studies, and linguistics. More signi-
ficantly, theories about human cognition have introduced language teachers to
the exciting possibilities of language development through active learner involve-
ment and control. These cognitive theories provided an important framework
for describing SL/FL listening (e.g., Goh, 2002a, 2005; Vandergrift, 2003a) and
instructional methods and techniques (Flowerdew & Miller, 2005; Goh, 2002b;
Mendelsohn & Rubin, 1995; Vandergrift, 2003b, 2004).

This review of teaching listening is organized around three main topics: (1)
cognitive and social dimensions of listening, (2) approaches to teaching listening,
and (3) assessment of listening.

Cognitive and Social Dimensions of Listening

In the process of text comprehension, meaning is not simply extracted from the
input; it is constructed by listeners based on their knowledge of the language
system, their prior knowledge, and the context of the interaction. This process
is constrained by the limitations of memory, as noted by Graesser and Britton
(1996): “Text understanding is the dynamic process of constructing coherent
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representations and inferences at multiple levels of text and context, within the
bottleneck of a limited-capacity working memory” (p. 349). Furthermore, in con-
versational listening, comprehension is an outcome of joint action, where lis-
teners and speakers carry out individual acts of communication in a coordinated
manner (Clark, 1996). This pragmatic view of listening is echoed by Rost (2002),
who asserts that “listening is an intention to complete a communication,” and
high-level inferences during listening require listeners to make assumptions about
speakers’ intentions, amongst other things (p. 40).

Cognitive dimensions of listening
One of the first cognitive models to be applied in SL/FL listening research was
Anderson’s model of perceptual processing, parsing, and utilization (Anderson,
1995). It accounts for the interactive processing that takes place in short-term
memory and has been used in the discussion of listening strategies (O’Malley,
Chamot & Küpper, 1989; Vandergrift, 1997) and listening problems (Goh, 2000).
The connectionist model, which proposes processing through a spreading activa-
tion of interconnected or associative neural networks in the brain (Bechtel &
Abrahamsen, 1991), has also been applied. Researchers have argued for the need
to help learners build these networks, so that fast parallel processing of language
is possible (Buck, 1995; Hulstijn, 2003). Recent discussions on the brain’s capacity
for processing and temporary storage of information have focused on working
memory. A dominant model of working memory includes:

• the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial sketchpad, which are responsible
for short-term processing;

• the central executive, which directs attention to the input and coordinates
various cognitive processes; and

• the episodic buffer, which integrates information processed through the above-
mentioned processing systems into a single mental representation (Baddeley,
2000).

This model accounts for the integration of audio and visual information, and the
connection between working memory and long-term memory. It can therefore
bring a new perspective into the discussion of SL/FL listening comprehension
processes where multiple modalities of input are increasingly typical of both
in-class and out-of-class listening experiences (e.g., Gruba, 2004).

Although there are different models for the intricate workings of cognitive pro-
cessing systems, the approaches mentioned above share some fundamental prin-
ciples concerning cognition and have common implications for SL/FL listening:

1 For processing of information to take place, attention must be directed at the input
and some amount of decoding and analysis of the signals must occur. Listeners must
perceive and recognize words in a stream of speech and at the same time parse it
into meaningful units or “chunks.” While these processes are automatized in
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competent language users, lower-proficiency listeners still depend a great deal
on controlled processing of the linguistic information. One of the key objectives
of listening instruction, therefore, is to help learners recognize and parse lin-
guistic input quickly. When visual input (e.g., facial expressions, gestures, illus-
trations, videos, slides) is present, it is often an integral part of the message, so
the information will have to be processed simultaneously with auditory input
(Gruba, 2004). For example, gestures and facial cues can facilitate the comprehen-
sion of videotaped lectures; however, the degree to which these cues are used
will vary as a function of listening proficiency (Sueyoshi & Hardison, 2005).

2 As new information is being processed, it is acted upon by existing knowledge or
schemata retrieved from long-term memory. Known commonly as top-down process-
ing, the use of prior knowledge assists listeners in constructing interpretations
that are complete and meaningful. Top-down processing can help SL/FL listen-
ers bridge gaps in comprehension and construct a reasonable interpretation with-
out depending too much on linguistic features (Izumi, 2003). Prior knowledge
can be generated from “parallel activities” (e.g., reading, viewing) that accom-
pany a listening event, such as attending a lecture. Flowerdew and Miller (2005,
p. 90) refer to this as the “intertextual dimension” of comprehension. Prior know-
ledge facilitates quicker processing. Tyler (2001) found that when listeners had
access to the topic, differences in working memory consumption between native
and “experienced” non-native listeners were not statistically significant. Top-
down processing is clearly important; however, learners sometimes miss oppor-
tunities to apply prior knowledge because their attention is focused entirely on
trying to decode and parse the speech stream.

3 The ability to process speech successfully depends on how much linguistic informa-
tion is processed quickly. During listening, information is processed under severe
time pressure, so processing that demands fewer attentional resources would
clearly be advantageous. This is often referred to as automatic processing. In
listening, automatization can occur at the phonological and grammatical levels.
Automatic lexical recognition can have a significant effect on listeners’ under-
standing and recall ( Jefferies, Ralph, & Baddeley, 2004). As Segalowitz (2003)
explains, automaticity can vary both quantitatively (e.g., speed of processing)
and qualitatively (e.g., restructuring of information). In the case of non-proficient
listeners, many comprehension processes are controlled; that is, they take place
under the learners’ conscious attention. On hearing the input, listeners try to
match sounds to the contents in their mental lexicon. This they do by applying
top-down and bottom-up strategies, along with metacognitive strategies to direct
their attention, monitor their interpretation, and problem-solve. In general, skilled
SL/FL listeners combine various strategies in an orchestrated and harmonious
manner (Goh, 2002b; Vandergrift, 2003a).

Social dimensions of listening
Listening does not take place in a vacuum; texts and utterances need to be inter-
preted in their wider communicative context. In face-to-face communication, this
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may involve the comprehension of gesture and other non-verbal or culturally
bound cues that can add to (or change) the literal meaning of an utterance (Harris,
2003). SL/FL listeners need to be conscious of the status relationships between
interlocutors, and of how these relationships can affect comprehension and the
freedom to negotiate meaning, particularly in contexts where listeners are in an
unequal power relationship (Carrier, 1999). In order to signal a comprehension
problem in communicative interaction, listeners need to use efficient clarification
strategies appropriate to the setting and the interlocutor. The social dimension
also encompasses pragmatic and psychological aspects of listening comprehension.

Pragmatic comprehension involves the rapid and accurate application of prag-
matic knowledge; i.e., knowledge about a speaker’s intention in a given context
that goes beyond the literal meaning of an utterance (Rose & Kasper, 2001).
Listeners use this knowledge, which is often culture-specific, to make inferences
and determine implied meaning. The ability to process both contextual and lin-
guistic information successfully appears to be a function of language proficiency.
Cook and Liddicoat (2002) found that lower-proficiency SL/FL listeners experi-
enced greater difficulty in interpreting different types of requests because they
were not able to free up enough processing capacity to attend to both linguistic
and other information sources at the same time. Results of a more recent study
by Garcia (2004) corroborate these findings and also provide evidence for better
comprehension of conversational implicatures (understanding the attitude and
intentions of a speaker) by higher-proficiency listeners. In a similar vein, Taguchi
(2005) found a strong proficiency effect for accuracy, but not for speed, in com-
prehension of implicatures, leading her to conclude that the ability to understand
implied information and the ability to process this information rapidly may be
two different dimensions of pragmatic comprehension.

The psychological dimension of listening is often related to the language class-
room. Learners frequently comment on the anxiety associated with listening and
its effect on listening performance. Elkhafaifi (2005) found significant negative
correlations between listening anxiety and the listening comprehension scores of
learners of Arabic. As discussed later, this may be due to the emphasis on prod-
uct rather than process in the teaching of SL/FL listening. Not surprisingly,
success in SL/FL listening also appears to be related to motivation. Vandergrift
(2005) found a positive relationship among SL/FL listening proficiency, use of
metacognitive strategies (integral to self-regulated learning), and reported levels
of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (fundamental to self-determined behavior).
Listeners who scored low on the motivation measure, perhaps because of lack of
self-confidence and self-efficacy, reported using fewer effective listening strategies.

Approaches to Teaching SL/FL Listening

For most of its history, the teaching of SL/FL listening emphasized the extraction
of meaning from texts and overlooked the need to teach learners how to listen.
Instruction focused mainly on verifying the outcomes of listening rather than
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developing the learning processes integral to successful comprehension. Even
when pre-listening activities were used to activate prior knowledge, the focus
was limited to prior knowledge about the contents. In light of the importance of
learner awareness and control in learning, listening instruction should offer
scaffolded learning experiences to help listeners discover and rehearse listening
processes. If students are not taught how to listen, listening activities become
nothing more than disguised forms of testing learners’ existing listening abilities,
which only serves to increase anxiety about listening.

In this section, we will discuss recent research in teaching SL/FL listening
within the broad framework of bottom-up (lexical segmentation and word recog-
nition skills) and top-down (metacognitive awareness-raising) approaches. We
will then present an integrated pedagogical model for developing skilled lis-
teners who can automatically self-regulate comprehension processes. Due to space
constraints, this section will not deal with instruction in the social dimension
of listening, which involves the use of communication strategies for meaning
negotiation.

Bottom-up approaches
Bottom-up processing in listening entails the perception of sounds and words in
a speech stream. When there is adequate perception of lexical information, listeners
can use their background knowledge to interpret the input. The bottom-up
approach to teaching listening acknowledges the primacy of the acoustic signal
and focuses on helping learners develop critical perception skills.

A major challenge faced by SL/FL listeners is word segmentation. Listeners,
unlike readers, do not have the luxury of regular spaces that signal the begin-
nings or ends of words. They must parse the stream of sound into meaningful
units, and word boundaries are often hard to determine. Even if they know a
word, SL/FL listeners may not always recognize it in concatenated speech. Word-
segmentation skills are language-specific and acquired early in life. These pro-
cedures are so solidly engrained in the listener’s processing system that they are
involuntarily applied when listening to a new language, making listening to a
rhythmically different language particularly difficult (Cutler, 2001). This problem
is particularly heightened for lower-proficiency listeners (Goh, 2000; Graham,
2006). Listening instruction must help learners cope with these difficulties, so
that they can identify words in the stream of sound, and there is research evid-
ence that this is possible.

In her review of the literature on speech segmentation, Cutler (2001) concludes
that SL/FL listeners can inhibit the natural compulsion to apply native language
segmentation procedures when listening to a new language that is rhythmically
different. Prosodic features such as stress and intonation are important cues for
determining word boundaries, and there is some evidence that calling attention
to these features is helpful to SL/FL listeners. Attending to pause-bounded units
rather than syntactic cues can be fruitful in comprehending English, regardless
of the listeners’ age and language background (Harley, 2000). Inserting word
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boundaries before stressed syllables can help to identify words in a stream of
speech (Field, 2005). Use of word-onset (initial phonemes of a word) also proves
to be a reliable word-recognition strategy, likely due to the prosodic informa-
tion accompanying the word (Lindfield, Wingfield, & Goodglass, 1999). Finally,
Sanders, Neville, and Woldorff (2002) found that “late” learners can use lexical
information and stress cues to segment concatenated speech; however, the extent
to which these SL/FL listeners can use stress cues will depend on their native
language. In sum, knowing that listeners can learn to use segmentation cues
different from those of their native language suggests that these processes are
amenable to instruction.

Word-segmentation skills can be acquired by giving SL/FL listeners opportun-
ities to “accumulate and categorize acoustic, phonemic, syllabic, morphological
and lexical information” (Hulstijn, 2003, p. 422). Hulstijn outlines a six-step pro-
cedure: (1) listen to the oral text without reading the written version; (2) deter-
mine your level of comprehension; (3) replay the recording as often as necessary;
(4) check the written text; (5) recognize what you should have understood;
and, finally, (6) replay the recording until you understand it without written
support. This procedure can help the SL/FL listener to note other important
phenomena in connected speech, such as reduced forms, assimilation, elision and
resyllabification. In order to develop word-segmentation skills, learners need to
be made aware of these phenomena, pay attention to them, and, during listening
practice, replay them so they can puzzle them out for themselves (Field, 2003).

Word-recognition training can take many forms. Some possibilities include:
analysis of parts of the text transcription, dictation, and analogy exercises (see
Goh, 2002b and Field, 2005). Listening to “i-1 level” texts, i.e., aural texts where
most words are known, can develop automaticity in word recognition when SL/
FL listeners note the slight discrepancies between the aural form and written
form of the text (Hulstijn, 2001). Approaching bottom-up processing at the pro-
sodic level, Cauldwell (2002) presents activities to help learners perceive “promin-
ence” (i.e., word stress in the context of discourse). One of his techniques models
the way in which words between prominent syllables are “crushed” so as to
enable learners to perceive how words and syllables are weakened in authentic
speech. Early research had indicated that phonological modifications (e.g., eli-
sion, assimilation, liaison) affected the comprehension of ESL learners of both
low and high proficiency (Henrichsen, 1984).

Wilson (2003) proposes the use of the dictogloss technique as a tool. After
listening, SL/FL listeners are guided to notice the differences between their recon-
structed text and a written transcription of the original. This technique has the
potential to improve perceptual processing because it forces learners to focus on
their listening problems, consider the reasons for their errors, and evaluate the
importance of those errors (Wilson, 2003).

Exact repetition and reduced speech rate have also been examined as tech-
niques for teaching SL/FL listening ( Jensen & Vinther, 2003). When exposed to
verbatim repetitions of videotaped dialogues in different modes, Fast (F) or Slow
(S), all three experimental groups (F-S-S, F-S-F, and F-F-F) outperformed a control
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group in detailed comprehension and acquisition of phonological decoding
strategies. Furthermore, the F-F-F group outperformed the other two groups,
demonstrating that reduction in speed of a text will not necessarily improve com-
prehension. The researchers concluded that listening perception training should
be integrated with regular listening activities that allow students to “indulge in
hypothesis work regarding all the linguistic features” (p. 419), an approach also
advocated by others (e.g., Goh, 2002b; Hulstijn, 200l; Wilson, 2003).

The advent of digital technology has further enhanced the use of audio and
video texts for individual listening practice and classroom instruction (e.g., Gruba,
2004; Hoeflaak, 2004). Learners can listen to any chunk of text they choose and
save texts on the computer for future review (copyright notwithstanding). With
the latest podcasting technology, learners can also listen to a wide selection of
media broadcasts in and out of class, and save them for future review (Robin,
2007).

Top-down approaches
The top-down dimension of SL/FL listening instruction involves teaching learners
to reflect on the nature of listening and to self-regulate their comprehension
processes. Its aim is to develop learners’ metacognitive knowledge about listen-
ing (Goh, 2008).

Metacognitive knowledge refers to an individual’s understanding of the ways
different factors act and interact to affect the course and outcome of learning
(Flavell, 1979). It can contribute to effective self-direction and can have positive
effects on the outcome of learning (Boekaerts, Pintrich, & Zeidner, 2000; Eilam &
Aharon, 2003). This knowledge can be further divided into person knowledge,
task knowledge, and strategy knowledge (see Figure 22.1).

Learners’ metacognitive knowledge about listening can be developed in sev-
eral ways. One method that is easy for both teachers and learners to use is

Figure 22.1 Metacognitive knowledge about listening (adapted from Goh, 2002b)

Person knowledge
Knowledge concerning the personal factors that might support or hinder one’s
listening, e.g., anxiety or problems during listening.   

Task knowledge
Knowledge concerning the purpose of a listening task, its demands, text organization
and structure, factors that could hinder the task, and type of listening skills required to
achieve the listening purpose (e.g., listening for details, listening for gist).

Strategy knowledge
Strategies useful for enhancing listening comprehension, e.g., strategies for dealing
with listening problems and checking one’s interpretation.
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listening diaries (Goh, 1997). Diaries with selected prompts can direct learners’
reflections on specific listening events so that they can evaluate their perform-
ance and take positive steps to improve their listening skills. Teachers can also
plan process-oriented activities as part of their listening lessons (Liu & Goh, 2006;
Vandergrift, 2002; Zeng, 2007), a method which has also proved to be effective
even with young learners (Goh & Taib, 2006). In small groups and teacher-led
discussions, learners share personal observations recorded in their listening diar-
ies. They can learn about new listening strategies through these collaborative
dialogues.

Metacognitive awareness-raising tasks can also be incorporated into various
stages of a listening lesson. Vandergrift (2003b) used several listening tasks to
guide French learners in using prediction. Not only did the learners successfully
use the strategy, but they also reported increased motivation and heightened
metacognitive awareness about the role of strategies in listening comprehension.
Liu and Goh (2006) asked learners to use a metacognitive guide when listening
on their own. The learners answered prompt questions before and after listening
tasks to aid in pre-listening preparation, evaluate their performance, and plan
their strategy use for future listening. These studies demonstrated the usefulness
of top-down teaching approaches where teachers can promote metacognitive
processes and strategy use through scaffolded listening tasks.

Individual metacognitive reflections can be further enhanced through the use
of introspective instruments, such as questionnaires. There are indications that
the use of such questionnaires may encourage listeners to apply strategies they
consider to be useful (Zhang & Goh, 2006). A recently developed instrument,
the Metacognitive Awareness Listening Questionnaire (MALQ), is grounded in
research and theory about SL/FL listening, and scores are significantly related to
listening success (Vandergrift et al., 2006). The MALQ can be used by (1) SL/FL
listeners to evaluate their own understanding of the listening process; (2) teach-
ers to diagnose student awareness of those processes; and (3) researchers to track
the development of metacognitive knowledge about listening as a result of
instruction in listening processes.

Raising metacognitive awareness through listening diaries, process-oriented
discussions, and questionnaires are indirect methods for improving listening per-
formance. Learners step back from real-time listening, examine their listening
processes and develop their own thinking about what it takes to be an effective
listener.

Integrated model for teaching SL/FL listening
An effective listening curriculum recognizes listening comprehension as an
active, strategic and constructive process. Although listening is an individual
mental operation, the teaching and learning of how to listen need not be so.
While it is true that teachers are unable to manipulate learners’ mental processes
during listening, there are tasks and activities that can strengthen their ability to
control those processes for themselves (Buck, 1995; Goh, 2002b; Mendelsohn, 1998;
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Vandergrift, 2002, 2003a). Individual listening can be supported by collaborative
activities where students focus on the nature and demands of a listening task.
Activities that include the application of strategies during listening lessons en-
able learners to experience these processes themselves. One way is to incorporate
strategies in a lesson sequence (Field, 2001; Liu & Goh, 2006; Vandergrift, 2002,
2003b). Listeners are guided at specific stages to use the metacognitive processes
underlying successful listening to regulate their comprehension (see Figure 22.2).

This pedagogical cycle develops both top-down and bottom-up dimensions of
listening, and metacognitive awareness of the processes underlying successful
SL/FL listening. By orchestrating hypothesis formation and verification, and
judiciously applying prior knowledge to compensate for gaps in understanding,
the listener acquires implicit knowledge of listening processes. In addition, by
matching all or parts of the aural and written forms of the text, the listener
becomes aware of form–meaning relationships and gains word-recognition skills.
It is important, however, that the exposure to the written form take place only
after listeners have engaged in the cognitive processes that underlie real-life
listening. If listeners are allowed access to the written form too early in the cycle,
they risk developing an inefficient online translation approach to listening
(Eastman, 1991).

Guiding learners through the process of aural comprehension as part of regu-
lar listening activities can help them to improve overall as listeners (Field, 2001;
Goh, 2002a; Vandergrift, 2002, 2003a; Wilson, 2003) and to develop “playful
media literacy” (Gruba, 2006). Students need repeated and systematic practice
with a variety of listening tasks that activate the metacognitive processes used by
skilled listeners; however, all tasks should be grounded in the same metacognitive
cycle. While the teacher will initially play a greater role, scaffolding should be
gradually removed, so that students do the work themselves and the process
becomes automatic. Initially, students may be asked to devise a plan for their
listening before they embark on the task.

This pedagogical cycle has strong theoretical support, in that it closely paral-
lels the research findings demonstrating implicit learning through task perform-
ance ( Johnston & Doughty, 2006). It also has empirical support. In a carefully
controlled study conducted over the period of one semester, intermediate-level
learners of French who were guided through this process approach to listen-
ing significantly outperformed learners in the control group (Vandergrift &
Tafaghodtari, in press). To control for the mitigating effects of the teacher variable,
both groups were taught by the same teacher using the same texts. The hypothesis
that the less skilled listeners in the experimental group would make greater gains
than their more skilled peers was also verified, demonstrating that less skilled
listeners, in particular, can benefit from this kind of guided listening practice.

Advanced-level SL/FL listeners can also benefit from this kind of listening
practice. Mareschal (2007) found that a low-proficiency and a high-proficiency
group of learners of French exposed to this listening pedagogy during intensive
eight-week language training were better able to regulate listening processes.
Analyzing data from a completed listening questionnaire (MALQ), stimulated
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Stages of listening instruction

Planning/predicting stage
1  Once students know the topic and text type,
 they predict types of information and
 possible words they may hear.

First listen/verification stage
2  Students listen to verify initial hypotheses,
 correct as required and note additional
 information understood.

3  Students compare what they have written with
 peers, modify as required, establish what needs
 resolution and decide on the important details
 that still need special attention.

Second listen/verification stage
4  Students selectively attend to points of
 disagreement, make corrections and write
 down additional details understood.

5  Class discussion in which all class members
 contribute to the reconstruction of the text’s
 main points and most pertinent details,
 interspersed with reflections on how students
 arrived at the meaning of certain words or parts
 of the text.

Final listen/verification stage
6  Students listen for the information revealed in the
 class discussion which they were not able to
 decipher earlier and/or compare all or selected
 sections of the aural form of the text with a
 transcription of the text. 

Reflection stage
7  Based on the earlier discussion of strategies used
 to compensate for what was not understood,
 students write goals for the next listening activity.
 A discussion of discrepancies between the aural
 and written forms of the text could also take place
 at this stage.

1   Planning and directed
 attention

2  Monitoring

3  Monitoring, planning
 and selective attention

4  Monitoring and
 problem-solving

5 Monitoring and
 evaluation

6  Selective attention and
 monitoring

7  Evaluation 

Related metacognitive processes

Figure 22.2 Stages of listening instruction and related metacognitive processes
(adapted from Vandergrift, 2004)
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recalls, diaries, and a final summative report, she was able to document how
the listening training impacted the listeners’ self-regulatory ability, strategy use,
metacognitive knowledge, and listening success, particularly for the low-
proficiency group. The aural–written verification stage proved to be particularly
valuable to the low-proficiency group for developing auditory discrimination
skills and to the high-proficiency group for more refined word recognition skills.

Listening Assessment

The most comprehensive treatment of the assessment of SL/FL listening is the
seminal work by Buck (2001). Since space limitations preclude a full treatment of
the issues related to listening assessment, readers are encouraged to consult this
excellent resource for an accessible, yet research-based coverage of the topic. We
will focus on what appear to be the major challenges in the assessment of SL/FL
listening in the most recent research literature.1 These include questions related
to construct validity, task type, item type, and input mode.

Construct validity is important for assessment because it entails defining the
construct, operationalizing the behaviors that need to be assessed, and then
creating tasks (appropriate texts and response items) to elicit these behaviors.
Construct validity is a particular challenge for listening, given its covert nature.
Listening processes are difficult to verify empirically and, as noted above, these
processes interact in complex ways with different types of knowledge and, in the
end, comprehension can only be inferred on the basis of task completion. More
introspective studies are required to reveal, admittedly to a limited degree, what
motivates listener response to task requirements, and how the listener variables,
task-types, knowledge-types, and listening processes interact in determining
listener response.

Generally, the purpose of the listening test and the context of language use will
guide construct definition (Buck, 2001). However, in contexts where the target
language use situation is not clearly defined (which is often the case for general
proficiency tests and SL/FL classroom assessment), Buck proposes a default lis-
tening construct that defines listening as

the ability to 1) process extended samples of realistic spoken language, automatic-
ally and in real time; 2) understand the linguistic information that is unequivocally
included in the text; and, 3) make whatever inferences are unambiguously implic-
ated by the content of the passage. (p. 114)

This definition is sufficiently flexible and broad to fit most contexts of language
use and allows listeners to demonstrate their comprehension ability.

In an attempt to find empirical evidence for some of the competencies under-
lying academic listening (from theorized listening taxonomies), Wagner (2002)
examined the construct validity of a video-based test, guided by a model of six
competencies and two factors (bottom-up and top-down processing). Some
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evidence for the validity of a two-factor model emerged; however, instead of
generating the bottom-up and top-down factors, the two factors that emerged
related to the processing of (1) explicitly stated information, and (2) implicit
information. Wagner attributes the lack of definitive results to the difficulty of
differentiating between listening processes that appear to occur simultaneously.
Furthermore, he suggests that the implicit and explicit distinction may be artifi-
cial, since listeners need to understand the explicit to infer the implicit. Research
by Wagner, important in attempting to define the listening construct empirically,
demonstrates the enormous difficulty of the task.

In their investigation of differences in task characteristics and task conditions,
Brindley and Slayter (2002) found that speech rate and response mode influenced
task and item difficulty. They found that the complex interaction among various
components of a task made it hard to identify the difficulty level of an item.
Adjusting one task variable did not necessarily make the task easier or more
difficult, since task difficulty proved to be a function of the interaction of listener
characteristics and task characteristics. The speech rate variable, for example,
is difficult to operationalize when rates may vary throughout a text. They also
highlight issues related to construct validity and reliable assessment in classroom
contexts. Speaker accent and dialect, for example, can bias tests against ESL
listeners (Major et al., 2005).

Notetaking during a computer-based listening test may help SL/FL listeners,
depending on the length of the lecture, the topic, and listener proficiency (Car-
rell, Dunkel, & Mollaun, 2004). Furthermore, jotting down notes can compensate
for memory constraints and enhance face validity of the test.

The issue of item difficulty was investigated by Rupp, Garcia, and Jamieson
(2001) using multiple regression analysis (MRA) and classification and regression
tree (CART). While MRA pointed to text characteristics and text–item interaction
as contributors to item difficulty, CART showed how these overlapped in different
combinations in easy versus difficult items. Although increased item difficulty
was commensurate with increased sentence length, word count. and type–token
ratio, these variables were influenced by information density, lexical overlap
with distracters, item type, and type of match. Furthermore, Cheng (2004) deter-
mined that response format has a significant effect on listening test performance.
Students completing multiple-choice cloze items outperformed students com-
pleting traditional multiple-choice items who, in turn, outperformed students
completing open-ended questions.

The question of mode of input in assessing listening is receiving more research
attention with the increased availability of multimedia and digital technologies.
Test developers are interested in determining the relevance and usefulness of
visual support in the assessment of SL/FL listening. Coniam (2001) found that
students listening to an audio version of an educational discussion obtained
higher comprehension scores than a group listening to the video version.
Furthermore, over 80 percent of the video group felt that the video had not
facilitated comprehension and they expressed preference for audio. Ginther (2002)
investigated the relative effect of two kinds of visuals on the comprehension
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of mini-talks in the computerized TOEFL test. Content visuals (pictures related
to the actual content of the verbal exchange) slightly enhanced comprehension;
however, context visuals (pictures that set the scene for the upcoming verbal
exchange) were less useful.

Given that this visual support appears to be only marginally useful, do test-
takers actually watch the video monitor? Wagner (2006) found that listeners do
pay attention to the video monitor (on average 69 percent of test time) instead of
the test materials only, although there was a wide range in duration of listener
viewing time. Listener attention did not vary at any point during the test; how-
ever, a greater percentage of time was given to watching dialogues than lecturettes.
In contrast to the listeners in the Coniam study, these listeners supported the use
of videotexts in listening assessment and did not find video distracting. Similar
findings were reported by Feak and Salehzadeh (2001) on the development and
validation of a listening placement test using video. Mutiple speaker interactions,
where the visual complemented the spoken element, were judged by both students
and instructors to be a valid test of language use in diverse academic environments.

Acknowledging that audio will continue to play a prominent role in SL/FL
listening assessment, Read (2002) investigated the effects of different types of
audio-taped input for assessment in an academic setting. Students listening to a
scripted monologue outperformed those listening to an unscripted discussion of
the same content. These results conflict with earlier findings that oral texts incor-
porating unscripted dialogue were easier to understand. Read attributes this
discrepancy to the complexity of the text variables and concludes that listening
tests should include a variety of input reflecting a range of genres. Given the
complexity of SL/FL listening, assessment will involve compromises. Therefore,
in evaluating listening tests, one must keep in mind the constructs measured and
the limitations of what is humanly possible (Alderson, 2005).

Conclusion

The teaching of listening in SL/FL programs has come a long way since the days
when listening was developed incidentally or was merely a handmaiden to the
learning of other language skills. One positive development has been the use of
pre-listening activities to enable learners to apply their prior knowledge during
listening. There remains, however, a need to teach learners better perception
skills, particularly within the context of listening input and class activities. In
addition, teachers should focus more on the listening process, rather than just the
outcome of listening activities. A focus on the cognitive and metacognitive as-
pects of learning to listen can help learners to self-regulate their comprehension.
With these two priorities in mind, we have offered a pedagogical model through
which teachers can incorporate both bottom-up and top-down dimensions in
listening instruction.

In spite of some recent advances, listening remains the least understood of the
four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing), making teaching
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and assessment complex and challenging. More research on the knowledge, skills,
and processes involved in listening, and how these interact, will further inform
our teaching and assessment of this essential communication skill. Nevertheless,
there is much existing knowledge about language processing and metacognition
in learning on which teachers can draw to guide their instructional practices.

NOTE

1 Based on Vandergrift (2007).
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23 Teaching and Testing
Speaking

MARTIN BYGATE

Introduction

Historically, the teaching and testing of speaking have tended to suffer an uneasy
relationship with the major dominant approaches to language teaching methodo-
logy. Prototypically, speaking was not acknowledged at all as worthy of atten-
tion in the grammar-translation approach. While the audio-lingual approach
famously highlighted the oral fluency and accuracy of phonology and grammar
– giving a refracted perspective on oral second language ability – many contem-
porary standard tests continued to assess language through written skills (a situ-
ation still very common today in many parts of the world). Lack of congruence
of a different kind can be found in the more recent communicative language
teaching (CLT) paradigm. This has commonly highlighted speaking as central
(“communicative” is often taken to mean “oral” and to imply the use of group
work) (Thompson, 1996: 11–12). Yet CLT has tended to see speaking largely either
as the prime medium for creativity in language development (Brumfit, 1984;
van Lier, 1996) or as the site for interactive learning (whether in terms of the
interaction hypothesis (Gass, 1997, 2003; Long, 1996), or of socio-cultural theory
(Lantolf & Thorne, 2006), or of conversational approaches to language teaching
(e.g., Thornbury & Slade, 2006)). In all these various “communicative” develop-
ments, speech tends to be viewed as medium rather than as target skill to be
fostered. In contrast, this last period has begun to see the testing of speaking
concentrate more precisely on the nature of the construct, and on operationalizing
its assessment. In so doing it has sharpened the focus on four arguably central
professional issues: the construct of speaking, the construct of task, the criteria of
performance, and the construct of oral development. As we will see, language
teaching has by no means ignored these matters. However the analytical ap-
proach adopted by testers may suggest ways forward for pedagogy. In exploring
the teaching and testing of second language speaking, this chapter first of all
considers how the four dimensions contribute to defining the problem space, and
then discusses each of the four areas from a pedagogical perspective, before
finally reviewing key recent themes in testing.

The Handbook of Language Teaching   Edited by Michael H. Long and Catherine J. Doughty  
© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd. ISBN: 978-1-405-15489-5
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The Problem Space

It is uncontroversial to state that the constructs, terminology, and purposes of
teaching and testing should be congruent (Alderson, 2005; Bachman & Palmer,
1996; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006: 327ff.; McNamara, 1996). It is not possible know-
ingly to test or teach speaking, without having at least a partial understanding
of what second language speaking involves, of how more and less proficient
speakers differ, of how less proficient speakers become more proficient, of what
activities are relevant for developing or for showing the development of learners’
proficiency, and of what concepts and terminology to use to appraise their per-
formances. So two central questions are:

1 What is it about a stretch of speech which provides evidence of a speaker’s
proficiency?

2 What does a speaker need to do in order to go beyond that level of
proficiency?

These apparently simple questions are not always easily answered. Some years
ago a large mixed experience conference audience was shown a transcript of a
sample of spoken language taken from a group of learners doing an information
gap task, and asked to estimate the speakers’ levels of proficiency. The over-
whelming majority of the audience judged the speakers to be elementary to low
intermediate. As it happened, three of the four students had passed the UCLES
Certificate of Proficiency in English, and one was about to take it, so in fact the
students would generally have been described as “very advanced.” Now admit-
tedly transcripts do not provide the full picture of people’s speech, but given that
the audience included a large number of experienced, and some very experi-
enced professionals, the discrepancy was thought-provoking and raises a number
of interesting questions. These derive from the issue of what would be required
for an assessor (whether teacher or tester) to be able to correctly attribute a
proficiency judgment on the basis of a small transcribed sample.

Clearly, a key starting point is the quality of the language repertoire used by
the speakers. This immediately opens up the issue of the aspects of language that
need to be mobilized to complete a task, since a transcript by definition includes
phonological (for current purposes including pausal phenomena), morpho-
syntactic, lexical, collocational, discoursal, and pragmatic evidence. The notion
of “spoken language repertoire” provides, then, a starting point for an appraisal.
However, our ability to use the data to estimate speakers’ capacities will depend
on our capacity to detect differences in constellations of features, and to relate
them to gradations of proficiency. It also depends on how we construe differ-
ences in levels of proficiency. Our ability to do this depends on a further level of
awareness – that of the demands of the task. Certain aspects of a given perform-
ance may lead to the assessment that students are elementary because those
aspects are simply consistent with a low level of proficiency. This interpretation
may arise because the grammar and vocabulary needed, and the pragmatic and
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discourse routines required, by the task are indeed normally available to relat-
ively elementary students.

Three points emerge from this. First, we can only make such an assessment
from our own data-based experience of the tasks. In the example being dis-
cussed, the majority of the audience were certainly familiar with the task type (a
picture differences task), yet presumably they assumed that if the students had
been highly proficient, they would have used samples of language reflecting
more advanced features of morpho-syntax, lexis, collocation, discourse, or prag-
matics. To be able to make this assumption, the audience cannot have had the
necessary experience of scrutinizing the language students used to complete such
tasks – tasks influence the language used, and so to appraise students’ language
we first need to understand the linguistic demands of our tasks.

The second point to be made is that it is not enough to understand the
demands of the task: once we have gauged the ranges of language that a task is
likely to elicit, it is then possible to return to the speech sample and scrutinize it
at a finer level of detail, to seek out features that might offer discriminating
evidence. So, for example, it is quite possible that some members of the audience
had noted the nature of the task, and had turned their attention to features of
pausing, incidence of editing features (such as false starts and self corrections),
features of collocational phrasing, length of turn, turn-taking patterns, and over-
all efficiency, and concluded that these were by no means elementary students.
This suggests that a robust appraisal of a particular performance also depends on
the ability to identify the presence of features likely to correlate with a given
level of proficiency. That is, we need a sense of the likely configurations of
features of oral language as proficiency develops (including possible trade-offs
between features competing for attention).

Any appraisal made so far, however, is bound to be based on certain other
assumptions that have so far not been made explicit. Especially, we don’t know
the circumstances of performance. This is another crucial area of concern to teach-
ers and to testers alike. For example, we don’t know if the students have already
performed a similar task, or the same task with the same features but configured
differently; we don’t know whether the students have planned what they are
going to say about their individual picture, or whether they have talked through
their individual pictures with a colleague before pairing up with the owner of the
partly matching picture to find the differences; we don’t know if the recording
was undertaken during a high stakes test, with a tight time limit, or made pub-
licly in front of an audience, or privately. Conditions such as planning, rehearsal,
examination (or exercise), and public (or private) performance may affect the
processes of speaking, and therefore the language produced. By implication,
the conditions need to be factored into any eventual appraisal since they relate
partly to our understanding of how proficiency develops as a function of learning
conditions.

To summarize, appraising a transcript raises questions about the construct of
spoken language itself (the performance repertoire); the processes of speech; the
construct of oral language development. In what follows, we consider these in
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turn, and then against this background, consider current major approaches to
teaching spoken language, followed by an account of some recent developments
in testing.

The Construct of Spoken Language

To define the construct of “second language speaking,” we need to be able to
describe any given stretch of speech in terms of at least two main parameters
(Bygate, 2005a): (1) the repertoire, that is, the range of features and combinations
of features that it manifests, along with their respective probabilities; and (2) the
range of conditions which explain the occurrence of these features. A description
of the features of speech implies a need to categorize. An account of the range
of conditions of speech will consist principally of the nature of the processing
involved, and the socio-psychological conditions under which the processing
takes place.

The spoken repertoire
Although in principle any stretch of language can be spoken, as with all human
activity, the conditions of its enactment can be expected to affect its shape. That
is, however much speaking – like any use of language – can be related to an
underlying (phonological, or lexico-grammatical) norm, both process and prod-
uct are shaped by the material conditions of their occurrence. This is true as
much for such activities as swimming, sailing, or running, as for domains such as
architecture (consider the distinction between “vernacular” architecture, found
in buildings constructed with limited time and resources, and creative archi-
tectural design, which benefits from more planning time and a much wider range
of materials). The validity of the construct of spoken language depends on evid-
ence of patterning that is distinct from that of written language, and which can
be meaningfully related to the circumstances of its production.

Linguistic features form three main subgroups: phonological features, both
segmental and supra-segmental; lexico-grammatical features, including not only
morphological and syntactic resources, and a lexical store, but also formulaic
(e.g., Wray, 2002) and pragmalinguistic (e.g., Kasper, 2001) units; and discourse
features, including socio-pragmatic features (cf. Kasper, 2001) and pragmatic dis-
course structures (see, for instance, McCarthy, 1998; Richards & Schmidt, 1983).
The use of these constellations of features in talk is driven by macro socio-
pragmatic purposes (Bachman & Palmer, 1996; Kasper, 2001; Levelt, 1989) (utter-
ing words such as “so are you going to work today?” and “yes” is motivated by
the need to fulfill a particular local social and informational purpose). This
account brings together various linguistic abilities at different levels of hierarchy:
the micro level (where phonemes serve the purpose of instantiating lexico-
grammatical items), the mezzo level (where lexico-grammatical items in turn
serve the purpose of conveying meanings), and the overarching macro level (that
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of achieving human convergence). The integration of the macro-pragmatic and
the micro-behavioral within a single domain of operation is not unique to lan-
guage: it is found in any field of human activity, whether artistic, artisanal,
recreational, or professional.

Thanks to the development of corpus technology, it is now possible to docu-
ment the occurrence of a vast range of linguistic features in speech, so as to chart
their frequency, whether lexical, formulaic, or morpho-syntactic, and to analyze
their pragmatic/functional status. This has resulted in an increasingly compre-
hensive empirical linguistic account of the characteristics of spoken language
(Biber, Conrad, & Leech, 2002a; Biber et al., 2002b; Carter & McCarthy, 1997;
Chafe, 1985; Cullen & Kuo, 2007), broadly confirming the importance of two
of Chafe’s (1985) dimensions – fragmentation/integration and involvement/
detachment. “Fragmentation” refers to the relative lack of group modification
and subordination, the relative frequency of sub-clause level units or fragments,
and the occurrence of overt “editing” features (Bygate, 1987). Occurrence of these
characteristics implies relatively low density information content, low complex-
ity language, and more parataxis, which in moderation are hypothesized to facil-
itate both speech production and reception. Note that, in contrast, readers and
writers tend to prefer integration (increased noun group modification, increased
subordination, fewer unintegrated sub-clause units, with overt editing in writing
being experienced as “noise”).

“Involvement” covers features which signal personal identity and group mem-
bership (e.g., generational, cultural, class, or regional group membership), and
those which convey personal feelings and attitudes to the interlocutor or the
content of discourse (such as disjunctive adverbs or adjectives, including intensi-
fiers and mitigators). It is possible that the use of fragmentation and involvement
correlates with proficiency, although to date this has not been demonstrated.

The social dimensions of fragmentation and involvement clearly relate to pho-
nological and lexico-grammatical patterning. However, they can also be implic-
ated in discourse structure. High levels of integration and low levels of personal
involvement are also congruent with relatively decontextualized discourse, a kind
of discourse that is commonly associated with the use of long, relatively non-
interactive, turns, since to sustain long turns generally requires greater use of
integrated syntax, and greater control over the degree of involvement. Whereas
long turns are relatively free-standing, with interlocutors not bound to respond,
in contrast, short turns tend to be relatively dependent on other turns. In this
sense, utterances within short turns are themselves fragments, requiring other
turns to be rendered complete, or discursively well formed. At the same time,
shorter turns and more frequent turn-taking are likely to be more closely associ-
ated with high levels of personal involvement. A health warning needs issuing at
this point, however: this schematization reflects propensity, rather than rigid
incompatibility (long turns, such as political speeches, eulogies, perorations, and
personal narratives, can allow significant personal involvement).

Features can be classified (see, for instance, Cullen & Kuo, 2007) in terms of
whether they are purely speech derived, such as pausing (see, for instance, papers
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in Riggenbach, 2000) or turn-taking (McCarthy, 1998), or whether they are just
relatively common in speech, such as deictic pronouns, including first- and second-
person pronouns, and indeed pronouns in general, ellipsis, interrogatives and
negatives, or disjuncts (McCarthy, 1998). The picture that emerges from corpus
analyses (for instance, Biber et al., 2002a) suggests that talk is characterized by
a range of phonological, lexico-grammatical, and discourse patterns, few of which
are unique to speech, but many of which are significantly more common in
speech (such as here-and-now deictics, first- and second-person pronouns, ques-
tion forms, and present progressive aspect), or cluster distinctively in speech
(such as parataxis, or particular formulaic expressions clustering with comple-
ment constructions). The implications for teaching and for testing are that to be
competent at talk, learners need to have access to the kinds of markers of in-
volvement and fragmentation, and engage in activities under conditions in which
those markers play their part.

Given that effective teaching and testing depend on constructing appropriate
conditions for language use, it is essential to consider how fragmentation and
involvement are enabled and constrained by the conditions of speech, and we
turn to this in the next section.

The conditions of speech
As with all language use, the construct of spoken language must be grounded in
the users’ pragmatic purposes and reflect the kinds of conditions under which
those purposes are fulfilled. The spoken language construct, which includes the
characteristics noted in the previous section, derives from one fundamental if
obvious condition, namely the “presence” condition: that is, the fact that speech
is prototypically used in the presence of an interlocutor. The fact that an inter-
locutor is typically present brings with it two further conditions, a reciprocity
condition, and a time-pressure condition. The reciprocity condition primarily
reflects the interlocutor’s speaking rights, which means that the speaker needs to
adjust her talk in light of her knowledge of the interlocutor’s own knowledge,
interests, expectations. At the same time she needs to facilitate her interlocutor’s
understanding and participation so that he is able to use his speaking rights
(Clark & Krych, 2004). The time-pressure condition also derives from the pres-
ence condition, in that the immediacy of the interlocutor brings with it a relative
lack of planning time, and the need to allow the interlocutor the time to speak.
Both time pressure and reciprocity conditions lead to the need for speech editing,
and the presence condition more generally results in the fact that much of the
editing is overt (Laver, 1970). It is probably uncontroversial to state that both the
reciprocity and time-pressure conditions operate simultaneously.

Reciprocity and time pressure can be seen as the conditions that give rise to the
two multi-level linguistic phenomena of “fragmentation” and “involvement.”
Time pressure can be seen as related to the occurrence of indices of fragmenta-
tion, such as editing features (pauses, self-corrections, false starts, reformulations),
and lexico-grammatical features, such as the use of parataxis, formulaic hypotaxis
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(e.g., “I think that . . . ,” “I guess . . . ,” “it is obvious that . . .”), lack of lexical
modification, information staging (McCarthy, 1998, pp. 60–1), front- and end-
placing (or “heads” and “tails,” McCarthy, 1998, pp. 76–7; Thornbury & Slade,
2006, pp. 80–3), lone noun groups, and verb groups with elided subject or com-
plement noun groups (together labelled “satellite units” in Bygate, 1988).

But we also find reciprocity pressures seeping into the occurrence of these fea-
tures. For instance, editing features, such as reformulations, are not only gener-
ated in terms of the speaker’s own plans, but also in light of the listener’s likely
interpretation. Pausing has been interpreted not only in terms of speaker process-
ing load (Pawley & Syder, 1983), but also in terms of the listener’s perception
(Clark & Fox Tree, 2002). And by using stereotyped phrasings (Pawley & Syder,
1983; Wray, 2000, 2002), formulaic hypotaxis facilitates decoding, and not just
encoding. Likewise, information staging, and front- and end-placing, can help
make information accessible to the listener, as does ellipsis, while frequent use of
pronouns helps clear clutter and make prominent the new target information
(Levelt, 1989, ch. 3). Whereas in writing, editing features nearly always remain
covert, and fragments become integrated, in speech, editing features remain overt,
and fragments remain fragments.

The reciprocity condition can also be seen as having an impact on involvement.
For instance, face-to-face interaction implies the need to attend to negative face,
encouraging the use of mitigation (such as modals, hedges, and vague words);
but it also leads to cases of intensification (such as adverbial and adjectival inten-
sifiers, often via the use of slang), as well as metacomments (via disjuncts such as
“honestly,” “frankly,” “surprisingly,” “hopefully,” “interestingly,” or “unbeliev-
ably”). However, reciprocity conditions also underpin discourse-pragmatic
dimensions. For instance, they motivate the occurrence of discourse structures,
such jointly constructed structures involving turn-taking as “transactions,” “ex-
changes,” “adjacency units” (McCarthy, 1998), and question-answer sequences.
They also give rise to phases of interactional structures, such as openings
and closings (e.g., Thornbury & Slade, 2006: 130–1), to various types of ‘trouble-
shooting’ (Aston, 1988), such as repairs (Thornbury & Slade, 2006, pp. 28–9),
negotiation for meaning sequences, and communication strategies (Yule & Tarone,
1991), as well as the particular types of moves that exchange sequences depend
on, such as backchannels (Thornbury & Slade, 2006, pp. 131–3), or clarification
requests and confirmation checks (Long, 1996), topic or turn management, and
the management of speech acts, including their “sequencing” (Kasper, 2001,
p. 52), often undertaken to minimize the likelihood of face-threatening moves.
Whereas in writing, recipients are covert, in speech, their participation is overt.
Hence, the concerns of “moment” and “presence” often give rise to patterns of
language that differ from those of writing.

In teaching and testing, time pressure is a relatively easy condition to create.
Reciprocity is rather harder if confined to the asymmetrical contexts of teacher–
pupil or tester–candidate interaction (Kasper & Ross, 2007; Young & Milanovic,
1992). The conditions, though, are crucial for motivating the development of ap-
propriate speech production skills, and the use of convergent patterns of language.
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Hence, while the dimensions of fragmentation and involvement effectively
characterize the surface features of language, they also relate to two key aspects
of the psychological circumstances of speech, “improvisation,” and “reciprocity.”
Improvisation refers to the management of speech without specific planning.

Processes of oral language production
Speech, like written language, needs to be processed. Most processing models
(de Bot, 1992; Kormos, 2006; Levelt, 1989) agree on the need for four main phases
of processing: conceptualization (including access of long-term memory, tracking
of the discourse, tracking of interlocutor knowledge and expectations, overall
pragmatic purpose, and specific pragmatic-conceptual content of utterances);
formulation (involving principally lexico-grammatical selection, sequencing,
phonological priming); articulation (the physical process of segmental and
suprasegmental processing); and, throughout the different phases, both covert
and overt monitoring (Laver, 1970). Models of this kind are sometimes described
as “intrapersonal” (Luoma, 2004), and “information-oriented” (Hughes, 2003),
implying that they conceive of speaking as an individual, non-interpersonal phe-
nomenon. However, this misses the fact that such models include attention to the
interlocutor, including interlocutor feedback, and to the pragmatic purpose of
the discourse in general, and of utterances in particular.

Two aspects of this model are important within the construct of second lan-
guage speaking. The first is the dimension of automated versus controlled modes of
processing (e.g., Bialystok, 1990; Bialystok & Sharwood Smith, 1985). Controlled
processing is typically associated with conceptual and to some extent formula-
tion phases of processing. Automated processing is associated particularly with
articulation, but also to some extent with formulation. This is important, since it
opens up the possibility of different types of practice (and conceivably of testing)
activities, according to the aspect of the process being targeted by teacher or
tester. Clearly, automation is likely to be associated with markers of fluency and
complexity (as a function of ease of lexico-grammatical access and articulation),
and accuracy, to the extent that automated performance is resistant to interfer-
ence from task pressures (Segalowitz, 2003). Controlled processing must be cru-
cial for conceptualization, and to some extent for formulation processes, and
most especially for effective speech monitoring.

The second aspect of this model that needs consideration is whether control
and automation are gradable or categorical conditions. Segalowitz, for instance,
quotes Newell (1990: 136) as defining automaticity as follows: “it is fast; un-
stoppable . . . ; it is independent of the amount of information being processed;
it involves exhaustive or complete search of all elements in the display, it in-
volves no awareness of processing . . .” (2003, p. 384). However, as Segalowitz
points out, both automaticity and control may be gradable. On the one hand, as
Levelt (1978) argued, it seems likely that automated processes (such as those
involved in articulation, by definition the most open to automation) can be made
accessible to conscious control (for instance, when speaking after a local dental
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anaesthetic). Indeed, some commentators (e.g., Celce-Murcia, Dornyei, & Thurrell,
1996; Thornbury, 1993) have pointed out that learning second language pronun-
ciation is itself not just a physical but also, at least to some extent, a cognitive
process. Hence, automated abilities are to a degree controllable. At the other end
of the spectrum, it is likely that processes that are generally controlled, such as
topic or message selection (for instance, Fillmore, 1979, famously associated two
types of fluency with speed of thought, so as to generate semantically dense or
pragmatically appropriate fluent talk), can be automated at least partially, par-
ticularly when occurring in familiar discourse contexts (such as at the beginning,
ending, and transition points in interviews, talks, or routine events, such as
lessons). Intuitively, in proficient speakers, formulation processes, parts of which
are concerned with the processes of lexico-morphological selection and syntactic
structuring, are likely to need a certain level of automatization, while remaining
susceptible to a degree of control. In sum, it is possible to define the constructs of
automation and control either as categorical and basically incompatible condi-
tions, or in terms of some kind of gradiance. How the construct is defined could
make a difference both to teaching and testing.

To summarize, then, “presence” conditions – that is, time pressure and reci-
procity – correlate with a greater degree of fragmentation and involvement in
speech than in writing. Fragmentation takes the form of overt editing, paratactic
utterance construction, formulaic hypotaxis, and “satellite” units. Involvement
gives rise to interactive features of talk which can be “schematized.” These in-
clude turn-taking, adjacency pairs, exchanges, including backchannels, meaning
negotiation through “staging,” communication strategies, and repairs; and at the
lexico-grammatical level, features such as hedging, intensification, disjunctive
elements, jargon, and slang. Presence conditions can also be seen as associated
with a range of discourse types, such as “talking about self” (Carter & McCarthy,
1997), “small talk” (Coupland, 2000), interviews, “on-task” talk (Carter &
McCarthy, 1997), instructions, jokes and personal narratives, and a range of prag-
matic routines. It is assumed that these features are stored (as formulaic units, or
as routines or schemata) both cognitively and behaviorally. In speech they are
processed with degrees of control and automaticity, processing being typically
unscripted, and sensitive to interlocutor responses. The next issue is how this
capacity is developed.

The Construct of Oral Language Development

As noted above, most approaches to oral language development adopt a perspect-
ive whereby acquisition is seen as essentially “medium neutral” (pace Bachman
& Palmer, 1984). Speaking enters the picture as a medium for acquisition, with
acquisitional states not differentiated according to skill. That is, researchers do
not assume differential patterns of acquisition or different skills and subskills
according to the medium of assessment. As a result, they do not bring the chang-
ing shape of oral proficiency per se into the picture, which is an issue that needs
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posing. As de Bot (1992) points out, this is the case even for accounts of oral
proficiency, such as that of Levelt, which, as he says, although helpful, is still
only a “steady-state” model of processing. What is needed is an account of the
developmental dynamics of oral language proficiency.

In order to move toward a teaching approach, a construct of development is
needed. Johnson (1996), drawing on work in cognitive psychology (Anderson,
1983; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977), and in the cognition
of language (e.g., Bialystok, 1990; Ellis, 1996), argues the utility of the distinction
between declarative and procedural knowledge in language teaching methodo-
logy. Declarative knowledge is commonly defined as factual knowledge (“know-
ing that”), of which cognitive psychologists distinguish semantic memory (memory
for concepts) and episodic memory (memory of events). Much, if not all, of
conceptual memory is likely to arise out of episodic memory, with exemplars
encountered on particular occasions gradually serving to define and populate
categories. Apart from accumulating the conceptual categories of language, which
are, of course, essential to all uses of language, irrespective of medium, speaking
is likely to develop declarative knowledge partly, at least, from memories of a
wide range of speech events (presumably a type of episodic memory). Speech
events are constituted along at least two major dimensions, first in terms of the
pragmatic relationships projected between language features and the goals they
are used for (e.g., Rose & Kasper, 2001), and second, in terms of discourse struc-
tures (the ways in which talk patterns, both within and across turns). People’s
capacities will reflect the range of learning experiences they have encountered
(see Hulstijn, 2007, for a helpful framing of this issue). It is worth noting that the
account of declarative knowledge presented here makes clear that much of it will
not – indeed, in some cases, probably cannot – be derived explicitly, though it is
beyond the scope of this chapter to explore this issue further.

In contrast to declarative knowledge, the term “procedural knowledge” refers
to the knowledge of how to do something (“knowing how”). It is one thing to
have mapped – say, by observation – the range of types of declarative knowledge
needed in order to function orally within a community. Speakers also need to
activate their own use of those resources. That is, declarative knowledge needs to
be complemented by procedural knowledge. This perspective implies a (prob-
ably artificial, but for now useful working) distinction between a repertoire
(declarative knowledge), and a person’s capacity to use it (procedural knowledge).

In the terms of this account, there are three major issues to unpick in develop-
ing our approaches to teaching oral language. The first concerns the range of
types of knowledge (declarative and procedural), defined in terms of linguistic,
pragmatic, and discourse patterns, that can usefully be targeted for given groups
of learners. Authors have identified phonological and articulatory schemata (Celce-
Murcia et al., 1996), emerging fluency (Kormos, 2006), referential skills (Yule,
1997), informational patterns (Bygate, 1987), interactive patterns (Bygate, 1987;
Carter & McCarthy, 1997; McCarthy, 1998), and pragmatic patterns (Kasper, 2001).
This pedagogical focus fundamentally entails research into task or activity design,
to assess the ways in which given designs can map onto target areas (see, for
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instance, Bygate, 1987; Samuda & Bygate, 2008; Yule, 1997). The second issue
centers on the ways in which procedural abilities can be developed in classroom
contexts. Here, there are two main questions. The first is how best to distribute
pedagogical activities (particularly by selecting and sequencing them) so as to
stimulate the development of particular procedural capacities (see, particularly,
Robinson, 2001, 2007). The second question is how best to use particular activ-
ities, for example, by adjusting the conditions of implementation, say by varying
planning time (Ellis, 2005; Skehan & Foster, 1997, 2001), exploiting task repetition
(e.g., Bygate, 2006), or adjusting time pressure ( Johnson, 1996). This also entails
the question of how to appraise learners’ development in particular domains.

The third issue arises from the second and centers on the place of declarative
work in managing oral language development, and within this, the role of ex-
plicit instruction. Challenges here include: (1) improving understanding of which
types of declarative knowledge need to be deliberately highlighted via instruc-
tion (for instance certain oral discourse structures may be acquired simply via
recurring exposure to certain types of speech event), and where instruction is
needed, how to implement it; and (2) of those aspects of declarative knowledge
that do merit deliberate instructional targeting, clarifying which can best benefit
from the support of explicit instruction, and how to do this (see, for example,
Samuda, 2001).

While it remains to be seen which accounts of learning apply most robustly to
the development of spoken language, what is needed is an account which com-
bines the range of repertoires (from macro to micro), the processing (both online
and reciprocity) capacities appropriate for that range, and a perspective on the
dynamic which includes both procedural and declarative modes of processing.
Combining the PRO/DEC model with the interactive and task-driven processes
described here allows for a range of pedagogical procedures, to which we now
turn.

Researching Approaches to Spoken Language
Pedagogy

From the 1970s, teacher educators and materials writers increasingly confronted
the problem of how to engage learners with language in the context of pragmatic-
ally driven oral activities. Byrne (1976), in perhaps the earliest monograph on the
teaching of oral language, advocated the use of a PPP (Presentation-Practice-
Production) approach, in which drills and short four- to six-line dialogues were
a staple ingredient. Morrow and Johnson (1979) developed teaching materials
focusing on language reflecting aspects of interpersonal pragmatics, such as
apologizing, inviting, and requesting. However, in spite of the specifically oral
character of the language focus, the activity types used in the materials involved
drill-like procedures, exploiting either a stimulus-response-feedback dynamic, or
else the use of dialogues, for instance, embedding a drill-like structure within a
four- to six-line dialogue. Hence, although the categorical focus was on the features
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of spoken language, the activities themselves did not engage learners in the actual
pragmatic dimensions of interpersonal talk, but merely in the manipulation and
production of alternative pragmatic formulations. That is, the pragmatics of spoken
language were mapped into the categorical content, but not into the procedures.

A major change in this aspect of the dynamic structure of oral activities was
perhaps first charted explicitly by Abbott (1981), where he reviewed a series of
exercises he himself had devised during the previous 20 years. Starting from a
broadly audio-lingual approach, each of his subsequent publications modified
the design, so as gradually to increase the focus on meaningful discourse. Abbott’s
endpoint was information-gap activities, in which pragmatic oral discourse was
a consistent element: a pedagogical focus on proceduralization had become firmly
rooted.

Input-focused approaches
As the preceding account of speaking suggests, there are two kinds of develop-
ment that can be targeted. One is the oral repertoire, and the other is its process-
ing. As noted above, the term “repertoire” ranges from the level of pragmatic
discourse structures, down to that of pragmalinguistic, grammatical, and phono-
logical features. Repertoire can be developed in two main ways, firstly through
perceptual input-based activities, and secondly through the careful selection of
output-processing tasks. The argument for input-based approaches first emerged
in the late 1970s in the guise of the “delayed output” hypothesis (e.g., Asher,
1982; Krashen & Terrell, 1983). However, this approach was based on the assump-
tion of incidental learning in the wake of learners achieving global comprehen-
sion (see Hulstijn, 2003), an assumption that was largely discredited through the
Canadian immersion studies (e.g., Swain, 1985).

However, the argument against incidental learning through input leaves intact
the potential viability of an approach, such as that of VanPatten (1996), based on
the use of redundancy reduction to focus input-based activities on particular
language features (Loschky & Bley-Vroman, 1993). Research into the use of
input-processing activities suggests that carefully targeted perception training
can impact directly on acquisition, although the effects on speech production
are unclear (e.g., Benati, 2001; Marsden, 2006; VanPatten, 1996).

Likewise, in the domain of the teaching of pronunciation (the “formulation” and
“articulation” phases of the speech production process), there is experimental
evidence that performance can be altered by concentrating on students’ aware-
ness of the phonological repertoire through perceptual processing, rather than by
focusing on production skills. For instance, Derwing & Munro (2005) report work
by Bradlow et al. (1997) with Japanese learners’ use of the /l/–/r/ distinction
that demonstrated that pronunciation can be improved simply by focusing on
perception, without any production practice. Derwing, Munro, & Wiebe (1998)
showed that suprasegmental and segmental practice were both effective, but in
different ways: while segmental practice seemed to enable learners to repair in
cases of miscommunication, suprasegmental practice seemed more effective
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in improving comprehensibility of extemporaneous talk. Further, a little guided
perceptual instruction could even quite easily override earlier misleading explicit
instruction on phonemic distinctions.

Approaches to production-focused activities
Production-focused activities are also claimed to effect repertoire changes. At the
level of pragmatic discourse structures, Skehan and Foster (2001) distinguish
between problem-solving/discussion/debate tasks, personal tasks (involving
direction-giving or recounting of experiences), and narrative tasks (based vari-
ously on video extracts and strip cartoons), although discourse structures are not
their focus of attention. Others have shown that activities can be designed and
used to develop different turn-taking patterns, such as question-answer in pic-
ture differences tasks versus more monologic structures of direction-giving tasks
(Bygate, 1988; Pinter, 2005), or in picture-sequencing story-reconstructing tasks,
phases of long descriptive turns, followed by interactive negotiated turns, fol-
lowed in turn by monologic collaborative narratives (Bygate, 2007).

Repertoires can also be activated at other levels of operation. This has been
shown, for instance, in studies of first language strategies (e.g., Bongaerts &
Poulisse, 1989; Wilkes-Gibbs, 1997). In second language teaching, Pinter (2005,
pp. 119–20, 123) found that students’ production of meaning negotiation devices
and communication strategies can be impacted by the use of task repetition.
Dobao (2005) and Dobao & Palacios (2007), building on the work of Yule &
Tarone (1991), show that the interactive generation of communication strategies
by pairs of students can be promoted by the use of carefully structured tasks,
working within a taught program. Coulson (2005) also reports the use of tasks to
stimulate increases in the collaborative use of communication strategies via what
he calls “team talking.” Leedham (2005) reports using a cycle of task activity,
transcript analysis, and task reiteration to promote the use of backchannelling,
and Poupore (2005) reports the impact of problem-solving and jigsaw tasks on
promoting a wide range of types of negotiation.

At the level of specific linguistic features, there is an enduring controversy
over whether procedurally focused tasks can be used effectively to target particu-
lar language while conserving the procedural nature of task talk, or whether
attempting to do this (negatively termed “structure-trapping” by Skehan, 1998)
undermines learner creativity. However, there is evidence that tasks can selec-
tively activate domains of language. Newton and Kennedy (1996), for instance,
demonstrated how task design can be used to target prepositional usage. Mackey
(1999) employed tasks to engage learners in active use of interrogative structures.
Bygate (1999) used evidence of linguistic patterning in student performances
of tasks to argue the need to work from empirical student data, rather than rely
on predictions of materials designers, teachers, or testers, a view supported by
studies showing differential incidence of lexical phrases by Hobbs (2005) and
Baigent (2005), and by Cox (2005) showing differences between the predictions of
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teachers and the results of analyses of student transcripts. That this dimension of
tasks can be used proactively by teachers is demonstrated by Lynch (1997) and
Samuda (2001). Samuda reports a teacher’s use of a task to highlight conceptual
domains which learners have difficulty in formulating, and as a site for their
subsequent application of a range of target exponents. This kind of approach
exploits the potential noted above for behavioral changes to derive at least in
part from engagement with, and awareness of, the relevant repertoire. However,
in spite of this research, studies of tasks have tended to focus on the “how” (how
fluent, how accurate, how complex?) rather than “what” (what language is being
engaged?).

Studies have also explored the use of tasks to promote changes in the manner
of processing. Lynch and Maclean (2000, 2001), working with adult ESP learners,
and Pinter (2005) with 10-year old Hungarian children, show how the repeti-
tion of tasks, the repetition occurring either with different interlocutors (Lynch
& Maclean, 2000, 2001; Essig, 2005), or combined with additional planning
(Essig, 2005; D’Ely, 2006), or else by altering the configuration of a given array
(Pinter, 2005), can all be used in pedagogical contexts to improve accuracy, com-
plexity, lexical range, and fluency. Pinter also suggests that success in task com-
pletion can be increased through judicious use of task repetition. Foster (1996)
reports that provision of unguided planning time promoted increased accuracy.
Following on the work of Foster and Skehan (1996) and Skehan and Foster (1997),
Yuan and Ellis (2003) report that pre-task planning heightened complexity and
fluency, while on-task planning was associated with reduced fluency and com-
plexity, but with increased accuracy. Plough and Gass (1993) report an impact of
task familiarity on performance. Finally, Skehan and Foster (2001) propose that
the degree of the internal structure of a task can affect the quality of talk. Assum-
ing that degree of internal structure is a function of the cognitive structures of the
learners involved, and that this is another facet of familiarity, the various studies
severally suggest that altering the familiarity of tasks affects performance in terms
of fluency, accuracy, complexity, range, and discourse structuring.

Planning is, of course, a pre-task procedure aimed at drawing attention to
form. It is unusual to associate planning with most types of speech, yet
pedagogically there are clear grounds for exploiting it. Feedback is functionally
the equivalent post-task procedure, and like planning, also sits uneasily with
normal conditions of speech. One main issue is whether provision of feedback is
more valuable when immediate or delayed. Delayed feedback is rarely consid-
ered an option, most attention being focused on the effectiveness of different
types of immediate feedback (Doughty & Varella, 1998; Doughty & Williams,
1998; Long, 1977; Lyster, 2004; Mackey & Philp, 1998). Immediate feedback has
been studied principally in terms of the impact of different types of delivery.
Here research suggests that feedback which focuses on forms that are key to
a speaker’s current concerns for meaning are most likely to be attended to.
However, Lynch (2001, 2007) reports positive results from students transcribing
and then correcting recordings of their own productions. This suggests both
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that delayed feedback can be effective, and that learners can benefit from focus-
ing their attention more broadly than on successful communication of online
messages. It would be interesting to know whether transcribing could also lead
learners to attend to higher-level discourse structures, an area relatively ignored
within the field.

Overall, the evidence is that tasks can be designed and used to target both
declarative and procedural knowledge in a range of aspects of oral language
performance. This research, however, concerns the parameters of classroom prac-
tice. The question remains how the oral language curriculum might be structured
to promote development, and this is the focus of the next section.

Organizing the Oral Language Curriculum

The advent of procedurally focused activities (noted above) has made it possible
to marshall a procedural and declarative focus at curriculum level. One response
was Celce-Murcia et al.’s (1996) proposal to develop a systematic approach to
the teaching of oral language, by extending a broad communicative approach
to include a more detailed level of attention to “a) specific language input (for-
mulaic language in particular) to communicative tasks, b) raising learners’ aware-
ness of the organizational principles of language use within and beyond the
sentence level, and c) sequencing communicative tasks more systematically in
accordance with a theory of discourse-level grammar” (1997, p. 148). It is clear
that all contemporary approaches to the teaching of spoken language endorse the
need for the more holistic procedurally focused activities, while at the same time
agreeing that a focus on declarative knowledge is also needed. This makes pos-
sible two main types of approach to the speaking curriculum. The first could
be called a “global” approach. This can take the form of a project-based (Legutke
& Thomas, 1991) approach, a topic-/theme-based approach (Burns, 2006; Burns,
Joyce, & Gollin, 1996; Feez, 1998), or a task-based approach (e.g., Prabhu, 1987;
Robinson, 2007; Skehan, 1998; Willis, 1996, among others). A second is more like
a skills-based approach following on from the account sketched out by Littlewood
(2004). We consider these briefly in turn.

As Celce-Murcia et al. (1996) point out, a global approach needs some kind of
macro-level organization. Task-based approaches all start from the holistic task,
using this as a basis for subsequently attending to particular language features,
many then having a key concern for sequencing the tasks in a coherent way. For
instance, Prabhu claims to remove all specification of language features from his
syllabus, and for sequencing purposes adopts the assumption that information-
gap tasks are easier than reasoning-gap activities, which he suggests are in
turn easier than opinion-gap tasks. Having adopted this syllabus structure, his
intention was for any specific linguistic focus to arise purely in response to the
particular learners’ needs in completing a given task. Skehan generally argues
similarly for a non-linguistic syllabus, with attention to language features again
coming as a response to actual problems in relation to specific task-driven needs,
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although he occasionally admits to the possibility of discrete selection and target-
ing of features likely to be useful (1998, pp. 271, 288).

Robinson’s position seems slightly different in that one of the organizing
dimensions of his model (e.g., 2007) is that tasks can be “resource-directing,”
meaning that they can be designed, selected, and sequenced “on the basis of the
concepts that the task requires to be expressed and understood (e.g., relative
time, spatial location, causal relationship, and intentionality)” (2007, p. 17). This
seems to imply that tasks can be sequenced according to the conceptual domains
that the syllabus aims to cover. Within the domains, Robinson hypothesizes grades
of difficulty as follows: here-and-now > there-and-then; reference to few distinc-
tive elements > reference to many less differentiated elements; reference to mutu-
ally known spatial reference points > reference to mutually unknown spatial
reference points; information transmission > reasoning about causal events and
their relationships; simple information transmission > reasoning about people’s
intentions and attitudes; use of simple first-person perspective > use of multiple
and third-person participant perspectives. Although the terminology is not lin-
guistically specified, this type of mapping, with its proposed gradations of diffi-
culty, suggests the covert presence of some kind of language agenda, something
that is not, however, addressed.

Bygate (2005b, 2006), following a series of laboratory studies (e.g., Bygate,
2001), proposes the pedagogical use of meaningful task repetition as a way of
helping the construction of oral abilities across different repertoires and condi-
tions. For this, tasks might be used in which repetition is an internal feature
of the design, or else which repeat elements of earlier tasks (such as their idea-
tional structure, their conceptual material, or their interactional structure).
Finally Willis (1996) argues for the use of teaching cycles in which, although
a target task forms the centerpiece for each cycle, the use of native-speaker
models prior to learners’ own attempts to perform the task suggests the potential
for teachers and learners to identify particular linguistic features as targets for
attention. It is not clear, however, how the cycles of teaching are themselves
sequenced.

One of the problems that a task-based approach has to resolve, then, is how to
sequence the tasks in a way that offers a coherent approach to the development
of proficiency. Thornbury suggests that “a task-based approach [is thought to
favor] an implicit approach to instruction, when in fact learners need clear and
explicit models of the language behaviours they are going to encounter” (2005,
p. 121). Thornbury may be right for some learners (see for instance Skehan’s
conformist learners (1998, pp. 279–81)), but more generally, even for those who
prefer implicit learning, the sequencing of tasks in part implies some kind of
coherence between tasks. Yet parameters for classifying tasks, such as those pro-
posed by Pica, Kanagy, and Falodun (1993) and Skehan (2001), are essentially
“content-neutral.” There are alternative approaches to the problem.

Legutke and Thomas (1991), for example, report the use of a project-based
approach in which a sequence of thematic projects is used to provide an overarch-
ing linear structure to a course, while enabling a top-down hierarchical structure
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within each unit of work. Burns (2006) also proposes a linear and hierarchical
structuring. She takes discourse as the macro-structuring device, either in terms
of themes which are used to sequence series of thematically linked speech events
(such as planning a holiday), or in terms of topics, which can generate sequences
of topically related texts. The themes could be expected to function as logically as
Legutke and Thomas’ projects. In contrast, the principled basis for sequencing
the various texts is not made clear. Thornbury (2005) hedges his bets by suggest-
ing a range of possible structures for speaking syllabi, including conversation
skills, conversation topics, linguistic features (phonological, grammatical, and
discourse), task types (such as surveys, design tasks, research tasks, and imagin-
ative tasks) and genres (2005, pp. 117–22). Acknowledgment of the multiple levels
involved does not resolve the problem. For this, more empirical investigations
are needed of the various options in action – clearly a necessary step in develop-
ing a researched oral language curriculum.

In contrast to this, in terms of a procedural or declarative orientation, Littlewood
(2004) adopts a more neutral perspective, arguing that pedagogy has generated a
range of types of learning activity, some more procedurally oriented, and others
more declaratively focused, which teachers can exploit as they wish. Hence, teach-
ers might work with drills and “pre-communicative” activities to activate lexico-
grammatical (e.g., Ur, 1988), pragmalinguistic (e.g., Morrow & Johnson, 1979), or
phonological (e.g., Dalton & Seidlhofer, 1994) processing skills before moving to
the procedurally oriented use of language features. Alternatively, teachers might
use procedurally oriented activities earlier in the study cycle. The issue is whether
teachers and learners wish to practice the features without having to attend to
the conceptualization and formulation of their own meanings, subsequently lead-
ing progressively into more and more procedurally oriented activities, or whether
other sequences are more productive. However, to date, the impact and opera-
tion of the alternative approaches have not been researched at syllabus or cur-
riculum level.

Behind all this lies the fundamental problem noted above of specifying the
constellations of features of speech which can be used to discriminate levels of
speaker proficiency on given tasks. It is one thing to construct a range of activity
types, and to be able to rank them in order of complexity; it is another to be able
to bring together the features of speech in ways that act as indices of speaker
proficiency. Here, teaching approaches are still somewhat awash with a complex
range of features of speech, to date largely unrelated to discourse structures and
strategies.

The instructed development of oral second language proficiency then is an
area in need of empirical study, to shed light on the relevant domains of pro-
ficiency (both in terms of repertoire and processing capacities), on their develop-
ment, and on instructional efficacy. For this, particularly valuable insights can be
derived from the field of testing, in particular in terms of its concern for construct
validity, its interest in the design of test tasks, and its sensitivity to the range of
levels of proficiency. We survey and reflect on some key developments in this
area in the final section of this chapter.
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Testing

For some time, testers have seen their work as related both theoretically and
practically to pedagogy. For instance, testers often draw their own models of
proficiency from pedagogically motivated research (for instance, Bachman, 1990,
the model of which originally drew substantially from Canale & Swain, 1980).
Some of the task designs and assessment criteria (e.g., the Common European
Framework; see for instance, Morrow, 2004) developed by testers are elaborated
through teacher or teacher-tester informants (e.g., North, 1995, 2000) and are
hence grounded in teachers’ or assessors’ craft knowledge. Some test material
and test design guides are developed in consort with teachers and then made
directly available to teachers (e.g., British Council, 2005).

Yet of all the various connections between teaching and testing, probably best
known is the argument that testing can have a direct washback effect on curric-
ulum and classroom procedures. Ur (1996, p. 135), for instance, reports that the
introduction of oral testing in Israel resulted in more attention being paid to
speaking within schools, and Fulcher comments that it is often claimed that the
Foreign Service Institute (FSI) became “the basis for curriculum design in modern
foreign language teaching in the United States” (2003, p. 173). Yet tests do not
necessarily wash back at all (Luxia, 2005), and if they do, at the very least any
washback effects are complex, and open to being either positive or negative
(Wall, 1996, 2000). More importantly perhaps, as Fulcher himself comments, tests
only wash back into classroom teaching to the extent that they provide “adequate
informative feedback” (2003, p. 177). The question of concern here is the extent to
which testing practices can illuminate the teaching enterprise, and vice versa.

There are three main aspects in which this seems possible. One is in the devel-
opment of task content, and their formats – whether interviews, pair or group
role plays, pair or group problem-solving tasks, or monologue tasks. This aspect
of testing is also capable of helping to shed light on the nature of specific-
purpose or domain-specific dimensions of tasks. The second area of potential
contribution concerns the ways in which testing research can shed light on our
understanding of the variables that can influence performance. These cover such
factors as task type and interlocutor, planning time, and gender. The third area of
potential contribution is in the development of rating scales. An informative set
of rating scales would improve the capacity of teachers to offer students form-
ative feedback, while also providing insights into the nature of proficiency and
its development. In what follows, we consider these issues.

The issue of task design raises questions about the kinds of stimulus material
to provide candidates, the kinds of interaction formats they should experience,
and the kinds of internal variations within the different formats that they should
be tested with. As we have seen, spoken language is not simply language spo-
ken. It is reshaped by the “presence” parameter, along the dimension of personal
involvement, that can include mitigation (including the use of modality), intensi-
fication, reference (including reference to the here-and-now) and temporal and
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spatial reference, self- and other-repairs (including communication strategies and
negotiation for meaning sequences), turn-taking, and sequences of turn types,
such as more or less routine question-answer exchanges, collaborative exchanges,
or more or less preferred adversarial exchanges. The presence parameter also
gives rise to the time pressures associated with online processing that underlie
the dimension of fragmentation, and the ways in which it is compensated for by
patterns of pausing and the use of formulaic utterances.

Tests that are intended to be sensitive to these features would need to contain
tasks and task conditions designed with these characteristics in mind, deliber-
ately bringing into play the relevant kinds and roles of interlocutor. For example,
they would need to involve topics and interlocutors that constitute appropriate
contexts for speakers to express types and degrees of personal involvement, such
as hedges or intensifiers. They would also need to have built-in opportunities for
repairs, for turn-taking, and for different types of turn sequences. Following this
logic, testers have been scrutinizing test task design (e.g., Van Moere, 2006; Weir
& Milanovic, 2003).

In particular, Weir and Milanovic (2003) report on the extensive processes of
re-design undertaken by UCLES, which led among other things to the introduc-
tion of tasks covering a range of types and content of talk. They also sought to
achieve a balanced range of pair and group assessment. This is not unproblematic.
Van Moere (2006) reports a low correlation (0.64) across different test occasions,
arguing a problematic variation arising from interlocutor or group dynamic. This
interlocutor effect can, of course, also arise from examiner variability. Brown
(2004), Kasper and Ross (2007), and Ross and Berwick (1992) have all shown
examiner effects, whether by over- or under-accommodating to the apparent
capacities of the candidate (Ross & Berwick, 1992), or by individual variation in
the use of question types (Kasper & Ross, 2007). In a case study, Brown (2004)
demonstrates significant differences in a candidate’s ratings, that she traces to the
interaction styles of the two examiners – a more interview-like style allowing
more space for the candidate to develop his turns. However, examiner effects
may sometimes be more complex. For instance, although Lorenzo-Dus and Meara
(2005) find correlations between the lexical richness of both candidate and exam-
iner performance, on the one hand, and ratings awarded on the other, neither
lexical performance nor examiner support entirely account for the grades awarded.
Clearly examiner effects need continued investigation.

In addition to tasks and task conditions, we also need rating scales that reflect
the criterial features of talk, so as to be able to discriminate between levels of oral
proficiency, as distinct from levels of general language proficiency. A second area
of activity has been the development of descriptors and ratings scales (Byrnes,
2007; Little, 2006; North & Schneider, 1998, 2007; Salaberry, 2000; Weir & Milanovic,
2003). As various writers (e.g., Hulstijn, 2007; Shohamy, 2000) note, the para-
meters, conceptual categories (such as those used in assessment descriptors and
scales), and findings of SLA and testing should be congruent. Similarly the findings
of SLA and language pedagogy should also converge (cf. Byrnes, 2007; Fulcher,
2003), as, of course, should those of language pedagogy and testing (Alderson,
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2007a; Fulcher, 2003; Hulstijn, 2007). Unfortunately, currently, none of these con-
gruences have been shown. Discussing the current state of diagnostic testing,
Alderson (2007b) remarks that issues like the relevance of what is known of
language development to diagnosis of language level or progression are “neither
discussed nor researched” (p. 11):

What we appear to lack, in short, is any theory of what abilities or components of
abilities are thought to contribute to language development, or whose absence or
underdevelopment might “cause weakness.”

Or as Colpin and Gysen put it, also considering the ways in which tests can
usefully highlight learners’ weaknesses, “with regard to pupils scoring low on
the TAL [the Belgian Dutch language proficiency test for 6-year olds], the prim-
ary school teacher’s ambition should be to falsify the prediction made by the
test by skilfully catering to the pupils’ language learning needs” (2006, p. 156). If
tests such as the TAL can contribute to this aim, it will be by developing an
empirical basis for relating test tasks to language performance via proficiency-
sensitive descriptors and rating scales.

However, the problem with many of the rating scales is that they are often
derived either from teaching tradition (for instance the FSI scale, Fulcher, 2003,
pp. 92–7), or from teacher informants (such as the Common European Frame-
work of Reference (CEFR) rating scale, Fulcher, 2003, pp. 107–13). Such scales of
course may have the advantage of making sense to the informants themselves,
and the reliability derived from careful winnowing of descriptors to identify the
most robust. But it is quite possible that descriptors of these kinds are derived
from intuitive or traditional models of speech, and potentially quite heavily
influenced by models of written language (Hughes, 2003).

So there is an impasse: on the one hand, rating scales can be based on tradition
or on teacher intuition, and gain professional credibility; on the other hand, such
scales can be criticized for a lack of validity. Salaberry (2000), for example, argues
for a further round of revisions on the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages (ACTFL) Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) scales, while Byrnes
(2007) claims that for all their inadequacies, the scales do seem to resonate with –
and contribute to – teachers’ intuitions about the nature of language develop-
ment. In somewhat similar vein, Little (2006) argues that the structure of the
CEFR global scales, reflecting levels, and the scales of linguistic competence/
language quality and strategic scales reflect the “importance of recognising hori-
zontal [i.e., across skills and through an increasingly wider range of types of
communicative activity], as well as vertical progress [through the levels]” (2006,
p. 172). Furthermore, if, as Little suggests, “the checklists quickly become the
curriculum,” and “checklists [are constructed] by translating an existing curric-
ulum into an inventory of communicative tasks” (2006, p. 183), then the point of
the triangle of “task-curriculum-exam” may well be gradually harmonized through
the mediation of the descriptors and scales. It is noteworthy that little in the
literature on the teaching of speaking in a second language has got anywhere
close to offering a comparable network of levels and capacities.
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Yet, as both Alderson (2007b) and Hulstijn (2007) remark, there is a substantial
gap between the practices of systematic sifting of the descriptors and scales on
the one hand (North, 1998, 2007), and the principled empirical study of learner
corpora, the nature of the underlying constructs that they represent, and their
relations – in terms of matches and mismatches – with such frameworks such as
the CEFR or ACTFL. Iwashita et al. (2008) note that only a limited number of
features correlate significantly with test bands, and with, at best, modest effect
sizes. Considering particular features, Little himself (2006, 2007) points out that
presence or absence of pausing (a feature discussed in some detail by Fulcher
(2003)) is not an indicator of proficiency, since native speakers also pause. As
Fulcher says, though, pausing may function differently at different levels of pro-
ficiency: in order to understand pausing as a possible indicator, we need to track
its incidence (frequency and distribution) across levels and domains of compet-
ence (see, also, Towell, Hawkins, & Bazergui, 1996). Yet Kormos and Denes (2004)
point out that if the purpose is to assess fluency, it may be that other markers,
such as stress patterns, need to be taken into account. In other words, it is likely
that the changes in any single marker across proficiency are more complex than
one might expect. But not only that, any single marker needs to be considered
along with related indices. The same is likely to be true of other features of talk –
such as the emergence of formulaic language (Foster, 2001; Taguchi, 2007; Wray,
2002), of communication strategies (as explored by Dobao, 2005), of discourse
markers (for instance as enumerated in Carter & McCarthy, 1997), or of higher
level categories such as information routines (Bygate, 1987). If we are able to do
this, we might begin to map the patterns of oral language development in ways
that would make sense both to teachers and to testers. What directions, then,
does this suggest for teaching and testing the development of L2 speech?

Conclusion

We noted at the start of this chapter that the problem space implicated in a
researched approach to the teaching and testing of oral proficiency implies the
study of the language of both pedagogic and test tasks, the relationship between
aspects of performance and levels of proficiency, and the development of rel-
evant criteria of appraisal (whether for teaching or assessment). For the devel-
opment of a systematic pedagogy – in terms of range of materials (both their
content and the kinds of interaction they stimulate), the ways in which they can
be used, and the ways in which schemes or programs of study can be structured
– research in the areas of both teaching and testing, while starting to identify
key parameters of the field, nonetheless suggest a need for substantially more
conceptually driven empirical research.

Hulstijn (2007) suggests that the construct of proficiency can be usefully
operationalized in terms of quantity (the range of language routines) and quality
(the ways in which they are mastered, in terms of accuracy and fluency). This, of
course, is not a new metaphor for conceptualizing language ability. However, it
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does help to shed light on how oral language capacities might be understood.
For instance, it might suggest the value of shifting away from the endless search
for the underlying patterns of “real” language acquisition, and instead lead us to
see language acquisition as refracted through development across its distinct
modalities, each with its own core, and each with its own more variable peri-
pheries. By posing questions of this kind for speaking, we might come closer to
understanding the nature of language acquisition, and to teaching and testing its
development more inclusively.
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24 Teaching and Testing
Reading

WILLIAM GRABE

The teaching and testing of reading has a history of research effort that goes back
for decades. While L2 reading research has a more limited history (as opposed to
the L1 research base), there is also a very large database to draw on. This chapter
will outline briefly major themes from research that, in combination, form the
construct of reading abilities (for both L1 and L2 reading). Determining the con-
struct then provides rationales for various instructional and assessment practices.
The focus of this chapter will not be an extensive review of the reading construct.
That has been developed in more detail in other sources (e.g., Bowey, 2005; Koda,
2005, 2007; Perfetti, Landi, & Oakhill, 2005). Instead, the goal is to draw con-
nections from the reading construct to effective ways to teach reading and test
reading. The chapter will then briefly outline guidelines that should be effective
for teaching L2 reading abilities across a range of curricular settings. It will also
outline testing tasks that can be effective means for assessing L2 reading abilities.

Research Foundations

Fluent reading comprehension requires a number of processing subskills and
linguistic knowledge bases. These processes and knowledge resources allow the
reader to comprehend texts to the level required. The identification of these skills
and resources has been the outcome of many research studies, and it remains the
source of much ongoing research. In this section, research is reviewed that supports
the relationship between reading skills and reading comprehension. Much of the
research has been conducted in English L1 reading contexts, though increasing
amounts of L1 reading research in other languages have also emerged in the past
15 years (Cook & Bassetti, 2005b; Frost, 2005; Joshi & Aaron, 2006; Koda, 2005).

Letter–sound correspondences
Research in beginning reading has shown that beginning readers need to estab-
lish strong linkages between orthographic forms and the sounds of the language
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(Bowey, 2005; Ehri et al., 2001; Perfetti et al., 2005; Tunmer & Chapman, 2006).
Extensive research on L1 contexts across languages has demonstrated that train-
ing in phonological awareness and letter–sound correspondences predicts later
reading development among children and beginning readers (Ehri, 2006; Ehri
et al., 2001; Wagner, Piasta, & Torgesen, 2006). While L1 reading in other languages
may not require that same intensity of instructional effort as does English for
phonological awareness, all young learners benefit significantly from explicit
instruction in letter–sound correspondences (Lundberg, 1999). The automatization
of letter–sound relations is the foundation of all alphabetic reading and supports
syllabic reading systems, as well. Even Chinese, as a morpho-syllabic system,
incorporates some information from the phonetic radical within characters as an
aid to word recognition and uses phonological information at the point of lexical
access (Chow, McBride-Chang, & Burgess, 2005; He, Wang, & Anderson, 2005;
Perfetti & Liu, 2005).

L2 research on letter–sound correspondences has indicated that it is important
to establish such correspondences early in L2 reading. For example, Nicholson
and Ng (2006) have shown that teaching phonemic awareness and letter–sound
correspondences improves ESL preschool children’s (ages 3:6 to 4:5) phonolo-
gical awareness, word reading, short text reading, and pseudoword reading
significantly above a comparison group of ESL children being read to. Geva and
Yaghoub-Zadeh (2006) demonstrated that there is a strong relationship between
phonological awareness and text reading efficiency (accuracy and fluency) with
second grade ESL students (see also Gottardo et al., 2001). If letter–sound corres-
pondences are established in the L1, these particular abilities seem to transfer
reasonably easily (Durgunoglu, Nagy, & Hancin-Bhatt, 1993; Lesaux, Lipka, &
Seigal, 2006; Gottardo et al., 2001).

Word recognition efficiency
English L1 research on eye-movement tracking has shown that good readers
recognize words on average in about 200–250 milliseconds, they move their eyes
ahead approximately eight letter spaces per focus, they make regressive eye-
movements about 12 percent of the time (often for slight adjustments), and
they actively focus on more than 80 percent of the content words and about
35 percent of function words. In short, reading is a process of very rapid word
recognition carried out through fairly consistent eye behaviors. Automaticity is
a key to this rapid word recognition process. The observable eye-movement
processes of fluent readers are quite similar in all languages, with variation due
to differing amounts of linguistic information provided by individual graphic
forms (see Rayner, Juhasz, & Pollatsek, 2005). Word reading efficiency is going to
vary somewhat among different orthographic systems (Frost et al., 2005; McBride-
Chang et al., 2005). L2 word reading efficiency, in some situations, can be a
strong predictor of L2 reading comprehension abilities (Kahn-Horwitz, Shimron,
& Sparks, 2005); in other settings, it will not be predictive for multiple complex
reasons.
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Vocabulary knowledge
Research on English L1 vocabulary knowledge has demonstrated that fluent
readers have very large recognition-vocabulary knowledge resources and that
vocabulary knowledge is highly correlated with reading ability (see Bowey, 2005;
Stahl & Nagy, 2006; Tannenbaum, Torgesen, & Wagner, 2006). While estimates of
word knowledge vary greatly (from 19,000 to 200,000 words; Anglin, 1993; Na-
tion, 2001), the most widely accepted figure is that high school graduates know
on average 40,000 words as fluent L1 readers (Nagy & Anderson, 1984; Stahl &
Nagy, 2006). This is a very large number of words to learn and most accounts
suggest that many of these words are learned by exposure to new words through
continual reading practice. Stanovich (2000) has argued that extended exposure
to print over years leads to major differences not only in vocabulary knowledge
but also in increasing comprehension and a range of measures of conceptual
knowledge.

Research on L2 vocabulary knowledge has also shown that vocabulary is cor-
related with L2 reading comprehension. Droop and Verhoeven (2003) reported
a strong relationship between third and fourth grade L2 students’ vocabulary
knowledge and their reading abilities. Schoonen, Hulstijn, and Bossers (1998)
also reported very strong relationships between vocabulary and reading, report-
ing an r2 of 0.71 for eighth grade EFL students in Holland. This relationship has
also been clearly demonstrated in research involving L2 reading assessment studies
(Pike, 1979; Qian, 2002).

Early experimental studies on vocabulary instruction have demonstrated that
vocabulary learning can lead to reading comprehension improvement (Beck,
Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982; McKeown et al., 1985), though the impact of vocabu-
lary on comprehension improvement is complex and requires intensive instruc-
tional effort (Nagy, 2005). In the past 20 years, there have been relatively few
studies of efforts to teach vocabulary explicitly and then compare the experimental
group to a control group for reading comprehension gains. However, Carlo et al.
(2004) have demonstrated that intense explicit vocabulary instruction with L2
English fourth graders leads to significant improvement over control groups, not
only in greater vocabulary knowledge but also on a measure of reading compre-
hension abilities.

Morphology, syntax, and discourse knowledge
Research on L1 morphological, syntactic, and discourse knowledge shows that
they all have an impact on reading comprehension. A number of studies have
shown that morphological knowledge contributes to reading comprehension:
research by Anglin (1993), Carlisle (2003), and Nagy et al. (2003) all argue that
morphological knowledge (knowledge of word parts) is very important to more
advanced word recognition and reading development (see Stahl & Nagy, 2006).
The contribution of syntax to reading is less well examined in L1 reading contexts
because L1 students develop implicit knowledge of most grammatical structures.
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(For this reason, L1 students are not commonly assessed for their grammar know-
ledge.) However, there is evidence that grammatical knowledge (syntactic pars-
ing) plays a role in L1 reading comprehension (and it is intuitively obvious on
reflection) (Bowey, 2005; Lesaux, Lipka, & Siegal, 2006; Perfetti et al., 2005). There
is extensive evidence that discourse knowledge contributes in important ways to
reading comprehension. Syntheses by Duke and Pearson (2002) and Trabasso
and Bouchard (2002) point to the importance of discourse signaling mechanisms,
organization patterns in texts, logical relations across clauses and sentences, and
text structures that can be recognized and learned (see also Hudson, 2007; Koda,
2005).

Research on L2 syntax and discourse knowledge have both shown that there
are strong relationships between these language knowledge bases and reading
comprehension. This relationship also appears in reading assessment research.
Research studies with Dutch students have shown that syntax is a powerful
predictor of reading comprehension abilities. Schoonen et al. (1998) showed that
syntax was a very strong predictor of reading ability in a multiple regression
study. More recently, Van Gelderen et al. (2004) reported a very strong relation-
ship between syntactic knowledge and reading comprehension. In reading
assessment research, both Alderson (2000) and ETS researchers (Enright et al.,
2002) have presented very high correlations showing that syntactic knowledge is
strongly related to reading comprehension. In research on the role of discourse
knowledge, Carrell (1984, 1985) has shown that discourse structure knowledge
is strongly related to reading comprehension. Similarly, Horiba (1993) reported
that Japanese L2 students at different proficiency levels used discourse know-
ledge differently in their recall of text information. Focusing more specifically on
the role of discourse-based graphic organizers, Tang (1992) showed that students
trained to recognize the discourse structure of a text, performed better on a com-
prehension measure.

Strategic processing
L1 research on strategic processing during reading (e.g., inferencing, compre-
hension monitoring, and goal setting) demonstrates that strategic processes
and metacognition influence reading comprehension. Discourse comprehension
researchers have shown that inferencing that arises from “learning from texts”
has an important impact on comprehension (Goldman & Rakestraw, 2000; Nation,
2005; Perfetti et al., 2005). Similarly, comprehension monitoring (as in monitoring
for problems in text comprehension) appears to be a predictor of comprehension
abilities (Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004). At the same time, these abilities, being
metacognitive in nature, are not simple reading strategies. Rather, they constitute
a range of skills and abilities, and represent a range of strategic responses to text
difficulties.

Experimental research on comprehension instruction and strategy training
is extensive (see Pressley, 2006; Trabasso & Bouchard, 2002). Many studies
demonstrate a causal impact of instructional skills and strategies on reading
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comprehension. Important evidence supports answering main idea questions
as a post-reading task, using semantic mapping of ideas from a text, previewing
specific information from the text, asking student to formulate questions about a
text, filling in and generating graphic organizers that reflect the organization of
the text, visualizing information from the text, raising awareness of discourse
organization of the text, among others. Overall, a number of reasonably effective
strategies have been identified in instructional research, though combinations of
strategic responses to texts appear to be more effective in supporting comprehen-
sion development (Trabasso & Bouchard, 2002; see Grabe, 2004). The best strat-
egic approaches to reading instruction involve reciprocal teaching, transactional
strategies instruction, and concept-oriented reading instruction (Block & Pressley,
2002; Guthrie, Wigfield, & Perencevich, 2004; Pressley, 2006).

Research on L2 strategic processing is far more limited. There are relatively few
studies that demonstrate a relationship between reading strategies and reading
comprehension. Chen and Graves (1995) showed that previewing a text was a
pre-reading strategy that improved student comprehension. Klingner and Vaughn
(2000) drew on reciprocal teaching concepts and developed a four-strategy pro-
gram for teaching strategic reading, Cooperative Strategic Reading. Results showed
some improvements in reading strategy use and in vocabulary growth based on
the approach. In a recent meta-analysis of L2 reading strategy research, Taylor,
Stevens, and Asher (2006) reviewed the existing empirical research in L2 reading
strategy training (10 published studies and 12 dissertations) and concluded that
a low to moderate effect exists between strategy training and L2 reading com-
prehension improvement. The analysis is encouraging, but it should be treated
cautiously due to the limited database available for the analysis.

Extended exposure to print
L1 research on extended exposure to print has demonstrated a strong relation-
ship between amount of reading (over long periods of time) and improved read-
ing comprehension (Guthrie, Wigfield, & Von Secker, 2000; Guthrie, Wigfield, &
Perencevich, 2004; Stanovich, 2000). Stanovich and colleagues, in a series of stud-
ies, showed that exposure to print (amount of reading) was an important inde-
pendent predictor of reading ability (see Stanovich, 2000 for overview). Sénéchal
(2006) also showed that reading exposure was a significant predictor of reading
comprehension among 90 fourth grade French-speaking students. Interestingly,
despite many claims about Sustained Silent Reading (SSR) and Free Voluntary
Reading (FVR), there are no rigorously controlled experimental studies that show
a strong relationship between either of these instructional approaches and read-
ing comprehension abilities.

Research on extensive reading is relatively unexplored in L2 reading. The one
set of studies that has indicated the positive effects of extensive reading on read-
ing comprehension was that carried out by Elley over a period of 20 years (Elley,
2000). In these studies, he has shown that getting students to read extensively
over a long period of time consistently improved reading comprehension abilities,
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as well as a number of other language skills. In most other studies on extensive
reading, there is little controlled empirical evidence that reading extensively has
a significant influence on reading comprehension development.

Fluency
L1 research on reading fluency has demonstrated that the reading fluency, or
relative non-fluency, of readers with reading difficulties, and especially children,
is strongly correlated with reading comprehension (Samuels, 2006). Sabatini (2002)
showed that fluency was correlated with reading ability for people with reading
difficulties across a wide age range, including adults with reading difficulties.
Levy (2001) has shown that there is a moderate correlation between word read-
ing fluency and reading comprehension. Fuchs et al. (2001) and Jenkins et al.
(2003) have shown that oral passage reading fluency – orally reading a text for
one minute – is strongly related to reading comprehension abilities for L1 chil-
dren. Walczyk et al. (1999) has shown that increasing reading rate moderately
among readers leads to improved comprehension. Breznitz (2006) has also dem-
onstrated this relationship between increased reading rate and improved com-
prehension among second grade children with reading difficulties. Research using
Rapid Automatic Naming (RAN) tasks is somewhat more controversial (Bowey,
2005), but a number of researchers have shown a relationship between RAN
measures and reading comprehension for children, both with and without read-
ing disabilities (Georgiou, Parrila, & Kirby, 2006; Geva & Yaghoub-Zadeh, 2006).
RAN appears to be a strong predictor of reading difficulties for languages with
shallow orthographies (unlike English) (Landerl & Thaler, 2006).

Experimental research focused on reading fluency in L1 settings is fairly well
established. A number of studies have shown that training to recognize words
faster will lead to faster word recognition on other words if the training is suffi-
ciently extensive (Martin-Chang & Levy, 2006). However, this type of training
appears to have only limited direct benefits for reading comprehension. Levy,
Abello, and Lysynchuk (1997) showed that training on word recognition for most
of the words in a given text led to better text comprehension for that text. Tan
and Nicholson (1997) achieved similar results but also demonstrated that word
recognition training (through flash card practice) led to better reading compre-
hension on other texts, as well. However, in other studies, Levy and her col-
leagues have not demonstrated that learning to recognize words more fluently
will lead directly to improved reading comprehension (see Levy, 2001). In the
area of passage fluency training, primarily by rereading passages multiple times
(sometimes aloud and sometimes silently), there is good evidence that passage
rereading leads to both improved reading fluency and improved reading com-
prehension (Stahl & Heubach, 2005; National Reading Panel, 2000; Samuels &
Farstrup, 2006).

There is little research that demonstrates a relationship between reading fluency
and reading comprehension development in L2 contexts. However, a series of
recent studies carried out by Sawaki and Sabatini (2007; Jiang, Sabatini, & Sawaki,
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2007) has reported a strong relationship between oral passage reading fluency
and reading comprehension (r2 = 0.36). Also, Geva and Yaghoub-Zadeh (2006)
have demonstrated that RAN tasks are related to L2 text reading efficiency and
word reading fluency. In a series of L2 training studies by Taguchi, Takayasu-
Maass, and Gorsuch (2004) and by Lems (2005), there is clear evidence that
fluency practice leads to increased L2 reading fluency and to some improvement
in L2 reading comprehension. Improved word-reading fluency through training
has also been reported by Fukkink, Hulstijn, and Simis (2005).

Motivation
L1 reading motivation is an area with only limited research focused explicitly
on reading abilities. However, a few studies have shown that more motivated
readers both read more and have better reading comprehension abilities. Guthrie
et al. (2000) showed that third grade and fifth grade readers who were more
motivated read more and that eighth and tenth grade readers who were more
motivated also were better at reading comprehension. Guthrie, Wigfield, and
Perencevich (2004) also showed that specific instructional contexts can improve
reading motivation and, as a consequence, improve reading comprehension. There
is very little research on L2 reading motivation, a construct that is quite different
from general L2 language learning motivation (cf. Mori, 2002).

All of the above components contribute directly to reading comprehension
and represent aspects of the construct of reading comprehension. (There are
additional components not covered in this review that also impact L2 reading
comprehension – e.g., working memory, background knowledge – though these
components require more complex descriptions and evaluations.) In almost all
cases, L1 research demonstrates that training in these components leads to im-
proved reading comprehension. In addition, the experimental training studies
indicate that these component skills are likely to be useful components of a
curriculum designed to improve students’ L2 reading abilities. Comparable L2
research on training impacts of component skills on reading comprehension is
still needed (see Grabe, 2004).

L1 and L2 Reading Differences

The above section developed the concept that L1 and L2 reading abilities share
many of the same component skills and that the reading construct is very similar
in terms of underlying cognitive and linguistic components. In most respects,
this is a reasonable position to take (see Geva & Siegal, 2000; Koda, 2007). At the
same time, any consideration of L2 reading abilities has to recognize that there
are specific aspects of reading in a second language that distinguish it from L1
reading abilities. Among these differences, six stand out as potentially important
for discussions of skills and abilities that support L2 reading comprehension (and
that might impact L2 teaching and testing).
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1 In the L2, learners have a much smaller linguistic knowledge base of the L2
when they begin reading. Their knowledge of vocabulary is much more lim-
ited; their knowledge of syntax is similarly limited and there are no native
intuitions about structure; their knowledge of markers of discourse structure
and their awareness with text organization in the L2 will also be limited.

2 L2 students, overall, will have much less experience with reading exposure in
the L2. They simply will have had much less practice in L2 reading.

3 L2 students will experience L2 reading differently because they have experi-
ences reading in two different languages and because cognitive processing
will involve two language systems (e.g., accessing the bilingual lexicon, using
a joint strategy system – Garcia, 1998; Kern, 1994) (see also Cook & Bassetti,
2005a: Multi-competence Hypothesis).

4 Aside from the possibilities of developing somewhat distinct cognitive process-
ing, students engaged in L2 reading will also experience a range of transfer
effects (cognitive skills, strategies, and goals and expectations). Some transfer
effects will involve interference from the L1; others will facilitate L2 reading
processes. (See Dressler & Kamil, 2006; Geva & Siegal, 2000; Koda, 2005 on
the Interdependence Hypothesis and the Underlying Cognitive Abilities, or
Central Processing Hypothesis.) Specific issues related to transfer include
the Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis and unique aspects of L2 reading. The
Linguistic Threshold Hypothesis argues persuasively that a certain level of L2
linguistic knowledge is needed to support more fluent reading comprehen-
sion processes. Unique aspects of L2 reading include the extensive use of
glosses while reading, the effort to carry out mental translations while reading,
and the extensive use of bilingual dictionaries and guessing word meanings.

5 L2 reading is also distinct in that readers rely on a different combination of
general background knowledge. Drawing on information about “how the
world works” sometimes varies between L1 and L2 reading experiences.

6 Moreover, L2 readers will encounter distinct social and cultural assumptions
in L2 texts that they may not be familiar with or find somewhat hard to
accept. Certain types of inferencing that might be routine in L1 reading may
not support comprehension processing in the L2, particularly in cases of
engaging in reading for purposes of “reading to learn.”

There has been a growing debate on the extent of the differences between L1
and L2 readers. Drawing on the arguments made by Bernhardt (2003, 2005),
Koda (2005), Genesee et al. (2006), and Geva and Siegal (2000), a number of state-
ments can be developed. First, beginning and intermediate L2 reading abilities
are more distinct from L1 reading than advanced L2 reading abilities will be. As
an L2 reader becomes fluent and highly skilled in reading comprehension, the
reading processes involved become more similar (though perhaps never the same).
Second, the linguistic differences between L1 and L2 (e.g., the linguistic differences
between Spanish and English vs. the linguistic differences between Chinese and
English) will have an impact on L2 reading. This impact of L1/L2 differences will
diminish with increasing L2 reading proficiency (but will not disappear). Third,
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the extent of linguistic differences between L1 and L2 readers will be distinct for
children learning to read in the L2 (emerging bilingual learners) and older L2
learners (adolescents and adults). The differences found between L1 and L2 read-
ing will be larger for older learners. Fourth, L2 reading will require a foundation
in L2 language skills and knowledge bases in order for higher-level L1 reading
skills and strategies to transfer easily.

Finally, the underlying cognitive processes involved in L1 and L2 reading are
generally the same. While there are clear and demonstrable differences between
L1 and L2 reading among various groups of learners, overall patterns suggest
that the underlying component skills are essentially the same (Geva & Siegal,
2000; Koda, 2007). Moreover, as L2 reading proficiency increases, the reading
comprehension process looks increasingly similar. This increasing similarity is
likely to be true for numerous reasons, including the following: greater amounts
of reading practice and exposure to L2 print, more efficient combinations of
strategic approaches to L2 reading in line with goals for reading, greater resource
knowledge of the L2 and the social/cultural world of the L2, greater fluency and
automaticity of L2 reading skills, recognition of successes in L2 reading, and an
increasing willingness to read in the L2 for various purposes. One conclusion to
be taken from this discussion of L1/L2 differences is that many if not most of the
results of research on component skills that support reading comprehension will
likely apply across L1 and L2 learner groups (except perhaps for beginning to
low-intermediate readers).

L2 Reading Assessment

Discussions of language assessment of all types start with considerations about
test validity. This chapter will assume that the concept of validity, or construct
validity, is available for review through other sources. It is sufficient to note that
validity is an extended argument from multiple perspectives (construct repres-
entation, reliability, comparative assessment, consequential impact, and usability)
that persuasively argues for the appropriate and fair use of a test in a given
context. In this section, I will assume that these principles should guide assess-
ment activities.

In discussing reading assessment, one must decide if the discussion is to focus
primarily on classroom assessment, informal assessment, and alternative assess-
ment practices, or on standardized assessments. Classroom assessment of read-
ing development has a much wider scope than standardized assessment options.
In situations of formal comprehension assessment in the classroom, often as an
achievement test, comprehension gains are assessed on a specific text or set of
texts that has been recently taught. Classroom settings for reading assessment
also include informal reading inventories or miscue analysis (reading aloud one-
on-one with an evaluator who notes errors on a record sheet and then determines
what progress a student has made or what instructional support is needed by the
student).
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The classroom context also allows for various types of alternative assessment
options for determining student progress. In the classroom, one has the option of
continuous ongoing assessment (quizzes, observations, record keeping of home-
work, interviews, progress charts, amount of reading, etc.). In such settings,
almost any language task that is a teaching task can also be used as an assess-
ment task. What might be lost in the way of relatively weak validity or consist-
ency for any given reading task or measurement in the classroom setting is
countered by the continual nature of assessment practices of all types. At the
same time, teachers and administrators have a responsibility to develop appro-
priate tasks and appropriate interpretations of task outcomes so that students
are not evaluated unfairly. For this reason, it is important to look at the types of
tasks developed for more standardized reading tests and consider how these
major tests incorporate and reflect the reading construct, and how they engage
L2 learners in fair and appropriate assessment tasks (see Appendix).

Unfortunately, there are not many relevant, easily accessible, and useful
classroom-based tests of English L2 reading abilities. This problem is clearly
demonstrated by a recent review of L2 literacy development in US K-12 settings
(August & Shanahan, 2006a). As the editors state, “The assessments cited in the
research to gauge language-minority students’ language proficiency and to make
placement decisions are inadequate in most respects” (August & Shanahan, 2006b,
p. 17). There is certainly a need for good, well-developed low- to medium-stakes
reading tests that can be used in a variety of classroom contexts, that are graded
for multiple proficiency levels, that are affordable, and that can support instruc-
tional decision-making.

In contrast to the more open classroom settings, standardized assessment prac-
tices are far more constrained by concerns of validity, reliability, time, cost, use-
ability, and consequence. Most standardized tests attempt to establish a student’s
level of reading comprehension ability, either in relation to some set of criteria or
in relation to a wider population. The time available for such an assessment is
limited and the test must be fair and useful. These concerns strongly limit the
types of reading assessment tasks that can be used. Until fairly recently, stand-
ardized L2 reading assessment has not been overly concerned with the develop-
ment of reading assessment in terms of an evidence-based construct of reading
abilities tied to the group of students being assessed. However, efforts to develop
standardized reading tests in the past 15 years have focused much more expli-
citly on the construct of reading and claims that can be made for reading pro-
ficiency based on evidence from the test. There are a number of good examples of
standardized assessments being developed from an initial set of claims about the
nature of L2 reading ability and a set of tasks that would measure the relevant
component skills.

The development of the IELTS (International English Language Testing System)
represents one example of building a standardized test from construct assumptions
and the gathering of appropriate evidence (Clapham, 1996). Similarly, the efforts
to redesign the TOEFL have only recently (since 1995) been driven by the prior
establishment of an appropriate L2 reading construct and evidence to support
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assessment tasks that would measure this construct (see Chapelle, Jamieson,
& Enright, 2008). Additional approaches to L2 standardized assessment that are
built from claims about reading abilities include the suite of Cambridge English
proficiency exams (Weir & Milanovich, 2003) and the Advanced English Reading
Test in China (Weir, Huizhong, & Yan, 2000). These approaches to L2 reading
assessment strongly document arguments for an L2 reading construct, the import-
ance of specific components of reading ability, the types of tasks that can assess
these component abilities, and the creation of overall tests that generate evidence
for the claims made (thus building a validity argument for the appropriateness of
the test that has been developed).

Drawing on evidence from research on reading abilities to argue for a reading
construct is one way in which reading assessment practices have improved. How-
ever, the relationship is reciprocal; it is also the case that careful reading assess-
ment research has helped provide evidence for the component abilities central
to L2 reading, as well. That is, the evidence provided from assessment research
has influenced conceptualizations of component abilities underlying L2 reading
comprehension.

For example, it is now clear from assessment research that L2 vocabulary know-
ledge is a powerful component of L2 reading abilities (Pike, 1979; Qian, 2002).
Similarly, and perhaps more surprisingly for some, L2 grammar knowledge is a
major component ability for L2 reading comprehension (Alderson, 2000; Enright
et al., 2002; Pike, 1979). Appropriate reading strategies (as opposed to test-taking
strategies) used in testing contexts also appear to be an important component
of L2 reading abilities. While there is other compelling evidence for these com-
ponents of L2 reading ability (as well as other components of reading ability), it
is important to recognize that these component skills have also emerged from
research on L2 reading tests.

L2 Implications for Reading Instruction and
Assessment

Overall, the combination of research on L1 and L2 reading abilities suggests that
there is a reasonably good set of implications for L2 reading instruction and
assessment suggested by research results. Reading comprehension requires the
following skills and knowledge resources:

1 The ability to decode graphic forms for efficient word recognition
2 The ability to access the meaning of a large number of words automatically
3 The ability to draw meaning from phrase- and clause-level grammatical

information
4 The ability to combine clause-level meanings to build a larger network of

meaning relations (comprehend the text)
5 The ability to recognize discourse-level relationships and use this informa-

tion to build and support comprehension
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6 The ability to use reading strategies with more difficult text and for a range
of academic reading tasks

7 The ability to set goals for reading and adjust them as needed
8 The ability to use inferences of various types and to monitor comprehension

in line with reading goals
9 The ability to draw on prior knowledge, as appropriate

10 Abilities to evaluate, integrate, and synthesize information from a text to
form a situation model of comprehension (essentially what the reader learns
from the text)

11 The ability to maintain these processes fluently for an extended period of time
12 The motivation to persist in reading and to use the text information appro-

priately in line with reader goals

In an ideal world, each of these implications from research would be subject to
a set of instructional training studies and longitudinal development studies to
determine the potential for turning implications into effective applications in the
classroom. Once interesting applications are developed, it is important to deter-
mine the effectiveness of those applications more generally for the development
of L2 reading abilities. Of course, we cannot wait for this ideal to be carried out
because we need to improve L2 students’ reading abilities at the present moment
as best we can. Instructional practices, based on current evidence, need to be
used in classrooms while additional evidence is gathered. The best that we can
offer are practices that have been examined and found useful, and then teachers
should draw on their expertise and experience to build the larger curriculum
framework for effective teaching.

Teaching L2 Reading

The major argument of the chapter to this point is that a number of key reading
subskills can be taught successfully, and further, that the learning of these subskills
will contribute to a learner’s reading comprehension abilities. How these skills
should be taught most effectively is indicated to some extent by the research
reviewed above. However, there are many instructional approaches that can
potentially contribute to the development of reading abilities. While there is not
yet extensive empirical research on the effectiveness of many practices, there is
teaching expertise and experience which support these approaches until controlled
evidence is collected and assessed. Quite a lot is already known about promising
instructional practices. In some cases, we know that instructional activities car-
ried out consistently have been useful with some groups of students and should
be useful with a number of other student groups. We know that instructional
activities which receive enough instructional time, intensity of effort, and priority
in the curriculum can lead to significantly improved reading skills development.
We know that students respond well to a number of instructional activities that
improve reading skills. We can build on these starting points while additional
research is being carried out.
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The goal for reading instruction, at a general level, is to incorporate key com-
ponent skills and knowledge into a reading curriculum. Specific instructional
activities included in the curriculum follow from the major themes developed
earlier in the article and the resulting implications. To describe how to carry out
each suggestion would amount to multiple teaching-instruction handbooks, a
task that goes far beyond the scope of the present chapter. More generally, good
suggestions and examples for many of the issues described here can be found in
a number of good reading textbook sets (e.g., Anderson, 2003; Blanchard & Root,
2007; Silberstein, Dobson, & Clarke, 2002; for many good instructional examples).
What can be offered in this chapter is a set of more general curricular principles
when building a reading curriculum and rethinking instructional practices. These
principles include:

1 A curricular framework for conceptualizing L2 reading instruction that should
integrate major skills instruction with extensive practice and exposure to print
(building upon a needs analysis, goals and objectives for teaching and testing,
attractive and plentiful resources, appropriate curriculum framework, effect-
ive teacher support, effective teaching materials and resources).

2 Reading materials and resources that need to be interesting, varied, good-
looking, abundant, accessible, and well-used.

3 Some degree of student choice along the way in selecting major reading
sources.

4 Reading skills that are introduced and taught by examining the primary texts
used in the reading course. There should not be a need for special materials to
introduce reading skills (though additional activities for further practice are
necessary). If skills are meant to help comprehension, they should help with
comprehension of the major texts being read in a class. This link between
skills and instructional texts also raises metalinguistic awareness of how texts
are put together linguistically.

5 Lessons that are structured around pre-reading, during-reading, and post-
reading activities, and these activities should be varied from one major reading
to the next.

6 Instruction that is built on an integrated curriculum framework and can sup-
port the following developmental goals:
(a) Promote word-recognition skills
(b) Build a large recognition vocabulary
(c) Practice comprehension skills that combine awareness of grammar, main

idea identification, and comprehension strategies: strategy instruction is
not separate from text comprehension instruction

(d) Build awareness of discourse structure (recognize main ideas, recognize
major organizing patterns, recognize how the information is organized
in parts of the text, recognize overt signals of text structure, recognize
anaphoric relations in texts, recognize other cohesive markers in texts)

(e) Promote strategic reading
(f) Practice reading fluency (build reading rate, build text passage reading

fluency, read and reread at home with parent or tape or self )
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(g) Develop extensive reading
(h) Develop motivation
(i) Combine language learning with content learning

7 Opportunities for students to experience comprehension success while reading.
8 Expectations that reading occurs in class every day and that many extended

reading opportunities are provided on a regular basis.

Testing L2 Reading

Carrying out appropriate reading assessments also requires a translation from
“implications from research,” as well as an effort to consider useful applications
directly from assessment research to realistic classroom situations. Again, a thor-
ough set of practical recommendations and associated example activities is be-
yond the scope of this chapter. However, a number of good examples of reading
assessment tasks can be found in Alderson (2000), Hughes (2004), and Weir and
Milanovic (2003). It is also important to highlight two key concepts for reading
assessment. First, reading assessment tasks are a restricted purpose for reading.
The context for assessment itself precludes any strong assumption of a match to
authentic reading in the “real world.” One consequence is that assessment tasks
do not need to be avoided or radically distorted because they are not the same as
reading in the real world. Realistic reading assessment tasks, as opposed to real
reading tasks, may be the better benchmark (see Alderson, 2000). Second, read-
ing assessments need to take into account both students’ proficiency levels and
students’ ages. Tasks need to change to fit a given proficiency range and student
maturity level as part of an appropriate reading assessment battery.

In closing the discussion of reading assessment, 10 recommendations for
good assessment practices are offered (though the list could easily include 20
recommendations):

1 Students should be tested on a range of relevant skills.
2 Students should be encouraged to read longer texts (for advanced assess-

ment, 700–1,200 words, assuming 120–150 wpm).
3 Background knowledge influences all comprehension and needs to be ac-

counted for in a positive way (multiple topics, multiple tasks, general topics,
limited interdependence of items within some subset of tasks).

4 Group tasks might be used to engage discussions of reader interpretations of
texts.

5 Extensive reading should not be discouraged by assessment procedures.
6 The importance of identification and fluency skills needs to be explored

(reading word lists, oral reading for one minute, silent reading on computer,
timed reading, assessment of rereading).

7 Tests might explore ways to assess synthesis skills, evaluation skills, strateg-
ies, metacognitive knowledge, and skills monitoring (text monitoring while
reading).
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8 Reading might be tested within a content-focused battery (but item inter-
dependence has to be a concern).

9 Tests might consider item types that take advantage of computer interfaces
(e.g., allow a text to disappear after reading, use a few hypertext links in a
test passage, combine information from multiple texts to complete a task).

10 Many skills might be measured usefully through informal assessment options
in classroom contexts. What one loses in reliability and objective controls
could be countered by the many formal and informal assessments that can
be made in the classroom. (But informal assessment is not a substitute for
more formal testing.)

Concluding Comments

There are a number of additional recommendations that can be made for build-
ing L2 reading instruction, planning effective multi-level reading curricula, devel-
oping appropriate assessment practices, and providing feedback on learning
progress (assessment for learning). This article has sought to develop the founda-
tion that leads to useful implications for reading instruction and assessment. It
has also outlined a simple array of curricular guidelines for reading instruction
and assessment practices that can be developed or adapted to a fairly wide range
of L2 reading contexts. At the same time, a short article of this type can only
begin to scratch the surface of the potential instructional and assessment options
and variations that can help make a difference in reading success with L2
students. The key to these ongoing efforts is to continue exploring effective prac-
tices for reading instruction and tasks for reading assessment that are based on
important and relevant reading research and persuasive instructional research.

Appendix: Reading Test Item Types (see Alderson,
2000; Hughes, 2004, and others)

The primary purpose of assessment is to collect information to make inferences
about students’ reading abilities.

1 Cloze formats
2 Gap-filling formats (a rational reason for selecting blanks)
3 Multiple-choice formats
4 Sentence completions
5 Matching (and multiple matching) techniques
6 Classification into groups
7 Text segment ordering
8 Dichotomous items (T/F, Y/N)
9 Editing formats

10 C-tests
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11 Cloze elide formats (remove extra word)
12 Text gap formats (place a sentence in the appropriate text gap)
13 Short answer formats
14 Free recall formats
15 Summary formats (1 sentence, 2 sentences, 5–6 sentences)
16 Information transfer formats (graphs, tables, flowcharts, outlines, maps, etc.)
17 Choosing from a “heading bank” to label identified paragraphs
18 Portfolios
19 Project performance
20 Informal assessment methods

(a) Have students read aloud for the teacher/tester and make notes/
observations or use of checklist/note miscues on the text

(b) Have students read aloud in class
(c) Have a student read and then have a discussion on the text (one-on-

one)
(d) Keep a record of student responses to questions in class after a reading
(e) Keep notes on student participation in class discussions on a reading
(f) Have students do think-alouds while reading (one-on-one)
(g) Have student keep diaries or reading journals
(h) Have students do book reports
(i) Have students recommend books
(j) Have students enact a scene/episode/event
(k) Keep charts of student readings
(l) Keep charts of reading rate growth
(m) Have students list words they want to know after reading and why
(n) Record how far a student gets on an extended reading task
(o) Observe what reading material is read during free reading or SSR
(p) Observe how much students spend time on task during free reading

or SSR
(q) Note the uses of texts in a multi-step project and discuss
(r) Ask students about their reading progress
(s) Ask students about their goals for reading with various texts and tasks
(t) Have student do paired readings and observe
(u) Observe students reading with an audio tape
(v) Have students list strategies they have used while reading
(w) Have students explain why they gave their answers after or during a

task
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25 Learning to Read in New
Writing Systems

KEIKO KODA

Reading development builds on spoken language competence. In all languages,
learning to read inevitably requires learning to map graphic symbols onto the
spoken language elements they represent. Understanding how one’s writing
system functions thus is vital in literacy learning and processing. In second-
language reading, these mappings are more complex since they involve two sets
of languages and writing systems. The complexity is further compounded by the
diversity of second-language learners because literacy learning commences at
different ages and under different circumstances. Hence, second-language learn-
ers’ cognitive and linguistic resources vary considerably more than beginning
first-language readers. In conceptualizing second-language reading development,
such diversities – together with the dual-language involvement – must be incor-
porated. Consequently, the primary goals of this chapter are threefold: (1) to
describe how knowledge of the writing system contributes to literacy learning;
(2) to examine how this knowledge evolves; and (3) to explore how the know-
ledge acquired in one language affects learning to read in another. Since reading
is a multi-faceted pursuit, consisting of a large number of operations and process-
ing skills, clarifying the scope of the analysis is essential. The chapter, therefore,
opens with brief descriptions of relevant terms and constructs.

Basic Concepts and Constructs

Learning to read
According to the Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986; Hoover &
Gough, 1990), learning to read entails the mastery of two basic operations –
decoding and comprehension, which are acquired at disparate rates through separate
channels. In this formulation, decoding refers to the extraction of phonological
and morphological information from visual word displays, and comprehension to
text meaning construction based on the extracted information. Obviously, decoding
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is unique to reading, while comprehension is shared, as a common element, in
reading and listening. This implies that children amass comprehension skills
through listening in the course of oral language development prior to formal
literacy instruction. By the time they begin to read, their comprehension ability,
in most instances, is already well developed. In principle, therefore, children
should be able to utilize their comprehension ability acquired through listening,
when learning to read. In reality, however, they rarely do so because they cannot
connect graphic displays with their oral language vocabulary and other stored
information. In order to exploit the previously acquired linguistic knowledge
and comprehension skills in learning to read, they need to attain sufficient decod-
ing competence. Unlike comprehension ability, however, decoding skills do not
evolve as a corollary of oral language development. Their acquisition neces-
sitates substantial print input and exposure. For these reasons, it is commonly
accepted that learning to read essentially implies decoding skills development.
Consequently, the current analysis focuses on the acquisition of decoding, or
print information extraction, skills.

Writing system, orthography, and script
Following Coulmas (2003), the term writing system is used in this chapter in
reference to both the writing system of a language and an abstract type of writing
system. In the latter sense, writing systems can be classified into three types:
alphabetic, syllabic, and logographic. In the alphabetic system, each symbol rep-
resents a phoneme, while, in the syllabary, individual symbols denote distinct
syllables. In contrast, a logographic character corresponds holistically with the
meaning and sound of an entire morpheme. Within each system, considerable
variations exist in the specific details in which graphic symbols are physically
placed in forming words. Orthography refers to these language-specific details,
and has been defined as “the standardized variety of a given, language-specific,
writing system” (Coulmas, 2003, p. 35). Finally, the term script refers to the graphic
form of the symbols of a writing system. To illustrate, English and Russian writ-
ing systems are both alphabetic, but they differ in their scripts – the former
employs the Roman script and the latter uses the Cyrillic. Further, English and
Spanish are alphabetic, both employing the Roman script, but they differ
orthographically in spelling conventions.

Inasmuch as learning to read entails uncovering how language elements cor-
respond to graphic symbols, its learning process is directly affected by the ortho-
graphic properties of the writing system in which literacy is learned, and the
resulting competencies reflect the precise way in which language elements are
graphically encoded. As an illustration, Korean and Hebrew writing systems are
both alphabetic, but their orthographic properties differ considerably from each
other. The Korean Hangul, for example, consists of 24 basic symbols, each repres-
enting a single phoneme – either a vowel or a consonant. Unlike English, however,
the Korean symbols do not appear individually; rather, they are always pack-
aged into square blocks, representing distinct syllables. Reflecting this dual-level
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representation, Korean children exhibit strong sensitivity to both syllables and
phonemes (Cho & McBride-Chang, 2005). In contrast, the Hebrew symbols repre-
sent only consonant phonemes (Frost & Bentin, 1992; Shimron, 2006). Hebrew
vowels are shown in the form of dots and dashes, and placed below, above or to
the left of symbols. In the consonantal Hebrew, consequently, children develop
stronger sensitivity to consonants than vowels (Geva, 2008). It order to under-
stand the long-term consequence of literacy experience in a particular language
for learning to read in another, it is critical to clarify, through careful analysis, the
orthographic properties of the writing systems involved.

Second-language readers
Second-language reading encompasses several distinct “reader” groups, because,
unlike first-language reading, it commences at different ages and occurs under
diverse circumstances. Several distinct “reader” groups, for example, include
preschool children learning to read without prior literacy experience, school-age
children at disparate stages of literacy development in their first language,
and adult learners fully literate in their first language. Four factors are par-
ticularly pertinent to second-language reader categorizations: (1) age at which
second-language literacy learning commences; (2) attainment level of first-
language (or any prior) literacy; (3) second-language proficiency – vocabulary
knowledge, in particular; and (4) amounts of second-language print input and
exposure. These factors collectively determine the cognitive and linguistic re-
sources available to a particular group of readers at the onset of second-language
literacy learning. Each of the factors, moreover, interacts with contextual varia-
tions relating to “where,” “how,” and “why” second-language literacy is being
pursued. For example, the learning experience of six-year old native Korean
children acquiring reading skills in English as a second language in an American
public school is strikingly different from that of native English-speaking students
taking an elementary Chinese course to fulfill a foreign-language requirement in
an American university. Hence, it is critical to take into account these and other
variables when comparing and synthesizing empirical findings across studies
involving diverse groups of second-language readers.

The Mechanism of Transfer

Second-language reading is unique in that it involves two languages in its opera-
tions. To understand its development, therefore, it is necessary to consider what
“involving” two languages means; how the dual-language involvement affects
learning to read in a second language; and how the aggregated impacts can be
empirically examined. Cross-language transfer is central to the current analysis
because it clarifies how performance variations among second-language readers
relate to their first-language learning-to-read experiences. Although transfer has
long been a major theoretical concept in second-language research, there is little
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consensus as to what constitutes transfer, how it occurs, and how it affects
second-language learning.

Traditionally, transfer has been viewed as a learner’s reliance on first-language
knowledge. Krashen (1983), for example, regards transfer as the resultant state
stemming from the learner’s falling back on old knowledge, or first-language
rules, when new knowledge is not yet sufficiently developed. Gass and Selinker
(1983) offer a similar, but somewhat more refined, view: “the learner is transfer-
ring prior linguistic knowledge resulting in IL (interlanguage) forms which, when
compared by the researchers to the target language norms, can be termed ‘pos-
itive,’ ‘negative,’ or ‘neutral” (p. 6). Odlin (1989) reinforces the general thrust of
this notion by stating, “transfer is the influence from similarities and differences
between the target language and any other language that has been previously
(and perhaps imperfectly) acquired” (p. 27). These views of transfer share two
implicit assumptions. First, what is transferred is linguistic knowledge, conceived
as a set of rules. Second, the reliance on first-language knowledge is, more or
less, associated with an inadequate grasp of second-language rules. Consequently,
these views further presume that transfer tends to cease when second-language
linguistic knowledge has developed and, more critically, that once sufficient
proficiency is attained, first-language knowledge plays no role in explaining
individual differences in second-language linguistic knowledge.

These contentions, nonetheless, are no longer uniformly endorsed. As a case in
point, in functionalist theories, language is viewed as a set of relations between
forms and functions (Van Valin, 1991), and its acquisition as the process of inter-
nalizing form–function relationships through cumulative use of language in com-
munication (MacWhinney & Bates, 1989). Hence, the functionalist view contends
that language learning is driven by the functional contribution of linguistic forms
in communication, and in so doing, explains why systematic variations occur in
the internalized relationships across languages and learners within a single lan-
guage. Under the functionalist suppositions, then, what is transferred should be
the internalized form–function relationships and their mapping skills, rather than
a set of fixed rules, as traditionally conceived.

The functionalist view alone, however, does not adequately explain how recur-
ring patterns of form–function correspondences are detected, abstracted, and
internalized. An additional theory is necessary to clarify how mapping patterns
emerge through communicative use of language. Since learning to read involves
establishing mapping patterns between language elements and graphic symbols,
such clarification is equally useful in conceptualizing how orthographic know-
ledge develops in a particular language. By extension, moreover, second-language
learning to read can also be regarded as the process of forming additional sets of
sound–symbol, as well as morpheme–symbol, mappings in a new language. The
clarification should also be vital in conceptualizing how previously established
mapping patterns alter the formation of new mapping patterns.

Connectionism is one such theory, offering plausible explanations of how form–
function relationships emerge. Its main contention is that the internalization of
such relationships occurs through cumulative mappings experience. The more
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frequently particular patterns of mappings are experienced, the stronger the links
holding the elements to be mapped together. As such, the theory describes know-
ledge acquisition as a gradual transition from deliberate efforts to automatic
execution, rather than an all-or-nothing process. It also views knowledge as a
dynamic, ever-changing state, rather than a static entity. Hence, in this theory,
input frequency is a key determinant of “acquisition” because “rules of language,
at all processing levels, are structural regularities evolving from learners’ lifetime
analysis of the distributional characteristics of the language input” (Ellis, 2002,
p. 144). It should be underscored, moreover, that connectionism makes no dis-
tinction between language learning and other domains of learning, nor between
knowledge acquisition and skills development. Consequently, the internalization
of a particular form–function relationship can be recognized as such when the
mapping becomes “automated” – that is, non-deliberate, non-volitional, activa-
tion initiated through input (Logan, 1988).

Building on these contentions, transfer is operationally defined as an automatic
activation of well-established mapping skills in the first language, triggered by
second-language input. Although this definition is restrictive in that it limits the
scope to the operations wherein automaticity is attainable, such restriction is
necessary in order to address a range of critical issues in a theoretically coherent
fashion. This view of transfer makes several specific predictions. First, for trans-
fer to occur, the competencies to be transferred must be well rehearsed – to the
point of automaticity – in the first language. Second, transfer is not likely to cease
at any given point in second-language development. Third, transferred compe-
tencies will continuously mature through processing experience with second-
language input. Evidently, these predictions are distinct from those underlying
the earlier views of transfer. Finally, the automatic activation implies that previ-
ously established first-language mapping patterns operate during second-
language input processing – irrespective of a learner’s intent, first-language
background, and second-language proficiency. This, in turn, suggests that trans-
ferred first-language skills facilitate second-language reading acquisition to the
extent that the two writing systems involved impose similar processing require-
ments. It is important, therefore, to be clear about differences and similarities in
the learning-to-read requirements in diverse languages. In this regard, the notion
of reading universals is essential, because it offers a conceptual base for identify-
ing and comparing such requirements across languages and writing systems.

Reading Universals

According to the universal grammar of reading by Perfetti and associates (Perfetti,
2003; Perfetti & Dunlap, 2008; Perfetti & Liu, 2005), reading is a dynamic pursuit
embedded in two interrelated systems: language and writing system. Inevitably,
reading acquisition requires a linkage of the two, entailing mapping between
spoken language elements and graphic symbols (e.g., Fowler & Liberman, 1995;
Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Nagy & Anderson, 1999). In learning to read, therefore,
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children must first recognize which language elements are directly encoded in
the writing system (the general mapping principle), and then deduce precisely
how these elements are encoded (the mapping details). For example, children
learning to read English must first understand that each letter represents a dis-
tinct sound (the alphabetic principle), and then gradually work out the details of
sound–symbol correspondences (the mapping details) through repeated print
decoding and encoding experience.

To successfully grasp general mapping principles, children in all languages
must gain several basic insights: that print relates to speech; that speech can be
segmented into a sequence of sounds; and, most critically, that these segmented
sounds systematically relate to the graphic symbols in the writing system. Since
these insights do not involve language-specific details, once they are developed
in one language, they should be readily available and fully functional in sub-
sequent literacy learning in another language. This, however, is not necessarily
the case for mapping details, because their acquisition requires substantial print
input and experience, and therefore, the acquired mapping details should
vary systematically in diverse languages to the extent that their orthographic
properties deviate. What is common across languages in the latter task lies only
in the task itself. Prior experience fosters an explicit understanding of what is to
be accomplished in the task, and this, in turn, can expedite the process by allow-
ing learners to be more reflective and strategic.

The clear implication is that second-language learning to read is a repeated
process to the extent that the literacy experiences in the two languages involved
are similar. Such similarities should allow second-language learners to exploit
the resources accumulated through prior literacy learning usefully, thereby accel-
erating second-language reading development. Thus, in essence, the concept of
reading universals, properly incorporated, significantly contributes to theories of
reading transfer by providing a basis for conceptualizing the specific facilitation
stemming from prior literacy experience.

Metalinguistic Awareness

Of late, interest in metalinguistic awareness has risen sharply among reading
researchers. Metalinguistic awareness is a multi-dimensional construct, and its
facets can be defined in conjunction with various structural features of language
(e.g., Adams, 1990; Stahl & Murray, 1994; Yopp, 1988). Bialystok (2001) describes
metalinguistic awareness as an explicit representation of “the abstract structure
that organizes sets of linguistic rules without being directly instantiated in any of
them” (2001, p. 123). Although such insights evolve through the result of learning
and using a particular language, metalinguistic awareness is distinct from linguistic
knowledge in that it implies an understanding of language in its most fundamental
and generalized properties, independent of surface form variations. For example,
among English-speaking children, syntactic awareness reflects the realization that
the order in which words are presented determines sentence meaning. An abstract
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notion of this sort contrasts with a more specific knowledge of the canonical
word order (subject-verb-object) in English sentences. The logical question then
is how metalinguistic awareness facilitates literacy learning and processing.

Roles of metalinguistic awareness in learning to read
As noted repeatedly, reading is embedded in spoken language and writing
system, and its acquisition entails making links between the two. Accordingly,
the present consensus is that learning to read is fundamentally metalinguistic
because it necessitates an understanding of how spoken language elements are
partitioned and mapped onto graphic symbols (e.g., Fowler & Liberman, 1995;
Goswami & Bryant, 1990; Kuo & Anderson, in press; Nagy & Anderson, 1999).
Since the primary unit of the mappings is either phonology or morphology, two
specific facets are of vital significance for learning to read in any language: grapho-
phonological (i.e., recognizing the relationship between graphic symbols and
speech sounds), and grapho-morphological (i.e., recognizing the relationship
between graphic symbols and morphological elements).

The role of metalinguistic awareness in literacy learning in English has been
extensively studied over the past two decades. Evidence from research focusing
on phonological awareness has led to the widely endorsed conviction that to
master an alphabetic script, children must not only recognize that words can be
divided into sequences of phonemes, but also acquire the ability to analyze a
word’s internal structure in order to identify its phonemic constituents. Early
reading studies, in fact, show that children’s sensitivity to the phonological struc-
ture of spoken words is directly related to their ability to read and spell words
(e.g., Stahl & Murray, 1994; Stanovich, 2000; Stanovich, Cunningham, & Cramer,
1984; Yopp, 1988); phonological segmentation capability is a powerful predictor
of reading success among early- and middle-grade students (e.g., Bryant, MacLean,
& Bradley, 1990; Juel, Griffith, & Gough, 1986); and reading progress is signi-
ficantly enhanced by phonological awareness training (e.g., Bradley & Bryant,
1991). Phonological deficits, moreover, are a common attribute of weak readers
in typologically diverse languages, including Arabic (e.g., Abu Rabia, 1995),
Portuguese (Da Fontoura & Siegel, 1995), Chinese (e.g., So & Siegel, 1997; Zhang
& Perfetti, 1993), and Japanese (Kuhara-Kojima et al., 1996).

Contributions of morphological awareness to reading development have also
been examined. It has been found that the ability to segment a word into its
morphological constituents is a reliable predictor of reading achievement, inde-
pendent of phonological awareness (e.g., Carlisle, 1995; Carlisle & Nomanbhoy,
1993; Fowler & Liberman, 1995); considerably more omissions of inflectional and
derivational morphemes occur in the writing and speaking of less skilled readers
(e.g., Duques, 1989; Henderson & Shores, 1982; Rubin, 1991); and ability to use
morphological information during sentence comprehension distinguishes skilled
from less-skilled high school readers (e.g., Tyler & Nagy, 1989, 1990). Reflecting
its multidimensionality, morphological awareness evolves gradually over time,
as its diverse facets mature according to their own timetables. As an illustration,
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native English-speaking children are sensitized to inflectional morphemes in struc-
turally transparent words well before schooling (Berko, 1958; Carlisle, 2003),
but the productive use of inflectional information does not occur until grade two
or three (Bear et al., 1996). The awareness of derivational morphemes is a late-
developing facet, emerging between Grades four and eight (Ku & Anderson, 2003;
Tyler & Nagy, 1989, 1990). Similar developmental disparities have been reported in
studies investigating morphological awareness among native Chinese-speaking
children (Ku & Anderson, 2003; Shu & Anderson, 1999). Viewed collectively,
findings from both phonological and morphological awareness studies make it
plain that metalinguistic insights facilitate the initial stages of literacy learning –
decoding development, in particular – in several distinct ways.

Cross-linguistic variations in metalinguistic awareness
Certain basic aspects of metalinguistic insights are prerequisites to reading acqui-
sition, enabling children to initiate the critical task of linking spoken language
elements and graphic symbols. It is important to note, however, that the rela-
tionship between literacy and metalinguistic awareness is reciprocal, mutually
enhancing their development. Typically, children form sensitivity to structural
regularities of the language they are acquiring well before formal literacy instruc-
tion commences (MacWhinney, 1987; Slobin, 1985). While the early phases of
literacy acquisition are dependent on this rudimentary understanding, acquired
during oral language development, such sensitivity is progressively refined, and
gradually becomes explicit through print decoding and encoding experience (e.g.,
Bowey & Francis, 1991; Perfetti et al., 1987; Vellutino & Scanlon, 1987). Hence, the
ultimate form of metalinguistic awareness is an outcome of literacy, reflecting the
specific ways in which language elements are graphically encoded. Two implica-
tions arise from this developmental interface: (1) the facets of metalinguistic aware-
ness underlying efficient print information extraction are closely allied with the
orthographic properties of the language in which literacy is learned; and (2)
lexical information – both phonological and morphological – is accessed through
orthographic knowledge, and so the information extraction skills are also shaped
to accommodate the language-specific orthographic properties. It seems reason-
able to suggest, therefore, that literacy learning in diverse languages involves
distinct facets of metalinguistic awareness. In fact, reflecting the prominence of
grapheme–morpheme connections in Chinese characters, morphological aware-
ness has been reported to be a stronger predictor than phonological awareness of
literacy acquisition in Chinese (Ku & Anderson, 2003; Li et al., 2002).

Conceptualizing Second Language Learning to
Read: The Framework

The above analysis has demonstrated that (1) learning to read in all languages is
governed by the same set of universal principles, uniformly requiring a linkage
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between a spoken language and the writing system; (2) metalinguistic awareness
provides substantial facilitation in such linkage building; (3) metalinguistic aware-
ness and subsequent decoding skills evolve gradually through print processing
experience; and, most critically, (4) once developed, these literacy capabilities
transfer across languages. Moreover, transfer is viewed as automatic activation
of well-established first-language competencies triggered by second-language
print input. As such, transfer is neither selective nor volitional, and occurs in all
available competencies. Consequently, this view presumes that transfer does
not cease at any given point in second-language reading development. Instead,
transferred competencies continue to evolve through second-language print-
processing experience, making incessant adjustments in accommodating the
second-language orthographic properties. Thus, in short, three factors are critical
in explaining possible variances in second-language reading development: (1)
first-language competencies; (2) second-language print input, and (3) their inter-
actions. The sections that follow provide brief explanations of how these factors
jointly shape second-language reading sub-skills.

Universal underpinnings
In all languages, the initial learning-to-read task relies on non-language-specific
metalinguistic insights shared across languages. When transferred, these insights
should provide direct and equal facilitation for all learners regardless of their
first-language background, guiding the process of learning the general mapping
principle. Since underdeveloped capabilities are not likely to transfer, first-
language literacy attainment, as a reliable indicator of the availability of the
requisite metalinguistic capabilities, should serve as a strong predictor of initial
reading development in a second language. It can be hypothesized, therefore,
that first-language metalinguistic awareness – phonological awareness, in par-
ticular – systematically relates to second-language phonological awareness, as
well as second-language decoding competence.

Shared metalinguistic foundations
Beyond the initial phase, however, learning the mapping details in a second
language requires metalinguistic facets closely attuned to the second-language
orthographic properties. First-language metalinguistic awarenesses are presum-
ably available in this phase, as well. However, since they have been developed
specifically in relation to the first language, they are not as serviceable as the non-
language-specific facets underlying the general mapping principle. What is com-
mon across languages in this task lies only in the task itself. Prior experience
fosters an explicit understanding of what is to be accomplished in the task, which,
in turn, expedites the learning process by allowing learners to be more reflective
and strategic. As such, the transferred awareness should offer useful top-down
assistance by guiding the process of uncovering the specific ways in which lan-
guage elements correspond with graphic symbols in the new writing system.
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With such assistance, the task becomes more deductive in a second language,
requiring less input for its completion than that required in the first language.
Hence, it can also be hypothesized that first-language metalinguistic sophistica-
tion is a reliable predictor of the rapidity with which corresponding second-
language metalinguistic awareness develops.

Orthographic distance
Since differences between the orthographic properties of the writing systems
involved vary considerably among disparate learners (e.g., Spanish learners of
English vs. Chinese learners of English), such variance also must be taken into
consideration. When the method of representing specific linguistic information is
similar across writing systems, information-extraction procedures are likely to be
equally analogous, if not identical. Thus, transferred metalinguistic capabilities
should provide substantial facilitation in second-language print-information
extraction. The direct implication is that, when the two systems share similar
orthographic properties, transferred competencies require minimal input and
processing experience in a new language for fine-tuning. Consequently, a third
hypothesis can be formulated: The orthographic distance between the two
writing systems explains the differential rates at which second-language meta-
linguistic awareness and decoding skills develop among learners from diverse
first-language backgrounds.

Second-language print input
Since the formation of language-specific awareness facets entails the detection
of recurring grapheme–phoneme, and grapheme–morpheme, correspondences,
it requires substantially more input than the non-language-specific facets under-
lying the general mapping principle. Therefore, amounts of second-language
print input and experience are a dominant factor shaping second-language
metalinguistic awareness and subsequent decoding skills. In particular, input
frequency essentially determines the rate at which language-specific mapping
patterns are internalized. Input regularity is also a key variable. Since linkage
building is easier when the elements to be linked have regular, one-to-one, corres-
pondences, regularity determines the ease with which mapping patterns are
detected and abstracted. It can be hypothesized, therefore, that both quality and
quantity of second-language print input are responsible, in large part, for deter-
mining ultimate attainment of second-language metalinguistic awareness and
decoding competencies.

Cross-linguistic variation
To recapitulate, second-language competencies are shaped through continuous
interaction between transferred first-language capabilities and second-language
print input. Such cross-linguistic interplay typically induces sustained assimilation
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of processing experiences in both languages. Hence, the final hypothesis is
that the resulting second-language metalinguistic awareness and decoding skills
reflect both first- and second-language orthographic properties, and vary system-
atically across learners with diverse first-language backgrounds.

Although these hypotheses have yet to be tested empirically, preliminary evalu-
ations of their predictive validity can be performed through systematic reviews
of empirical findings from studies involving diverse groups of second-language
readers. The subsequent section discusses relevant study findings and their col-
lective implications.

Second-Language Learning to Read: Empirical
Studies

Universal underpinnings
In view of the irrefutable contributions of phonological awareness in early
reading development, the question is to what extent this awareness facilitates
second-language learning to read, particularly among school-age learners. Pho-
nological awareness is a by-product of a child’s growing understanding of the
segmental nature of spoken words. This fundamental realization precedes and
supports reading acquisition, serving as a basis for symbol-to-sound mappings
in typologically diverse languages, including logographic Chinese (Ho &
Bryant, 1999; Li et al., 2002). Since the concept of word segmentation is not
language specific, once developed in a language, it can facilitate learning to
read in another, irrespective of their orthographic distance. Hence, in principle,
the initial stage of second-language reading development among young
learners, as in first-language literacy acquisition, relies heavily on phonological
awareness.

Earlier studies of second-language phonological awareness focused on the
extent to which this construct related to decoding ability among school-age learn-
ers. Cisero, Carlo, and Royer (1992), for example, contrasted English monolingual
and Spanish-dominant, bilingual, first-grade, children in phoneme-detection
performance, and concluded that in both groups, competent readers were super-
ior in phonemic analysis to their less competent counterparts. In a subsequent
study involving Spanish-dominant bilingual first graders, Durgunoglu, Nagy,
and Hancin-Bhatt (1993) determined that first-language phonological awareness
is a powerful predictor of word-recognition skills in both languages. These
studies thus extended the widely accepted first-language research conclusions to
bilingual populations. The Durgunoglu et al. study, moreover, highlights a strong
possibility that phonological awareness developed in one language can enhance
literacy learning in another.

More recent studies, employing a large battery of tasks in both first and second
languages, concentrated on the inter-lingual connections in phonological awareness
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and decoding skills. Collectively, their findings suggest that significant relation-
ships exist in phonological awareness; poor readers are uniformly weak in pho-
nological skills in both languages; their deficiencies are usually “domain-specific”
and not primarily attributable to non-phonological factors (e.g., Abu-Rabia, 1995;
August, Calderon, & Carlo, 2001; Carlisle & Beeman, 2000; Cormier & Kelson,
2000; Gholamain & Geva, 1999; Verhoeven, 2000; Wade-Woolley & Geva, 2000).
Given that phonological awarenesses in bilingual learners’ two languages are
closely related regardless of orthographic distance, one might question whether
this awareness is shaped separately in each language or shared across languages
as a general unitary ability. The question has been empirically addressed in a
large-scale study involving 812 Spanish-English bilingual kindergarten children
(Branum-Martin et al., 2006). The researchers measured phonological awareness
using multiple tasks in the two languages. Their data demonstrated that task
performances were strongly related across both tasks and languages, thus sug-
gesting considerable overlap in this construct between the two Roman-alphabetic
languages.

Viewed collectively, the currently available findings have shown that pho-
nological awareness plays an equally vital role in first- and second-language
learning to read among young learners. Even more significantly, phonological
awarenesses in the children’s two languages are closely interconnected. How-
ever, the extent to which such interconnections result from the commonalty of
alphabetic scripts involved in most of the studies on record is not yet clear. On
the one hand, we can speculate that cross-linguistic connections are reduced
when learners deal with two orthographically unrelated languages, while, on the
other, it seems equally plausible that strong inter-lingual connections remain –
regardless of orthographic distance – because the basic facet of phonological
awareness, prerequisite to literacy acquisition, does not vary from language to
language. Seemingly, strong cross-linguistic relations in phonological awareness
reported in recent studies involving bilingual children in two orthographically
distant languages, Chinese and English (Bialystok, McBride-Chang, & Luk, 2005;
Wang, Perfetti, & Liu, 2005) lend support for the emerging conviction that pho-
nological awareness, at least its fundamental facet, is shared across languages.
Further investigations, incorporating finely grained construct analyses, are needed
to enhance our understanding of inter-lingual relationships in phonological aware-
ness, and their contributions to biliteracy development among young bilingual
learners.

Shared metalinguistic foundations
Beyond the initial phase, learning the mapping details entails the detection of
recurring grapheme–phoneme, and grapheme–morpheme, correspondences, and
thus necessitates the metalinguistic facets closely attuned to the orthographic
properties specific to the language in which literacy is learned. These awareness
facets, when transferred, are not likely to be fully functional in a new language.
However, they likely promote reflections on what the task is about and how it
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can be best achieved because the ultimate goal of the task does not vary from one
language to another. In this regard, adult second-language learners literate in
their first language should benefit from their prior metalinguistic “training.”
Studies on adult learners of Japanese and Chinese offer some insights on the
issue, generally suggesting that character-specific awareness evolves relatively
early among these learners.

Ke (1998), for example, found that, after one year of Chinese study, his college-
level participants became keenly aware of the utility of semantic radicals (i.e.,
character-internal graphic components which provide partial clues to character
meaning) in building character knowledge, and, of even greater moment, that
such awareness was a direct corollary of their character-recognition ability.
Using a think-aloud protocol analysis, Everson and Ke (1997) determined that
while intermediate learners depended on rote-memorization approaches to char-
acter identification, advanced learners were more analytical, invoking character
segmentation and radical-information retrievals.

In a psycholinguistic experiment, Koda and Takahashi (2003) compared radical
awareness among native and non-native kanji users through semantic category
judgment. In the experiment, participants were asked to decide whether a pre-
sented character (e.g., “lake”) belonged to a specific semantic category (e.g., “body
of water”). Their findings demonstrated that the groups both benefited similarly
from radicals – when extracting semantic information from single-character words.
However, the groups’ responses differed when the characters and radicals pro-
vided conflicting information, as in the case of the “water” radical used in a
character whose meaning had no relevance to “water.” Sophisticated readers
should be able to detect the semantic conflict, but novices would not. Results
clearly show this difference. While judgment speed among native kanji users
declined considerably, their accuracy rate remained the same – presumably be-
cause they took time to make sure. Reaction times among non-native parti-
cipants, in contrast, were minimally affected, but their error rates increased
considerably – seemingly because they disregarded the incongruity. The findings
thus indicate that second-language learners are sensitized to the basic function of
semantic radicals and attentive to their information during Kanji processing.
However, they still need to develop efficiency in detecting radical informa-
tion validity, and selectivity in incorporating only valid information during kanji
recognition.

In sum, studies involving adult second-language learners of Japanese and Chi-
nese repeatedly suggest that these learners are progressively sensitized to the
functional and structural properties of character components – and gradually
rely on this sensitivity both in learning new characters and retrieving stored
character information. Of greatest moment, however, such sensitivity readily
develops with somewhat restricted character-learning experience (usually 250–
400 characters) among metalinguistically adroit adult learners. This contrasts
sharply with children – learning to read Chinese as their first language – who
require knowledge of roughly 2,000 characters to develop similar metalinguistic
insights (Shu & Anderson, 1999).
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Orthographic distance
Once established in one language, metalinguistic and other literacy competencies
transfer across languages, regardless of the orthographic distance between two
writing systems. However, the degrees of facilitation brought about through
transferred competencies vary because the distance determines amounts of modi-
fication necessary for fine-tuning the transferred skills. Therefore, orthographic
distance should be responsible, in part, for processing efficiency at a given point
in time among second-language learners with diverse first-language backgrounds.
Empirical studies of ESL learners with different first-language backgrounds, in
fact, demonstrate that more accurate and rapid performance occurs among those
with alphabetic than non-alphabetic first-language backgrounds (e.g., Green &
Meara, 1987; Koda, 2000; Muljani, Koda, & Moates, 1998). The critical question in
this research is precisely how shared properties facilitate second-language process-
ing through cross-language transfer.

Muljani and colleagues (1998) tested the distance effects on second-language
intraword structural sensitivity. Comparing lexical-decision performance among
proficiency-matched ESL learners with related (Indonesian; Roman-alphabetic)
and unrelated (Chinese; logographic) first-language orthographic backgrounds,
the study revealed that intraword structural congruity (i.e., spelling-pattern
consistency) between the two alphabetic languages benefited lexical judgment
among Indonesian, but not Chinese, participants. Indonesian superiority, how-
ever, was far less pronounced on the items whose spelling-patterns were unique
to English. These findings clearly suggest that although congruous orthographic
backgrounds induce general facilitation in lexical processing – accelerated effi-
ciency only occurs precisely where the two languages share intra-word structural
patterns – thereby posing identical processing requirements. Hence, orthographic
distance not only explains overall performance differences among learners
with related and unrelated first-language backgrounds, but it also highlights
the ways in which first-language experience facilitates second-language lexical
processing.

Second-language print input
Current psycholinguistic theories holds that both linguistic knowledge and
language-processing skills evolve through input exposure and experience, under-
scoring the vital role of input in language learning and processing. Despite its
obvious significance, we know little about the nature of input available to any
particular group of second-language learners. As a result, impacts of input qual-
ity and quantity on second-language reading development have been largely
unexplored. Only a few studies, to date, have directly investigated input charac-
teristics and their relations to reading sub-skills development.

Wang, Perfetti, and Liu (2003), for example, examined how curriculum-
based frequency affects character knowledge development among native English-
speaking college students learning Chinese as a second language in the US.
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Using a lexical judgment task, the researchers found that novice learners were
capable of detecting structural violations, after studying Chinese only for one
semester, without explicit instruction, and also that their performance was signi-
ficantly faster and more accurate with high-frequency characters. The researchers
interpreted these results as indicating that adult second-language learners are
quickly sensitized to the major structural properties of the grapheme in a new
writing system, and that input frequency strongly affects the formation of such
sensitivity.

Impacts of print input and exposure have also been studied with school-age
bilingual learners from a developmental perspective (Koda, Lu, & Zhang, 2007).
Based on an in-depth analysis of input properties available to school-age Chinese
heritage language (CHL) learners in the US, the researchers examined precisely
how input properties affect the development of morphological awareness among
grades three to five CHL learners. Their input analysis revealed that, during the
six years in a weekend school, CHL students are introduced to 934 characters,
roughly 30 percent of the characters explicitly taught to native Chinese-speaking
children in China, and less than 20 percent of the morphological elements in
common use. Despite the heavily limited input, proportions of the major charac-
ter formation types and those of structurally regular, and functionally transpar-
ent, characters are similar between two text corpora – grades 1–6 textbooks for
native Chinese-speaking children in China (Shu et al., 2003) and those for CHL
students. These input characteristics were directly related to CHL students’ mor-
phological awareness. Although the input was limited, the students demonstrated
a clear grasp of the characters’ major structural properties and evolving sensitiv-
ity to the semantic constraints on character formation. Importantly, moreover,
the three grade groups did not differ in either morphological awareness or char-
acter knowledge. Given that morphological awareness matures substantially
between grades two and five both in English (Bear et al., 1996; Carlisle, 2003) and
Chinese (Shu & Anderson, 1999; Ku & Anderson, 2003), this finding is astonish-
ing. Further, no systematic relationship was found between morphological aware-
ness and character knowledge. The researchers contend that although the basic
awareness facets develop quickly among CHL students, their awareness remains
basic without evolving into more refined capabilities. Moreover, their under-
developed morphological awareness seemingly prohibits learners from incor-
porating additional characters newly introduced into their lexical memory each
year, and thus, from expanding their character knowledge incrementally as they
move up the grades.

Although still small in number, the two studies exploring second-language
print input have yielded illuminating findings. It is important, therefore, that
future studies invoke further in-depth analysis on print input to examine its
specific impacts on reading sub-skills development systematically. A clearer
understanding of the input available to a particular group of learners would
allow us to make fairly accurate predictions of the extent and manner in which
metalingusitic awareness and decoding skills are acquired by those learners in
the given learning context.
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Cross-linguistic variation
Within the current framework, it is presumed that first-language competencies,
once transferred, continue evolving through second-language print input process-
ing. The resulting second-language metalinguistic and decoding competencies
reflect both first- and second-language orthographic properties and vary system-
atically across learners with diverse first-language orthographic backgrounds.
Until recently, however, such cross-linguistic interplay has attracted limited
attention in second-language reading research. Systematic investigations have
just begun through comparisons of metalinguistic awareness and decoding skills
among adult second-language learners from diverse first-language orthographic
backgrounds.

In a series of studies, as a case in point, Koda and associates (Koda, 2000; Koda,
Takahashi, & Fender, 1998) showed that variations in first-language morpholo-
gical structure were directly related to efficiency in morphological structural ana-
lysis and information extraction among ESL learners with typologically similar
(Korean: alphabetic, concatinative) and dissimilar (Chinese: logographic, non-
concatinative) first-language backgrounds. Because of the typological congruity,
Korean learners outperformed their Chinese counterparts in both tasks, but their
superiority was far less pronounced in items representing linguistic features
specific to English, the target language. Presumably, efficiency in extracting in-
formation from the second-language-specific features is gained only through
processing experience with second-language print input, because it requires
insights unavailable in either Korean or Chinese.

In related studies, Koda (1998, 1999) compared phonological awareness and
orthographic sensitivity among proficiency-matched Korean and Chinese ESL
learners. Since intraword segmentation is central to phonological processing
in alphabetic systems, but not mandatory in logographic orthographies, it was
hypothesized that alphabetic experience among Korean ESL learners would pro-
mote their acquisition of metalinguistic competencies in analyzing and mani-
pulating segmental phonological information. It was further hypothesized that
accelerated phonological awareness among Korean ESL learners would enhance
their decoding development. Results complicated the already complex picture.
Contrary to predictions, the groups differed neither in phonological awareness,
nor in decoding. However, a clear contrast existed in the extent to which phono-
logical awareness and decoding were related to reading comprehension. In the
Korean data, the two variables were closely interconnected with reading per-
formance, but no direct relationships were observed among the three variables
in the Chinese data. The contrast was interpreted as suggesting that processing
requirement congruity in the two languages seems to induce a strong preference
for particular processing procedures. However, the study did not confirm the pre-
dicted advantage for second-language metalinguistic awareness formation among
Korean ESL learners. Given that Korean employs a typologically congruent (al-
phabetic), yet unrelated (non-Roman), writing system, typological congruity alone
did not achieve expected facilitation in second-language decoding development.
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In more recent studies (Hamada & Koda, 2008; Wang, Koda, & Perfetti, 2003),
first-language orthographic impacts on second-language decoding efficiency were
examined. In the Wang et al. study (2003), participants were first presented with
a category description, such as “flower,” and then shown a target word. The task
was to decide whether the word was a member of the shown category. Target
words were either phonologically (e.g., “rows” for “rose”) or graphically (e.g.,
“fees” for “feet”) manipulated. The primary hypothesis was that the two ESL
groups would respond differently to the two types of manipulation: Korean
participants would be more likely to accept homophones as category members,
whereas Chinese would make more false positive responses to graphically similar
targets. The data showed, first, that both phonological and graphic manipula-
tions significantly interfered with category judgment performance among ESL
learners regardless of their first-language backgrounds. Importantly, however, the
magnitude of interference stemming from each type varied noticeably between
the groups. As predicted, Korean learners made more errors with homophonic
(phonologically manipulated) items, while more serious interference occurred
with similarly spelled (graphically manipulated) targets among Chinese learners.
Here again, the results clearly suggest that the two groups rely upon different
information during semantic processing of words, and, more critically, that these
differences seem attributable to their first-language orthographic experiences.

In sum, cross-linguistic comparisons of second-language metalinguistic aware-
ness and decoding collectively demonstrate that L1 orthographic experience has
long-lasting effects on second-language reading development, further implying
that L1 processing experience is a major source of performance variances among
adult second-language learners. At the same time, the studies consistently show
that second-language lexical processing was similarly affected, regardless of
first-language background, by second-language input characteristics, including
orthographic regularity (Hamada & Koda, 2008; Wang, Koda, & Perfetti, 2003),
functional transparency (Koda & Takahashi, 2003) and word/morpheme frequency
(Koda, 1999, 2000; Muljani et al., 1998). Of the greatest moment, however, in all
studies, second-language input variables exerted stronger influence, overriding
the variance attributable to first-language background. The emerging picture
thus suggests that although processing experience in both first and second lan-
guages jointly affects second-language reading development, second-language
inputappears to be a stronger force in shaping second-language processing
skills.

Summary and Implications

The current review has demonstrated that learning to read in any language is
constrained by both universal and language-specific properties of the writing
system, and that second-language reading development is strongly affected by
the properties of not one, but two writing systems. The major contentions can be
summarized as follows:
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• When transferred, previously acquired metalinguistic capabilities help estab-
lish a solid foundation for gaining basic insight into how language elements
are graphically represented in a new writing system.

• Second-language print input is a dominant force shaping language-specific
awareness facets and subsequent decoding skills in a second language.

• Amounts of second-language input and processing experience necessitated
for the formation of second-language metalinguistic sensitivity and decoding
skills vary among learners with similar, and dissimilar, first-language ortho-
graphic backgrounds.

• Since second-language metalinguistic awareness and decoding skills evolve
through continuous interaction between transferred first-language competen-
cies and second-language print input, the resulting competencies vary system-
atically across learners from diverse first-language backgrounds.

These insights have significant implications for second-language literacy
instruction. To begin with, second-language learning to read is frequently a re-
peated process for those who are literate in their first language. They possess the
metalinguistic and other foundational competencies underlying literacy develop-
ment in all languages. Therefore, once transferred, these competencies provide
substantial facilitation in learning to read in a new language. It is thus essential
that what learners bring to the learning process be clearly understood. Although
the notion of shared underlying competencies, in itself, is not new, recent
advancements in reading research offer far more specific information regarding
both universal and language-specific requisites for learning to read in diverse
languages (Koda & Zheler, 2008). It seems sensible, therefore, to incorporate
research-based insights in fine-tuning instructional approaches in order to meet
the needs of students with greater accuracy.

Second, although a linkage between speech and print is universally required in
learning to read, how they are linked varies considerably across languages. There-
fore, when the mapping skills established in one language transfer to another,
they are functional in the second language only to the extent that the two writing
systems demand similar mapping patterns. This implies that learners from
diverse first-language backgrounds face qualitatively different challenges when
learning to read a particular second language. Although it is not reasonable to
expect second-language teachers to know the orthographic properties of every
writing system, it is important that they remain aware of such cross-linguistic
variation, so as to be sensitive to the type and level of difficulty their students
may encounter.

Similarly, orthographic distance directly affects second-language decoding
efficiency. The clear implication is that students from similar and dissimilar
first-language orthographic backgrounds acquire decoding efficiency at disparate
rates. Since many of the comprehension operations depend on decoding com-
petencies, delays in acquiring optimal efficiency are likely to create complica-
tions in subsequent comprehension sub-skills development. Early detection of
decoding problems is thus vital. Moreover, in identifying potential sources of
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decoding problems, orthographic distance should be taken into account as a
possible factor.

Finally, second-language input is a major force shaping literacy competencies.
Input frequency clarifies why particular linguistic features are processed more
rapidly and accurately than others, as well as why some learners acquire process-
ing skills faster and more easily. Since learning to read demands detection of
regularly co-occurring elements, input regularity also plays a prominent role in
promoting reading skills development. Given its powerful impact, it is essential
that the input available to a particular group of learners in a given instructional
context be carefully analyzed and clearly understood. Although it is unrealistic
to replicate real-life input features (both quantitatively and qualitatively) in a
formal instructional context, rational input modifications of selective features are
possible and potentially effective. Self-evidently, more research is needed to in-
form teachers and textbook writers of the specific input features that are facilitative,
and therefore should be incorporated in instructional materials.
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Theoretical and empirical research falling under the scope of second/foreign
language (L2) writing covers a vast array of topics and epistemological tradi-
tions. Such variety is not undesirable, given that L2 writing is undeniably a
complex process that involves both the cognitive processes of second language
acquisition (SLA), as well as the genres, purposes, and values of the targeted L2
discourse community. Although it may be naïve to imagine that research on, for
example, the role of working memory in text production and language socialization
will ever intersect, we believe that the teaching of writing can be informed by a
variety of perspectives, including, but not limited to, how learners process feed-
back (e.g., Sachs & Polio, 2007), and syntactic representations of writing (e.g.,
Cleland & Pickering, 2006), as well as what students bring to the writing task in
terms of cultural identification and experience (e.g., Jarrett, Losh, & Puente, 2006;
Liebowitz, 2006).

Scholars of L2 writing have lamented the lack of a coherent theory of writ-
ing (e.g., Hedgcock, 2005). Indeed there are few models of L2 writing, and none
is comprehensive. Some focus on L2 writers’ processes (Sasaki, 2000, 2002;
Zimmerman, 2000), whereas others focus on the knowledge that writers bring to
the writing task and what they share with readers in a discourse community
(Matsuda, 1997). Wang and Wen (2002) emphasize both the writers’ processes
and writer knowledge, as well the role of both the first language (L1) and the L2
in the process. Hayes’ (1996) model has brought together both cognitive and
social factors. However, because the Hayes model pertains to L1 writers, it does
not address issues of L2 language proficiency and the role of the L1. And, al-
though this model has been expanded from an earlier cognitive model (Hayes &
Flower, 1980) to include some social factors, its treatment of social factors re-
mains minimal. It does not address social issues currently being explored in the
L2 writing literature, such as race, class, and gender (Kubota, 2003) and voice
(Helms-Park & Stapleton, 2003; Stapleton, 2002).

In the absence of a comprehensive model of L2 writing, we organize our dis-
cussion around some factors that are discussed in the current research and have
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influenced the teaching of L2 writing. We begin by exploring the relationship
between SLA and writing with a focus on cognitive issues related to text produc-
tion and language learning. Next, we turn to the writing process and examine the
effect that research in this area has had on teaching. Although most of the academic
scholarship on the teaching of writing has been conducted in North America, we
offer a short exploration of L2 writing instruction in Europe and Asia. We then
discuss more recent developments that reflect the social turn in writing peda-
gogy. Although research in these areas is distinct, each has had an important
impact on the teaching of writing. It is essential to keep in mind that L2 writing
requires (1) learning an L2, (2) creating a text, and (3) adapting it to a specific
discourse community. Next we turn to a brief discussion of assessment issues.

Cognitive Factors in Learning to Write

An understanding of SLA is essential for those interested in teaching writing.
Learners need to acquire and generate the L2 in order to write in it. However,
this is not a one-way process: writing can facilitate general language proficiency
and teachers can use writing to promote other skills. The impact of writing on
oral skills has not been widely researched (see Weissberg, 2006; Williams, 2008).
Weissberg (2000), in a study of adult L2 classroom learners, demonstrated that
new forms emerged first in journal writing and only later were the learners
willing or able to use those forms orally. Harklau (2002) also found earlier emer-
gence in the writing of high school ESL students. In addition, she convincingly
showed that these learners had greater access to written input, generated more
written language than oral, and received more feedback on their writing than on
speech. A complete overview of the relationship of writing and SLA is, however,
beyond the scope of this chapter, and we have therefore chosen to limit our
discussion to two specific areas: writing as focus on form and pushed output,
and written error correction.

Writing as focus on form and pushed output
There has been extensive discussion in SLA research and language teaching re-
garding the role of form-focused instruction (for reviews, see Ellis, 2001; Norris &
Ortega, 2000; Spada, 1997; Williams, 2005). Although form-focused instruction is
often seen as a teacher’s attempt to draw learners’ attention to form, the simple
act of writing can help learners pay attention to language form, even without any
teacher intervention. Kim et al. (2001) showed that writing allowed elementary
school ESL students to “make language ‘stand still’ so that it can be inspected
closely, carefully, and deliberately” (p. 339). The modality provides learners with
a record of their language that they can look at and monitor, which, in speaking,
would result in reduced fluency. This was stated quite explicitly by Cumming
(1990), drawing on Swain’s (1985) work on output as a means of facilitating
acquisition. He stated:
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Composition writing elicits an attention to form–meaning relations that may prompt
learners to refine their linguistic expression – and hence their control over their
linguistic knowledge – so that it is more accurately representative of their thoughts
and of standard usage. (p. 483)

With regard to empirical research, recent studies suggest learners can and do
pay attention to language form in written texts. Wong (2001) showed that learners
can attend to form and meaning at the same time in the written, but not oral,
modality. Studies have also shown that when students are provided with copies
of their own writing, they can correct many of their own errors without any
feedback or any specific instructions on how to edit their writing (Gass, 1983;
Polio, Fleck, & Leder, 1998). Of course, with teacher intervention and strategy
instruction, students may be able to correct more of their errors (Ferris, 2002).

There is also evidence that learners’ attention to form increases in certain col-
laborative writing activities. Swain (1998) used a dictogloss, a task in which
students reconstruct passages after listening to them, as a way to help them focus
on form while expressing meaning. Students worked in pairs after taking notes
on a passage and were able to reflect consciously on their own output. Storch
(2005) studied students writing essays alone and in pairs. She found that the
students working in pairs produced more grammatically accurate and syntactic-
ally complex essays. Thus, both the modality and the collaborative nature of the
output activity enhanced the opportunities to focus on form.

Swain began this line of research in response to the disappointing level of
grammatical accuracy of many learners in Canadian immersion programs. She
argued, among other things, that learners were not producing enough language
and that output helps learners notice problems and gaps in their language. Swain
maintained that in order for learners to progress, they needed to complete tasks
that would help them move beyond their current levels by producing what she
called pushed output. In such tasks, learners try out new grammatical structures
and/or vocabulary that they may not have mastered. Dictoglosses, in addition to
increasing learners’ attention to form, also pushed their output because they had
to produce language that was not their own and was beyond their current level.
In two other studies, Qi and Lapkin (2001) and Sachs and Polio (2007) used
reformulation tasks, in which learners rewrote their drafts following reformula-
tion by native speakers. In both studies, learners paid attention to language form
as they tried to produce output beyond the level of their current knowledge. In
addition, students in both studies noticed gaps in their language as they were
trying to produce their original texts.

One key to the effectiveness of writing tasks in promoting focus on form and
pushed output may be planning opportunities. Several studies of oral language
(e.g., Foster & Skehan, 1996; Ortega, 1999) have shown that giving students time
to plan before they speak improves their oral language production, specifically
their fluency and syntactic complexity, although not their grammatical accuracy.
Ellis and Yuan (2004) extended this line of research to writing. They examined
the writing of learners when they were given time to plan what they were going
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to write and when they were not. They also included an online planning condi-
tion in which participants were not given time to plan but rather were given
unlimited time to write. They found the same results as the studies of oral lan-
guage: pre-task planning improved fluency and complexity but not accuracy.
Accuracy did improve, however, in the online planning condition.

Grammar error correction
Error correction in writing is probably the most debated and controversial topic
in the field. Yet despite many empirical studies and polemical discussions, and
the fact that learners, and often teachers (I. Lee, 2004), prefer comprehensive
feedback on language, the question of the effectiveness of written error correc-
tion remains unresolved. (For a comprehensive review of the research and issues
see Ferris, 2002, 2004, 2006.) Truscott (1996) propelled the issue to the forefront of
the field when he stated, “Grammar has no place in writing classes and should be
abandoned” (p. 361). He correctly argued that no studies at that time had shown
any long-term benefits for error correction. He also maintained that correction
is harmful because it diverts teachers’ time from other tasks that might be more
helpful to their students. Furthermore, it may cause students to use simpler
language and take fewer risks to avoid making errors.

One reason for the lack of consensus rests in the design of the studies. There
are logistical problems in implementing carefully controlled studies. Establishing
definitions and reliable measures of various constructs has also proven challeng-
ing. It is difficult to ensure that all factors but error correction are held constant,
and for ethical reasons, it is even more difficult to include a control group that
receives no error correction. In addition, the operationalization of error correc-
tion has varied and been extended to pedagogical techniques, such as underlin-
ing and coding errors. Ten years after Truscott’s challenge, the issue has still not
been resolved. Although several studies that have showed that teachers’ error
corrections on a draft result in more grammatically accurate revisions (Ashwell,
2000; Chandler, 2003; Fathman & Whalley, 1990; Ferris, 2006), none has convinc-
ingly shown any long-term effect on learners’ writing. Polio et al. (1998) found no
long-term effect when students’ writing from an error correction group and a
control group were compared over the course of a semester. The problem with
this and other studies is that a lack of difference between the two groups can
be attributed to a myriad of factors, including the lack of a sufficiently reliable
measure of grammatical accuracy (Polio, 1997; Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki, & Kim,
1998), lack of a control group, too short a treatment period, or study-external
factors, such as other instruction that students were receiving at the time of
the study.

In an attempt to show a long-term effect for error correction, Chandler (2003)
compared two groups, one that received error correction and one that simply
had their errors underlined by the teacher. At the end of 10 weeks, she compared
the learners’ accuracy on a new piece of writing. The error correction group did
better than the group which had their errors underlined. However, there are two
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problems with the study: first the error correction group wrote twice as much as
the underline group. Second, Chandler examined only grammatical accuracy. As
Truscott (2004) correctly pointed out, it is possible that the error correction caused
students to write more correct but less complex sentences in an effort to avoid
making errors.

Bitchener, Young, and Cameron (2005) compared students who received no
feedback, students who received direct explicit correction, and students who
received direct explicit correction plus teacher–student conferences. They found
no difference in the three groups’ overall improvement over 12 weeks, but did
find that the error correction-plus-conference group did better on certain gram-
matical features. Furthermore, learners did not progress in a linear manner. Des-
pite flaws similar to those described for Chandler’s study, the results underscore
the complexity of learner response to error correction over time.

Although findings on the effectiveness of an explicit focus on form in L2 writ-
ing have been less than conclusive, in SLA more generally, two reviews of re-
search (Ellis, 2001; Norris & Ortega, 2000) have argued that explicit focus on
language form, which includes error correction, does facilitate acquisition. Oth-
ers have argued for more implicit ways of drawing learner attention to forms, in
particular, the use of recasts. Although the usefulness of oral recasts remains
controversial (see, e.g., Lyster, 2004; Panova & Lyster, 2002), many studies have
shown their effectiveness (Doughty & Varela, 1998; Leeman, 2003; Long, 2007;
Mackey, 2006; Mackey & Goo, 2007; Mackey & Philp, 1998; Philp, 2003). If oral
recasts are effective, written error corrections in the form of recasts should be
especially effective (e.g., Ayoun, 2004), because, as we have noted, in writing,
learners are more likely to perceive the correction and have more time to focus
on their language during production, although unlike oral recasts, they are not
offered during communication.

The Writing Process and Process Approach

Researchers began studying writers’ processes in reaction to the current-
traditional approach (or traditional paradigm). This approach to L1 writing instruc-
tion stressed reading literary texts and reproducing models of various rhetorical
modes, with little attention to how writers write. Both the expressivist and the
cognitive approaches developed in response to this long-entrenched pedagogy.
The expressivists emphasized writing as a process of discovering meaning and
personal voice. In the classroom, this approach was manifested as activities to
generate and discover ideas and as a reduced focus on accuracy. The cognitive
approach, in contrast, viewed writing as a problem-solving activity. Students
were encouraged to brainstorm, plan, get feedback, and revise. After some de-
bate (e.g., Hamp-Lyons, 1986; Horowitz, 1986), it became clear that the insights
of the expressivist and cognitive approaches, and even a concern for formal
accuracy, need not be mutually exclusive. Today, the term “process writing” has
come to mean many things, but in general, it casts writing as an exploratory and
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recursive, rather than linear, pre-determined process. In the classroom, a process
approach has come to mean that teachers, and often peers, intervene at one or
several points in the writing process (Susser, 1994). Process writing in its various
forms has dominated L1 and L2 writing classrooms for the past 20 years, and
even most FL classrooms (Reichelt, 2001), at least in North America. We begin
with a discussion of research on the general writing process and then discuss
the ways that teachers can intervene, in particular, with the use of effective peer
feedback.

Second language learners’ composing processes
Krappels (1990) comprehensively reviewed research on L2 writing processes and
concluded that although the quality of research had improved, the small scale of
these studies made it difficult to generalize the results, which were often contra-
dictory. Sixteen years later, research on the writing process continues, but is still
somewhat difficult to interpret, particularly with regard to how it should inform
classroom teaching. Several different techniques have been used to investigate
the writing process. The most common is the think-aloud protocol, in which
learners talk about what they are writing as they do it, but other techniques,
including stimulated recall, have also been used. Each method carries its own set
of problems (see Polio, 2003, for a review of the various methods), not the least of
which is the time-consuming nature of the procedures, with the result that stud-
ies of the writing process rely on extremely small sample sizes. As such, it re-
mains difficult to generalize about what L2 writers do as they write. Furthermore,
data are collected in controlled settings, allowing researchers to maximize the
reliability of their results. However, such settings bear little resemblance to real-
life writing situations and, although this does not invalidate the studies, it does
limit the generalizability of the findings.

Silva and Brice (2004) surveyed research on the writing process more recently
and concluded that studies have become more focused, in that many have exam-
ined one specific aspect of the writing process. Studies of the general writing
process of specific groups of students (e.g., Bosher, 1998; Roca de Larios, Murphy,
& Manchon, 1999) can draw teachers’ attention to possible problems that these
learners encounter while writing. Studies that focus on one particular aspect of
writing may be more informative. For example, Christianson (1997) studied how
learners used dictionaries while writing, and was able to identify specific prob-
lems that cause learners to use inappropriate words. Roca de Larios, Manchon,
and Murphy (2006) examined only formulation, that is, the point at which ideas
were verbalized or written.

Probably of most use to writing teachers, however, are studies of the writing
process after a specific kind of instruction. Several studies have investigated
early stages of the writing process, for example, pedagogical techniques that
encourage extended prewriting. Prewriting is an essential component of a pro-
cess approach, and most textbooks devote a substantial amount of space to getting
students to generate ideas, but surprisingly little research has examined prewriting
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techniques. Lally (2000) studied the effects of idea generation in students’ L1 and
L2, in this case English and French, respectively. Although she did not find a
statistically significant difference in essay quality, she raised the issue of the use
of the L1 in prewriting activities. In another important study, Shi (1998) studied
prewriting under three different conditions: no discussion, teacher-led discus-
sion, and peer discussion. Her results were complex, but she did not find a clear
benefit in essay quality for any one condition.

Using both cross-sectional and longitudinal data, Sasaki (2000) studied the
differences in the writing process of novices and experts before and after instruc-
tion. Using different methods to triangulate the data, she concluded, among
other things, that after instruction, novice writers began to use some of the strat-
egies of skilled writers, such as global planning and rereading. They did not,
however, write more fluently. Effect-of-instruction studies such as this can shed
light on what is teachable. In contrast, in studies that simply compare novice and
expert (or skilled and unskilled) writers (e.g., Zamel, 1983), one cannot infer a
cause–effect relationship between specific strategies and writing quality.

Teacher feedback
Intervention at various points in a students’ writing process is one of the main
features of the process approach. Teacher feedback that focuses on content and
organization has received a huge amount of attention, and a complete summary
is not possible here. (Comprehensive discussions can be found in Ferris, 2003;
and Goldstein, 2005.) One of the issues related to written feedback is the diffi-
culty students have with interpreting feedback and whether or not they actually
respond to it. Although feedback can be confusing (Cohen & Cavalcanti, 1990),
many students do respond to it when rewriting their papers (Ferris, 1997). Stu-
dents and teachers need to communicate clearly about feedback. Goldstein (2005)
gives suggestions for students to help their teachers in this respect. For example,
she recommends that students complete cover sheets for their essays that direct
the teacher to the students’ perceived problems.

Other research has examined feedback in writing conferences. Goldstein and
Conrad (1990) and Patthey-Chavez and Ferris (1997) found that topics that were
negotiated were more likely to be revised than topics for which the teachers
simply provided suggestions. Others have extended writing conference research
to the context of writing centers. This is an important area of inquiry because of
the proliferation of such centers, at least in North America, as well as the increase
in number of L2 learners who use them. Writing centers were originally created
for native-speaker peer tutoring using a nondirective approach (Williams &
Severino, 2004). This approach differs from peer response, discussed below, be-
cause there is an implicit assumption, especially for L2 learners, that the peer
tutor has more expertise in writing and in the L2. Williams (2004) studied L2
writers with their peer tutors and found, like Goldstein and Conrad (1990), that
more revisions occurred when students participated, but also that more direct sug-
gestions were more helpful. Jones et al. (2006) examined online vs. face-to-face
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tutoring in a writing center in Hong Kong. They found that more equal participa-
tion took place in the online sessions, and that participants in online sessions
focused more on global issues, whereas those in the face-to-face sessions focused
more on language issues.

Peer response
Peer response (also called peer review or peer feedback) is another intervention
that is common in process writing classrooms. Over the last 15 years, there has
been extensive research on the effectiveness of peer response in L2 writing in-
struction. (Peer response here refers to feedback on content and organization. We
know of no studies in which peers were instructed to correct grammar.) The
effects of peer response have been examined in the short term, from draft to
revision, and in the long term. Research on peer review has also addressed the
quality of writing, and students’ attitudes as indicator of the benefits of peer
review, as well as the types of revisions that students make in response to peer
feedback. For comprehensive reviews, see Hyland and Hyland (2006), Liu and
Hansen (2002), and Rollinson (2005).

With regard to attitudes, some studies have shown that learners prefer teacher
feedback to learner feedback when given a choice (Zhang, 1995). Jacobs et al.
(1998), however, surveyed Hong Kong and Taiwanese EFL students, almost all of
whom said that they preferred to have both peer feedback and teacher feedback.
McGroarty and Zhu (1997) found that students who were trained in peer review
had a more positive attitude toward it than students who were not.

Other researchers have assessed the quality of learner feedback. Mendonça
and Johnson (1994) studied learners’ oral comments and found that responders
initiated negotiations when they did not understand their peers’ meaning, and
gave suggestions to improve the writing, but interestingly, almost never cor-
rected grammar. McGroarty and Zhu (1997) studied the effects of training on
response quality. They compared two groups of university ESL students, one
which had received extensive training on peer review and one which had not.
They found that the students who received the training gave significantly more
feedback, and more global and relevant feedback. In this sense, the training was
successful, but a more important question is whether peer response results in
more successful revision and, furthermore, whether it has any long-term effect.

McGroarty and Zhu (1997) examined the effects of peer response training on
the quality of learners’ writing. They compared the holistic writing scores of
trained and untrained students and found that even though the trained group
was giving more substantial comments, the essays revised on the basis of these
comments did not receive higher ratings. To determine the long-term effects
of peer review training, they compared the end-of-the-term writing portfolios
of the two groups and found that the trained group performed only a little
better. Berg (1999) also examined the effects of peer reviewing training on stud-
ent writing. She examined effectiveness not by looking at the comments or the
students’ attitudes, but rather by studying the revisions the students made, and
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like McGroarty and Zhu, the overall quality of the writing. She found the learners
who had received training made more meaning-based changes than those who
had not received training. More important, the trained groups’ essays were rated
significantly higher on a holistic scale than those of the untrained group. These
findings need to be interpreted cautiously because it is not known whether the
meaning-based revisions and higher holistic scores were the results of comments
received from trained peers or from the training the writers themselves received.
In either case, however, the training was effective.

The conclusion from this research is that peer response instruction, not peer
response itself, is beneficial. Even though the long-term effects have not been
clearly shown, other benefits exists: learners spend more time speaking in the
target language, the training or response may help the learners revise their own
writing, and it may help reduce teachers’ workload.

Writing Pedagogy outside of North America

Although process pedagogies have long dominated North American classrooms,
this has not always been the case elsewhere. English is the dominant foreign
language in most settings outside of North America and is certainly the only one
in which there exists significant research on writing. We therefore limit our dis-
cussion to English. Most descriptions of ELT outside North America do not focus
specifically on writing. In China, for example, writing instruction is viewed as
part of the “holistic development of the students’ English ability rather than a
separate course” (You, 2004a, p. 256). At the university level, L2 writing instruc-
tion has been influenced by the globalization of Western writing pedagogies
(Cahill, 1999; You, 2004b), but more powerfully by the tests that determine
students’ futures: The College English Test (CET) and the National Matricula-
tion English Test (NMET). In spite of many teachers’ awareness of more
labor-intensive approaches to writing instruction, including genre and process
pedagogies, the realities of large classes, students’ relatively low proficiency,
overworked and underpaid teachers, and lack of teacher preparation have forced
most teachers to teach to these tests and utilize more traditional pedagogies
involving models and memorization (You, 2004a, 2004b).

In both Japan and Korea, the situation is similar, even when this is at odds with
national curricula that espouse more meaning-based and collaborative pedagogies
(Butler & Iino, 2005; Chang, 2004; Gates, 2003; Gorsuch, 1998; Kubota, 2001). Most
important are high-stakes tests, which may not assess writing directly, instead
testing sentence-level knowledge and the ability to reproduce models (Kikuchi,
2006). Most writing instruction in both the L1 and the L2 at the secondary level in
Japan is aimed at passing these examinations (Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2002). Chang
(2004) compared the teaching of writing in Korean middle and high school to the
Seventh National Curriculum, which called for a greater emphasis on commun-
ication. She found that the vast majority of writing activities were closed-ended
and focused on grammatical accuracy. Textbooks included minimal open-ended
writing activity, and 77 percent of the high school students in her sample reported
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never having written more than a paragraph in English. Gates (2003) reports
similar findings for Japan, in that classroom practices and textbooks were at odds
with the Ministry of Education’s guidelines to give all language teaching, includ-
ing writing instruction, a greater focus on the expression of meaning.

In Europe, although it is difficult to make generalizations across such a wide
variety of contexts, instruction in FL writing has generally taken a back seat to
instruction in oral communication in recent years. However, interest in improv-
ing written proficiency is increasing (Reichelt, 1997, 2005). In countries that have
a tradition of explicit L1 writing instruction (e.g., Germany), explicit instruction
in L2 writing is considered unnecessary because learners can draw on their know-
ledge of writing in their L1. In contexts without a tradition of formal or explicit
teaching of L1 writing, such as Poland and Ukraine, instruction has either tended
to focus on personal essays or become a pretext for formal practice of newly
acquired vocabulary and grammar (Reichelt, 1997; Tarnopolsky, 2000).

In the past 20 years, the teaching and assessment (see Assessing Writing, below)
of foreign languages in general, including writing, across Europe have been domin-
ated by the development of the Common European Frame of Reference (CEFR)
by the Council of Europe (Council of Europe, 2001). The CEFR is not aimed at
creating uniformity of instruction across the continent; rather, it was developed
to assist learners, teachers, materials and curriculum designers, and testers toward
a common understanding of language proficiency and language use, including
writing (Figueras et al., 2005; Heyworth, 2006). It does not explicitly state any
specific pedagogy, but assumes a “communicative, action-based, learner-centred
view of language learning” (Heyworth, p. 181). Perhaps more important, it provides
“the most comprehensive and broad-based effort to create holistic and analytic
scales of language use and language competence, and to employ sound empirical
methods for deriving useful descriptors of the same” (Norris, 2005, p. 399).

The Frame of Reference consists of descriptors of language proficiency at six
global levels. There are also self-assessment grids and rating scales that include a
section on what the learner can do in writing. There are both general descriptors
(e.g., I can write simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of personal
interest. I can write personal letters describing experiences and impressions), more de-
tailed breakdowns of writing competencies, and “Can do” descriptions in terms
of particular contexts, such as tourism, work, and study (e.g., CAN write to a hotel
to ask about the availability of services, for example, facilities for the disabled), which are
designed to link the CEFR to assessment instruments, such as the ALTE Can Do
Project (Council of Europe, 2001, Appendix D), the computer-based diagnostic
test DIALANG (Alderson & Huhta, 2005), and the European Language Portfolio
for learner self-assessment (Little, 2005).

Post-Process Approaches

A greater diversity of approaches has also begun to characterize L2 writing in-
struction in North America. In the last 10 years, there has been a growing trend
away from process writing in the academy, although this is largely not the case
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in L2 writing classrooms. There are several reasons why writing scholars have
questioned reliance on process approaches in L2 settings, not the least of which is
that elements of this approach turned out to be ineffective in some contexts
outside of the North American university classroom or with writers from dis-
parate cultural backgrounds (Carson & Nelson, 1996; Holliday, 1994; Hu, 2005;
Pennycook, 1996; Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999; Shen, 1989). Writing instruction
has taken a social turn, via various, sometimes overlapping, sometimes conflict-
ing, routes. The major developments have been in the areas of genre-based and
situated learning pedagogies, sociocultural approaches, and critical pedagogy.

Genre-based writing instruction
Probably the most influential of these approaches are genre-based pedagogies.
One of the most potent objections to process writing instruction was to its early
emphasis on individual voice and self-discovery (e.g., Horowitz, 1986). Some
have objected that the dominant place for voice and the expression of meaning
has been accompanied by a diminution in the importance of formal features of
writing. This can create problems, particularly for non-mainstream learners, in-
cluding L2 writers (Graff, 2003; Hinkel, 2002, 2004; Hyland, 2004; Scarcella, 2002).
Delpit’s (1999) objections to such pedagogy, although focused primarily on the
struggles of African-American learners, might apply equally to L2 writers. Such
an approach, she argues, disadvantages minority learners. The self-discovery
process assumes a great deal of cultural knowledge that middle-class American
students may well have. Yet, it is far less likely that L2 writers will have access to
the same knowledge, and they are often left guessing as to what they are sup-
posed to be learning or discovering. As result, there have been calls for more
“visible pedagogy” (Bernstein, 1990, p. 90) in which what they are to learn is
made clear to students.

One such visible pedagogy is the teaching of genres. Genre means different
things to different scholars; however, it is generally considered to be recurring or
characteristic textual (oral or written) responses to the requirements of the social
context. Most genre scholars will agree that genres are socially constructed and
goal-oriented (Martin, 1992). Written genres can only be understood within a
specific context and they are produced for specific social purposes. Although
specific approaches to genre differ, all agree that it essential that the language
and functions of texts be viewed together, in both research and pedagogy.

Genre theorists differ, however, with respect to the extent that they emphasize
language and rhetorical structures or the social contexts of writing (J. Flowerdew,
2002; Hyon, 1996; Pang, 2002). Scholars who focus on linguistic features are more
frequently associated with the Sydney School and the work of Michael Halliday.
This work has been highly influential, especially in Australia, where it has been
used extensively to develop secondary school curricula. Studies within this
functional-systemic approach have examined how registers are constructed from
linguistic resources to achieve particular meanings within specific contexts, for
example, the research article or the medical report. Writers need to master these
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registers to be successful within specific contexts. Genre-based writing instruc-
tion lays bare the linguistic and rhetorical bones of different registers in order to
facilitate this mastery. This approach has been widely adopted in ESP pedagogy,
in which learners receive explicit instruction on the complex linguistic and dis-
course demands of scientific and other discipline-specific forms of writing (e.g.,
Dudley-Evans, 1997; Jacoby, Leech, & Holten, 1995; Swales, 1990), as well as, to a
lesser extent, in foreign language pedagogy (e.g., Byrnes & Sprang, 2003; Swaffer,
2003).

A second, more socially oriented approach, still focusing on genre, is usually
associated with New Rhetoric, based on the writings of Bakhtin, but also draw-
ing on the work of Lave and Wenger (1991) on situated learning. Bakhtin main-
tains that language is inherently dialogic, connecting the past to the present, new
texts to previous texts, and speakers and writers to their social context, in par-
ticular, their audience. Language learning, too, is viewed as dialogic, taking place
within social interaction, rather than within individuals ( Johnson, 2004). Research
applying these theories to L2 acquisition is relatively new, and applications to L2
writing instruction have been largely exploratory (e.g., Adam & Artemeva, 2002;
Braxley, 2005; Orr, 2005). Finally, situated learning approaches view learning as a
social process, embedded in relationships between experts and novices, rather
than as the transfer of knowledge. There have been few attempts to incorporate
situated learning into L2 writing instruction, perhaps because most institutional
instruction in L2 writing does not lend itself to legitimate peripheral participation,
the term Lave and Wenger use to describe the initial stages of situated learning.
As Johns (1995b) has pointed out, most L2 writing classrooms provide instruc-
tion in school genres (e.g., the five-paragraph essay, the research paper), which
differ considerably from authentic genres, making the sort of apprenticeship de-
scribed in situated learning all the more difficult to achieve.

Genre-based writing pedagogy as a whole has arisen, in part, because of dis-
satisfaction with process instruction that often casts writing as a solitary process
taking place inside the brains of individual learners, but also as result of a new
understanding of literacy as not just a cognitive competence, but a purposeful
social process, as well. Hyland (2004) describes some of the advantages of genre-
based writing pedagogy over process approaches. Most important, it is explicit
and systematic; it is clear from the outset what students are to learn and the path
by which they are to arrive at this goal. In addition, the genres chosen for instruc-
tion are based on student needs. Genre theorists, such as Hyland (1990, 2004),
Feez (2002), and Christie (1989), also claim that making genres explicit and offering
a staged pedagogy for understanding them provides students with access to the
discourses of power, which may be obscured in more implicit process pedagogies.

Genre theory in writing instruction has not been without detractors. (For re-
views of these arguments, see Benesch, 2001; Johns, 1995a). Some feel that genres
are embedded in their social contexts in ways that are too complex to divorce
them from these contexts and teach them in the classroom (Adam & Artemeva,
2002; Freedman & Adam, 2000). They argue that genres must remain anchored to
their original contexts in order to be learned successfully, suggesting the need for
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a more situated pedagogy. A second objection is that genres are merely recipes.
Kay and Dudley-Evans (1998), in a survey of teacher attitudes toward genre,
found that many teachers felt that genre instruction could easily become similar
to the rhetorical modes instruction of earlier current-traditional approaches, in
which learners were taught formulaic modes of writing with little attention paid
to their communicative purpose. Genre theorists acknowledge that genres do
constrain learners’ choices, but counter that such limits are, in fact, important for
them to learn. Instruction that is unconstrained may result in learners’ failure to
learn dominant discourse modes and would ultimately be a disservice to learners
(Christie, 1989; Hyland, 2004). Finally, critical theorists argue that teaching
students the genres of dominant discourses merely recapitulates current power
structures and only gives the illusion of access to power (Benesch, 1995, 2001;
Canagarajah, 2002; Luke, 1996). This may be particularly applicable to second
language and second dialect speakers, most of whom are already in relatively
less powerful positions in society.

Perhaps the most important criticism, however, is that there is very little re-
search on the impact of genre-based approaches in L2 writing instruction (Hyon,
2002). Only a few preliminary studies have been published (e.g., Henry &
Roseberry, 1998; Reppen, 1995). Most writing on the topic tends to lay out the
case for genre pedagogy and offer careful linguistic, rhetorical, and sometimes
social analyses of existing genres (e.g., Hyland, 1990; Schleppegrell, 2001, 2004).
Others offer pedagogical suggestions for curriculum development and instruc-
tion (e.g., Bhatia, 1991; Hyland, 2004; Johns, 1997; Macken-Horarik, 2002;
Schleppegrell & Achugar, 2003; Swales & Feak, 1994). At this point, however, it is
difficult to do more than speculate on the effectiveness of genre-based pedagogies
in promoting either L2 acquisition or L2 writing proficiency.

As noted, one of the strengths of genre analyses is their careful exploration of
the linguistic and rhetorical features of texts. These efforts have been significantly
aided by advances in corpus linguistics. Pioneered by Sinclair (1990), this work
allows genre analysts to look for patterns in massive amounts of linguistic data,
controlling for genre. It is possible to determine which words cluster together or
how particular words function within specific genres (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen,
1998; Biber et al., 1999; Hunston & Francis, 2000). The insights of these analyses
have been incorporated into proposals for writing instruction (Belcher, 2006; Biber
et al., 2002; Burnard & McEnerny, 2000; L. Flowerdew, 2003; Gaskill & Cobb,
2004; Hinkel, 2002; O’Sullivan & Chambers, 2006; Partington, 1998; Starfield, 2004;
Tribble, 2002), either in the development of learner corpora or in activities that
allow learners to explore the meaning and use of words and phrases, detect and
correct errors, and make more targetlike word choices through the use of con-
cordances and other corpus tools.

Sociocultural approaches
Unlike genre-based approaches to L2 writing, sociocultural approaches have
largely been confined to research studies. Sociocultural theory (SCT), based on
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the work of Lev Vygotsky, argues “that the most important forms of human
cognitive activity develop through interaction within these social and material
environments” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, pp. 197–8). Many of the central con-
structs of SCT lend themselves easily to the writing classroom. Vygotsky main-
tains that learning reflects a process of internalization, that is, “the process of
making what was once external assistance a resource that is internally available
to the individual” (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 200). Both researchers and edu-
cators have been captivated by the construct zone of proximal development (ZPD),
that is, the distance between the level of actual development and the level of
potential development when assisted by another, either a more capable actor or a
peer. This notion of assistance, often called scaffolding, fits in with many of the
activities that are familiar in process pedagogy (Weissberg, 2006). As noted above,
current classroom practice often includes collaborative peer work. One rationale
for this practice is that together, learners may be able to accomplish what they
could not do alone, a notion very much in keeping with one of the tenets of SCT
– that collaborative learning precedes and promotes individual development.

Although there are a considerable number of studies of L2 writing that have
applied the insights of SCT to the analysis of learner data (de Guerrero & Villamil,
2000, Nassaji & Cumming, 2000; Parks et al., 2006; Swain & Lapkin, 2002; Villamil
& de Guerrero, 2006), there have been fewer attempts to use the insights of SCT
directly in the L2 classroom; Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994) and a follow-up study
by Nassaji and Swain (2000) are two important exceptions. They show how SCT
can be used to guide the provision of feedback to L2 writers, in particular, to
address their linguistic development. Aljaafreh and Lantolf document the per-
formance of an L2 writer assisted by an expert tutor. They show how the ZPD
can be operationalized to deliver effective feedback: Feedback must be gradu-
ated, contingent, and continuously negotiated between the expert and novice. In
other words, assistance must be offered that “encourages the learner to function
at his or her potential level of ability” (p. 468). Both the amount and nature of
necessary feedback are likely to change as the learner appropriates the process;
hence, the need for continuous dialogue and negotiation. Aljaafreh and Lantolf
developed a scale to reflect this transition from the other-regulated stage (per-
formance assisted by the tutor) to the self-regulated stage (unassisted perform-
ance). They matched the type of feedback to the learner’s progress through these
stages, resulting in a continuous negotiation of the ZPD. They claim that this
type of feedback was an effective tool in facilitating the L2 writer’s accurate use
of English articles, and that the writer’s development was revealed not only in
production but also by the quality of the assistance required to perform the
activity. In other words, the performance within the ZPD revealed not just per-
formance but potential that shows the future direction of development. It is
important to note, however, that development was operationalized as use during
the tutoring session; long-term changes were not documented.

Nassaji and Swain (2000) followed up the Aljaafreh and Lantolf study with a
more controlled, although still small, instructional study. They compared the
effect of feedback on article use provided within the ZPD with random feedback.
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The student who received negotiated assistance in response to her ZPD made
greater and more consistent progress than the students who received non-
negotiated feedback on errors. The dynamic nature of the ZPD makes its use in
instruction both a challenge and an opportunity. Lantolf has suggested there
may be future important applications of SCT, and specifically the ZPD construct,
in assessment, because the ZPD allows researchers and testers to focus prospect-
ively on learner development, as well as on current unassisted performance
(Johnson, 2004; Poehner & Lantolf, 2005).

Critical pedagogy
Critical pedagogy spans far beyond the teaching of writing, or L2 instruction,
and originates in the work of Freire, Foucault, Fairclough, and Kress. It comes
into writing pedagogy in the form of critical literacy. Advocates of critical ap-
proaches argue that previous pedagogies reinforce power relationships and simply
teach writers to adopt stances and genres that maintain their powerless positions
(Benesch, 2001; Canagarajah, 2002; Leeman, 2005). Instead they advocate a peda-
gogy that will help learners become aware of those relationships, articulate them,
and ideally, challenge them. In particular, critical pedagogy emphasizes the need
to situate writing instruction within a social and political context that extends
beyond the classroom, and to see the classroom itself as a social and political
context with its own power relationships (Liebowitz, 2006; Wallace, 2001).

In contrast to genre-based pedagogies, there are few fully described examples
of critical writing curricula. Wallace (2001) gives one of the more detailed de-
scriptions of a course grounded in critical pedagogy. Much of it is engaged in
developing critical awareness of texts within specific contexts. Yet, it is interest-
ing to note that in addressing how writing is actually to be done, Wallace relies
on the work of genre theorists and systemic functional linguistics. In other words,
critical theory was the foundation for the students’ exploration of literacy prac-
tices and power relationships. For instruction on how to write and on language
choice, Wallace turns to Halliday.

Other descriptions of critical English for academic purposes (EAP) writing
courses are less forthcoming, or perhaps they simply assume reliance on by-now-
traditional process approaches (e.g., Benesch, 1998, 2001; Smoke, 2001). Instead,
the course descriptions focus on raising awareness, with activities such as lit-
eracy journals and narratives, reflections on learning strategies, and ethnographic
projects (Benesch, 2001; Canagarajah, 2002). They also stress thinking critically
about topics that may be new to L2 learners, often with politically charged themes.
Canagarajah suggests that an increased awareness of power relationships and
the struggle against them may even extend to considerations of form, particu-
larly as regards L2 writing instruction for World English users (2002, 2006). For
example, he advocates a rethinking of errors as “choices,” and of feedback on
error as “negotiation” (2002, p. 52).

Morgan and Ramanathan (2005) describe activities in the critical literacy toolkit
as it applies to L2 instruction in academic settings. They advocate the use of
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personal narratives that link the experience of individuals to power relationships
in the larger sociopolitical context, encourage learners to question disciplinary
texts, and promote reflection on individual participation in power structures, and
especially, how the structures are evident in texts. Courses designed to encour-
age critical literacy may also include assignments that are immediately relevant
to the learners, such as writing letters of protest to the university administration
or articulating areas of conflict with a teacher, landlord, or community leader.
Again, however, there is usually little mention of how writing is taught or
practiced. This may mean that the critical pedagogy begins and ends with con-
sideration and discussion of social and political contexts, and issues with instruc-
tion with nuts and bolts of writing, with ideas on issues of rhetorical and linguistics
form drawn from other sources.

Critical approaches to L2 writing instruction have come under fire from two
directions. First, many who favor genre pedagogy argue that critical literacy
instruction, like the more expressivist strands of process instruction, are likely to
disadvantage non-mainstream learners (Johns, 1995b, 2003; Swales, 1990). They
argue that it is unfair to ask learners to question dominant discourses before they
can use them. Instead, it is an educator’s responsibility to give students access to
these genres and help them toward mastery. Once they have gained access to
these discourses, struggling against them should be left up to the learners and
left out of the classroom. Another objection is that the focus on ideology is simply
another form of hegemony, a misguided effort by intellectuals and ideologues to
impose their own agenda on L2 learners (Allison, 1994; Santos, 1992, 2001) when
learners’ needs lie elsewhere.

All of these approaches that have taken the social turn share a deep apprecia-
tion for the social, and often political, context in which L2 writers must learn and
live, and the belief that any effective writing instruction must take the context of
writing into account, even as they advocate different ways for providing such
instruction.

Assessing Writing

The purposes of L2 assessment are varied, and L2 writing assessment is no
exception. Researchers have addressed ways to assess writing for research pur-
poses, for large-scale testing (generally for gate-keeping and placement purposes),
and for classroom feedback and grading. Assessing writing for research purposes
generally involves measuring some aspect of a piece of writing to answer a
research question, such as “Which type of error correction works best?” or “How
does students’ writing differ on two types of writing tasks?” Research studies
generally use quantitative measures that can involve holistic measures of quality,
analytic scales that break down writing into various components, or more object-
ive measures, such as words per T-unit, errors per T-unit, or lexical type:token
ratios. Objective measures have also been examined as possible measures of L2
writing development, in other words, how learners’ writing changes over time
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(de Haan & van Esch, 2005; Ortega, 2003; Shaw & Liu, 1998; Wolfe-Quintero
et al., 1998). Assessing writing for research purposes is beyond the scope of
this paper; we focus here on assessment for such purposes as placement, gate-
keeping, diagnostic, and achievement purposes. The majority of scholarly work
on writing assessment focuses on large-scale assessment for a variety of reasons,
including the availability of large samples of data. Furthermore, large educa-
tional and testing institutions are perhaps aware of the scrutiny that their prac-
tices may come under, and thus need to demonstrate the reliability and validity
of their tests publicly. Therefore, what follows is a discussion of the issues and
research in large-scale testing, and a relatively brief discussion of the classroom
and alternative assessment.

Large-scale testing
As Hamp-Lyons states, “. . . few ESL professionals these days are prepared to
believe that we can test writing by any means other than having students actu-
ally write” (2003, p. 165). Although in the past, some tests included indirect
assessments of writing skills, today, most large-scale writing assessment requires
students to write. This change came about as a concern for content validity and
task authenticity, related to both the ethical issues behind assessing writing, and
also the negative washback that can occur in classrooms if writing is assessed
only through indirect tests. As noted in the discussion of L2 writing instruction,
particularly in Asia, when national tests do not assess writing, teachers may not
teach writing at all.

In order to develop a writing test, a test being a sample of behavior, one first
needs to determine the purpose of the test and what skills a student is expected
to have. Various frameworks for a variety of contexts have been developed, often
with the goal of determining what skills should be assessed, such as in the
European Common Framework. Another example is the Canadian Language
Benchmarks (Nagy & Stewart, 2000), standards that can be used to assess lan-
guage for work and study. For the writing component, descriptors range from
“I can take a phone message with 5–7 details” to “I can write a complex formal
research report of ten typed pages.” Although the National Foreign Language
Standards in the US (National Standards Foreign Language Project, 1996), used
for K-12 contexts, are much less specific, the American Council on the Teaching
of Foreign Languages guidelines (Breiner-Sanders, Swender, & Terry, 2001) do
offer descriptors at various levels, and include tasks like “Can write all the sym-
bols in an alphabetic or syllabic system or 50–100 characters or compounds in a
character writing system” and “Can write most types of correspondence, such as
memos, as well as social and business letters, and short research papers and
statements of position in areas of special interest or in special fields.” Although
these guidelines can be somewhat useful for teachers and testers, it is not imme-
diately clear how one might go about sampling writing behavior for assessment,
particularly in a limited amount of time. In other words, what should serve as
the writing task or prompt?
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Weigle (2002) and Hamp-Lyons (2003) describe some of the variables that one
needs to consider when constructing a writing prompt. Among them are topic,
genre, number of tasks, whether or not students have a choice of prompts, and
format. The choice of prompt is tied directly to a test’s validity. To use the Test of
English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) as an example, the exam used to include
a prompt that asked a general question, such as, “Do you agree or disagree with
the following statement? Always telling the truth is the most important consid-
eration in any relationship between people. Use specific reasons and examples to
support your answer” (www.ets.org). The student had 30 minutes to answer the
question. The new internet-based TOEFL includes the same type of general ques-
tion, called an independent task, as well as an integrated writing task that re-
quires students to read a short passage, listen to a related lecture, and then write
a 20-minute essay relating the two. There is a wide variety of ways to determine
the validity of such a writing test. One important consideration is content valid-
ity, the extent to which such writing tasks are representative of real tasks in the
context that students are taking the test to enter, in this case, North American
universities. For the new TOEFL, Cumming et al. (2004) interviewed experienced
university ESL teachers as a means of assessing the tasks and determining ways
to improve them. Determining task authenticity can, of course, encompass many
more steps, however, as described by Wu and Stansfield (2001).

Single-item tests, such as the TOEFL independent tasks, have a variety of
problems, as discussed in Weigle (2004), and the addition of a task in which
students respond to some written or aural source text, such as the TOEFL, has
been seen by many as a positive addition because it is more similar to actual
university writing tasks (Cumming et al., 2000; Weigle, 2004). Weigle (2004) ex-
amined the implementation of an integrated university reading and writing ESL
test and found it to be superior in terms of both reliability and validity to a test
that simply had students respond to short prompts. Furthermore, the integrated
test had the advantage of positive washback in the ESL classes. Cumming et al.
(2005) found that the independent and integrated prompts did elicit writing
that differed significantly on a variety of measures, the implication being that to
assess students’ writing, a variety of tasks, including those that integrate other
skills, are necessary. In creating any writing prompt, it is essential to keep in
mind the context for which one is eliciting written language samples. In the case
of the TOEFL, there is the problem of coming up with one test to assess language
proficiency for both undergraduate and graduate students in a wide range of
academic fields. In the case of foreign language assessment in the US, the Educa-
tional Testing Service, in their Advanced Placement tests, has thus far main-
tained its use of a single-item prompt (www.ets.org), perhaps because the goals
of the students taking the test are less clear.

The second major issue in large-scale testing is the grading of the texts pro-
duced by the prompts. A variety of scales or rubrics exist, both holistic and
analytic, and primary and multitrait. Over the years, the advantages and disad-
vantages of each type regarding reliability, validity, practicality, and authenticity,
have been debated (e.g., Cohen, 1994; Weigle, 2004), and the scale must certainly
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be appropriate to the context. Recently, attention has also been directed to the
characteristics and training of the raters themselves. Weigle (1994, 1998) studied
how experience affected raters’ scores both before and after training, as well the
interaction of experience, training, and prompt. Shi (2001) studied native and
non-native EFL teachers’ ratings of Chinese students’ essays using a holistic scale,
and found that although there were no significant quantitative differences in the
scores, written comments revealed the Chinese teachers and the native English-
speaking teachers were attending to different criteria. Lumley (2002) found that
although a set of experienced raters were giving similar scores, they were placing
different emphases on different components of the scale they were using, echo-
ing the concerns of others who have claimed that rater training may lead to
reliability at the expense of validity (Huot, 1993).

Classroom assessment and portfolios
Classroom teachers need to assess writing to assign grades by measuring student
achievement, and to give feedback. Certainly, teachers want to assess writing in
a way that is reliable and valid, just as in large-scale testing, but there are also
concerns about providing students with feedback on their writing, something
that is minimally a concern on most large-scale tests. To this end, it is unlikely
that a classroom teacher would assign a holistic score, such as the one used
for the TOEFL, because analytic scales generally provide learners with more
information about where their strengths and weaknesses lie. Weigle (2004)
provides an excellent summary of the relationship between concerns related to
large-scale testing and classroom testing.

With regard to how teachers actually assess writing, little research has been
conducted. One notable exception is Cumming (2001), who interviewed 48 expe-
rienced ESL and EFL teachers about their assessment practices. Although he
expected to find differences in second and foreign language contexts, he did not.
What he found were differences related to teaching writing for general versus
specific purposes. For example, in specific-purpose courses, teachers defined their
own standards, based on the syllabus and focused on a limited range of criteria.
In the general purposes courses, teachers had a wide variety of ways to assess
writing, focusing on a wide variety of goals.

Brindley (2001) reviewed research on teacher-constructed assessment tasks as a
way to assess competencies outlined in the Australian Adult Migrant English
Program. He stated that the tasks varied widely (Wigglesworth, 2002, as cited in
Brindley), and in the case of writing, although teachers agreed on overall com-
petency attainment, they did not agree as much on specific criteria (Smith, 2000,
as cited in Brindley). He suggested that because of the time-consuming nature of
developing assessment tasks, teachers should be given a task bank containing
piloted tasks to ensure greater comparability across classrooms in which teachers
are expected to assess their students’ writing in relation to a set of outcomes.
Arkoudis and O’Loughlin (2004) further explored the problems of teachers im-
plementing top-down standards in an Australian context. In a qualitative study,
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they explored the teachers’ perspectives and revealed the contradictions of using
one particular outcomes-based assessment framework in the classroom.

Self-assessment may be used by classroom teachers as a way to make learners
more aware of their strengths and weaknesses. As in peer review, learners can be
given questions to answer or rubrics to evaluate their own writing. They can also
be given guidelines and techniques for assessing their writing process (Brown,
2005; Sullivan & Lindgren, 2002). Luoma and Tarnanen (2003) reported on the
construction of a self-assessment instrument for writers learning Finnish as
a second language. The instrument was based on the DIALANG project
(www.dialang.org) in which learners could assess their language skills in rela-
tion to the Common European Framework. Luoma and Tarnanen had students
compare their writing to benchmark texts and assess their own work. The learn-
ers found the instrument to be helpful, but not to be a complete replacement for
teacher feedback. Self-assessment is not intended to replace other means of
assessment. Instead, as Luoma and Tarnanen stated (p. 461), “What self-rating
systems can do is to provide another means for learners to practice writing and
self-reflection.”

Over the last 15 years, much has been written about the use of alternative
forms of L2 assessment. Portfolios, which include some form of self-assessment,
have been praised for their construct validity and authenticity. Concerns have
been raised, however, about their lack of reliability and impracticality (e.g., Weigle,
2002). Empirical studies are necessary to determine how they can best be imple-
mented. Hirvela and Sweetland (2005) completed a case study of two ESL writers
in classes that required them to develop portfolios. By following the two stu-
dents, they showed how they responded to the requirements and what they did
and did not understand about the portfolio’s purpose. Kraemer (2005) described
in detail her implementation of the portfolio component of a German FL class at
a US university. She gathered students’ opinions on the procedure and found
that they considred the portfolios an effective teaching tool, as well as a prefer-
able form of assessment. Although portfolios are more commonly used in the
class, they can be used at the program level, as well. Song and August (2002)
described the use of portfolios as an alternative to traditional testing for an ESL
exit test. They found that the portfolio system was preferable because it success-
fully identified students who proceeded to do well in the subsequent English
composition course, but who had failed a traditional exam.

The effects of technology on assessment
Technology is changing the logistics of assessment. With regard to writing, stu-
dents often type their essays instead of handwriting, and this has led researchers
to examine how computers can affect the assessment of students’ writing. Li
(2006) studied ESL writers completing two comparable essays by hand and on a
word processor. The students revised more and paid more attention to higher-
order thinking skills while using the computer. However, although there were
no significant differences on a variety of traits, including communicative quality,
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organization, and linguistic accuracy and appropriateness, the computer-written
essays were better in terms of argumentation, presumably because of the ease of
making higher-level revisions. Wolfe and Manalo (2004) also studied essays writ-
ten by hand and on a word processor, but in their studies, students chose which
medium to use. Controlling for demographic variables, they found that lower-
proficiency students did slightly better on handwritten essays, whereas higher-
proficiency students did not perform differently under the two conditions.

Wolfe and Manolo did not control for the medium in which raters graded the
essays, meaning that they could have been influenced by how the content of the
essay was presented, but they state that previous research suggests that such
a problem is minimal. H. K. Lee (2004) did examine raters’ scores on handwritten,
researcher-transcribed typed essays, and student-written typed essays. He found
that reliability was higher on the transcribed and typed essays when the raters
used a holistic scale, probably because holistic scales assess overall judgment.
Like Li, he looked at the quality of the essays in a repeated measures design, and
found no differences with regard to holistic scores, but significantly higher scores
on the typed essays when an analytic scale was used.

Ethics in L2 writing assessment
Discussions of ethical issues related to L2 assessment have increased in the liter-
ature within the last 10 years (e.g., Hamp-Lyons, 1997; Kunnan, 2000; Shohamy,
1997). Cumming (2002) points out that these issues are particularly acute in the
assessment of writing because it often involves expressing personal views, result-
ing in a form for others to evaluate. One could argue that any study addressing
the reliability and validity of writing assessment involves ethical concerns. If an
assessment measure is not reliable and valid, it cannot be ethical. Furthermore,
studies of how tests are used, including Weigle (2004), and Braine (2001), who
studied problems with the implementation of an exit writing exam, deal with
ethical issues related to the use of tests. The ethics of a test cannot be determined
in a vacuum, only in relationship to its use, and a test that is ethical in one
context may not be ethical in another. For example, Cumming (2002) discusses
ethical dilemmas in the assessment of writing in high-stakes large-scale testing.
He explains that tests often become a unique writing context, and that context
“must on one hand represent the constructs to be assessed but on the other hand
not be biased for or against any particular population or sub-population” (p. 80).
High-stakes tests need to be consistent, thus making it difficult to use alternative
forms of assessment, where many variables cannot be controlled. Furthermore,
what they test needs to be clearly explained to potential test-takers.

One final important consideration in settings where English is not a mother
tongue is the model of English on which assessment should be based. Of course,
this issue is not limited to writing, and in fact, of all of the areas of instruction
and assessment, writing is probably the least permeable to local variation. Never-
theless, some scholars have questioned the hegemony of dominant native-speaker
models both inside and outside North America (Canagarajah, 2006; Horner &
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Trimbur, 2002; Jenkins, 2006; Kubota, 2001), and some have urged that testing
institutions reexamine the ways in which their instruments (e.g., TOEFL, TOEIC,
IELTS) serve the entire international community (Brown, 2004; Davies, Hamp-
Lyons, & Kemp, 2003; Hamp-Lyons & Zhang, 2001; Lowenberg, 2002).
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27 Teaching and Testing
Grammar

DIANE LARSEN-FREEMAN

Introduction

Perhaps no term in the language teaching field is as ambiguous as grammar. It
has been used to mean:

1 an internal mental system that generates and interprets novel utterances
(mental grammar)

2 a set of prescriptions and proscriptions about language forms and their use
for a particular language (prescriptive grammar)

3 a description of language behavior by proficient users of a language (descrip-
tive grammar)

4 the focus of a given linguistic theory (linguistic grammar)
5 a work that treats the major structures of a language (reference grammar)
6 the structures and rules compiled for instructional and assessment purposes

(pedagogical grammar)
7 the structures and rules compiled for instructional purposes for teachers

(usually a more comprehensive and detailed version of (6)) (teacher’s grammar)

A reading of this list readily reveals why the use of the term “grammar” is
fraught with ambiguity. It includes both implicit and explicit grammars, univer-
sal and language-specific grammars, the way that language “ought to be used”
and the way it actually is used, theoretically exclusive grammars and more eclec-
tic ones, etc. The ambiguity in the term “grammar” is magnified by the fact that
every one of these seven definitions is multidimensional. For instance, (1) can be
used to represent both learner grammars and proficient language speaker gram-
mars. Descriptive grammars (3) can take as their starting point the form or struc-
ture of language (formal grammar), or conversely, can conceive of language
as largely social interaction, seeking to explain why one linguistic form is more
appropriate than another in satisfying a particular communicative purpose in
a particular context (functional grammar). To cite a final example, linguistic
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grammars (4) adopt distinct theoretical units: structures (Structural Linguistics),
rules (Traditional Grammar), principles and parameters (Generative Linguistics),
constraints (Lexical Functional Grammar; Optimality Theory; Head-Driven Phrase
Structure Grammar), texts (Systemic Functional Linguistics), constructions (Cog-
nitive Linguistics; Construction Grammar), patterned sequences (Corpus Linguis-
tics; Pattern Grammar), and so forth.

The lesson in all this is that it is important to be clear about what is meant
when one is making claims about grammar. Thus, following this introduction,
a definition of a pedagogical grammar (6) will be proposed, one that is broad
enough to draw on many of these linguistic theories for their insights, yet suffi-
ciently focused to fulfill its teaching and testing functions. Then, too, as with any
subject, an understanding of grammar teaching and assessment is better served
by knowing how the subject is learned or acquired. Indeed, it was this awareness
that drew many language teachers to investigate the learning of grammar, which
in turn led to the establishment of SLA as a separate area of inquiry in the early
1970s. Much work has been done since then, and many SLA researchers still take
the explanandum to be a mental grammar (1). Obviously, though, a comprehens-
ive review of SLA findings is beyond the scope of this chapter.

A Definition

Many pedagogical grammars are formal, comprising morphosyntactic rules from
traditional and structural linguistics and, to a lesser extent, from Generative Lin-
guistics. Formal grammarians assume a faculty of language must provide first, a
structured inventory of possible lexical items (the core semantics of minimal
meaning-bearing elements) and second, the grammatical rules or principles that
allow infinite combinations of symbols, hierarchically organized. The grammat-
ical principles provide the means to construct from these lexical items the infinite
variety of internal structures that enter into thought, interpretation, planning,
and other human mental acts (Chomsky, 2004).

Generative Linguistics’ principles and parameters approach continues to be
productive in accounting for similarities and differences across languages; how-
ever, its newer Minimalist Program has not had an impact on pedagogical
grammars. This is because “the emphasis in Generative Linguistics has been on
identifying ever larger regularities in grammar, to the point that the ‘essence’ of
grammar has been distilled in the Minimalist Program to Merge and Move, or
perhaps only to Internal and External Merge” (Culicover & Jackendoff, 2005,
p. 534). Such minimalism may be useful for addressing its goal of accounting for
language evolution or language acquisition under conditions of inadequate in-
put, but it is not going to advance the quest to facilitate the teaching of second
and foreign languages because of its level of abstraction (Larsen-Freeman, 2005,
2006a).

Functional grammarians start from a very different position. Although there
are different models of functional grammar, functionalists share the conviction
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that it is the use that determines the form that is used for a particular purpose.
Thus, functional grammarians see pragmatics and meaning as central, i.e., gram-
mar is a resource for making and exchanging meaning (Halliday, 1994). In
Halliday’s Systemic-Functional theory, three types of meaning in grammatical
structure can be identified: ideational meaning (how our experience and inner
thoughts are represented), interpersonal meaning (how we interact with others
through language), and textual meaning (how coherence is created in spoken
and written texts).

By way of contrast with minimalism, newer functional and cognitive linguistic
theories focus on language as it is actually used. The new theories, often referred
to collectively as “usage-based,” propose that grammatical rules do not precede,
but rather, emerge from language use (Bybee, 1985, 2006; Croft, 1991; Givón, 1995;
Goldberg, 1995; Hopper, 1988; Langacker, 1987, etc.). Such rules are probalistic,
rather than deterministic. In this way, grammar is said not to be innate or the
starting point of a faculty of language, but rather, is derivative. Moreover, in
these theories, the traditional distinction between grammar and lexicon is not
always observed. “As opposed to conceiving of linguistic rules as algebraic pro-
cedures for combining words and morphemes that do not themselves contribute
to meaning, this approach conceives of linguistic constructions as themselves
meaningful linguistic symbols” (Tomasello, 2003, p. 5). Constructions range from
morphemes to syntactic structures such as verb–argument patterns, to meaning-
ful phrasal and clausal sequences. Such a theoretical position finds support in
corpus-based grammars (e.g., Biber et al., 1999; Carter & McCarthy, 2006; Collins
COBUILD, 1990), which rely on computer-assisted research to show the patterned
lexical/grammatical sequences in language usage. For example, there are rela-
tively fixed English patterns with limited options for slot fillers to express time
relationships as in a ___ ago (e.g., a day ago, an hour ago, a short while ago).

Although there have certainly been linguists who have advocated the consol-
idation of lexicon and grammar all along (e.g., Bolinger, 1968; Chafe, 1970; Nattinger
& DeCarrico, 1992; Pawley & Syder, 1983), and the reconceptualization of gram-
mar as “lexicogrammar” (Celce-Murcia & Larsen-Freeman, 1999; Halliday, 1985),
the fact that usage-based theories occupy the forefront of linguistics today repre-
sents a major change in the way grammar is conceived. However, from a peda-
gogical grammar perspective, they bring with them the potential for a problem
as well, one exactly opposite to that of the Minimalist Program’s abstraction. If it
is lexicogrammatical constructions that are the units of analysis, this can easily
lead to a proliferation of mini-grammars, with every unique pattern (or even
lexical item) requiring a grammar of its own. For example, the English lexical
item matter is often preceded by an indefinite article and followed by the prepo-
sition of and a gerund beginning with -ing (e.g., a matter of developing skills, a
matter of learning a body of information, a matter of becoming able to) (Hunston &
Francis, 1999). There is, therefore, little point in treating matter as a single lexical
item that can be slotted into a general grammar of English. Rather, the word
matter comes with attendant phraseology. While this level of analysis may be
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warranted in a comprehensive reference grammar, such generalizations may be
too narrow for a pedagogical grammar.

One final point to be made is that linguistic grammars, no matter what the unit
of analysis, describe the abstract system underlying a language. Neither rules nor
patterns contain directions for actually producing or comprehending language
(Garrett, 1986). While attempts are underway to produce a real-time description
of syntax, an account of how grammatical speech is produced in real time (Brazil,
1995), we still do not have a processing account of how speakers express and
comprehend meaning.

Nevertheless, a description of the system is an essential starting point for proper
pedagogy. A definition for a pedagogical grammar that is broad enough to accom-
modate both traditional and newer approaches, and one that can be applied to
different languages, is that grammar is a system of meaningful structures and patterns
that are governed by particular pragmatic constraints. Larsen-Freeman (2001) has
referred to the three dimensions present in this definition of grammar as form,
meaning, and use.

An example from English will have to suffice here. As cognitive linguists and
construction grammarians have observed, the passive voice has the grammatical
meaning of communicating something about/to which something happens/ed.
Learners need to know this, and they need to know how to form the passive
construction – in English, for example with some form of the be verb and the past
participle. They also need to know when to use the passive. Such occasions
include when the agent is unknown, should be concealed, is redundant, or
when the use of the passive reflects the preferred word order for marking given
and new information, etc. Not knowing when to use a structure appropriately
results in overuse and underuse of the target structure, as for learners of Chinese
having difficulty suppressing overt subjects (Odlin, 2003), or learners of Korean
failing to choose correctly between the discursive patterns of V-a/e pelita versus
V-ko malta, completive aspect markers (Strauss, Lee, & Ahn, 2006). In fact, learn-
ing to make a specific choice between two structures with approximately the
same meaning in a context-appropriate way is the challenge in learning grammar,
according to Rea Dickens and Woods (1988).

The structures and patterns in the above definition (with examples) include:

Morphemes
In Turkish, the roots of verbs each have thousands of different forms
(Hankamer, 1989).

Function words
Indonesian auxiliaries (sudah and siang) are used as tense/aspect markers.

Phrases
Subcategorization constraints vary from language to language and produce
different transitivity patterns. For example, in Chinese, ( fuk6 mou6 (serve)) is
intransitive (Chan, 2004, p. 60), whereas in English, serve must take an object.
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Clauses
Canonical word order in English is S-V-DO-IO; in Japanese, it is S-IO-DO-V
(Cann, Kempson, & Marten, 2005).

Clausal formulas/constructions/patterned sequences
French formulas ( je ne sais pas; des choses comme ca; c’est _________ ; il y a
_________ ) (from work by Raupach on German acquirers of French, cited in
Weinert, 1995).

Discourse-level patterns
Chinese supra-sentential topic chaining or English theme–rheme organization.

Typological patterns
Patterns that arise from language typology, realized, for example, in the topic
prominence of Korean, Chinese, and Japanese versus the subject prominence
of Arabic, Farsi, Spanish, and English.

Grammar Pedagogy (in General)

Before discussing grammar teaching in any detail, several general points should
be made. First, although linguists believe that languages are equally complex,
where they are complex varies. For instance, teachers of Russian to speakers of
English spend a great deal of time teaching inflected morphology and the com-
plicated system of verbal aspect (Russian is classified by the United States Defense
Language Institute as a challenging category 3 language in terms of the difficult-
ies that it poses to learners who are native speakers of English), and teachers
of German spend time on the form of function words, because, for example,
German has six distinct forms of the definite article, inflected for case, number,
and gender. Second, implicit in these claims is the assumption that to some
extent the learning challenge the grammatical complexity presents will differ
depending on the starting point, e.g., Portuguese speakers will have an easier
time learning Spanish grammar than speakers of non-Romance languages, all
other things being equal. Third, since learners build on earlier knowledge, it is
also the case that knowledge of other languages can influence the acquisition of
grammar. For example, in learning Italian, English and Spanish first-language
speakers who knew some French were found to use significantly more subject
insertion than speakers without knowledge of French (De Angelis, 2005). In addi-
tion to the learners’ knowledge of other languages, there are many other factors
known to affect the rate of acquisition of grammatical forms, e.g., their frequency,
salience, and the consistency of their meaning (DeKeyser, 2005).

It should also be noted that the pedagogic approach to the teaching of gram-
mar in various parts of the world differs, depending not only on different gram-
matical complexities, but also on the pedagogic traditions. For example, Sampson
(1984) points out that both the teacher and the texts are seen as crucial models
for learning in the Chinese educational system. Also, in a survey of teachers in
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Colombia, Schulz (2001) found that Colombian students and teachers had stronger
beliefs in the efficacy of explicit grammar instruction and error correction than
did their US counterparts. Indeed, it is not uncommon to hear of teachers who
are not particularly impressed with the benefit of grammar instruction, yet who
are teaching grammar, nonetheless, because that is what students expect (see,
e.g., Borg, 1999).

Approaches to Grammar Teaching

Four approaches to the teaching of grammar will be presented here: PPP, input-
processing, focus on form, and grammaring, in addition to one non-interventionist
approach to language teaching that calls for no explicit grammar instruction.

PPP
Across the various languages and subsystems of grammar, perhaps the most
widely practiced traditional approach to grammatical instruction has been por-
trayed as the three Ps – present, practice, produce.

In the first stage, an understanding of the grammar point is provided; some-
times by pointing out the differences between the L1 and L2. In the second stage,
students practice the grammar structure using oral drills and written exercises.
In the third stage, students are given “frequent opportunities for communicative
use of the grammar to promote automatic and accurate use” (Sheen, 2003, p. 226).

DeKeyser (1997) offers Anderson’s skill-based approach to explain how grammar
practice may work in the second stage. Once students are given a rule (declarat-
ive knowledge) in the first step, output practice aids students to proceduralize
their knowledge. In other words, with practice, declarative knowledge takes the
form of procedural knowledge, which encodes behavior. Continued practice auto-
matizes the use of the rule so that students do not have to think consciously
about the rule any longer. As Doughty and Williams (1998, p. 49) put it, “pro-
ceduralization is achieved by engaging in the target behavior – or procedure –
while temporarily leaning on declarative crutches . . .”

Countless generations of students have been taught grammar in this way – and
many have succeeded with this form of instruction. In support of this, following
their meta-analysis of research on the effectiveness of instruction, Norris and
Ortega (2000) conclude that “L2 instruction of particular language forms induces
substantial target-oriented change . . .” (p. 500). However, it is also true that the
traditional approach has had its detractors. One of most trenchant criticisms of
this approach is that students fail to apply their knowledge of grammar when
they are communicating. Appropriating Alfred North Whitehead’s term, Larsen-
Freeman (2003) has referred to this as the “inert knowledge problem.” Students
know the grammar – at least, they know the grammar rules explicitly – but they
fail to apply them in communication. This problem has been discussed by others
as the “non-interface problem,” in that there is no apparent connection between
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explicit knowledge of the rules and implicit control of the system, and the
“learnability problem,” following from the observation that grammar is not learned
in a linear and atomistic fashion (R. Ellis, 1993). Moreover, what learners do
produce bears no resemblance to what has been presented to them or has been
practiced.

Non-interventionist
Such observations led one influential researcher, Krashen (1981, 1982), to claim
that explicit grammar instruction has very little impact on the natural acquisition
process because, he argued, studying grammar rules can never lead to their
unconscious deployment in fluent communication. According to Krashen, the
only way for students to acquire grammar is to get exposure to comprehensible
input in the target language in an affectively non-threatening situation, where
the input is finely tuned to students’ level of proficiency. Krashen believes that if
the input is understood and there is enough of it, the necessary grammar will
automatically be acquired. At best, students can use their grammar knowledge
to monitor and revise their spoken and written products after they have been
produced. Other non-interventionist positions have been adopted as well. “While
differing considerably . . . each has claimed that the best way to learn a language
. . . is not by treating it as an object of study, but by experiencing it as a medium
of communication” (Long, 1991, p. 41).

Studies of French immersion programs in Canada, however, show that when
language is only used as a medium of communication, with no explicit attention
being paid to grammatical form, the interlanguages of naturalistic learners go
through long periods of stability, in which non-native forms are used (Harley
& Swain, 1984). White (1987) makes the point that the positive evidence that
immersion students receive is not always sufficient for learners to analyze the
complex grammatical features of French. In other words, “. . . while positive evid-
ence contains information about what is possible in the target language, it does
not contain information about what is not possible” (Spada, 1997, pp. 80–1).
Thus, learners require the “negative evidence” that they get from instruction (e.g.,
corrective feedback) to help them sort out L1/L2 differences. Larsen-Freeman
and Long (1991) have made the further point that the right kind of formal in-
struction should accelerate natural acquisition, not merely imitate it.

Input-processing
VanPatten (1990) argued that the problem is that L2 learners have difficulty
attending simultaneously to meaning and form. To remedy this problem,
VanPatten (2004) has proposed “input processing,” whereby learners are guided
to pay attention to a feature in the target language input that is likely to cause a
problem. The following task from Cadierno (1992, as discussed in Doughty &
Williams, 1998) illustrates input-processing. For this task, students are shown a
picture and are asked to imagine that they are one of the characters in the pic-
ture. They then have to listen to a sentence in the target language and to select
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the picture that best matches it. For example, when the target language is Span-
ish and the students are English speakers, they hear:

Te busca el señor. (‘The man is looking for you.’)

Later when viewing two more pictures, the students hear:

Tú buscas al señor. (‘You are looking for the man.’)

English speakers use word order to determine subjects and objects. Presumably,
however, with information about differences in Spanish and with enough of this
input-processing practice, students will learn to discern the difference in mean-
ing, and that distinguishing subjects from objects requires paying attention to the
ends of words and to small differences in the function words themselves (e.g.,
te vs. tú and el vs. al).

Focus on form
Noting that some aspects of an L2 require awareness and/or attention to language
form, and further, that implicit learning is not sufficient for SLA mastery, Long
(1991) calls for a focus on form within a communicative or meaning-based ap-
proach to language teaching, such as task-based (e.g., R. Ellis, 2003; Pica, Kang, &
Sauro, 2006) or content-based language teaching. Rodgers (2006), for example, has
demonstrated that when third-semester students of Italian engaged in content-
based instruction, in which they studied Italian geography, and at the same time,
either through incidental or planned opportunities, attended to problematic gram-
matical features, the students increased not only in their knowledge of geography,
but also in their form–function abilities. Since there is a limit on what learners
can pay attention to, focusing on form may help learners to notice structures
(Schmidt, 1990) that would otherwise escape their attention when they are en-
gaged in communication or studying content. Long (1991, p. 47) hypothesizes
that “a systematic, non-interfering focus on form produces a faster rate of learn-
ing and (probably) higher levels of ultimate SL attainment than instruction with
no focus on form.” Various means of non-intrusive focusing on form have been
proposed and studied.

Input enhancement
Sharwood Smith (1993) suggests that visual enhancement (color-coding, under-
lining, boldfacing, enlarging the font) be made to written instructional texts in an
attempt to make certain features of the input more salient. Input enhancement
can also apply to speech. For instance, phonological manipulations such as oral
repetition might help learners pay attention to grammar structures in the input.
At this point, however, the contribution of visual input enhancement is not clear
(Wong, 2003), though Jensen and Vinther did find a significant increase in gram-
matical accuracy of Danish learners of Spanish when input was enhanced through
exact repetition and through speech rate reduction (2003).
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Input flooding/Priming
A second means of calling attention to form is flooding meaningful input with
the target form. For example, talking about historical events would give learners
abundant opportunities to notice the past tense. One possible function of input
flooding, besides making certain features in the input more frequent and thus
more salient, is that it might prime the production of a particular structure.
“Syntactic priming is a speaker’s tendency to produce a previously spoken or
heard structure” (Mackey & Gass, 2006, p. 173).

Output production
Believing comprehensible input alone to be inadequate for accomplishing suc-
cessful second-language acquisition, Swain (1985) advocated the use of output
production in language teaching (see also Morgan-Short & Wood Bowden, 2006;
Shehadeh, 2003; Toth, 2006). “Comprehensible output,” according to Swain, forces
learners to move from semantic processing of input to syntactic processing, in
order to produce target output. She also hypothesizes that comprehensible out-
put serves to have learners notice features of the target language, especially “to
notice what they do not know, or know only partially” (Swain, 1995, p. 129).

Long (1996) concurs about the importance of noticing. “[C]ommunicative
trouble can lead learners to recognize that a linguistic problem exists, switch
their attentional focus from message to form, identify the problem, and notice the
needed item in the input” (p. 425). Indeed, helping students to notice their errors
is an important function of focusing on form, a point to which I return later.

Not everyone is convinced by an input-processing or focus-on-form approach,
however. While acknowledging the “carry-over” problem, i.e., the difficulty of
achieving simultaneous fluent and accurate spontaneous production, Swan (2005)
disputes the claim that the traditional PPP has failed. Further, he admonishes
that it does not follow that the problem will be solved by eliminating the first
two Ps.

Grammaring
Larsen-Freeman (2001, 2003) offers “grammaring” – the ability to use grammar
structures accurately, meaningfully, and appropriately as the proper goal of gram-
mar instruction. The addition of “-ing” to grammar is meant to suggest a dy-
namic process of grammar using. In order to realize this goal, it is not sufficient
for students to notice or comprehend grammatical structures. Students must also
practice meaningful use of grammar in a way that takes into account “transfer-
appropriate” processing (Roediger & Guynn, 1996). This means that in order for
students to overcome the inert knowledge problem and transfer what they can
do in communicative practice to real communication outside of the classroom,
there must be a psychological similarity between the conditions of learning and
the conditions of use (Segalowitz, 2003). Bearing the need for psychological sim-
ilarity in mind, Gatbonton and Segalowitz (1988) offer “creative automatization.”
Rather than automatizing knowledge of rules, as was suggested by DeKeyser,
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Gabonton and Segalowitz call for practice that automates control of patterned
sequences, ones that would naturally occur in given communicative contexts.

Of course, what is practiced and the way it is practiced will depend on the
nature of the learning challenge. Some structures may need little, if any, peda-
gogical focus. With others, when the learning challenge is how to form the con-
struction, it is important that learners get to practice the target item over and
over again meaningfully, for example by using it in a task-essential way (Fotos,
2002; Loschky & Bley-Vroman, 1993; Samuda, 2001). When the challenge is mean-
ing, students need practice in associating form and meaning, such as associating
various spatial and temporal meanings with prepositions. Finally, when the
challenge is use, students need to be given situations where they are forced to
decide between the use of two or more different forms with roughly the same
meaning, but which are not equally appropriate in a given context. Use would be
a challenge for learners, for example, in choosing between the active and passive
voices or between English present perfect and past tenses.

Larsen-Freeman (2003) underscores the importance of output practice in addi-
tion to consciousness-raising activities; however, she goes a step further in sug-
gesting that output practice is not only useful for the purpose of rehearsal and
automatizing, but that it also leads to restructuring of the underlying system
(McLaughlin, 1990) and to linguistic innovation or morphogenesis. The fact that
“the act of playing the game has a way of changing the rules” (Larsen-Freeman,
1997) blurs the distinction between the essence of a linguistic system and its use.
This also means for Larsen-Freeman (2006b) that although there is stability in a
grammatical system, there is no stasis.

As a consequence, Larsen-Freeman (2006a) calls for grammar teaching to
help develop capacity within students, not formal grammatical competence
(Widdowson, 1983). Capacity involves learners using lexicogrammatical resources
for the creation of meaning. Doing so enables language learners to move beyond
the memorized formulas and static rules they employ, especially at the beginning
of instruction. This is what accounts for the fact that language changes all the
time; it does so due to the cumulative innovations that language users make at
the local level as they adapt their language resources to new communicative
contexts (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008). In order to develop capacity, learn-
ers need to abstract from frequently occurring exemplars. Higher-level constructs,
such as schemata, prototypes, and complex constructions, emerge from the inter-
action of lower-level forms. As learners master the system at an optimal level of
abstraction, they are no longer learning only to conform to grammatical uniform-
ity. They are acquiring a way to create and understand meaning.

Other benefits of grammar instruction have been proposed (R. Ellis, 1993, 1998,
2006). One is to help students “notice the gap” between new features in a structure
and how they differ from the learners’ interlanguages (Schmidt & Frota, 1986).
Grammar instruction can also help students generalize their knowledge to new
structures (Gass, 1982). Another contribution of grammar teaching may be to fill
in the gaps in the input (Spada & Lightbown, 1993), since classroom language will
not necessarily represent all grammatical structures that students need to acquire.
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Other Topics

Several other topics related to the teaching and testing of grammar are implied or
previewed in this chapter so far, but merit separate treatment.

Explicit versus implicit revisited
A great deal of the controversy in the teaching of grammar can be ascribed to the
general issue of whether an explicit or implicit approach to teaching structure is
best. Explicit instruction is where students are instructed in the rules or patterns
(deductive) or guided to induce them, themselves (inductive). An implicit ap-
proach makes no reference to rules or patterns (see also a related, but somewhat
different, distinction between incidental and intentional learning, Hulstijn, 2003).

Although Norris and Ortega (2000, p. 500) found evidence to support the
value of explicit teaching (including inductive and deductive approaches), the
outcomes of instruction that their meta-analysis included tended to be ones
where learners had to demonstrate explicit knowledge or perform on discrete/
decontextualized test items, measures that would presumably favor explicit know-
ledge (Doughty, 2003; Norris & Ortega, 2000, p. 501).

Another issue is the source of the explicit rules. Instead of presenting students
with rules, for instance, Fotos and Ellis (1991) give students linguistic data from
which they could work out the rules inductively in their own way. An inductive
approach may be very fitting for complex rules, which are difficult to articulate
and internalize. In a modification of an inductive approach, Adair-Hauck, Donato,
and Cumo-Johanssen (2005) recommend a guided-participatory approach to rule
formation, rather than the teacher providing the learner with explanations, or the
learners being left to analyze the grammar explanations implicitly for themselves.

On a slightly different note, Larsen-Freeman (2000, 2003) makes the case for
guiding students to understand the reason why things are the way they are. To
the extent that teachers can reduce the arbitrariness in grammatical rules (i.e.,
teaching meaning-based reasons rather than solely form-based rules), students’
learning burden is eased. For instance, if students understand the theme–rheme
pattern of discourse organization in English, they will understand a number of
different grammatical phenomena, e.g., the form of predicative phrases in sent-
ences with existential there, word order variation with direct and indirect objects,
and word order variation with phrasal verbs and their particles. Thus, an addi-
tional value to reasons is that they are broader than rules, in that they can be
applied to many different structures (see also, Rutherford, 1987).

Significantly, although the general assumption behind the non-interface stance,
that explicit knowledge cannot become implicit knowledge, may be technically
true, it may be overstated. While it is the case that implicit and explicit know-
ledge are different, it is claimed at the same time that explicit knowledge can
influence implicit knowledge (N. Ellis, 2002, p. 164). This fact is significant for
older learners who may no longer learn as well implicitly as they did as children
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learning their first language. N. Ellis (2005) and N. Ellis and Larsen-Freeman
(2006) point out that it is especially in the area of grammatical morphology that
conscious involvement may be necessary for successful learning. For without it,
the low salience and low communicative value of the morphemes, in English at
any rate, lead to L2 learners’ continuing to process these aspects of language
implicitly, following the habits and tunings laid down by the L1. “Consciousness
is necessary to change behavior” (N. Ellis, 2005, p. 327). Changing the cues that
learners focus on in their language processing changes what their implicit learn-
ing systems tune into. DeKeyser (2003) makes a similar point and adds that the
reverse is also true – implicit knowledge can be made explicit when attempting
to convey it verbally to someone else (as teachers have always done).

Clearly, at the level of debate, explicit versus implicit is too general to be
resolved categorically. For instance, DeKeyser (2003) cautions that implicit learn-
ing is severely hampered when the learning task requires establishing a relation-
ship between elements that are at some distance, separated by several other
elements. There are also issues with regards to the intensity of grammar instruc-
tion (Collins et al., 1999). Perhaps all that can be said with certainty at this point
is that students who receive a blend of implicit and explicit grammar instruction
are likely to be well served (N. Ellis, 1995; MacWhinney, 1997).

Metalanguage
Closely related to teaching grammar explicitly is the role of metalanguage or
grammatical terminology. Borg (1999) makes it clear that teachers have a wide
range of views on whether metalanguage facilitates learning, and Sharwood Smith
(1993) notes that whether or not to use grammatical terminology is still an empir-
ical question. However, once again, general prescriptions are probably not in
order because there are aspects of certain languages, e.g., in French, sometimes
the masculine and feminine forms are homophones (bleu, masculine for blue, and
bleue its feminine counterpart) (Patsy Lightbown, personal communication), such
that the concept of gender and the way it is marked would seem to be needed to
help learners understand why there are two forms in writing.

Swain and Lapkin (1998) track students’ use of metalanguage in collaborative
dialogues. For example, they report on an episode where two learners of French
discuss the verb sortir and whether it does or does not take the reflexive form.
The researchers assert that such “language-related episodes,” where learners work
together to use grammatical metalanguage and the reasoning of others to expand
their knowledge of the language, helps learners at the same time to regulate their
own cognitive functioning.

Syllabus design
Various principles (e.g., teaching simpler structures first, or more frequently
occurring ones, or those with the most communicative utility) have been invoked
over the years for the sequencing of structures in grammatical syllabi (Larsen-
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Freeman, 1974). However, it has also been established that there are naturally
occurring developmental sequences, and U-shaped learning curves, backsliding,
and restructuring, which would seem to argue against any such overall prin-
cipled sequencing of grammar structures in instruction. The concern for develop-
mental readiness is further borne out in work by Pienemann (1984; 1998) and his
associates, which has established that certain speech-processing strategies con-
strain development in the acquisition of German word order. For this reason,
students’ control of the strategies determines what is learnable, and, therefore,
what is teachable at any given moment. These researchers also suggest the futil-
ity of attempting to teach word order beyond a learner’s current processing
ability. Indeed, R. Ellis (1989) found that students learning German word-order
rules applied the rules in their interlanguage in the “natural” sequence, no matter
how much instructional emphasis each was given (but, cf. Tarone & Liu, 1995).

While developmental sequences may indeed be impervious to instruction, it is
likely the case that instruction accelerates the overall rate of acquisition. In sup-
port of this claim, Lightbown suggests that grammar instruction in advance of
learners’ readiness may prime their subsequent noticing (Lightbown, 1998), and
Terrell offers a role for grammar instruction in providing students with advance
organizers (1991). Acknowledging the constraints that developmental sequences
may pose, but mindful of the accelerated learning that comes with grammatical
instruction, Larsen-Freeman (2003) recommends that teachers adopt a “grammar
checklist” rather than a sequence. In this way, teachers have an unordered set of
grammar structures they need to teach, but they can do so locally in a way that
attends to their students’ readiness to learn. It also means that grammar struc-
tures can be worked on as they arise in content or during communicative activi-
ties, thus the contextualization that is facilitative of learning the grammar is
already present. Finally, using a checklist also prompts teachers to work on cer-
tain structures that do not naturally arise during classroom activities, perhaps
because students avoid them.

Individual differences
Teachers do not just teach grammar, of course; they teach grammar to particular
students. Who the students are will also affect grammar instruction. This point
was made earlier with regards to cultural expectations for grammar instruction,
learners’ language backgrounds, and the need to “localize” sequencing. In addi-
tion, the level of learners’ target language proficiency should inform pedagogical
decisions. For example, Zobl (1985) notes that at a certain point, learners need
exposure to marked data if their interlanguage development is not to stagnate.
Clearly, there are also individual style differences, which should be taken into
account. For instance, Hatch (1974) distinguished between two different types
of learners: rule formers and data gatherers, the former of an analytic mind and
the latter more likely to memorize pattern sequences. Skehan’s (1998) research
demonstrating language aptitude differences, partially attributed to differing
propensitities for language analysis, is also relevant in this regard (see also,
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Robinson, 2002). More recently, work by Larsen-Freeman (2006c) has shown that
the pressures for competing cognitive resources, e.g., the allocation of atten-
tion, lead learners to adopt either grammatical or more expressive orientations to
the language-learning challenge.

Error correction/feedback
A huge issue in grammar teaching, but perhaps the most controversial one (Larsen-
Freeman, 1991; Truscott, 1999), is the question of error correction. While some
feel that correcting students’ errors causes students to experience debilitating
anxiety, most research supports the value of giving learners feedback on their
non-targetlike performance in an affectively-supportive way. However, it is far
from clear which error correction techniques are the most efficacious. For one
thing, as with other aspects of grammar instruction, providing learners with
feedback can be done explicitly or implicitly. The latter takes place through such
means as clarification requests, confirmation checks, and recasts, as in the follow-
ing exchange between a learner (L) and the teacher (T):

L: I was in pub.
T: In the pub?
L: Yeah and I was drinking beer with my friend
T: Which pub did you go to?

(Loewen, 2005)

The teacher reformulates the learner’s initial utterance to include the definite article.
Recasts such as this one have great appeal as correction strategies because they
are minimally intrusive and occur within meaning-focused activities (Doughty,
2001). Besides, teachers provide them quite naturally, and therefore, frequently.

One problem with recasts, however, is that they can be ambiguous (Lyster,
1998), limiting their acquisition potential. For instance, sometimes teachers
repeat correct forms. It is also possible that learners respond to them differently.
Some appear to ignore them – at least they do not immediately uptake the correct
form (Lyster & Ranta, 1997) – although immediate successful uptake may not be
a factor in acquisition (Mackey & Philp, 1998). Other learners who respond to
recasts do so in private speech rather than social speech (Ohta, 2000). Indeed, the
efficacy of recasts may be determined by a host of factors, such as learners’ level
of literacy (Tarone & Bigelow, 2005) or their proficiency (Ammar & Spada, 2006).
It is also the case that recasts may have a differential effect depending on the
linguistic target. For example, in one study of Spanish learners, recasts helped
learners with adverb placement, but not with the use of clitic pronouns (Ortega
& Long, 1997).

A more direct approach, but one that can still be applied while learners are
engaged in communicative activities, is a teacher’s use of prompts. For example,
Lyster (2004) observes that prompts of varying sorts – such as repeating a student’s
error verbatim with rising intonation or providing metalinguistic comments –
withhold approval and allow students to self-repair.
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Then, too, when there is an L1–L2 contrast, the learner may need explicit
negative feedback. For example, there is a contrast between English and German
with regard to adverbial fronting. In German, one can front an adverbial, but
must adhere to the word order of Adv + V + Sub + Obj when doing so:

Gestern sah ich den Film.
‘Yesterday saw I the film.’

When learning German, an English speaker’s original hypothesis might be that
the order Adv + Sub + V + Obj is possible, as it is in English. Without negative
feedback, learners may never receive evidence that the English word order is
impossible in German. Indeed, Selinker and Lakshmanan (1992) hold that L1
language transfer is a privileged co-factor in fossilized forms, i.e., those non-
targetlike forms that have become stable for long periods of time in learners’
interlanguages (Han, 2004; Han & Odlin, 2006).

It is important to point out that the “error” does not have to be an error of form
at all. For example, Negueruela et al. (2004) show that “even advanced language
learners have problems appropriately indicating motion events when they have
to cross typological boundaries between their target languages and their native
languages. English speakers learning Spanish, for instance, tend to express man-
ner in Spanish as they do in English, which does not result in an error of form
but which leads them to mark manner very differently from Spanish speakers.
The same is true for grammatical errors relating to pragmatics, when an accurate
and meaningful form is used, but one that is inappropriate to the context.

Of course, no technique, even giving the learner the correct form, is effective
unless the student can perceive the difference between the recast and what he or
she has just said. It would seem necessary for the learners to notice the gap
(Nicholas, Lightbown, & Spada, 2001). Long’s comments (2007, pp. 114–15) about
recasts likely apply to all error correction techniques: “. . . there is some evidence
that recasts, like instruction in general, are differentially frequent and effective,
depending on setting, learner age, proficiency, and type of L2 structure . . . as
well as developmental stage and task.” Indeed, it is unlikely that there is one
feedback strategy that is better than others for all occasions. Thus, error correc-
tion ultimately comes down to adjusting feedback to individual learners. Adjust-
ments cannot be determined a priori; rather they must be collaboratively negotiated
online with the learner (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994).

Spoken versus written grammar
With access to corpora of oral data, it has become increasingly apparent that
there are differences in the grammar of the spoken versus written form (e.g.,
Biber, 1986; Carter & McCarthy, 1995); however, Leech (2000) contends that in
English, at least, spoken and written forms utilize the same grammatical reper-
toires, but do so with different frequencies. Reinforcing this point for French,
Waugh (1991) studied the distribution of the passé simple form and found that it
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was much more common in writing, presumably because it shows detachment.
On the other hand, the differences between the two media may be more dra-
matic. For example, in Arabic, it has long been known that spoken regional
dialects are markedly different from classical written Arabic. In any case, it is
important to note the written bias in linguistics (Linell, 2005).

Grammatical Assessment

In the traditional approach to assessing grammar, grammatical knowledge is
defined in terms of accurate production and comprehension, and then assessed
through the four skills. Testing is typically done by means of decontextualized,
discrete-point items such as sentence unscrambling, fill-in-the-blanks, error cor-
rection, sentence completion, sentence combining, picture description, elicited
imitation, judging grammatical correctness, and modified cloze passages. Such
formats test grammar knowledge, but they do not assess whether test takers can
use grammar correctly in real-life speaking or writing. A significant contribution
of the communicative or proficiency-based approach in the 1970s and 1980s was
a shift from seeing language proficiency in terms of knowledge of structures,
which could best be assessed using discrete-point items, to the ability to integrate
and use the knowledge in performance, which could best be assessed through
the production and comprehension of written texts and through face-to-face in-
teraction under real-time processing conditions (McNamara & Roever, 2006,
pp. 43–4).

In the latter, more integrative, approach to grammar assessment, grammatical
performance is typically assessed by raters using scales that gauge grammatical
accuracy, complexity, and the range of grammatical structures used. The judg-
ments are subjective, and because the assessment formats are more open-ended,
they are subject to possible inconsistencies. For this reason, certain factors, such
as rater severity and prompt difficulty, must be examined, usually accomplished
by means of generalizability theory or item-response theory (Purpura, 2006).

Because of the preference in recent years for measuring the use of grammar
holistically through speaking and writing, some standardized examinations, e.g.,
the TOEFL, no longer have a separate section of the test that deals with structure
explicitly. The decision to eliminate the explicit testing of grammar was made in
at least two cases based on research showing that a separate subtest of grammat-
ical knowledge could not be adequately differentiated from other sections of a
test (Cushing Weigle & Lynch, 1995 and Alderson, 1993, cited in Purpura, 2004).
A consequence of such decisions, however, is that it is difficult to separate out
what in the ability to read or write the texts is due to the lack of knowledge
concerning grammatical structures and what might be due to other factors. We
also have no way of diagnosing grammatical difficulties learners may be experi-
encing or in providing them with feedback (Purpura, 2004). In sum, discrete-
point and integrative tests represent different approaches to grammar assessment,
each of which have a contribution to make.
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Innovations in grammar assessment
There are a number of innovations underway, or at least proposed, in the way
grammar is being assessed.

Redefining the construct
The first involves a definition of the grammar construct itself. Expanding
beyond form to include grammatical meaning is one such move. For instance,
Purpura (2004, p. 89) defines grammatical ability for assessment purposes as
involving “the capacity to realize grammatical knowledge accurately and mean-
ingfully in test-taking or other language-use contexts.” Grammatical ability may
(also) interact with pragmatic ability, which Purpura considers a different abil-
ity area.

Expanding the grammatical construct even further are researchers at the Uni-
versity of Michigan who are responsible for developing standard examinations
of English proficiency (the ECCE and ECPE). They are going beyond the assess-
ment of grammatical form and meaning and including grammatical use as well.
Doing so necessitates assessing how grammar functions at the discourse level,
where its use in cohesion, thematic continuity, anaphora, cataphora, grammatical
focus, backgrounding and foregrounding, etc., are measured, as well as assessing
students’ knowledge of how sociolinguistic functions, such as constructing iden-
tity, conveying politeness, displaying power, etc., are realized grammatically.
Speakers have a choice of which of their grammatical resources to deploy. Gram-
mar is not a linguistic straitjacket (Larsen-Freeman, 2002; see also Batstone, 1994;
Cullen, 2008).

Partial scoring
Discrete-point tests usually rely on dichotomous scoring of grammatical accur-
acy. Recently, it has been proposed that scoring grammatical items polytomously
would yield information about learners who have an intermediary knowledge
of grammar, rather than their being treated as if they have no knowledge at all
(Purpura, 2006). To examine the extent to which answers on multiple-choice
grammar items can be ordered along a path of progressive attainment, Purpura
(2006) examined the grammar section of the University of Michigan ECPE, and
found that many of the items did show what seemed to be a progressive attain-
ment pattern in the response patterns of 1,000 candidates. If these items are
indeed measuring developmental levels, dichotomous scoring raises several con-
cerns. First, a considerable amount of developmental information is lost with
students who have partial knowledge. More seriously, scoring dichotomously
underestimates some students’ true ability, and it makes it impossible for some
students to receive feedback appropriate to their developmental level. While
partial scoring is not a complete solution, it is one step in the long-hoped-for
development of an interlanguage-sensitive approach to assessment (Larsen-
Freeman & Long, 1991).
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The social dimension
Language tests have ignored the social use dimension of language and have
followed traditional psychometric methods in measuring isolated pieces of gram-
mar and vocabulary knowledge; as a consequence, measuring test takers’ ability
to use language in social contexts has been overlooked (McNamara & Roever,
2006). Importantly, this awareness goes beyond extending the construct being
measured. A social view of performance is incompatible with the traditional
view of performance as a simple projection or display of individual competence.
Increasingly, therefore, language testers are questioning whether it is possible to
isolate the contributions of test takers from those of the test takers’ interlocutors,
say in oral proficiency interviews.

Along somewhat similar lines, Lantolf and Poehner (2004) call for “dynamic
assessment,” arguing against the assumption that the best sort of assessment is
that of independent problem solving. Since higher order thinking emerges from
our interactions with others, dynamic assessment involves testing the examinee
before and after an intervention designed to teach the student how to perform
better on the test. The student’s final score represents the difference between pre-
test (before learning) and post-test (after learning) scores.

The standard
Another issue that could be discussed under grammar teaching or testing is the
issue of what the target standard is. For instance, some researchers have claimed
that as English increasingly becomes the language of communication between
non-native speakers, it is likely that “ungrammatical, but unproblematic” con-
structions, such as “he look very sad,” “a picture who gives the impression”
(Seidlhofer, 2001, p. 147), once they exist sufficiently frequently in non-native
speaker discourse, would arguably become standardized and exist as a variety
(English as a lingua franca) alongside English as a native language. Kachru
and Nelson (1996, in Siegel, 2003) point out that considering the non-native fea-
tures of indigenized varieties to be the result of L1 interference and fossilization
would be wrong because learners may not wish to emulate a native standard,
and standard models may not be available in the environment. Even for those
who do wish to emulate a native standard, there is always the question concern-
ing ultimate attainment in a classroom setting. For instance, in discussing the
teaching of Russian as a foreign language, Rifkin (2005) advocates that students
study abroad in a Russian-speaking environment because there is a ceiling
effect as to what can be accomplished in a class where Russian is the target
language.

The instruction and assessment of grammar will likely continue to foment a
great deal of discussion as the field struggles with how to do both in harmony
with students’ natural learning processes. The effort is worth it for there is much
at stake.
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28 Teaching and Testing
Vocabulary

PAUL NATION AND
TERESA CHUNG

A well-planned vocabulary component of a language course has the following
features: it focuses on the appropriate level of vocabulary, it provides a balanced
range of opportunities for learning, and it monitors and assesses the learners’
vocabulary knowledge in useful ways. Put another way, a well-planned program
answers these questions: What vocabulary? How should vocabulary be taught
and learned? How should vocabulary knowledge and growth be assessed?

What Vocabulary?

An important step in planning the vocabulary component of a language course is
deciding what vocabulary goals to set. A useful way of doing this is to find out
how much vocabulary is needed to do certain tasks without assistance, like read
a newspaper, take part in a conversation, or watch a movie. Research with second
language learners by Hu and Nation (2000) and with first-language learners by
Carver (1994) indicates that at least 98 percent coverage of the running words
(tokens) is needed for unassisted reading. This means that there should not be
more than one unknown word in every 50 running words.

In earlier studies there was a lot of guesswork and extrapolation involved in
making such calculations (Hirsh & Nation, 1992; Sutarsyah, Nation, & Kennedy,
1994). However, there are now lists of the most frequent 14,000 words of English
that can be used with the RANGE program (http://www.vuw.ac.nz/lals/staff/
paul-nation/nation.aspx), and that are also incorporated into a web-based text
analysis program (http://www.lextutor.ca/vp/). These programs can be used to
determine the amount of vocabulary needed to reach 98 percent coverage (see
Table 28.1, based on Nation, 2006).

The figures in Table 28.1 assume that proper nouns are known or that not
knowing them does not hinder the comprehension of a text. The figures indicate
that a vocabulary size of around 8,000–9,000 words is needed to deal successfully
with a range of language uses (Adolphs & Schmitt, 2004; Nation, 2006). Even the
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Table 28.1 Vocabulary size needed to reach 98 percent coverage in a variety
of texts

Type of text Vocabulary size

Children’s movies 6,000 words
Conversation 7,000 words
Newspapers 8,000 words
Novels 9,000 words

Table 28.2 Percentage coverage by fourteen 1,000-word family lists of three
newspaper corpora

Vocabulary level Independent (UK) New York Times Dominion Post (NZ)

1st 1,000 76.59 75.72 75.11
2nd 1,000 8.68 8.38 8.96
3rd 1,000 2.86 2.66 3.23
4th 1,000 2.21 2.64 2.47
5th 1,000 1.27 1.24 1.38
6th 1,000 0.82 0.86 0.89
7th 1,000 0.55 0.66 0.56
8th 1,000 0.42 0.49 0.53
9th 1,000 0.31 0.35 0.31
10th 1,000 0.21 0.30 0.30
11th 1,000 0.27 0.20 0.23
12th 1,000 0.12 0.16 0.13
13th 1,000 0.13 0.13 0.09
14th 1,000 0.11 0.11 0.10
Proper nouns 4.29 4.62 4.15

most optimistic measures of the vocabulary growth of foreign or second lan-
guage learners indicate that it takes at least a year, and usually much longer, to
increase vocabulary size by a thousand words (Laufer & Paribakht, 1998; Nurweni
& Read, 1999). It is thus necessary to be very strategic about what vocabulary is
learned first, and what next, when trying to reach this goal. Table 28.2 provides
data to reinforce this idea, by showing the vocabulary coverage of each success-
ive 1,000 frequency and range-related words for various collections of news-
paper texts.

The three newspaper corpora consist of roughly equal amounts of text from
The Independent (a British newspaper), The New York Times, and The Dominion Post
(a New Zealand newspaper) within a three-month period. Each of the three
corpora contains around 194,000 words.
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The figures in Table 28.2 show that by far the largest amount of text coverage
comes from the first 1,000 words, and that the coverage figures drop rapidly, so
that on average, the fifth 1,000 words cover less than 1.4% of the tokens, and the
ninth 1,000 0.35% or less of the tokens. For the Independent, a 5,000-word family
vocabulary plus proper nouns provides 96% coverage. A 9,000-word vocabulary
plus proper nouns is needed to reach 98% coverage.

There are two important conclusions to be drawn from these figures. First, it
makes sense in terms of cost–benefit analysis to learn the vocabulary of English
roughly in order of its frequency of occurrence. There is much more value to
be gained from learning the second 1,000 words than the fourth 1,000 words.
Secondly, the very high coverage provided by the first and second 1,000 words
suggests that these words deserve a great deal of intensive attention of various
kinds. Most of these 2,000 words occur with high frequency, no matter what kind
of text is being focused on.

Vocabulary levels
A way to increase the efficiency of the vocabulary focus is to make use of spe-
cially designed vocabulary lists. A common way to do this is to distinguish four
vocabulary levels: high-frequency, academic, technical, and low-frequency words.

(1) High-frequency words. These make up a group of around 2,000 word fam-
ilies. The classic list is Michael West’s A General Service List of English Words (1953).
This list needs updating (it does not contain words like computer, email, internet),
but it still works reasonably well, and was made with young learners of English
in mind. The first 2,000 words from the British National Corpus have a more
adult and more formal flavor because of the nature of the British National Cor-
pus (Nation, 2004a). Typically, the first 2,000 words of English cover between
80% and 90% of the running words in a text, depending on the type of text.

(2) Academic words. For learners who wish to do academic study through the
medium of English in senior high school or in tertiary education, the next step
after the high-frequency words is Coxhead’s (2000) Academic Word List. This is
a list of 570 word families that are very common across a wide range of academic
disciplines. It covers around 10% of the running words in academic text, around
4% of the running words in newspapers, and less than 2% of the running words
in novels. It is clearly a somewhat specialized vocabulary. There have been sev-
eral textbooks produced to teach the Academic Word List; see, for example,
Schmitt and Schmitt (2005) and Huntley (2006).

(3) Technical words. For learners who have very specific study or work pur-
poses, the next level of vocabulary consists of technical words. These are words
that are very closely associated with a specialist area, in the way the words
dwang, truss, nog, eaves are associated with building, or that the words negotiation,
interaction, phoneme, token are associated with applied linguistics.

Research on technical vocabulary (Chung & Nation, 2003, 2004) shows that
the amount of technical vocabulary in specialized texts has generally been
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underestimated. Chung found that around 30% of the running words in an
anatomy text were technical words, and around 20% of the words in an applied
linguistics text were technical. Technical vocabulary can be found with around
90% accuracy by comparing the frequency of vocabulary in a technical text with
the frequency of the same vocabulary in a large mixed corpus that does not
contain any texts from the technical area being studied. Vocabulary that only
occurs in the technical text and vocabulary that is over 50 times more frequent in
the technical text is likely to be technical vocabulary. Technical vocabulary can
come from high-frequency vocabulary, academic vocabulary, or low-frequency
vocabulary.

(4) Low-frequency words. The remaining words of the language are low-frequency
words. There are thousands of these of varying frequency, and as we have seen
by looking at the coverage of the British National Corpus lists, many need to
be learned, so that learners can reach the 98% coverage of text required for
unassisted language use.

Multi-word units
Focusing on individual words has been criticized in course design because words
often do not make much sense unless they are in phrases or larger units. Also,
learning words in multi-word units means that they are learned with the colloca-
tions and grammar with which they need to be used.

There are four major productive effects of learning multi-word units.

1 Learners will be able to produce grammatically correct utterances.
2 Learners will be able to produce utterances that are nativelike.
3 Learners will be able to produce utterances fluently.
4 Learners will be able to communicate very early in their language learning.

Behind all these effects is the idea that learners will be able to make use of
instances of grammatical features without having to have control of the system
that might be needed to make creative use of the features. These effects also have
their receptive equivalents.

The effects have been pointed out by writers like Palmer (1925): “What is then
the fundamental guiding principle of . . . those who are anxious to become pro-
ficient in foreign conversation? – Memorize perfectly the largest number of common
and useful word groups!” This idea is also supported by Pawley and Syder (1983),
and was popularized by Lewis (1993, 1997) in his lexical approach, which advoc-
ates the learning of multi-word units as one of the major focuses of language
learning.

A fundamental problem with discussion about multi-word units has been the
proliferation of terminology that has been very poorly defined. Without good
definitions, it is not possible to have replicable corpus searches. Where clear and
consistent criteria were set up to classify multi-word units, the criteria tended to
be ones of convenience to meet the needs of computer searches. More recently,
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however, there have been attempts to establish clear criteria and to apply them in
a systematic way.

Grant and Bauer (2004) used the two criteria of compositionality (Can the
meaning of the whole be related to the meaning of the parts?) and figurativeness
to classify three major kinds of multi-word units: core idioms, figuratives, and
literals. The two criteria are applied following the steps in Figure 28.1. First, the
item is checked to see if it is compositional, that is, do the meanings of the parts
make up the meaning of the whole? If they do, it is classified as a literal, for
example, at six o’clock. Literals are thus compositional and non-figurative. The
meaning of the whole can be understood from the meaning of the parts. There
are thousands of these in English, and further criteria like frequency and gram-
matical well-formedness, are needed to distinguish them from items that are not
usefully regarded as multi-word units.

If the item is non-compositional, it is then checked to see if it is a figurative. A
figurative is a multi-word unit where the meanings of the parts do not give you
the actual meaning of the whole. When a learner meets the clause, “We decided
to kill two birds with one stone,” in context, this may be initially confusing
because the text so far has had nothing to do with birds, stones, or killing. So a
figurative is non-compositional. However, by applying a strategy of interpreta-
tion, it is possible to see how the literal meaning of kill two birds with one stone
reflects its figurative meaning “to do two jobs at once.” Some figuratives are
quite easy to interpret, e.g., We want to make sure we are singing from the same hymn
sheet, while others require considerable background knowledge, e.g., You have to
take it with a grain of salt. There are a lot of figuratives in English, and new ones
are created every day.

If the item is not a figurative, it is classified as a core idiom. A core idiom is a
multi-word unit where the meaning of the parts does not make up the meaning

Figure 28.1 Classification of multi-word units

Compostional?

NO YES

A core idiom A figurative

Figurative?

A literal

NO YES
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of the whole. In addition, the meaning of the whole cannot be arrived at by
applying a figurative interpretation to the unit. So, if we meet the phrase as well
as, as in you as well as me, knowing the meanings of as, and well does not help
us understand the phrase. The term core idiom is used to separate it from the
many looser uses of the word idiom. When the criteria of compositionality and
figurativeness are carefully applied, there turn out to be just over 100 core idioms
in English (Grant & Nation, 2006).

The researcher who has done the most to investigate the teaching and learning
of figuratives is Frank Boers. The research of Boers and his colleagues has pro-
vided very useful guidelines that not only apply to figuratives but also to core
idioms and literals.

1 The use of figurative sequences in speaking results in higher oral proficiency
scores (Boers et al., 2006).

2 The source domains of idioms and figuratives differ from one language to
another and reflect the culture and history of the speakers of that language
(Boers, Demecheleer, & Eyckmans, 2004).

3 Figuratives vary considerably in the transparency of the expression (for ex-
ample, rock the boat compared with out for a duck) (Boers, Eyckmans, & Stengers,
in press).

4 Giving deliberate attention to figurative sequences can help their learning
(Boers et al., 2006).

5 Associating a figurative with its source domain (sailing, cricket, war, etc.) and
its etymology helps in understanding the expression and helps learning (Boers,
Eyckmans, & Stengers, 2006).

6 Around 20 percent of figurative expressions make use of alliteration (through
thick and thin) and assonance (high and dry) to some degree, and focusing on
this helps learning.

The research of Boers and his colleagues challenges some of the conventional
wisdom. It is often suggested that multi-word units should be learned as
unanalyzed wholes. The research does not support this. Etymological elaboration
helps learning. It is also suggested that items should be learned through a mean-
ing focus. The research shows that giving conscious attention to form (alliteration
and assonance) also helps learning.

The different nature of core idioms, figuratives, and literals suggests different
learning focuses. Because core idioms cannot readily be analyzed, they need to
be learned as largely unanalyzed wholes. It is possible in some cases, however, to
create etymologies for them and these will help learning. Figuratives can be very
effectively learned through an interpretive strategy that relates the literal and
figurative meanings. While literals may seem straightforward, they can be sub-
divided into those where the learners’ first language has a parallel word-for-
word expression and those where the first-language expression is different. For
example, the Thai equivalent of good morning, good afternoon, and good evening is
one word sawasdee. Thus, for Thai learners, these three literals require a bit more
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learning effort than the expression next week which has a word-for-word equi-
valent in Thai, athit na, although with Thai word order. Shin and Nation (2006)
found that about one third of the high-frequency, grammatically well-formed
English multi-word units did not have word-for-word equivalents in Korean.

Boers and his colleagues developed three computer-based activities to help the
learning of figurative sequences and to use in their studies. These three activities
make up their Idiom teacher. The first two activities are multiple-choice with feed-
back. Once the item is answered, the correct answer is given or the learner keeps
choosing until the correct answer is chosen. Activity one is Identify the source,
where learners have to choose from four choices the domain that the phrase
comes from, for example, that close to the wind comes from sailing. The second
activity focuses on comprehension; learners have to choose which of four mean-
ings describes the meaning of the multi-word unit. The third activity provides
the expression in a defining context, but with a word missing from the expres-
sion which learners have to complete. These test/teach activities proved very
effective in getting learners to think about and learn figuratives.

Biber, Conrad, and Cortes (2004) used frequency and range to identify “lexical
bundles,” and found in the total corpus of over 14 million tokens, 138 four-word
sequences occurring at least 40 times per million words. The bundles did not
have to be complete structural units (grammatically well-formed). Biber et al. say
that “only 15 percent of the lexical bundles in conversation can be regarded as
complete phrases or clauses, while less than five percent of the lexical bundles in
academic prose represent complete structural units” (p. 377). Well-conducted
research like this is providing a good basis for the systematic incorporation of
multi-word units into language syllabus design.

How Should Vocabulary Be Taught and Learned?

One way to make sure that opportunities for vocabulary learning are properly
balanced in a course is to see that there is a roughly even allocation of learning
activities to each of the four strands of meaning-focused input, meaning-focused
output, language-focused learning, and fluency development (Nation, 2007). Each
strand should receive about the same amount of time in a well-balanced course.
This includes what happens both inside and outside the classroom.

Meaning-focused input
Meaning-focused input involves learning via comprehensible input obtained
through listening and reading. A very important part of the meaning-focused
input strand is an extensive reading program, where learners read large amounts
of interesting texts. There has been continued and growing interest in extensive
reading. Day and Bamford’s (1998) book was followed by a very substantial
collection of activities (Bamford & Day, 2004) aimed at encouraging, organizing
and monitoring extensive reading. Along with these publications, the Extensive
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Reading Foundation has been established (www.erfoundation.org/), with the
goal of promoting extensive reading and encouraging the production of high-
quality graded readers. The foundation has set up a process for judging and
giving awards to various levels of graded readers each year.

This promotion of extensive reading has been accompanied by high-quality
research on vocabulary learning from extensive reading. Waring and Takaki’s
(2003) study of vocabulary learning from one graded reader showed that there
are various kinds of levels of vocabulary learning, which, if viewed together,
represent a significant increase in learning. Waring and Takaki used three voca-
bulary tests of differing difficulty to measure incidental vocabulary learning.
One was a word-form recognition test, where learners chose words they had
seen in the text from those that did not occur in the text. Learners scored about 16
out of 25 on this rather easy test. Another test was a receptive multiple-choice
test, where learners were provided with words from the text with four-item first-
language choices. Learners scored about 12 out of 25 on this test. The most
difficult was a translation test, where learners saw words from the text and had
to provide first-language translations for them. Learners scored about 4 out of 25
on this test. Taken together, this means that of the words tested, four were known
reasonably well, an additional eight were partly known, and an additional four
were on the first step towards being known. This is a very reasonable outcome
from a piece of incidental learning that took around 56 minutes and undoubtedly
resulted in other kinds of learning and skill improvement, as well. In a very
detailed case study, Pigada and Schmitt (2006) found large amounts of incidental
vocabulary learning of various strengths from sustained extensive reading. Horst
(2005) also found evidence of substantial amounts of learning.

One way of helping reading and encouraging vocabulary learning from reading
is to provide glosses of words that are likely to be unknown. A gloss is a short note
on the meaning of a word provided after the text or in the margin near where the
word occurs. There has been a renewed interest in glossing as a result of the growth
of computer-assisted language learning. Reading texts presented on the com-
puter provide opportunities for hypertext links and even direct links to dictionar-
ies. In this way, glossing and dictionary use have moved closer to each other.

In many ways, research on glossing deals with issues that are very important
in the wider teaching and learning of vocabulary. These include:

1 The relative advantages of the first language compared with the second lan-
guage in communicating meaning. Research on first-language learners’ under-
standing of definitions indicates that short, clear definitions are the best
(McKeown, 1993). Second language translations are likely to meet this condi-
tion for second language readers, particularly lower-proficiency readers. Taylor
(2006) suggests that the effectiveness of the language of the gloss may be
dependent on the language used to test comprehension of the text, with L2
glosses being more effective if comprehension of the text is tested in L2.

2 The role of deep processing in vocabulary learning. In a very detailed qualita-
tive study, Rott (2005) compared three-item multiple-choice translation glosses
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with single translation glosses. Each target item occurred four times in the
text, so the effect of repeated encounters was also examined. Multiple-choice
glosses led to better long-term retention and more complete comprehension.
Rott’s study allowed her to explain this advantage which seemed to occur
through the use of multiple information sources and multiple processing
strategies. Rott’s study thus made a major contribution to understanding not
only how glossing should be carried out, but also the processes that underlie
effective vocabulary learning.

3 The giving of deliberate attention to language features in the context of a
message-focused task. Glossing tends to increase vocabulary learning.

4 The effect of multiple encounters with a word. Generally, repetition helps
learning, but its effects are not guaranteed.

5 The role of textual enhancement (highlighting, bolding) in learning. Such
enhancement tends to improve learning of the form rather than the meaning.

6 The length of retention after the first encounters. Rott, Williams, and Cameron
(2002) found that five weeks’ delay was too long between encounter and testing.

The activities that encourage vocabulary learning through meaning-focused
input include listening to stories where the teacher notes unfamiliar words on the
board or quickly explains their meaning, extensive reading, and taking part in
interactive speaking and reading activities.

Meaning-focused output
Meaning-focused output involves learning through speaking and writing. If
vocabulary is used in generative or creative ways, then memory for these words
is strengthened (Joe, 1998). Activities like retelling, role plays, rewriting for a
different purpose, and group and pair work involving negotiation can be very
effective sources of vocabulary learning ( Joe, Nation, & Newton, 1996).

Language-focused learning
Language-focused learning involves the deliberate learning and the deliberate
study of vocabulary and vocabulary-learning strategies. In terms of efficiency, the
most effective deliberate learning of vocabulary involves the use of small word
cards with the target word or phrase on one side and the first-language trans-
lation on the other. Nation (2001, pp. 296–316) describes this learning strategy
in detail. Strategy training is also a very efficient use of the language-focused
learning strand in the classroom. Learners can benefit from training in guessing
from context (Walters, 2004, 2006), dictionary use, using word cards, and using
word parts.

The direct teaching of vocabulary is not a particularly efficient use of class time,
but can be usefully done during intensive reading (Nation, 2004b) and as un-
known words occur in the range of classroom activities. Nation (2008) suggests a
variety of vocabulary-teaching activities that require various levels of preparation.
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Computer-assisted vocabulary learning can be an effective way of getting help
with vocabulary. Computer-assisted vocabulary learning covers a wide range of
possibilities. First, it can include computer-based analysis of vocabulary, which
has resulted in the creation of frequency-based word lists (Nation, 2006), the
Academic Word List (Coxhead, 2000), and procedures for determining technical
vocabulary (Chung & Nation, 2003; Chujo & Utiyama, 2006). Second, it can in-
clude the analysis of texts to determine their suitability for particular learners or
to indicate how they should be adapted or sequenced (www.lextutor.ca/vp/).
Such analysis can also be used as a way of monitoring the lexical richness of texts
produced by learners for research and assessment purposes (Laufer & Nation,
1995; Morris & Cobb, 2004). Third, it can include programs designed for the
deliberate learning of vocabulary (Cobb, 1999; Horst, Cobb, & Nicolae, 2005;
Mondria & Mondria-de-Vries, 1994). Fourth, it can include the use of text-linked
aids, such as spoken support, hypertext, glosses, concordances, dictionary look-
ups, and electronic dictionaries, which support reading (Cobb, 1997; Cobb,
Greaves, & Horst, 2001). Fifth, it can include the use of word-processing tools,
such as highlighting, track changes, comments and hypertext links, to provide
feedback on electronically submitted written work (Gaskell & Cobb, 2004). Not sur-
prisingly, there has been an increasing amount of research and the development
of applications in each of these areas as computer technology has developed. In
this review we will focus on the use of text-linked aids because this is closest
to what is commonly considered computer-assisted vocabulary learning, and
because there has been useful innovation and research in the area, much of it
involving the research of Tom Cobb and his colleagues.

Cobb’s website (www.lextutor.ca) has an ever-increasing variety of research
tools, resources and learning programs that are freely available to those who want
to use them. Let us look at one set of programs before focusing on concordancing,
which has interested both researchers and teachers since electronic concordancers
first became available. The Hypertext program (www.lextutor.ca/hypertext/)
on Cobb’s website involves the learner working with an electronic text that can
be pasted into the program. The program then provides the following support
for reading.

1 Spoken form. Clicking once on any word provides the spoken form of the
word. In a separate program under the Text-to-Speech heading on Cobb’s
web page, it is possible to link written texts to their spoken form where these
exist. Useful sites for texts available in both spoken and written form can also
be found from the Compleat Lexical Tutor website.

2 Examples in context. Clicking twice on a word brings up several instances of
the word in context (a concordance).

of the Arkansas. It was hoped that to this post would flow a large quantity of
furs from the west, principally do

among Mr. Coward’s more memorable works. The melodies flow along pleas-
antly, as Mr. Coward’s songs usually do,

be if it was made by a rusty tool; this would stop the flow and also prevent
infection. My lawyer told me that his
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These extra contexts can be used to help guess the meaning of the unknown
word, to gain information about the use of the word (grammar and collo-
cates), and to gain information about the range of senses of the word.

3 Meaning. Clicking on a link brings up a substantial dictionary entry for a
word from a range of possible dictionaries, including learner dictionaries.

4 Revision. Holding down the Alt-key and clicking puts the word in a box at the
top of the screen for later revision. These revision activities can include (a) a
dictation test, where the word is heard and the learner has to write the word;
(b) a meaning test, where a concordance appears but the pivot word is miss-
ing and must be chosen from the list in the box.

The concordancer and dictator are also available as stand-alone programs not
linked to a text.

Concordancers have long been suggested as tools for vocabulary learning.
Study of concordances can provide a range of information about a word, includ-
ing its meaning, the range of forms it can have, its grammar, its collocates, its
frequency and the relative frequency of its various forms, uses and meanings.
Seeing a concordance of a word is in some ways similar to meeting examples
of the word while reading. The advantage of the concordance is that all these
examples can be readily compared with one another and more deliberate gener-
alizations made from them. It also means that a guess at the meaning of a word
is more likely to be successful, as there is much more data available. The dis-
advantages are that the encounters are not spaced (spaced repetition is better
for retention than massed repetition), and the study of concordances is time-
consuming. Cobb (1997) compared learners using concordances with those doing
the same kinds of activities without concordances and found a 12 percent
vocabulary-learning advantage for concordance users. There is evidence that
students generally enjoy using concordances, but concordance use is still a largely
under-researched area.

Fluency development
The fourth strand of a well-balanced course is the strand of fluency development.
Fluency development needs to occur in each of the four skills of listening, speak-
ing, reading, and writing. Speaking fluency activities include 4/3/2, where learners
deliver the same talk to three successive listeners in a four-minute, then a three-
minute, and then a two-minute time frame, and pyramid-ranking activities, where
learners deal with the same items to rank in pairs, and then groups, and then as
a whole class. Reading fluency activities include timed texts with questions, and
repeated reading. Writing activities include ten-minute writing, where learners
get positive feedback on quantity and content, but not on form, and writing
about things that have already been read about and talked about. Fluency devel-
opment tends to be a neglected strand in most courses, but it is important that
learners not only learn new language items but also are able to access and use
them fluently.
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How Should Vocabulary Knowledge Be Monitored
and Assessed?

Vocabulary testing can be used to see what level of vocabulary learners should
be focusing on (a diagnostic goal), to see how much vocabulary learners know
and how well they know it (a proficiency goal), and to see what vocabulary
they have recently learned and how well they have learned it (an achievement
goal).

Diagnostic testing
The Vocabulary Levels Test (Read, 2000, pp. 118–26; Schmitt, Schmitt, & Clapham,
2001) was designed to look at high-frequency, academic, and low-frequency
vocabulary. Although it has been used to measure vocabulary size, it was not
designed to do that. Because the Vocabulary Levels Test is a monolingual test,
there is no section testing the first 1,000 words, as the meanings of these words
cannot be represented using more frequent vocabulary than the tested words.
The first 1,000 words is an extremely important group of words of which many
learners may have poor knowledge. Because of this, some bilingual tests of the
first 1,000 and the second 1,000 words have been developed, where the meanings
of the tested words are given in the first language of the test takers. The Vocabu-
lary Levels Test is also available online at www.lextutor.ca.

Proficiency testing
Vocabulary proficiency testing has typically involved the measurement of
vocabulary size, but there are now innovative approaches to measuring how well
vocabulary is known and how diverse a vocabulary learners actually use. The
distinction between how many words are known and how well they are known
has been described as the distinction between breadth of vocabulary knowledge
and depth of vocabulary knowledge. Read (2004) has usefully distinguished
between several meanings of depth – precision of meaning, comprehensive word
knowledge, and network knowledge.

Read’s (1993, 2000, pp. 180–6) Vocabulary Associates Test is a well-researched
example of a network knowledge measure. It involves items like the following,
where learners need to choose elements of meaning and collocates of the test
item. Each item involves choosing four words out of the eight provided.

sound
(A) logical (B) healthy (C) bold (D) solid (E) snow (F) temperature (G) sleep
(H) dance

The test and variants of it have been found to be reliable and results to correlate
well with a measure of reading comprehension (Qian & Schedl, 2004).
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There has been a range of innovative attempts to measure the diversity of
vocabulary used in learners’ writing and speech. One approach is to calculate the
number of different words (types or lemmas) used in relation to the number of
running words (tokens) used. An early measure of this was the type–token ratio,
but this has been found to be strongly related to text length. Malvern and Richards
(1997; Duran et al., 2004) have developed a much more sophisticated measure, D,
that avoids the weaknesses of the type–token ratio. This measure has fuelled a
resurgence of research in this area (Daller, van Hout, & Treffers-Daller, 2003).
Software using D (vocd) is available at http://childes.psy.cmu.edu as a part of
the CLAN suite of programs for the analysis of children’s language. D measures
“the extent to which the active vocabulary is employed and how richly it is
deployed” (Duran et al., 2004). See Jarvis (2002) for a positive critique of D.

The lexical frequency Profile (Laufer & Nation, 1995) attempts to relate
vocabulary diversity to word frequency levels. In this way it may have diag-
nostic value as well as being a proficiency measure. There has been debate about
the relative merits of this kind of measure and those based on modeling
(Laufer, 2005; Meara, 2005). Meara has also suggested other innovative methods
for measuring productive vocabulary (Meara & Bell, 2001; Meara & Fitzpatrick,
2000).

Achievement testing
Laufer and her colleagues (Laufer & Goldstein, 2004; Laufer et al., 2004) exam-
ined four kinds of tests that can be used in both monolingual and bilingual
versions. In the examples below, the monolingual example is given first. Laufer
and Goldstein used a bilingual test, Laufer et al. monolingual tests.

1 Active recall (supplying a form for a given meaning; the first letter of the
tested word is given to prevent learners from supplying non-target words)

Turn into water m______________ (monolingual)
m____________ mencairkan (bilingual)

2 Passive recall (supplying the meaning for a given form; the first letter of the
translation is given)

When something melts it turns into _________.
Translate the following words into Indonesian.
melt

3 Active recognition (choosing the target word form from four options)

Turn into water a. elect b. blame c. melt d. threaten
Select the correct translation for the following words.
mencairkan a. elect b. blame c. melt d. threaten
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4 Passive recognition (choosing the meaning of the target word from four
options)

Melt a. choose b. accuse c. make threats d. turn into water
Melt a. menolong b. mencairkan c. memeriksa d. memandang

In the two studies, Laufer et al. found:

1 There was a hierarchy of difficulty in the order given above from the most
difficult, active recall, to the least difficult, passive recognition.

2 The four formats were significantly different from each other. Active recall
was very difficult compared with the other formats; the difference between
active and passive recognition was much smaller.

3 Knowledge did not seem to grow at an even pace in the four strength meas-
ures. The more difficult recall formats seemed to take much longer to show
growth.

4 Vocabulary knowledge is not an all-or-nothing phenomenon. Knowledge of
words develops cumulatively and there is value in having tests that show this
change in strength of knowledge.

An important message from this research for achievement testing is that there
is a variety of test formats that could be used and which differ from each other in
difficulty. It is thus very important to consider the level of knowledge that learn-
ers are likely to have when choosing a format to measure this knowledge. Choos-
ing a very difficult format, such as active recall, could underestimate learning.
Choosing a format that is too easy may not give credit for additional knowledge
that learners have. When considering the type of item to choose, the following
factors are important.

1 How large is the learners’ vocabulary? If their vocabulary size is small, bi-
lingual items would be better than monolingual items.

2 What kind of learning did the learners do? If the learning was through
reading or listening, then passive measures are more suitable. If substantial
attention was given to the learning and active retrieval was used, then active
measures are more suitable.

3 How long ago did the learning occur? The longer the time gap, the easier the
item format needs to be.

4 How difficult does the teacher want the test to be?

This review of teaching, learning and testing vocabulary has shown the increas-
ing effect of computing technology on vocabulary research and teaching. This
effect is apparent in corpus-based research, in providing aids to assist reading
and learning vocabulary from reading, and in the deliberate learning of vocabu-
lary. Undoubtedly, this effect will increase as ways of dealing with multi-word
units become more sophisticated.
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29 Teaching and Testing
Pragmatics

CARSTEN ROEVER

Pragmatics

Pragmatics is commonly viewed as the study of language in use (Crystal, 1997;
Mey, 2001), topicalizing the incorporation of context factors in discourse (Levinson,
1983). Such context factors can include, for example, the physical setting in which
the discourse takes place, the relationship between the participants in terms
of Brown and Levinson’s (1987) relationship factors (relative power, degree of
imposition, social distance), and the participants’ shared knowledge about the
topic of the discourse and social rules and norms. Pragmatics therefore con-
tributes a social and contextual dimension to the study of language, extending
analyses beyond deliberations on linguistic form, and concerns itself with situ-
ated language function.

Pragmatics as a field incorporates the study of a range of research areas. Most
research has probably been undertaken on speech acts, such as requests, apolo-
gies, and refusals, but there is also a significant amount of work on discourse
topics, including the structuring of spoken and written discourse. Smaller areas
include implicature, routine formulae, and deixis.

With regard to language users’ pragmatic knowledge, Leech (1983) distinguishes
between knowledge of sociopragmatics and pragmalinguistics. Sociopragmatic
knowledge encompasses knowledge of the social rules of language use, includ-
ing knowledge of appropriateness, the meaning of situational and interlocutor
factors, and social conventions and taboos. Pragmalinguistic knowledge incorpor-
ates the linguistic tools necessary for implementing speech intentions, and relies
crucially on general target language knowledge. It is essential that both aspects
of pragmatic knowledge are developed and accurately mapped onto one an-
other. If a language user has the sociopragmatic knowledge to understand that a
polite request is necessary in a given situation but lacks the pragmalinguistic
knowledge of modals, interrogatives, and conventionalized formulae to utter it,
pragmatic failure will likely result. Conversely, if a language user has control of
pragmalinguistic tools without awareness of sociopragmatic rules of usage, she or
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he might produce well-formed sentences which are so non-conventional that they
are incomprehensible or have disastrous consequences at the relationship level.

Pragmatic competence is represented in all major models of communicative
competence. In Canale and Swain’s (1980) original model, “sociocultural rules
of use” and “discourse rules” are part of sociolinguistic competence. The former
are mostly concerned with appropriateness, whereas the latter refer to coherence
and cohesion in discourse. Canale’s revision (1983) of the original model makes
discourse competence its own category and limits sociolinguistic competence
to appropriateness. Bachman (1990) offers a more radical revision, subsuming
“illocutionary competence” under general language competence, and distinct from
“textual competence” (akin to Canale’s “discourse competence”) and sociolin-
guistic competence, which describes a sensitivity to register, dialect, and nativelike
use. Pragmatic competence is not wholly confined to the language dimension
of Bachman’s model, as one part of the assessment component in his strategic
competence category is the evaluation of the interlocutor, the speaker-hearer’s
relationship to the interlocutor, and the situation. These strategic abilities draw
on sociopragmatic competence, and also on pragmalinguistic competence to the
extent that a hearer’s evaluation of the interlocutor is influenced by the inter-
locutor’s stance toward the hearer, which is encoded linguistically.

The important role played by pragmatic competence as a part of communicat-
ive competence should translate into pragmatics receiving pedagogical attention
equal to grammar or vocabulary. While there is increasing research on teaching
pragmatics, this area still lags far behind other aspects of language competence in
its integration in language teaching methodology and research on pedagogical
interventions.

Learning Pragmatics and the Structure of
Pragmatic Competence

Learning pragmatics has essentially the same conditions and follows the same
steps as second language learning in general, but is complicated by the need to
learn non-linguistic rules of social conduct and social relationships. While such
rules are frequently linguistically indexed (through address terms or morpho-
logy), using linguistic data to build sociopragmatic knowledge is difficult for
low-proficiency learners, who may not notice salient features in the input. At
the same time, even low-proficiency learners have access to non-linguistic input
about interactional norms (physical proximity, touch, bowing), and are familiar
with basic, universally applicable pragmatic concepts (see Kasper & Rose, 2002,
for a comprehensive discussion) as well as L1-specific rules and norms, which
they can transfer more or less profitably.

Figure 29.1 shows a model of pragmatics learning. Both, sociopragmatic input
and general linguistic input are necessary, and need to involve language use in
interaction and the modeling of language use associated with relevant social roles.
On the sociopragmatic side, learners need to attend to sociopragmatic features
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of the input, i.e., to expressions of interlocutor relationships and context influ-
ences. Noticing these features and processing them leads to intake, and allows
learners to construct theories and consequently knowledge about what inter-
locutor characteristics are sociopragmatically relevant and how context influ-
ences language use. To build up pragmalinguistic knowledge, learners need to
attend to the pragmatic aspects of general linguistic input, e.g., the use of modals
and questions to express conventional indirectness in requests and not just to
hedge declarative statements. The ability to identify what aspects of the input
constitute pragmalinguistic tools increases with greater sociopragmatic know-
ledge: if learners know that age difference is a relevant context feature in a given
setting, it is likely that it will be linguistically encoded, and they then just need
to identify how it is encoded in the language input. Input that is identified as
pragmalinguistically relevant can become intake and part of pragmalinguistic
knowledge. That knowledge then needs to be connected to sociopragmatic know-
ledge, but this probably occurs throughout the acquisition process. L1 transfer is
operative at all times and influences the learners’ developing sociopragmatic,
pragmalinguistic, and general L2 knowledge.

Sociopragmatic
input

– interaction
– interpersonal
 contact
– observation
 (learning by model)

mapping feeds

transfer

General
linguistic input

– interaction
– listening
– reading

attending to
sociopragmatic

features

intake

L2 sociopragmatic
knowledge

L1 sociopragmatic
knowledge

transfer

attending to input
as pragmatic input

intake

L2 pragmalingnistic
knowledge

L1 pragmalinguistic
knowledge

transfer

attending to
input as general
linguistic input

intake

General L2
knowledge

 L1 general
knowledge

Figure 29.1 Model of pragmatics learning
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Instructed Learning of Pragmatics

While acquisitional processes are likely to run in similar ways in natural or
instructed learning of pragmatics, there are clear differences between the circum-
stances of acquisition in natural contexts and in classrooms. The former tend to
provide more input and exposure to a much wider range of social roles but are
likely to lead to slower learning, as learners do not receive any help in structur-
ing input for easier processing. The latter have a much narrower range of input
and interaction opportunities but have the potential to help accelerate learning
by targeting instruction at learners’ needs and developmental readiness. The first
question that arises in instructed learning of pragmatics is whether pragmatics is
in principle teachable.

Teachability
The teachability of pragmatics has been established beyond a reasonable doubt,
as a considerable number of studies have demonstrated instructional effects in a
variety of areas. For example, Yoshimi (2001) showed that an instructed group of
Japanese as a foreign language ( JFL) learners used interactional markers with
much higher frequency than an uninstructed group. Billmyer (1990) obtained
a similar finding for compliments, Lyster (1994) showed an advantage of an
instructed over an uninstructed group in distinguishing tu/vous in French, and
Wishnoff (2000) found much greater use of hedges in formal and informal writ-
ten production among instructed than uninstructed learners. Ohta (2001), as well
as Kanagy (1999) and Kanagy and Igarashi (1997), found that teacher modeling
of pragmatic routines was effective in a foreign language ( JFL) setting. Further
studies are discussed throughout this section.

It is worth noting that not all studies have documented an unqualified success
in instructed learning. In studies by Yoshimi (2001), Liddicoat and Crozet (2001),
and Olshtain and Cohen (1990), learners improved some aspect of their L2
pragmatic performance, but not all targeted aspects. Studies by Fukuya and
Clark (2001) on mitigators, and LoCastro (1997) on sociopragmatic awareness,
did not show any teaching effects, which Rose (2005) suspects may be due to
the measurement in LoCastro’s case and the brevity of treatment in Fukuya
and Clark’s.

Instructional considerations
While it is comforting that pragmatics is generally amenable to instructional
interventions, the more interesting overarching question is in fact the three-
way interaction between target features, types of interventions, and learners:
What kinds of target features (e.g., speech acts, interactional abilities, formulae,
implicature comprehension) should be taught to what kinds of learners (in terms
of proficiency or developmental level) using what kinds of methods (implicit or
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explicit)? Understanding this three-way interaction will also go a long way toward
explaining partial success or lack of success in instructed pragmatics studies.

This somewhat daunting question can be split into three parts. The first sub-
question concerns the necessity for instructional intervention: Which features
require targeted instruction because they would otherwise not be learned or
learned only slowly or incompletely?

The second consideration is the learner’s developmental readiness to acquire a
given feature. Just as complex relative clauses could not profitably be taught to
beginning learners, different pragmatic features may require the learner already
to have acquired certain other features. Not much work has been done in this
area for pragmatics, but some findings from developmental studies allow an
outline of possible directions in this area.

Finally, the question arises of how to profitably teach a feature. Recent studies
have investigated this in relation to implicit and explicit instruction, which has
also been thoroughly investigated in general language teaching research (see
Norris & Ortega, 2000, for a meta-analysis).

What to teach?
SLA research has shown that certain L2 features are difficult for learners to acquire
without instruction, e.g., adverb placement (White, 1991) or interrogatives for L1
French-speaking learners of English (White et al., 1991). Such features can be-
come evident through longitudinal studies that show certain errors or infelicities
persisting over extended periods, or studies of high-ability learners who still
show deficits in some areas. In pragmatics research, very few studies of advanced
learners exist, and there is also only a limited number of longitudinal studies.
However, some candidate areas for instruction can be identified.

One possible feature is formulaic implicature. Bouton (1994, 1999) showed that
learners’ comprehension of formulaic implicature does not develop over time
through increases in world knowledge and L2 proficiency, unlike their compre-
hension of idiosyncratic implicature. These findings are supported by Roever
(2005), who found some positive effect of proficiency on comprehension of for-
mulaic implicature, but this tendency was not as pronounced as in the case of
idiosyncratic implicature, and learners’ scores on formulaic implicature items
remained below scores on idiosyncratic implicature items at nearly all pro-
ficiency levels. When Bouton (1994) taught learners how to interpret and decode
formulaic implicature, their scores jumped to near perfect levels. Interestingly,
idiosyncratic implicature proved impervious to instruction.

Another area where even quite advanced learners have shown persistent defi-
cits is sociopragmatic knowledge in foreign language settings. In Bardovi-Harlig
and Dörnyei’s study (1998), their Hungarian group showed less awareness of
pragmatic infelicities than grammatical errors. In Niezgoda’s and Roever’s (2001)
replication with a highly select sample, severity ratings for pragmatic errors
were similar to ratings for grammatical errors, but the higher-proficiency group
found significantly fewer pragmatic than grammatical errors. Rose (2000) found
that his L1 Cantonese-speaking learners of English in Hong Kong developed
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pragmalinguistically, but not sociopragmatically, producing more complex
requests and apologies but with little contextual sensitivity. Matsumura (2001)
showed that Japanese ESL learners had distinctly more nativelike judgments of
the appropriateness of advice after one year of study abroad in Canada than a
comparable group of Japanese EFL learners. Similarly, Cook (2001) found that
JFL learners had great difficulty judging speech styles in Japanese, and rated
speech as acceptable that was glaringly inappropriate to native speakers.

It seems that learning of sociopragmatic rules is more difficult outside the
target language setting, which in itself is not surprising: learners living in the
target language setting have much more opportunity to observe models and are
exposed to a far greater range of social roles and situations than in the foreign
language learning context. In the foreign language context, pragmatically rel-
evant input is limited (Kasper, 1989; Lörscher, 1986), teachers are often the only
models of appropriate behavior (but even they may not have high sociopragmatic
competence), and learners are often not exposed to social situations and social
roles other than those of being students in a classroom.

But simple exposure to situated language use in the target speech community
has also been shown not always to be sufficient. In Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford’s
(1993) longitudinal study of advising sessions, their participants learned the
sociopragmatic rules of being expected to initiate suggestions rather than being
asked for them or relying on rejections, but they never approached native-speaker
levels in using mitigators and avoiding aggravators. Due to the status incongru-
ence between students and advisers, the use of mitigators was never modeled for
them, so instruction may be necessary in cases where learners are unlikely to receive
input that allows them to develop status-appropriate pragmalinguistic abilities.

A final area that may benefit from instruction concerns discourse structuring
and embedding, which can lead to misunderstanding and mistaken impressions.
Even highly proficient L2 speakers often follow their L1’s rules in structuring a
discourse contribution, and thereby become unclear and difficult for interlocutors
to understand (Holmes, 2003; Young, 1994). Hearers in turn may attribute these
communication problems to the speaker “not thinking clearly” and develop an
unjustified negative impression. Little developmental research exists on the struc-
turing of larger discourse contributions, so this area requires further investigation.

When to teach?
While there is little work on developmental stages in pragmatic comprehension
or sociopragmatics, studies on pragmalinguistic development indicate a move from
reliance on unanalyzed routine formulae to a greater range of features, more
complexity, and more targetlike constructions. This may be (but is not always)
accompanied by sociopragmatic adjustments to adapt politeness levels and socio-
pragmatic markers to a specific interlocutor. Pragmalinguistic development goes
hand in hand with an increase in general L2 proficiency, in terms of greater control,
analysis, and automatization, which allows learners to produce more language
with less effort. Untutored sociopragmatic development, as argued above, is
greatly dependent on the availability of status-appropriate modeling.
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The only stage sequence identified in pragmatics so far is Kasper and Rose’s
(2002) five-stage sequence for the development of requests, based on studies by
Ellis (1992) and Achiba (2002). The sequence begins with a pre-formulaic stage,
where even routine formulae are not yet present, followed by a formulaic stage
with routine formulae, an “unpacking” stage with increasing use of conventional
indirectness, an “expansion” stage with more mitigation and complex syntax,
and a “fine-tuning” stage with adjustment of the nuances of requests to inter-
locutor and context factors. It is likely (but has yet to be shown empirically) that
targeted instruction would accelerate learners’ development through these stages.

Another interesting finding with possible instructional implications is that prag-
matic and grammatical development can be disjointed: Salsbury and Bardovi-
Harlig (2000, 2001) found learners not necessarily using modals for pragmatic
purposes, although these modals were already present in their interlanguage.
Rost-Roth (1999) reports similar findings for modal particles in German, and
Eisenstein and Bodman (1993) show how advanced L2 proficiency enables trans-
fer and leads to pragmalinguistically incorrect usage. Learners, therefore, may
benefit from having their attention drawn to the pragmalinguistic functions of
general L2 grammatical features.

With regard to discourse abilities, Yoshimi’s (2001) instructed learners were
able to use interactional markers for some purposes (to structure event sequences,
to introduce background information), but not others (to mark shifts in perspective,
or highlight the point of a story). Yoshimi explains that the establishment of a
coherent narrative was already challenging for learners, which suggests that they
may not have been developmentally ready for other uses of interactional markers.

Similarly, Liddicoat and Crozet (2001) found that it was easier for learners to
adjust the content of their interactional contributions in small-talk exchanges
than to integrate features that signal engagement and interest, like repetition and
overlap. Liddicoat and Crozet suggest that content modifications are more sub-
ject to conscious control than affiliative devices, which require a greater degree of
automaticity to implement.

How to teach?
Studies that have investigated the effect of different types of interventions invari-
ably compare more explicit with more implicit instruction (Rose, 2005), and have
generally found an advantage for more explicit teaching. Jeon and Kaya (2006)
conducted a small-scale meta-analysis of 13 instructional pragmatics studies. They
found a clear advantage for explicit over implicit instruction, although the small
number of studies meant that generalizations should only be made with caution.
Detecting instructional effects is also complicated by the insufficiency of many
testing instruments that have been designed ad hoc. This can lead to Type I error,
when the instrument underrepresents the construct and only tests the very nar-
row range of exemplars that have been taught. Conversely, there is a risk of Type
II error when the instrument is not sensitive enough to detect small changes
in learners’ pragmatic competence. Of course, most studies that do not find
“significant” effects are never published, so among the published ones, Type I
error is likely to be more prevalent than Type II.
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In general, explicit instruction means metapragmatic explanation being pro-
vided as rules of use, sometimes combined with examples. Implicit instruction
generally means that examples of the use of the target feature are provided, but
without metapragmatic explanation and often without telling the learners what
the target feature is. The advantage found for more explicit instruction can be
explained in terms of the noticing hypothesis (Schmidt, 1995, 2001), and is most
likely due to explicit instruction’s greater efficiency in drawing students’ atten-
tion to the target feature and thereby allowing them to focus on input containing
it. This leads to more processing space being allocated to the exclusive processing
of the target feature (possibly to the detriment of other aspects of the input),
whereas implicit teaching does not direct attention as efficiently to the feature
under investigation.

The advantages of more, rather than less, explicit teaching have been shown
across a range of pragmatic features. In teaching routine formulae, Wildner-
Bassett (1986) and House (1996) both found advantages for their more explicitly
taught group, with Wildner-Bassett’s learners showing greater fluency in the use
of agreement/disagreement gambits, and House’s more explicitly taught learners
also deploying their discourse routines in a more targetlike manner. Tateyama
et al. (1997) found that students who had been taught the Japanese apology
routine “sumimasen” explicitly, outperformed an implicit group on DCTs and
role-plays after only 25 minutes of instruction.1 Curiously, in a follow-up study
that involved four 20-minute instructional episodes over eight weeks, Tateyama
(2001) found no statistically significant differences between implicit and explicit
groups, with the DCT measure showing an increase in the explicit group’s scores,
and a decrease in the implicit group’s, while the role-play measure showed the
opposite tendency. Tateyama accounts for this finding by noting the greater lan-
guage contact and overall stronger academic performance of the implicit group,
which may have balanced out the facilitative effect of explicit instruction. This
explanation highlights the fact that instruction interacts with learner background
variables and that high-aptitude and motivated learners can profit from any kind
of instruction (as Niezgoda & Roever, 2001, also found).

In the area of speech acts, Rose and Ng (2001) found more nativelike compli-
ment responses for their explicit instruction group, but no difference in syntactic
formulae between implicitly and explicitly taught learners. However, both groups
outperformed a control group, showing that implicit teaching does have an effect,
but possibly not as much of an effect as more explicit teaching. Koike and Pearson
(2005) compared explicit and implicit instruction coupled with explicit or impli-
cit feedback for suggestions in Spanish. They found that learners who received
explicit instruction and explicit feedback outperformed all other groups on a
multiple-choice test administered one week after instruction, and they managed
to maintain their gains on a delayed post-test five weeks after instruction. The
findings of an open-ended dialogue test were more mixed, showing no mainten-
ance of gains on the delayed post-test, but noticeable increases on the regular
post-test by the “explicit instruction coupled with explicit feedback” group and
the “implicit instruction coupled with implicit feedback” group. In another study
of suggestions, Martínez-Flor and Fukuya (2005) administered a treatment of six
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2-hour sessions over sixteen weeks for L1 Spanish-speaking EFL learners. They
found strong treatment effects for both the explicit and the implicit group, com-
pared to a control group, with the explicit group consistently performing best.
No delayed post-test was administered. Alcón Soler (2005) reports very similar
findings on the learning of request strategies from an instructional sequence
encompassing 15 self-study episodes. Also working on requests, Takahashi (2001)
taught bi-clausal requests in four 90-minute sessions over four weeks, and com-
pared an explicit teaching condition with three implicit conditions. She found
that the explicitly taught group outperformed the implicit groups, and among
the implicit groups, highest scores were obtained by the form comparison group,
which had compared its own performance on a DCT with native-speaker models
from role-play data. In a follow-up study, Takahashi (2005) provided a qualitat-
ive analysis showing that the comparison condition led to greater noticing than
the form-search condition.

Problems with Teaching Pragmatics

The main problem with discussing the teaching of pragmatics in general is that it
is not widely taught in any systematic way. This is probably due to pragmatics
not being well integrated in large methodological approaches, which tend to
focus on grammar, vocabulary, and the four skills. Pragmatics does not play any
significant role in traditional grammar-translation language teaching, whereas in
courses following a notional-functional syllabus, routine formulae would cer-
tainly be taught, but there would be little consideration of learners’ readiness to
learn pragmatic features and equally little help in mapping sociopragmatic rules
and pragmalinguistic tools onto one another. In most more or less communica-
tively oriented language-teaching settings, pragmatic content would probably be
addressed incidentally, but there has not been any systematic attempt at design-
ing a “pragmatic syllabus.” Of course, any such syllabus would have to be integ-
rated with a general language teaching syllabus, but research has shown clearly
enough that certain aspects of pragmatics warrant instructional attention. The
most promising type of syllabus that would fully integrate pragmatics is a sylla-
bus designed around tasks (Long & Crookes, 1992, 1993), as such a task-based
syllabus would have as its goal that learners should be able do target tasks
successfully in a way that is considered acceptable in real-world settings.2 Prag-
matics would necessarily be a part of such a task-based syllabus because it is
necessarily part of real-world language use. In addition, the psycholinguistic
orientation of task-based syllabi, which require the sequencing of pedagogic tasks
according to learners’ readiness, would ensure a close link between development
of the learners’ general L2 competence and pragmatic competence.

Teaching techniques and materials design
Once a decision is made to teach pragmatics as part of a regular curriculum, the
issue of teaching techniques and materials design demands immediate attention.
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A small number of studies have investigated these areas, mostly focusing on
consciousness-raising and materials design based on data from natural interaction.

With regard to materials design, Boxer and Pickering (1995) show that many
existing materials are not accurate reflections of real-world discourse. In a move
to ameliorate this problem, Huth and Taleghani-Nikazm (2006) show how mater-
ials to teach German phone conversation openings can be developed based on
findings from conversation analysis (CA). From the CA literature, Huth and
Taleghani-Nikazm drew examples of opening sequences for telephone conversa-
tions from American English and German (e.g., Pavlidou, 1994; Schegloff, 1979;
Schegloff & Sacks, 1973; Taleghani-Nikazm, 2002), and used them for activities
that raised learners’ awareness of cross-cultural differences. Coupled with meta-
pragmatic reflection, these materials and activities served to improve learners’
performance noticeably.

It is of course possible to employ techniques and materials similar to the ones
used in the empirical studies mentioned above. For example, Crandall and
Basturkmen (2004) developed an instructional sequence of 5–6 hours for teaching
requests in a status-unequal setting (international students to professors). Sim-
ilarly to Takahashi (2001, 2005), Crandall and Basturkmen relied essentially on
form comparison, but added explicit metapragmatic reflection. They had stu-
dents role-play requests, engage in metapragmatic reflection on requests, analyze
their own role-plays, and compare their own production with authentic NS data.
Students evaluated the instruction as being useful and not too challenging, and
they showed clear convergence toward the NS norm. Lee and McChesney (1999)
give an example of a discourse-rating task, used in an instructional sequence to
increase students’ awareness of sociopragmatic appropriateness. Meier (1997)
advocates an awareness-raising approach that involves metapragmatic reflection
on the nature of appropriateness in communication, learners’ own experiences in
“critical incidents,” and example dialogues and role-plays. Clennell (1999) relied
even more heavily on learners’ experiences by having learners interview native
speakers, transcribe their interviews, and then discuss them in class with a focus
on discourse conventions.

While all these instructional activities involve awareness raising and practice,
it is noteworthy that they are not embedded in a larger curricular sequence, and
not motivated by psycholinguistic findings on development. Also, many of the
materials used require time-intensive development effort. As argued above, the
teaching of pragmatics has yet to be integrated well in curricula and go beyond
occasional projects on isolated features.

Testing of Pragmatics

As pragmatic competence is represented in all models of communicative com-
petence, the assessment of learners’ L2 pragmatic competence could reasonably
be expected to be a large area of second language testing research. However, there
are only few tests which explicitly assess pragmatic abilities, and none of them
have had the impact of large-scale test batteries like TOEFL or IELTS. Some
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aspects of pragmatic competence can be included in scales for rating speaking
performance in oral proficiency interviews, but pragmatics does not usually con-
stitute a focus of the rating.

Studies of testing pragmatics can be classified according to their emphasis on
testing sociopragmatics versus pragmalinguistics. On the sociopragmatic side,
Hudson, Detmer, and Brown’s (1995) study and its replications by Yamashita
(1996), Yoshitake (1997), and Ahn (2005) constitute the largest test development
and validation project, focusing on appropriateness for the speech acts apology,
request, and refusal. Cook (2001) reports a small-scale study investigating learn-
ers’ recognition of appropriate speech styles in Japanese, and Liu (2006) under-
took a test development and validation project to design the elusive multiple-choice
discourse completion test.

On the pragmalinguistic side, Bouton (1988, 1994, 1999) assessed comprehen-
sion of conversational implicature, and Roever (2005, 2006, 2007) designed and
validated a web-based test battery of ESL pragmalinguistics, covering implicature,
routines, and speech acts.

Tests of sociopragmatics
Hudson et al. (1995) compared various measures of sociopragmatic appropriate-
ness. Their original test was focused on L1 Japanese-speaking ESL learners and
covered the speech acts apology, request, and refusal. Yamashita (1996) adapted
the test for L1 English-speaking learners of Japanese in Japan, Ahn (2005) for
learners of Korean in the US, and Yoshitake (1997) used it for Japanese learners of
English in an EFL situation. Hudson et al. included three types of DCTs (written,
oral, and multiple-choice), a role-play task, and two self-assessment measures.
While Hudson et al. (1995) describe the test development process, Brown (2001,
2008) discusses operational test findings from Yamashita’s and Yoshitake’s admin-
istrations. Possibly due to the small size and homogeneity of Yoshitake’s popula-
tion, the reliability of all the measures except the self-assessments is fairly low (in
the 0.5–0.7 range). In Yamashita’s and Ahn’s studies, which employed larger
populations with a greater range of proficiency levels, all measures have much
higher reliability except the multiple-choice DCT in Yamashita’s study, which
proved highly unreliable (Ahn did not use a multiple-choice DCT). This is unfor-
tunate, as multiple-choice DCTs are far more practical than the other DCT ver-
sions and the role-plays, all of which are resource-intensive in their administration,
their scoring, or both. Self-assessments are practical and reliable, but not suitable
for assessments that involve stakes. So the search for reliable multiple-choice
DCTs has become somewhat of a “holy grail” in pragmatics assessment research.

In the most comprehensive study of this issue to date, Liu (2006) developed a
multiple-choice DCT with requests and apologies for L1 Mandarin-speaking learners
of English. He generated items empirically, asking learners to remember a
situation where they made a request or apologized. He used these situations as a
traditional written DCT and collected a corpus of responses from learners and
native speakers, using some of the learner responses as distractors in the final
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version, and the native-speaker responses as correct answers. He administered
his test to 200 Chinese EFL learners and found satisfactory reliability in the 0.8
range for his multiple-choice DCT. In a Rasch analysis of the results, he found no
misfitting items, but a factor analysis showed independent request and apology
factors, i.e., learners’ ability to judge requests for their appropriateness was
apparently unrelated to their ability to judge apologies, a finding which Liu does
not explain. McNamara and Roever (2006) express surprise at the finding of
separate factors for requests and apologies, and they also question Liu’s con-
struction of his items, suggesting that the suppliance of distractors by non-native
speakers and correct answers by native speakers might have led to learners judg-
ing idiomaticity rather than appropriateness.

In a study not based on speech acts, Cook (2001) asked L1 English-speaking
learners of Japanese at a US university to judge the appropriateness of three
pieces of coherent monologic discourse, playing tape-recorded self-introductions
of applicants for a bilingual sales clerk position. Test takers were familiar with
the selection criteria for the position, which required a great deal of interaction
with Japanese-speaking customers. One of the samples fit the criteria slightly
better than the other two, but exhibited a speech style that was not humble
enough and far too informal, which would immediately disqualify the applicant
from any further consideration. However, over 80 percent of test takers chose
this applicant as the most suitable, not recognizing the glaring inappropriateness
of the applicant’s speech. Cook’s study is interesting in that it goes beyond judg-
ments of isolated utterances and asks test takers to engage with more complex,
extended discourse. It opens up possibilities for more discourse-oriented work
in assessing knowledge of sociopragmatic appropriateness, and it demonstrates
that testing of sociopragmatics does not necessarily have to be L1-specific: all
other sociopragmatic instruments were designed for learners of a specific L1–L2
combination, thereby greatly limiting their applicability.

Tests of pragmalinguistics
Bouton (1988, 1994) developed a multiple-choice test of ESL implicature, assess-
ing test takers’ ability to comprehend general conversational implicature and
some types of formulaic implicature, including indirect criticism and the Pope Q
(“Is the Pope Catholic?”). He administered the instrument to several hundred
international students at a US university, and found that conversational implicature
was generally easier than formulaic implicature, and that comprehension ability
improved over time, whereas comprehension of formulaic implicature did not
develop without instruction (as discussed above).

Roever (2005, 2006b) developed a comprehensive web-based test battery
assessing knowledge of implicature, routines, and speech acts, and validated it
following Messick (1989). He based his implicature items on Bouton’s work,
adapting 12 multiple-choice items of conversational and formulaic implicature.
The 12 multiple-choice routine items covered a variety of settings and situations
(e.g., invitation, introduction, restaurant), and measured test takers’ ability to
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recognize the correct routine formulae to be used in the situation. The speech act
section comprised the speech acts request, apology, and refusal, with degree of
imposition varied as high or low. The format of the 12 speech act items was a
DCT with a rejoinder, i.e., a response by the imaginary interlocutor following the
gap. Since the focus of the speech act section was the assessment of participants’
knowledge of pragmatic strategies and their linguistic implementation, rather
than appropriateness of language use, the situations and the rejoinders were
designed to elicit two pragmatic strategies, e.g., an apology formula like “I’m
sorry” and an offer of repair like “I’ll buy you a new one.” Roever administered
his instrument to 267 ESL and EFL learners in the United States, Germany, and
Japan, and found reliabilities in the 0.8 range for the speech acts and implicature
section, slightly lower reliability for routines, and a total reliability of 0.9. Roever
argues that the test is highly practical because the two multiple-choice sections
are self-scoring, and the scoring of the speech act section is simplified by the
rejoinder constraining the range of possible responses.

As pragmalinguistic instruments are usually not L1-specific, they tend to be
widely usable, but issues of possible L1-induced bias need to be examined (Roever,
2007).

Problems and Prospects in Testing Pragmatics

A long-standing problem in any assessments of pragmatics is the issue of con-
text. Since pragmatic knowledge is about language use in context, test instru-
ments must establish this context, which is notoriously difficult. No testing
situation can perfectly emulate the real world, except where real-world perform-
ance itself is the test, and options for recreating authentic conditions are limited
because the more a test simulates complex language use situations, the more
resource-intensive and impractical it becomes.

But even in more traditional paper-and-pencil (or computer-based) testing set-
tings, practicality looms large as an issue for testing pragmatics. Since pragmatics
is concerned with language use, the applicability of judgment or multiple-choice
items is limited. They may be sufficient to test recognition of conventional rou-
tine formulae or judgments of appropriateness, but they will not be able to cap-
ture whether learners have control of strategies to produce complex speech acts
or can open and close conversations. Learners will need to demonstrate their
knowledge of L2 pragmatics by using it in productive test tasks, though this use
can be offline (without the pressure of a real-world communicative situation),
unless a performance test is called for. Such productive tasks commonly include
discourse completion tasks (DCTs) and role-plays, both of which require ratings,
with role-plays also requiring one-on-one administration. DCTs are not suitable
for testing any aspect of pragmatics that requires extended negotiation, but they
are useful to elicit semantic formulae learners may know (McNamara & Roever,
2006), or to test aspects of pragmatic knowledge that do not require much nego-
tiation, e.g., address terms.
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The content validity of pragmatics assessment is equally problematic. Given
the larger domains of routine formulae, implicatures, or speech acts, how does
one test a representative subset of each? This problem can be easily circumvented
in task-based assessment, which is informed by a detailed analysis of the langu-
age requirements of the target situation, but for general tests of pragmatics, content
coverage is a problem and limits conclusions that can be drawn from scores.

Conclusion

The challenge in teaching pragmatics is no longer to ascertain that it can be done
(it can), or whether explicit or implicit techniques are generally more effective
(explicit ones are). Rather, the challenge is to achieve curricular integration of
pragmatic instruction in syllabi and textbooks at every level, and across teaching
settings. This will not occur unless second language teachers are routinely trained
in interlanguage pragmatics as part of their SLA training, and teaching materials
systematically integrate pragmatics. At the same time, major testing instruments
need to include assessment of pragmatic knowledge as a full component and
thereby create positive washback.

Interlanguage pragmatics research needs to pay more attention to develop-
mental stages and the impact of different learning settings and learning opportun-
ities on acquisition. Such knowledge can be used to accelerate learning through
instruction and fill gaps where the learning environment alone does not provide
sufficient input, or learners are unable to process the input effectively. Overall,
instruction and assessment in pragmatics is a growing field with wide scope for
further research.

NOTES

1 A discourse completion test (DCT) is a common research tool in pragmatics research,
consisting minimally of a situation description and a space for respondents to enter
what they would say in that situation.

2 Note that tasks here are understood as units of syllabus design (Long & Crookes,
1993). This requires a needs analysis, an analysis of the target discourse domain,
and sequencing of pedagogic tasks in an analytic syllabus. Simply using tasks as class-
room language teaching activities to “dress up” a traditional synthetic syllabus is not
sufficient.
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30 Task-Based Teaching
and Testing

JOHN M. NORRIS

Introduction

Task-based language teaching (TBLT) is an approach to second or foreign lan-
guage education that integrates theoretical and empirical foundations for good
pedagogy with a focus on tangible learning outcomes in the form of “tasks” –
that is, what learners are able to do with the language. Task-based practice draws
on diverse sources, including philosophy of education, theories of second lan-
guage acquisition, and research-based evidence about effective instruction. Equally
important, TBLT acts on the exigencies of language learning in human endeavors,
and the often ineffectual responses of language education to date, by providing a
framework within which educators can construct effective programs that meet
the language use needs of learners and society.

Though there is global interest in the value of TBLT to foster worthwhile
language learning, there is also diversity in the educational scope, practical applica-
tions, and research associated with the name. Certainly, TBLT remains a con-
tested domain of inquiry and practice, though much of the debate surrounding
TBLT results from incomplete understandings of precisely what this educational
approach comprises. In the following, I review key underpinnings of task-based
instruction, its emergence within language education, and its component parts.
I then highlight the fundamental processes of teaching and testing, outlining a
task-based approach to each and posing questions in need of inquiry. I conclude
by forecasting several challenges that will condition the ultimate contribution of
TBLT to language education.

Task-Based Language Education

At its most basic, task-based instruction rejects the notion that knowledge can be
learned independently of its application and embraces instead the value of learning
by doing, or “experiential learning” (Dewey, 1933). In Dewey’s terms, principal
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elements around which instruction should be built are “activities worthwhile for
their own sake” (p. 87), and it is by engaging learners in doing valued activities
that relevant declarative and procedural knowledge is developed, learners are
motivated to engage with instructional content, and learners develop deep link-
ages between what they learn and how that learning can be put to use beyond
the classroom. Crucial cognitive and emotional mechanisms are triggered through
learning by doing things holistically, including in particular the essential feed-
back loop ( James, 1899) whereby “we receive sensible news of our behavior and
its results” (p. 41) in the context of, and relatable to, the activity that we are
immediately focused on doing. Furthermore, holistic activities provide learners
the opportunity to analyze what they do, what works, and what doesn’t, thereby
constructing their own explanations (Dewey, 1938) and rendering such under-
standings “available under actual conditions of life” (p. 48).

These and related tenets of experiential learning have grown into diverse models
of practice, including cognitive psychological learning theories (e.g., Sternberg,
2003), apprenticeship and socialization frameworks (e.g., Lave & Wenger, 1991),
and others (e.g., Kolb, 1984). Key is the idea that holistic activity structures, such
as tasks, offer an ideal frame within which knowledge use can be experienced
and understood, and from which learning opportunities should be developed.
For example, Sternberg (2003) advocated:

For starters, this means having students do tasks, or at least meaningful simulations,
that experts do in the various disciplines. Second, it means teaching them to think in
ways that experts do when they perform these tasks. (p. 5)

Following these models, “task” has proved to be an effective organizing prin-
ciple for the implementation of experiential learning across diverse disciplines,
including medicine (e.g., Virjo, Holmberg-Mattila, & Mattila, 2001), environmen-
tal studies (e.g., Wright, 2000), and social work (e.g., Reid, 1997). In language
education, too, “task” has emerged as a heuristic for encapsulating the many
benefits of experiential learning, as summarized in Samuda and Bygate (2008):
“What we are calling ‘tasks’ can thus be seen as a means of creating experience-
based opportunities for language learning” (p. 36).

In the recent history of language teaching (cf. Musumeci, this volume), the
need for an organizing principle like “task” materialized in the 1980s, responding
to dissatisfaction with dominant traditions and in consonance with findings from
research into how second language acquisition occurs in instructed and natural-
istic settings (Long, 1985). Prevailing language teaching methods of the post-war
era were found lacking on several scores: (1) they presented language forms
(grammatical rules, vocabulary words, etc.) in an arbitrary order and disarticulated
from their communicative functions; (2) they posited rapid and complete devel-
opment of accuracy in response to rule- or pattern-based learning; and (3) they
presumed the transfer of accumulated bits of discrete knowledge about the lan-
guage into the ability to utilize the language for communication. By adopting a
synthetic approach to syllabus design (i.e., where learners synthesize discrete
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facts into holistic understandings; Wilkins, 1976) and a focus-on-forms methodo-
logy (i.e., teaching language forms disconnected from their functional uses; Long
& Robinson, 1998), these approaches ran counter to how, and how quickly, lan-
guage is actually acquired, and they generally met with disappointing outcomes
and disenchanted learners (Widdowson, 1978).

Communicative language teaching (CLT) represented the opposite swing of
the pendulum, countering that language learning in the classroom must mimic the
naturalistic acquisition of communicative abilities outside of the classroom. The
natural approach (Krashen & Terrell, 1983), immersion education, and other
strong forms of CLT adopted an analytic syllabus (whereby learners experience
language in holistic chunks and analyze the parts as needed) and a focus-
on-meaning methodology (stressing comprehensible input, communication, and
respect for interlanguage development). However, while communicative class-
rooms proved more interesting and motivating than their predecessors, CLT fell
short in several regards: (1) learners achieved high levels of communicative suc-
cess without concomitant levels of grammatical accuracy (accuracy not necessary
for meaningful communication); (2) even very long periods of exposure to rich
input in the target language, as in immersion settings, were insufficient for achiev-
ing nativelike ultimate attainment (Swain & Lapkin, 1982); and (3) most formal
language education contexts could ill afford the substantial time and resources
for learners to benefit maximally from learning through naturalistic processes.
Simultaneously, research had begun to identify clear benefits of planned expos-
ure to acquisitional processes including input, interaction, and output; that is, it
did seem that learning experiences could be manipulated intentionally to bring
about the acquisition of language forms through a variety of instructional tech-
niques (Norris & Ortega, 2000).

The concept of “task” presented an opportunity to consolidate these ideas into
an integrated approach which might accomplish a variety of instructional ends.
Early recourse to tasks in language teaching focused on ways of bringing “real”
communication and learner-centered processes into the classroom, by respecting
learners’ interests and attending to interlanguage development as it unfolded in
the use of language (Breen, 1987; Long, 1985; Prabhu, 1987). Tasks provided
motivating communication activities that bore some relevance to language use
beyond the classroom. Tasks also had the advantage of offering learners some
reason for communicating, beyond practicing to do so, in that they came replete
with actual outcomes, criteria for success or failure, even tangible results (getting
what you ordered at the restaurant, winning the debate, etc.). In the classroom,
tasks enabled teachers and learners to see language development as it unfolded
in communication trial and error, thereby establishing a linkage between func-
tions, the language forms that realized them, and the meaning-bearing uses to
which they were put.

Building upon these first principles, subsequent attention to tasks incorporated
available research findings and extended the scope of considerations (Crookes &
Gass, 1993a, 1993b; Skehan, 1996, 1998). It became apparent that certain tasks
behaved in more or less predictable ways that could direct learners’ attention at
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particular aspects of the language in use. Task features (amount of information,
interlocutor relationships, etc.), conditions (planning time, stress, etc.), and other
characteristics could be designed such that the likelihood of certain kinds of
language development was enhanced. Similarly, by challenging learners to use
the target language – to negotiate for meaning – teachers were afforded the
opportunity to apply a variety of feedback techniques for increasing learners’
noticing and awareness of how the target language might realize communicative
functions. Critically, this “focus-on-form” methodology (Long, 1991; Long &
Robinson, 1998) was intended to occur within the otherwise task-driven communi-
cation that was taking place, through brief attention to aspects of communi-
cative need, thereby enhancing the probability that learners would associate the
form-focus with the meaning to which it was related.

Ultimately, drawing on several decades of discussion and research, TBLT
emerged as much more than a language teaching “method,” fun communicative
techniques, or the kinds of clever activities that good teachers have always done.
At its most complete, TBLT applies available understandings and evidence to the
comprehensive design of entire language education programs. Though several
task-based architectures have been proposed (e.g., Ellis, 2003; Skehan, 1998; Prabhu,
1987; Willis, 1996), most subscribe to the following elements (Long & Crookes,
1993; Long & Norris, 2000):

• Needs analysis: Following fundamental principles of program design (Patton,
1997), the needs that an L2 educational program will meet are first specified,
ideally on the basis of a thorough-going analysis of the kinds of language use
tasks that learners should be able to accomplish upon completion of a program
(Long, 2005b). Needs analysis (Brown, this volume) integrates multiple sources
of information from multiple methodological perspectives – including, but
not limited to, learners’ goals, the values of program constituents, occupa-
tional or societal demands, observations of language use situations, etc. – in
identifying exactly what learning outcomes will be targeted by the program.

• Task selection and sequencing: Based on needs, relevant target tasks and/or task
types are articulated to unit, course, and syllabus sequences as befits the
program’s theory of learner development. Several possible frames may be
adopted (e.g., Estaire & Zanón, 1994; Robinson, 2001; Skehan, 1998), though
most task-based approaches incorporate both a content rationale (i.e., group-
ing of tasks by thematic relationships) and a complexity rationale (i.e., locat-
ing tasks along a progression from least to most complex). At their most
effective, sequencing decisions draw upon intimate knowledge of the learner
population, as well as understanding of the communication demands and
acquisition opportunities comprised by diverse language use tasks.

• Materials and instruction development: Once sequenced, tasks are didacticized
through learning experiences that maintain a vision of the target task through-
out while incorporating language, procedural, and content knowledge via
learners’ engagement with pedagogic activities (Chaudron et al., 2005). Mater-
ials and instruction minimally provide: (1) substantial language/content
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input through examples of authentic tasks; (2) sustained analytic work on
portions of tasks that have been elaborated to facilitate a focus on form; (3)
interactive activities, structured and scaffolded in ways that maximize notic-
ing and awareness of form–function–meaning relationships; and (4) target-task
performances, emphasizing the transfer of learning to non-instructional set-
tings and providing opportunities for feedback.

• Teaching: Teachers facilitate the essential link between instructional materials
and their use with learners in classrooms. In task-based teaching, learners
must be schematized to the expected procedures and outcomes of tasks, mon-
itored in their performance of tasks, and offered opportunities for enhanced
understandings of language use throughout. It is up to the teacher to initiate
these task processes flexibly and adjust them as necessary, such that maximal
learning may be realized with sensitivity to the ways in which learners actu-
ally engage with tasks (Samuda, 2001).

• Assessment: Regular assessment of students’ task-based learning takes place
throughout the delivery of courses and programs to meet diverse purposes
(Norris, 2002). Though a variety of instruments and procedures may be neces-
sary, assessment within task-based programs emphasizes the performance
of target tasks (as opposed to the demonstration of knowledge about the
language), primarily as a mechanism for providing meaningful feedback to
learners and teachers, for determining students’ abilities with target tasks, and
for ensuring an overall focus on target-task learning throughout the program.

• Program evaluation: Essential to the ultimate effectiveness of task-based educa-
tion, and drawing on assessment, as well as other sources of evidence, evalu-
ation enables language educators to understand, improve, judge, and otherwise
ascertain that all of the above elements are functioning conjointly in support
of targeted outcomes. In task-based programs, evaluation focuses on the
relevance of target tasks for learners, the appropriateness of sequencing deci-
sions and L2 acquisition expectations, the effectiveness of materials, the pre-
paration and support of teachers, and the validity of assessments vis-à-vis the
interpretations and uses to which they are put. Evaluation also provides a
programmatic frame of reference within which observations about task-based
teaching and learning may be thoroughly understood.

While introducing tasks in existing language education programs may offer
some benefits (see notions of “task-supported” teaching in Samuda & Bygate,
2008; Ellis, 2003), the full advantages of task-based learning are not likely to be
realized outside of a programmatic commitment to task as the basis for educa-
tional design. Where any one of the elements above occurs in the absence of the
others the ultimate effectiveness of task-based learning will likely break down, a
consideration often missed by TBLT critics. However, where a long-term com-
mitment is made to the development of task-based language teaching programs
that incorporate these elements (e.g., Van den Branden, 2006), evidence suggests
that language and task abilities advance in tandem, learners achieve expectations,
and language teaching evolves into a potentially more meaningful endeavor.
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Task-Based Teaching

While vital planning and deployment of resources occur during curriculum
design, the actual implementation of language learning occurs during task-based
teaching, that is, what teachers and learners do with tasks in the classroom (or
other venue). Highly structured approaches (e.g., Willis, 1996) may provide imme-
diately useful ways of framing some classroom work, but task-based teaching calls
upon more than just pre-, during-, and post-task activities or other formulae.
With respect to the actual range of tasks that may be targeted for instruction, it
is likely that flexible implementation of general methodological principles (Long,
this volume) will be required to meet the needs of diverse contexts and learners.
In general, though, several phases of classroom work highlight what teachers
and learners do during task-based teaching (see the complete example in Chaudron
et al., 2005).

A task input phase typically initiates the teaching sequence, preceding any
pedagogic activities. Building from the idea that exposure to language in use can
facilitate considerable amounts of L2 acquisition, the input phase introduces the
target task as it is realized in actual communication. Repeated viewing of video
segments, observing live performances, reading texts, and other techniques
enable the presentation of a full-fledged target task without manipulation. By
seeing what they will do in its entirety, learners become motivated and begin
to establish essential linkages to the contexts in which the target task occurs. By
engaging receptively with the task, learners begin to focus their attention on
trying to understand what is being said or written, thereby initiating their notic-
ing of what forms are used in what ways. In addition to the incidental acquisition
of some forms, through association with the physical and linguistic context of the
task, learners also begin to identify gaps in their individual L2 repertoires. Dur-
ing this input phase, the teacher acts as provider of input, either by performing
tasks or by presenting various recorded task exemplars (and teachers play an
important role in making sure the tasks are appropriate to the learners). Teachers
avoid didactic treatment of the tasks at this point, however, so that learners are
afforded maximal opportunity to attend to the contextual, content, linguistic,
functional, and other features that combine to form the holistic target task.

Building from thorough exposure to the target task, pedagogic task work ensues.
It is during this phase that tasks are segmented, elaborated, and otherwise mani-
pulated by the teacher, with the objective of raising learners’ awareness of new
language forms and their use for particular functions. Typically, this phase fea-
tures multiple iterations of work on increasingly complete versions of the target
task, often moving from comprehension to production. Early stages of task work
emphasize important form–function relationships, through input enhancement
(e.g., textual or oral emphasis, focused listening) or through learner analysis of
task discourse (e.g., identification of known and unknown vocabulary). Inter-
active tasks in pairs or small groups then require learners to utilize existing and
new language. Such tasks present learners with information gaps to be overcome,
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problems to be solved, decisions to be made, or otherwise meaningful reasons
to interact with each other, that negotiation of meaning often leading to com-
munication breakdown and the opportunity for self-, other-, or teacher-initiated
feedback. Feedback episodes, then, play a key role during this phase, as a prim-
ary mechanism for focus-on-form. Different kinds of feedback, such as recasts,
models, brief grammatical explanations, and others can be deployed as a way of
fostering greater awareness and incorporation of language forms where they are
particularly needed. Subsequent introduction of distinct task types or conditions
also may help learners to focus differentially on features of their language use
(e.g., accuracy, complexity, fluency; Skehan, 1998). For example, the introduction
of planning time prior to a story-telling task (Ortega, 2005) may allow learners
the cognitive space to incorporate newly acquired forms into a syntactically more
complex narration.

The didactic possibilities available for this phase are considerable (Ellis, 2003),
as are the language forms to which they may be directed (vocabulary, syntax,
pronunciation, pragmatics, discourse structure, etc.). A key responsibility of teach-
ers is to select a variety of pedagogic tasks that respond to potentially diverse
learner types (e.g., with different aptitudes or motivational complexes, see
Robinson, 2001). Furthermore, teachers must ensure that learners understand the
purposive, procedural, and goal-oriented nature of pedagogic tasks; teacher fram-
ing and scaffolding is essential in this regard, and without it, learners will do
unrelated things. In addition, perhaps most critically, teachers monitor both task
processes and learner language use, and they must ultimately arbitrate the
appropriate occasions for feedback interventions.

Following what may be multiple iterations of pedagogic task work, target task
performance calls upon learners to deploy what they have learned in doing the
target task. Depending on learners and curriculum, of course, this doing may
involve anything from a brief communicative transaction (e.g., ordering a meal,
writing an e-mail message, following directions on a map) to longer pieces of
work (e.g., taking accurate lecture notes, following a manual to repair an engine
part) to extended performances (e.g., participating in a debate, teaching a class).
The target task performance also may be staged to facilitate learner attention to
outcomes that aggregate along the way to accomplishing complex tasks. For
example, in preparing for an academic presentation, students may engage in title
and abstract writing, assembling a handout, preparing audiovisual materials,
drafting presentation notes, and then putting the elements together into the full
presentation. The teacher’s job at this point is to replicate the conditions under
which the target task will be performed, providing an audience (simulated or
real), reproducing constraints (physical surroundings, available resources), intro-
ducing authentic complications (interlocutor questions, disturbances, criteria to
be met), and so on. By “going it alone” with a target task in situ, learners practice
the use of language for meaningful purposes, thereby engaging their developing
cognitive, motivational, linguistic, content-knowledge, and other resources under
conditions that vary from the safety of structured pedagogic tasks. In doing so,
they also come to understand the range of competing factors (stress, interlocutor
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reactions, unexpected interruptions) that constitute purposeful language use, and
they extend their language and content learning to incorporate strategies for
dealing with actual communication (e.g., circumlocution, questioning, repetition).

Often, a task follow-up phase can enhance the learning that has taken place over
previous phases of the task-based cycle. Thus, the target task performance estab-
lishes a key watershed point at which teachers and learners can reflect on task
success or failure, performance strengths, gaps that remain in language/content/
task knowledge, and related concerns, all leading to instructional decisions re-
garding what features are in need of subsequent repetition or expansion. Here,
teacher guidance is again essential for identifying salient gaps and providing
relevant feedback; follow-up activities offer another chance for focus-on-form to
take place with the added cognitive consonance provided by doing the full task.
The principle to keep in mind is that focus-on-form works best when there is a
“focus”; an essay covered in red ink identifying all “errors” may not prove as
effective as the careful highlighting of selected form–function issues that bear
relevance to communicative success and the features targeted during preceding
pedagogic task phases. Procedurally, the follow-up phase may involve a variety
of activities, such as teacher presentation of common patterns that emerged across
students, learner analysis of their own and others’ performances (e.g., in video-
taped or written format), and individual or group work on refining and repeat-
ing task performances.

Several aspects of this task-based teaching cycle are in need of inquiry. As
TBLT is applied across diverse learner populations, it will be important to invest-
igate what among the available task-based techniques prove the most effective
with particular learner types, including, for example, young learners, learners
with differing motivations, learners with little or no literacy, and learners at
differing L2 proficiency levels. At a minimum, researchers will need to describe or
measure learner types to enable accurate generalizations/limitations regarding
their findings (Norris & Ortega, 2003). Additionally, along with diverse learners
come diverse tasks, and it is as yet uncertain to what extent available techniques
enable acquisition of abilities that underlie a variety of potential target tasks. For
example, many of the researched pedagogic tasks involve spoken interaction, but
whether this mode of teaching leads to efficient learning of highly literate target
L2 uses remains little understood. Finally, it should be clear that much more goes
on in the task-based classroom than simply turning learners loose on tasks (or
vice versa). Teachers play an essential role throughout the task lesson cycle,
motivating, schematizing, scaffolding, monitoring, intervening, and so on. It is
critical that research examine exactly what training, resources, and support teachers
need in order to meet this array of expectations.

Task-Based Testing

Though often narrowly construed as “testing,” task-based assessment incor-
porates a variety of instruments and procedures (not just tests) for gathering data
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about student learning, in order to provide an empirical basis for decisions
and actions that must occur in education. Tasks have captured the attention of
testers for some time (e.g., Cureton, 1951), because they present goal-oriented,
contextualized challenges that prompt examinees to deploy cognitive skills and
domain-related knowledge in authentic performance rather than merely display-
ing what they know in selected-response and other discrete forms of tests (Kane,
2001; Wiggins, 1998). For language testing, in particular, recent interest in task
reflects the need to incorporate language use into assessments, such that inter-
pretations about learners’ abilities to communicate are warranted (Brindley, 1994;
Norris et al., 1998). While language testers have concerned themselves primarily
with psychometric issues of what gets tested in task-based performance, much
less attention has been afforded more fundamental questions regarding why and
how task-based assessments are being used in language education settings (Norris,
2002). At stake for educators is not whether task-based assessments accurately
represent theoretical language ability constructs; rather, as Cureton (1951) pointed
out, it is “how well a test does the job it was employed to do” (p. 621).

How are assessments used in task-based programs and related settings? While
intended uses vary in the details, as befits the distinct users of assessment infor-
mation, several common purposes for assessment have emerged over the past
decade or so of experiences with TBLT. On the one hand, summative assessments
incorporate specific target tasks or task types for making often high-stakes judg-
ments about learners and the programs that educate them (e.g., Gysen & Van
Avermaet, 2005). For example, certification of learners’ task abilities is essential
for jobs that require extensive communication, such as air traffic controllers,
interpreters/translators, or international teaching assistants. Additionally, certi-
fication of task abilities may play a broader role in providing learners and the
public with information on the basic social domains within which a language
user can function. Judgments regarding whether learners can meet minimum
task requirements also are used for making program acceptance or placement
decisions, as in second language vocational training settings. Finally, tasks may
be incorporated into assessments for the purpose of holding programs account-
able to educational standards or for washing back onto the ways in which lan-
guage teaching is occurring. Common to these summative uses for tasks-based
assessment are particular qualities: (1) dependence on representative tasks that
can be trusted to reflect language use in actual targeted domains (general or
specific); (2) replication of authentic task performance conditions and criteria;
and (3) consistency in administration and reliability in rating, scoring, or other-
wise judging task performances.

Assessment may also provide constituents in task-based classrooms and pro-
grams with the kinds of rich information needed to support experiential learning
and foster students’ abilities to do things with language. These formative uses for
assessment call upon tasks to enable a close understanding of learner development
and facilitate the provision of relevant feedback to teachers, learners, curriculum
developers, and others (e.g., Byrnes, 2002). Thus, performance of curriculum-
and lesson-embedded tasks throughout teaching sequences provide learners the
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opportunity to demonstrate what language and content features they are acquir-
ing and how well they can put that knowledge to use. These assessments serve
an important motivational and awareness-raising function, giving learners a clear
target for learning and pushing them to do so. They also offer a frame of refer-
ence within which teachers and learners can observe, reflect on, judge, and other-
wise understand the effectiveness of pedagogic activities and learning processes.
Within the task frame, specific feedback can be provided to individual learners
about particular aspects of task performance and L2 learning, thereby helping
them to help themselves, and patterns of performance across students offer
important feedback to teachers for the adaptation of materials and instruction.
Furthermore, the accumulation of task-based assessment data over longer term
instructional sequences offers an invaluable basis for illuminating actual patterns
of learner language development in comparison with curricular expectations. It
is this combination of process (L2 development) and product (task performance)
data that most distinguishes formative from summative task-based assessments.
Formative uses for assessment prioritize certain characteristics: (1) close articula-
tion of tasks to curricular sequences and learning expectations; (2) thorough and
accessible guidelines for task performance expectations and assessment criteria;
(3) the use of language profiles, analytic rating scales, and other information-rich
mechanisms for providing meaningful feedback about diverse L2 and task fea-
tures; (4) multiple iterations of teacher (and potentially learner self-) assessment
at different stages of task completion; and (5) frameworks for tracking and inter-
preting important aspects of learner development over time.

Several concerns at the interface of tasks, TBLT, and assessment would benefit
from further empirical attention. To date, related inquiry has been driven largely
by the question of “what constitutes a task-based language assessment?”, adher-
ing to a monolithic model of testing that seeks primarily to inform interpretations
about theorized language proficiency constructs. A more educationally relevant
approach might be to adopt a “validity evaluation” model (Norris, 2008), which
derives research priorities from the actual uses to which assessments are put, the
contexts in which they are used, and the individuals or groups who are using
them. In conjunction with summative uses for assessment, key areas in need
of attention include the extent to which performance on assessment tasks can
be assumed to extrapolate to other tasks beyond the test setting, the relevance
of rating scales and criteria for the kinds of high-stakes interpretations that
are being made about learners, and the impact that introduction of tasks into
summative tests may be having on educational systems (including learner, teacher,
and public attitudes toward language education). With more formative uses of
assessment, inquiry will illuminate which tasks help reveal learners’ emerging
accuracy, complexity, and fluency with various language forms, and it will dis-
entangle a variety of task-setting and learner individual-differences factors from
language features of interest. Research is also much needed into classroom dia-
gnostic and feedback frameworks that can help teachers to efficiently analyze task
performances, turn those analyses into maximally useful understandings of learner
development, and communicate with students in terms that help them to learn.
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Challenges and Opportunities for Task-Based
Language Teaching

Though contested at times, task-based principles have begun to gain purchase in
a variety of educational settings, and TBLT shows signs of crystallizing into a
robust domain of inquiry, with an international conference series (www.tblt.org),
a book series (Task-based language teaching: Issues, research, and practice), and a
healthy literature. However, the extent to which TBLT offers sustainable solu-
tions – in an increasingly volatile policy and practice environment – will be
conditioned by the ways in which researchers, educationalists, and practitioners
meet several critical challenges to the application of task-based ideas.

A top priority must be the transformation of task-based research into an edu-
cationally relevant endeavor. While indirect value may be gained from research
that focuses on the generation or testing of theories about instruction and acqui-
sition, it is not the case that primary studies of a few task features or learner
conversations will, on their own, provide much in the way of warranted implica-
tions for task-based teaching in practice. To be sure, theory-driven primary stud-
ies can contribute isolated bits of information which, once sufficient studies have
accumulated (Norris & Ortega, 2006), may shed light on fundamental questions
about tasks and instructed L2 acquisition (e.g., the effectiveness of certain task
design features; see Keck et al., 2006). However, alternative epistemologies are
required where research seeks to illuminate organic questions of interest to those
who are responsible for making language learning happen (teachers, adminis-
trators, curriculum developers). Language education in practice, rather than theory,
is an extremely complex and multivariate undertaking, and research that informs
education must adopt methodologies that reflect the full scope of what is going
on; to do otherwise is to sell short the task-based proposal from the outset by
focusing on only selected parts of what is intended to be a holistic enterprise.

What methods might work? Certainly, mixed-methods designs (Cresswell &
Clark, 2007) will prove more effective than methodologically constrained designs
(e.g., conversation analysis, which only derives evidence from observable dis-
course), in that they account for a complex array of factors that interact in any
task-based episode (e.g., teacher, learner, task, and setting variables). Similarly,
longitudinal studies (Ortega & Iberri-Shea, 2005) of task-based instruction will be
essential for capturing just how teaching and learning happen; given that task-
based proposals are intended for the level of multiple lessons, units, full courses,
and cross-curricular sequences, it seems clear that only longitudinal studies look-
ing across these periods of instruction will illuminate task-based development.
Finally, most directly relevant for educational decision-making will be the applica-
tion of program evaluation to the pragmatic resolution of questions as they
arise in the delivery of full TBLT programs. While theoretical research informs
conclusion-oriented inquiry, evaluation operationalizes decision-oriented inquiry
(Cronbach & Suppes, 1969). Adopting ongoing evaluation will enable decision-
makers to address priority questions about elements of task-based programs,
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gather information that is immediately relevant, turn that information into deci-
sions and actions, and then pose new questions. An excellent example of this
iterative approach can be found in ten years of evaluative work on task-based
teacher development programs in Dutch language education throughout Bel-
gium (Van den Branden, 2006).

A second major challenge is identifying meaningful starting and ending points
to language education classes and programs. From a task-based perspective, needs
analysis provides an empirical response, offering triangulated understandings of
what target tasks are most relevant for particular groups of learners and what the
associated language/content expectations may be. Unfortunately, task-based needs
analysis has suffered frequent mis-understanding among practitioners and mis-
representation in the literature. Common reactions include claims that learners
cannot be expected to know their own needs, learners do not have any apparent
uses for the language, the instrumental focus of needs undermines the broad
value of language education, and similar.

To rectify these debilitating perceptions, it behooves the TBLT community to
encourage greater consistency vis-à-vis the nature of needs analysis and the lan-
guage tasks that may ensue. First, it is absolutely critical to clarify that needs are
what educational and social programs are designed to meet; without needs of
some sort, programs are essentially pointless. Second, needs analysis does not
rely on learners to identify their own language use situations and tasks, though
there is a didactic role to be played by learners thinking about how they might
use language. Good educational needs analysis does take the learners as the
point of embarkation, but it incorporates multiple sources of information and
methodologies of data collection to elicit insights into the kinds of language use
that learners will confront (Long, 2005a). Third, needs might issue equally from
the target tasks that a group of language educators hold valuable for their pro-
gram and from analysis of how those tasks are accomplished in language use
situations. The point is that some effort is made to justify what the language
program is targeting – where ability to do things with the language is a major
expectation (as it surely must be in language education), then it is essential to
establish just what those things are. Fourth, it must be clear that any of the valued
things that people do with language can be identified as the needs addressed by
a language program, including survival tasks, mundane job tasks, tasks that
enable access to education, and creative artistic tasks, to name a few (see diverse
needs in Van Avermaet & Gysen, 2006). It will be particularly important to help
the language teaching community understand this last point, as it is these truly
valued, yet varied, goals of doing things with language that serve to define the
potential contribution of task-based programs. In the end, just as TBLT polices its
own discourse, it also will be worth posing the same question to all language
programs: What are the needs to which your efforts are targeted, and to what
extent do they offer defensible goals for language education?

A third challenge issues from the simple fact that innovation – planned and
executed change – will be required if the purported benefits of TBLT are to be
realized. Of particular salience is how TBLT can be implemented in light of both
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the cultural traditions and the teaching practice dimensions of innovation (Car-
less, 2004; Markee, 1996). Though little researched, much has been asserted about
the incongruence of task-based ideas with non-Western societies, foreign language
instruction, and other educational “cultures.” Large class sizes, novice or young
learners, minimal contact hours, classroom power hierarchies, non-interactiveness
of students, exam-driven learning, teacher intransigence or apathy, and other
impediments are regularly cited as justification for not engaging in TBLT. Cer-
tainly, cultural values, institutional constraints, and histories of practice will shape
the possibilities that any approach to language teaching may realize, and it is
important to enter into innovation gradually and with sensitivity to what is
possible and what is not (Carless, 2007). Nevertheless, several countervailing
realities speak to the viability, even the necessity, of TBLT-oriented innovation.

For one, recent educational policies imply that innovation will be necessary if
the value of language learning is to be realized. For example, countries in East
Asia and the European Union have witnessed the rise of policies emphasizing
the need for learners to develop communicative abilities that enable them to do
things with language, and “task” has figured explicitly into related documents
(e.g., Council of Europe, 2001; Curriculum Development Council, 2002). Like-
wise, in re-structuring language curriculum to target communicative abilities in
these contexts, it has become apparent to educationalists that L2 acquisition does
generally call upon predictable cognitive processes and that these may be max-
imized through a context that features rich input, purposeful interaction, pushed
output, and related techniques characteristic of task-based instruction (e.g., Izumi,
2003). Furthermore, for a variety of reasons, language teachers in supposedly
unlikely contexts are incorporating tasks to bring about change. For example,
teachers in Hong Kong and Japan (e.g., Flowerdew, 2005; Watanabe, Konoeda, &
Mochizuki, 2007) have introduced tasks into the language classroom to raise
learners’ critical awareness of their own language needs in spite of institutional-
ized traditions. In foreign language education (e.g., Byrnes et al., 2006; González-
Lloret, 2003; Leaver & Willis, 2004) teachers have turned to tasks as a way of
operationalizing language acquisition in tertiary classes that both respect adult
learners and push them to advanced abilities. Even with young learners (e.g.,
Van Gorp & Bogaert, 2006), teachers have found tasks to be effective ways of
developing learners’ language and cognitive abilities while maintaining interest-
ing and motivating classroom environments.

While these examples testify to the viability of task-based innovation, it remains
an empirical question as to why and how innovation occurs and the require-
ments for educational systems and actors. Large-scale inquiry (e.g., policy analysis,
program evaluation) should address the interrelationships between educational
policy, resource demands, institutional structures, and cultural patterns that en-
courage or constrain innovation. Smaller-scale teacher-driven inquiry (e.g., action
research) will shed needed light on the central role played by teachers in the
success or failure of any innovation, providing grounded evidence regarding
how teachers continue to learn, professional demands for doing so, values that
motivate teachers, and processes that facilitate change.
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As we consider the possibilities and limitations of task-based innovation, and
as we move ahead with the evolution of language teaching in response to an
ever-changing social and educational environment, it will pay to keep a few
basics in mind. Communicating is a fundamental fact of human cultures, and
learning to communicate – learning to use language to do things – in another
language offers considerable value from instrumental, aesthetic, moral, cognitive,
and other perspectives. A basic question that must be answered by all language
educators, then, is “what do our learners learn how to do, and how do they learn
to do it”? Task offers a helpful way of encapsulating the things humans tend to
do with language, in particular because it emphasizes the functional sense of
language use. Without that impetus toward use, language reverts to a body of
knowledge to be apprehended, a canon of great words, but not a particularly
functional (or essential?) ability. Task also provides a useful frame of reference,
directing teachers and learners toward a purpose for communicating, affording
contextualized meaning to language forms, and indicating starting and ending
points to the communicative effort. It is within this frame that task also helps
to operationalize the fundamental point at which language learning occurs, as
learners become aware of the language forms that provide particular meanings
appropriate for achieving particular functions.

At the same time, task comes with a price. It counters our traditions of practice,
requires rethinking the outcomes of our programs, and implies an overhaul of
the teaching and testing that is going on in many language classrooms. Task
challenges us to respect (and investigate) the actual uses to which language is put
in diverse cultures and discourse domains, rather than adopting a one-size-fits-
all approach to language. Task also demands that we think about language use
and language learning in holistic terms. To achieve the benefits of task-based
practice, we must first accept that language develops not as accretion of discrete
bits of knowledge but through a series of holistic experiences. That holism also
translates into the development of language education programs. Thus, just as
task instantiates and facilitates the organic interaction of form, meaning, and
function, so too do task-based programs enable learning on the basis of a holistic
educational ecology wherein curriculum, instruction, assessment, and other pro-
cesses interact to bring about learning. Though challenging, this vision of task-
based language learning offers one comprehensive alternative to the status quo.
That alternative may help us realize a language education practice that is valu-
able to a variety of discourse communities, the language learners who need and
want to interact with them, and the language teaching profession whose job it is
to facilitate their doing so.
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31 Radical Language
Teaching

GRAHAM CROOKES

Introduction

Over the centuries and across numerous civilizations, language teaching and
learning has often had associations with concentrations of power. Structures and
systems for the teaching of languages have often worked to distribute resources
under conditions of scarcity and to extend the reach of sets of ideas; people have
sought to learn languages to gain access to power and to resist oppression, and
people have tried to teach languages so as to gain control or extend influence
over others. In these guises language teaching is as political as any other domain
of education – and possibly more so because of the role of language in the
formation of identities and its implication in ideologies. In this chapter I review
understandings of language teaching that emphasize this perspective and con-
cern themselves with values opposed to those of a supposed “mainstream.”

The idea of a particular kind of language teaching being associated with values
(anti-imperial, anti-feudal, anti-patriarchal, anti-capitalist, anti-racist, anti-
heterosexist, etc.), opposed to those promoted by elites as “mainstream,” is mainly
possible only in association with the rise of language teaching as an identifiable
enterprise both within mass education but also somewhat distinct from it, i.e.,
capable of being carried out in proprietary schools in which no other subject is
taught, within independent alternative schools, or within structures of special-
ized semi-autonomous adult education, such as refugee camps and literacy cam-
paigns. So generally speaking, it was not until the latter part of the twentieth
century that language teaching was sufficiently self-aware to conceive of itself, as
a professional field, as having political agendas, and within them, to conceive of
the possibility of some of this work as having a radical orientation.

I will use the word “radical” to gather together various strands of thought,
primarily opposed to oppressive forces in societies, which a few language teaching
specialists have drawn upon in developing curriculum theory and instructional
practice. The most prominent line within this area of our field is associated with the
popular term “critical,” but following Gore (1998), and with particular reference
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to the second most prominent subdomain within the area under consideration
here, namely feminist approaches to learning and teaching, the term “radical”
allows these two trends to be encompassed under a heading which reflects their
association, without privileging either of them. In addition, since “critical” has
often been associated with one prominent political analysis tradition deriving
from Marxist ideas, even though there are others that should also be considered,
a broader term is obviously helpful.1 In order to encompass the full range of
perspectives deserving treatment here, I begin the body of this chapter by way of
some extended historical background pertaining to radical education overall,
before narrowing down to language-related aspects of the topic.

Historical Background to Radical Education

The French revolution (1789) brought about the first large-scale modern initiat-
ives in state education intended to foster a radical social consciousness, with
many of the distinctive characteristics that were to manifest themselves in sub-
sequent radical educational initiatives. As with the Revolution, these initiatives
were not long-lasting. During the nineteenth century, as Europe continued to
move through a period of upheaval, forces further to the left than the liberal
movement began to gain strength as a growing working class and a rural peas-
antry were increasingly radicalized. The most prominent international organiza-
tion with a radical agenda split between followers of Marx and of Bakunin, with
regard to the emphasis on control or freedom that was to characterize the sub-
sequent distinction between communists and anarchists. But at this time, these
prominent radicals agreed on one thing: an opposition to existing incipient forms
of state education. Both early Marxists and libertarian socialists assumed that any
existing state would control education to the disadvantage of emancipatory forces.
At a time when state education was not yet widespread and all-encompassing,
and state bureaucracies not so powerful, calls for independent radical schools
were not impractical.

By the middle of the nineteenth century, some schools, notably in France,
made use of or allied themselves with the anti-authoritarian tendencies I have
just alluded to, which at this time were going under the heading “libertarian”
(even though previously they might have used a term such as “anarchist,” asso-
ciated with the theorist and activist Proudhon). They drew on the concept of
“integral education” – education for both mind and body, with a vocational
character, and sympathetic to the position of working people.2 It was intended to
be anti-individualist, de-centralized, and cooperative; and involved adult as well
as child education. These ideas about the content and structure of schools were
taken to Spain by Francisco Ferrer, who was successful in popularizing them
during the first decade of the twentieth century (Avrich, 1980, p. 26, in Smith,
1983). Ferrer also established an associated international organization, and jour-
nals and periodicals spread the ideas. In 1909, Ferrer was tried on false charges
by the Spanish authorities for political reasons and executed, which served to
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spread his ideas further. Ferrer schools were started all over Europe, and in
South America, China, and Japan. “The most vigorous response of all came from
the United States” (Smith, 1983, p. 6). According to Smith, during this period
the growth of radical ideas and “syndicalism” (i.e., trade union activity) among
teachers in state schools led to “the argument that state schools could be reformed
along libertarian lines from within” (p. 13). In theorizing the Modern School,
Ferrer (e.g., 1913) pulled together many ideas that were radical at their time but
are commonplace nowadays: coeducation, active learning, a scientific approach
(inquiry and data analysis) applied throughout the curriculum, the same emphasis
on the practical as well as the theoretical, and the use of the actual environment
as a learning medium (resource centers, school trips, and the like).

Smith (1983) sees a gradual move away from the vocational emphasis of early
integral education toward the theoretical development of a general core curriculum
that would be consistent with anarchist or libertarian principles. This he finds in
the educational writings of Kropotkin (e.g., 1974/1899) and also of Tolstoy (1967),
who was actively involved in running an experimental school for several years.
These two authors emphasized intrinsic motivation, and positive conditions in
schools leading naturally to learning, without much needed in the way of direct
instruction or external (punishment or reward) motivation. These positive condi-
tions related to (1) the “love, support and emotional encouragement” of students,
and (2) freedom – an absence of coercion, an “approach to the freer conditions in
which cultural learning took place” and a redefinition of the teacher–student
relationship to one more egalitarian, in light of that concern with freedom (Smith,
1983, p. 72). Particularly important for language teaching specialists, theorists in
this line, whether of the nineteenth century or the twentieth (e.g., Holt, 1976;
Neill, 1960), recognize a natural inclination on the part of children (at least) to
learn, and believe that that students can “naturally” organize their learning experi-
ences, and will indeed learn in a somewhat unconscious and natural way if
placed in the right educational environment. For example, Paul Goodman (1974)
was one of a number of such theorists to hold up L1 acquisition as characteristic
of the kind of natural learning that he and other radical educators in this line
wanted to see generalized to all kinds of learning. Holt in particular looked to the
“natural” characteristics of child development, and to children’s natural and per-
sistent behavior to explore and thereby learn the world around them (including
the language around them) as a basic model for the kind of learning they wanted
to see in schools.

The emphasis on egalitarian and supportive relations between teacher and
student, on a group orientation, and on non-directive pedagogical techniques
were certainly radical when they first manifested themselves in free schools and
the Modern School movement of the late nineteenth century. But with the con-
siderable social changes that took place during the twentieth century and acceler-
ated during the 1960s, by 1976 Holt was able to find what he regarded as an
excellent example of a pedagogy that respected the natural processes of learning
(exemplified in L1 acquisition) in some state elementary schools (he refers to
those of Denmark).3 Smith’s further theorizing of this places the emphasis
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on shifting the function of teaching from direct instruction to the provision of
feedback. Using the terms of psycholinguist Ken Goodman (1967; later incor-
porated into such developments as the Whole Language Approach), he notes that
for the teacher, “the problem is how to fit in with the psycholinguistic guessing
game” involved in learning to read. “Teaching functions take on the character
of feedback . . . designed to help a learner improve on an already existing per-
formance. The learner makes his move first and only then can the teacher offer
advice . . .” The teacher should not talk too much, and must respond to the devel-
opmental needs of the learner (Smith, 1983, p. 84). Learner initiative and choice
are to be emphasized, as means of developing and nurturing the free will that is
crucial for individual freedom.4

I have mentioned the divergence between the two early traditions of radical-
ism. The concepts of sociopolitical critique and anti-authoritarianism were uni-
fied for one part of the old left (anarchism) but not for the other (communism).
Considering the latter during the historical period just reviewed, studies of edu-
cation in the Soviet Union comment that despite early attempts in the 1920s
which reformed education in progressive and Montessori-like directions (along
with the abolition of uniforms, examinations, grades, etc.), subsequently under
Stalinist influence and with the desire to build a strong state through state educa-
tion, political critique ceased to manifest interest in freedom at the classroom
level or within the organization of schools.5

The existence of authoritarian state socialism ensured that even outside of
communist countries, the availability of Marxist lines of sociopolitical critique
was much greater than of those inspired by Proudhon or Bakunin; and relatedly,
they manifested a greater degree of academic development. So despite the non-
existence of radical education in communist countries, educational philosophy of
the twentieth century that drew on alternative social theories, and on critiques of
existing political systems, tended to draw on developments of Marxist theories
(to which I now turn).

Developments under the Heading “Critical”

Contrary to the expectations of Marxist-inspired actors and analysts, elements of
socialist forms of political organization flickered in and out of existence but were
not long-lasting, and by the middle of the twentieth century, theorists who con-
tinued to develop this theoretical position revised pre-existing Marxist social
theory in a variety of directions. Among these, a prominent group of alternative
social theorists adopted the label “critical theory.” Influenced by them and by
progressive and radical educational practices available by mid-century, a theory
and practice of curriculum and instruction intended to be in accord with radical
efforts for social change was developed, in Brazil in the 1960s, by Paulo Freire –
“critical pedagogy.” For some specialists (e.g., Shotton, 1992; Smith, 1983; Spring,
1975, 1994) this, in its opposition to oppression of all kinds, was sufficiently akin
to the libertarian traditions mentioned earlier to be discussed alongside them.6 It
is this educational tradition that has become most popular among language teach-
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ing specialists drawing on radical social philosophy. It is not surprising that it
has had considerable influence within language teaching, because unlike other
non-mainstream educational traditions, it begins with and is directly concerned
with language, specifically literacy; not only that, but it takes culture as its central
focus; and it was initially located outside the main state sector in an area hospi-
table to alternatives – adult education.

Low literacy rates and poverty have tended to go hand in hand, and throughout
the latter half of the twentieth century, many agencies in poorer countries have
worked within adult education systems to try to foster greater literacy. In under-
standing the development of the critical pedagogy movement, the early peda-
gogy of adult literacy is an intriguing precursor. In South America, after World
War II, elements within the Catholic Church became radicalized, and began more
strongly to articulate the critique of material society that is implicit in some
Christian teachings (liberation theology). Various strands of influence, including
both Christian and socialist, were taken up and developed in literacy education
and practice by Freire. In Brazil, citizens had to pass a literacy test in order to
have a vote; typically the poor were thus disenfranchised, so literacy education
became an important means of fostering peaceful social and political change
there. Unfortunately, as some say, if voting led to radical social change it would
be made illegal, and so it more or less proved in this case. Following a right-wing
coup, Freire was first imprisoned and then exiled. As a result, circulating in the
English-speaking world from the late 1960s on (to an extent that they did not, at
first, in Brazilian Portuguese- or Spanish-using areas), Freire’s ideas entered for-
eign language education and ESL education from the mid 1970s on. Taylor (1993,
pp. 73–4) provides the following comments7 concerning some of Freire’s sources:

The genius of Freire was to bring together a range of pedagogies and learn-
ing/teaching techniques to create a method of teaching which is now known
throughout the world as the “Método Paulo Freire,” a method which is
both a process of literacy acquisition and a process of conscientization. It is
based on the simple but fundamental technique of problematizing or “prob-
lem posing,” and is therefore the antithesis of Banking Education which
seeks solutions or gives answers. It consists of daring to interrogate what is
given, bringing into question known structures, and examining conven-
tional or taken-for-granted “explanations” of reality. It discovers and then
reacts to possibility of “contradiction,” identifying ways in which things
can be said, done, or exist differently.

In Education: The Practice of Freedom, [1974/1967] Freire explains the details
of his method which has changed very little over the years. It is a three-
stage investigation, which poses three fundamentally different questions.
First, there is a NAMING stage where one asks the question: what is the
problem, what is the question under discussion? Second, there is a RE-
FLECTION stage: why is this the case? How do we explain this situation?
Finally, there is the ACTION stage: what can be done to change this
situation? What options do we have?

. . .
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“It is a permanent, critical approach to reality in order to discover it and
discover the myths that deceive us and help us to maintain the oppressive,
dehumanizing structures. It leaves nobody inactive. It implies that people take
the role of agents, makers and remakers of the world.” (Freire, 1971, p. 24)

The three-stage structure of the method, however, was not Freire’s creation.
It parallels a process popular in the 1960s within the Basic Ecclesiastic Communi-
ties (Comunidades Eclesiales de Base: CEB) in Brazil. As the basis of the social
education programme, especially in the literacy campaign broadcast nationwide
by the Church’s Basic Education Movement (MEB), they used a method known
widely as See-Judge-Act: what is the case, why is it so, and what can be done
about it?

Critical Pedagogy in Second and Foreign
Language Areas

Although Freire complained about formulations (and critiques) of his ideas that
implied some fixed “Freire Method,” an initial understanding of what his ideas
imply for practice can clearly be obtained from a sketch of the typical procedures
he instituted in literacy classes. For him, it was very important that the curric-
ulum begin with the concerns and issues of the students. For beginning literacy,
the core words should relate to the issues of the students’ life and the things in
their life that were problematic, which they might be able to change and improve
through the tool of literacy and the changed consciousness that would come
from that. When literacy courses were delivered within the students’ home com-
munities, the instructional team spent time living in the community, to develop
an ethnographically grounded basis for the curriculum. A characteristic feature
is the use of visual images (pictures or later, photos) of certain aspects of the
students’ life. But in addition, since one underlying goal of the approach is
to foster the freedom of the students, the students themselves play a substantial
role in the development of curriculum content and even materials. The pictures,
for example, are used as projective devices; through commenting on them and
discussing them, students develop or articulate some aspects of the topics or lan-
guage content they wish to learn, that they wish to be able to command.

One of the first S/FL specialists to research and develop the application of
these ideas to FL language teaching was Crawford, in her 1978 dissertation. There
she identified 20 key principles, from which I excerpt the following as illustrative:

1 The purpose of education is to develop critical thinking by presenting [the
students’] situation to them as a problem so that they can perceive, reflect
and act on it.

2 The content of curriculum derives from the life situation of the learners as
expressed in the themes of their reality.

3 The learners produce their own learning materials.
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4 The task of planning is first to organize generative themes and second to
organize subject matter as it relates to those themes.

5 The teacher participates as a learner among learners.
6 The teacher contributes his/her ideas, experiences, opinions, and perceptions

to the dialogical process.
7 The teacher’s function is one of posing problems.
8 The students possess the right to and power of decision making.

At the same time, the first manifestations of this line of curriculum theory began
to appear in the ESL literature (Moriarty & Wallerstein, 1979, 1980; Wallerstein,
1983a, 1983b, 1983c).

From these early beginnings, the literature of critical pedagogy in our field has
gone on to develop two main strands, which parallel developments in main-
stream critical pedagogy. There are the more abstract sociopolitical critiques: in
the mainstream area, of Giroux (e.g., 1983) and McLaren (e.g., 1994) – in language
teaching, in for example the work of Pennycook (e.g., 2001). And then there are
more practical discussions of classrooms, instructional practices, and materials.
In mainstream critical pedagogy these descend fairly directly from Freire’s own
work and also of his sometime co-author Shor (e.g., Shor & Freire, 1987; Shor,
1992). In language teaching this sort of discussion and accounts of practice are
most obviously prominent in the work of Auerbach (e.g., 1992), Benesch (e.g.,
1996), and Morgan (e.g., 1998). And as Freire was from the third world and
advised anticolonial governments in Africa, it is noteworthy that critical S/FL
pedagogy has its own anti- or postcolonial wing (e.g., Canagarajah, 2002).

Feminist Pedagogy and Language Teaching

Feminism, as a movement for radical social change, is based on “the central
premise” (Lather, 1987/1994, p. 242) “that gender is a basic organizing principle of
all known societies and that, along with race, class, and the sheer specificity of
historical circumstance, it profoundly shapes/mediates the concrete conditions
of our lives.” It includes the position that most cultures in history, including to a
substantial extent present Western culture, are or have been patriarchal, in the sense
that concerns “men in positions of power and influence in society, with cultural
values and norms being seen as favouring men” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2008).

In the 1960s, feminism developed a “second wave” (the first having been
active particularly from the late 1800s on and having obtained suffrage through
direct action and a range of engagements with organized institutional political
structures). Second-wave feminism made substantial use of “consciouness-
raising groups,” themselves presumably taking off from the encounter group
movement (based in humanist psychology and existential philosophy); these small
groups were places for women to review their thinking and develop a revised
self-concept, as well as, often, a program of action. They were in a sense educa-
tional; they were certainly sites for self-education. This experience seems to have
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come into contact with the critical pedagogy tradition, and led to a development
of a feminist pedagogy which drew from Freirean ideas while fairly quickly
presenting a substantial critique of them (as patriarchal, notably through their
failure to recognize gender as a site of oppression). Within this overall frame-
work, curriculum occupies (as ever) a central place. Noted feminist scholar Tetrault
(2004; see also Maher & Tetrault, 2001) identifies four phases of curriculum de-
velopment that might be passed through on the way to a feminist pedagogy. In
the first, male-defined curriculum, it is assumed that male experience is univer-
sal. In the second, a “contribution curriculum,” women are token figures, tossed
in as indicative of women’s “contribution.” Tetrault’s third variant is the “bifocal”
curriculum. This is “open to the possibility of seeing the world through women’s
eyes,” but “thinking about women and men is dualistic and dichotomized”
(p. 167). Fourth, in “women’s curriculum” it is “women’s activities, not men’s,
[that] are the measure of significance.” Within this most recent area of develop-
ment, a “pluralistic conceptualization of women” is called for . . . Historians ask
how the particulars of race, ethnicity, social class, marital status, and sexual
orientation challenge the homogeneity of women’s experiences. Third World femin-
ists critique hegemonic ‘Western’ feminisms and formulate [alternatives]. . . .”
The fifth and final phase is “gender-balanced curriculum.” This is “conscious of
the limitations of seeing women in isolation and aware of the relational character
of gender,” and in it, the “pluralistic and multifocal conception of women that
emerged” in the previous phase “is extended to [all] human beings.” In this
sense, it reflects an inclusive feminism (Hooks, 1989; cf. Zack, 2005), in which
what is good for women is most likely good for men too.

Narrowing now to the realm of ESL, the work of Vandrick (1994, 1998, 2003) is
the primary source for S/FL feminist pedagogy. In her 1994 article, she provides
a useful summary of ESL feminist pedagogy developments up to that point in
time. In Vandrick’s view of feminist pedagogy, the classroom ideally functions as
a “liberatory environment” (p. 76) in which students also teach, and are subjects
not objects, and through which consciousness could be changed. Vandrick fol-
lows Shrewsbury (1993) to refer to how students in such classrooms develop
“enhanced autonomy but at the same time, mutuality; discovery of own
voice . . . authenticity” (pp. 76–7) and also speaks hopefully of establishing “com-
munity” in such classrooms. Within such a classroom, leadership would be
liberatory, acting on feminist beliefs. The practical implications of this require
teachers to (among other things) alter the curriculum and utilize feminist process
skills. And though there cannot be one “specific set of practices” (Vandrick, 1994,
p. 84), nevertheless the feminist ESL teacher should have a curriculum that
is bias-free and have materials that avoid stereotyping; raise consciousness
concerning the gendered nature of English; be aware of gender-related differ-
ences in learning styles; give female students equal time and treatment in class;
provide help for male students who are incompetent in this domain; explore
cultural differences in this area; be a role model; not tolerate sexist behavior
among colleagues; “put the feminine at the center of your teaching” and “prac-
tice affirmative action in the classroom” (Carson, 1993, p. 36).
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Some Additional and Some Missing Pieces of
Radical Language Teaching

In recent years, some additional areas of development have appeared in radical
language teaching. Language teaching and/or applied linguistics has been very
slow, compared with the field of education, to consider the implications of race
as a form or site of oppression. A recent special issue of the flagship journal
TESOL Quarterly was devoted to it (2006), but this is indicative of the previous
neglect of the topic. Oppression based on societal insistence on a particular sexual
orientation and oppression of those not conforming (heterosexism) has been
recognized by radical educational practitioners, and has become apparent in some
theoretical literature (e.g., Pinar, 1998), producing a handful of articles in lan-
guage teaching marked generally by a practical orientation (Nelson, 1999).8

Radical language teaching of the Freirean variety was from the beginning
associated with languages other than English. Freirean L1 literacy instruction
continues to be documented under conditions somewhat similar to those in which
it originally emerged (e.g., Purcell-Gates & Waterman, 2000). The FL field within
English-speaking countries has been less active in taking up these ideas despite
their early development by Crawford (1978, and her subsequent publications in
FL sources: Crawford-Lange, 1981, 1982). Newer proponents (notably Osborn,
2000; Reagan & Osborn, 1998, 2002) have provided useful analyses and advocacy
but have few actual instances of radical FL pedagogy to report on. Over the last
10 years, the teaching of Japanese as a foreign language (in the US) has produced
some reports and discussion (Kubota, e.g., 1996; Siegel & Okamoto, 2003) con-
taining advice, critique, and occasional accounts of actual short pedagogical ini-
tiatives (e.g., Ohara, Saft, & Crookes, 2001).9

Along with other non-mainstream approaches that favor an activity-based cur-
riculum and an active role for the student, radical pedagogies have been seen by
some as culturally inappropriate for use in some areas. While this position is
based on a fallacious generalization of the characteristics of “small cultures”
(Holliday, 1994, 1999), or temporary historical-cultural conditions (Shin & Crookes,
2005a), to countries or cultures as a whole (cf. Kubota, 1999), it is true that there
are few reports of radical language pedagogy outside of nominally liberal, plu-
ralistic societies. However, a handful of small-scale trials have been reported
(e.g., Shin & Crookes, 2005b) which (not surprisingly) concern the teaching of
English – however in EFL, rather than ESL contexts.

Distinctiveness of Radical Language Teaching?

Radical approaches in language teaching are clearly different from other lan-
guage teaching approaches at some level, since they hold a particular perspective
on society, espouse and advocate particular values and conceptions of society
and of the individual, and above all have an activist perspective – that is, set
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themselves against the status quo and assume that students have a degree of
agency in and on society which it is the role of curriculum and pedagogical
practice to reflect and support. Are they distinctive in other ways?

Gore (1998) pulls together both critical and feminist mainstream education
discussions to suggest that it is unlikely, given the basic constraints of classrooms
and of formal education as a set of social practices within modernity, that en-
tirely new ways of teaching could actually be developed. It is more likely, she
contends, that teachers with radical perspectives draw selectively from mainly
pre-existing pedagogical options, and implement them naturally with a height-
ened attention to the morality of their teaching practices and their congruence
with their activist educational aims.

Critical and feminist pedagogy clearly were and are in line with broadly pro-
gressive understandings of educational practice. It is not surprising to find that
critical language classrooms tend to have features that we would recognize as
typical of many “communicative” language classrooms, since there is a shared
progressive inheritance (Lin & Luk, 2002). A great deal can be encompassed
under the heading “communicative,” of course. Adult ESL classes with a critical
orientation, as described by Auerbach and colleagues, are distinctly oriented to
the real-world tasks that their students need to engage in (not necessarily deriv-
ing merely from their employment, of course, as opposed to their lives). At the
same time they may give extended and systematic attention to the forms of
language, to an extent well beyond a “strong” communicative orientation (and
similarly beyond the position of many emphasizing focus on form within a task-
based perspective). This follows from a strong interest in learner input into, even
determination of, not only content to be learned but also ways of learning it. At
the same time, a central area of similarity between this line and both older com-
municative and more recent task-based lines is the great importance placed on
deriving the content to be taught from, as far as possible, identifiable needs of the
students, and with a definite orientation to the kind of things they will need to do
with the target language, in their life in the real world. In practice (and in pub-
lished materials), communicative approaches often seem to concern themselves
with basically a middle-class, potentially internationally mobile individual; the
critical tradition begins with a conception of the typical student as possibly poor
or working class, perhaps needing a second or foreign language capacity because
they are refugees, forced by circumstances to relocate, and probably faced with
difficult living circumstances in which survival English is the first step to an
English capacity that can actually improve their circumstances. It (optimistically)
hopes for an activist orientation in its students. In practice, I think the visitor to
one of the rare classrooms with an explicitly radical orientation would find quite
a bit of overlap between that and many other language classrooms, although
phrases on the board are more likely to be those of protest or resistance, rather
than polite requests to book a room in a hotel or a vacation on the French Riviera.

I do not think there is anything completely different in classroom practices,
curriculum, or learning theory that sets off radical language teaching absolutely
from other approaches to language teaching; it is the values of the curriculum,
the philosophy of the teachers and students, and the long-term aims of programs
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of this kind which are different. Some language teaching specialists who are
interested in this topic wonder whether its practices can be justified, given the
apparent lack of attention, indeed lack of concern, with an underlying theory of
language learning. Perhaps the beliefs about language learning of radical lan-
guage teachers are as diverse as those of other groups of language teachers and
the worry is one mainly confined to specialists.10 In any case, radical language
teachers have far more important things to worry about. Just getting any pro-
gram that even covertly espouses any of the main values of a radical position up
and running is extremely difficult. To clearly advocate a radical position eliminates
many funding sources ahead of time, and courts being closed down subsequently.
Educational initiatives of this kind tend to have a short life and find it difficult to
self-finance, except under exceptional circumstances. To the extent that this is
true, even straightforward descriptions of practice are likely to be few; instead
the interested and inquiring reader is faced with many largely data-free theoret-
ical expositions that keep a few dissident academics in work (and maintain
their grip on a handful of tenured positions); these are intended to encourage
the troops but may frustrate those seeking formal program evaluation reports, let
alone a learning theory basis for radical language teaching. There are many broader
accounts of radical educational practice, particularly case studies, but they typic-
ally relate to schools as a whole, not language teaching programs. What we really
need are manuals of advice and practice concerning fundraising, organization,
administration, public relations, and community support, if radical language
teaching is to survive and prosper (see Crookes & Talmy, 2004).11 In particular,
more published textbooks (along the lines of Auerbach & Wallerstein, 1987) would
be extremely helpful to teachers wishing to develop themselves in this area, and to
teacher educators searching for examples to show of radical language teaching
practices. The potential for growth in this domain of language teaching is consid-
erable; more to the point, the work will always be needed, so long as language is
a tool of oppression, a site of struggle, and weapon for social improvement and change.

NOTES

1 The term is fairly widely, and loosely used in education. See journals such as
Radical Pedagogy (http://radicalpedagogy.icaap.org/) and Radical Teacher (www.
radicalteacher.org), or cf. Buckingham (1998).

2 See Doughty and Long (2003), who draw on the concepts of integral education in
developing task-based language teaching.

3 Danish schools continued to provide a home for non-coercive pedagogy: see Dam
(1995).

4 This tradition, then, was active in a number of geographical areas, both inside and
outside the state system. It even penetrated, for example, the US state education
system in the late 1960s, with a small number of state schools finding conditions
allowing them to adopt more radical practices (Miller, 2002; Neumann, 2003).
Although greatly diminished in number, a handful have persisted (e.g., Basile, 2004)
and this work has probably fed into the uptake of the US “charter school” concept by
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those seeking radical school alternatives that can benefit from state support (Rofes &
Stulberg, 2005). Whether such a strategy is still feasible in the era of No Child Left
Behind is obviously a matter of debate, in which proponents of the two lines men-
tioned here are respectively optimistic and pessimistic concerning the outcomes for
radical educators who engage with the state system.

5 “Educational liberalism had some effect on Soviet education in the period immedi-
ately following the 1917 revolution. Since the Stalin era, however, most educational
decrees have advanced the cause of educational conservatism.” (Dupuis, 1966, p. 203;
see also Huxley, 1946). “Some Soviet educators advocated a revolutionary reassess-
ment of schooling itself, [e.g.,] Shulgin, director of the . . . Institute of Pedagogy in
Moscow from 1922 onward. In many ways, Shulgin’s ideas on education resembled
those of the progressive movement . . . At the end of the 1920s, the climate of educa-
tion began to change . . . Soviet education returned to a traditional model, with the
reassertion of teacher authority, a traditional curriculum and an elimination of demo-
cratic organization” (Small, 2005, p. 160–1).

6 The connection between Freire’s earliest work and critical theory is less clear than the
names might suggest, according to Taylor (1993). Smith (1983) comments, “Freire
does not follow Marx in important respects . . . [but] Freire cannot be said in any
general sense to be an anarchist. Nevertheless, when we look at his educational posi-
tion we shall find that it bears a distinct resemblance . . .” (pp. 107–8).

7 Cf. Fernandes (1985); see Mayo (2004) for a well-informed appraisal of Taylor’s analysis.
8 Of course, to refer to a singular identity (gay, black, woman) is not particularly up-to-

date. We are well-advised to be wary of essentialism (although most of the older
radical traditions I have been discussing have no hesitation about it, indeed, had no
idea that there was an alternative). More recent theoretical discussions of radical
language teaching are quite familiar with poststructuralist views on learning (and
identity); space does not permit discussion of whether these have distinctive practical
manifestations in radical language teaching.

9 However, there is very little evidence of what is admittedly very much a minority
view within other domains of FL instruction, or appearing in the literatures of lan-
guage teaching outside the US. Searches (in Linguistics and Language Behavior Ab-
stracts) coupling critical or radical pedagogy with languages taught (excluding English)
produce only Japanese-oriented references emanating from US-based scholars; one
finds little suggestion that teachers of e.g., Arabic, Chinese, etc., in the US have pub-
lished in this domain. EFL specialists are the primary consumers of this discourse
among language teachers outside the US, as a handful of publications referencing
Taiwan and Korea indicate.

10 But it deserves attention from specialists, though space does not permit a discussion
of the topic here.

11 Comparable with the advice available concerning the broader area of “democratic”
education gathered by AERO (Alternative Education Resource Organization)
(www.educationrevolution.org).
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32 Diagnostic Feedback in
Language Assessment

ANTONY JOHN KUNNAN AND
EUNICE EUNHEE JANG

Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss the role of diagnostic feedback in language assess-
ments. In the traditional way of examining diagnostic feedback, a narrow scope
test specifically designed for diagnosis was considered necessary to provide such
feedback. Such tests are rare because the attention of most language test develop-
ment and research has been on proficiency and achievement testing and, as a
result, the concept of diagnostic feedback has not been developed sufficiently. In
a forward-looking approach, it is argued that diagnostic feedback can be incor-
porated into achievement and proficiency testing. Although this has happened
somewhat unsystematically in the last decade, language testing researchers have
recently shown that it is a feasible approach. The chapter provides examples of
this approach and then concludes with the challenges that face researchers inter-
ested in diagnostic feedback.

Definitions and Scope

Over forty years ago, Davies (1968) presented traditional definitions of the pur-
poses of tests as follows:

we speak of Proficiency (Aptitude) for or in something to do something else; we
speak of Achievement (Attainment) in something by itself; and we speak of Diagnosis
of something. Thus in this usage Proficiency (Aptitude) tests the student’s present
ability for future learning. Achievement (Attainment) tests his present knowledge as
indicative of past learning, and Diagnosis is the teacher’s concern of what has gone
wrong. (pp. 6–7)

Davies’ own usage was slightly different: “it distinguishes four uses combining
Achievement and Attainment, in terms of time and subject matter symbolized
by X (p. 7). He showed the purposes of tests as follows:
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Achievement: ← X
Proficiency: ← X → Y
Aptitude: (X) → X
Diagnosis: ← X →

In this view, achievement tests are concerned with the past, proficiency tests are
concerned with past and the future, and aptitude tests look forward. Diagnostic
tests, on the other hand, are concerned with the past in terms of performance and
the future in terms of providing information to instructors, students, and parents
regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the students’ performance.

In contrast, Bachman (1990) argued that language tests can be classified
according to the type of decision to be made. He stated “we can speak of selection,
entrance, and readiness tests with regard to admission decisions, placement and
diagnostic tests with regard to identifying the appropriate instructional level or
specific areas in which instruction is needed, and progress, achievement, attainment,
or mastery tests with respect to decisions about how individuals should proceed
through the program, or how well they are attaining the program’s objectives”
(p. 70). Bachman further argued that

Virtually any language test has some potential for providing diagnostic information.
A placement test can be regarded as a broad-band diagnostic test in that it distin-
guishes relatively weak from relatively strong students so that they can provide
learning activities at the appropriate level. Similarly, a readiness test differentiates
students who are ready for instruction from those who are not . . . When we speak
of a diagnostic test, however, we are generally referring to a test that has been
designed and developed specifically to provide detailed information about the spe-
cific content domains that are covered in a given program . . . Thus, diagnostic tests
may be either theory or syllabus-based. (p. 60)

Alderson, Clapham, and Wall (1995) stated their position as follows:

Diagnostic tests seek to identify those areas in which a student needs further help.
These tests can be fairly general, and show, for example, whether a student needs
particular help with one of the four main language skills; or they can be more
specific, seeking perhaps to identify weaknesses in a student’s use of grammar . . .
However, achievement and proficiency tests are themselves frequently used, albeit
unsystematically, for diagnostic purposes. (p. 12)

More than a decade has passed since these statements, but they are arguably still
accurate, as there are very few specifically created diagnostic tests in second or
foreign language testing. However, recently there have been a few attempts to
provide some diagnostic information from achievement and proficiency tests.

Large-Scale Assessment Context

A large-scale assessment context is typically aimed at serving summative pur-
poses, for example, evaluating what students have learned and whether they are
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ready to move to the next level of education. When assessment is used for this
particular purpose, assessors concentrate on the linkage between the curricular
detail in the target domain being taught and tested items in a test. This approach
also conforms to the Standards for educational and psychological testing (AERA,
APA, & NCME, 1999) guidelines:

When a test is used as an indicator of achievement in an instructional domain or
with respect to specified curriculum standards, evidence of the extent to which the
test samples the range of knowledge and elicits the processes reflected in the target
domain should be provided. Both tested and target domain should be described in
sufficient detail so their relationship can be evaluated. The analyses should make
explicit those aspects of the target domain that the test represents as well as those
aspects that it fails to represent. (p. 145)

In practice, however, achievement and proficiency tests have been used for
many purposes; and hence, the linkage between test items and curriculum stand-
ards is often unclear. For example, in the school context, achievement tests are
used to monitor student progress through standardized test administration, scor-
ing, and reporting, to collect uniform baseline information from a large group of
students across geographical areas, and to provide rough diagnostic information
to all stakeholders (teachers, students, parents, school administrators). Proficiency
tests are used in different ways, such as in college and university level entrance
examinations to provide a ranking among students (as only the high-scoring are
rewarded with admission to colleges and universities). Often, these same tests
are used to measure student achievement across geographical regions and to
evaluate language programs for government or private accountability purposes.
As these purposes are varied, the links between test items and curriculum stand-
ards is achieved by focusing on test reliability and validity of test score interpre-
tations, in addition to uniformity of testing practice (including test administration,
test time, test forms, test raters, scoring, reporting, and score interpretation) across
geographical regions. While this focus on reliability, validity, and uniformity has
served large-scale achievement testing reasonably well, there have been criti-
cisms regarding the lack of useful diagnostic feedback to test takers and test
score users (including teachers, parents and others) (Kunnan, 2004, 2008).

This approach to traditional testing has also resulted in focusing on quantita-
tive assessments of an individual student’s general language ability relative to
other students in the normative group (Brown & Hudson, 2002; Glaser, 1994).
Such norm-referenced interpretations of test results have been criticized for their
lack of pedagogically meaningful information with which teachers and students
can better understand the meaning of test scores and students’ strengths and
weaknesses in a specific academic domain, and for the lack of constructive guid-
ance for instructional remediation. Further, while considerable theoretical and
practical efforts have been made in advancing the concept of communicative lan-
guage, authentic materials, and improved scoring into assessments (for example,
Bachman & Palmer, 1996; Purpura, 2004), the use of aggregated test scores as
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an overall measure of language proficiency or achievement levels, with little or
no diagnostic feedback, has made such efforts less profitable to test score users,
such as principals, teachers, parents, and students.

There have been a number of exhortations and suggestions to increase the
usefulness of test results from researchers. Spolsky (1990) argued that it is the
tester’s moral responsibility to ensure interpretability of test information, as well
as accuracy. He suggested the creation of “profiles” that show multiple skills
tested in more than one way as a more valuable scoring reporting method.
Shohamy (1992) proposed a collaborative diagnostic feedback model in which
tests provide useful information for teaching and learning advancement. Alderson,
Clapham, and Wall (1995) provided extensive discussions about various practical
issues concerning how to prepare instructionally useful score reports.

In practice, however, the most common and limited diagnostic feedback, if it
can be called that, is still the total score for the test, and in some cases, section or
paper subscores (such as scores for different skill areas, like listening, speaking,
reading, or writing, and/or language components, such as grammar or vocabu-
lary). But large-scale language proficiency tests used for admission to English-
medium universities in Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US have recently
begun to provide some limited diagnostic feedback, in addition to total and
section or paper scores.1 A brief description of the diagnostic feedback from three
well-known tests is provided.

The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
The current TOEFL provides the following information, according to its website:

Your scores are based on your performance on the questions in the test. You must
answer at least one question in each Reading and Listening section, write at least
one essay, and complete at least one Speaking task to receive an official score report.
For the Internet based test, you will receive four section scores and a total score:
Reading (0–30), Listening (0–30), Speaking (0–30), Writing (0–30), and Total Score
(0–120). In addition to numeric scores, your examinee score record also includes
performance feedback that indicates your performance level and a description of the
kinds of tasks that test takers within the reported score range can typically do.

A sample TOEFL Internet-based Test Examinee Score Report (available on the
TOEFL website) illustrates how the enhanced performance feedback is provided.
In the sample, “typical” performance feedback is provided based on the test
taker’s scaled scores, which are 17 points for reading, listening, and writing each,
and 14 for speaking. The feedback for the reading and listening skills is more
general and speaking and writing skills feedback is more detailed, as these are
related to task types. Here is an example of a performance descriptor for reading
and listening:

Test takers who score at the low level typically “have difficulty identifying the author’s
purpose, except when that purpose is explicitly stated in the text or easy to infer
from the text.”
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Such reading and listening proficiency descriptors were developed based on a
scale-anchoring study (Y. Sawaki, personal communication, April 2007). The scale-
anchoring steps included the following: determining several cut points on a scale,
mapping items on the scale in terms of difficulty, identifying items that define
each ability level, and specifying the abilities and other characteristics of the
items that define each level. Proficiency descriptors for speaking and writing
skills were developed based on the rubrics and advice from a teacher panel with
the help of categories (for example, speaking about familiar topics, about campus
situations, and about academic course content) and levels of performance (good,
fair, limited, and weak).

The International English Language Testing System
(IELTS)
IELTS test takers receive scores on a band scale from 1 to 9 based on their
performance on each of the four individual modules (listening, reading, speak-
ing, and writing) which are equally weighted. The overall band score is calcu-
lated by taking the mean of the total of the four individual module scores. Band
descriptors for writing and speaking have been developed to help stakeholders
better understand the level of performance required to attain a particular band
score in each of the criterion areas. Samples of a writing task descriptor and a
speaking descriptor (available on the IELTS website) illustrate the type of feed-
back that is provided at each of the band levels.

The Michigan English Language Assessment Battery
(MELAB)
MELAB test takers receive score reports based on their performance on composi-
tion, listening, grammar, cloze, vocabulary, reading, and an optional speaking
test. Reports include scores of performance on the different parts of the MELAB,
and these are averaged to produce a final MELAB score. Samples of composition
descriptors according to score level and a speaking descriptor (available on the
MELAB website) illustrate the type of feedback provided at each of the score
levels.

While these examples of diagnostic feedback provide the necessary link between
previous instruction and the test, and help test takers interpret their scores and
performance, scale-anchoring with descriptors based on group performance at a
score level cannot provide specific individualized feedback. Therefore, while this
is a major step toward providing feedback to test takers and other stakeholders,
the feedback is so “typical” for a group of test takers in a particular score range
that its usefulness to individuals is limited. Another approach is to provide a
profile score on a scale based on percentile ranks, as determined by positioning
an individual score against the norm. But profiling a students’ proficiency in this
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way provides little diagnostic information other than his or her relative position
with respect to other test takers on the standardized scale.

Classroom Assessment Context

Classroom-based assessment is aimed at providing teachers with information
needed to evaluate students’ level of achievement with reference to curricular
goals or standards and students with diagnostic feedback regarding their per-
formance. This type of assessment is generally referred to as formative assess-
ment. Teachers can use this information to inform their instruction, evaluate
resources, and provide feedback to students to promote their learning; students
can use this type of information to understand their strengths and weaknesses.
Many formal and informal techniques are used in this type of assessment. A
range of test response formats, such as short answer, fill-in-the-blanks, multiple-
choice, and alternative performance-based, are widely used to assess student
achievement. While traditional multiple-choice response format tests are time-
efficient and objective in scoring, they are limited to measuring the knowledge
state and comprehension abilities in a discrete manner. Extended production and
performance-based assessments are considered to serve our needs to assess stu-
dents’ achievement in the context of language use better, particularly because of
the complex nature of second and foreign language processing and production.
Examples of performance-based achievement assessment include both oral and
written tasks, such as speeches and essays, portfolios, and performance tasks,
like drama and role-play. Other observational techniques that are increasingly
used to assess learning outcomes in the classroom include teacher’s direct obser-
vation. This technique could provide information not only about achievement in
the cognitive domain, but also about non-cognitive outcomes or changes, such as
students’ motivation, attitudes, and personal/social development. For example, a
teacher’s anecdotal records can provide a systematic source of information on
second and foreign language development.

Edelenbos and Kubanek-German (2004) provided an argument for language
teachers to be equipped with a new concept, “diagnostic competence.” Diagnostic
competence is “the ability to interpret students’ foreign language growth, to
skillfully deal with assessment material and to provide students with appropri-
ate help in response to this competence” (2004, p. 260). Based on their research in
Germany and the Netherlands, they provided a working definition of a teacher’s
diagnostic competence in three parts:

(1) diagnostic competence is an attribute of teachers who aim to improve the quality
of foreign language growth of their pupils; (2) diagnostic competence can be seen as
a combination of pedagogical attitude towards the learner, hermeneutic abilities:
seeing, observing, comparing, interpreting, evoking, self-distance, openness; scaf-
folding learning: as an application of the ‘diagnosis’; (3) diagnostic competence
precedes assessment. It is what teachers need in order to assess. (p. 277)
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Unfortunately, until traditional teacher training programs train new teachers with
these capabilities, diagnostic competence will remain a distant goal.

In a related move, the concept of “dynamic assessment” reconfigures the role of
teachers to include assessment as part of their responsibilities (Lantolf & Poehner,
2004). Leung (2007) presents the concept of dynamic assessment (DA) as assess-
ment for learning (Af L), in contrast to static assessment, which could be charac-
terized mainly as assessment of learning:

In conceptual terms, one of the fundamental differences between static assessment
and DA is that the former would seek to measure pre-defined abilities with instru-
ments and activities (tests and tasks) that would require unassisted, and in the main,
solo performance, while DA is built on the dynamic interaction between the exam-
iner and the examinee in which the examiner responds to the examinee’s difficulties
with appropriate support in the form of leading questions, meta-cognitive prompts
and other forms of feedback. (p. 260)

Of course, such a move by teachers would need a rethinking of how they would
operate in the classroom context. Leung lists four of the ten principles of Af L that
are relevant for the reconceptualization of teachers’ assessment role (Assessment
Reform Group, 2002):

(1) Assessment for learning should be part of effective planning of teaching and
learning . . .

(2) Assessment for learning should focus on students’ learning . . .
(3) Assessment for learning should be recognised as central to classroom

practice . . .
(4) Learners should receive constructive guidance about how to improve . . .

(Leung, 2007, p. 266)

In addition to informal teacher observational techniques, self-assessments are
recognized as important tools for assessing student achievement and receiving
diagnostic feedback. Self-assessment is aimed at encouraging students to develop
critical thinking and meta-awareness of their own language development. In this
view, students are acknowledged as the primary critical assessor of their own
learning. They are actively engaged in critically assessing their own learning by
making sense of information, relating it to their prior knowledge and experience,
and using it for planning for new learning. Assessment is not done to or for
them, but with and by them (Afflerbach, 2002; Earl & Katz, 2006). Although the
merits of self-assessment are obvious, it is not widely used as part of achieve-
ment testing in the school context partly because of the difficulties with student
underestimation and overestimation of their abilities and partly because school
districts have not begun to see these tools as valuable. Therefore, standardized
achievement tests designed and developed by testing agencies (most often with
no assistance from teachers) continue to be used in the school context.

A new approach that is being used in school contexts is to construct profici-
ency profiles. This approach determines whether or not a student has performed
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at “proficient” or non-proficient levels in his/her tests using a cut-off point
based on content experts’ judgments. Although this method allows for input from
teachers and content experts, the standards-setting procedure has been heatedly
debated because of its uncertainty in determining cut-off points distinguishing
students’ mastery levels. Researchers often call this feature of the standard-setting
procedure its Achilles’ heel ( Jang & Ryan, 2003; Kane, 2001). As has been well
documented, standards-setting involves interpretations of test results and use
(Brennan, 2001; Cizek, 2001) and is a value-laden and judgmental activity that
inevitably faces problems, such as subjectivity, human biases, and ambiguity.
These concerns have reduced the value of diagnostic feedback and have led
educational measurement professionals to pay considerable attention to technical
procedures for creating defensible standards.

New Approaches

Over the past decade, cognitive skills diagnostic assessment has drawn much
attention among educational researchers and practitioners who have faced in-
creasing demands for formative diagnostic feedback through a more fine-grained
reporting of examinees’ skill mastery profiles (Alderson, 2005; Buck & Tatsuoka,
1998; DiBello, Stout, & Roussos, 1995; Frederiksen et al., 1990; Hartz, 2002;
Shohamy, 1992; Tatsuoka, 1983). As there is a growing body of research into the
impact of testing on teachers, learners, educational curriculum, and society (Cheng,
Watanabe, & Curtis, 2005; Schwandt & Jang, 2004; Shohamy, 2001), testing con-
sumers have been calling for more descriptive test information that allows mean-
ingful interpretations and fair use of test results for improving instructional design
and guiding students’ learning.

While it may be ideal to design a diagnostic assessment instrument to be used
specifically for the purpose of diagnosis, many researchers working in large-scale
educational assessments originally designed for purposes other than diagnosis
are interested in examining whether large-scale assessments can provide use-
ful diagnostic feedback for test takers and test-score users. In addition, the quality
of the feedback is important. If diagnostic feedback provided to students is
not dependable; its practical usefulness is cast into question. Further, students’
perception and the actions taken to close the gap between test scores and their
abilities and their desired learning goals must be meaningful. Therefore, feed-
back provided to students needs to be sufficiently diagnostic in order to allow
learners to reset their own learning goals by breaking down goals into manage-
able tasks (Black & Wiliam, 1998; Stiggins, 2001). But, in planning to make feed-
back more diagnostic and dependable, we need to be aware that not all feedback
has positive effects on learning and self-esteem (Dweck, 1986). Differential effects
of diagnostic feedback can be caused by students’ different ability levels, their
learning attitudes, goal orientation, or learning contexts. Usefulness of feedback
can also vary depending on focus on either strengths or shortcomings or both
and either evaluative or descriptive purpose (Tunstall & Gipps, 1996). Thus,
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diagnostic feedback needs to consider learners’ beliefs about learning goals, about
their own ability, and cognitive and metacognitive learning styles (Kunnan, 1995).
It needs to further consider the link between assessment tasks and learners’
cognitive skills in light of the kinds of inferences made for diagnosing learners’
current knowledge/skill mastery state and actions taken for facilitating the learn-
ing progress.

In the field of educational measurement, various cognitive models have been
proposed to measure a test taker’s mastery level of a set of skills from an admin-
istered test (see DiBello, Roussos, & Stout, 2007; Embretson, 1991; Hartz & Roussos,
2005; Leighton & Gierl, 2007; Tatsuoka, 1983, for details). Several of these models
have been applied to second language assessment in reading and listening. For
example, the Rule Space Model was applied to a short-answer listening com-
prehension test administered to Japanese college students (Buck & Tatsuoka,
1998), to TOEFL reading subtests (Kasai, 1997), and was recently used to provide
“Score Report Plus” to students who took the Preliminary SAT and National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test.

Jang’s (2005) diagnosis report card called DiagnOsis is another example of
the cognitive diagnostic assessment approach. Diagnostic feedback contained in
DiagnOsis consists of four major components: Review your answers; Improve
your skills; How to interpret skill mastery; and Skill descriptors (see Appendix).
The most interesting component of DiagnOsis is skill mastery standing expressed
in a bar graph. It shows an individual student’s strengths and weaknesses in
assessed subskills. Figure 32.1 shows Yoshi’s (pseudonym) skill mastery prob-
abilities in nine reading skills which were estimated through application of the
Fusion Model (Hartz & Roussos, 2005) to large-scale L2 reading comprehen-
sion test data. Skill mastery probability for each skill ranges from 0 to 1, and the
gray area in the graph is an indifference region. When a learner’s skill mastery
probability falls in the indifference region, mastery standing is undetermined.
Otherwise, skill mastery status is determined as either a master or a non-master

Figure 32.1 Skill mastery probabilities in nine reading skills
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of a specific skill. Detailed descriptions of the subskills are presented with test
items rank-ordered by the magnitude of diagnostic information in the full report.

Jang (2005) also shows how self-assessment can be combined with psychometric
diagnostic information for student skill profiling through a study of five cases
selected from 1,372 test takers. The five cases shared similar observed scores
ranging from 24 to 26 out of a total of 41 points. However, their estimated skill
mastery probabilities varied to great extent. She also considered test takers’ back-
ground information, such as gender, first language, reason for taking the test,
and self-ratings of reading comprehension skills. Table 32.1 shows a summary of
the information collected for skill profiling. The analysis of the five cases clearly
shows that learners’ self-assessment is in agreement with statistically estimated
skill mastery probabilities, although Case 3 shows disagreement.

Other examples of self-assessment as learning and assessment tools include
DIALANG, which is a computer-delivered diagnostic language assessment system
(Alderson & Huhta, 2005). Users can take tests of reading, listening, writing,
vocabulary, and structures in 14 different European languages. Test results are
reported on the six levels of descriptors of communicative activities included in
the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR; Council of Europe, 2001).
Alderson and Huhta (2005) claim that DIALANG is the first large-scale language
assessment system that aims at diagnosing rather than selecting or certifying
language proficiency. Notable is its capacity to provide learners with responsibil-
ity for the assessment process through self-assessment. Descriptors of communi-
cative activities from the CEFR are used for self-assessment using “can-do”
statements, as well as for diagnostic reporting scales. Learners are provided with
the opportunity to review any mismatch between their test results and their self-
assessed CEFR levels. DIALANG offers a variety of feedback. It reports users’
performance levels, along with advice and awareness-raising information aimed
at helping them to take action for further language learning. For example, feed-
back in “Check your answers” can be used to review a user’s answers at both the
item and subskill levels (see, Alderson & Huhta, 2005, for a more comprehensive
description of DIALANG).

Another instance of the use of self-assessment is found in the European Lan-
guage Portfolio (ELP). A portfolio is a collection of a student’s work, usually
selected by the student from a larger corpus and often with a reflective note
on the selected work. Self-assessment is an essential component of the ELP,
which consists of three components: Language Passport, Language Biography,
and Dossier (Little, 2005). The Language Passport provides an overview of the
learner’s language proficiency in terms of CEF-referenced skills and any signi-
ficant language learning experiences. The Language Biography emphasizes the
learner’s involvement in planning, self-assessing and monitoring his or her own
learning process. Learners are encouraged to state what they can do in one or
more than one language. The Dossier allows learners to document all materials
related to achievement and experiences appearing in the Language Biography
or Language Passport. The overarching goal of the ELP is to make the language
learning process more transparent to students and help them develop the ability
to self-assess and monitor their own learning.
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Table 32.1 Summary of skill profiles (from Jang 2005)

Cases

1 (Female,
Venezuela)

2 (Male,
Indonesia)

3 (Female,
Columbia)

4 (Female,
Vietnam)

5 (Female,
Lebanon)

Reason

To study abroad
(undergraduate)

To study abroad
(graduate)

To study abroad
(undergraduate)

To demonstrate
English
proficiency to
company

To demonstrate
English
proficiency to
company

Self-assessment of reading

“Reading is not as good
as other skills.”
“I have some difficulty
taking courses taught in
English due to problems
with reading.”

“Reading is not as good
as other skills.”
“I am very good at
understanding graphs and
charts in academic text.”

“I have no difficulty with
reading in English.”
“Reading is my best skill.”

“Reading is my best skill.”
“My weak areas are
understanding charts and
graphs in academic text
and how to relate
different ideas to each
other.”

“Reading is my best skill.”
“I am good at vocabulary
and understanding
relative importance of
ideas.”

Mastered skills

None

1 skill
(Summarizing)

2 skills
(Vocabulary,
Summarizing)

7 skills
(Vocabulary;
Comprehension
of explicit and
implicit textual
information;
Summarizing;
Contrasting
ideas, etc.)

8 skills
(Comprehension
of explicit and
implicit textual
information;
Negation;
Inferencing;
Summarizing;
Contrasting
ideas, etc.)
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Challenges

Skills diagnosis and feedback raise some critical challenges concerning pedago-
gical, ideological, and technological barriers (Linn, 1986, 1990). From the pedago-
gical perspective, while the behaviorist view of learning is still widely held in
much of current large-scale assessment practice, contemporary perspectives on
learning and knowledge acquisition agree that learning takes place through
interaction of an individual’s mind with physical, social, and cultural contexts
(Greeno, Collins, & Resnick, 1996). Considering different beliefs about how learn-
ing takes place and which instructional approach best suits learning, cognitive
skills diagnostic assessment needs to be discussed in terms of its theoretical/
philosophical assumptions about the learning process and the roles of assess-
ment in broader educational contexts.

From the point of view of language assessment, there are specific substantive
challenges. Alderson (2006) argued, based on his experience with the “Can-do”
statements used in the Common European Framework of Reference for Lan-
guages, (CEFR or CEF) and the DIALANG project, that there “are virtually no
significant differences across CEFR levels in terms of difficulty of the diagnostic
subskills that DIALANG endeavoured to test” (p. 4). He elaborated further

Learners who achieved scores indicating they were at higher CEF levels showed
weaknesses in all three sub-skills. It appears not to be the case that as one’s reading
ability develops, this is associated with an increasing ability to make inferences, for
example, rather than to understand the main idea . . . Similar conclusions were
reached with respect to listening. Even low-level learners are able to answer some
questions that test inferencing abilities, as well as items testing the ability to under-
stand main ideas. (p. 4)

Alderson (2006) concluded that in order to diagnose language development,

we will need to have a much better understanding of foreign language ability. If we
can then incorporate such understandings into assessment and make them useful to
learners through the provision of meaningful and useful feedback and follow-up,
then diagnosis will truly have become the interface between learning and assess-
ment. (p. 15)

Further, while cognitive diagnostic assessment is aimed at providing formative
diagnostic feedback for advancing teaching and learning, we need to be aware
of any unintended consequences of the use of skills diagnostic information.
Collins (1990) warns us that unintended menacing side-effects might occur in the
use of skills diagnostic information in a high-stakes testing situation. There is
ample evidence that assessment merely serving as an accountability system
makes teachers teach to tests and makes students pay attention to tested subjects
or topics.
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In addition, most currently available diagnosis models do not have much
capacity to allow for various test formats, such as constructed response items. As
testing technology drives education, the use of skills diagnostic information
in standardized high-stakes testing situations might limit current educational
measurement to a narrow behaviorist array of discrete skills. Thus, the use of
standardized tests for diagnostic purposes without a strong alignment with the
curriculum may create psychometric challenges and concerns about different
principles guiding the construction of tests and, also, concerns regarding test
washback.

Conclusion

The main vision in using diagnostic assessment in large-scale and classroom
assessment contexts is to help assess students’ abilities and understanding with
feedback not only about what students know, but about how they think and
learn in content domains, to help teachers have resources of a variety of research-
based classroom assessment tools, to help recognize and support students’
strengths and create more optimal learning environments, and to help students
become critical evaluators of their own learning (Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser,
2001). In order to bring diagnostic assessment to full fruition, it is hoped that the
integration of technology into assessment will enable teachers and students to
share learning goals, design individualized assessments, and engage in real-life
problem-solving tasks. Also, it is hoped that the reconceptualization of educa-
tional assessment and measurement may encourage students to show evidence
of their understanding in many different ways, not only by performing on tradi-
tional tests, but also by writing essays, presenting projects, transforming their
new knowledge into alternative expressions such as drama, poetry, or visual arts.
Thus, collaboration among the various educational constituencies by informing
each other using their own expertise and experience and sharing responsibilities
is the key to successful integration of three essential components: curriculum,
instruction, and assessment.

The main limitations that need to be overcome so that diagnostic feedback
is routinely possible include the following: continued use of the traditional
reliability-obsessed, deficiency-oriented approach to diagnosis instead of broad-
ening assessment into performance assessment; better understanding of language
ability and language development to be incorporated into a diagnostic feedback
model; and the critical need to expand the total and subscore-based reporting
with meaningful diagnostic feedback. When these limitations are fully overcome,
diagnostic feedback can routinely be offered in all assessments, not just in so called
diagnostic tests, and diagnostic feedback can reach its full potential of integrating
assessment with teaching, learning, and the curriculum.
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NOTE

1 Scale points and score descriptors for holistic and analytical scales were available for
extended discourse tests such as writing and speaking (examples, the Test of Written
English and the Test of Spoken English) in the 1980s and 1990s.
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33 Computer-Assisted
Teaching and Testing

CAROL A. CHAPELLE

Introduction

Changes in second and foreign language teaching and testing prompted by com-
puter technology cut across domains of language education, including materials
development, teaching methodology, classroom research, program evaluation,
diffusion of innovation, and teacher education. The fact that many chapters in
this handbook touch on technology-related issues reflects the integration of com-
puter technology, which is used for construction of innovative learning and
assessment tasks that provide opportunities for learners to engage with the target
language and target language speakers within and beyond the classroom. Such
tasks are varied and complex, and, therefore, a distinct area of applied linguistics
is concerned with computer-assisted second language acquisition (CASLA), includ-
ing computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and computer-assisted lan-
guage testing (CALT). Foreign language educators in the United States assert
that CALL has not entered the mainstream of practice, but it is a regular topic of
professional discussion (Arnold & Ducate, 2006). Moreover, computer techno-
logy continues to increase in everyday utility among language learners as uses of
communication devices such as blogs, wikies, and iPods are cultural practices
that students engage in outside of class (Kern, 2006; Thorne & Payne, 2005), as
are technology-delivered high-stakes tests.

If technology is integrated into language education, what remains to be said
about computer-assisted teaching and testing? One response is that the complex-
ity of computer applications, communication tools, databases, and hardware
requires focused study. In other words, professionals hoping to improve language
learning and assessment through technology need to know the options for how,
when, and where computer technology is used, as shown in Flowerdew and
Brett & Gonzalez-Lloret (both this volume). A second response is that technology
creates opportunities for reflection on the development and evaluation of innova-
tion in the profession as a whole. Technology seems to prompt the complacent
language educator to become a critical evaluator. Perhaps the attention of the
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critic has fostered research assessing the difference that technology makes.
Such research, in turn, prompts reflection on what the difference entails, and how
it can be documented and demonstrated to others in the field. The technology
difference is, therefore, a good point of departure for discussion of CALL and
CALT. In both areas, quantifying difference has been seen as limiting by those
attempting to develop innovative technologies, and, therefore, both the sections
on teaching and testing describe other perspectives that have helped researchers
in applied linguistics and technology to explore the potentials of technology.

Language Teaching

The journals publishing on technology and language learning reveal a variety of
types of papers with a range of objectives (Levy & Stockwell, 2006), but readers
who are not working in CALL are typically most interested in research that
demonstrates what CALL can do for language learning. In fact, many readers
interested in CALL ask this question: What are the substantive, measurable dif-
ferences in how well language is taught or assessed when computer technology
is used relative to classroom learning?

Quantifying the technology difference
A number of experimental and quasi-experimental studies have been conducted
to attempt to demonstrate quantitative effects of the use of technology relative to
learning through classroom instruction (Dunkel, 1991). A recent meta-analysis of
this work (Zhao, 2003) concluded that it is possible to use and evaluate techno-
logy in a manner that produces measurable positive results, but equally import-
ant are the caveats that Zhao provides. First, technology refers to a wide variety
of tools and practices which are configured in many different ways across class-
rooms, as shown in Brett & Gonzales-Lloret and Long (both this volume). When
technology can refer to everything from inclusion of a Web tutor for vocabulary
to the interface for a completely online course, what does it mean to say that
technology use results in measurable gains? Second, the effects identified from
technology studies need to be interpreted as effects of technology use rather than
effects of technology itself. For example, an evaluation of the effects of a French
grammar-checking program must actually be interpreted as effects from the use
of that program within an overall pedagogy for teaching writing (Burston, 2001).
Third, the effects that are measured in any study are the result of more learning
and practice than what is done on the computer. Language learning is a complex
process requiring multiple instances of exposure, negotiation, and practice. In
such a dynamic and multifaceted process, it is difficult to attribute effects of
learning something to a specific instructional factor.

These points have been made by those attempting to evaluate CALL for many
years (e.g., Pederson, 1987), yet showing effects of instructional treatments is a
legitimate challenge of educational research, which devises research designs to
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do just that. Accordingly, some researchers argue for the value of comparisons
between technology and face-to-face classrooms. Comparative studies investigat-
ing the outcomes of two real options for teaching, such as how a particular unit
will be covered (Allum, 2002) or how a curriculum will be delivered (Chenoweth
& Murday, 2003; Scida & Saury, 2006), appear regularly in the technology jour-
nals. In these cases it is the real pedagogical options that are of interest, rather
than computer technology. In other words, research provides pragmatically
useful, context-specific data, rather than attempting to isolate general computer
technology effects. In contrast, a meta-analysis attempts to identify effects that can
be generalized across a defined set of situations; therefore, it seems that a meta-
analysis needs to identify some finer-grained aspects of technology-pedagogy to
serve as points of comparison. Norris and Ortega (2006) offer principles and
examples of how research synthesis (including meta-analysis) might fruitfully be
considered, but ultimately, moving in this direction requires a closer look at
motivations for comparisons in technology research. Such comparisons often do
not attempt to contrast technology with the classroom.

Comparisons focused on aspects of technology-pedagogy
Because of increased enrollment in Spanish courses in the US, some universities
have designed hybrid courses, which would require less instructor time, and,
therefore, would potentially save on human resources. Scida and Saury (2006)
report on a study in which they compared a hybrid and classroom course in
order to convince their colleagues that students would not suffer from less class
time if, in addition, they engaged in rote exercises and drills on the computer.
The descriptive data of course grades show that the students in the hybrid course
performed at least as well or better than those in the face-to-face class. Another
study investigated the effect of video on foreign language learning, based on the
beliefs that because video offers language learners opportunities to see the
dynamics of communication, and because such materials were widely available, it
may offer a better and feasible option for listening comprehension (Secules, Herron,
& Tomasello, 1992). Nagata (1993, 1995) introduced her studies comparing the
effectiveness of different types of feedback as seeking empirical verification for a
commonsense assumption: “It seems reasonable to suppose that intelligent CALI
[computer-assisted language instruction] is better” (Nagata, 1995, p. 47). In these
three cases comparisons were made because of pragmatic concerns or to test
commonsense or belief-based practices. In the two latter cases, the hypothesized
effects were observed, and in the former, the researchers found what they con-
sidered convincing data.

Another motivation for comparisons comes from prior research results. Borrás
and Lafayette (1994) begin their report of comparisons between the effects of
video with and without subtitles by citing research. Guillory (1998) cited opinions
and rationales suggesting the value of textual support for listening, as well as
prior research supporting its use. Chun and Plass (1996) introduced their study
of the effects of multimedia annotations on vocabulary acquisition by discussing
research that had investigated incidental learning of vocabulary, effects of online
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dictionaries, and look-up behavior. Their subsequent research adopted a cog-
nitive theory of why and how pictorial and written verbal support help (Plass
et al., 1998; Jones & Plass, 2002). Results provided evidence for the hypothesized
value of multimodal input. Yoshii and Flaitz (2002) continued this line of
research, using an experimental design with 150 ESL learners. This quantitative
study, with a pre-test, random assignment into groups, and multiple forms of
immediate and delayed assessments, provided strong evidence for the superior
effects of a combination of input over a single form.

Grace (1998) drew on another cognitive learning theory, depth of processing
theory, to explain how and why sentence-level translations might be expected to
support acquisition. Theoretically, the value of the mental energy required to map
the L1 to the L2 is hypothesized to be valuable for learning on the basis of work
in psychology on the relationship between mental energy and “deep processing.”
Operationally, the sentence-level translation of input is intended to require mental
energy as the reader attempts to map the unknown L2 forms to the L1 help.

These examples of comparison studies in CALL show how researchers have
moved beyond technology as an explanatory variable. Results can be further inter-
preted from the perspective of constructs and hypotheses from second language
acquisition (Gass, 1997; Long, 1996; Pica, 1994). In studies by Borrás and Lafayette
(1994) and by Guillory (1998) the software provided L2 subtitles and key word
support which offered learners some input modification through the presenta-
tion of input in two modes. In such cases, if learners attempt to comprehend the
message of the aural input through listening, and refer to the written text only as
needed, this support should modify the aural input and aid comprehension.
In the study by Grace (1998), L1 translation and multiple forms of annotations
for vocabulary would also be expected to provide modified input, resolve
miscomprehension, and prompt noticing. In studies by Chun and Plass (1996),
Jones and Plass (2002), and Plass et al. (1998), learners were provided multiple
forms of modified input in the form of aural input, translations, images, and video,
all of which provide valuable modified input and resolve miscomprehension, as
well as prompt noticing and deep processing of input. In the study by Nagata
(1995), learners were provided informative feedback that would be expected to
prompt their noticing of gaps in their linguistic knowledge and help them to
correct their production.

In short, these aspects of instructional design in CALL can be construed as
creating opportunities for beneficial interactions, and even a highly structured
form of negotiation of meaning, as learners control the input and its various
modified forms (Chapelle, 2003). In other words, it is productive to interpret
CALL research results in view of how specific technology-pedagogic practices
operationalize methodological principles (Doughty & Long, 2003), such as those
described in Long (this volume).

Comparison research and SLA
Research motivated by questions about methodological principles has investig-
ated the use of the computer to present conditions for learning in controlled
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settings (e.g., deGraaff, 1997; DeKeyser, 1995; Doughty, 1991; Robinson, 1996),
but recent research appearing in pedagogically oriented journals investigates
more open-ended tasks. Frames of reference from second language studies, prim-
arily from cognitive interactionist theory and sociocultural theory, are used for
designing studies. Table 33.1 summarizes examples, which compare different
forms of computer-mediated communication (CMC) and face-to-face conversa-
tions. For the most part, this research uses focused discourse analysis to study
communication breakdowns and repair moves which may be indicative of
instances when learners’ attention is directed to language.

The first three studies in Table 33.1 compared conditions for vocabulary learn-
ing. De la Fuente (2003) compared oral face-to-face communication with written
synchronous CMC, hypothesizing that communication through interactive text
would provide opportunities for noticing language and for self-correction not
present in oral communication, and accordingly, students engaging in written
communication would best learn the vocabulary in the tasks. Smith (2004) com-
pared retention of vocabulary that ESL learners were exposed to in two different
conditions of written CMC. In one condition, preemptive input was given, and in
the other, learners were exposed to the new vocabulary through negotiated inter-
action. He found that lexical items that were negotiated were more likely to be
retained. Chen, Belkada, and Okamoto (2004) compared the effectiveness of CALL
tasks consisting of learner–computer interaction through a computer-delivered
dictation and note-taking task and CALL tasks with CMC prompted by the same
task content. Overall, results suggest that the written interactions with human
interlocutors or the computer are both good for vocabulary learning.

Fernández-Garciá and Martínez-Arbelaiz (2003) compared the amount of
negotiation of meaning that took place in oral conversation and through text-
based synchronous CMC. Because of learners’ familiarity with the topics and
the open-endedness of the tasks, communication breakdowns were rare, and,
therefore, so was negotiation of meaning, particularly among learners. In com-
munication with native speakers of Spanish, the communication breakdowns
and negotiation that occurred were primarily during the oral communication.
Jepson (2005) compared L2 learners’ repair moves in synchronous text chat
rooms and in voice chat rooms on the Internet with no specific task set for
them. Under these circumstances, voice chat generated more repair moves and
moves associated with negative feedback consisting of recasts, explicit feedback,
and questions, as well as uptake consisting of incorporations of feedback and
self-corrections.

Pellettieri’s (2000) ground-breaking study of Spanish learners’ text chat conver-
sations found that learners negotiated both form and meaning, that learners self
corrected and corrected each other, and that task type affected the quality of
negotiation. Following from this work, Fernández-Garciá and Martínez-Arbelaiz
(2002) investigated whether or not negotiation of meaning would take place
in text chat discussion among third-year university students studying Spanish.
They found some instances of L2 negotiation as learners discussed questions
about readings, but also found many instances of resolution of communication
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breakdown through the use of the L1. Also, looking for negotiation, Blake (2000)
compared types of communication tasks constructed in accordance with those
designed by researchers investigating face-to-face communication. He found that
the jigsaw tasks in written synchronous CMC, like those in face-to-face com-
munication, seem to prompt negotiation of meaning best. He characterized the
process of completing the CMC tasks as an opportunity for the learners to heighten
metalinguistic awareness of their vocabulary knowledge.

Other studies comparing task types have found differences in the learners’
discourse (e.g., Lamy & Goodfellow, 1999); therefore, the role of the teacher in
planning and carrying out CMC activities is worthy of investigation. One
study of systematic chat use in the classroom of third-year university Spanish
learners demonstrated the impact of how the teacher plans for CMC tasks
(Fiori, 2005). Learners in two groups, a meaning- and form-focused group, and a
meaning-focused group, participated in regular communication activities over
a several-week period for a total of approximately 350 minutes each. The form-
and meaning-focused group was given consciousness raising activities to accom-
pany the chat sessions, including preparation of pre-task questions, access to
a dictionary during the chat, and interventions from the teacher on particular
grammatical points. The form- and meaning-focused group outperformed the
meaning-focused group on the relevant grammatical points. The chat scripts
also revealed how the form- and meaning-focused group remained in a serious,
academic frame of mind, whereas in the meaning-focused group students were
prone to joke around, bully each other, use English, and fail to collaborate (Fiori,
2005).

Other studies have compared oral vs. written chat for development of aspects
of language ability. Payne and Whitney (2002) found that a combination of oral
and written interactive communication was better for improvement in oral pro-
ficiency in intermediate Spanish than oral CMC alone. Similarly, Sykes (2005)
found that third-year Spanish learners who engaged in written chat increased
their oral proficiency more than oral CMC or face-to-face discussion groups in a
controlled classroom study in which learners role-played refusals in one of three
conditions. All three groups watched and completed reflection questions on model
native-speaker dialogues including refusals. The group that practiced using writ-
ten chat outperformed the other two groups in the complexity and variety of the
strategies they used – a finding the researcher attributes to the characteristics of
written CMC, which include a setting with lower communication stress, time to
plan, and a written record for reflection. Added to prior findings of more equal
participation in written CMC than in oral face-to-face communication (Warschauer,
1995/1996), these studies show an important role for written synchronous CMC.

The research shows the value of both oral and written CMC in classroom
instruction, as well as the critical role of the teacher in designating task condi-
tions. These findings have been made through selection of points of comparison
that are constructed through technology and that are pertinent to second lan-
guage learning. Findings shed some light on the use and usefulness of specific
aspects of technology-pedagogy.
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Beyond comparisons: SLS-based description
Descriptive research, which examines computer-mediated learner interactions
without the face-to-face classroom as a point of comparison, has been import-
ant in the study of educational technology (Knupfer & McLellen, 1996), and
second language education is no different. A range of phenomena from second
language studies (SLS) have been investigated in research, including grammatical
performance, negotiation strategies, pragmatic development, and technology-
communication choices that learners make.

Belz (2004) documented the process of microgenesis of a grammatical marker
in German (the da-compound) from a 100,000-word corpus of data from CMC
gathered over a two-week period, finding a change in the range and complexity
of learners’ uses of this grammatical particle. Stockwell and Harrington (2003)
documented measurable improvement in syntactic performance in the email
messages of Japanese learners over five weeks of email contact with native speakers
of Japanese. Chun (1994) investigated the functions used by first-year German
learners in written synchronous CMC in the classroom, finding a number of
speech acts, such as asking questions and requesting clarifications. In each of
these studies, the researchers speculate that the electronic communication in which
the language appears may be instrumental in its development.

Descriptions of strategic communication in CMC have documented how nego-
tiation takes place and reveal some evidence of intercultural competence. Invest-
igating intermediate Spanish learners’ use of negotiation in synchronous text
CMC, Lee (2001) found that overall, the learners used negotiation effectively for
meaning-focused communication, but negotiations did not help them to use gram-
matically correct language because of their primary focus on meaning. Blake and
Zyzik (2003) found that heritage learner–L2 learner pairs engaged in the same types
of negotiation routines (e.g., “clarification requests, expansions, recasts, self cor-
rections”) as L2 learner pairs (p. 538), and that these focused on lexical items for
the most part, with many syntactic errors going unnoticed. Belz (2003) examined
the specific linguistic features that may reveal the learners’ level of intercultural
competence (IC) in the CMC of learners of English and German. Focusing on
language which revealed suspension of disbelief about the other person and their
culture, she found some evidence of intercultural competence through a dis-
course/content analysis of the appraisals that appeared in the learners’ language.

From a longitudinal ethnographic study of English learners of German and
French, Belz (2001, 2003) and Belz and Kinginger (2003) reported on several
aspects of learning from a sociocultural perspective (Lantolf, 2000). The English
speakers in the United States were assigned joint projects with their German-
speaking or French-speaking counterparts in Europe. Based on analysis of the
development of the distinction between the formal and informal second person
pronouns, Belz and Kinginger point out that pragmatic competence is better
developed through opportunities to interact with a variety of interlocutors out-
side the classroom. Findings from the study of this project-based communication
indicated that factors such as access to technology and attitudes affected critical
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aspects of the language practice in which the learners were intended to engage
(Belz, 2001).

Other studies have looked at situational and cultural factors affecting collab-
oration and language use. Jeon-Ellis, Debski, and Wigglesworth (2005) investig-
ated the “impact of collaborative relationships on generating learning opportunities
for students and the role of computers in creating learning opportunities” for
first-year French students in Australia who engaged in oral communication to
create multimedia projects. Findings included relationships between beneficial
language-related episodes and the learners’ social inclusion with the group.
Thorne’s (2003) broader perspective included the learners’ choice of tools for
telecollaborative communication. American learners of French chose email, in-
stant messenger, and other forms of Internet communication based on their past
experience. This analysis of the learners’ communications showed how learners’
prior knowledge was a basis for habits of technologically mediated communication
in their second language, and ethnographic studies of learners’ technology use sug-
gest the significance of this medium for language development (e.g., Lam, 2000).

Overall, these descriptive studies reveal expanded means for learners to en-
gage in second language conversation, which, if chosen, may prove beneficial for
language development, and particularly, for development of ability to commun-
icate through technology, which “presents us with a channel which facilitates
and constrains our ability to communicate in ways that are fundamentally differ-
ent from those found in other semiotic situations” (Crystal, 2001, p. 5). Descrip-
tive work reveals the patterns of discourse occurring in these unfamiliar contexts
(e.g., Herring, 1996; Negretti, 1999).

The Technology Difference in Language Testing

Although technology intersects with many facets of language testing (Burstein
et al., 1996), the language-testing enterprise operates in a corporate culture where
questions about computer-assisted test delivery are addressed based on such
considerations as the actions of other parts of the company, the competition, and
the test users. In this setting, one might argue that the technology difference for
language testing should be investigated to assess how technology affects the
measurement of language ability (Sawaki, 2001). In fact, only a few studies have
looked at comparisons, whereas others have focused on specific threats to valid-
ity. Both types of research have been conducted under a presumption that the
technology, although efficient, is suspect in terms of the negative effects it might
have on testing (Stansfield, 1986), but a more innovative agenda appears to be on
the horizon.

Comparison studies
A number of potential technology effects on test methods might influence test
takers and test taking (Chapelle & Douglas, 2006). For example, multimedia allows
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for a variety of input and response types, enhancing contextualization of lan-
guage. Input can be adapted in response to test takers’ responses and actions,
allowing for computer-adaptive tests and rapid feedback. Natural language
processing allows for automated scoring of complex linguistic responses, affect-
ing the resulting scores. Comparison research is conducted on the assumption
that an existing paper-and-pencil or face-to-face testing procedure produces a
score whose meaning and use have been adequately argued and that, therefore,
the computer-assisted test can be measured against an existing one to identify
the effects of the technology.

Research assessing differences between a paper-and-pencil test and a proposed
computer-assisted replacement was reported by Choi, Kim, and Boo (2003), who
investigated the computer version of the Test of English Proficiency developed
by Seoul National University. They used a range of empirical methods that
offered complementary perspectives about score meaning of the two versions
of the test: content analysis, correlational analyses, ANOVA, and confirmatory
factor analysis. Findings indicated similarities between the two versions of each
of the different parts of the test, but the degree of similarity across sections
differed somewhat. Research was also conducted on the TOEFL to investigate
the similarity between the paper-and-pencil version and the test tasks to be used
on the computer-based TOEFL introduced in 1998 (Taylor et al., 1999). A correla-
tion of 0.84 was calculated between the scores that students received on the two
tests, the computer-delivered and paper-and-pencil TOEFL, but the main pur-
pose of this study was to assess the extent to which examinees’ scores could
be made comparable by giving all examinees a tutorial that would help to famil-
iarize them with the computer. The analysis of interest to the researchers showed
no practical effect of computer familiarity on scores obtained on the computer-
based test.

Beyond comparisons
The majority of research on CALT focuses on aspects of the test suspected
of affecting test scores in unknown ways, in other words, factors that threaten
validity (Messick, 1989). For example, the fact that an interactive computer inter-
face makes new task types possible suggests the need to study the new tasks and
what they measure. This type of research is typically conducted by test developers
for their own information, and, therefore, not reported in journals, but such
studies of prototyping new assessment tasks for the TOEFL were reported by
Enright et al. (forthcoming). Concerns have been raised that adaptive selection of
items may not appropriately sample test content, causing test takers anxiety, and
some research has explored this issue (e.g., Vispoel, Hendrickson, & Bleiler, 2000).
Concerns about the scores given by a natural language processing system prompt
research investigating the scores (Powers et al., 2001).

These focal areas for research are evident in guidelines for CALT design and
evaluation as researchers have attempted to identify interface issues that affect
the quality of the test-taking process (Noijons, 1994; Fulcher, 2003). Such guidelines
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concerning technical quality are also intended to mitigate problems of test anxi-
ety that might be heightened if a test taker encounters a confusing interface, as
well as possibilities of breaches in test security. Despite the need for research and
guidelines intended to identify and minimize threats to test validity, the basic
approach of treating technology itself as a threat to the real business of language
assessment fails to realize the potential that some researchers see for technology
in testing, i.e., the development of innovative assessments that combine the rigor
of assessment practices with the capabilities of technology to help students learn
(Roever, 2001).

An innovative agenda
Contrary to the assumption that technology should be treated as suspect, one
might hope that technology would be instrumental in expansion and innovation
in language testing (Alderson, 1988; Corbel, 1993). For example, to test constructs
of literacy through technology, or electronic literacy, technology would be essen-
tial in test delivery, and one would not seek equivalent scores on a correspond-
ing paper-and-pencil version to argue for validity. Instead, the construct itself
would require the use of technology for developing an assessment for making
inferences about learners’ ability to work with electronic information. Educa-
tional Testing Service’s ICT Literacy Assessment measures the ability to use lan-
guage and critical-thinking skills for problem solving within a technological
environment. Test takers are aided by technology as they perform the required
tasks, such as extracting information from a database, or composing an email
message based on findings from electronic sources. For such a test, a critical
aspect of the validation argument would be demonstration that test scores could
be extrapolated to performance in context.

A second example of an innovative technology-based assessment is one that is
available for free on the Web for students to get an assessment of their level of
language ability for their own information and enjoyment. Such an example was
developed as a European Union project, DIALANG, for assessing ability in many
of the EU languages. Such a project demonstrates the need to better understand,
and in fact to develop theory and practice associated with, diagnostic assessment
(Alderson, 2005; Clark, 1989). Future generations of such assessments promise to
offer even greater challenges as test developers attempt to make use of the results
of language-recognition technologies, which extend beyond what human raters
can do. The challenge of designing and making use of tests intended to provide
learners with specific diagnostic information has only begun to be explored (e.g.,
Coniam, 1996).

A third example of innovation appears as the assessments that are built
into CALL programs for informing learners about their achievement on the
objectives of a unit of study (Marty, 1981; Rost, 2003). Such tests need to be
evaluated in terms of the adequacy of their content coverage, learners’ perform-
ance, and the extent to which learners enjoy the test and find the feedback useful
and motivating. In all of these examples, the comparison of performance on an
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equivalent paper-and-pencil test would not be key in an argument supporting
score interpretation and use.

The need for a useful way of evaluating such tests is evident from these ex-
amples as well as from reports of evaluation of innovative CALT projects (e.g.,
Chapelle, Jamieson, & Hegelheimer, 2003; Hémard & Cushion, 2003). In innovat-
ive CALT, the test use alone cannot be the starting point for development of the
validation argument. If innovative test uses are to be pursued, test developers’
assumptions about the role of technology in assessment need to be revealed,
reflected upon, and perhaps changed. Assumptions about technology are criti-
cally tied to knowledge about technology and the capabilities of technology that
are relevant for expanding test uses.

Conclusion

In a special issue of CALICO Journal focusing on what it takes to teach online,
Hauck and Stickler (2006) point to the need to develop professional knowledge
in this area if teaching, and I could add, testing, online is ever going to be
appreciated for its value, rather than appearing to be a weak alternative to class-
room teaching and assessment. Research discussed in this chapter provides at
least a start to such professional knowledge. Through examination of specific
aspects of pedagogy that are operationalized through technology, research is
beginning to show some of the unique benefits of online learning for language
study. The research fruitfully draws on a combination of technology and second
language studies to design materials and research that illuminate how learners
can engage in communication and language learning through technology. Such
research does not attempt to isolate effects of technology, but rather focuses
on the design, use and effects of specific technology-based pedagogic practices.
Interactionist and sociocultural theory offer constructs that have been useful for
studying language learning experiences online. These constructs, in turn, require
researchers to expand beyond research methods that compare learning outcomes
on language measures, because such constructs provide both the opportunity and
the need for researchers to examine the language and interaction that learners
engage in as they work on CALL tasks.
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34 Language Teacher
Education

RENÉE JOURDENAIS

Language teacher education – of what should it consist? Some would argue that
it is largely an issue of providing teachers with successful classroom activities.
Others may identify it as more of an academic endeavor with a course of study to
pursue. Are these, in fact, two different perspectives? Or can these views of
teacher education coexist? This chapter will provide an overview of such views
and debates related to language teacher education, closing with perspectives as
to how we might best prepare teachers for their role as language educators.

First, let’s begin by asking if teachers need to be formally educated in order to
teach language? Certainly, we have all seen job announcements for teaching
positions in which being a “native speaker” seems to be the only qualification
required. Is it possible that simply being a successful user of the language is
sufficient for translation into a successful teaching career? Undoubtedly, there
are some very successful language teachers out there who began their careers
with such qualifications. However, we also frequently see these teachers, some
time later, seeking workshops or enrolling in teacher education programs which
suggests that, in some way, some level of further preparation is needed in order
for teachers to be successful in their classrooms and in their professions. But
what should this education consist of? Is it enough to have novice teachers work
with mentor teachers in the classroom? Or do teachers need academic instruction
in certain theoretical areas?

What Is “Teaching”?

Pennington (1999) presents a continuum of perspectives on teaching, ranging
from the view of teaching as “magic” to a view of teaching as “science” (p. 100).
In the former, teaching is perceived as something “mysterious . . . dependent
on personal and individual factors that can never be fully known or described”
(p. 101) and thus may not require or be conducive to formal training. We have all
heard of those who are “naturals” in the classroom, for whom teaching seems to
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be part of their very being. In the latter view, however, teaching-as-science, teach-
ing is viewed as something that can be clearly delineated, defined, and presented
– a body of knowledge to be learned, courses to be taken. As an alternative
to these two ends of the continuum, Pennington (1999) proposes that we view
“teaching-as-profession” in which “the aim of teacher education can be charac-
terized as helping teachers to synthesize and consolidate personal and shared
knowledge in a professional persona which bridges the subjective and the
intersubjective, the ‘art’ and the ‘craft’ – or the ‘magic’ and the ‘science’ – of
teaching” (p. 106).

Wallace (1991) shares a similar perspective. He first outlines a distinction
between teaching as a “craft” and teaching as “applied science.” In the “craft”
model, teachers learn their skills through the observation and imitation of more
experienced teachers. The “applied science” model, on the other hand, views
teaching expertise as being gained through study of scientific findings in the
field. He notes that both models have their strengths and weaknesses. The former,
the “craft” model, acknowledges the role of what Wallace terms “experiential
knowledge” in successful pedagogy. However, this model may lead to imitative,
non-reflective teaching, as novice teachers may simply “do-as-they-see” without
necessarily reflecting upon whether or not their observations were of sound prac-
tices. The “applied science” model, on the other hand, allows for continued input
and development of teachers based on a growing body of research and know-
ledge, but may simplify (or sometimes even ignore) the teaching context. Free-
man and Johnson (1998) have criticized this “applied science” perspective of
teacher training, pointing out that

[T]eachers are not empty vessels waiting to be filled with theoretical and pedago-
gical skills; they are individuals who enter teacher education programs with
prior experiences, personal values, and beliefs that inform their knowledge about
teaching and shape that they do in their classrooms . . . [L]earning to teach is
affected by the sum of a person’s experiences, some figuring more prominently than
others, and . . . it requires the acquisition and interaction of knowledge and beliefs
about oneself as a teacher, of the content to be taught, of one’s students, and of
classroom life. (Freeman & Johnson, 1998, p. 401)

Bartels (1999), too, criticizes the “applied science” view of teacher education,
stating that too much emphasis is placed on “apprenticing” teachers into aca-
demics and that more attention should be placed on how “abstract principles are
manifested in instruction in specific classrooms” (p. 56). Freeman and Johnson
(1998) argue that instead the focus of teacher education should be on teachers
as learners themselves, schooling as a sociocultural context, and the activity of
teaching as it relates to the teacher-as-learner and the context in which the school-
ing takes place (pp. 409–10). That is, teaching cannot be seen as “magic” that
happens within an individual, a “craft” developed between teachers and their
classrooms, nor is it a pre-determined body of knowledge to be imparted through
academic coursework. Rather, teaching must be explored within the complexity
of its social, intrapersonal, and interpersonal contexts.
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The Training of Teachers

Wallace (1991) proposes a “reflective” model of teacher education which incor-
porates teachers more actively into the education process. In this model, teachers
draw from both the received knowledge of the field and the experiential know-
ledge of the classroom practitioner, as represented in Figure 34.1. This figure
suggests that as teachers utilize experiential and received knowledge in their
practice, they engage in reflection which allows them to re-examine their practice
in light of their decisions, concerns, experiences, and knowledge. This reflection
feeds back into their practices. In this model then, what teachers bring to their
practice in the form of reflective behavior plays a role equal to that of the
received and experiential knowledge gained from more traditional perspectives
of teacher education. In fact, Freeman and Johnson (1998, 2005a, 2005b) and
Freeman and Graves (2004) feel that what teachers think and believe about their
practices comprise key components in determining what their students do or do
not learn.

Hedgcock (2002), too, is interested in the teacher-as-learner. However, he raises
concerns about teacher education models which may focus heavily on teacher
reflection. He emphasizes the importance of maintaining a balance between the
more theoretical and the more experiential forms of teacher education in his call
for a “socioliterate approach” to teacher education:

FL and L2 language teacher education should value declarative, critical knowledge
as necessary for, and complementary to, the growth of procedural and tactical
classroom skills. Excessive emphasis on procedures, techniques, and self-awareness
can compromise novices’ prospects for transcending their regrettably unprestigious
status as practitioners (Johnson, 1997, p. 300). (Hedgcock, 2002)

Here Hedgcock highlights a tension in the field, a separation – in perspective, if
not actually in fact – between practice and theory in language education. As
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Figure 34.1 Reflective practice model of professional education/development (Wallace,
1991)
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Johnson (1997) states, “those who construct theory are . . . generally held in higher
esteem than and hold positions of power over those who construct practice”
(p. 779). Hedgcock (2002) says that such beliefs lead to “a particularly damaging
dichotomy” set up between theory and practice (p. 308) which leads many novice
teachers to see theory as something “authoritarian and prescriptive” (Clarke,
1994, p. 9). In fact, Clarke (1994) has argued that the “distinction between theory
and practice . . . is generally dysfunctional for teachers” (p. 9).

The Great Debate

One such articulation of this theory/practice divide has occurred in the debate
regarding the role of second language acquisition theory in teacher education.
In 1989, Freeman wrote that applied linguistics research and research in SLA
were “ancillary” to language teaching and “should not be the primary subject of
language teacher education” (p. 29). This remark has evoked numerous contra-
dictory responses from researchers and teacher educators in the field who, in
fact, feel that such research is at the core of what teachers need to understand in
order to be successful in their classrooms and with their learners (e.g., Hedgcock,
2002; Jourdenais, 2004; Tarone & Allwright, 2005; Yates & Muchisky, 2003). Tarone
and Allwright (2005), for example, emphasize that “there is a great deal of SLA
research that is directly relevant to classroom processes of SLA and that should
be familiar to classroom teachers because it can directly affect choices they make
in their classrooms, which can affect the success or failure of their students”
(p. 20). Such research may include (but is by no means limited to) research done
on classroom interactions (e.g., Gass, Mackey, & Pica, 1998; Swain, 2000), the
effects of various types of error correction (e.g., Lyster, 2001; Mackey, Gass, &
McDonough, 2000) and grammatical presentation (e.g., Doughty & Varela, 1998;
Ellis, 2002; Hinkel & Fotos, 2002), information gleaned on developmental pro-
cesses and orders (e.g., Kasper & Schmidt, 1996; Pienemann, 1999), the processes
involved in scaffolding learning (e.g., Gibbons, 2003; Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995;
van Lier, 2000), as well as research on strategy use (e.g., O’Malley & Chamot,
1990; Oxford, 1996), anxiety (e.g., Bailey, 1983; MacIntyre, 1997), motivation (e.g.,
Gardner, 2001) and investment (e.g., Peirce, 1995), to name but a few.

The challenge with such research may not be necessarily in proving the
relevance of these topics, as many would undoubtedly see at least a few implica-
tions here for classroom decision-making. Instead the challenge may lie in assist-
ing teachers to understand and interact with the research in such a way that they
are able to assess theoretical relevance for their own contexts (Hedgcock, 2002;
Johnson, 1997; Jourdenais, 2004). As Freeman & Johnson (2005a) have noted,
“such knowledge needs to inform the work of language teachers” (p. 30), but
they maintain that “much current knowledge in SLA may be of limited use and
applicability to practicing teachers” (Freeman & Johnson, 1998, p. 412).

Similar arguments have been made regarding the practicality of language aware-
ness in teacher education programs. How much linguistic knowledge does a
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language teacher need in order to be successful in the classroom? Many have
argued that there is little need for teachers to have explicit knowledge about
language (e.g., Bartels, 1999, 2005; Freeman & Johnson, 1998). Others, however,
are concerned about the level of awareness language teachers have about their
target language and how well they are able to instruct learners as a result of that
knowledge (e.g., Hedgcock, 2002; Trappes-Lomax, 2002; Widdowson, 2002).

Whatever level of language awareness may be desirable, there is evidence
that some teachers may not be being adequately prepared in teacher education
programs to address their learners’ linguistic needs. After a recent review of
studies which examined teachers’ content knowledge, the American Educational
Research Association (AERA) Panel on Research and Teacher Education (Cochran-
Smith & Zeichner, 2005) reported that although teachers had basic information
about their subject matter, few had a deeper understanding that allowed them
“to move beyond simple statement of the principles as rules” (p. 271). They went
on to say that “[t]eacher candidates had limited and often inaccurate, knowledge
of the principles of grammar needed to explain problematic cases. Subject matter
courses had left many of them with gaps in the content knowledge needed to
teach grammar on the basis of principles” (p. 273). Hedgcock (2002) also notes
that “[l]anguage teachers are often underprepared to provide the descriptive and
explanatory information that so many language learners expect to gain from
classroom instruction” (p. 306).

The Need for Awareness

Many fear that attention to language has waned in teacher education programs:
“We are coming out of a period in which the traditional centrality of language –
and in particular the conception of it as a system of knowledge capturable, teach-
able and learnable as ‘grammar’ – has been downplayed” (Trappes-Lomax, 2002,
p. 2). Arguably, this lack of focus on “grammar” has been impacted by trends in
teaching. For example, the communicative approach to language teaching placed
little (if any) emphasis on explicit instruction of grammar. Thus teachers coming
into the profession during the communicative era may have been less likely to
receive “language” training than those who were trained during the days of
grammar-translation techniques. Trappes-Lomax (2002) argues that “our task is
to reintegrate language more fully into LTE [language teacher education], in a
form compatible with the evolved view of language teaching as involving both
communicative proficiency and consciousness of language” (p. 3, original em-
phasis). Widdowson (2002) supports this perspective, emphasizing that teachers
are teaching language as a subject – more specifically, a particular language as a
foreign language – and they must understand the various components of this
language in such a way that they can determine what is most important for
learners to know, how to make this knowledge accessible to learners, how to
make it learnable, and how to make it useful and real for learners’ particular
sociocultural contexts. Reflecting these types of understanding, Wright (2002)
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identifies three domains of language awareness that teachers should have:
the user domain, the analyst domain, and the teacher domain. The first, the user
domain,

involves not only the ability to use the language appropriately in a variety of situ-
ations but also an awareness of the social and pragmatic norms which underlie such
appropriate use. The analyst domain covers knowledge of language – knowledge of
how language in general and the target language in particular work . . . It includes
understanding of the forms and the functions of language systems – grammar,
vocabulary and phonology. The teacher domain involves an awareness of how to
create and exploit language learning opportunities, the significance of classroom
interaction and of learner output. (p. 118, original emphasis)

Language teacher education must, therefore, focus on ways of assisting teachers
with each of these three domains. It is not enough that teachers be successful
users of the target language; nor is it sufficient that they understand how the
language itself works. They must have a level of awareness of language that
enables them to assess, analyze, and present it to learners in ways that will
enhance acquisition.

Bridging the Divide

Looking at both the debate about the role of SLA theory and the debate regard-
ing the role of linguistic knowledge, it appears that the argument revolves less
around content than it does about the manner in which teachers are educated.
There seems to be little disagreement that teachers must know about language
and language learning in order to be successful in their classrooms. By focusing
so intently on a theory/practice divide, we are indeed doing a disservice to
teachers if our attention – and theirs – is directed away from helping them to
gain the knowledge and expertise they need. In fact, Williams (1999, citing Griffiths
& Tann, 1992) argues that “the problem lies in actually perceiving a dichotomy
between theory and practice” (p. 14). She, instead, prefers to see theory and
practice as “two sides of the same coin, as inextricably linked: what could be
called ‘theory with practice’ ” (p. 14, original emphasis). She notes that Eraut (1994)
“makes the helpful distinction between public and private theories” (Williams,
1999, p. 14). Public theories are those often held as a component of the “received
knowledge” of a field, articulated in published literature and research. Private
theories, on the other hand, are those that individuals espouse which are, perhaps,
reflected in their beliefs and actions. Griffiths and Tann (1992) claim that the
distinction made between theory and practice “is, in effect, a divide between
personal and public theories,” as all practice is based on some type of personal
theory (p. 76). Williams (1999) thus proposes a model (see Figure 34.2) in which
personal and public theories interact with each other and each interacts with
practice:
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Personal theories are those that inform and give rise to practice, whether they are
explicitly stated or not. Reflection on practice enables personal theories to be con-
structed. Personal theories can be made public by writing them down for publica-
tion or delivering them at conferences. Public theories can become incorporated into
personal theories by being reconstructed. Public theories can be put into practice,
but they are necessarily reconstructed in the light of their particular context and
participants. Practice can become public through communication. (p. 15)

It is, in essence, this idea of public theories becoming “incorporated into
personal theories” that drives Hedgcock’s (2002) sociocognitive approach to teacher
education. Hedgcock (2002) argues that novice teachers need to develop skills
which enable them to question, critique, and challenge the received knowledge
of the field so that they might see these works “not as definitive or authoritative
but as resources for constructing their own operational theories of classroom
practice” (p. 309). Larsen-Freeman (2004) supports this perspective, claiming that
“teachers need to cultivate a consumer mentality. We need not be dictated to by
others” (p. 69). It is this authoritative view of knowledge that has been problem-
atic in many teacher education programs:

L2 teacher education programs tend to present teachers with a quantifiable amount
of knowledge, usually in the form of general theories and methods that are char-
acterized as being applicable to any language learning or teaching context. In
addition, this knowledge tends to be oversimplified, decontextualized, compartmen-
talized into separate course offerings, and transmitted through passive instructional
strategies such as course readings, lectures, exams, and term papers. (Johnson, 1997,
p. 780)

Johnson (1997) argues that knowledge gained in this way remains disconnected
from teachers’ classroom realities:

If teachers do not examine the theoretical knowledge they master in their education
programs within the familiar context of their own learning and teaching experi-
ences, if that knowledge is not situated within the social context where it is to be
used, if the interconnectedness of that knowledge is not made obvious, and if teachers
have few opportunities to use that knowledge in situated and interpretative ways,
then theory will continue to have little relevance for practice. (p. 781)

Figure 34.2 Relationships between public and private theories
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Larsen-Freeman (2004) emphasizes this fact, as well, and points out that teacher
educators can help teachers “develop their own relationship to disciplines which
might expand or contribute to this knowledge base” (p. 71). Thus, rather than
seeing research and theory as pre-determined, teachers must come to examine
such contributions in the field as components of their education and of their
developing belief systems.

Hedgcock (2002) outlines ways in which teachers can be encouraged to exam-
ine and situate this knowledge, beginning first with an introduction of teachers
to the discourses, texts, and genres that are prevalent in the applied linguistics
field. As teachers gain the ability to read, understand, and critically evaluate
what is being researched and discussed in the field, they are encouraged to
systematically reflect – both retrospectively and prospectively – on their own
practice as it relates to these theories. This awareness “can lead to a balanced
integration of public and personal theory in the individual’s professional value
system” (Hedgcock, 2002, p. 312).

One manner in which teachers can be encouraged to participate in public
theory is by contributing to research in the field. Markee (1997) points out a
number of constraints which have traditionally hampered teachers’ involvement
in the research community: (1) research is written by researchers for researchers,
and thus it may not be readily accessible to teachers; (2) topics addressed in
research studies may not be directly applicable to language classrooms; (3) the
hierarchical relationship between researchers and teachers may lead to teachers’
voices being less heard; (4) research that teachers do may not be “rigorous”
enough for publication in the prevailing research journals; and (5) teachers may
not want to and/or have time to publish and/or conduct research (pp. 88–9).
Markee looks, however, toward action research as a possible means for bridging
these constraints.

As Richards (1998) reminds us, action research “takes its name from two pro-
cesses that are central to it: a data-gathering component (the research element)
and a focus on bringing about change (the action component)” (p. 28). It thus
seems a likely candidate for bridging the theory/practice divide. Van Lier (1994a)
defines action research

as a way of working in which certain activities occur in cycles: we plan some kind
of action (based, perhaps on some problem we have defined, or an idea based
on reading or research), we carry it out, we observe the process (preferably with a
partner), we reflect (and converse, if possible, with our collaborator), and in the light
of our reflections we revise the plan and continue with the process. (p. 8)

He emphasizes that “practice must be seen as an opportunity to do research, and
as a source of theory” (van Lier, 1994b, p. 7). Citing Feyerabend (1987, p. 284),
van Lier (1994b) reminds us that “The knowledge we need to understand and to
advance the sciences does not come from theories, it comes from participation”
(p. 7). Thus, by encouraging teachers to participate in the research community as
investigators of their own teaching practices, we can assist them not only in
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enhancing their own classroom practices, but also in expanding the domain of
language education research to include more classroom-oriented foci, thereby,
perhaps, expanding the relevance of applied linguistics research to a wider com-
munity of practitioners. As Bailey (1999) notes:

To teach well is to take a research stance to our work – to question, to hypothesize,
to be open to puzzles, to seek out data – not only to support our positions, but also to
be open to data which may say things we don’t want to hear . . . It is by carefully
examining the work of language learners and teachers that we improve the profes-
sion and create better learning environments for our students and ourselves. Thus,
it is by encouraging teachers to examine what they do, to reflect critically upon it,
and to act upon those findings, we, as teacher educators can assist teachers in
participating in a broader professional community. (p. 38)

It is with this thought in mind that this chapter comes to a close. By examining
various perspectives on language teacher education, I hope to have highlighted
that these diverse – and sometimes contentious – viewpoints share a common
focal purpose, to best prepare teachers with the knowledge and skills needed to
enhance both learners’ language learning experiences and teachers’ own oppor-
tunities for professional growth and development.

NOTE

I am grateful to Cambridge University Press for permission to reproduce Figure 34.1.
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35 Diffusion and
Implementation of
Innovations

KRIS VAN DEN BRANDEN

Introduction

Although past decades have been characterized by strong social, political, eco-
nomic, and technological evolutions, education has not radically changed its
basic organizational structure. The outside world has witnessed vast changes
accompanying the turn from an industrial to a technology-based information
society, yet in many classrooms around the world, teachers are still standing in
front of a group of students with a piece of chalk in their hand.

This observation becomes particularly fascinating in light of the multitude of
new ideas, tools, and practices that teachers have been confronted with during
recent years. Many teachers around the world today share the feeling that their
practices are constantly being challenged and questioned by experts, technicians,
policy makers, and scientists, each of whom appears to be particularly eager to
introduce their newest innovation, which is claimed to raise the efficiency of
education in terms of the learning it stimulates. Many of these innovations have
been met with interest among teachers and quick adoption in a first (enthusiastic)
phase, yet few of them have been completely institutionalized in daily classroom
practice.

Basically, second and foreign language education are no exceptions to this
rule. There is hardly a single aspect of second or foreign language education that
has not been the subject of an educational innovation during recent years. Among
the multitude of innovations that have swept over the field since the 1980s, three
broad movements have been particularly prominent:

1 Innovations aiming for the implementation of more communicative, functional
language teaching methods: A wide variety of innovative approaches and
tools, using many different names (e.g., Communicative Language Teaching,
Task-based Language Teaching, the Natural Approach) share a concern for
introducing more meaning-based communication and authentic interaction
in the classroom, in response to the one-sided emphasis on the teaching and
practicing of isolated forms in more “traditional” language classrooms. Many of
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these innovations have been accompanied by a call for greater learner initiative,
activity, and autonomy (e.g., the learner-centered curriculum, the negotiated
syllabus) and more interaction among learners (e.g., cooperative learning).

2 Innovations aiming for the introduction of modern technology in second/
foreign language education: Spurred by the extreme rate at which modern
technology has permeated society, many educational innovations (often sub-
sumed under the heading of “computer-assisted language learning”) have
attempted to support teachers in introducing multimedia (e.g., video, televi-
sion, computers, the Internet) into the classroom and to implement new forms
of education, including distance learning, that exploit the opportunities and
new conditions for learning that technology allows today.

3 Innovations emphasizing the importance of measuring learner growth and
assessing the output of language education: Very often driven by national
and supranational educational policy, many schools and educational systems
around the world have been confronted with increasingly strong demands to
demonstrate the effect of language education in terms of student output.
Language test development has proliferated and, especially with regard to
the languages that are most spoken in the world, has become big business. At
the same time, conceptual innovations in the domain of language assessment
have attempted to link assessment practices with the two above-mentioned
innovations by focusing on meaningful communication in real-life situations
(e.g., performance-based language assessment) and learner autonomy and
initiative (e.g., self-assessment, portfolio, alternative testing) and by exploring
the use of multimedia to organize more valid and reliable test administration.

Specialized tools, inservice training and preservice training programs, peda-
gogical handbooks and articles, second/foreign language research, conferences,
and Internet communication have all been mobilized in the diffusion and the
implementation of these, and other, innovations in the language classroom, with
varying effects.

This chapter aims to investigate under what conditions language teachers gain
knowledge about innovations, decide to adopt them and, ultimately, integrate
them in their daily classroom practice. As I will make clear, a multitude of vari-
ables should be considered in this respect, including features of the innovation
itself and the way it is communicated and implemented, as well as features of all
the stakeholders involved, of the teachers who are the clients of the innovation,
and of the contextual conditions under which the latter have to operate. In other
words, the answer to Markee’s (1997, p. 82) central question “Who adopts what,
where, when, why, and how?” is, to put it mildly, quite complicated.

What Is an Innovation?

According to Rogers (2003, p. 12), an innovation is “an idea, practice, or object
that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption.” Whether
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something is new should not so much be objectively proven, but rather is
determined by how teachers, headmasters, and other parties involved in the
organization of language education perceive certain ideas, practices, or objects.
Rogers’ definition also implies that the term “innovation” may apply to a wide
variety of aspects of educational activity. As the introduction already made
clear, some recent innovations have to do with broad pedagogical views and
principles concerning how second language education should be organized, while
other innovations have to do with infrastructural and contextual variables in
education, with testing and evaluation, with the design of a curriculum or
methodological options, as well as with aspects of teamwork and school lan-
guage policy.

Rogers (2003, p. 35) uses the term “diffusion” to denote the process “in which
an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the
members of a social system.” Through diffusion, teachers gain knowledge about
an innovation. In practice, communication about innovations tends to be messy
and chaotic rather than univocal and tightly organized. Innovations that are
mandated from above, for instance by educational policy makers or second
language researchers, often have to pass through many stages before eventually
being communicated to the teacher in the classroom. With each link in the
communication chain, the innovation tends to be re-interpreted and re-created by
the change agents and clients involved. Change agents (researchers, syllabus
developers, teacher trainers, pedagogical counsellors, school administrators,
teacher colleagues, etc.) will often have their own reasons to add their personal
touch to the description of the innovation. For instance, the innovation may be at
odds with their personal (or their unit’s) view on language education, the imple-
mentation of the innovation may, in their view, have too great financial or
organizational consequences, or it may cause too much uncertainty and discon-
tent among teachers. As a result, teachers who are learning about an innovation
from different sources may be confronted with widely differing versions of the
same story. One striking effect of the fact that innovations have to find their
way through the communication channels of the educational system is that key
concepts of innovations typically become loaded with a multitude of meanings
after a while, many of which will strongly deviate from the way those concepts
were originally conceived. What, after all these years, does the term “commun-
icative” in communicative language teaching stand for? And how many different
definitions of “task” (as in task-based language learning) or “computer-assisted
language learning” are currently available?

The diffusion of innovations is successful to the extent that the targeted clients
are reached and informed. Success of diffusion efforts is only partly dependent
on the strength of the communication networks that are set up. Equally import-
ant are the “clients” of the innovation themselves. Not all second language
teachers are equally ready to be informed about yet another innovation or have
equal access to the communication channels that are used. For many second
and foreign language teachers, not so much external change agents or the
available literature, but fellow teachers (in their own school) will constitute
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the primary source through which they gain knowledge about innovations (see
below).

Gaining knowledge about an innovation constitutes the crucial first step in a
process that may ultimately lead to the implementation of the innovation in the
language classroom. This “innovation-decision process,” as Rogers (2003) calls it,
is the process through which an individual (or other decision-making unit) passes
from first knowledge of an innovation to forming an attitude toward the innova-
tion (persuasion), to a decision to adopt or reject (decision), to implementation
of the new idea (implementation), and to confirmation of this decision (con-
firmation). Fullan and Park (1981, p. 10) define the actual implementation of an
innovation as “alterations from existing practice to some new or revised practice
(potentially involving materials, teaching, and beliefs) in order to achieve certain
desired student learning outcomes.” According to Fullan (2001), three phases of
implementation can be distinguished. The first is initiation, during which a change
begins (through inservice training, setting school policy, etc.) and teachers pass
through Rogers’ first phases of knowledge and persuasion. The second is the
actual implementation, when teachers begin to use the innovation in the classroom.
The third, institutionalization, occurs when the innovation becomes fully incor-
porated in everyday classroom practice. Initiation, implementation, and institu-
tionalization should not be seen as stages that automatically follow one another.
During each of these stages, the innovation may be discarded by the teacher.
During the initial phase, when teachers are first confronted with the innovation
and gain more knowledge about it, much will depend on whether they are
persuaded of its value. This first evaluation may result in preliminary decisions
to reject or adopt and implement the innovation. In a next phase, while imple-
menting teachers build up more experience with the innovation, they may decide
to disconfirm or confirm their previous decisions. The latter stage appears to be
particularly crucial: as many as 75 percent of all innovations fail in the long term
because adopters either reject them during the implementation stage, or modify
their opinions about their utility or validity before the innovation becomes insti-
tutionalized (Markee, 1997; Adams & Chen, 1981).

The time aspect of innovation-decision processes can also be formulated in
terms of who is adopting at what stage in the innovative process. Rogers (2003)
distinguishes five categories of adopters according to the time it takes for the
innovation to be adopted in the classroom. Very often, the adoption of an
innovation takes a slow start as a small minority, the innovators, explore the
advantages of implementation and try it out in the classroom. Many innovations
never pass beyond this stage (Markee, 1997). In successful cases, however, this
cautious start is followed by a burst of activity and enthusiasm, during which
three categories of adopters (early adopters, early majority adopters, later majority
adopters) jump on the bandwagon. In a final phase, the adoption rate levels off as
the laggards decide to implement the innovation. The rate of adoption that these
five categories of adopters display is typically represented in an S-shaped curve.
The leveling phase of the S usually indicates that the innovation has been institu-
tionalized within the educational system.
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The Central Role of Teachers’ Concerns

Ultimately, it is the second/foreign language teacher who decides what innova-
tions will find their way into the second/foreign language classroom. Innovative
practices can be facilitated, communicated and supported from above, but they
cannot be mandated by force, as some policy makers, researchers, or principals
would like to believe. Mandated innovations may sometimes be successful in the
short term, but as long as teachers have not fully endorsed the innovation at both
a conceptual and practical level, the implementation will often be restricted to
superficial change, doomed to die out in the long term. Language teachers, then,
have to build up a sense of ownership with regard to the innovation (Bailey,
1992); they have to be able to assign personal meaning to the innovation and
build confidence that their daily classroom practice will become better for them-
selves and for their students as a result of adopting it. In this respect, innovation
fundamentally differs from mere change, in that it is goal-directed and deliber-
ately aims for improvement; in the eyes of teachers, innovation will only be
worthwhile if it yields better learning results for their students, and more
comfortable, efficient or pleasant classroom practice for themselves.

As for the latter, most language teachers’ principal aim is to create powerful
language-learning environments for all their students. With this aim in mind,
language teachers try to take appropriate actions in the classroom. In a review
article on teacher cognition in language teaching, Borg (2003, p. 81) describes
teachers as “active, thinking decision-makers who make instructional choices by
drawing on complex, practically-oriented, personalized, and context-sensitive
networks of knowledge, thoughts and beliefs.” What language teachers do in the
classroom is inspired by what they know, believe, and think about the different
aspects of their profession. These include ideas about education in general, and
language education in particular, ideas about their students, about the school
context in which they have to operate, and about the broader socio-cultural and
political context in which their educational practice is embedded. The relation-
ship between teacher cognitions and teacher actions is not unidirectional, but
interactive. Teacher cognitions not only feed and inspire actions in the classroom,
but actions taken in the classroom also feed perceptions: each will influence the
other as the teacher works from day to day (Van den Branden, 2006).

Research into the exact relationship between teacher cognitions and teacher
actions aims to yield deeper insights into what “drives” teachers to act in a par-
ticular way in the classroom. Obviously, this kind of research is highly relevant
for the diffusion and implementation of innovations. Innovations that fail
to tune into what drives teacher actions will probably stand a smaller chance of
success than programs that take into account the many variables that have an
impact on the decisions that teachers make and the resulting actions they take.
In this respect, a number of features of innovations have been identified as pro-
moting or inhibiting their acceptance and implementation by (language) teachers
(Borg, 2006; R. Ellis, 2003; Markee, 1997; Rogers, 2003):
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1 The relative advantages of adopting the innovation: for language teachers,
advantages may be of diverse kinds, including gains in terms of workload or
time management, gains in terms of educational effectiveness, and personal
gain and prestige. As mentioned above, teachers should, ideally, perceive
innovations as advantageous for their students and for themselves.

2 The extent to which the innovation is compatible with the teachers’ previous
practice and contextual conditions: Innovations should not be too different
from teachers’ current beliefs and practices, nor deviate too strongly from the
local/regional educational philosophy and broader socio-cultural context.
In other words, innovations should be new, but not too new. Teachers, in
general, prefer smooth transitions over sudden landslides.

3 The complexity of the innovation: Innovations that are easy to understand are
more likely to be adopted. Teachers should be able to get a conceptual and
practical grip on the new ideas or tools easily.

4 Its trialability: This refers to the extent to which the teacher is allowed time
and space to try out the innovation and give personal meaning to it. Markee
(1997) adds to this that innovations that can be cut into smaller parts, each of
which can be tried out separately, often will score better than innovations that
have to be accepted and implemented all at once.

5 Its observability: Implementation may be enhanced if teachers are able to
observe colleagues while trying out the innovation. For many teachers, this
will provide a safe entry into the implementation stage, as it provides them
with valuable information on what will happen in the classroom, and how
students will react if the innovation is put to practice. In addition, an innova-
tion will also be accepted more easily by teachers if its effects at the level of
student learning are observable.

6 Its feasibility: The implementation of innovations should be perceived by
teachers as practically doable and compatible with practical constraints, such
as timetables, class sizes, and available teaching aids.

7 Its concreteness: Teachers have to be able to translate the theory or philosophy
behind the innovation into concrete actions in the classroom. Teachers need to
have a clear picture of what they, and their students, are supposed to do, and
what the practical consequences of these actions will be.

8 Its problem-orientedness: Innovations that provide an answer or potential solu-
tion to problems and needs that teachers experience themselves stand a better
chance of being adopted than innovations that do not.

All these features together strongly suggest that innovations in the field of
second and foreign language education are more likely to fail, or not reach the
stage of institutionalization, if they fail to pay sufficient attention to the practi-
tioners’ context. For instance, the many attempts at introducing communicative
and task-based approaches in the Asia Pacific region (among other countries,
in Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan, China, Vietnam, and Indonesia) during the
past decades have proven problematic for exactly this reason (e.g., Carless, 2003;
G. Ellis, 1996; Li, 1998; Zhang, 2007). Research into these Asian innovation projects
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reveals that in many cases insufficient attention was paid to setting up strong
communication and support networks, to providing teachers with sufficient teach-
ing aids in order to make the implementation concrete, and to creating favorable
conditions in terms of class size and professional development for making the
innovation feasible. Moreover, in many cases, tensions arising between deeply
entrenched social traditions and firmly established teacher–student relations
in the classroom, on the one hand, and the interactive patterns promoted and
pushed by change agents, on the other, were not always acknowledged, let
alone discussed and worked through with the teachers. As Li (1998, p. 677) puts
it in the title of her research article, commenting on the implementation of the
communicative language approach in South Korea: “It’s always more difficult
than you plan and imagine.”

Supporting Teachers throughout the
Implementation Process

From the above, it can be inferred that in order for an innovation to be integrated
in classroom practice, it is not enough to inform teachers about the innovation
and then leave them to their own devices. This, in fact, is an almost sure road to
perdition. Evidently, building and sustaining strong and dense communication
networks that help teachers to build up a concrete, correct, and coherent picture
of what the innovation is about is essential, but it is not sufficient. Teachers
should not only be informed about what the innovation stands for, they should
be supported throughout all the following phases of the innovation-decision
process, especially when they introduce the innovation into the classroom. Change
in language teachers’ beliefs and practices, then, should be seen as a process
rather than an event; it entails an unfolding of experience and a gradual develop-
ment of skill and sophistication in using the innovation (Dooley, 1999). As a
result, it calls for sustained effort and support.

One crucial aspect of this support structure has to do with teaching aids and
tools. Many innovations have proven problematic because teachers were not
provided with tools that can be readily used in the classroom. For instance,
language teachers are often told by teacher trainers, second language researchers,
or educational experts that it is wise to focus on form in their classrooms, to
confront their students with cooperative learning or information-gap tasks, or to
assess their learners’ growth by using performance-based tests, but then face the
challenge of translating this wisdom into daily classroom practice. Workshops in
which teachers themselves develop activities and tools that make the innovation
concrete have been claimed to enhance teachers’ understanding of the innovation
and create a sense of ownership, yet, on the other hand, language teachers often
lack the time and space to develop tools that are consistent with the basic philo-
sophy behind the innovation. In addition, having to develop new tools them-
selves may add to teachers’ perceptions of the innovation as creating a greater
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workload and a sense of being mandated from above to do things the teachers
themselves did not ask for. Moreover, for some innovations, such as the develop-
ment of multimedia tools or valid and reliable language assessment measures,
specific expertise may be needed. For all these reasons, Ellis (2003) suggests that
teachers should not devote their precious time to developing materials, but
instead should focus on the essence of their job: setting up the kind of interaction
in the classroom with their learners that stimulates language acquisition. Rather
than developing tasks or tests, they should use them.

The impact of providing teachers with suitable teaching aids may be consider-
able, but should not be overestimated, either. Even if the new teaching aids
are used by adopting teachers in the classroom, this does not automatically
mean that these teachers’ classroom practices change drastically, or move in the
direction intended by the change agents. Very often, teachers adapt the teaching
aids to their own common practice instead of changing their own behavior:

Adoption and diffusion efforts do not automatically ensure the best interest of
the (educational) system. Installation efforts are often little more than attempts to
promote painless infusion, to install without really changing, and to accommodate
but not to improve. (Hannafin, Dalton, & Hooper, 1987, p. 7)

The greatest single educational system barrier for an innovation may, then, be
the system itself (Dooley, 1999). Teachers teach in the way they themselves were
taught, and show strong resistance toward radically modifying the teaching
behavior that they are so familiar with. For teachers, sticking to what is well
known is a powerful strategy to reduce uncertainty and vulnerability. No matter
what researchers, teacher trainers, educationalists, or innovation stakeholders
may claim, there is no perfect match between teaching and learning. Education
offers no guarantees. In order to cope with this unsettling truth, teachers must
create for themselves a feeling of being able to control, and direct, learning, at
least to a certain extent. Innovations, then, can be seen as a variable adding to, or
creating new, uncertainty, rather than taking some of it away.

Region-wide studies of the implementation of task-based language syllabi
in Flanders (Van den Branden, 2006) vividly illustrate this phenomenon. Many
teachers in these studies were observed to be modifying the task-based activities
they were offered to better suit their prevailing classroom practices on a large
scale. Teachers, for instance, who attached great importance to tightly controlling
what was going on in the classroom, often felt uncomfortable with the high
degree of learner autonomy and learner initative that the task-based syllabus
aimed for. In response, these teachers did not strictly follow the syllabus guide-
lines, but instead, changed the activities so as to allow them the degree of control
they were used to having. For instance, some teachers were found to turn group
work into lockstep-type activities, to read texts aloud to their students that the
latter were supposed to read for comprehension in silence, and to monitor class
discussions themselves while the syllabus suggested that one of the students
would act as chair.
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Similar conflicts between the degree of control the teacher perceives to be
necessary or desirable and the degree of control that the innovation ascribes to
the learners have also been at the heart of the implementation of new technologies
in language education. The educational literature describing the great potential
of computer-assisted language learning in terms of enhancing language devel-
opment (e.g., Beatty, 2003; Chapelle, 1998) strongly emphasizes that working
with ICT in the classroom elicits high degrees of learner motivation and involve-
ment because it allows learners to design their own learning paths by deciding
for themselves which activities from the syllabus they will perform in which
particular order. As much as this complies with the basic insight that language
learning is a highly individual process that learners construct for themselves, for
teachers, this calls up nightmares of unmanageable classrooms and teacher-free
education.

The need to maintain control over what happens in the classroom is only
one example of the clashes that may arise between the innovations dominat-
ing the current domain of second/foreign language education and teachers’
firm beliefs and deeply entrenched classroom traditions. It is a concern typically
arising in the first phases of implementation when according to Concerns
Theory (Hall & Hord, 1987), teachers will have many self concerns, having to do
with how the innovation will affect them personally. When these concerns are
taken into account and catered for, and teachers keep investing energy and
time in implementing the innovation, teachers’ concerns will gradually become
more preoccupied with the area of management (task concerns). As the teacher
becomes more familiar, experienced, and skilled, concerns will shift to such
matters as the effect of the new practices on learners’ growth. Many teachers
will need practical and moral support to persist with experimenting. Commun-
ication and interaction are keys to guiding and supporting teachers through
these different implementation stages, and diminishing teachers’ resistance and
uncertainty.

Communication and interaction with colleagues
and principals
However much expertise second language researchers, syllabus developers, and
inservice trainers may show while advocating an innovation, for many teachers,
these change agents will be, and will always remain, outsiders. In fact, this is
probably one of the main reasons why innovations that are mandated from above
often fail: they do not speak the language of the teacher. Fellow teachers on the
other hand, especially those who operate in the same school or in a similar
educational context, will often share the same doubts and worries, and experi-
ence on a day-to-day basis what it means to be teaching a second/foreign
language to a particular group of students. Innovations that are taken up by
school teams rather than by individual enthusiasts, and that create ample space
for staff development and shared teacher experience, will therefore stand a better
chance of success.
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Language teachers may support their colleagues in many different ways while
implementing an innovation. When gaining knowledge about the innovation,
they may discuss it from a theoretical point of view, exchange views on how it
will affect their practices, and assess what particular advantages it may yield.
When implementing the innovation, teachers may prepare lessons together,
anticipating possible problems or obstacles, while afterwards, teachers may share
their experiences, discuss the problems that actually arose, and look for ways of
coping with them in the future. Besides discussing the innovation, teachers may
also share actual classroom practice, for instance by observing one another, or by
team-teaching certain lessons.

Principals can play a crucial role in encouraging teachers to try out the new
ideas and to persist while doing so, in creating an atmosphere that allows for
experimentation, in creating favorable conditions in terms of staff development
and inservice training, and in monitoring the innovation process at team level.
Principals should create time for the teachers to go through the change process:
this should include planning time, time to experiment in the classroom, and time
to reflect on classroom experiences, preferably during normal working hours.
They should take care that teachers not only go through the motions, introducing
some new techniques or new tools in the classroom, but also assign personal
meaning to the educational philosophy behind the innovation (Fullan, 2001).
Ultimately, principals should work toward visions and practices that are shared
by the whole school team. This calls for a climate in which informal and formal
meetings are encouraged, links between the innovation and the overall school
language policy are discussed together, and all team members become com-
mitted to working out solutions to the problems and challenges the school faces.

Interaction with inservice trainers and coaches
In many cases, external coaches can make the implementation of an innovation a
more worthwhile experience for teachers. Even though they may be perceived as
outsiders, external coaches can still perform tasks for which specific expertise is
needed (such as developing syllabi or tests), provide teachers with more insight
into the innovation’s basic philosophy, exchange information about how other
schools are coping with typical implementation problems, and coach teachers in
building up professional skills and expertise. In line with the above, however, the
support offered to teachers should strive to be as practice-based as possible
and take into account the different kinds of worries (practical, theoretical, socio-
emotional) that teachers are bound to have during the implementation process.

For inservice trainers and coaches, then, it is important to follow the lead and
the pace of the teacher. In other words, the specific route that the implementation
process follows should be dictated far more by teachers’ personal interpretations
of the innovation, and the questions and problems they are confronted with
while trying it out, than by a fixed scenario, describing the ideal way of imple-
menting the innovation (step by step) into an abstract classroom. In the above-
mentioned research into the implementation of task-based language teaching
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in Flanders (Van den Branden, 2006), teachers’ adoption process appeared to be
positively influenced by the extent to which they were able to discuss concrete
classroom activities with an external coach. The questions raised during these
coaching sessions ranged from very fundamental questions about the basic
rationale behind task-based language teaching to very concrete, almost trivial,
questions on practical issues (such as the time that certain phases of a task-based
lesson should take, or how to rearrange the classroom, or clever ways to distrib-
ute pictures quickly). These practical issues and contextual constraints occupied
teachers’ minds very strongly, to such an extent that, if they were not solved,
some teachers refrained from implementing the new task-based syllabus alto-
gether, because they found it “too much trouble.” Coaching sessions that started
from concrete classroom actions were appreciated so much by teachers because
they stood close to their own classroom practice: high-sounding principles such
as stimulating students’ initiative, differentiating between students, working with
challenging and motivating tasks, and negotiating meaning, could be translated
to a very concrete, almost tactile, level and become “real.” In addition, specific
problems that the individual teacher faced and that differed to a great extent
from the questions and worries that other teachers had, were not ignored. All
this gave the teachers a feeling of being taken seriously, and provided them with
a sense of ownership as the innovation was handed over to them. Coaches proved
to be an immense support to teachers when looking for alternatives for things
that turned out to be problematic in their personal practice. Furthermore, in feed-
back sessions following classroom observations conducted by the coach, teachers
were inspired to make explicit why they had taken particular decisions in the
classroom, in this way making their own pedagogical views explicit, not only
to the coach, but to themselves. This often paved the way for them to gain
much better insight into their own drives and beliefs and opened up options for
considering alternatives. In a number of cases, these classroom observation and
feedback sessions appeared to have direct effects on teacher actions. Further-
more, many of the teachers who were involved in these sessions expressed their
strong appreciation for this type of coaching.

Innovation and Language Assessment

Innovations are not goals in their own right. Whether they are mandated from
above or develop “bottom-up” from language teachers’ efforts to cope with
the problems they face, their main goal is to enhance learner development.
Ultimately, the power of innovations should be measured by whether learners
are making more progress than before the innovation was implemented.

Individual teachers and school teams, then, should have a clear view of the
language-learning goals they aim to reach with their students. In addition, before
embarking on the implementation process of a particular innovation, school team
members should make clear, and agree upon, what language learning goals will
be pursued, and what progress should be made by the learners as a result of the
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innovation. School team members should be able to make explicit for themselves
in what ways the innovation is believed to enhance language learning more than
current school practice, and what particular actions need to be taken by the
different school team members in order to make the innovation work. As men-
tioned above, innovations in the field of second/foreign language learning should
be part of an overall (school) language policy. Quite often, innovations slowly
but surely die out because goals and objectives were not made clear from the
very beginning, and as a result, a solid basis for evaluating the impact of the
innovation on a permanent basis is totally lacking.

In order to be able to assess effects at the level of students’ language learning,
the school should have reliable and valid assessment tools at its disposal. Innova-
tions may focus on any aspect of second/foreign language learning, yet, almost
inevitably, they will always include an aspect of language assessment. In fact,
many of the innovations discussed in this chapter so far have proven problematic
because certain aspects of the innovation conflicted with teachers’ assessment
practices. For instance, efforts taken to introduce communicative language teach-
ing practices are often undone because they do not match established assessment
practices or official exam procedures. Group work and cooperative learning often
confront teachers with the challenge of developing or finding new assessment
methods, and leave teachers wondering exactly what was learnt in the student
groups. Many multimedia tools for language learning available on the market do
not include tests.

On the whole, the domain of language assessment itself has undergone vast
changes during recent years, and has witnessed its own share of innovations, yet,
in many countries, its pace has been somewhat slower than innovations with
regard to pedagogical aspects of language education. While innovative peda-
gogical approaches stress the importance of using language for real-world pur-
poses, and an increasing number of teachers are moving in this direction at their
own steady pace, many tests and exams administered at nationwide, regional, or
school level still focus strongly on morpho-grammatical accuracy. As a result,
many language teachers feel caught between opposing forces. With all the moral
support they receive from parents, policy makers and the inspectorate, and the
power they exert upon learners’ school careers, testing and assessment practices
have a very strong impact on what teachers do and think, so much so that the tail
will very often wag the dog:

a communicative approach to language teaching is more likely to be adopted when
the test at the end of a course is itself communicative. A test can be a very powerful
instrument for effecting change in the language curriculum . . . (Weir, 1990, p. 27)

Therefore, teachers and school teams, as much as external change agents
and innovation stakeholders, should carefully consider the links between the
innovation and language assessment practices, and try to synchronize teaching
innovation programs as much as possible with attempts to innovate assessment
practices.
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Conclusions

Innovations in the field of second and foreign language education do not differ
from innovations in many other educational domains, in that they require
sustained effort and sustained support of teachers as they move through the
different phases of the innovation-decision process. Since the teacher ultimately
decides what will happen to innovations in the field of second and foreign lan-
guage education, it is imperative that teachers’ concerns and beliefs, as well as
the characteristics and constraints of the local conditions in which they operate,
are taken into account; otherwise, innovations are bound to cause only super-
ficial change.
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36 Current Trends in
Classroom Research

ROSAMOND F. MITCHELL

Introduction

This chapter deals with the current main trends in research into L2 classroom
processes, i.e., interactions involving teachers and students with language learn-
ing as at least one intended outcome. L2 classrooms have been a meaningful site
for applied linguistic research since at least the 1960s, but with gathering
momentum in the 1970s and 1980s (Allwright & Bailey, 1991; Chaudron, 1988;
Long, 1980a; Mitchell, 1985). The chapter begins with a brief historical overview
of the origins of classroom research, and its principal concerns and methods
up to the 1980s. Following sections deal with the most popular themes and
theoretical frameworks that have driven classroom research since 1990 or so, and
with the research methods used to explore those themes. The second, third,
and fourth sections deal with the emergence of a greater concern from the 1980s
onwards with different forms of language learning theory as drivers for class-
room research: first of all, with interactionist SLA theory (Long, 1996), and
more recently, also, with sociocultural theory of second language development
(Lantolf, 2006; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). The fifth section deals with the rise of
qualitative research into the social relations obtaining within the L2 classroom,
between teacher and students, and among the students themselves, which is a
strong feature of classroom research in the 1990s and 2000s. This section reviews
classic ethnographies and studies of the classroom as a community of practice,
as well as more self-consciously “critical” and poststructuralist analyses. The
sixth section deals with recent trends in practitioner research (developments in
L2 classroom action research, exploratory practice). Finally, a concluding section
evaluates the present strengths and weaknesses of classroom process research, its
relations with other types of research relevant to L2 pedagogy, and likely future
research directions.

The Handbook of Language Teaching   Edited by Michael H. Long and Catherine J. Doughty  
© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd. ISBN: 978-1-405-15489-5
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Historical Background

Current traditions of research into L2 classrooms can be traced back to diverse
roots in the second half of the twentieth century (see, e.g., ch. 1 of Allwright &
Bailey, 1991). Following World War II, a behaviorist trend in teacher education
was concerned to identify the classroom behaviors of effective teachers, so that
novice teachers could be trained to copy and master these behaviors. This led to
a strong focus among educational researchers on classroom interaction and the
development of systematic classroom observation techniques, to be used both for
the study and analysis of expert pedagogy, and also for the analysis of learner
teachers’ actions during training activities such as microteaching (see the survey
in Dunkin & Biddle, 1974). The Flanders Interaction Analysis coding scheme
(FIAC), with its concern to train novices to utilize more “democratic” classroom
behaviors (“open” teacher questioning, student initiations, etc.), was the best
known of many systematic observation schemes developed in the 1960s and
1970s (Flanders, 1970).

Following in this tradition, second language teacher educators were quick to
propose their own systematic observation schemes which supposedly captured
the behaviors of effective teachers in the special conditions of the L2 classroom,
where language is an object of study and of practice, not only a means of com-
munication. Some of the best known were the skills-focused scheme proposed by
Jarvis (1968) and the FIAC-derived FLint scheme proposed by Moskowitz (1976).
(See the fuller discussion in ch. 2 of Chaudron, 1988.)

A second boost to research on L2 classroom processes came from technological
and associated methodological developments in L2 education in the 1960s and
1970s: it was of concern to discover whether the new audiolingual methods and
associated language laboratories were actually more effective than traditional
textbook-based instruction. Major classroom experiments designed to answer such
questions, e.g., the Pennsylvania Project (Smith, 1970), produced inconclusive
results; subsequent commentators suggested as one possible reason the “mer-
ging” in actual classroom practice of supposedly distinct teaching methods,
and the failure of the project’s observational methods to detect this (Clark, 1969).
The basic lesson was drawn that future attempts to relate “inputs” to the L2
classroom, such as method choices, to “outputs” in the form of language learning
gains, must record and analyze the intermediate processes and experiences,
which could not be taken for granted. The classroom “black box” (Long, 1980b)
must be opened and its workings documented. As successive methodological
and technological innovations have followed (e.g., communicative language
teaching, immersion education, content-based language learning, task-based
learning, and computer-assisted language learning), efforts have been made to
document classroom process more systematically in studies seeking to explore
the relative effectiveness of these successive movements. (For studies of com-
municative language teaching, see, e.g., Frohlich, Spada, & Allen, 1985; Spada &
Frohlich, 1995.)
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A third, methodological impetus for language classroom research came from
theoretical developments that conceived conversational interaction as the per-
formance of speech acts carrying illocutionary force (Austen, 1962; Searle, 1969).
In foreign language education, these ideas had their most immediate impact on
syllabus design, with the emergence of so-called “functional” syllabi (Wilkins,
1976). However they were soon applied to the analysis of interaction in content
classrooms (Bellack, Kliebard et al., 1966; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975). The work
of Sinclair and Coulthard, in particular, attracted the attention of L2 classroom
researchers, with its new sets of labels and concepts for discussing classroom
speech acts and sequences, such as the well-known “initiation-response-feedback”
(IRF) exchange. Classroom “discourse analysis” was born.

By 1980, there was sufficient activity for Long to publish a general overview of
classroom research (incidentally popularizing the metaphor of the classroom as a
“black box”). The survey identified two main methodological trends. The first
was “interaction analysis,” where Long reviewed 22 different schemes for coding
L2 classroom interaction. He pointed out a number of problems with this
approach: the tendency for instruments to imitate those devised for content
classrooms, ignoring L2-specific concerns and lacking theoretical foundations in
language learning theory; the lack of empirical validation of the proposed sets of
categories; a bias toward observation of the teacher rather than the students;
and the problems of applying instruments designed for analysis of whole class
instruction to small group activities. The second was anthropological inquiry into
the social relations of the L2 classroom, described by Long (1980b) as still in its
infancy. Long argued nonetheless for a research cycle in which qualitative/
ethnographic research techniques could be used to generate hypotheses about
classroom learning, to be tested more formally and empirically validated (or not)
through quantitative/psychometric techniques.

In 1988, Chaudron published another major overview of classroom research,
this time of book length. In a methodological chapter (ch. 2), he illustrated and
evaluated four research “traditions”: “psychometric, interaction analysis, discourse
analysis and ethnographic” (p. 13). As in Long’s earlier survey paper, systematic
observation instruments are discussed at length, and interaction analysis is
presented as the most developed tradition, although its shortcomings are again
rehearsed, and somewhat more examples are identified of discourse analysis and
ethnographic research.

It is instructive to compare the 1980s pictures described by Long and Chaudron
(and other contemporary reviewers such as Mitchell (1985)) with the position
today. Systematic observation schemes supporting classic behavioral “interaction
analysis” are less popular. Classroom researchers are much more conscious of a
need to refer to SLA theory in some form, to support their a priori claims and
hypotheses about the possible significance of different types of classroom event.
This is true of classroom experiments or quasi-experiments, e.g., on the effective-
ness of “focus on form,” “enhanced input,” “processing instruction,” or different
types of corrective feedback (“recasts,” etc.). It is also true of more interpretive,
non-experimental studies, which apply different types of discourse analysis
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techniques to study, e.g., peer metalinguistic talk or L2 scaffolding. Such inter-
pretive studies have also increasingly been enhanced (“triangulated”) by intro-
spective techniques, like stimulated recall or think-aloud, or the study of learner
private speech. The other major changes from the 1980s scene are the very strong
emergence of anthropological/ethnographic research into social and cultural
dimensions of the L2 classroom (below, “Researching Classrooms as Social Com-
munities”), increased attention to the relations between researchers and class-
room practitioners, and the possibility of the direct engagement by practitioners
themselves in research (see below, “Practitioner Research”).

Interactionist Classroom Research

Common sense tells us that in order to learn a particular language, it is necessary
to be exposed to it and to use it. The L2 classroom is an environment created
expressly to promote effective language learning, and consequently, the quality
and nature of L2 experience available to classroom learners has been a central
issue since classroom processes were first problematized. The 1960s and 1970s
“interaction analysis” phase of L2 classroom research was driven by notions
of effectiveness deriving from general learning theories. However, with the
emergence of more specific theories of second language acquisition in the 1970s
and 1980s, classroom researchers were quick to espouse them as frameworks that
could generate more specific claims about the kinds of classroom L2 experience
that should promote effective L2 learning.

A series of psycholinguistic claims about the role of environmental language in
L2 learning that have proved of continuing interest to L2 classroom researchers
are the input hypothesis, the interaction hypothesis, and the output hypothesis. (For a
detailed recent treatment, see, e.g., Gass, 2003). In this section we introduce these
hypotheses briefly and explore the strands of classroom research that have been
inspired by them.

The input hypothesis proposed by Stephen Krashen from the late 1970s (see, e.g.,
Krashen, 1985) claims that for language acquisition to take place, all that is
required is that the learner should be provided with, and pay attention to, L2
input that is comprehensible yet a little beyond his/her developmental stage.
A psycholinguistic “Language Acquisition Device” (LAD) is posited that will
process and assimilate new linguistic forms contained in “comprehensible input,”
without conscious explicit analysis on the learner’s part. Krashen suggested that
immersion programs, for example, where classroom learners are taught content
subjects through a target L2, should prove an excellent environment for L2
acquisition, as a by-product of extensive and appropriately graded exposure to
comprehensible input. However, his LAD remained essentially a “black box,”
without any sustained attempt to model the processes by which new environ-
mental language might be processed, interpreted, and turned from input into
“intake,” i.e., integrated into the learner’s growing L2 system.

The output hypothesis was proposed by Swain (1985, 1995, 2005) as an explicit
alternative to the input hypothesis. Experience with French L2 immersion
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learners in Canada shows that while they typically develop near-native-speaker
competence in receptive skills (listening and reading), they do not typically achieve
native-speaker levels in productive skills (speaking and writing). Swain argues
that reliance on L2 comprehensible input allows students to bypass syntactic
processing and to rely on semantic processing to make sense of L2 material. Only
the requirement that students produce the L2 for communicative purposes
will force them to make hypotheses about the syntactic structure of the target
language, and test these in interaction. For example:

Learner: last weekend, a man painting, painting “beware of the dog”
Teacher: sorry?
Learner: a man painted, painted, painted on the wall “beware of the dog”

(Nobuyoshi & Ellis, 1993)

The interaction hypothesis was first proposed by Long in the early 1980s (e.g.,
Long, 1980a, 1981, 1983b), and then in a revised version in Long (1996). Long’s
original argument was a straightforward development of Krashen’s input
hypothesis. His basic claim was that for learners to receive optimal input, which
was both comprehensible but also a little beyond their current level in terms of
grammatical structure, they needed to be able to control the input through a
process of negotiation, i.e., through conversational interaction that included
opportunities for repair and clarification of meaning. The 1996 revised version of
the hypothesis reads:

It is proposed that environmental contributions to acquisition are mediated by
selective attention and the learner’s developing L2 processing capacity, and that
these resources are brought together most usefully, though not exclusively, during
negotiation for meaning. Negative feedback obtained during negotiation work or else-
where may be facilitative of L2 development, at least for vocabulary, morphology
and language-specific syntax, and essential for learning certain specifiable L1–L2
contrasts. (Long, 1996, p. 414)

This definition includes a number of claims about the psycholinguistic processes
that may be taking place inside the LAD during interaction and negotiation for
meaning, in particular the role being played by learner attention to form (or
“noticing”), and the potential significance of negative feedback for (1) informing
learners that a certain usage is not possible, and (2) offering them an alternative
usage at a time when they are likely to be attending and in a position to make use
of the information. For example:

Teacher: What did you do in the garden?
NNS student (child): Mm, cut the tree
Teacher: You cut the trees. Were they big trees or were they

little bushes?
NNS student (child): Big trees

(Oliver, 2000)
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Together, these three hypotheses (input, output, and interaction) have given a
theoretical impulse to large numbers of classroom-related research studies with
an SLA orientation. The studies take three basic forms: (1) descriptive studies,
which seek to analyze regular classroom talk between teachers and students, or
among students, in terms of the opportunities afforded for meaning negotiation,
corrective feedback provided, and apparent learning outcomes in the form of
“uptake”; (2) more focused “laboratory” studies, which require learners to under-
take specially devised activities, such as “information gap”-type tasks with native
speakers and/or with each other (Iwashita, 2003; Mackey, Oliver, & Leeman, 2003;
Philp, 2003; Pica, Kang, & Sauro, 2006); and (3) experimental studies, which
seek to test the various hypotheses in a controlled way by providing classroom
learners with different forms of L2 input, interactive experience, and/or output
(e.g., Ellis, Loewen, & Erlam, 2006; Leeman, 2003; Mackey, 1999; Mackey & Philp,
1998; Morgan-Short & Wood Bowden, 2006). Increasing numbers of studies show
specific L2 learning gains as a result of negotiation of form and/or meaning, the
provision of recasts and other forms of corrective feedback, and various kinds of
salient L2 input; however, the picture is complex and variable, depending on the
type of learners involved, the nature of the language forms being learned, etc.
Recent reviews of aspects of this work can be found in Braidi (2002), Gass, Mackey,
and Ross-Feldman (2005), Long (2007), Mackey & Goo (2007), and Nicholas,
Lightbown, and Spada (2001). A recent issue of Studies in Second Language Acqui-
sition (2006, 28, 2) edited by Gass and Mackey, provides an update on related
methodological approaches.

In the remainder of this section we draw attention to examples of work of type
(1), which has explored the regular interaction of the L2 classroom, and assess its
contribution to the development of interactionist theory in its various forms.

Negotiation of meaning
The best-known early empirical work on L2 interaction which claimed that nego-
tiation of meaning was significant for comprehension and, therefore, for learning
was of type (2) above, i.e., conducted using specially set-up dyadic tasks (see,
e.g., Long, 1980a, 1981, 1983b). Some classroom researchers carrying out type (1)
research on classroom talk have questioned whether negotiation of meaning
occurs frequently enough in task-based adult ESL classroom interaction to be
significant for classroom learning (Foster, 1998). Researchers working in a Cana-
dian French immersion context have claimed that classroom learner–teacher
interaction is characterized by “negotiation of form” rather than negotiation of
meaning (Lyster, 1998; Lyster & Ranta, 1997). However, a recent study by Gass
et al. (2005) that compares the frequency of L2 meaning negotiation in task-based
classroom and laboratory activity reports very similar frequencies, at least when
information-gap and problem-solving activities are carried out.

Oliver has developed a particular interest in classroom interaction involving
younger children. For example, in the study reported as Oliver (2000), she video-
recorded teachers working in two different sets of ESL classrooms, with adults
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and with children, and transcribed and coded extracts from the recorded
classroom talk. She shows that the adult learners were more likely to initiate
non-targetlike utterances, probably because their teachers controlled their contri-
butions less than those of children. Similarly the adult learners were significantly
more likely than the children to experience regular negotiation of meaning
during interaction with their teacher (in addition to more feedback of other kinds,
i.e., recasts, or corrective feedback). Although the amount of negotiation was
different, both children and adults were observed to make use of whatever new
language forms were highlighted for them, at similar rates. As Oliver points out,
the long-term consequences of these differing experiences for L2 classroom learn-
ing are still poorly understood.

Corrective feedback, recasts, and negative evidence
Corrective feedback is one of the most long-standing foci of research into teacher–
student interaction, with mixed results (see, e.g., Chaudron, 1988; Mitchell, 1985).
However, more recent versions of the interaction hypothesis have given increased
theoretical importance to the provision of negative evidence about L2 structure
for classroom learners, as noted above (Long, 1996). There is now a large body of
research on the provision of implicit negative feedback, in particular, in the form
of recasts (where the teacher repairs a faulty utterance produced by the learner).
Recasts are viewed as a means of providing an element of “focus on form” in
primarily communicative/content-oriented L2 classrooms (Doughty & Varela,
1998). There is ongoing definitional debate over whether such utterances consti-
tute negative or positive evidence about the nature of the L2 target system
(Leeman, 2003); there is also debate over the extent to which classroom learners
actually “notice” them, an issue now being explored through use of such
research techniques as stimulated recall (Carpenter et al., 2006; Mackey & Gass,
2005; Mackey, Gass et al., 2000). Finally, there is debate over whether learners
learn from them. The most usual evidence offered is more or less immediate
“uptake” of forms in learner speech (Long, 2007; Mackey & Goo, 2007; Nicholas
et al., 2001).

While the extent of negotiation for meaning provided in L2 classrooms has
been queried (Foster, 1998), many studies show that recasts are an extremely
common teacher reaction to faulty learner utterances in classrooms of many
different types. Doughty (1993) showed that her case study teacher of French L2
responded very consistently to correct student utterances with exact repetition,
but to incorrect ones with recasts. In the French immersion study of Lyster and
Ranta (1997), teachers responded to 55 percent of learners’ errors with recasts,
and Sheen (2004) found even higher proportions in a comparative study of New
Zealand and Korean L2 classrooms. Lyster (1998) found that grammatical and
phonological errors were typically responded to with recasts, whereas lexical
errors were met with negotiation. Oliver (2000) found that around half of the
errors produced by both adult and child learners were met with recasts in Aus-
tralian ESL settings. “Uptake” of recasts, defined as learner self-repair and more
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or less immediate use of the correct L2 form, followed only about 30 percent of
teacher recasts in the classrooms studied by Lyster and Ranta (1997) and by
Lyster (1998). However, there are experimental teaching studies (Doughty &
Varela, 1998; Mackey & Philp, 1998) that show that interaction, including system-
atic recasting of errors relating to a target L2 feature, can produce enhanced
learning, by comparison with interaction patterns which exclude recasting.
Doughty and Varela showed learning gains for French past tense forms in this
way, while Mackey and Philp showed gains for English question forms.

Input and output
A number of descriptive studies have pursued the claim of the output hypothesis
that learners’ active production of L2 utterances is required for restructuring of
L2 grammar systems. We have seen that the studies by Lyster and Ranta (1997)
and Lyster (1998) noted that recasts were the commonest form of teacher response
by French immersion teachers to L2 errors, yet only a minority of these were
followed by learner utterances, including uptake of the new/corrected forms.
(See Long, 2007, for a reanalysis of Lyster’s results.) In a recent discussion (Lyster,
2004) recapitulates the view that recasts have an ambiguous status and may not
be interpreted as negative feedback by immersion learners:

Recasts . . . compete with many other demands on attention during content-based
instruction and appear to be ambiguous, because they share discourse functions
with a similar proportion of teacher repetitions of well-formed utterances (Lyster,
1998); that is, recasts of ill-formed utterances and repetitions of well-formed utter-
ances together appear to confirm or disconfirm the meaning of a learner’s utterance,
not its form. (Lyster, 2004, p. 404)

Instead Lyster interprets his recent research as showing that feedback of the
type he calls “negotiation of form” or “prompts” is “less ambiguous and more
cognitively engaging” (p. 404). This type of feedback includes clarification
requests, repetition of ill-formed utterances, and metalinguistic comment; what
these tactics have in common is that they do not provide a well-formed model,
but instead supposedly stimulate the learner to produce an improved version
of their utterance, as suggested by Swain (1985) with her concept of “pushed”
output. Citing de Bot (1996) in support, Lyster suggests that the act of retrieving
target forms from long-term memory will strengthen knowledge representations,
stimulate memory connections, and promote the restructuring of interlanguage
representations (p. 407). In a number of descriptive studies in immersion and
ESL classrooms, Lyster and colleagues have shown that while prompts may
be relatively rare compared with recasts, they are much more likely to lead to
student self-repair (Lyster, 1998; Panova & Lyster, 2002). In addition, Lyster
(2004) conducted a classroom experiment comparing the impact of different
types of negative feedback on immersion students’ learning of French gender
concord; the results partly confirmed his claims, showing that students who had
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experienced regular prompts with consequent increased opportunities for “pushed
output” performed better on some post-tests than students who had received
regular recasts. A further classroom experiment conducted by McDonough (2005)
with Thai EFL learners produced similar results. However in a recent observa-
tional study comparing different teaching styles in immersion settings, Lyster
and Mori (2006) present a more nuanced view, arguing that negative feedback
which contrasts with the prevailing teaching style, whatever that may be (e.g.,
use of prompts/negotiation of form in “communicative” contexts), is most effect-
ive in promoting learner uptake and repair.

Another active strand of classroom research relevant to the original input and
output hypotheses is a continuing tradition of classroom experiments comparing
the effectiveness of various forms of input-based L2 instruction with instruction
promoting student L2 output. Many of these experiments relate to so-called
“processing instruction” (VanPatten, 1996, 2002). VanPatten and his associates
have made the psycholinguistic argument that L2 learners will bypass the syntactic
analysis of new L2 material that they encounter as input if they possibly can, as
they have a preference for semantic processing, and can often rely on semantic
processing alone to extract meanings from L2 utterances because of the redund-
ancy and variety of meaning-carrying forms in natural language. For example,
if a learner hears “Yesterday, I travelled by bus,” the past time reference can be
extracted from the temporal adverb “yesterday” and the learner is not obliged
to notice or to process the verb inflection in order to decode an adequate over-
all meaning for the sentence. So far, this argument resembles Swain’s claims
concerning the inadequacy of Krashen’s input hypothesis, which led her to for-
mulate the output hypothesis. However, VanPatten takes an alternative position
that conserves a key role for input in L2 learning, arguing that classroom learners
should be forced systematically to process grammatical forms in L2 input through
exercises and activities with reduced redundancy, and some studies have shown
that students can indeed learn effectively through processing instruction
(VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993). This view has been challenged, however, in other
classroom experimental studies, which have generally concluded that output
opportunities make an independent beneficial contribution to L2 development
(Morgan-Short & Wood Bowden, 2006; Toth, 2006).

Explicit Instruction and “Focus on Form”

There is a general consensus among SLA researchers that, at least for older learners,
instruction “makes a difference” (Long, 1983a), i.e., attending class boosts learn-
ing beyond what might be achieved by learning the target L2 entirely informally
in the community. There is also a general consensus supported by a range of
research that instruction that includes some form of attention to target language
form boosts achievement among classroom learners (Ellis, 2001; Norris & Ortega,
2000). There is a considerable amount of research exploring the benefits of
implicit versus explicit grammar instruction, and also comparing a “focus on
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form” approach with more traditional “focus on forms.” While “focus on forms”
is effectively a new label for traditional grammar instruction, implicit or explicit,
“focus on form” (FonF) has been defined by Long (1991) as an incidental attempt
to draw learners’ attention to a linguistic element in context, while maintaining a
primary focus on meaning.

Much of this research takes the form of instructional experiments (see DeGraaff
& Housen, this volume). Here we touch on descriptive research that has explored
the extent to which “focus on form” of various kinds is salient in regular class-
room activity, and the extent to which it is associated with uptake of new L2
material. This involves some overlap with the discussion above of corrective
feedback and its relationship with uptake.

In discussing a range of possible teaching techniques, Ellis (2001) has distin-
guished among “planned” and “incidental” focus on form, and also between
“pre-emptive” and “reactive” focus on form. A number of empirical studies have
investigated the frequency of these different practices, and their association
with learner uptake. Ellis, Basturkmen, & Loewen (2001) analyzed 12 hours of
instruction and found that pre-emptive FonF was as common as reactive FonF,
and was especially likely to be initiated by students; new language encountered
in this way was more likely to be taken up and used by them in subsequent
classroom talk. Loewen (2003) analyzed 32 hours of instruction in 12 ESL classes,
and found great variability both in the frequency of FonF episodes, and also in
the extent to which individual students took part in these. (He did not track
uptake.) Similarly, Mackey, Polio, & McDonough (2004) compared the classroom
talk of 18 novice and expert teachers, working from similar lesson plans, and
found that the experienced teachers used significantly more of preemptive FonF,
recasts and explicit negative feedback, than the novices, i.e., “the inexperienced
teachers did not exploit opportunities to draw learners’ attention to linguistic
form as often as the experienced teachers” (p. 314). Given the inconsistent use of
FonF which emerges across these and similar studies, and the need for more
behavioral evidence regarding its impact on learning (but see Mackey & Goo,
2007; Norris & Ortega, 2000), more focused experimental work of the kind found
in, for example, Ellis et al. (2006) is required to yield trustworthy conclusions
about the significance for learning of high or low classroom usages of FonF.

Sociocultural Classroom Research

In this section, we review L2 classroom research inspired by sociocultural theory,
i.e., by the body of theory inspired by the writings of the early twentieth-century
Russian thinker Lev Semeonovitch Vygotsky. This theoretical perspective has
been promoted among second language researchers primarily through the
longstanding commitment of Lantolf and his associates, including most notably
Lantolf (2000, 2006), Lantolf and Appel (1994), Lantolf and Thorne (2006). As
Lantolf and Thorne point out (2006, pp. 2–3), the term “sociocultural” is poten-
tially ambiguous, and is used by other SLA researchers, such as Norton (2000) or
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Hall and Verplaetse (2000), with wider reference to language socialization,
dialogue and the construction of L2 identity. Vygotskian sociocultural theory
(SCT) has as its goal “to understand the relationship between human mental
functioning, on the one hand, and cultural, historical and institutional setting, on
the other” (Wertsch, 1995, in Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, p. 3). This relationship is
seen as mediated by evolving cultural tools or artifacts, chief among which is
language, itself the prime “tool for thought.”

As outlined by Lantolf and Thorne (2006, pp. 29–52), sociocultural theory con-
cerns itself with the development of human mental functions over different cul-
tural-historical timescales. Phylogenesis is concerned with the emergence of the
human race; sociocultural history is concerned with the development of human
culture and its cognitive consequences (e.g., the impact of literacy and schooling
on cognition, studied by Luria in Siberia and by Scribner and Cole (1981) among
the Vai people in Liberia); ontogenesis is concerned with the development of the
individual human being, from infancy to maturity; and microgenesis is concerned
with short-term development (such as that which could take place within, e.g., a
single language lesson).

Of these four domains, the last two have unsurprisingly attracted much the
greatest attention from SCT researchers concerned with L2 development. Lantolf
and Thorne (2006) cite Collignon (1994) as an example of a study in the socio-
cultural domain. This researcher studied Hmong migrant women acquiring
ESL literacy in an adult classroom, and documented how they adapted Hmong
gendered norms for learning the skill of sewing to the process of language learn-
ing. Thorne (2003) is another example. This paper is an application of SCT to
classroom L2 learning that is primarily concerned with changing perceptions of
cultural artifacts and their uses. Thorne reviews a number of small-scale studies
of computer-mediated classroom communication (CMC) between learners of
English and French as foreign languages, documented through capture of the
actual electronic exchanges, supplemented by retrospective student interviews.
He argues that CMC can be interpreted as an artifact with differing cultural
meanings for students of different ages and levels of experience of Internet use.
In the first study discussed by Thorne, the classroom promoted email exchanges
between high school students in the USA and in France, but clashing cultural
meanings of CMC blocked learning opportunities. In another college-level study,
students were offered email and net-meeting opportunities for French–English
exchanges as part of their L2 course requirements. In this case, the intercultural
links were more successful and led to extensive code-switching interaction and
target language-learning opportunities, but only after the students had rejected
the officially sanctioned artifacts (email and net-meeting) in favor of instant
messaging, which they perceived as more appropriate for peer communication.

Concerning the research methodology considered appropriate to study devel-
opment in these different domains, SCT favors the application of the so-called
“genetic method.” The underlying principles are discussed at some length by
Lantolf and Thorne (2006, pp. 25–58). The prime concern of the genetic method is
to study some form of development of mental functions, as this unfolds in a
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social context, mediated by cultural artifacts or tools (such as language). The
development may be intensified by providing the participants with some kind of
task or problem to address, either alone or in concert with others. However, the
genetic method is committed to studying “mediated mind” through observation
and interpretation of activity in normal everyday circumstances:

it undertakes to maintain the richness and complexity of “living reality” rather
than distilling it “into its elementary components” for the purpose of constructing
“abstract models that lose the properties of the phenomena themselves.” (Lantolf,
2000, p. 18, with quotes from Luria, 1979)

In practice, this has meant that L2 classroom researchers operating within an
SCT paradigm have typically worked intensively with fairly small numbers
of learners. In some studies, ongoing regular classroom interactions between
teacher and students or among students have been recorded, transcribed and
closely analyzed, as in, for example, Ohta’s longitudinal study of college level
learners of L2 Japanese (Ohta, 2001). In others, students have undertaken spe-
cially selected L2 tasks, such as dictogloss (Swain & Lapkin, 2001), information
gap (Platt & Brooks, 2002) or reformulation (Swain & Lapkin, 2003). Their spoken
(and sometimes gestural) interaction while working through these tasks has
been recorded and analyzed. Researchers using a genetic approach in this way
to study the microgenesis of L2 may also invite learners to reflect on and talk
about the activity they have undertaken, in a form of stimulated recall, but they
expect that process itself to contribute to development, and to require study in
a reflexive way (Swain & Lapkin, 2007). Finally, Lantolf and Thorne review a
number of larger-scale pedagogical innovations grounded in sociocultural prin-
ciples, some involving explicit deductive L2 instruction, “systemic-theoretical
instruction” (e.g., Negueruela, 2003), others involving “dynamic assessment,”
a procedure where assessment is systematically integrated with instruction
and aims to modify the learner’s performance (e.g., Poehner & Lantolf, 2005).
Again, the effects of these innovations are researched through the genetic
approach by tracking, documenting, and interpreting ongoing instructional
exchanges, rather than by formal experimental means including comparison and
control groups.

Empirical L2 classroom studies in an SCT framework can be related to a number
of key concepts associated with the framework: activity theory, private speech,
and internalization, the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), “scaffolding,”
and collaborative dialogue. The following paragraphs will give a flavor of this
work.

Activity theory
The general evolution of this ambitious, yet somewhat elusive, concept is described
in detail by Lantolf and Thorne (2006). They explain “third generation” (i.e.,
current) activity theory as follows:
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Constructing an activity system as a research object involves defining the roles
that people, institutions, and artefacts play in moment-to-moment practice . . . This
framework privileges human agency while also understanding it as mediated and
constrained by technologies (for example, computers, books and writing instru-
ments), semiotic tools such as languages and literacies, pedagogical frameworks
and conceptions of learning, by the relevant communities, and by the historical
and emergent rules and divisions of labour that structure the ongoing activity . . .
(p. 224)

That is to say, the theory aims to unite an array of individual and social factors
around the notion of goal-directed activity, and explain its evolution. In L2
classroom research, activity theory has been tapped to a fairly limited extent. A
number of researchers have appealed to the concept when demonstrating how
learners may bring their own agency to bear and interpret a given classroom task
very differently from the intentions of their teacher (and learn diverse things
from carrying it out). This was shown, for example, by Coughlan and Duff (1994)
with reference to L2 story re-telling, and by others (Donato, 2000; Roebuck, 2000)
with reference to L2 writing tasks. As we have seen above, (Thorne, 2003) deals with
FL intercultural interaction among high school and college students, instigated
by their institutions and mediated by a range of Internet tools (email, net-
meeting, instant messaging). He shows that past experience of using these cultural
artifacts (both individual and collective) affects the ways in which students
engage in CMC, and that this in turn affects both the processes and outcomes of
target language use and development.

Private speech, imitation, and L2 internalization
As we have seen, SCT views language as the prime cultural artifact that mediates
the development of higher mental functions (memory, attention, etc.). For this
reason, SCT researchers are not only interested in social uses of language for
interaction and interpersonal communication, but also in the nature and uses of
“private speech” and “inner speech” as means for individual self-regulation and
the management of cognition. L2 classroom researchers have paid some attention
to the way students manage their activities in class, noting that L1 is often used
for self-regulatory purposes even during L2 activity (Centeno-Cortes & Jimenez-
Jimenez, 2004).

Another important function of private speech for SCT, however, involves its
role in the “internalization” of new language, where imitation is seen as central
to the process, both for L1 and for L2 (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006, pp. 166–76).
Capturing private speech presents methodological challenges for L2 classroom
researchers, and the number of studies which have done this directly is small.
However, Ohta (2001) presents extensive evidence of the use of L2 private speech
by college learners of Japanese as a foreign language. In this study, seven vol-
unteer students wore individual microphones and were recorded at intervals
during normal class time over a full academic session. Ohta has transcribed
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Table 36.1 Types of private speech (Ohta, 2001, p. 40)

Vicarious response Learner covertly answers a question addressed to
another student . . . completes the utterance of another,
or repairs another’s error.

Repetition Learner [privately] repeats words, phrases and
sentences . . . Material repeated may or may not be in the
immediately preceding context.

Manipulation Learner manipulates sentence structure, morphology
or sounds.

and analyzed in detail 34 hours of talk collected in this way, and amassed a
considerable corpus of learner private speech in Japanese. The L2 private speech
was of various types, shown in Table 36.1. Reviewing this and a small number of
other studies, Lantolf and Thorne (2006) conclude that learners pay more atten-
tion to recasts and corrective feedback than has been shown in other styles of
research. Both children and adults imitate and experiment privately with the
linguistic models available in their environment, selectively attending to specific
features which may be other than the ones in focus for their teachers (pp. 204–6).

Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)
Vygotsky’s often-quoted definition for the ZPD reads as follows:

The zone of proximal development . . . is the distance between the actual develop-
mental level as determined by independent problem-solving and the level of poten-
tial development as determined by problem-solving under adult guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers. (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86)

It can be related to Vygotsky’s general law of cognitive development:

Every function in the child’s cultural development appears twice: first, on the social
level, and later, on the individual level: first, between people (interpsychological)
and then inside the child (intra psychological). This applies equally to voluntary
attention, to logical memory, and to the formation of concepts. All the higher
functions originate as actual relations between human individuals. (Vygotsky, 1978,
p. 57)

As shown in detail by Kinginger (2002) and Lantolf and Thorne (2006, pp. 263–
90), however, the ZPD concept was not fully developed in Vygotsky’s own
writings and has been subject to multiple educational interpretations. Kinginger
points out that the ZPD may be isolated from a more general SCT framework
and interpreted in a conservative way to mean the drilling of learners toward
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fixed curriculum objectives through traditional IRF sequences; alternatively, it
may be interpreted in much more progressive and open-ended ways, where it is
the site of open-ended development and the creation of new knowledge, as
argued, e.g., in the work of Newman and Holzman (1993).

As far as L2 classroom research is concerned, the ZPD concept has provided
a stimulus and theoretical backdrop for explorations of instructional and collab-
orative dialogue as sites of L2 development. The metaphor of “scaffolding” first
proposed by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) is not part of Vygotsky’s original
ZPD framework, as Lantolf and Thorne (2006, pp. 274–6) point out, and there are
some problems with the reconciliation of the two concepts; however, this meta-
phor has also proved attractive to L2 classroom researchers.

For example, instructional dialogues between teacher and student around L2
student texts have been studied by Aljaafreh & Lantolf (1994) and Nassaji and
Swain (2000). The first of these two studies tracked interactions between a tutor
and his students over time, and showed the graduated nature of the support
provided by the tutor, and progressive handover of responsibility for corrective
feedback to the students themselves as they internalized the language forms
encountered and discussed. The second study explored the relative effectiveness
of graduated versus random feedback, and showed that usable feedback is highly
contextualized and related to the learner’s current developmental stage. In some
further examples, McCormick and Donato (2000) interpreted teacher questioning
in whole class dialogic interaction in terms of scaffolded assistance, and Ohta
(2001) studied corrective feedback and recasts in both teacher-fronted and peer
collaborative settings, as an “affordance” available to learners in the ZPD that
may be an interpsychological bridge to the internalization of new forms (p. 128).

However, the most popular application of SCT theory in L2 classroom research
to date has been work on classroom dialogue among student peers, and its poten-
tial contribution to student learning, using notions of scaffolding, mediation, and
interpsychological activity. A brief review and discussion can be found in Donato
(2004). Among others, Swain, Lapkin and colleagues have been prominent in
running an extended series of studies of collaboration among students in French
immersion contexts undertaking a variety of tasks, and documenting scaffold-
ing and intermental activity around the development of both L2 forms and
metalinguistic knowledge (Swain & Lapkin, 2001, 2003; Lapkin, Swain, & Smith,
2002). A major part of Ohta’s longitudinal study of college learners of Japanese
is devoted to the analysis of “peer learning.” In this study, student talk was
recorded individually and transcribed using conversation analysis conventions,
and analyzed in detail on a number of dimensions. Ohta documented regular
and sustained peer assistance throughout the sessions. This included “waiting,”
“prompting,” “co-construction,” and “explaining in L1” when a peer interlocutor
was struggling to produce an L2 utterance, and in addition, indicating the need
for repair and/or providing repair, when the interlocutor made an error. She
argues that students can notice and correct errors more easily in others’ speech
than in their own, for reasons to do with differences in the required memory load
and capacity for attention during speech production and reception. Overall, Ohta
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Table 36.2 Benefits of peer L2 interactive tasks (Ohta, 2001, p. 126)

General development Giving and receiving assistance . . . promotes
development as learners work on a common interactive
task. Learners draw on their strengths to help one
another, and use the L2 for a wider range of functions
and activities than they do in teacher-fronted practice.

Vocabulary Learners use vocabulary being learned and help each
other to recall and use L2 vocabulary. Learners help
each other with “word searches” and actively suggest
alternative vocabulary to each other.

Pronunciation The opportunity to use L2 in interactive tasks helps
learners . . . both via self-correction and . . . when their
partners notice their pronunciation problems.

Grammar Learners cooperatively build utterances they cannot yet
individually produce, working toward independence.
Learners notice their own grammatical errors, as well
as the errors of others, with peer interlocutors
benefiting from this process.

Interactional style Working together allows learners to try different types
of utterances they notice the teacher using, and to learn
from each other how to interact appropriately.

argues that her data demonstrate the developmental benefits of peer L2 inter-
active tasks shown in Table 36.2.

Researching Classrooms as Social Communities

As we saw earlier, 1980s reviews of classroom research acknowledged the exist-
ence of a tradition of qualitative/ethnographic classroom research, but found
few L2 classroom studies of this type. From the 1990s, the range and numbers of
research studies focusing on the social relations prevailing within the L2 class-
room has greatly increased; for example, the journal TESOL Quarterly has been
particularly active in promoting “qualitative” research, publishing methodological
guidance, as well as increasing numbers of substantive papers in this tradition
(e.g., Davis, 1995; Lazaraton, 1995, 2003). Other related methodological discus-
sions include a 2002 special issue of Applied Linguistics (23, 3) edited by Zuengler
and Mori, and methods textbooks which pay substantial attention to qualitative
classroom research, such as McKay (2005), Richards (2003). Qualitative class-
room studies now range from “classic” ethnographies on different scales, to the
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application of conversation analysis to the study of classroom talk (e.g., Markee
& Kasper, 2004; Seedhouse, 2004, 2005), and the “critical” interpretation of iden-
tity formation, gender, ethnic and power relationships in the L2 classroom (e.g.,
Norton & Toohey, 2004; Sunderland, 2000).

Ethnographies of communication conducted in L2 classroom settings have
given rich insights into L2 student identities and how they are constructed. The
book-length study by Heller (1999) investigates a high school with a historical
commitment to the maintenance of French cultural heritage and French-medium
instruction, in the wider anglophone environment of Toronto, Canada. Yet only
a minority of the students are of francophone Ontarian origin; there are also
tensions between the French-medium environment of formal classroom interac-
tion and the dominance of English in student leisure time; Heller shows how
many immigrant students from a French-speaking diaspora who attend the school
do not identify with its “heritage” philosophy and have primarily instrumental
reasons for developing and sustaining their personal bilingualism. Duff has also
conducted a number of ethnographic classroom studies (Duff, 1994, 2002a, 2002b),
including a recent study of relations between adolescent Asian ESL students,
white anglophone students, and their “Canadian Studies” teacher in another
Canadian high school (Duff, 2002a). She comments that “Chinese-background
students in my study seemed relegated interactionally to a second-class ‘other(ed)’
existence in the midst of a group of highly vocal local students” (p. 310); over
a school year this pattern did not change. However, the Chinese-background
students had complex identities to negotiate, and Duff comments that even those
who had been resident in Canada for 10 years or more “didn’t seem to need to”
participate actively in class; “they had other multilingual repertoires, literacies
and expertise to draw on and use in the multiple discourse communities they
belonged to locally and internationally” (p. 314). Similar studies have shed light
on how younger and older L2 learners construct for themselves the identities of
“good students” or alternatively of “popular students” (McKay & Wong, 1996;
Willett, 1995).

Ethnographies of the kinds just discussed typically combine analyses of class-
room interaction with other types of data, such as interviews or documents.
However, there has been a recent rise in interest among applied linguists in
conversation analysis (CA), an approach which relies strictly on close analysis of
“talk-in-interaction” to uncover participants’ perspectives, and describe how they
achieve order and organization of social interaction through their talk (Markee &
Kasper, 2004; Schegloff et al., 2002; Seedhouse, 2005, p. 166). Seedhouse (2005)
reviews the contributions of CA to the analysis of classroom processes to date.
He draws attention to studies that document in detail the communicative
resources available to L2 learners, including gesture, interactional tactics, and
phonology, and demonstrate their skill in exploiting these in classroom commun-
ication (Carroll, 2004, 2005; Olsher, 2004). Markee (2004) uses CA to document
learners’ skill in switching between on- and off-task talk, and (Mori, 2004) shows
how Japanese L2 learners use “side sequences” to negotiate individual learning
goals. Seedhouse himself has conducted one of the most extensive CA based
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studies (Seedhouse, 2004), analyzing talk in four different L2 classroom contexts
in terms of turn-taking, repair and overall “interactional architecture.” Seedhouse
draws on these analyses to stress that the L2 classroom is a dynamic and fluid
interactional environment, which is “talked in and out of being” by participants
(2004, p. 199). The potential contribution of CA methodology to SLA research is
considered by both Markee (2005) and Seedhouse (2005). Seedhouse points out
its affinity with sociocultural theory, and notes that CA methods have been used
extensively by classroom researchers interested in second language development
from an SCT perspective, such as Ohta (2001).

The final current strand in qualitative L2 classroom research discussed here is
that associated with “critical” approaches to applied linguistics and to language
education (Luke, 2004). Practitioners of this approach are typically adherents
of “critical,” feminist and/or poststructuralist theory, and are “interested in
relationships between language learning and social change” (Norton & Toohey,
2004, p. 1). They question “liberal multiculturalism” and the essentializing of
the L2 learner as the “other” (Kubota, 2001, 2004). Consequently, this classroom
research tradition is concerned to illuminate and critique classroom practices “in
terms of the social visions such practices support” (Norton & Toohey, 2004, p. 1).

Ethnicity, minorities, and racism
Toohey herself (2000, 2001) has conducted an extended study of an anglophone
elementary school classroom, tracing the degree of success of different ESL chil-
dren in joining the classroom “community of practice” as it operated among the
child peer group. She shows in detail how an Asian ESL child was marginalized,
and her learning opportunities reduced, through disputational talk with other
monolingual white children, while a white European ESL child was much more
successful in gaining membership of the English-speaking classroom community.
Kubota, Austin, and Saito-Abbot (2003) conducted an exploratory study of ethnic
diversity in university L2 classrooms in the USA, finding that student groups for,
e.g., L2 Spanish became less diverse as classes became more advanced; minority
students in these classes reported some negative experiences and feelings of
detachment from ethnic identity.

Gender and sexuality
L2 classroom research on gender is surveyed by Sunderland (2000) and Pavlenko
(2004). Gendered patterns of participation in classroom talk are a common focus
of such research, with, e.g., Sunderland (2004) showing girls as assertive and
dominant in foreign language classroom discourse in a UK secondary school.
In contrast, Poole (1992) documents a gendered hierarchy in an adult literacy
classroom, with female minority students having the most limited participation
opportunities. Using a “community of practice” perspective, Morita (2004) docu-
ments and interprets the “silences” of Asian female college students studying in
an L2 environment. She shows that behind their reticence, the students were
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“actively negotiating their multiple roles and identities in the classroom” (p. 587),
arguing against an “essentializing” view of Asian women as “quiet, passive,
timid or indirect” (p. 597). Both these writers show how gender is just one of
multiple identities in play for members of classroom communities of practice.
Sunderland even argues that classroom talk may not be the most relevant site
for “identification of injustice, inequality and opportunity in FL education” (2004,
p. 233).

Resistance and agency
The study by Morita (2004) includes evidence of female students’ resistance to
being stereotyped by their teachers in various ways, e.g., as having a ‘“language
problem.” Resistance among students to conventional and conformist classroom
discourse practices is also documented by Canagarajah (2004), who shows how
students’ intimate exchanges via email, net meetings and informal talk provided
what he calls “safe houses” for alternative values and voices. Rampton (2002)
shows how adolescents in UK secondary school used management phrases
borrowed from their FL German lessons to challenge the authority of teachers in
ritual ways in other school contexts.

Practitioner Research

Research into classroom processes, like other forms of applied linguistic research,
has largely been led and directed by university-based academics with a profes-
sional commitment to research and publication. However, many of these applied
linguistics researchers have been L2 instructors at some point in their personal
careers, and many are in active contact with teachers through involvement with
programs of L2 teacher education. As in other areas of education, the 1980s
and 1990s saw increasing interest in the involvement of practitioners as active
partners in the research process, with the appearance of a range of research
methods publications targeting language teachers as a substantial component of
their audience (Allwright & Bailey, 1991; Brumfit & Mitchell, 1989; Burns, 1999;
Freeman, 1998; Nunan, 1989; Wallace, 1998). A large part of the audience for
such publications has been teachers in preservice or inservice training, meeting
requirements for classroom-based research projects and dissertations. An alternat-
ive model not dependent on the award of teacher qualifications involves the estab-
lishment of collaborative networks linking university-based researchers with
groups of local teachers. (See Allwright (2003) and Edge (2001) for examples from
Brazil, Egypt, and elsewhere, and other examples cited in Burns (2005), including
the work of Mathew (1997) with secondary school English teachers in India, and
that of Tinker Sachs (2002) with primary and secondary school English teachers in
Hong Kong.) Some professional bodies promote looser supportive networks for
practitioner research (e.g., the Research Special Interest Group within IATEFL:
see www.btinternet.com/~simon.borg/ReSIG). Finally, classroom research may
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Table 36.3 Characteristics of action research (Burns, 2005, p. 61)

Philosophical assumptions People within social situations can solve
problems through self-study and intervention

Purpose To develop solutions to problems identified
within one’s own social environment

Main methods Mainly qualitative, interpretive, cases studied
reflectively through cyclical observational and
non-observational means

Outcomes Action to effect change and improvement, and
deeper understanding in one’s own social
situation

Criteria for judgments Subjectivity, feasibility, trustworthiness, and
resonance of research outcomes with those in the
same or similar social situation

be conducted independently by more experienced and confident practitioners,
although such research is typically published in local professional journals or
on professional Internet sites, and its extent may, therefore, be underestimated.
(In the United Kingdom for example, such research is typically published in the
Language Learning Journal of the Association for Language Learning, or more
recently through the government-sponsored website www.teachernet.gov.uk.)

There has been a strong historical expectation that practitioner research in L2
classrooms will take the form of “action research” (AR). (To illustrate, the Sep-
tember 2006 conference of the IATEFL Research SIG was titled “Action Research:
Rewards and challenges.”) In a recent review, Burns (2005) traces the origins of
AR back to the early twentieth century rejection by John Dewey of a separation
between research and practice, and more particularly, to the post-war work of
Kurt Lewin, with his vision of socially motivated enquiry leading directly to
social action (Lewin, 1948). Burns identifies the distinctive characteristics of AR
as shown in Table 36.3.

A commonly cited model for the AR process is that offered by Kemmis and
McTaggart (1988), involving the four stages of planning, action, observation, and
reflection. However, this model has been seen as artificially rigid, and Burns
herself argues that the L2 teachers who have been her AR collaborators have
worked through a more complex set of experiences:

1 Exploring: feeling one’s way into research topics
2 Identifying: fact-finding to begin refining the topic
3 Planning: developing an action plan for gathering data
4 Collecting data: using initial data-gathering techniques related to the action
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5 Analyzing/reflecting: analyzing data to stimulate early reflection
6 Hypothesizing/speculating: predicting based on analysis/reflection
7 Intervening: changing and modifying teaching approaches
8 Observing: noticing and reflecting on the outcomes of the changes
9 Reporting: verbalizing and theorizing the processes and outcomes

10 Writing: documenting accounts of the research
11 Presenting: giving reports/presentations on the research.

(Burns, 2005, p. 59)

The concept of educational AR has inbuilt tensions and has been subject to a
range of criticisms, again reviewed usefully by Burns (2005, pp. 67–70). There has
been debate about the scope and ambitions appropriate for action research: are
these to provide technical fixes to local classroom problems (Edge, 2001; Wallace,
1998), to provide personal growth and career development opportunities for
teachers (Freeman, 1998), to contribute to the production of more generalized
knowledge about pedagogy (Stenhouse, 1975), and/or to contribute to wider
educational change through critical/emancipatory activity (Carr & Kemmis, 1986;
Elliott, 1991)? Various commentators are agreed that the first two of these object-
ives have had some success, while the latter two are much more problematic.
Burns concludes, “An examination of the current forms and purposes of AR
. . . confirms that to date it is portrayed predominantly as a means of enhancing
teacher professional development. The current goals and outcomes tend to be
in the realms of personal and/or professional action and teacher growth rather
than in the production of knowledge about curriculum, pedagogy or educational
systems” (2005, p. 63).

The barriers which face classroom AR as a means of advancing our general
understanding of language pedagogy significantly arise from several stages in
the AR process, and thus may be fairly intractable. The theoretical needs of AR
projects, which are essentially problem-solving in nature, may be satisfied by
practitioners’ rediscovery of already established theoretical perspectives on peda-
gogy (e.g., action research familiar to this writer from a range of teacher projects,
which essentially rediscovered the benefits of communicative target language
use, of group work, or of task-based learning); reporting of AR projects for a
wider public is often restricted by practitioners’ perception of this step as redund-
ant, and/or by difficulty in maintaining commitment to the norms and timescales
of research publication (Toohey & Waterstone, 2004); and the cumulation of AR
findings beyond local and individual contexts is normally beyond the resources
of individual practitioners.

While action research remains the dominant paradigm associated with L2 prac-
titioner research, an alternative, “exploratory practice,” has achieved recognition
recently, with the publication of a special issue of the journal Language Teaching
Research (7, 2, 2003), a contribution by Allwright to another special issue of Mod-
ern Language Journal (89, 3, Allwright, 2005), and a sequence of linked papers in
subsequent issues of Language Teaching Research. In his 2005 paper, Allwright
outlines the origins of exploratory practice in his growing dissatisfaction with
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both “academic research” and “action research” as styles of practitioner research.
He regards even action research as overly respectful of academic research norms
and traditions, and too narrowly preoccupied with problem-solving and the
achievement of efficiency in the delivery of language learning gains. Allwright
argues that action research is overly demanding of teachers’ energy and commit-
ment, and can therefore lead to burn-out and alienation from research. Instead,
Allwright (2003, 2005) advocates a form of classroom research that concentrates
on the development of participants’ understanding of classroom processes and
improvement of their “quality of life” within the classroom. In this framework,
there is a deliberate attempt to change the discourse of research; thus, for ex-
ample, the problems to be researched are referred to as “puzzles” rather than as
“research questions” (Lyra, Fish, & Braga, 2003; Nobrega Kuschnir, & dos Santos
Machado, 2003). Another distinctive feature of exploratory practice is the insist-
ence that learners, as well as teachers, should be research partners, and that the
procedures used for data collection should be closely allied to “normal” peda-
gogic activities, rather than any special/additional research activities. He sums
up the underlying principles of exploratory practice as shown in Table 36.4 (with
some accompanying “suggestions”).

The remainder of the Language Teaching Research special issue (7, 2, 2003), plus
the “Practitioner Research” section in subsequent issues of the journal, presents a
number of specific examples of the use of exploratory practice in different L2
classroom contexts. The papers of Zhang (2004) and Gunn (2005) may be taken as
examples. Zhang is a teacher of intensive English reading in a Chinese higher
education setting. She first of all reports different unsuccessful attempts to im-
prove students’ sense of achievement in her class through varying approaches to
the management of whole-class interaction (changing from a strongly teacher-
directed style to a more dialogic approach). She is critical of these “action
research”-style initiatives, which homed in directly on achievement, and then
describes a more fundamental change in class organization, toward a group work
approach in which students took much more (shared) responsibility for research-

Table 36.4 Principles of exploratory practice (Allwright, 2005, p. 360)

Principle 1 Put ‘quality of life’ first
Principle 2 Work primarily to understand language classroom life
Principle 3 Involve everybody
Principle 4 Work to bring people together
Principle 5 Work also for mutual development
Principle 6 Make the work a continuous enterprise
Suggestion 1 Minimize the extra effort of all sorts for all concerned
Suggestion 2 Integrate the “work for understanding” into the existing

working life of the classroom
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ing and leading group activities. Zhang argues that this initiative illustrates
exploratory practice principles, because (1) it aimed at improving learners’ enjoy-
ment of the class (i.e., their “quality of life”), rather than aiming directly at
enhancing achievement; and (2) it was highly involving and personally develop-
mental for the students (they learned collaboration and library research skills, as
well as working for the narrower L2 reading skill objectives of the course). Simi-
larly, Gunn (2005) argues that following EP principles allowed her to develop an
effective learning community in her English writing classroom in Sharjah, through
very consistent consultation with students and use of feedback dialogues to
develop an understanding of their needs.

These studies reflect high practitioner commitment and provide very good
insights into how, in particular contexts, students’ involvement and enjoyment of
classroom activities can be increased, with perceived positive benefits for their
learning experience. As with the action research examples, however, it would
seem that their main contribution is to teachers’ professional development (both
direct and indirect), rather than, for example, to the theory of group work or of
L2 writing instruction. Indeed, given the explicit principles of EP, this is quite
clearly the main intended benefit, and because it is more modest, it seems more
realizable than some claims created for teacher action research.

Conclusion

This chapter has defined L2 classroom research as essentially concerned with
relations and processes operating between teachers and students, and/or among
students, engaged on the officially declared enterprise of second language learn-
ing in an organized environment. It is clear that conceived in this way, classroom
research is a highly active field, with multiple theoretical, social and practical
aspirations, and diversity of scale and methods. The chapter has concentrated on
a particular selection of themes, but almost any theme of interest to L2 learning
and teaching has its reflex in classroom research. Thus, sections could have been
included on classroom research relating to learning strategies, language learning
motivation, intercultural communication, teacher beliefs, virtual learning envi-
ronments, and a range of other themes.

This diversity stems from the underlying lack of unity in applied linguistics
regarding both learning theories and theories of knowledge; the “merger” of
classroom research into a more unified enterprise is unlikely to happen any time
soon. However, within the different identifiable traditions of classroom research,
a number of developments are apparent that show its increasing sophistication.
Technological development is allowing capture of vastly increased amounts of
classroom material, on an increased number of dimensions (video as well as
audio, CMC as well as face-to-face communication): a practical example is the
Multimedia Adult English Learner Corpus being created at Portland State Univer-
sity, Oregon. Within classroom research inspired by “interactionist” theory, the
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kind of cycle envisaged by Long (1980a), where there is interaction between
descriptive classroom studies and more focused experimental work, is clearly
apparent. Here also, the range of research techniques is widening productively,
with the increasing use of introspective techniques to get closer to learners’ input
processing in real time. Within work inspired by SCT theory, larger-scale empir-
ical studies are appearing and CA techniques are proving useful to trace the
fine detail of “microgenetic processes.” Sociolinguistic work and “critical” research
inspired by social justice commitments have made very great progress over
the past 15 years or so in illuminating the great variety of social contexts and
educational cultures within which L2 classrooms are set, the resulting variety
of “classroom cultures” themselves, and also the structured inequalities which
continue to beset the classroom language-learning process.

Discernible across all of these traditions, however, is a fundamental concern
with illuminating the learner’s inner mental processes and state of being (whether
conceived in terms of “attention” and “memory,” of “activity theory,” “identity,”
and/or “agency”) and joining these up somehow with their social L2 experiences.
To gain a fuller understanding of these relationships, and make a consistent
contribution to the different research traditions we have acknowledged, it is prob-
ably necessary for classroom researchers – paradoxically – to become somewhat
less classroom-focused, and to track learners’ L2 experiences in a more unified
and consistent fashion, both inside and outside the classroom (as only a small
number of ethnographic studies and diary-based studies have previously done).
This is starting to happen within some of the other traditions, at least where new
technology now makes it easiest – in studies of language students’ use of various
forms of computer-mediated communication. Classroom research will never be-
come a unified phenomenon, but within the different traditions, more systematic
recognition that classrooms are just one of many learning sites between which
learners move, is timely, increasingly practical, and likely to prove productive.

NOTE

I am grateful to Lawrence Erlbaum for permission to reproduce Tables 36.1 and 36.2 and
to Cambridge University Press for permission to reproduce Table 36.3.
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37 Issues in Language
Teacher Evaluation

KATHLEEN M. BAILEY

This chapter examines current issues in the evaluation of language teachers, a
complex and contentious topic. Writing in the field of general education, Brazer
(1991, p. 82) has dubbed teacher evaluation “a theater of the absurd.” Popham
(1988) says that it is “with few exceptions, an anemic and impotent enterprise –
promising much but producing little” (p. 269). Nunan and Lamb (1996) say that
for many teachers, supervision and evaluation

are mandatory aspects of their terms of employment. Others are never evaluated
(not in a formal sense at least). External evaluation, particularly when it is for
purposes of certification or continued employment, can be extremely threatening
[and may be] the most anxiety-creating situation the teacher is ever likely to face.
(pp. 238–9)

Teacher evaluation is a major component of teacher supervision, a profession
which has been called “managing messes” (Schön, 1983, p. 14) and the “reluctant
professions” (Mosher & Purpel, 1972). It seems then, from several points of view,
that teacher evaluation is fraught with difficulty.

This chapter will address the following questions about teacher evaluation,
focusing in some regards specifically on language teacher evaluation:

1 What are the main purposes of teacher evaluation?
2 What do we know about effective teaching?
3 What criteria are used for teacher evaluation?
4 Who is involved in the teacher evaluation process?
5 What types of data can be used to inform teacher evaluation?

The chapter will conclude with a discussion of some principles that can be used
to inform language teacher evaluation.

The Handbook of Language Teaching   Edited by Michael H. Long and Catherine J. Doughty  
© 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd. ISBN: 978-1-405-15489-5
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What Are the Main Purposes of Language Teacher
Evaluation?

Three basic types of evaluation are identified in the program evaluation liter-
ature. The two most frequently discussed are formative evaluation and summative
evaluation. The former provides feedback for program improvement. The latter
typically occurs at the end of a program or a funding period for a program.
Summative evaluations are often used to decide if a program will be sustained or
canceled, or if funding will cease.

These two terms apply to teacher evaluation, as well. Formative evaluation is
used “to gain intermittent feedback concerning the nature of some activity or
practice while it is in progress” (Daresh, 2001, p. 282). While formative evalua-
tion of teachers is related to promoting professional development and helping
teachers improve, summative evaluation of teachers is associated with tenure,
promotion, or “terminating” (Hazi, 1994, p. 200).

Formative and summative evaluation both serve individual goals and organ-
izational goals (Darling-Hammond, Wise, & Pease, 1983, p. 302; see Table 37.1).
The individual goal of formative evaluation is staff development, while school
improvement is its organizational goal. The individual goal of summative evalu-
ation is to make job status decisions (in our case, for language teachers). Its
organizational goal revolves around school status decisions, such as whether or
not a program should be accredited. Thus, Formative and summative evaluation
are macro-concepts. Acheson and Gall (1997) discuss the specific steps that should
be followed in planning formative and summative evaluations. (These authors
were writing about teachers in US primary and secondary schools in general
education.) First, standards should be set which define the criteria for judging
effective teaching. Second, job descriptions must be written which spell out the
performance expected of teachers in particular teaching situations. Then, based
on these standards and the job descriptions, goals can be set. These three steps
provide the context for both formative and summative evaluation.

Table 37.1 Individual and institutional goals in formative and summative
evaluation (following Darling-Hammond et al., 1983, p. 302)

Individual goal

Institutional goal

Summative evaluation

Job status decisions (e.g.,
retention or promotion
of a particular teacher)

School status decisions
(e.g., accreditation or
probation)

Formative evaluation

Staff development (e.g.,
improvement of individual
teachers’ skills and knowledge)

School improvement (e.g.,
an increase in students’
achievement test scores)
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The specific processes of formative evaluation, in Acheson and Gall’s (1997)
terms, should involve planning classroom observations and then collecting data
during the observations. Afterwards, the feedback discussion between the teacher
and the supervisor should be based on those data. Where improvement is called
for, a plan for assistance should be negotiated between the teacher and the super-
visor. In cases of summative evaluation, according to Acheson and Gall, a formal
evaluation report should be filed, and a post-evaluation interview should be
conducted with the teacher. If the teacher’s work does not improve, a dismissal
procedure can be initiated.

A third basic type, diagnostic evaluation, has been described by Daresh (2001).
Diagnostic evaluation yields baseline data about a situation prior to any at-
tempted change. It is used “to determine the beginning status or condition of
something . . . prior to the application or intervention or treatment” (2001, p. 281).
It follows, therefore, that diagnostic evaluation should be conducted before format-
ive evaluations. Diagnostic evaluations might be used, for instance, in a mentoring
program for novice teachers, in which a mentor would first observe the new
teacher a few times before suggesting any changes in the teacher’s practice. Later,
after there have been ample opportunities for the feedback from the formative
evaluations to be incorporated, a summative evaluation would be conducted.

The sequence above is somewhat idealized. In teacher evaluation, it is not
always clear whether any given interim evaluation process is purely formative,
or whether it contributes in some way to a summative evaluation. Teachers may
not be willing to share their concerns with principals, department heads, or
supervisors during formative evaluations if they (the teachers) fear that their
shortcomings will be used against them in a more formal summative evaluation
process later. In fact, writing in general education, Popham (1988) has referred
to the “dysfunctional marriage of formative and summative teacher evaluation”
(p. 269).

What Do We Know about Effective Teaching?

Teacher evaluation depends on some understanding of effective teaching, but
over the years there has been a great deal of debate about how to define and
measure teacher effectiveness. As Stodolsky (1984) noted, “Evaluation of teachers
rests on the assumption that the characteristics of good or effective teachers are
known and recognizable” (p. 11).

Effective teaching is a complex construct, which is influenced by many
variables, including the subject matter, students’ ages and proficiency levels,
institutional resources and constraints, and the cultural values of the educational
system. Teachers have often been evaluated in terms of “how they matched pro-
files of good teachers derived from the opinions of experts, despite the fact that
there was no evidence that teachers having these characteristics were actually
successful in bringing about higher levels of learning in their pupils” (Richards,
1990, pp. 4–5). As Gebhard notes, “The search for effective teaching goes on. For
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these reasons, since we do not know much about the effects of our teaching
behaviors on learning it is difficult to justify what teachers should do in the
classroom” (1984, p. 503). These factors also make it difficult to justify telling
teachers to change their behavior during the evaluation process. For this reason,
alternatives to traditional directive supervision have arisen (see Freeman, 1982,
1989; and Gebhard, 1984).

Much of the research on effective teaching was conducted from the 1960s to
the 1980s, using the process-product approach to educational research (Long, 1984)
(i.e., documenting classroom processes in order to connect them empirically to
learning outcomes). Definitions of effective teaching have changed somewhat
over time. During the 1960s Rosencranz and Biddle defined teacher competence
as “the ability of a teacher to behave in specified ways within a social situation
in order to produce empirically demonstrated effects approved by those in the
environment in which he functions” (1964, p. 241). Unfortunately, there are few
language teaching situations where clear “empirically demonstrated effects” of
teaching can inform teacher evaluations. Biddle also defined teacher effectiveness
as “the ability of a teacher to produce agreed-upon educational effects in a given
situation or context” (1964, p. 20). This definition hinges on stated goals – the
“agreed-upon educational effects” that the teaching is supposed to produce – but
it does not specify how teachers achieve those effects. One approach to measuring
teacher effectiveness is to compare the teaching to an established standard of
performance. In this model, the agreed-upon standards are usually presented as
clear behavioral statements, rather than in theoretical terms, so that evaluative
observation data can be compared to those standards.

Acheson and Gall also relate teacher effectiveness to the curriculum: “a teacher
is more or less effective depending on how much of the academic curriculum is
mastered by his or her students” (1997, p. 25). This definition does not address
differences in students’ abilities, prior learning, study habits, or motivation, or
the impact of situational variables on the school or program. Such definitions
may be useful, since “they can be applied in any context, but they often sidestep
the very situational factors that influence the teacher’s impact on the students’
learning” (Bailey, 2006, p. 214).

Language teachers can be evaluated, in part, based on their students’ achieve-
ment. Strevens views teaching excellence as “the repeated association of a
particular sort of teaching with high rates of success on the part of the
learners . . . Indeed, excellence in teaching has no meaning unless it is in relation
to superior achievement in learning” (1989, p. 74). However, if teaching effective-
ness is to be determined by students’ learning, then we need to document that
learning to provide data for evaluating teachers.

Measuring student achievement is an entire field of study, and reviewing
that body of literature is beyond the scope of this chapter. Here we will just
note that in order to determine what students have learned in a particular course,
one must ascertain what they knew or could do at the beginning and at the end
of that course, and then identify any differences in their pre-course and post-
course knowledge and skills. This approach to evaluation is only useful if the
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before and after measures are appropriate, reliable, valid, and not identical to
one another.

Defining good teaching on the basis of learning outcomes “would require that
that teacher’s classroom acts caused the learning” (Zahorik, 1992, p. 394). To
attribute students’ learning to teachers’ teaching one must

discount students’ prior knowledge, aptitude for the particular task, interest, and
many other possible causes, such as conditions of the learning environment, the mix
of students in the classroom, instructional materials, administrative policies, and
involvement of parents. (Zahorik, 1992, p. 394)

Zahorik concludes that “using student learning to measure teaching quality is
fraught with conceptual problems” (p. 394).

We must consider student achievement data in light of other factors. Lan-
guage learners, even in homogeneous classes, may differ on several variables
that could influence such outcomes: aptitude, motivation, learning styles, study
habits, test-taking skills, and so on. Pennington (1989) says that student achieve-
ment is “an unstable measure” and that “there is a great deal of unpredictable
individual variation in test scores produced in a specific course or courses as
taught by a particular teacher” (p. 171). For these reasons, although students’
progress is a central concept in teacher effectiveness and, therefore, in teacher
evaluation, teachers should never be evaluated solely on learning gains (or the
lack thereof).

There are some findings about effective teaching, however, in both general
education and language education, which can inform the teacher evaluation pro-
cess. Over the years, research in general education has found that teachers whose
students learn more than other teachers’ students display certain behaviors,
attitudes, and skills in common. Citing an early synthesis by Rosenshine and
Furst (1973), Acheson and Gall (1997, pp. 25–6) identify the following character-
istics of successful teachers:

1 clarity
2 use of varied materials and methods
3 enthusiasm
4 a task-oriented, businesslike approach to teaching
5 avoidance of harsh criticism
6 an indirect teaching style
7 emphasizing content covered on achievement tests
8 using structuring statements to provide an overview for what is about to

happen or has happened, and
9 use of questions at many cognitive levels.

These authors conclude that studies published after 1970 “have continued to
demonstrate the effectiveness of these teacher characteristics in promoting student
learning” (1997, p. 26).
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Four key patterns in effective teaching research were identified by Glickman,
Gordon, and Ross-Gordon (1998, p. 91):

1 Effective teachers have a sense of being in charge, a “can do” attitude.
Although effective teachers face the same kinds of problems as ineffective
teachers, they see them as challenges to be met, not suffering to be endured.

2 Effective teachers spend whatever time and effort is necessary to assure that
all students learn. They give special attention . . . to slower students.

3 Effective teachers have realistic professional attitudes toward students. They
possess neither romantic nor cynical views of their students. They see them-
selves as “diagnosticians and problem solvers,” rather than as “mother sub-
stitutes” or “disciplinarians” (Brophy & Evertson, 1976, p. 45).

4 Effective teachers expect their students to achieve. They believe that all
students can learn essential knowledge and skills.

While Glickman et al. (1998) were reviewing research in general education, the
statements above can also be applied to the evaluation of language teachers.

Identifying teacher effectiveness is not a simple process, perhaps especially in
cross-cultural contexts. Medgyes notes that “outstanding teachers cannot be
squeezed into any pigeonhole: all outstanding teachers are ideal in their own
ways, and as such, are different from each other. The concept of the ideal teacher
resists clear-cut definitions, because there are too many variables to consider”
(2001, p. 440). A teacher who is outstanding at one school or with a certain age of
learners might be merely average in another context. As Strevens points out,
“informed teaching in the primary school calls for many differences in practice as
compared with, for example, teaching English for specific purposes to mature
adults” (1989, p. 84).

Strevens (1989) discussed constraints on excellence in language teaching. These
include institutional conditions and the students’ intention to learn. He says
institutional conditions (which include available materials and equipment, typ-
ical class size, hours of instruction, and teacher preparation) must at least be
adequate. Second, the “learners’ ‘intention to learn’ needs to be raised and
maintenanced” (1989, p. 81). He defined intention to learn as “the commitment,
usually unconscious, on the part of a learner to give his or her attention and
effort to learning” (pp. 81–2). In this view, effective teaching promotes both lan-
guage learning and students’ desire to continue learning.

Strevens added that “a set of regularly co-occurring features can be identified,
so that one may refer to ‘informed teaching’ as the type of instruction and
learning/teaching conditions that commonly produce effective learning” (1989:73).
He identified six features of informed teaching: (1) the teacher has specialized
training and experience; (2) the methodology and materials employed are
varied, interesting, and perceived by the learners as relevant; (3) the teacher
maintains a high “intention to learn” on the part of the learners; (4) the teacher
promotes good relations with the learners and makes special efforts specifically
for them; (5) there are ample opportunities for practicing the target language, in
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learner-centered and communicative ways; and, whenever possible, (6) teaching
and learning are conducted at a high rate of intensity (20–25 hours per week).

Strevens concludes, “the informed teacher is an active, reactive, and interactive
participant in a two-part learning/teaching process, the other part of which is
actively supplied by the learner” (p. 82). Therefore, teacher evaluation processes
must acknowledge that students are essential parts of the equation. No teacher’s
effectiveness can be assessed in a vacuum.

Some research in language teaching has used student achievement as the cri-
terion variable. In a very early classroom study, Politzer (1970) investigated the
relationship of students’ achievement on several different French tests and the
teaching behaviors of 17 secondary school French teachers. Theoretically, a strong
positive correlation between a given teaching behavior and student achievement
would indicate that the particular teaching behavior was “good” or “effective.”
Some correlations were found, but Politzer’s interpretation of the results is more
interesting than the statistical findings. He points out that there is no simple
linear relationship between teaching behavior and student achievement: “With
most teaching behaviors measured it is quite obvious that the correlations cannot
possibly indicate ‘the more the better,’ ‘the more the worse’” (1970, p. 38).

Instead, Politzer suggests that there is an optimum range for the use of various
teaching behaviors, so what different teachers do in classrooms cannot be easily
characterized as “good” or “bad” teaching (p. 41). He says there are

probably very few teaching behaviors or devices which can be classified as intrinsic-
ally “bad” or “good.” Ultimately, most teaching activities . . . have probably some
value, but each activity is subject to what might be called a principle of economics.
Each activity consumes a limited resource – namely time. Thus the value of each
activity depends on the value of other activities which might be substituted for it at
a given moment.

Politzer notes that effective teaching is partly a function of individual student
differences and the particular teaching context. Therefore, “the ‘good’ teacher is
the one who can make the right judgement as to what teaching device is the most
valuable at any given moment” (p. 43).

Politzer’s “principle of economics” leads to an interesting problem: Teaching
behaviors are observable, but teachers’ decision-making typically is not. People
who observe and evaluate teachers do not have direct access to the mental pro-
cesses teachers use in taking one course of action over another. In recent years,
research has demonstrated that skilled teachers are able to interpret cues from
students and change the course of their lesson plans as needed (Bailey, 1996;
Johnson, 1992a, 1992b; Nunan, 1996). Ironically, observation instruments some-
times include rating categories that evaluate teachers on their ability to adhere to
and complete the lesson plan, when in fact sometimes the better course of action
is to depart from or abandon the lesson plan.

Nerenz and Knop reviewed the literature on the use of classroom time in general
education, as well as the few studies on this topic that have been conducted on
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second and foreign language learning. They concluded that teachers influence
achievement

only inasmuch as they have an effect on the student’s active involvement with the
material to be learned. Simply put, the things teachers do determine the activities
available to students; students’ involvement in these activities determines, in large
part, the learning outcomes. (1982, p. 244)

Nerenz and Knop define two key variables in their own research: The first was
allocated time, “the amount of time which teachers set aside for particular aspects
of the curriculum program” (p. 245). Allocated time is directly related to student
achievement. Another key construct, engaged time, is “the amount of time
in which a student was actively working on appropriate curriculum content”
(p. 244). (Elsewhere engaged time is called time on task.)

Nerenz and Knop hypothesized that engaged time would predict success in
foreign language learning: “The effective teacher is one who provides students
with opportunities to learn the requisite curriculum content and who structures
instruction so that students are actually involved – not merely ‘busy’ – with that
content” (p. 245). It follows that good teaching “provides students with a max-
imal amount of exposure to the material within the construct of the school-wide
program” (p. 246).

It appears that the ability to personalize language lessons may influence percep-
tions of teacher effectiveness. Personalization is defined as “any verbal exchange
that involves (1) requesting or sharing facts about oneself or one’s acquaint-
ances; (2) requesting or expressing personal concerns; (3) sharing or eliciting
private knowledge; [and] (4) remembering or restating the personalized content
contributed by others” (Omaggio, 1982, p. 257).

Omaggio (1982) reported on parallel studies involving French as a foreign
language classes at two US universities. Measures of French teachers’ effective-
ness were correlated with the personalization moves in their language lessons.
At one university, two supervisors ranked the French instructors on their overall
effectiveness as teachers. At the second university, students’ evaluations of teachers
were correlated with the measures of personalization. Statistically significant
correlations were found between those teaching effectiveness measures and four
measures of personalization. These were the percentage (1) of personalized teacher
talk; (2) of personalized student talk; (3) of personalized student talk within the
whole class hour; and (4) of time the teacher prompted or facilitated student
responses. The findings were summarized as follows:

When teacher effectiveness, as measured by subjective supervisory ratings and by
end-of-semester student evaluation, was compared to in-class variables relating to
degree of personalization . . . there was a high positive correlation between those
measures. (Omaggio, 1982, p. 265)

Omaggio concluded that “the more effective teacher . . . is one who tries to incor-
porate such personalized language practice into daily lesson plans” (p. 266).
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However, we should remember that these were findings from a correlational
design. We cannot infer that a poor teacher who incorporates personalization
behaviors will automatically become a better teacher. It is more likely that
teachers who use personalization behaviors are those who are in tune with and
concerned about their students’ needs, welfare and personal lives.

What Criteria Are Used for Language Teacher
Evaluation?

It used to be the case that the supervisor’s opinion was the main criterion in
teacher evaluation. Nowadays, however, many critieria are used in language
teacher evaluation. Evaluation involves “the necessary existence and use of a
criterion or standard to which the ‘something’ being evaluated may be compared
to determine relative worth” (Daresh, 2001, p. 281, original italics). The main diffi-
culty lies in determining the standards against which teachers’ work will be
compared. As McGreal (1988) notes, “an essential element of any effective evalu-
ation system is a clear, visible, and appropriate set of evaluation criteria” (p. 13).

Sometimes, the criterion used to evaluate teachers is either individual opinion
or the consensus of a group of evaluators. Historically, the most common evalu-
ative criterion has been the individual supervisor’s judgment or opinion. Some-
times an evaluation is carried out by a group of people (supervisors, peers, etc.)
acting by consensus, rather than by one person, but the criterion here is still
opinion – albeit the collective opinion of a group.

Teaching method is sometimes used in judging teacher effectiveness. If one
method rather than another serves as a criterion for evaluation, then differing
beliefs about appropriate methods can be a serious source of disagreement if
teachers and their evaluators hold divergent views on what constitutes the “best”
method(s) for teaching a language. If a program espouses a particular method,
the issue is apparently a bit simpler, because teachers can be evaluated on how
well they enact that method. For instance, if courses are to be based on a certain
method, the teachers’ contracts can specify that they will use that method. And if
the method’s behavioral manifestations are clear, then teachers can be evaluated
on how well they implement the method. However, “this sort of methodological
monism is rare” (Bailey, 2006, p. 209), and the concept of method is rather vague,
and has been discredited of late (see, e.g., Kumaravadivelu, 2001). In addition, it
cannot be assumed that teachers follow prescribed methods faithfully.

In addition, “the achievement of excellence is not a question of selecting this or
that method. Methodology is sometimes an important factor, but it is virtually
never the overriding reason for the achievement of excellence” (Strevens, 1989,
p. 81). Professionally prepared teachers who work directly with learners are the
people who really know those students’ needs, abilities, and learning styles.
Well-educated teachers are prepared to make good judgments about alternatives.
Therefore, judging teachers on how well they adhere to a prescribed method is a
shaky proposition. Smith, Stenson, and Winkler (1980, p. 9) state that requiring
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the use of any given teaching method may reveal that “some teachers are unwill-
ing to adopt the method in question because they do not believe in it, while
others, though willing, may be unable to comply.” Furthermore, we do not have
convincing evidence that any one method is superior to another. In the absence
of clear data supporting any given teaching method, it is risky to use methodo-
logical criteria for judging teachers’ performance. And given the frequent swing
of the methodological pendulum in our field, different generations of teachers
and supervisors may have been prepared to work with widely divergent teaching
methods. In fact, “with the plethora of teaching methods and the lack of evidence
as to the superiority of one method over another, method is seldom a viable
criterion for language teacher evaluation” (Bailey, 2006, p. 210).

Teacher competencies are statements about what novice teachers are supposed
to know and be able to do. Rhodes and Heining-Boynton (1993, p. 167) listed the
following competencies for elementary school foreign language teachers in North
Carolina:

1 An understanding of second language acquisition in childhood and its relation
to first language development

2 Knowledge of instructional methods appropriate to foreign language instruc-
tion in the elementary school

3 Knowledge of instructional resources appropriate to foreign language instruc-
tion in the elementary school

4 Knowledge of appropriate assessment and evaluation for foreign language
instruction in the elementary school

5 Ability to develop reading and writing skills in learners who are simultane-
ously acquiring literacy skills in their first language

6 Ability to teach aspects of the target culture appropriate to the development
needs and interests of students, including children’s literature appropriate to
the target culture

7 Knowledge of K-12 foreign language curriculum and the elementary curric-
ulum, the relationship among the content areas, and ability to teach, integrate,
or reinforce the elementary school curriculum through or in a foreign language

8 Knowledge of elementary school principles and practices, effective class-
room management techniques, and the ability to apply such knowledge to
create an affective and physical environment conducive to foreign language
learning

9 Proficiency in the foreign language
10 Knowledge of child development
11 Knowledge of the history of foreign language education in the United States

and the rationale for various program models in the elementary school
12 Awareness of the need for personal and professional growth
13 An understanding of the need for cooperation among foreign language

teachers, other classroom teachers, counselors, school administrators, univer-
sity personnel, and community members

14 Awareness of skills for program
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In evaluating novice teachers, competency statements may be helpful, but some
competencies (e.g., proficiency in the foreign language) are more directly observ-
able and assessable than others (e.g., awareness of the need for professional
growth).

Evaluators may judge teachers’ work against specified standards, which can be
stated as performance goals or embedded in an observation instrument. When the
desired behavior is described in objective terms, teachers are able to see what is
expected, because the descriptive language provides a common frame of reference
for teachers and supervisors. An explicit statement of objectives works to the sup-
ervisors’ advantage as well, because it provides criteria for evaluating teachers’
performance. Teachers are more likely to teach to performance standards and give
them credence as evaluative criteria if they have helped develop those criteria.

There are three basic types of performance reviews. Although there are vari-
ations among them, these three main approaches are comparative reviews,
absolute methods, and results-oriented methods (White et al., 1991).

In comparative reviews, as the name suggests, teachers are compared to one
another and then rank-ordered in terms of their worth to the program. Such
comparisons can be highly subjective. In the absence of clear, articulated, public
ranking criteria, tremendous power and responsibility are accorded to the person(s)
doing the ranking. In addition, professional development, team-building, and
collegiality can be undermined in comparative reviews because “it is very diffi-
cult to give individual feedback and encourage development with such a
system” (White et al., p. 69). Comparative reviews follow the same logic as norm-
referenced tests: The value of one person’s performance is interpreted relative to
that of another person.

A second approach is absolute methods (p. 65), in which supervisors evaluate
“the performance of an individual by reference to objectively defined standards
of performance and not by comparison of others” (p. 69). This approach is similar
to criterion-referenced assessment.

The third type of performance review is the category of results-oriented methods.
In this approach, “performance is viewed as a series of expected results which
can be compared to actual performance results” (p. 72). Here, there is an assump-
tion that “shared goal setting will gain individual commitment and that man-
agers will also support and provide resources to jointly agreed plans” (p. 74).

Who Is Involved in the Language Teacher
Evaluation Process?

Language teachers are evaluated by any number of individuals in positions of
authority, including principals, program administrators, chairpersons, and senior
teachers. Language teachers are also evaluated by students and by students’
parents, or by adult students’ employers. In some countries, perhaps especially
those that have a central ministry of education, regional inspectors evaluate
teachers throughout large parts of the country.
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The regional inspector system of Cyprus was discussed by Mansour (1993,
p. 49), who asserts that even a dedicated inspector may be overwhelmed by the
workload:

Let us consider as an example a newly appointed supervisor in a Ministry of Educa-
tion in a country with limited resources: Our new supervisor has gone through a
brief training programme – something like two days – where he has been lectured
about the golden rules of supervision; he now wants to expunge his disbelief in
supervision, a reminiscence of his days as a teacher. He has envisaged that he will
get to know each of his teachers individually and allocate several hours a week for
each teacher. When he starts working, our supervisor is disheartened to find that he
has 80–110 teachers to supervise in 100–110 days of actual teaching in a semester.

Unfortunately, this inspector eventually “realises that the best he can do is to
visit each teacher twice in a semester – just as it is stated in the regulations”.

Similar workloads were described in the regional inspector system in Slovenia
(Gaies & Bowers, 1990). At the time their report was published, Gaies and
Bowers said that one inspector usually supervised “50 English teachers and 15
German teachers in 28 primary schools, and a total of 48 language teachers (30
English, 10 German, 5 French, and 3 Russian) in 14 secondary schools” (p. 172).
Due to these responsibilities and given the time constraints, inspectors often remain
outsiders to, and perhaps unwelcome visitors in, teachers’ professional lives.

The value of the external inspector system has been questioned, but there are
probably some benefits of this approach (Bailey, 2006). First, it may be positive
for teachers to receive feedback on their teaching from someone who is not a
regular colleague. This practice may help to save face and maintain collegial
relations within a school. External inspectors may offer some helpful cross-
fertilization of ideas within a region, by sharing teaching ideas generated in one
area with teachers in another area. Regional inspectors may have been chosen
because they are well educated and experienced, and actually have useful advice
to offer. Finally, the inspector’s status as an outsider may lend credibility to the
suggestions or recognition they offer teachers.

There are at least two difficulties with the regional inspector system, however
(Bailey, 2006, p. 187): “(1) The supervisors may not be familiar with the students
and the local conditions, and (2) time constraints and geography work against
inspectors’ having any real positive impact on the teachers.”

Parents of elementary and secondary school pupils sometimes evaluate language
teachers. While parents’ input is often not formally solicited (e.g., with an evalu-
ation form), in many school systems, they are encouraged to be involved with
their children’s education and to provide feedback. However, the extent to which
parents give feedback on their children’s education may vary from one culture to
another (Bailey, 2006).

If teachers are working in a culture other than their own, the patterns of parental
interaction with teachers and other school officials may differ from those in their
home cultures. Even if a teacher is working in his or her home culture, if the
students are second language learners and the parents are refugees or recent
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immigrants, they may not understand what constitutes acceptable communica-
tion with teachers. In addition, they may lack the language proficiency to deal
with school officials. For example, migrant farmworkers in California may not
be literate in either their first language or in English, and they may not speak
English confidently enough to communicate with monolingual English-speaking
teachers and other school personnel.

In tertiary, professional, and workplace contexts, teachers are sometimes
evaluated by students’ employers and sponsoring organizations. These groups
are referred to as “user agencies.” The evaluations they provide can be quite
anecdotal and indirect, or they can be regularly solicited from the graduates’
employers or sponsors in a more systematic process (Bailey, 2006).

In some areas, teacher evaluation is conducted by supervisors based within a
particular school. For example, at the University of the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), a supervisor is responsible for evaluating 12 EFL teachers per team
(Murdoch, 2000). This procedure entails “a series of instruments and processes
which are implemented sequentially during each 16-week teaching semester”
(p. 57). The materials used in the evaluation process include a teacher-generated
questionnaire, the observation(s) and follow-up conference(s), the students’ evalu-
ation, an action plan from the teacher being evaluated, and the supervisor’s
report (p. 57).

There are several advantages to having supervisors working in the same
program as the teachers they supervise (Bailey, 2006). First, they are presumably
quite familiar with the students, the curriculum, and the constraints of the
program. Second, their physical location within the school is an advantage over
regional inspectors, who often travel quite far to observe teachers. This proximity
may make local supervisors more familiar and more available to teachers. As a
result, the opinions of local supervisors may be more credible to teachers than
those of outsiders (Bailey, 2006). On the other hand, a possible disadvantage is
that – depending on how the school-based supervisors conduct evaluations –
their presence may generate tension within a school or program. In cases where
supervisors provide primarily critical feedback to teachers, a climate of mistrust
and unease may be fostered by their regular presence.

Sometimes language teachers are evaluated by their peers, but there seems to
be little published research on this topic in language education. In some pro-
fessions, peer evaluation is “part of the professional’s ethical responsibility to
clients and to the profession itself, because it furthers the continual development,
transmittal, and enforcement of standards of practice” (Darling-Hammond, 1986,
p. 558).

Student Evaluation of Teaching (SET) is used in both language and general
education. This procedure is often viewed as suspect, with critics claiming it is
little more than a popularity contest. There are additional potential problems,
however, in multicultural classrooms. Where teachers do not share the students’
home culture(s), the teachers’ and students’ ideas of effective teaching may differ
widely. And, as Nunan and Lamb point out, “being evaluated by students can be
a frightening prospect for some teachers. It can also be considered culturally
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inappropriate in many contexts and situations” (1996, p. 244). If this is the case,
then the evaluations students provide may not be valid. For example, if students
feel it is not their place to evaluate their teachers, they may give overly positive
ratings of the teachers and avoid offering criticism.

In the UAE student evaluation of teaching process, at least one of a teacher’s
classes is given a questionnaire to complete.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to get feedback directly from students on
aspects of the teacher’s performance which they can usefully comment on. The
questionnaire covers such basic areas as a teacher’s speed of speech; the clarity of
his/her explanations; the effective use of groups; the ability to establish a rapport
with students; the teacher’s ability to give attention to all the students, and to
make learning interesting. . . . (Murdoch, 2000, pp. 59–60)

In this system, the students evaluate teachers on a five-point scale. They may also
write open-ended comments. The supervisor then uses the teachers’ average
ratings and analyzes the students’ comments to determine if any issues should be
discussed with the teacher.

Language teachers themselves can also provide information for the evalua-
tion process (Bailey, 2006). Wajnryb notes that “few would dispute the place of
self-evaluation in the process of learning teaching” (1986, p. 69). Glickman
et al. (1998, pp. 315–16) list six ways that self-evaluation can help teachers’ profes-
sional development:

1 Visits to the classrooms of several expert teachers for the purpose of compar-
ing expert teaching to one’s own teaching and identifying self-improvement
goals based on such comparisons

2 Videotaping one’s own teaching, then analyzing teaching performance while
reviewing the videotape

3 Designing and selecting or analyzing results of surveys or questionnaires
administered to students or parents

4 Interviewing supervisors, peers, students, or parents about effective teaching
and learning or about one’s own instructional performance

5 Keeping a journal of teaching experiences, problems, and successes, accom-
panied by critical reflection for the purpose of . . . improvement

6 The development of a teaching portfolio for . . . self-reflection and analysis

(We will return to the issue of teaching portfolios below.)
Figure 37.1 depicts the people who can be involved in the teacher-evaluation

process arrayed along a continuum from those who are totally external to the
reality of teachers’ lives in their classrooms to those who are quite centrally
involved with that reality. Of course, there can be some variation in this ranking.
For instance, if an oil company in Canada sent a group of engineers to Kuwait to
learn Arabic for the purposes of working in the petroleum industry, that com-
pany – as user agency – would be more distant from the classroom context than
would Kuwaiti regional inspectors.
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External to the
teachers’ world Regional inspectors

Students’ parents or employers (“user agencies”)

School-based supervisors

The teacher’s peers

The students

The teacher him- or herselfInternal to the
teacher’s world

Figure 37.1 People involved in the teacher evaluation process

What Types of Data Can Be Used to Inform
Teacher Evaluation?

Murdoch (1998, Multiple Data Sources section, para. 1) notes that there is a
“trend towards gathering data from different users’ perspectives: teachers, stu-
dents, testing experts, course coordinators, teacher trainers, outside experts, etc.”
Just as it is possible to solicit evaluative data from various people, is also possible
to include multiple types of data in the evaluation of language teachers.

Pennington (1989) categorizes language teacher evaluation tools as being either
fluid-response instruments or fixed-response instruments. The fluid response instru-
ments include “conversations, letters, and open-ended questionnaires” (p. 168).
The fixed response instruments consist of “limited response questionnaires, rating
scales, tests, and different kinds of summative descriptive data” (p. 168).

There are pros and cons of both types of data. Fluid-response instruments
allow individuals to comment on teachers’ work, but they are “difficult to inter-
pret, to tally, and to score in any reliable manner” (Pennington, 1989, p. 169).
Fixed response instruments are efficient in terms of the initial ratings and sub-
sequent tabulations, but they “discourage reflective, thoughtful responses and do
not allow respondents to convey detailed, specific information” (p. 169). Pennington
feels that these two types of instruments provide complementary information
and, therefore, both should be used in teacher evaluation.

Using multiple sources of information in teacher evaluation can be beneficial
in at least three ways (Bailey, 2006). First, more information from knowledgeable
sources will provide a more valid and reliable basis for evaluating teachers’
work. Second, evaluations will be on more solid ethical and legal grounds if
more than one kind of data influences any decisions resulting from the evaluation
process. Third, everyone involved will have more confidence in the outcomes of
an evaluation process if a range of data and evaluative methods are used.
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An interesting recent development in teacher evaluations is the use of teaching
portfolios compiled by the teachers themselves. Teaching portfolios can be
valuable components of an evaluation process because “the best assessment is
self-assessment. Teachers are more likely to act on what they find out about
themselves” (Green & Smyser, 1996, p. x). A teaching portfolio is defined as “a
purposeful collection of any aspect of a teacher’s work that tells the story of a
teacher’s efforts, skills, abilities, achievements, and contributions to his/her col-
leagues, institution, academic discipline or community” (Brown & Wolfe-Quintero,
1997, p. 28). These authors say that “because of the reflective nature of portfolios,
developing one inevitably enlarges one’s view of what teaching is” (p. 28). In this
sense, creating a teaching portfolio is a professional development activity.

Recently, preservice language teacher education programs have begun to use
teaching portfolios in teacher evaluation. For example, portfolios have been used
to evaluate pre-service language teachers in the practicum context. Liu (2000,
p. 21) says it is helpful for each practicum student’s portfolio to include

the student’s lesson plans, journals, observation reports, and the instructor’s written
feedback on the student’s work, including teaching . . . The various forms of infor-
mation that come from the practicum students’ experiences at different sites and in
different contexts also make it easier for the university course instructor to conduct
multiple-index evaluations of the practicum students.

Liu concludes that “using multiple indexes to assess practicum students’ per-
formance enhances the validity of the student evaluation” (p. 21).

Working in Italy, Calzoni (2001) lists three key ways that teaching portfolios
might be used in a teacher evaluation process: “to find out the teacher’s level of
performance; to find out what level of performance the teacher is capable of at a
certain time; and to find out whether, after a given period, the educational goals
identified at the beginning of the assessment process have been reached” (p. 15).
She cautions that teachers must be informed in advance about the objectives and
the criteria with which they will be evaluated.

Calzoni notes that the portfolio’s sequence and contents could be based on
uniform requirements, but how teachers meet those requirements could be
personal and individualized. For these reasons, using portfolios in teaching
evaluations can combat the top-down imbalance of traditional evaluation, because
the teachers themselves have some degree of control over what is included in the
portfolio.

Teaching portfolios can be particularly helpful to both the teachers undergoing
evaluation and the person(s) responsible for that evaluation because

(1) The act of creating and maintaining a portfolio may motivate teachers to
improve their performance and develop themselves professionally . . . [and] (2)
the information included in a portfolio can assist administrators, as current or
prospective employers, in evaluating the teachers’ qualifications. (Wolfe-Quintero &
Brown, 1998, p. 24)
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Portfolios are used in some inservice contexts, as well. In the Hawai’i English
Language Program, full-time teachers are evaluated annually by a committee.
Brown and Wolfe-Quintero report that “The evaluation committee found that the
portfolios added an important dimension to the annual review because they
intersected with student evaluations and administrators’ observations to reveal a
deeper picture of instructors’ strengths as well as areas of recommended growth”
(p. 26).

Concluding Comments

There are many problems in language teacher evaluation, partly due to the fact
that myriad complex social variables influence language teaching (e.g., class size,
student motivation, availability of well-prepared teachers, access to appropriate
materials), and these variables differ widely from one context to another. Conse-
quently, it is virtually impossible to identify universal criteria for language teacher
evaluation.

In spite of its importance (both to programs and to the individuals involved),
language teacher evaluation is sometimes not given enough time, attention, or
resources, compared to other initiatives (Bailey, 2006). Murdoch laments that
“teacher evaluation matters are often perceived to be of secondary importance,
and as a result, tend to be poorly developed in many institutions” (2000, p. 5). In
many teaching contexts, performance reviews are based on infrequent observa-
tions by a supervisor who has little time for observations and conferencing. As a
result, Murdoch says, these ad-hoc evaluation procedures “can only produce
universal teacher anxiety, a lack of belief in the validity of observation, and a
subtle undermining of other institutional initiatives to support teachers’ efforts to
deliver courses effectively” (p. 5).

Teacher evaluation processes can also be developed through the use of fair and
effective principles, however. A discussion of such principles is provided by
Murdoch (2000, pp. 55–6), who states that “a progressive teacher-performance
review system needs to be founded on five key principles or aims”: (1) to encour-
age reflective practice; (2) to empower and motivate teachers; (3) to assess all
aspects of a teacher’s professional activity; (4) to take account of students’ views;
and (5) to promote collaboration.

The first principle, to encourage reflective practice, is related to formative evalu-
ation. Practicing reflective teaching involves systematically gathering data about
one’s own teaching, reviewing those data, and using those reflections to bring
about improvement (Richards & Lockhart, 1994). If teachers are expected to con-
tinue their own professional development, teacher evaluation should encourage
reflective teaching.

Murdoch’s second principle is to empower and motivate teachers. Effective per-
formance reviews provide teachers with central roles in developing the instru-
ments and procedures used in evaluating their work (Murdoch, 2000, p. 55). He
feels teachers can be empowered by setting their own objectives based on the
activities they do most often.
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The third principle of effective evaluation is that it will assess all aspects of
a teacher’s professional activity. Murdoch notes that “a common failing of many
teacher-performance reviews is that they make judgements about teachers based
on unrepresentative samples – usually isolated observations – of a teacher’s work”
(p. 56).

Fourth, an evaluation system should take account of students’ views. Ideally, in a
student-centered curriculum, evaluation should recognize the value of “collect-
ing students’ views about their teacher and the classroom environment. This also
makes practical sense, since they are the ones who spend the most time interact-
ing with a teacher” (p. 56).

Regarding the fifth principle, to promote collaboration, Murdoch says “the
relations between a supervisor, senior teacher, or director of studies with the
teachers whom he/she evaluates must be built on dialogue . . . In order to tune
in on the teacher’s perspective, a non-dogmatic approach to teaching issues is
essential” (p. 56).

In this chapter we considered three primary purposes for language teacher
evaluation: formative, summative, and diagnostic. We looked at some research
on effective teaching and considered the various criteria that can be used in
language teacher evaluation. We saw that many different people can be involved
in teacher evaluation and that there are several potential types of information for
language teacher evaluation, including teachers’ portfolios. In closing, we exam-
ined Murdoch’s (2000) principles for developing a performance review system.
Applying such principles systematically and fairly can help alleviate some of the
problems and anxiety normally associated with language teacher evaluation.
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38 Investigating the Effects
and Effectiveness of L2
Instruction

RICK DE GRAAFF AND
ALEX HOUSEN

Introduction

For the purposes of this chapter, we define second language (L2)1 instruction
as any deliberate attempt to promote language learning by manipulating the
mechanisms of learning and/or the conditions under which these operate.2 This
deliberately broad definition covers a wide range of pedagogic and didactic
approaches, methods, strategies, techniques, practices, and activities, all of which
can be applied in a wide range of settings (although most typically in a classroom).
Different types of instruction will be considered later.

The role and effectiveness of instruction in second language acquisition (SLA)
have been controversial since antiquity (see Richards & Rodgers, 2001, for an
overview). Does instruction really enable the learning of a second or foreign
language, or at least facilitate it? Most language teachers have, for obvious
reasons perhaps, assumed that it does, but SLA researchers have been more
divided. Those who adhere to what Long and Robinson (1998) have called a non-
interventionist view see no, or at best a nugatory, role for instruction, on the
assumption that L2 learning, like L1 acquisition, is essentially an incidental pro-
cess guided by universal mechanisms that are largely impervious to intervention
(Breen & Candlin, 1980; Krashen, 1985, 1994; Krashen & Terrell, 1983; Prabhu,
1987; Schwartz, 1993).

Proponents of an interventionist position consider this view to be misguided,
extreme, or at least premature (e.g., Rutherford & Sharwood-Smith, 1985; R. Ellis,
1991, 1997b, 2005; Long, 1983, 1988). They believe that L2 instruction can make
a difference in how (well) learners acquire a second language: “while it may not
be necessary to achieve competence in the L2, it undoubtedly helps” (R. Ellis,
2005, p. 725). This assumption is supported by cumulative evidence from differ-
ent types of research. These include studies that compare L2 instruction with
naturalistic exposure or meaning-driven communication in both second and
foreign language contexts (see reviews in R. Ellis, 1994, 1997b; Larsen-Freeman
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& Long, 1991; Long, 1983, 1988), and studies that compare different types of L2
instruction relative to control conditions (see the review in Norris & Ortega, 2000;
see also R. Ellis, 2001, 2002). This research has involved a wide variety of learners
(children and adults; beginners, intermediate and advanced learners). Norris and
Ortega’s (2000) meta-analysis of the experimental research further suggests that
not only does instruction have an effect on learning outcome, but the net effect of
L2 instruction is substantial, so that “L2 instruction can be characterized as effect-
ive in its own right” (Norris & Ortega, 2000, p. 480). There are even theoretical
arguments that L2 instruction may be indispensable for successful SLA, at least
for some types of learners (e.g., adult learners, or foreign language learners, who
may have little contact with the L2 outside the instructional setting), or for some
aspects of the L2 system (e.g., non-salient aspects of grammar) and L2 proficiency
(e.g., high levels of grammatical accuracy) (DeKeyser, 2000; Doughty, 2003). What-
ever the case may be, the position taken by most researchers today, including the
authors of this chapter, is that SLA is a process which can be influenced by
instruction, though not necessarily ad libitum, and it is exactly this relative open-
ness of SLA to instruction which has to be explored, so that it can be exploited for
both theoretical and practical purposes.

The study of L2 instruction has practical and theoretical significance. Its pract-
ical significance arises from the assumption that a better understanding of how
instruction affects L2 learning may lead to more effective L2 teaching; its theor-
etical importance is related to the understanding of how the brain processes
linguistic input of various kinds to arrive at linguistic representations in the mind
(Spada & Lightbown, 2002). This twofold significance may explain why the past
25 years, in particular, have seen such an explosion of research on the effects and
effectiveness of L2 instruction. Comprehensive surveys of this research can be
found in, inter alia, R. Ellis (1994, 1997b, 2001, 2002, 2005, 2006b), Doughty (2003),
Norris & Ortega (2000, 2001), Spada (1997), and Williams (2005). This chapter will
not seek to add to these surveys. Rather we will present a framework for investig-
ating the role of instruction in SLA and identify major research issues in terms
of this framework. Next we will consider these issues in the light of the research
methods that have been employed in the investigation of L2 instruction. We will
conclude by formulating recommendations for future research on the role of
instruction for second and foreign language learning and teaching, focusing on
usefulness and applicability for teaching practice.

A Conceptual Framework for Investigating L2
Instruction

In order to consider the effects and effectiveness of L2 instruction, we must first
be clear about what we mean by these two terms. The term effect refers to any
observable change in learner outcome (knowledge, disposition or behavior)
that can be attributed to an instructional intervention (possibly in interaction with
other, contextual variables). Effectiveness (or efficacy, usefulness) refers to the extent
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to which the actual outcomes of instruction match the intended or desired effects
(within the practical constraints imposed by the larger instructional context).
Effective instruction, then, is context-appropriate instruction, that is, goal-
appropriate, learner-appropriate, and resources-appropriate.

In the following two sections, we present a framework that identifies major
dimensions along which the effects of L2 instruction may be fruitfully investigated.
This framework includes both (1) the nature of the effects of instruction on SLA, and
(2) the factors that moderate these effects and, hence, the effectiveness of instruction.

Potential effects of instruction
The variegated effects of instruction on SLA can be envisaged in terms of (1) the
basic dimensions of SLA, (2) the basic components of SLA, and (3) the different
types of L2 knowledge that instruction yields. These three sets of factors are
elucidated below.

Effects on the basic dimensions of SLA
Instruction can, at least in principle, affect any one of the three basic dimensions
of the L2 learning process, as described by, inter alia, Klein (1986) and R. Ellis
(1994):

1 it may affect the route of L2 acquisition, i.e., lead learners to acquire the various
features of the L2 in a different order from, for example, non-instructed learners;

2 it may affect the rate of L2 acquisition, i.e., accelerate it or slow it down;
3 it may affect ultimate levels of attainment and the end-state of L2 learning;

i.e., instructed language learners may reach either a higher or lower ultimate
stage of interlanguage development and level of L2 proficiency than non-
instructed learners.

These three dimensions of SLA provided the broad framework for a series of
studies conducted in the 1980s to examine specific effects of instruction (e.g.,
Eckman, Bell, & Nelson, 1988; R. Ellis, 1989; Pavesi, 1986; Pica, 1983; Pienemann,
1989; see surveys in R. Ellis, 1994; Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; Long, 1983,
1988). Collectively, these studies have led to the following claims:

1 For those (grammatical) aspects of language which are developmentally
constrained by natural processing mechanisms or by universal principles
of language, instruction seems incapable of overriding the “natural” route of
acquisition. Both instructed and naturalistic (non-instructed) learners follow
the same orders and proceed through the same sequences of acquisition, at
least when measured by spontaneous production tasks.

2 When appropriately timed (i.e., when it targets structures within the learner’s
“developmental reach”), instruction can assist learners to move faster along
the natural route of development, so that their rate of acquisition is acceler-
ated when compared to non-instructed learners.
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3 (a) Overall, instructed learners ultimately reach higher stages of inter-
language development and higher levels of proficiency than uninstructed
L2 learners.

(b) In particular, instructed learners attain higher levels of grammatical
accuracy than non-instructed learners, although not necessarily higher
levels of communicative fluency.

(c) Instruction may even be necessary to overcome premature fossilization
of specific grammatical subsystems, in particular, aspects of the L2 that
cannot be learned on the basis of mere exposure or that go by unnoticed
or seem communicatively redundant to the learner.

The observation of natural orders and sequences of acquisition seems to limit
the potential effectiveness of instruction (cf. claim 1). The second claim implies
that instruction would only be effective when it is targeted at an L2 structure
within the learner’s developmental reach. The logical and practical corollary of
these two claims is that, firstly, for instruction to be effective, it must be continu-
ously adapted to learners’ changing developmental needs as they move along the
natural route of acquisition; and, secondly, that the effectiveness of instruction
crucially depends on knowing when to instruct which aspect of the language,
and in which order (R. Ellis, 1994, 1997b). Putting these principles into practice
would be problematic, however, if for no other reason than that our knowledge
about which aspects of language develop in a fixed order and why they do so is
still too limited to make reliable pedagogical decisions (DeKeyser, 1998; R. Ellis,
1997b; Lightbown, 1998, 2000). But the effectiveness of instruction need not be as
limited as the claims above suggest. Recent research indicates that, contrary to
the long-held belief that developmental orders are primarily driven by universal
processing constraints, which may indeed be impervious to instructional inter-
vention, the orders are primarily caused by “learner-external” features, such as
the perceptual saliency of linguistic features in the input or their communicative
value (Goldschneider & DeKeyser, 2001). If so, the notion of developmental readi-
ness is downplayed, and there may still be a stronger role for instruction if it
succeeds in manipulating either the amount and saliency of exposure or the
learner’s input processing strategies in such a way that acquisition is facilitated.
We will return to this possibility shortly.

Essential components of SLA
As Klein (1986) points out, successful SLA depends on three basic conditions:
first, the learner must have sufficient exposure to the L2 (i.e., have sufficient
input and output opportunities); second, he or she must (still) possess a func-
tional language faculty, which comprises mental resources used for processing
and internalizing linguistic material; and, third, he or she must have the appro-
priate propensity (e.g., motivation) to put his or her language faculty to actual
use. Thus, in terms of the essential components of SLA, instruction can be viewed
as doing one, or several, of the following:
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• provide learners with exposure to the L2 (i.e., input and output opportun-
ities), which is otherwise insufficiently available;

• influence learners’ propensity to use and learn the target language (e.g., by
stimulating their motivation);

• trigger or enhance acquisition processes and processing mechanisms, which
are otherwise insufficiently activated (e.g., noticing, automatization processes,
restructuring of linguistic representations).

The observation that instruction is effective for L2 learners for whom class-
room instruction is the only significant source of and context for exposure to the
L2, as is often the case in foreign language learning contexts, is probably as trite
as it is true. More instructive are the findings of studies conducted in second
language and study-abroad contexts, where learners have access to both instruc-
tion and naturalistic exposure (e.g., Howard, 2005; Spada, 1986; for reviews, see
R. Ellis, 1994; Freed, 1998; Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; Long, 1983, 1988). These
studies indicate that when either type and amount of naturalistic exposure or
type and amount of instruction are held constant, the advantages of instruction
are supported (Doughty, 2003; Long, 1983). All other things being equal, then,
classroom instruction seems more effective for SLA than mere communicative
exposure, although a combination of the two probably constitutes the optimal mix.

Research on how instruction may affect learners’ propensity to acquire an L2 is
particularly thin on the ground. Propensity factors are dependent on the learners’
socio-affective disposition, that is, on their needs, attitudes, and, particularly,
motivations. Researchers (and L2 teachers) have long recognized the crucial role
of L2 motivation in SLA and agree that “motivating students should be seen as
central in teaching effectiveness” (Dörnyei, 1998, p. 130). It is therefore surprising
that researchers have only recently started to consider how instruction can shape
L2 motivation or otherwise create a socio-affective disposition conducive to SLA.3

A central focus in this line of research is the concept of intrinsic motivation, the
motivation that is generated through, for example, the use of authentic, goal-
oriented, high interest instructional activities. Interest in how instructional vari-
ables can affect motivation is further fuelled by the growing interest in task-based
instruction, which stresses the importance of learners’ “engagement”: instruc-
tional tasks must be “challenging” so that they will be cognitively involving and
intrinsically motivating (see R. Ellis, 2003, 2005; Long, 1985; Platt & Brooks, 2002).
Examples of such task-based studies include Peacock (1997), who examined the
use of authentic teaching materials to promote motivation, and Green (1993),
who looked at the relationship between task variables and motivation, task
enjoyment and task effectiveness.

In contrast to the exposure and propensity components, much research has
considered the effects of instruction within the domain of SLA processes. As
Long pointed out in his 1988 review, “the SLA literature contains a dazzling
array of putative acquisition processes” (p. 119). In the last 15 years, SLA resear-
chers have increasingly adopted an information-processing approach (cf.
McLaughlin & Heredia, 1996) to investigate how instruction can influence those
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processes. The effectiveness of instruction is operationalized psycholinguistically,
in terms of input-processing enhancements that help learners extract relevant
linguistic structures from the L2 input and store them as linguistic representa-
tions in memory, and in terms of knowledge retrieval enhancements that help
learners maximize access to their L2 knowledge for language performance.
Drawing on processing models of SLA (e.g., Robinson, 2001; Skehan, 1998, 2002),
Housen and Pierrard (2005) have proposed that, for the purpose of investigating
the role and effects of instruction, SLA may be envisaged as comprising three
broad types of processes: knowledge internalization, knowledge modification,
and knowledge consolidation. Accordingly, the goals and results of instruction
may enable learners to:

• internalize new L2 features – internalization involves noticing, analyzing,
and eventually integrating, L2 features into memory as knowledge, so that
learners become more elaborate and sophisticated L2 users with, for example,
a richer and deeper lexical, grammatical or phonological repertoire;

• modify (i.e., restructure, extend, fine-tune) their L2 knowledge, including the
deviant, non-targetlike aspects of their interlanguage, so that they become not
only more complex but also more accurate L2 users;

• consolidate their L2 knowledge, for example, through deeper processing
and automatization, so that they can use their L2 with greater ease and for a
wider range of tasks and functions, in short, so that they become more fluent
and more stable L2 users.

This threefold taxonomy characterizes SLA processes in terms of measurable
performance manifestations of the knowledge and skills that the respective pro-
cesses are supposed to yield, that is, learners’ linguistic richness, complexity,
accuracy, fluency and variability. As such, it enables global yet researchable claims
about the effects of instruction.

Most instruction research to date has investigated whether instruction can
influence learners’ allocation of attentional resources to the point of noticing, i.e.,
the critical level of awareness, at which selected language features are extracted
from the input and registered in short-term memory as intake before being further
processed and integrated in long-term memory – or not, as the case may be
(cf. Schmidt, 1995, 2001; see also, Robinson, 1996a, 1996b, 2003; Tomlin & Villa,
1994). The literature discusses several instructional procedures that may promote
noticing, although it is often not exactly clear why these procedures are effective,
or, rather, are sometimes effective and sometimes not (see Doughty & Williams,
1998a; R. Ellis, 2001, 2002, 2005; Williams, 2005). We will return to this issue below.

Noticing relevant L2 features in the input and converting them to intake is a
necessary, but only a first, stage in the acquisition process. Once noticed, these
features will have to be further processed and integrated into the learner’s devel-
oping L2 system, proceduralized, and eventually automatized to enable accurate
and fluent spontaneous language use (McLaughlin & Heredia, 1996; Segalowitz,
2003; Skehan, 1998, 2002). There is some empirical evidence to suggest that
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instruction can also assist these other learning processes that operate at later
stages in the acquisition process. For instance, hole- and gap-noticing activities,
which make learners aware of, respectively, the holes in their L2 knowledge and
the discrepancy between their own L2 output and the target input, are said not
only to promote noticing but also to lead the learner to restructure or otherwise
modify his or her interlanguage knowledge toward the target norm (Swain, 1995,
1998, 2005; Swain & Lapkin, 1998; Williams, 2005). A similar role is attributed to
corrective feedback activities on learner errors, such as recasts and overt correc-
tions (for a discussion of the effectiveness of the various feedback options, see
Russell & Spada, 2006).

Some studies also suggest that instruction can increase learners’ control over
their developing L2 knowledge, and the speed and efficiency with which they
can access their knowledge in L2 production and comprehension tasks (e.g.,
Gass et al., 1999; VanPatten & Cadierno, 1993; VanPatten & Sanz, 1995), although
the degree of automatization needed for spontaneous, fluent language use is
probably a lengthy process that can only be obtained with substantial and appro-
priate practice in meaningful interaction (DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005; Segalowitz,
2003; see Gatbonton & Segalowitz, 1988, and Robinson, 2001, for concrete ex-
amples of how instructional activities can promote automatization; see N. Ellis
& Laporte, 1997, for a critical discussion of the effectiveness of various types of
practice for automatization and other aspects of SLA). Other studies suggest that
certain instructional activities, such as those that require learners to creatively
produce their own output, can trigger deeper and more elaborate processing of
L2 forms, resulting in more solid and durable L2 knowledge (Izumi, 2002; Swain,
2005).

SLA processes are often discussed in terms of the implicit–explicit distinction.
This distinction, which originated in research in experimental psychology (e.g.,
Reber, 1993), was introduced in SLA research by Krashen (1981, 1985), who con-
sidered the implicit process of L2 acquisition to be qualitatively different from the
explicit process of L2 learning, with acquisition being impervious to instruction,
while learning hinged on instruction. Over the years, the terms implicit and
explicit learning have come to mean different things to different researchers.
DeKeyser (2003) defines implicit learning as “learning without awareness of what
is being learned” (p. 314). For Hulstijn (2002), implicit learning requires sub-
stantial exposure to L2 material, and is a largely subconscious and unintentional
computational process leading to knowledge represented in the form of “networks
with layers of hidden units representing knowledge in a distributed, subsymbolic
way” (Hulstijn, 2002, p. 193). In contrast, explicit learning is “a conscious, delib-
erative process of concept formation and concept linking” (Hulstijn, 2002, p. 206).
In this view, explicit learning is seen as a willfully controlled process, and there-
fore as more amenable to instruction than implicit learning.

Other researchers stress that implicit and explicit learning both involve the
allocation of attentional resources to input – albeit to different degrees of aware-
ness – and both result in memorial representations of input features (de Graaff,
1997a, 1997b; Robinson, 1996a, 1996b, 1997a). In this view, the distinction is best
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defined in terms of the conditions under which the learning takes place, or in
terms of the different types of knowledge that result from the learning.

Some authors doubt whether truly implicit learning processes, at least of the
type that operate in first language acquisition, are effective in classroom con-
texts (as implicit learning often leads to incomplete knowledge with classroom
learners), or feasible (given the massive amounts of exposure and time that these
processes demand), or are even at all possible for post-childhood learners, due to
maturational changes in cognition (DeKeyser, 1994, 2003; DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005;
Doughty, 2003; R. Ellis, 2002). The implication, then, is that explicit learning is the
only viable option for adult L2 learners, and that instruction is “necessary to
compensate for developmental changes that put adults at a cognitive disadvant-
age” (Doughty, 2003, p. 257).

Whatever the case may be, the evidence from studies that compare the effect-
iveness of implicit and explicit types of learning with adult learners (e.g., Alanen,
1995; de Graaff, 1997b; DeKeyser, 1995; Robinson, 1996b, 1997b) speaks clearly in
favor of explicit learning, at least, in the case of simple rules (DeKeyser, 2003;
Norris & Ortega, 2000, 2001). However, few studies have directly compared
implicit and explicit learning, and there are doubts about the usefulness of the
kind of knowledge that explicit learning yields. This last remark brings us to the
third way in which the effects of instruction can be envisaged, namely in terms of
the types of knowledge it promotes.

Types of L2 knowledge
For about 30 years now, the potential role and effects of L2 instruction have been
discussed in terms of possible interfaces between different types of knowledge
that L2 learners may develop as a result of the operation of SLA processes. The
most common distinction in SLA research is between implicit and explicit know-
ledge (see also DeKeyser, this volume).4 Implicit knowledge is characterized
as intuitive and abstract knowledge of language that is subconsciously and incid-
entally “acquired” (to use Krashen’s terminology), usually as a “by-product” of
engaging in authentic communication. In contrast, explicit knowledge is broadly
defined as knowledge about language, a more conscious type of knowledge that
is “learned” intentionally. Explicit knowledge can be further broken down into
analyzed knowledge and metalinguistic knowledge (Bialystok, 1994). Analyzed
knowledge refers to the extent to which learners are able to form a propositional
mental representation of language features, and it involves a higher form of
awareness or consciousness than implicit knowledge. Metalinguistic knowledge
is verbalized (or verbalizable) knowledge about the structure and functions of
language and may involve knowledge of the theoretical constructs and technical
terminology for describing language (metalingual knowledge).

Although in language performance, the L2 learner can call on each knowledge
store separately or simultaneously, implicit knowledge is generally considered
the primary type of knowledge for L2 learners to develop because it is the default
knowledge store for generating utterances in most instances of language per-
formance. Implicit knowledge manifests itself most typically as the ability to use
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the L2 system (sounds, words, grammar) fluently and accurately in spontaneous
language use. In contrast, the primary manifestation of explicit knowledge is
in controlled, problem-solving language tasks that demand learners to pay focal
attention to the choice of linguistic forms (e.g., in a cloze task or grammaticality
judgment task). Explicit knowledge, then, seems to have little value in and of
itself outside its use in typical classroom tasks, though it is also claimed to mani-
fest itself intermittently in more spontaneous language behavior (DeKeyser, 2003,
this volume; DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005; R. Ellis, 1997a, 2004).

Regardless of whether explicit knowledge has any usefulness in and of itself,
there is also the question whether it can play a role in the development of implicit
knowledge. Three theoretical positions can be distinguished here, each claiming
a different role for explicit knowledge and for instruction in the course of SLA:
the no interface, weak interface and strong interface hypotheses.

The no interface hypothesis holds that implicit and explicit knowledge result
from two different types of learning processes (acquisition vs. learning) and are
completely separate from each other (Krashen, 1985; see also Hulstijn, 2002).
Important to the discussion here are the claims that implicit knowledge cannot
be directly taught, that the explicit knowledge which results from instruction
plays only a very limited role in L2 use, and that the development of L2 profi-
ciency, and, therefore, the role of L2 instruction, is largely confined to providing
adequate exposure and creating an appropriate affective climate for the opera-
tion of implicit acquisition processes.

The weak interface hypothesis (R. Ellis, 1990, 1994, 1997b) also claims that
implicit and explicit knowledge are two separately coexisting knowledge sys-
tems. L2 knowledge ideally starts out as implicit knowledge, for example through
the use of instructional tasks that facilitate noticing (e.g., interpretation tasks).
Explicit knowledge can be promoted by means of awareness-raising tasks that
lead learners to discover their own explicit grammar rules. This explicit know-
ledge cannot become implicit (although it can be automatized), but it may still
create opportunities for developing implicit knowledge by priming learners to
notice non-salient features in the input or discrepancies between the input and
their own output.

Finally, the strong interface hypothesis holds that explicit and implicit know-
ledge are not fundamentally distinct but, rather, extremes on one continuum. The
implication is that the nature of L2 knowledge can change in the course of acqui-
sition. Instructed L2 learners start out with developing explicit knowledge through
instruction (e.g., through explicit rule presentation and focused practice) which
they may then proceduralize and automatize (e.g., through communicative prac-
tice) to the point that it becomes virtually implicit (DeKeyser, 1997, 1998, 2001,
2003; O’Malley, Chamot, & Walker, 1987; Sharwood-Smith, 1988).

Differences in theoretical argumentation aside, the cumulative empirical evid-
ence from studies in the laboratory, the L2 classroom as well as in the naturalistic
L2 environment, indicates that L2 instruction is most effective for developing
explicit knowledge (DeKeyser, 1997, 1998, 2003; N. Ellis, 2002; R. Ellis, 1993,
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1997a, 2002). However, this type of knowledge is generally considered to be of
limited value for L2 communication, at least without the elaborate proceduraliza-
tion and automatization processes through which this explicit knowledge may
eventually become “functionally equivalent to implicitly acquired knowledge”
(DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005, p. 41). The reverse is true for implicit knowledge: while
no one doubts its value, many remain skeptical about whether it can effectively
be developed through instruction. Some scholars, therefore, suggest that “[p]erhaps
we do not have to bother with trying to teach implicit knowledge directly”
(R. Ellis, 2002, p. 234), but instead focus on “ways to maximize explicit learning
and the automatization of its product” (DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005, p. 445).

Factors moderating the effectiveness of L2 instruction
Whatever the exact nature of the effects and effectiveness of instruction for SLA,
it seems reasonable to assume that they will be moderated by at least three sets of
factors, pertaining to the how, the what, and the who of L2 instruction: (1) the type
of instruction, (2) the type of language features targeted for instruction, and (3)
the type of learner who receives the instruction (the instructee). Each of these
factors will be briefly considered in turn.

The relative effectiveness of different types of L2 instruction
Are some forms of instruction more effective for SLA than others? In order to
answer this important question, it is first necessary to identify what the relevant
different forms of instruction are. Comparative research in the 1960s and 1970s
defined different types of instruction in terms of global pedagogical methods
(e.g., the Grammar-Translation versus Audio-Lingual method). Current SLA
research operationalizes type of instruction mainly in psycholinguistic terms
derived from computational models of learning. Recent instruction taxonomies
make a first broad distinction in terms of the direction of the learner’s focal
attention between form-focused instruction and meaning-focused instruction (R.
Ellis, 1999, 2001; Norris & Ortega, 2000; Spada, 1997; Williams, 2005).

In meaning-focused instruction (MFI), the learner’s focal attention is predo-
minantly on the communication of relevant meanings and authentic messages
(R. Ellis, 1999, 2001). Examples of MFI can be found in the Natural Approach to
L2 teaching (Krashen & Terrell, 1983) and other forms of communicative lan-
guage teaching (CLT) (Nunan, 1989; Prahbu, 1987), immersion programs ( Johnson
& Swain, 1997; Johnstone, 2002), in some content-based second language pro-
grams (or content and language integrated learning (CLIL) as it is called in Europe;
cf. Baker, 2006; Wesche & Skehan, 2002; see also www.clilcompendium.com),
and also in proposals for task-based instruction (cf. Crookes & Gass, 1993;
R. Ellis, 2003, 2005).

Empirical evidence for the effectiveness of strong forms of MFI is somewhat
mixed. Evaluations of immersion programs have indicated that while immersion
pupils attain high levels of receptive skills in their L2, their productive skills are
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much more limited, especially their ability to produce grammatically accurate,
lexically precise and sociolinguistically appropriate extended discourse. One
of the reasons for this incomplete learning is that immersion students are too
focused on communicating message content and fail to notice and acquire less
salient or communicatively redundant lexical and grammatical forms; that is,
they focus on fluency while neglecting accuracy. For this reason many immersion
and other content-based L2 programs now also include a “focus on form” com-
ponent (R. Ellis, 2005; Lightbown & Spada, 1990, 1994), and most SLA researchers
now believe with Long (1988) that “a focus on form is probably a key feature of
SL instruction” (p. 136).

The term “form-focused instruction” (FFI) here refers to any instructional
activity which aims at drawing learners’ attention to language form, where “form”
stands for grammatical structures, lexical items, phonological features and even
sociolinguistic and pragmatic features of language.5 FFI can take many forms,
and several taxonomies have been proposed that can help researchers identify
exactly what aspect(s) of a particular form-focused activity determines its effect-
iveness (e.g., Doughty & Williams, 1998b; R. Ellis, 2001, 2002, 2006b; Long &
Robinson, 1998; Williams, 2005). For instance, Doughty and Williams (1998b)
propose a taxonomy based on the scalar criterion of “obtrusiveness,” i.e., whether
the instructional intervention interrupts processing and communication. R. Ellis’
(2001) taxonomy of FFI makes a primary distinction in terms of two criteria:
where the primary focus is placed (whether on form or on meaning), and how
the focus is distributed in the instruction (whether intensively (narrow focus) or
extensively (wide focus)). One of the most elaborate taxonomies of FFI is Williams’
(2005), which is based on five criteria: in addition to “obtrusiveness,” Williams
includes “problematicity” (whether or not the instructional intervention is motiv-
ated by a communicative problem), “planning” (whether the instruction is pro-
active or reactive), “targetedness” (whether targeted or general; cf. R. Ellis’ (2001)
notions of intensive versus extensive distribution), and “locus of responsibility”
(whether the responsibility for initiating the instructional intervention lies with
the instructor or with the learner).

The psycholinguistic and practical validity of these taxonomies have yet to be
demonstrated. Consequently, much research comparing the relative effectiveness
of different FFI types has classified the different instructional options in terms
of a more general criterion, namely degree of “explicitness”: from implicit
instructional techniques, such as input flooding, input enhancement techniques
and recasts, to increasingly more explicit techniques and activities, such as
consciousness-raising tasks, cloze tasks, dictogloss tasks, overt error correction,
garden path techniques, and the presentation and practice of metalinguistic rules.
Table 38.1 lists a number of features that have been variably associated with
implicit and explicit forms of FFI (cf. DeKeyser, 1995; Doughty, 2003; R. Ellis,
2001, 2002; Norris & Ortega, 2000; Spada, 1997). The two columns in Table 38.1
should be seen as the extremes of a continuum.

The distinction between implicit and explicit FFI covers Long’s well-known
distinction between Focus-on-Form instruction (FonF) and Focus-on-FormS
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Table 38.1 Implicit and explicit forms of form-focused instruction

Implicit FFI

• attracts attention to language form

• language serves primarily as a tool
for communication

• delivered spontaneously and
incidentally (e.g., in an otherwise
communication-oriented activity)

• unobtrusive (minimal interruption of
communication of meaning)

• presents target forms in context
• no rule explanation or directions to

attend to forms to discover rules; no
use of metalanguage

• encourages free use of target form

Explicit FFI

• directs attention to language
form

• language serves as an object of
study

• predetermined and planned
(e.g., as the main focus and goal
of a teaching activity)

• obtrusive (interruption of
communication of meaning)

• presents target forms in isolation
• use of rule explanation or

directions to attend to forms to
discover rules; use of
metalinguistic terminology

• involves controlled practice of
target form

instruction (FonFss). FonF instruction “overtly draws students’ attention to lin-
guistic elements as they arise incidentally in lessons whose overriding focus is on
meaning or communication” (Long, 1991, pp. 45–6), whereas FonFs “always entails
isolation or extraction of linguistic features from context or from communicative
activity” (Doughty & Williams, 1998a, p. 3). There are other dimensions along
which FFI can vary that cut across the implicit–explicit distinction, such as whether
the instruction proceeds deductively or inductively (DeCoo, 1996; Fotos, 1993;
Fotos & Ellis, 1991; Hendrix, Housen, & Pierrard, 2002), or whether it is oriented
toward the input or toward the learners’ own output (VanPatten, 1996).

Several studies have compared the relative effectiveness of implicit and explicit
types of instruction. Forty-nine of these were included in Norris and Ortega’s
(2000) meta-analysis, representing 98 unique instructional treatments. Norris and
Ortega classified these instructional treatments as “explicit” when metalinguistic
rules were explained to learners, or when learners were directed to discover rules
by attending to forms, and as “implicit” when “neither rule presentation nor
directions to attend to particular forms were part of a treatment” (Norris &
Ortega, 2000, p. 437). Explicit types of instruction proved to be significantly more
effective than implicit types. However, Norris and Ortega discuss a number of
important biases in their sample that warrant caution in drawing firm conclu-
sions about the relative effectiveness of implicit versus explicit types of instruc-
tion (for an extensive discussion, see also Doughty, 2003, and below).
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The relative effectiveness of L2 instruction for different types of
learners
Different instructional procedures are often presented as “effective” without speci-
fication of for whom and for what they might be most effective. Starting with the
former, it is generally believed that L2 instruction will be maximally effective if it
is matched to the way individual learners learn (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; R. Ellis,
1994; Sternberg, 2002). The way learners learn an L2 is likely to be influenced by
a host of factors, including age and cognitive maturity, cognitive learning style
(e.g., holistic versus analytic), language learning aptitude, motivation, attitudes,
personality (e.g., degree of extraversion and anxiety), and level of L2 proficiency
at the time of instruction. Researchers have rarely investigated these factors
in relation to different types of L2 instruction. R. Ellis (1994, ch. 14) and Skehan
(1989) provide reviews of relevant research in this domain (see also Sawyer &
Ranta, 2001; Skehan, 1998, 2002; and contributions to Robinson, 2002a).

Most research in this area has focused on the interaction of instruction and
cognitive factors (especially aptitude and learning style) and is generally known
as “aptitude-treatment interaction” research, after Cronbach and Snow (1977).
The findings of these investigations tentatively suggest that instructional effective-
ness can indeed be enhanced by adapting the type of instructional approach (e.g.,
explicit-deductive versus implicit-inductive) to individual differences in learning
styles and aptitude (e.g., Sein & Robey, 1991; Wesche, 1981; see also contributions
to Reid, 1995, and Robinson, 2002a).

There are a number of theoretical arguments to motivate the hypothesis that
also age will have an impact on the relative effectiveness of different types of
instruction. For instance, the process of maturation is known to affect cognitive
functioning radically, resulting either in decreased ability to learn implicitly or to
increased reliance on explicit learning abilities, or both (Doughty, 2003; Bialystok,
1997; Birdsong & Molis, 2001). One implication of this would be that for adult L2
learners, but not for child L2 learners, implicit and explicit knowledge interact
(DeKeyser, 2000), which in turn would imply that adult and child learners will
react differently to different instructional treatments. Such compelling arguments
notwithstanding, there has been no research that directly addresses the interac-
tion between age and the effectiveness of different types of instruction.6 Some
studies are suggestive of a possible relationship between learners’ age and instruc-
tional effectiveness, but the results cannot be unequivocally assigned to age since
the variable is usually confounded with other potential moderating variables,
such as proficiency level, type of target form or type of instruction (R. Ellis, 2002).
There is a need, then, for controlled studies comparing the effectiveness of vari-
ous types of L2 instruction for young versus older (i.e., post-puberty) learners.

Another potential constraining learner factor for effective instruction is the
learner’s developmental stage or proficiency level. It was already mentioned that
instruction has been found to be advantageous for beginning, intermediate and
advanced L2 learners (see R. Ellis, 1994; Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991; Long,
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1983). What is not yet clear, however, is whether different forms of instruction
are more effective for some proficiency levels or at some developmental stages
than at others. Suggestions of such a relationship can be found, for example, in
the recommendations by the Council of Europe’s “Common European Frame-
work of Reference for Languages” (2001), which imply that form-focused instruc-
tion aimed at developing grammatical control may be effective only from the B1
to B2 proficiency level (independent language users) onward. There are also
theoretical arguments for such a limited utility of FFI. According to computa-
tional accounts of implicit knowledge development, early L2 development is
primarily a matter of extracting chunks and low-scope patterns from the input
(N. Ellis, 2002, 2003; Pienemann, 1998; Pienemann & Johnston, 1987), the implica-
tion being that form-focused grammar instruction may be less effective for begin-
ners (R. Ellis, 2002). Another argument that form-focused instruction would be
more effective at later than at early stages of L2 development, made by VanPatten
(1996) and Williams (1999), is that in the early stages, learners would focus
entirely on decoding and expressing meaning, not form. Empirical evidence for
these theoretical arguments, however, is still lacking. Some studies suggest that
form-focused instruction can indeed facilitate the development of implicit know-
ledge with intermediate and advanced learners, but whether it also works for
beginners has not yet been investigated (R. Ellis, 2002).

In sum, although individual learner factors are commonly believed to affect
the success of instruction, research to date on the interaction between individual
learner variables and instruction has been too restricted to draw any firm conclu-
sions, restricted in terms of both the individual learner variables and the instruc-
tional conditions investigated. In particular, there is a need for SLA research
to investigate how the different types of instruction discussed in the previous
subsection affect different kinds of learners.

The relative effectiveness of L2 instruction for different types of
language features
The effectiveness of instruction, and of different types of instruction, has also
been related to the nature of the linguistic structure or rule to be taught. Many
teachers and researchers assume that instruction is more effective for some lan-
guage structures than for others. Statements to this effect were made by Krashen
(1981), who claimed that only simple structures can be successfully taught, while
complex structures can only be acquired implicitly, not taught. Although the
implication may be clear, the problem remains: exactly what makes a given struc-
ture simple or complex, and hence, more or less “teachable”?

To date, no generally agreed definition or metric of structural complexity
exists. Instead, different studies have variably defined complexity in terms of
such factors as the perceptual salience and frequency of a structure in the input,
its communicative value (or redundancy), the linguistic domain to which it
pertains (syntax, morphology, lexis, phonology), the degree of contrast with the
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corresponding structure in the L1, the scope and reliability of a linguistic rule,
the type of processing mechanisms involved in the learning of a feature (i.e., item
vs. rule-based learning), the transparency of the mapping between a structure’s
form and function, its compositional nature, its markedness, and so forth
(DeKeyser, 1998; Doughty & Williams, 1998b; R. Ellis, 1994, 1997a; Harley, 1994;
Housen, Pierrard, & Van Daele, 2005; Hulstijn & de Graaff, 1994; Williams &
Evans, 1998). With so many definitions and operationalizations of complexity,
comparing the findings of different studies is problematic. Moreover, empirical
evidence for an influence of the nature of the target structure on instructional
effectiveness has been equivocal, with some studies finding clear differential
results of instruction depending on the nature of the target structure taught (e.g.,
DeKeyser, 1995; Robinson, 1996a, 1996b), and other studies reporting few or no
significant effects (e.g., de Graaff, 1997a; Housen et al., 2005). Also the direction
of the relationship between type of structure and instruction remains unclear. For
instance, DeKeyser (1995) and Robinson (1996a, 1996b) found explicit instruction
to be most effective with simple structures, while de Graaff (1997b) and Housen
et al. (2005) reported more advantages of explicit instruction with the complex
structures in their studies. Clearly, there is a need for a more fine-grained ana-
lysis of what is meant by type of structure and structural complexity in order
to select truly contrastive structures in experimental designs.

Summary
It is clear that the effectiveness of instruction depends on a wide range of factors.
Three sets have been considered in this subsection: type of instruction, type of
learner, and type of target structure. Their impact on instructional effectiveness
has been hypothesized for a number of reasons, but for none of them compel-
lingly. And while some empirical studies report differentiated instructional
effects according to these factors, a review of findings does not provide a clear-
cut picture, and identifying the exact variables that cause differentiation remains
problematic. Obviously, other moderating factors also exist, including the inten-
sity, frequency and duration of the instructional intervention, and the nature of
the procedures used to assess instructional outcomes. These and other methodo-
logical factors will be addressed below.

Evaluating Research and Empirical Findings on the
Effects of Instruction

The conclusion drawn from the discussion above is that the available evidence
for all but the most general claim, that instruction may have an effect of some
kind, is inconclusive, owing in part to lack of conceptual clarity and theoretical
limitations, but also owing to methodological limitations and inadequacies. Norris
and Ortega (2000, 2003, 2006) have stressed the weakness of much research on
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the effectiveness of instruction in SLA, which does not sufficiently control the
student model (“what are we measuring”?) or make it explicit, the task model
(“where do we measure it?”), or the evidence model (“how do we measure it?”).
As both SLA theory and instructional contexts are involved in instructed SLA,
explicitly justifying educational context, linguistic target, theory of learning, and
instructional technique is essential.

It is to a discussion of these issues that we turn now. We do so by addressing
the following questions:

1 Which effects of instruction have been empirically investigated, and by which
methodology? What are the major research findings and discussions to date
concerning the effects and effectiveness of instruction? What are the relevant
factors that determine those effects and, hence, the effectiveness of instruction?

2 What is the relevance for language teaching of the available findings and
conclusions? What are the limitations? What recommendations can be made
for future research on the role of instruction for F/SLL?

Overview of research methods
As befits the complexity of the phenomenon under investigation, studies of the
effects of L2 instruction have adopted a variety of research approaches. R. Ellis
(2005, p. 9) lists the following:

• descriptive studies of language use in classroom contexts;
• experimental studies of learning outcomes in relation to instructional treatment;
• ethnographic studies, by means of classroom observations and teacher and

learner reports;
• correlational studies of different sets of learning and learner variables.

In particular, experimental studies seek to measure the magnitude of the effect of
instruction on language proficiency. As discussed in the previous section, experi-
mental studies conducted over the past two decades have investigated effects of
instruction in relation to a variety of mediating factors, including:

• Type of instruction: this variable figures most often as the prime independ-
ent variable in experimental studies. Type of instruction has been operation-
alized in terms of such contrasts as form-focused versus meaning-focused,
focus on form versus focus on forms, input processing versus output-based,
focused or open-ended tasks in task-based instruction, implicit versus explicit,
inductive versus deductive, feedback types (recasts, confirmation checks,
correction, explanation, etc.).

• Type of learner, referring to age, proficiency level, second language or foreign
language context, language background (type of L1, experience in learning
L2s), motivation, aptitude, etc.
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• Type of target or language feature, in terms of linguistic domain, most
research having focused on the effects of instruction on the acquisition of
morphosyntax, in relation to, for example, the regularity, scope, complexity,
lexicality, frequency, and saliency of the target structure (see Hulstijn, 2005,
and Hulstijn & de Graaff, 1994, for further elaboration). Other domains of
language have received far less attention. (For examples of instruction studies
in the domain of phonology, see Derwing, Murray, & Wiebe, 1998; Díaz-
Campos, 2004; Elliott, 1997; N. Ellis, 1993; Gorsuch, 2001; Hardison, 2003;
Mennim, 2003. For vocabulary, see Laufer, 2005. For socio-pragmatics, see
Bouton, 1994; Lyster, 1994; and other contributions to Bouton & Kachru, 1994;
Kasper, 2001; Rose & Kasper, 2001; and Rose, 2005).

It might further be relevant with respect to implications for language teaching
practice to distinguish between different types of educational context, such as
primary, secondary, higher or adult education; classroom or study abroad;
learners (and teachers) with the same L1 or with different L1s.

Effect-of-instruction research has used a wide variety of research designs,
including both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies, process- and product-
oriented studies, qualitative and quantitative studies, post-test only, pre-test–
post-test and post-test–delayed post-test designs. These designs have been
implemented in both naturalistic (classroom) and more controlled (laboratory)
settings. Sample sizes have ranged from individual students to entire classes and
larger (both intact classes and randomly selected groups).

Treatments in experimental instruction studies include oral as well as written
tasks; oral as well as written instructions, planned as well as unplanned corrective
feedback; focused as well as unfocused tasks; tasks directed at the acquisition of
new linguistic items, as well as tasks directed at further development of fluency,
accuracy or complexity; meaning- as well as form-oriented tasks; and individual
as well as group-based tasks.

Dependent variables in studies of the effect of instruction include the same
variety of test tasks as treatment tasks. Norris and Ortega (2000) distinguished
studies using metalinguistic judgment, selected response, constrained constructed
response, and free constructed response. Both oral and written test tasks are
used. Tests may focus on (but without always explicitly distinguishing and speci-
fying) learning in terms of language internalization, language modification or
language consolidation.

Conclusions from research findings
Given the multitude of mediating factors and the variety of research methods
used, it is hard to formulate generalizable conclusions, and even more difficult to
formulate implications or recommendations that are relevant to, and useful for,
teaching practice. In the SLA literature, several meta-studies and review studies
of the effect of instruction on second language learning have been published
in recent years. We have already mentioned Norris and Ortega’s (2000) meta-
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analysis of studies comparing the effects of implicit versus explicit types of
instruction. R. Ellis (2002) reviewed 11 studies that examined the effect of form-
focused instruction on learners’ free production (taken to be a measure of implicit
knowledge). Russell and Spada (2006) collected 56 studies on the effectiveness of
corrective feedback and conducted a meta-analysis of 31 of those. Spada and
Tomita (2007) conducted a meta-analysis of 30 studies to investigate the effects of
different types of instruction on complex and simple features of language. Other
reviews have been carried out by Doughty and Williams (1998b), Long and
Robinson (1998), and Spada (1997), examining experimental research on the role
of noticing and focus on form in language learning.

Evidently, the body of research on the effect of instruction on SLA is still
growing. An inventory of recent empirical classroom-based research on explicit
form-focused instruction includes studies by Allen (2000), Izumi (2002), Erlam
(2003a, 2003b), Sanz and Morgan-Short (2004), Radwan (2005) and Morgan-Short
and Bowden (2006). An inventory of recent classroom-based research on inciden-
tal form-focused instruction as part of corrective feedback includes Han (2002),
Iwashita (2003), Lyster (2004), Loewen (2005) and Ellis, Loewen, and Erlam (2006).
Overall, the results of these studies concur with Norris and Ortega’s (2000) meta-
analysis, in which explicit instruction was shown to have the strongest effect on
language learning, especially when form–meaning connections are stressed. This
finding has been taken to suggest that, other things being equal, explicit forms of
instruction are superior to more implicit types of instruction. However, some
researchers have indicated validity problems in relation to research design and
measurement of learning outcomes, detracting from the reliability of the previ-
ous conclusion (see, e.g., Doughty, 2003). Ellis (2001, p. 25) argues for the desir-
ability of isolating different options in researching the effects of form-focused
instruction, in order to evaluate their specific contribution to learning. However,
Norris and Ortega’s statistical meta-analysis (2000) has shown that it is difficult
to compare studies in this respect, as researchers have proceeded in many different
ways. With respect to the relation between complexity and language learning, for
example, different conceptualizations are used, as well as different definitions,
different operationalizations, and different measures. As a result, no common
agreement or practice exists as to which tests measure which type of knowledge,
or what knowledge is responsible for what type of performance. DeKeyser (2003,
p. 320) points out that no perfect tests or procedures exist for distinguishing
the results of implicit and explicit learning or the availability of implicit or
explicit knowledge.

Other researchers discuss the uncertainty of the stability of the effects found,
and, therefore, of the generalizabiliy of research findings to different levels of
acquisition attained by learners. Doughty (2003, p. 269) argues that in many
cases, it remains unclear whether observed effects of instruction are durable
beyond the typical post-test or delayed post-test period. Ellis (1997b) stresses that
some instructional effects may remain unnoticed, as they may only manifest
themselves at later stages of development. For that matter, inclusion of a delayed
post-test in a research design is usually recommended, but it does not guarantee
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that such differential effects will be revealed. As R. Ellis (2001, p. 34) further
argues, it is important to realize that different measures can produce different
results; therefore, it is essential to report and discuss the reliability and validity
of tests that are used. R. Ellis (2001), as well as Norris and Ortega (2000, 2001),
stress the importance of a multiple measures research design, using a combina-
tion of test types measuring different aspects of L2 acquisition.

As the extent to which the different measurement types can reveal the out-
comes of the acquisition process investigated remains uncertain, the use of addi-
tional, process-oriented tests is of particular importance. Studies that make use of
intro- and retrospective procedures, such as think-aloud protocols, sometimes
reveal aspects of language use that may indicate differential effects on acquisi-
tion that remain unnoticed by outcome-oriented tests, as discussed by Faerch
and Kasper (1987), Leow and Morgan-Short (2004), and Moonen, de Graaff,
and Westhoff (2006). Further, process-oriented research may reveal the effect of
instruction not only on the amount of learning, but also on different ways in
which learning effects are realized in individual learners. Ellis (2001) indicates
that hybrid research, using both process-oriented, interpretative measures and
product-oriented, experimental measures, is becoming increasingly common.

In conclusion, most research has found at least some effect of instruction on some
aspects of L2 acquisition. We have attempted to indicate the kinds of research
methods that have been used to answer different kinds of research questions,
and the kinds of issues that remain problematic or controversial. Clearly, in order
to be relevant, useful, and applicable to language teaching practice, knowledge
and information about the effectiveness of specific types of instruction, on indi-
vidual learner characteristics, and on the practical circumstances under which
instruction can be applied in language teaching, has to be available. Effective
instruction, in other words, is context-appropriate, that is, its effect, relevance
and usefulness depend on goals, learners, resources, and the environment. In the
next section, we will discuss the findings about the effectiveness of instruction
that might be helpful for language teaching practice.

Conclusions and Implications for Teaching Practice

The potential effects of instruction on SLA are multiple, varied and variable, and
a large number of factors have been both hypothesized and found to bear on the
effects and effectiveness of instruction. In this chapter we have discussed two
sets of key issues that are commanding the attention of researchers:

1 How does instruction affect (a) the basic dimensions of SLA (its route, rate
and end-state), (b) the basic components of SLA (exposure, learning pro-
pensity, internal processes and mechanisms), and (c) the different types of
knowledge and skills that L2 learners develop (implicit versus explicit;
declarative versus procedural)?
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2 How are the effects and effectiveness of instruction affected by (a) the type of
instruction used, (b) the type of learner, and (c) the type of structure taught?

These are, first and foremost, empirical questions for L2 instruction research
to answer. As we have seen in the previous section, SLA researchers have
addressed aspects of these key issues from different perspectives, resulting in
relevant findings for a more comprehensive theory of instructed SLA. What,
however, is the relevance of the available findings and conclusions for language
teaching? What are the limitations? And what recommendations can be made for
future research on the role of instruction with respect to language teaching?

Several researchers have tried to draw general conclusions from SLA research
for language teaching practice. R. Ellis (2005) formulates ten general principles
for successful instructed learning, including a need for both a repertoire of for-
mulaic expressions and rule-based competence, a focus on meaning as well as
on form, development of implicit knowledge (while not neglecting the relevance
of explicit knowledge), taking the learners’ “built-in syllabus” and individual
differences into account, and providing extensive L2 input as well as opportun-
ities for output and interaction. R. Ellis (2006a) considers eight key questions
relating to grammar pedagogy in the light of findings from SLA research. Westhoff
(2004) has worked out five basic components for successful language teaching in
a report to the European Commission. Those include availability of extensive
authentic comprehensible input, opportunities for, and guiding of, both content-
oriented and form-oriented processing, opportunities for output production in
meaningful interaction, and paying attention to individual needs for language-
learning strategies. (See Driessen et al., 2008, for further elaboration of these
components.)

With respect to the much-debated effectiveness of instruction for L2 profi-
ciency as based on implicit knowledge, the overall results of meta-analyses and
other research findings discussed in this chapter tend to indicate a preference for
a rule-based perspective in the learner. Types of instruction that focus on form or
promote a rule-based perspective show a development of learner proficiency in
terms of accuracy and complexity. No strong claims can be made for the area of
fluency, because production assessment activities in most studies are controlled
in some way. Still, some results suggest that knowledge elements induced by
explicit instruction may still be applied in or facilitate the production of spontan-
eous speech.

One could remark critically that many conclusions from L2 instructional
research are already common practice for many teachers, which could be
interpreted as diminishing the relevance of this research for teaching practice.
However, one can also consider it important that the apparent success of much
common practice based on actual experience is borne out by experimental
research. Teachers, then, can find justifications for their pedagogic repertoire in
the findings in SLA research on the effect, relevance and relativity of instruction.
Gass (1995) stresses the relevance of SLA research for the evaluation of whether
what is being done in a language classroom is appropriate for language learning,
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and for the prediction of whether particular phenomena in (individual) language
acquisition processes will take place. She advocates that teachers and researchers
should work in tandem “. . . to determine how SLA findings can be evaluated
and made applicable to a classroom situation, and to determine which SLA
findings to use.” (p. 16). Lightbown (2000) for her part argues that “. . . there is
now a rich literature of SLA research which can help shape teachers’ expectations
for themselves and their students, and provide valuable clues to effective peda-
gogical practice” (p. 452).

Evidently, many teacher concerns with respect to pedagogical issues remain
inconclusive, unsolved, or unaddressed by SLA research. It is clear that SLA
research and language pedagogy in many respects have their own concerns and
agendas. However, speaking each other’s languages and being able and willing
to listen to each other helps us not to neglect the issues, findings, and solutions
that matter to both. One way to do so is by carrying out collaborative action
research, i.e., action research conducted by teachers and researchers together, in
order to try out the conclusions from well-controlled empirical research in
concrete but fuzzy classroom settings with heterogeneous student populations
(Gass, 1995; Haley & Rentz, 2002; Lightbown, 2000). Instruction that proves to be
somehow effective, not only in empirical research but also in daily teaching
practice, should find its way into both teacher training programs and curriculum,
syllabus and textbook design.

NOTES

The authors wish to thank the editors of this handbook, the reviewers, and Nina Spada,
for their valuable feedback on this chapter. We also wish to thank Nico Schipper and Gert
Sollie, graudate students at Utrecht University, for their much appreciated aid in retriev-
ing and annotating recent publications on the main topics of this chapter.
1 Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term “second language,” its derivations (e.g.,

second language acquisition, second language teaching) and abbreviations (e.g., L2,
SLA) will be used in this chapter as a cover term to include “foreign language.”

2 “Instruction” is thus a narrower concept than “teaching,” which refers to any teacher-
related behavior in an educational setting. Note also that the intentionality of the
instruction or instructor implied in this definition does not necessarily imply any
intentionality on the part of the learning or learner.

3 There exists, of course, an extensive body of research on socio-affective factors
in second and foreign language learning, but this research has been concerned either
with conceptualizing the construct of L2 motivation and other related socio-affective
variables, such as anxiety and self-confidence, or with describing the socio-affective
profile of L2 learners in specific sociocultural and educational contexts, and its
relationship with general measures of L2 achievement or proficiency. Dörnyei (1998)
provides a survey of both lines of research.

4 Another common distinction in SLA research is between declarative and procedural
knowledge (e.g., DeKeyser, 1998; Towell & Hawkins, 1994). The explicit–implicit and
declarative–procedural knowledge distinctions are sometimes conflated (e.g., DeKeyser,
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1998; DeKeyser & Juffs, 2005; R. Ellis, 2004), but the two are not necessarily the same
(see R. Ellis, 2008, pp. 429–31 for a discussion).

5 For a discussion of terminological issues connected with the use of “form-focused
instruction” and related terms, such as “forms-focused instruction” and “focus-on-
form instruction,” see R. Ellis (2001), Spada (1997), and Doughty & Williams (1998a).

6 There is, of course, a voluminous literature on the effect of age of onset of learning and
the critical age period on the rate and ultimate attainment of SLA (see Harley & Wang,
1997; Johnson & Newport, 1989; Singleton & Ryan, 2004), but this research does not
address the impact of age on the relative effectiveness of different types of instruction.
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39 Program Evaluation

STEVEN J. ROSS

The major events of the twentieth century, two world wars, the Cold War,
mass migration, and market globalization, have led to an exponential growth in
modern foreign and second language instruction for strategic, settlement, and
economic purposes. In parallel with this growth, the 1960s and 1970s saw an
explosion of dramatically different options in language pedagogy, many of which
were predicated on strikingly contrastive models of second language acquisition.
The early days of language program evaluation in applied linguistics can be seen
as an effort to reduce the field of competing models to arrive at an optimal model
of language learning. The focus of evaluation in the era of methodology studies
was set on the task of examining differential outcome evidence that would justify
educational policy to adapt the “best” method. As Beretta (1986, 1992) pointed
out, most methodology cum evaluation studies suffered from a lack of sufficient
description of the processes that could define the putatively unique methods.
The quest for differences between methodological options often confused evalu-
ation with applied research goals (Alderson, 1992), which did little to provide
information about optimal instructional systems, or even about what actually
went on inside language classrooms. Language program evaluation was by then
considered overly focused on differences in products, without any theory of SLA
to offer a coherent explanation for why any particular outcomes would be
expected. As applied linguistics matured as a discipline, language program
evaluation began to look beyond the search for the universal Best Method and
started sharpening the focus on the processes that contrastive methods offer in
facilitating language learning. The new focus shifted to defining the processes of
language programs (Cumming, 1987; Long, 1984; Ullman, 1990), with special
emphasis on observation of what actually happened in language instruction. The
novel process orientation offered an advantage over the outcomes-centered
approaches of previous decades; it could provide a basis for ongoing feedback
to practitioners. The process approach thus converged with conventional pro-
gram evaluation in other social science disciplines, since it could offer an interim
feedback function consonant with the two broad forms of evaluative results
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corresponding to Scriven’s (1967) distinction between formative and summative
goals.

In language program evaluation since the 1990s, a strong trend has been to
utilize qualitative research methods for the purposes of formative assessment.
Lynch (1990, 1992, 1996), for instance, relied on a “context adaptive” approach
which featured continuous negotiation with stakeholders as to what outcomes
they sought to achieve in their program. Working with similar assumptions about
the formative potential for language program evaluation, Rea-Dickens (1999)
endorsed a fluid and adaptive approach to evaluation, one that would be most
likely to raise participants’ awareness of their own practices and how current
processes may not be in alignment with program goals. McKay (1991) and Richards
(1997) had earlier endorsed approaches to evaluation that relied on involving
program participants as active contributors to the definition of those goals.

While a typical language program evaluation could still be expected to feature
some form of outcome analysis, by the 1990s a mixed mode of qualitative and
quantitative approaches became more common. A number of papers in Alderson
and Beretta (1992) sought to redress the problem of overemphasis on measured
outcomes by adding substantive observational components to program evalu-
ation designs employing the conventional quasi-experimental approach. Lynch
(1992), for instance, included an observational component in an English for ac-
ademic purposes program evaluation comparing an intervention group with an
uninstructed control. Lynch noted the asymmetry between the qualitative com-
ponent and the design, due to the fact that the control group went unobserved in
the study. In a direct methodological study harking back to the early days of
program efficacy research, Ross (1992) combined quasi-experimental design with
multiple outcomes and extensive classroom observation. Differences in classroom
processes, however, did not seamlessly lead to accurate predictions of differen-
tial outcomes, suggesting that observational data alone might not be sufficient for
formulating exhaustively accurate hypotheses about program impacts.

Recently, the focus has gradually shifted from comparative designs focused on
effect size estimation to process-oriented studies. Lynch (1996) has carried the
mixed-mode language program evaluation torch furthest with approximately
equal emphasis given to quantitative “positivist” analysis and qualitative “inter-
pretivist” data gathering and analysis. Lynch (2003) moved beyond the evalu-
ation methodology focus of contrastive paradigms to include the importance of
values and ethical concerns in program evaluation approaches, with an emphasis
on expanding the range of program stakeholders in the evaluation process.

A key element in the ethical dimension of language program evaluation is
the extent to which different stakeholder groups are invited to participate in
program evaluation design. Often, evaluation is motivated by a concern to justify
funding for the program, or what Alderson (1992) referred to as the “value for
money” motive. In such cases, an evaluation may be conducted by an external
evaluator who may utilize criteria for evaluation that program participants might
not have included in their own conceptualization of the program’s goals. In such
cases, issues of fairness to the program’s participants come to the fore (Beretta,
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1986) if evaluation criteria and comparative benchmarks are not first ratified by
them. A delicate evaluation validity issue is often at stake, and a balance needs to
be struck between competing views about evaluation criteria and methods. Some
stakeholders may prioritize the formative aspect of an evaluation, while others
may aim to optimize external validity by eliminating potential biases. In com-
parative designs, the potential for selection bias is well known (Shadish, Cook, &
Campbell, 2002), further complicating intervention versus counterfactual designs
aiming to provide such comparisons. Selection bias (Mohr, 1992) occurs when
subtle differences exist between the program participants and members of a
counterfactual group with whom the program recipients are to be compared.
Without vigilant monitoring of program delivery and careful elimination of
selection biases, misleading outcomes can result. Modern program evaluators are
keen to avoid claims of unfairness, and now typically design evaluation projects
to be as inclusive as possible, even if a summative warrant is given to the evalu-
ation by the program’s funding agency.

Stakeholders

A key step in planning an evaluation project is to identify different constituencies
with an interest in the processes and outcomes of a program. In real-world
language education, the most likely stakeholders will be the funding agencies,
the participants, administrators, and any special interest groups in the wider
community. An example of community interest is in migrant second language
learning. In business or in the military (e.g., Lett, 2005), the interest in a language
learning program may coincide with perceived long-term economic or strategic
advantages. Different stakeholder constituencies may begin with highly divergent
conceptual starting points concerning the processes that propel language learning,
awareness of constraints that may impede it, and about the kinds of outcomes to
be expected. Lynch (2003) distinguishes three levels of potential stakeholders,
ranging from day-to-day participants, to those who might have a limited interest
in long-term program outcomes. The level of involvement by different kinds of
real and potential stakeholders in program evaluation planning can be expected
to vary, depending on program goals and size. Kiely and Rea-Dickins (2005)
acknowledge that different stakeholder constituencies may prioritize evaluation
criteria in conflicting orders of importance, and may value various possible
outcomes differently. Management-led evaluation, for instance, may prioritize
tangible and quantitative outcomes, with the status quo ante or with comparison
groups serving as controls, while teacher-led evaluations may aim to discover
processes that have the potential for formative, ongoing betterment of the
program over time. As Chen (2005) notes, the difference between the scientific
view of how a program works and how other stakeholders may assess its value
can lead to problems in accepting the results of an evaluation. Scriven (1998), for
instance, contends that if confirming the merit of a program is the object of the
evaluation, the actual processes by which the outcomes are achieved are not
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directly relevant to that evaluation goal. In this sense, the “black box” approach
to confirming that goals have been achieved will be considered by some stake-
holders as a sufficient evaluation strategy.

Evaluation Planning
Language program evaluation planning can be situated in the larger context of
program needs analysis (Long, 2005). Just as different constituencies may hold
different views on different possible needs language learners may have, there
may be divergent views about the content, timing, and focus of the evaluation.
Bachman (1981) for instance noted that a basic issue in planning an evaluation is
whether the goal will be to gather evidence of outcomes for the purpose of
program accountability, or to provide interim feedback to participants about
strengths and weaknesses. Chen (2005) suggests that evaluation planners may
need to offer different facets of evaluation to various stakeholders if there are
differences in expectations as to the need for hard evidence of program impact
versus a desire to have feedback that can steer the program towards more effica-
cious processes.

Program Theory and Logic

An essential component of program evaluation planning is a unified understand-
ing among stakeholders of the program theory. A program theory is a set of
prescriptive and descriptive assumptions about how a program is supposed to
work in achieving its goals. It provides an explicit model of how a planned
intervention will influence a desired outcome. Chen (2005) asserts that a program
theory differs from a logic model (McLaughlin & Jordan, 2004; Wholey, 1979), in
that the latter involves explicit and graphical models of how inputs interact with
moderating variables to produce the desired outcomes. Logic models are often
essential for getting stakeholders to recognize required inputs and processes in
light of the program theory. A logic model needs to be visual and easily modifiable
for stakeholders to develop a realistic idea of the overall program theory prior to
the launching of a program of intervention. Logic models also lend themselves to
simulation, which can be a useful pre-program step to facilitate understanding
among stakeholder constituencies about program processes and constraints.

Program Planning and Design

An early phase in program planning is analysis of program feasibility. Policy
makers or funding agencies in some cases may have unrealistic presuppositions
about the processes that underlie a language program delivery, and even harbor
misconceptions about plausible program outcomes. As an important proactive
program-planning step, a feasibility analysis is often needed. The feasibility of
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Competencies

Acquisition

Hours of tuition

Figure 39.1 Initial logic model

executing a program may require numerous revisions of a program theory
and logic model if different stakeholders begin with different expectations about
program inputs, processes, outputs, and outcomes.

Program planning can begin with a draft of a program logic model shown to
different constituencies or to focus group members representing stakeholders. A
key element of a logic model is its adaptability and ability to show graphic or
visual representations of program processes and outcomes. One tool for logic
modeling is a dynamic systems simulator (Bruce & Matthias, 2001; Huckfeldt,
Kohfeld, & Gikens, 1982). An example of how a dynamic system can be used
for program planning through logic modeling follows with the use of STELLA
(Richmond, 2001). As an illustration of the use of a logic model represented as a
dynamic system simulation, a STELLA model is constructed here to show a logic
model of an English language program for migrants.

Program planning meetings with the funding agency in the project could
reveal that the initial assumption is an input–output model predicated directly
on per capita funded hours of tuition. Hours of tuition funded by the program
sponsors would lead to an accumulation of “competencies” until a client, a landed
migrant or a refugee, reached a certification threshold, or until the number of
funded hours of tuition expired. As a dynamic system, the basic logic model is
represented in Figure 39.1.

The starting logic model does not have any moderating variables in it. Acquisi-
tion is hypothesized to be the direct linear function of hours of tuition used.
Although the basic logic model is simple and intuitive to some stakeholders, it
is likely to be incorrect. In a large-scale study of task-based learning by adult
migrants, Ross (2000) identified two other individual difference variables directly
affecting learning rates. Though individual difference variables are well known
in the domain of second language acquisition (Robinson, 2002; Singleton & Ryan,
2004), their relevance to the initial logic model might not be initially apparent to
some key stakeholders in the program. Once these stakeholders are made aware
of the potential simulated impact of individual differences, the logic model can
be redesigned. The simple input–output model would for instance be revised to
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Figure 39.2 Logic model with individual difference variables

include two new variables empirically established to influence the rate of com-
petency acquisition. The revised model is shown in Figure 39.2.

The new logic model would give stakeholders a more realistic understanding
of how the two added individual difference variables would promote or con-
strain language acquisition in the adult migrant population of program clients. A
useful feature of some dynamic systems simulators is the possibility of creating a
“what if” interface, so that stakeholders can modify key variables to get a feel for
how much variation in outcomes could be expected. Figure 39.3 provides a snap-
shot of a dynamic system simulator designed to allow hypothetical manipulation
of variables known to affect the outcomes of interest. The simulator software
can be distributed to different stakeholders so as to facilitate experimentation
with the logic model. The model itself can be redesigned as variables considered
essential to the program theory are identified. The simulator in Figure 39.3 per-
mits a “hands on” demonstration to program stakeholders of how successfully a
38-year-old client with 204 hours of instruction and 11.5 years of education would
do in the program.

The impact of sample simulations may serve to dissuade some stakeholders
from assuming that program impacts will necessarily be uniform and linear.
Indeed, different hypothetical clients can be modeled with a logic model simu-
lator by changing the settings on the simulation dials. A program simulation
result can then be presented as a plausible time series or growth curve model for
different hypothetical client profiles. Figure 39.4, for instance, shows growth curves
over a five-year time frame, and assumes that 20 competencies would be needed
to reach a survival level certification threshold. The simulator settings are
manipulated to different projected outcomes for three different clients with
exactly the same number of classroom contact hours. Client 1 at age 35 and a
high school education would be projected to reach certification in 2 years. Client

Competencies

Acquisition

Age Education

Hours of tuition
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Figure 39.3 Logic model simulator I

2, aged 50, and with 4 years of home country education, would take 3.8 years to
accumulate 20 competency tasks. Hypothetical Client 3, aged 65, with no prior
education at all, would not complete a certificate under the current program
design.

The impact of simulation of the program’s logic model is in making potential
causal variables visual. Stakeholders can thus better appreciate how a program’s
implementation may be more complex than they had originally envisaged.

Figure 39.4 Comparative growth curves
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Realistic Moderating Variables

A key feature of program success is to be found in the fidelity of its implementa-
tion. In a large language program for migrants, reaching achievement targets can
realistically be expected only if the program is delivered as planned. Part of
program planning thus needs to include estimations of moderating variables that
could interfere with the planned program processes. Often, designers and man-
agers of pedagogical interventions might not anticipate the kinds of factors that
may impinge on program delivery. It is therefore prudent at the program plan-
ning stage to expand the list of stakeholders to include focus groups comprised
of service providers, teachers, and the clients themselves (Alderson, 1992; Chen,
2005; Goldenkoff, 2004).

A benefit of expanding the stakeholder radius is in detecting non-pedagogical
factors that may influence program implementation quality and, therefore,
program impact. For instance, interviews and surveys on language use among
adult migrant program clients could uncover a reduced need to use the target
language within certain clients’ communities. This information could be used to
update the logic model to show a possible constraint on the learning of new
competencies taught within the confines of the language classroom. Specifically,
if certain transactional competencies are not in fact needed for survival within
some clients’ communities, there may be an attrition factor missing from the logic
model. The attrition model may be based on accounts of adult learners forgetting
the content of language lessons through non-use in the wider community.

Interviews with program administrators and teachers at the local level may
indicate that in addition to varying needs and opportunities to use the taught
competencies, there may be economic factors that reduce the number of exposure
hours in the classroom. These economic factors may be directly relatable to macro-
economic phenomena, e.g., inflation, or to local micro-economic influences, such
as casual job opportunities for program clients. With this expanded set of factors,
the logic model can be redesigned to include the social and economic influences
on both the input frequency the program ideally would provide, and on outflows
that may attenuate the assumed accumulation of program outcomes.

In the present example of the migrant language program logic model, the
individual differences factors and hours of tuition model in the first simulation
would require further modification. Figure 39.5 provides the revised logic model
with a hypothesized linguistic enclosure factor, and an economic factor scaled as
a percentage of influence. Both of these components are considered constraints
on program implementation and outcomes.

In the revised logic model, a new factor “enclosure” is added to model the rate
of attrition. If a client experienced, for instance, no enclosure and had no oppor-
tunity to use his or her native language, the influence of enclosure on the rate of
attrition would be hypothesized to be zero. Conversely, if an adult client was
residing in a community with complete linguistic autonomy from the host com-
munity, most transactions and virtually all interaction would be in the client’s
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Figure 39.5 Logic model with social and economic factors

native language. The instructional program would be comparable to a foreign
language within the larger community where the target language is used.

The economic factor “economic pressure” is also scalar, and shows how the
need to work may for some clients compete with their availability to attend
classes provided by the language program. Put together, the two new factors can
be added to the revised simulator to show key stakeholders how these different
moderating variables can be expected to influence the delivery of the program
and expected outcomes (Figure 39.6). The redesigned simulator could then be
used to allow stakeholders to conduct simulations for themselves with “typical”
clients in more or less enclosed communities who might also experience varying
levels of economic pressure – the need to trade off language-learning opportun-
ities offered by the program to make ends meet financially. The resulting time
series and growth curves would be expected to become non-linear and in some
cases reach a plateau in the growth pattern. Figure 39.7 shows the growth curves
for hypothetical cases of the first profile (curve 1) when there is 50 percent
community enclosure and zero economic pressure. Another hypothetical pro-
gram client would not reach the certification criterion in 5 years, owing to
hypothesized attrition of the unutilized competencies (curve 4). With enclosure
set to zero and economic pressure set to 50 percent, the same profile of client
(200 hours, 36 years of age, and 12 years of education) would be projected to take
3 years to reach the certification level (curve 5).

The main advantage of dynamic model simulation of a program’s logic model
is that it can allow stakeholders to gain an understanding of the program’s com-
plexity even before the actual program begins. It can help dispel naïve assump-
tions about linear input-to-output correlations, and give program funders and
other stakeholders a deeper appreciation of the possible factors that can come
into play in the implementation phase of the real-world program.
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Implementation Monitoring

A well-known shortcoming of early comparative language-learning methodo-
logy studies was the problem of the “black box” (Long, 1984). Once innovative
language pedagogy programs were initiated, the actual orthodoxy, quality, and
duration of the putative differential methods were often simply assumed. Unex-
pected null findings were thus ambiguous: was language learning indifferent to
methodology, or were putative methods simply idealized fictions about class-
room processes? Program evaluators in social and public health domains (Chen,
2005; Wholey, Hatry, & Newcomer, 2004) have learned to build observation into
both formative and summative evaluations designs. Most program evaluations
currently employ some form of implementation monitoring to serve as a guarantee
that the program intervention was in fact delivered in ways consonant with the
program theory.

Various observational methods are useful for monitoring the processes of
program delivery. An obvious option is the inclusion of participant observers
who in some capacity are engaged with the program in different roles. Observers
can keep logs and diaries of their experiences, which can be later compiled for
examination of the consistent quality of the program’s delivery. Observers can
also be trained to provide ratings and classifications of the processes of program
delivery (Lynch, 1996; Spada & Frolich, 1995). Focus groups (Goldenkoff, 2004)
comprising different constituency group members can be convened to provide
perspectives on how the program serves the needs of the clients. The focus group
membership selection criteria can be random, or stratified to include those who
are active program participants, while in other focus groups, the perspectives of
those who are at the fringe of the program may be deemed important to diagnose
problems in adequate delivery.

Another goal of implementation monitoring is to examine the fidelity of
the program’s delivery according to the program’s logic model. The design of
the program may make assumptions about who the participants are and how the
content of the syllabus matches prospective client needs. For instance, in the
above dynamic model featuring the putative effect of economic pressure, a sur-
vival syllabus design may be predicated on an analysis of the needs of adult
migrants to use language in particular workplace contexts. Implementation moni-
toring may reveal that unanticipated changes in economic pressure have caused
a large number of male clients to forego language tuition and instead engage in
opportunistic itinerant work activities that do not require the same language as
that featured in the original workplace language syllabus. The actual participants
in the program may be mothers with small children, whose linguistic needs
may differ dramatically from those of their spouses in the workplace scenarios.
In the event such unforeseen economic factors come to influence program de-
livery, fidelity analyses, if done early and often in a program, may provide
formative information sufficient for syllabus modification while the program is
in progress.
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Evaluability

Program implementation monitoring and fidelity analyses address the key issue
in program evaluability (Chen, 2005; Wholey, 2004). Often, evaluation schedules
are timed to coincide with the fiscal year cycles when funding for the program
needs to be renegotiated. Unless program evaluators and the program’s funders
are cognizant of the amount of time required for a program to “spool up”, and
are wary of possible problems of implementation, efforts to conduct a full evalu-
ation may be premature and likely to provide discouraging results about pro-
gram impacts. Instead of preset evaluation deadlines, program evaluation can
utilize negotiated timelines in order to avoid invalid premature evaluations which
may waste effort and resources. The concept of evaluability readiness (Chen,
2005) provides a method for assessing whether the various stakeholder constitu-
encies are in agreement about the timing of the evaluation project. An evaluability
assessment can thus serve as a precursor to the main evaluation effort. Program
evaluations tend to go smoothly when a set of conditions are met: (1) if all key
stakeholders are involved in the evaluability assessment; (2) if there is agreement
about the fidelity of the program’s implementation; (3) if there has been time to
adjust the program delivery in light of needed changes; (4) if stakeholders can
agree on the goals of the evaluation effort. The fourth condition may be difficult
to negotiate when one constituency requires summative outcome evaluation, and
another prefers a formative evaluation focus.

Outcomes Assessment

In the main, funding agencies tend to prefer “hard” evidence to justify funding
for social intervention programs. There is a strong preference for program evalu-
ations that involve direct “before and after” comparisons of program participants
(Bonate, 2000). Chen (2005) notes that impact analyses can be categorized into
two general approaches. Efficacy evaluations best demonstrate the potential im-
pact of a program under ideal conditions, and often employ the fully randomized
experimental design to do so. Efficacy analysis is thus related to the program
theory by demonstrating that the hypothesized causal relation between the inter-
vention and outcome is a strong one, without the ambiguity of potential threats
to internal validity. Effectiveness evaluation, in contrast, aims to assess how a
program functions under realistic circumstances, where true randomization might
not be feasible. Here, the design options may be more akin to quasi-experimental
research, where the effort is made to make design controls over selection bias
and moderating variables. Both efficacy and effectiveness evaluation approaches
involve mainly quantitative data collection and analysis, but do not rule out
other forms of evidence to augment the quantitative data.

Evaluation trends in education have in general moved more to a “mixed mode”
of evaluation focus, though there is a trend in language education to prefer
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formative assessment exclusively. Some language education evaluation authors
(e.g., Kiely & Rea-Dickins, 2005) express a strong dispreference for quantitatively-
oriented designs, endorsing instead various interpretivist designs (see Lynch, 2003).
The decision to employ an outcome assessment may, however, depend on the
conditions set down by key stakeholders, usually those who are paying for it.
Many funding agencies provide continued funding of programs predicated on
evidence that there has been tangible evidence of improvement. Since quantit-
ative methods have evolved over many decades to measure change, they are
arguably the best tools to indicate that there has been change. Other than in the
efficacy framework using bona fide experimental conditions, most quantitative
evaluations employing quasi-experimental designs do not yield unequivocal
answers about program processes causing the observed outcomes. Their greatest
shortcoming is in providing explanatory accounts as to why there has been change.
Cook (2000) lists various reasons why educational evaluations have moved
away from empirical causal models, and have increasingly opted for formative
research, even without firm evidence of impacts consistent with program theory
having transpired. Cook contends that experimental designs are still most likely
to provide the best causal evidence of program impact, and are still the best
approach if program funding is contingent on firm evidence that there has been
the desired program impact. Experimental and quasi-experimental evaluation
designs remain the norm when the results of impact studies are to be used to
guide macro-level policy decisions.

The choice of research design can thus be expected to depend on the reporting
requirements. If the evaluation is meant to be formative and process-oriented,
evaluation designers may opt to employ qualitative research methods, such as
diary studies, focus groups, intensive interviews, and ethnography. The result of
a formative evaluation would be expected to inform program users about how
the program works, and may indicate ways to make program processes more
efficacious. If summative requirements are mandated, evaluators may be more
inclined to use different forms of quantitative designs, such as experimental ver-
sus counterfactual conditions after randomization, quasi-experimental designs
with methods of estimating selection bias (Mohr, 1992), regression discontinuity
designs (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002), and regression point displacement
designs (Trochim, 2002). An outline of these and other designs useful in program
evaluation is provided in the following sections.

Quantitative Program Evaluation Designs

In efficacy designs devised to test the theoretical accuracy of a program theory
under ideal laboratory conditions, the conventional preference is for a “clinical
trials” model employing complete randomization. The effect of randomization of
the program of intervention to schools, instructors, and students, is to neutralize
any selection bias and thus isolate any differential causal effect of the interven-
tion. The mandate to conduct the randomization is usually given to a central
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Figure 39.8 Randomized intervention design

D → R T Y
D → R C Y

authority in collaboration with the program evaluation designers. Figure 39.8
sketches the components of randomized design. Authority to assign participants
to the intervention condition (T) or the counterfactual condition (C) rests with
program evaluation designers (D → R). The outcome (Y) must be a reliable and
valid indicator of what the program theory defines as the consequence of the
intervention. While this model has been the gold standard for clinical trials in
medicine, it is comparatively rare in applied linguistics or in education in general
because of logistical problems associated with total randomization to eliminate
selection bias. Few educational evaluators have the authority to make participa-
tion an imperative, which is a key reason for its current rarity in education
(Cook, 2000).

The analysis of outcomes in a randomized design is relatively straightforward.
Since sources of pre-intervention differences are assumed to be neutralized through
the randomization process, the conventional null hypothesis is that the means
and variances of the T and C groups are equal. Analysis of variance models for
testing the fixed and random effects of the intervention can be straightforwardly
applied.

A more common situation in applied settings is when full randomization is not
deemed feasible. In such cases, partial randomization may still be possible, leav-
ing the possibility of selection bias affecting some facets of the design. In such
cases, the quasi-experimental design strategy is to gather more data prior to the
start of the intervention so as to make adjustments possible in the event there are
pre-existing differences between the intervention and counterfactual conditions.
The design thus requires one or more measures of the status quo ante on vari-
ables most likely to account for any pre-existing group differences. Figure 39.9
provides a sketch of a quasi-experimental design.

In the quasi-experimental design, measures of potential differences between
the intervention and counterfactual groups pre-exist the program of intervention
(Cook & Campbell, 1979; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). X1 could, for instance,
be a measure of language learning aptitude given to all participants. Y1 would
be a pre-intervention parallel form measure of the outcome variable Y2. The

Figure 39.9 Quasi-experimental design

X1 Y1 D → [R] T Y2
X1 Y1 D → [R] C Y2
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program evaluation designers would strive to reduce as much bias as possible
by partial randomization (D → [R]), such as by randomly assigning the intervention
to intact classes. In a quasi-experimental design, the analysis is typically more
laborious and contingent on a number of assumptions. Pre-intervention equival-
ence in aptitude, for instance, would require that the language learning aptitude
means are equivalent before the intervention. Likewise, pre-existing differences
between the intact groups would assume equivalent means on the pretest. In the
event that the null hypothesis is not rejected for the pre-intervention measures,
the analysis can proceed, as in the experimental design, with a direct comparison
between the T and C groups on the post-intervention measure of the outcome
(Y2). The usual situation is that the pre-program group equivalences are non-
random. In such cases, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is required using
the pre-intervention measures as covariates (Huitema, 1980). ANCOVA can be
used to estimate the differential effect of T versus C on Y2, controlling for the
pre-existing differences between T and C on the covariates. Interactions between
the pre-intervention measures (e.g., aptitude and proficiency) and the interven-
tion need also be examined to eliminate conditional effects of the intervention.
Although ANCOVAs performed on quasi-experimental designs can often yield
causal inferences, they are not nearly as powerful as fully randomized designs
(Mohr, 1992; Rubin, Stuart, & Zanutto, 2004).

A recent innovation in quasi-experimental design involves the use of a set of
covariates predicting a propensity score (Rubin & Thomas, 1996; Shadish, Cook,
& Campbell, 2002). The propensity score is the probability of membership in a
program intervention group versus membership in a counterfactual group. The
propensity score permits case-control matched pairs along a scale representing
the covariates. The propensity scores themselves can be employed as strata in an
analysis of variance, or as covariates in an ANCOVA, to assess the effect of a
program of intervention, and thus reduce the complexity of using a large set of
covariates and their interactions with the intervention.

Less widely known in language program evaluation is the regression dis-
continuity design shown in Figure 39.10 (Trochim, 2002). It is a form of quasi-
experiment, but does not require any randomization. Instead, the intervention
is assigned only to program participants who are deemed to have the most need.
It is thus considered more economical and potentially more ethical, since the
intervention resources are applied where there is the largest potential for benefit.
A pre-intervention measure (Y1) is made of the outcome using a parallel form, so
that the difficulty of the pretest, Y1, is equivalent to that of the posttest, Y2.
Depending on the resources available, a cut score is determined from the dis-
tribution of scores on the Y1 measures. In the case of a remedial intervention,
participants below the cut score are assigned by the program designers (D → A)
to the intervention condition (T), while all participants scoring above the cut
score are assigned to the counterfactual condition, and thus do not receive the
intervention. Assuming the cut is at the mean, all scores below the mean become
members of T, while all scores above are members of C. The outcome (Y2) is
measured after the program is considered mature enough for the evaluation.
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Figure 39.10 Regression discontinuity design

Figure 39.11 Regression discontinuity scatterplot

The main effects test of the program impact seeks to determine if there is a
discontinuity or break in the regression slopes separating T and C. The regres-
sion discontinuity can be inspected graphically, as well. Figure 39.11 shows that
there is a clear break in the regression line at the zero point on the centered
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preintervention measure. The post-intervention scores of the T group have been
lifted above what would have been a continuous regression line had the null
hypothesis been upheld.

Like other quasi-experimental designs, the regression discontinuity has a few
strong assumptions. One is that the membership assignment to the T or C condi-
tions can only be made according to the pre-intervention measure Y1. No migration
from C to T or vice versa is allowable. Another is that the effect of the intervention
is linear across all ranges of T and C scores on Y2.

In some evaluations, counterfactual groups might not be available for direct
comparison. There may be, as in meta-analysis data sets, mean scores from com-
parable programs reported in the literature, as well as other indicators, such as
average hours of tuition and pre-test score means. When such data is available
for comparison, another kind of quasi-experimental design is possible, the regres-
sion point-displacement analysis (Trochim, 2002; Shadish, Cook, & Campbell,
2002). The data here are observed mean scores across many different programs
on pre-and-post test measures of a variable of interest as well as time as a covariate.
The object of interest in the regression point displacement is whether the regres-
sion point for a single program deviates from the regression points seen in a
larger population of programs. Boldt and Ross (1998) examined instruction time
in hours across 38 institutional language programs in Korea and Japan, each with
pre-and-post test measures of English proficiency as measured by the Test of
English for International Communication – TOEIC. The regression model for the
point displacement for these data contains an effect dummy code for the single
program of interest, while all other programs are coded as counterfactual condi-
tions. Figure 39.12 plots the distribution of program means by hour and pre-post
test scores.

Controlling for the pretest means of all other programs, and the hours of
reported language instruction in each program, the effect on the program in
focus is tested by examining whether its regression point separates from the
expected regression line for all programs. In Figure 39.12, the arrow points to a
program mean on the posttest that suggests an outcome displaced from the
overall regression pattern. If this were the focus program, it could be tested for its
effect using conventional criteria to ascertain if the displacement is non-random.
The inference about such a program might be that it yields an exceptionally
beneficial outcome for the observed investment in time. Not many other infer-
ences would be possible because the unit of analysis is the program mean, with
no information about variance within each program. The regression point dis-
placement is perhaps useful as a preliminary step to a larger and more rigorously
controlled evaluation.

Program Cohesion

An aspect of language program evaluation that does not seek to compare a pro-
gram with any particular counterfactual condition involves evaluation of internal
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Figure 39.12 Regression point displacement scatterplot

program coherence. The notion of coherence is a quantitative analog to the earlier-
mentioned idea of program fidelity, which is normally inferred from qualitative
analyses (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Coherence analysis seeks to examine how
instructional and assessments practices internal to the program co-vary with each
other to produce an emergent property, such as proficiency change (Newmann,
et al., 2001). In many language programs, the homogeneity of assessment prac-
tices may be incoherent to the extent that variation in achievement may not
systematically co-vary with growth in proficiency. Diagnostics for program
coherence over time may involve time-ordered analyses of achievement carry-
over effects and their cumulative impact on proficiency gains through path analysis
(Ross, 2003). A coherent program can be expected to show many non-random
paths, while a fragmented one should show relatively few.

Another diagnostic approach to cohesion analysis may involve the examina-
tion of residual differences between predicted achievements relative to those
actually observed. In this approach, reported achievements are tested for homo-
geneity across levels of a program. “Level” may refer to streams of proficiency
determined by placement practices, or as individual class sections of a course
assumed to be employing the same assessment criteria. A linear model can be
used to generate expected scores from observed scores. For instance, if grades
awarded by program instructors are the object of interest, pre-existing measures
of student proficiency, as well as the earlier achievements of the same indi-
vidual students, can be used to generate an expected score. The residual score
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Figure 39.13 Standardized residuals plot

is defined as the difference between model prediction of each student’s grade
and that actually reported. These residuals for each program student can then
be standardized to a convenient metric corresponding to the t-distribution, and
then plotted by each section or class of the course. Figure 39.13 shows a scatterplot
of standardized residuals by class sections. Homogeneous assessment practices
within the program would be indicated by a rectangularshaped cluster of residuals,
and no class section jutting above or below the rectangle.

As the standardized residuals are expected to have a mean of zero, class
sections with substantive numbers of individual students above +/−2.0 may have
used assessment criteria that differed from that mandated by program policy.
Classes 2 and 12 for instance, appear to have used harsher than normal assessment
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criteria, as the majority of the students in these sections fell systematically
below the zero point in the residuals. Class 14, in contrast, produced grades
awarded by the instructor that were well beyond what was predicted by the
students’ own prior proficiency and earlier course achievements. The residuals
analysis in this example suggests that there may be some lack of coherence among
the instructors in their adherence to the program’s mandated grading standards.
After such diagnostics are performed, it is important to employ follow-up qual-
itative analysis (see Keily & Rea-Dickins, 2005), in order to pursue reasons why
there is apparent incoherence. Follow-up interviews and surveys may reveal
poor affective relations between instructors and students in some classes, and in
others, exceptionally successful instructional strategies.

Value-Added Interventions

Programs may be designed to bring clients to a prescribed level. Evaluation
efforts may therefore be focused on determining whether a program has reached
the mandated target levels. A vexing problem in such criterion-referenced evalu-
ations not only affects the fair setting of standards or benchmarks, but also can
lead to misleading evaluation results. Linn (2000, 2003), for instance, sees as
problematic the use of absolute benchmarks, such as those proposed for the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001. Instructional programs that would show strong
trends toward improvement, but still fall short of the prescribed benchmark,
would be considered by funding agencies as unsuccessful, and thus face sanc-
tions. Programs that in fact have achieved comparably less improvement, but
were actually near or above the benchmark at the outset of the evaluation, would
be considered successful. The use of absolute standards may lead to issues
of program evaluation unfairness (Beretta, 1986) when contextual effects, social
capital, and economic factors are not factored into the program theory and
logic model.

In reaction to absolute standards in program evaluation, a recent trend has
been to develop models that assess the valued-added impacts of a program of
intervention (Tekwe, et al., 2004). Such models typically aim to capture the con-
textual effects and normative environment inherent in clustered data – when
program clients are nested in communities that are socio-economically unequal
at the outset of the program. Value-added analyses of program impacts aim to
assess long-term growth trajectories, employing multi-level models (Hox, 2002;
Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). Such models can assess the moderating effects of
contextual covariates on growth over time, and thus focus on the observed tra-
jectories of learning growth, instead of absolute summative outcomes reported
as percentages of students who meet the criterion or standard. Although there is
no single research method that can solve all of the complexities of real-world
applied research, it now appears that value-added approaches are more likely to
yield program-fair results than absolute standard evaluation designs (Raudenbush,
2004).
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Conclusions

Approaches to language program evaluation depend on the factors that lead a
program to the evaluation process. The methodology of evaluation needs to match
program needs. If the evaluation effort is endogenous, with the goal of improv-
ing practice, qualitative methods have evolved to provide ample evidence of
program processes leading to information to improve practice. If the evalua-
tion mandate is exogenous, propelled by an accountability requirement, a wide
array of quantitative methods are available to assess whether the desired effects
have taken place. Language program evaluation may be best served by moving
toward a “mixed method” approach (Chatterji, 2005), employing both hermeneutic
and hypothetical-deductive research methods. As Chen (2005) suggests, an evalu-
ation effort starting with a program theory and a logic model can lay the ground-
work for providing evidence to satisfy stakeholders interested in outcomes, as
well as yielding explanatory evidence about why the program succeeded or failed.
Applied linguistics research focused on language program processes and outcomes
can benefit from methodological pluralism. A mixed mode approach is more
likely to provide evidence that there has been a program effect through quantitat-
ive methods, and can yield insights as to how such effects have occurred through
qualitative methods. Language programs are likely to be best evaluated with
evidence addressing both of these issues.
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